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ABSTRACT

Economic growth in nineteenth century New Zealand involved the

exploitation of the natural resources of land, forests, and minerals and

their transformation into sources of productive output. To encourage such

use and growth, the Legislature formulated instrumentalist policies intended

to allow ease of access to those resources and perm~t their conversion into

wealth and private property.

Competition for the resources of land, forests and minerals was

inevitable, while the differing requirements and use made of them by the

various groups of resource users generated conflicts and led to controversies

over ownership; control, and the most productive use to which those resources

might be put. Since those resources were vested in and remained the property,

of the Crown during their exploitation (apart that is from some lands) the

Legislature found itself compelled not only to promote their use but also to

balance and reconcile opposing needs and demands and, eventually, to endeavour

to promote their efficient and careful use.

The conflicts in Otago centred on four major issues: ease of access to

land for prospecting and mining purposes on the one hand and, on the other,

the protection of property rights and interests; the use of natural

watercourses for the discharge of tailings, foul wa~er, and other mining

debris against their use by settlers for farm and domestic purposes and the

insistence of the latter upon the protection of riparian and low-lying

agricultural lands; the exploitation of the mineral wealth or the

preservation of the agricultural value of selected lands; and the priorjty

to bE accorded and the conditions attached to the use of water by the mining

and farming industries.

ThE' policies devised and adopted varied considerably, those in respect

of land effecting a reasonable balance between the needs and demands of the

two competing industries while those in respect of water allowed a controlled



transfer of the resource from one to the other and led progressively to the

establishment of the legal basis for centralised control and administration

of water and thus for its efficient use. With respect to the conflicts over

riparian rights, however, the policies adopted were intended rather to

resolve the legal difficulties involved in the use of watercourses for mining

purposes irrespective of the environmental, resource and social costs.

Similarly, with respect to the preservation of agricultural land, the

Legislature remained committed to the promotion of the mining industry.

Increasingly, the necessity to reconcile and balance competing demands

and requirements of the various groups of resource users implied a growing

and important change in the role of the Legislature and the State in

economic growth and in the character of resource policy and management.
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ABBREVIATIONS, QUOTATIONS, DEFINITIONS AND

CONVERSIONS

Abbreviations: The following abbreviations have been used in the text:

AJHR Appendices to the Journals of the House of Representatives.

AJHR, S Appendices to the Journals of the House of Representatives,
Session

AJLC Appendices to the Journals of the Legislative Council.

JHR Journals of the House of Representatives.

JLC Journals of the Legislative Council.

Le Legislative Department File (National Archives)

MD Mines Department File (National Archives).

NZPD New Zealand Parliamentary Debates.

OPGG Otago Provincial Government Gazette.

PW Public Works Department File (Hocken Library).

V & P, OPC, S Votes and Proceedings, Otago Provincial Council, Session

Quotations In all quotations the original spellings have been retained,
the term sic being used to denote errors of syntax.

Definition - Head: Defined by The Mines Act, 1877 (Statutes of New Zealand
1877, 272) and subsequent Mining Acts as Ha stream of
water capable of discharging sixty cubic feet of water
per minute!'

Conversions

One inch 2.5399 centimetres; one centimetre 0.3937 inchef

One yard 0.9143 metres; one metre 1. 0936 yards

One mile 1.6093 kilometres; one kilometre 1. 6213 miles

One acre 0.4046 hectares; one hectare 2.4710 acres

One square mile 2.5900 square kilometres; one square kilometre 0.3861 square
miles

One pound ( ! ) 2.00 dollars; one dollar 0.50 pounds

One cubic foot 0.0283 cubic me'tres; one cubic metre 35.3144 cubic
feet

One pint 0.5679 litres; one litre 1.7607 pints

One gallon 4.5436 litres; one litre 0.2200 gallons

One ounce 28.3495 grams; one gram 0.0352 ounces

One pound 0.4535 kilograms; one kilogram 2.2046 pounds

One ton 1016.0470 kilograms; one kilogram 0.0009 tons
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INTRODUCTION

Economic development in nineteenth century New Zealand was a process

that largely comprised the exploitation of virgin resources and their

transformation into sources of productive output. That course of development

was a direct response to the contemporary processes of industrialisation and

social and economic change in the United Kingdom and the countries of Western

Europe. Their rapidly growing demands for food and raw materials were

complemented by extensive transfers of capital and labour to enable the

colony's latent resources to be put into productive use. The circumstances

of New Zealand's settlement, the character, hopes and aspirations of its new

settlers, the opportunities offered to those of initiative and enterprise

meant that great emphasis was placed upon material and social advancement

and thus upon ready availability of the colony's resources upon which such

advancement could be built. Competition for those resources was therefore

inevitable, and competition generated controversy and conflict over

ownership, control, and the most productive use to which those various

resources could be put.

This study thus examines themes in the colonisation and development of

New Zealand which, with the partial exception of land and settlement, have

been touched upon only in passing by other investigators. It relies, almost

exclusively, upon hitherto unused archival and other primary source materials

to evaluate the protracted, occasionally intense and bitter, struggle among

the pastoralists, miners and farmers of Central Otago for control of the

region's two major resources of land and water.

The initial occupation of Central Otago during the 1850s for pastoral

purposes and the subsequent discovery of gold and influx of thousands of

miners in the 1860s created lucrative entrepreneurial opportunities in

associated and supportive industries. The result was the creation of a
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multiplicity of interests, the interdependence of which was tenuous and

unable to withstand the conflicts that developed over the control and use

of land and water arising from differing and competing requirements. It

soon became evident, therefore, that policies, rules and regulations would

have to be devised to govern resource use, and at the very least to rank and

balance the pioneers' shared goals of rapid exploitation of the public

domain, equality of entrepreneurial opportunity, and protection of property

rights.

As a first step attention was devoted to devising policies which would

regulate the relationships among the competing groups of resource users

while ensuring free access to and the rapid and untrammelled exploitation of

those resources. Much of the initial controversy over resource use in

Central Otago centred around the provision of land for settlement, the

tenures and conditions upon which land could be held for pastoral and

agricultural purposes, access for miners, and the protection of property

rights and investments. The first chapter examines the course of land

legislation during the period 1858-1875, the character of the tenures

devised and the efforts to reconcile the competing demands of pastoralist,

farmer and miner. The second chapter considers land legislation enacted

during the period 1877-1914 and the responses of miners and pastoralists to

the successive experiments in land tenure affecting the disposal and settlement

of the public estate. Whatever care was taken to protect the interests of the

mining industry in particular, however, and irrespective of the State's

reaffirmation of its prerogative right to the royal metals, difficulties

remained over access to private lands for prospecting and mining purposes.

The third chapter examines the efforts made to provide for that access and

at the same time to ease miner opposition to land settlement.

Water was the second major resource the use of which generated a

protracted controversy and struggle for control. To a greater extent than



in the case of land, however, access to and use of water raised larger issues

involving the appropriateness of differing and sometimes ancient legal

doctrines, the social costs attending the private use of public resources,

their conservation and most productive use, and their control and

administration. The fourth and fifth chapters examine the origins of the

conflict between miners and farmers with respect to the right to appropriate

and use water in the context of the priority accorded to the needs of the

mining industry by mining legislation and of the growing demand for water

by settlers upon the progressive subdivision of the pastoral runs and the

expansion of:orcharding and mixed farming. The character of the law relating

to water, changes in that law, the transfer of the resource from the mining

industry to farming, and the growth of centralised State control and

administration are the major themes which are discussed. The sixth and

seventh chapters consider the other major controversy involving water,

namely the use of rivers and streams for the discharge of mining debris and

the resultant growing realisation of the need for control to ensure the

protection of watercourses, private and public property, and riparian lands.

The eighth chapter examines one other important aspect of the conflict

between miners and farmers, namely the mining of agricultural land and

especially that situated within official irrigation districts.

This thesis suggests that the policies devised to govern access to and

use of the resources of land and water in New Zealand during the period

1858-1921 reflected the desire of governments to reconcile, balance, and/or

regulate the competing and conflicting demands of groups of resource users

while facilitating the rapid exploitation of those resources. Each

chapter endeavours to establish the character of the conflicts and

controversies involved, the relevant legislation, the policy changes sought

and effected, the law as interpreted and established by the courts, and

the responses of the various interest groups involved. Emphasis throughout

is upon an examination of the economic, political and legal processes which

x
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governed the use of the resources of land and water and which as a result

helped to mould and modify a landscape - in this case the distinctive

landscape of Central Otago.

Although the period covered by this thesis is defined as 1858-1921,

the terminal date varies according to the topic under discussion. Thus the

examination of land tenure and land settlement issues concludes at 1914.

The settlement and alienation of most of the land suitable for orcharding

and small-scale farming and the decline in mining activity by that date

meant that those issues and the disputes and conflicts relating to them had

by then been largely resolved. The discussion relating to water rights,

mining and irrigation appropriately ends at 1921, the year by which the

transfer of the resource from one industry to the other was well under way

and by which time the State had resumed control of much of the water supply

and created the legal and administrative foundations for extensive

irrigation development. Similarly, the discussion of the conflicts over

riparian rights and the discharge of mining debris ends at 1921, the year

which marked a significant change in the policies which had been pursued by

the State since 1875. The examination of the controversy over the mining

of agricultural land, however, is carried through until 1953 in order to

include a discussion of the major conflict relating to that issue, namely

that between the Mines and Public Works Departments.

A NOTE ON SOURCES

This study is based on five major sources.

a) Files of the Mines Department (National Archives, Wellington). These

files, although difficult to locate in the case of those relating to the

nineteenth century, are an invaluable source. They contain correspondence

among Ministers, Departmental officials, miners, miners' organisations, and

other individuals; memoranda between the Minister and the Under-Secretary

of Mines; official reports and investigations; petitions; drafts of

legislation; and newspaper reports and editorials. They are especially
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valuable in determining Government's interpretation of and stance upon

various issues and conflicts and the manner in which it endeavoured to

resolve disputes.

b) Records of'the Wardens' courts of the Otago Mining District (Hocken

Library, Dunedin). This group of records includes not only court ledgers

and record books but also all applications for mining and other privileges

created by the Mining Acts. The latter comprise the application forms;

notices of objection; correspondence between the wardens, applicants,

objectors and oth~rs; occasionally notes of evidence; and the rulings.

They are particularly valuable in assessing the bases and character of

various conflicts, especially those relating to water and its use. The

fact that they are largely unsorted and often incomplete for individual

courts renders their use difficult.

c) Files of the Public Works Department, Dunedin (Hocken Library, Dunedin).

This body of records largely comprises correspondence between the Department's

Resident Engineer in Alexandra and the District Engineer in Dunedin, and

between the latter and the Engineer-in-Chief in Wellington. These files

were of particular value in identifying the difficulties which mining law

as it related to water posed for the development of irrigation, disputes

over and efforts by individuals to secure control of water, the background

to changes made in the law, and the manner in which the Department of

Public Works sought to encourage the efficient use of the resource.

d) Records of the Supreme Court, Dunedin (Department of Justice, Dunedin).

These records comprise the papers relating to cases heard by the Court and

include statements of claim and defence, reports,notes of evidence, the

Court's ruling and the terms of any injunction issued.

e) Local Newspapers. Local newspapers are of particular value, especially

the Otago Witness (Dunedin), the Mount Jda Chronicle (Naseby), the Dunstan

Times (Clyde), and the Tuapeka Times (Lawrence). The three'latter presented
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varying views of goldfield issues, the Mount Ida Chronicle strongly

supporting the mining industry and the Tuapeka Times agricultural

settlement and development. The newspapers are an important source of

reports and editorials on controversies and conflicts; reports of the

proceedings of Wardens' Courts, miners' and farmers' associations, and

various leagues and promotional bodies; and copies of correspondence between

the Government and miners' associations. Used in conjunction with the files

of the Mines Department and the records of the Wardens' Courts the newspapers

provide an important insight into the controversies and conflicts which the

development of Central Otago's resources generated.

In addition to these five major bodies of records extensive use was

also made of the Votes and Proceedings of the Otago Provincial Council and

their Appendices, the Journals of both the House of Representatives and

the Legislative Council and their respective Appendices, the parliamentary

debates, statutes, and the files of the Legislative Department (Gold Fields

Select Committee).
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As one of the new 'fragment' societies established during the course of

the expansion of Europe and the growth of the international economy in the

nineteenth century, the settlement and development of New Zealand took

place largely within the trade-investment-immigration 'engine of growth'.

The rate and course of growth were influenced largely by the economic

development of the United Kingdom, its growing population and rising per

capita incomes, changing consumer demands, and by the international flow of

labour, capital and technology.

During the nineteenth century a vigorous process of economic growth

was transmitted from the world's industrial 'centre' to the peripheral

regions by the mechanism of trade in primary products (Nurkse 1961). New

Zealand developed as a producer of the food and raw material requirements of

the United Kingdom, the production and export of which were facilitated by

the investment of British capital in land development, railways and public

utilities generally. As a land-intensive colony, benefiting from a growing

demand for food and raw materials, it was inevitable that great emphasis

should be placed in this newly occupied country upon land settlement anq

development.

In Otago, the Lay Association of The Free Church of Scotland at first

endeavoured to implement Wakefie1d's scheme for self-sustaining expansion

through the exercise of controls over land settlement, land use, social

mobility and public expenditures. Progress was slow and uncertain and

pressure very soon developed for the adoption of more liberal land regula

tions to allow and encourage the occupancy and use of the region's 'almost

illimitable' indigenous grass1ands (otago News 22 June 1850 in Forrest 1964,

26). Their occupancy and development, it was claimed, would ensure Otago's

prosperity and expansion.

2



The surrender by the New Zealand Company of its charter in 1851 and

the enactment of The Crown Lands Amendment And Extension Ordinance, 1851

with its liberal pastoral regulations ensured the rapid occupation of the

province's interior. Sheep numbers increased from a mere 60,000 in 1855 to

700,000 in 1861 and to 3.7 million in 1871. By 1860, wool alone provided

90.36 per cent of the total value of Otago's exports (Graph 1:1) extensive

pastoralism by that date constituting the basis of a comparatively simple

economy and land use system.

That economy and land use system were at once disrupted and then

markedly modified by the discovery of gold in 1861 and the rapid influx of

migrants. Otago's population grew from 12,691 in l8bo to 57,532 in 1864,

the year in which the peak goldfields population of almost 24,000 was

attained. Despite a subsequent exodus of miners to Marlborough and the West

Coast, so that by 1866 only some 10,000 remained on Otago's goldfields, the

province's total population continued to grow to reach 67,842 by ,1870.

The discovery of gold and the rapid growth of population served to

introduce considerable complexity into the former relatively simple pattern

of economic growth. The expansion of the pastoral industry had initiated, of

course, some important changes through its demands for financial and allied

services and for supplies. The gold mining industry not only augmented

existing but created new demands met at first by a flood of imports but

later, in part at least, by an expansion in food production and distribution,

by the establishment of industries processing food, producing equipment and

machinery, housing and building materials, and by the growth of industries

to meet the demands of a greatly expanded consumer goods market. Sales of

Crown lands increased sharply, from 42,157 acres in 1861 and 21,218 in 1863

to no fewer than 531,819 in 1864 (Graph 1:2). The Provincial Government's

revenues increased sharply as did expenditure upon public works, an important

source of employment (Graph 1:3). The continued expansion of the pastoral

3
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and the rapid growth of the agricultural industries added to the impetus

created by the mining industry and to the establishment of new economic

interest groups within the community.

Peak gold production, however, was reached as early as 1863, a rapid

decline thereafter being accompanied by a sharp contraction in mining

employment and in the demand by the sector for goods and services. The

impetus provided by the discovery of gold did not survive the decline in the

mining industry's output. Land sales in the province fell sharply between

1864 and 1865 and between 1868 and 1870. The Provincial Government's

revenue fell, particularly after 1866, as did expenditure on public works

with the inevitable consequence of rising unemployment. For the colony as

a whole, the effects of the fall in the output of gold were accentuated by

a sharp drop in wool prices, a decline in capital imports and the virtual

cessation of public loan expenditure after 1867. Pressure mounted for the

more active promotion of land settlement.

The Fox Ministry (1869~1872) proposed to relieve the economic stagna

tign of the later l860s by instituting a programme of public works and

assisted immigration, an expansion policy (associated with the name of the

Colonial Treasurer, Julius Vogel) to be based on capital raised on the

United Kingdom capital market. That programme also had its genesis partly

in the efforts being made to settle the 'Native Question' by developing

communications throughout the North Island and by the clearance and settle

ment of the bush, as well as in the restiveness of the South Island at the

costs of defence, the economic stagnation and unemployment, and the evident

underdevelopment of the economy. Massive government borrowing was accompanied

by a vast increase in private borrowing.

Of public outlays over the decade of the ~870s, railways and communi

cations received the largest share, railways in particular as a means of

4



providing significant external economies and hence stimulus to the private,

largely primary, sector of the economy. Private investment was concentrated
I

in residential construction, a reflection of the demand for housing upon

the influx of migrants, and in the primary sector. The ~uropean population

of the colony grew rapidly, from 266,986 in 1871 to 400,910 in 1881. By

31 March 1881, Otago had received 29,672 assisted migrants or 29.3 per cent

of the total who had arrived in New Zealand. These immigrants, together

with others who had proceeded privately, constituted a large increment to

the province's population, market and labour force. Seventy per cent of the

'Voge1' itmnigrants were aged 31 and under and 90 per cent 46 and under. Over

60 per cent were single while of those who were married a quarter had no

children at all, so that many of the married migrants had not established

or completed their families. In terms of occupation, 35.2 per cent were

agricultural labourers drawn largely from those counties of Erig1and beset by

the 'revolt of the field' and the farmers' retaliatory lockout; 15 per cent

were general labourers; 9.4 per cent were building tradesmen; and 18.9 per

cent were domestics (Morris 1~73). That pressure should mount for land

settlement was inevitable despite the expansion of public works employment

and the establishment of some manufacturing industry.

Land settlement constituted an integral part of the Fox Ministry's

development programme, investment in roads and railways being intended to

'rei11umine the sacred fire of colonisation' and to 'provide homes for

Britain's surplus population'. The growth of communications, the rapid

expansion of the colony's population, the ease of acquiring credit, the

formulation of tenures to encourage ease of land acquisition, and the

character and aspirations of many of the settlers ensured a strong demand

for land; Land settlement in Central Otago had in fact been accorded

priority from the first gold rush days. "If the yield of gold", observed

5
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one journal, "is made the sole source of prosperity, it will assuredly be

found when it is too late that we have been resting on a broken reed; that

we have been grasping at shadows while the substance was passing away"

(Lake Wakatip Mail 8 July 1863). An abiding concern for land settlement

thus had its origins in a conviction that mining was but a transient

industry so that in agriculture the TUapeka Times could see "a certain

indication of a prosperity more solid and permanent than the richest and

most extensive auriferous deposits could ensure" (Tuapeka Times 14 March

1868).

The initiation of the public works and immigration programme stimulated

the demand for land in Otago. Between 1870 and 1877, 452,923 acres were

resumed from runs within the gold fields and opened for selection, almost

99,000 acres being resumed in 1874 alone (AJHR S.2, CllA, 1877). The promotion

of settlement on the gold fields, however, encountered two major difficul

ties. The first comprised the opposition of the runholders to any resumption

of land for settlement and to their determination to protect a growing

capital investment in station equipment, particularly fencing. The New

Zealand Loan and Mercantile Company, for example, received applications from

Otago runholders for substantial advances and loans. By May 1877, the

company had advanced by way of mortgage £48,000 in Otago and £246,000 by way

of secured loans and current account advances. Of a total of 11,641,500

employed in New Zealand at that time, £315,500 or 19.22 per cent was invested

in Otago, mainly in pastoral runs (New Zealand Loan and Mercantile Agency

Company Limited, Minute Books). It was inevitable that the runholders

would resist efforts to make land more widely available for settlement.

The second major difficulty involved the opposition of the miners to the

disposal of the land, at least on tenures which denied their freedom of

access. Indeed, it was suggested that miners "interposed more difficulties
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in the way of settlement than the runholders" (Duns tan Times 3 March 1893),

while one of Otago's foremost mining entrepreneurs in 1890 observed that

"the miner backed the self-interest of the pastoral lessee" (Otago Witness

27 February 1890). Land settlement on the gold fields may be viewed as

comprising successive efforts to adjust and reconcile the competing and often

conflicting claims of pastoralist, farmer, and miner. With respect to the

pastoral lessees, the conflict originated in efforts to make land available

from the runs for settlement (Figure 1:1), and with respect to the miners

over the formulation of tenures which would protect their interests through

the reservation of auriferous land and mining outlets.

PROVIDING LAND 1858-1865

The influx of miners into the Collingwood-Takaka district of the

Province of Nelson in 1857 prompted the Stafford Ministry (1858-1861) to

introduce in 1858 a measure entitled An Act to make provision for the

Management of Gold Fields in the Colony of New Zealand, the Act heing a

compilation of measures passed by the Nelson Provincial Council and based

in part upon Australian legislation (NZPD 1858-1860, 41-42, 78). Section

10 of the Act empowered the Governor to suspend pastoral licences or leases

over Crown lands but "so far only as may be necessary for the accommodation

of the horses and cattle required for the subsistence and convenience of the

persons holding the miner's right and licences and leases under this Act,

and for the supply of water to the said gold field, and otherwise for

effectually working the said gold mine or gold field •.•• " Provision was

made for an adjustment of rent and for compensation for any loss sustained

as a result of such suspension, the compensation to be paid out of the

revenue derived'from the gold fields (Statutes of New Zealand 1854-1860,359).

That Act made no provision, for agricultural settlement, and hence in

1860 Tancred (Secretary for Crown Lands) introduced a Bill into the Legisla-
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tive Council designed to relax some of the more stringent provisions of

the original measure by permitting the granting of leases of land for

agricultural purposes. The Bill provided for the granting of leases for

up to 100 acres for a period of up to ten years, somewhat generous terms

which the House of Representatives reduced to ten acres and seven years

(JLC, 1860, 23 and JHR, 1860, 42). Section 3 of The Gold Fields Act, 1858,

1860, empowered the Governor to demise for agricultural purposes Hany land

within a gold field .••. " (Statutes of New Zealand, 1854-1860,402) although no,

provision was made to suspend or cancel pastoral leases or licenses over such

lands as might have been required to fulfil the purposes contempl,ated by the At:t.

The discovery of gold in Otago, the influx of miners during 1861, and

the proclamation of the Tuapeka Gold Field exposed both the inadequacies of

existing legislation with regard to the provision of land for agricultural

settlement and commonage and the difficulties the Provincial Government was

to experience increasingly as it endeavoured to respond to the demands for

such land.· Part of those difficulties lay in the extent of the Otago

discoveries and the scale of the influx of miners. So complete, in fact, was

the occupation of some runs that the licensees turned to the Provincial Govern-

ment seeking suspension of their licences so that they could claim compensation

as provided by section 10 of The Gold Fields Act, 1858. Until the extent of

the discoveries had been more precisely determined, however, the Provincial

Government was reluctant to suspend any pastoral licence by virtue of which the

holder was entitled to the exclusive use of his run. By October 1861, when

the boundaries of the proclaimed gold field were extended to include all known

auriferous country and, conscious of the need to ensure that the miners had

an adequate supply of meat at reasonable prices, the Provincial Government

determined to settle the issue.

Suspension of the licences of the area involved, however, was not a



prospect which induced any great enthusiasm on the part of the Provincial

Government since it would clearly involve payment of substantial compensa-

tion to the runho1ders affected. Richardson (Superintendent 1861-18631

thus suggested that

The system which appears to offer the greatest advantage to all
parties and to be subject to the fewest objections, is the
suspension of the license or licenses over a certain central
well defined region of sufficient extent to provide pasturage
for cattle and sheep, equal to the requirements of the resident
mining population, leaving to the runho1ders to grant to appli
cants desirous of superior pasturage such further facilities as
they may feel disposed to afford ....

Such a course of action, suggested Richardson, would be acceptable to the

runho1ders while it would guarantee a sufficient supply of meat at reasonable

rates and obviate "an unnecessary strain on the revenue" (V & P, OPC, S13,

1861, 12-13). That was a suggested course of action approved of by the

Provincial Council although with the additional requirement that "the

Superint~ndent be authorised to payout of the Provincial Revenue such

compensation as may be agreed upon or awarded by arbitrators in accordance

with the 10th clause of the Gold Fields Act" (V & P, oPc, S13~ 1861, 24-25).

Implementation of that policy, however, proved a good deal more

difficult than had been anticipated. In response to requests by the

licensees of Runs 54 and 53 in the Tuapeka district (J. Cargi11 and J. Martin

respectively), that their licenses be suspended, Cargi11 seeking suspension

of the licence over the entire area of the run, Richardson chose merely to

invite the runho1ders to indicate the area of the runs over which the

licences could be suspended without "materially injuring" their interests.

The implied suggestion that the remainder of the lands concerned could

still be managed as pastoral runs was regarded as faintly absurd, the

solicitor acting fot both Cargi1l and Martin, C.W. Richmond, commenting that

"The plain fact is, that by operations sanctioned by the Provincial Government

9
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of Otago, and from which it is deriving a large Revenue, and in fact, by

the direct action of that Government itself, two valuable properties are

almost wholly lost to the owners." Richmond reiterated the demand that the

provisions of section 10 of the Act of 1858 be implemented CC.W. Richmond

to J.L.C. Richardson, 27 December 1861, in V & P, oPc, 5.15, 1862,

Appendix, xii) .

Richmond's response clearly disappointed Richardson who had regarded

his suggestion as a "well-intentioned attempt to originate some method by

which I could carry out the provisions of the 'Gold Fields Act of 1858' .••. "

while also reminding Richmond somewhat tartly that the Government was "not

ignorant of the loss of individual Runholders" and was "quite alive to the

necessity of maintaining the public faith to which you make allusion .••. "

CJ.L.C. Richardson to C.W. Richmond, 7 January 1862, in V & P, OPC, 5.15, 1862,

Appendix, xii~xiii). The difficulty was complicated further by the urgent

need to survey two township sites and open them before the onset of winter.

The Provincial Government intended to ?ell the sections made available, a

course of action for which, under The Land Sales and Leases Ordinance, 1856,

the Government required the licensee's permission. In default of ' such

permission, the Government indicated that it would consider proclaiming a

hundred. As Richmond carefully pointed out, however, since the area lay

within a proclaimed gold field, by section 14 of The Gold Fields Act, 1858, 1860,

it was not subject to the provisions of The Waste Lands Act, 1858, or the

Acts, ordinances and regulations specified in the schedule to that Act

including The Land Sales and Leases Ordinance (C.W. Richmond to J.L.C.

Richardson, 28 January 1862, in V & P, ope, 5.15, 1862, Appendix, xiv).

Cargill's response, in fact, was to offer to relinquish his entire interest

in Run 54 for 14000, that sum to include compensation for the determination

of the licence, the loss of an 80-acre freehold homestead, and damage to



fencing and plant (V & P, oPc, S.15 1862, Appendix, xiv).

Cargill's claim was considered by the Executive Council which in turn

offered compensation at the rate of Is per acre, a total of t2000, or

exactly one half the amount sought by Cargill. That offer was rejected.

Richardson responded by indicating that the Provincial Government would

declare a hundred o£ 10,000 acres about the Tuapeka River, suspend the

licence over the adjoining 10,000 acres and apply for power to lease that

area for agricultural purposes CRichardson to Richmond, 8 February 1862, in

V & P, oPC, S.15, 1862, Appendix, xvi). The licensees of Run 53 CJ. Smith

and J. Martin) were also offered compensation at the rate of Is per acre,

in default of the acceptance of which the same course of action proposed in

the case of Cargill's run would be followed Cv & P, oPc, S.15, 1862,

Appendix, xvi-xvii). The declaration of a hundred not being possible,

Richardson then insisted that the licence would be suspended over that

portion of the run required and for which compensation would be ~aid. In

the end a compromise proposal was agreed upon, Cargill to be awarded l3000

for his entire interest in Run 54, a compromise the Government was

practically compelled to accept given "the peculiar and urgent circumstances

of the case" Cv & P, opc~ S.15, 1862, Appendix, xix), primarily the onset

of the winter of 1862. Smith and Martin accepted compensation at the rate

of Is per acre, or 11,216, the area resumed for 14,216 then forming the

Tuapeka Agricultural Reserve.

Suspension of the two licences involved had proved expensive for a

Government whose total revenue during the six months to September 30, 1862

was just over }11,353. No sooner had Cargill's and Smith and Martin's

claims been disposed of than further claims for compensation were made by

the licensees of other runs affected, J. and R. Fulton, A. and W. Shennan,

and W.T. Cumine. Richmond and Gillies, the runholders' solicitor, indicated

11



that the licensees were prepared to accept "any reasonable settlement"

proposed by the Government and' thereby foregoing the right to arbitration

as provided by The Gold Fields Act, 1858. It is interesting to note that

Richmond and Gillies went on to suggest that the runs concerned were "well

nigh worthless ll to the licensees but "might, under a proper system of

administration, become a source of revenue to the Provincial Government, to

an extent which would pay a high rate of interest on the sums required for

their purchase from the present owners" Cv & P, oPC, S.15,1862, 22, C.W.

Richmond and J.L. Gillies to the Superintendent, 17 April l862}~

In its discussions of the issues involved in the question of suspension

and compensation, the Provincial Council rejected decisively (5 to 13) a

motion by Cargill to the effect that the Government was bound to proceed in

the manner prescribed by The Gold Fields Act, 1858. It also rejected, by

a smaller margin (8 to 10) a motion by Cutten which would have left the

question of suspension to the Government and which would have authorised

the Superintendent to expend such sums by way of compensation as he thought

fit. Without dissent, th~ Council approved two resolutions:

1. The Provincial Government having obtained sufficient land
in the present Gold Fields, by the extinguishment of the
titles of the Licensees of Runs Nos. 53 and 54, for the
location of the miners and the depasturing of stock for
the subsistence of the same, it is the opinion of this ~ouse

that there does not exist any necessity for suspending the
licence over any portion of any other Runs so affected,
except in those cases where, from the population being
concentrated, or where operations, as described in the Act,
with respect to watercourses are being carried on; it may be
necessary to proceed to arbitration according to the Act.

2. This House also deems it inexpedient at present that the
Government should extinguish the title over other auriferous
land, unless such should be urgently required for bona fide
occupation, inasmuch as it is in contemplation of the General
Government to introduce into the General Assembly, by
enactment, some provision by which such lands may be made
easily obtainable for purposes connected with a gold mining
population Cv & P, oPc, 8.15, 1862, 25).
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The enactment referred to by the Otago Provincial Council was The Gold

Fields Act, 1862. Section 10 of the Act provided that

When any Gold Mine or Gold Field shall be discovered and
proclaimed upon any Crown Lands held under License or Lease
for depasturing purposes it shall be lawful for the Governor
at his discretion to cancel the licence or lease under which
such land shall have been held in occupation as regards the
whole or any part of the lands so held under such licence or
lease or with the concurrence of the Licensee or Lessee to
suspend such lease or license as regards the whole or any part
of such lands (Statutes of New Zealand, 1862, 78).

Section 11 provided for payment of compensation and stipulated that such

compensation was payable out of the revenue of the Province concerned. It

is interesting to note that a motion by Stafford to have section 10 omitted

and a clause inserted which would have provided for suspension at the

request of the lessee or licensee was narrowly defeated, 9 to 7 (JHR, 1862,

125-126). Section 10 as passed then was a significant amendment of section

10 of The Gold Fields Act, 1858, freeing the power of cancellation from its

previous constraints, although cancellation remained at the discretion of

the Governor.

The problem of meeting the demands for compensation remained, however,

and hence a proposal was advanced in the Provincial Council during Session

18, 1864, to the effect "That it is desirable that a scale of compensation

for the cancelling of depasturing licenses over runs in Goldfields should,

as far as possible, be fixed by law..•• " The proposal was rejected

(v & P, ope, S.18, 1864, 117).

The provisions of The Gold Fields Act, 1862 relating to the cancellation

of pastoral licences and leases within proclaimed gold fields were further

amended by The Gold Fields Act Amendment Act, 1865. During the passage of

that measure through the Legislative Council a clause was inserted on the

motion of Hall (JLC, 1865, 89-90), that addition becoming section 28 of

the Act. That section made suspension or cancellation possible at the

13



request of the licensee or Les.see ,

Whenever after the proclamation of a gold field any person holding
a license or lease for depasturing stock over any lands included
within such gold field shaLl, make an application to the Governor to
have his license or lease cancelled or suspended over a part or the
whole of the lands included therein the Governor shall in conformity
with such application cancel or suspend such license or lease accor
dingly and the licensee or lessee shall upon such cancelling or
suspension be entitled to compensation as provided in the said Act
provided that it shall not be lawful for any person to make any such
application until a period of three months shall have expired after
the date of the proclamation of such gold field (Statutes of New
Zealand, 1865, 132).

Section 28 of the Act thus made it possible for the licensee or lessee

to demand cancellation or suspension over all or any part of the lands

included in his lease or licence and not merely that portion which may have

been occupied or which might have been required for mining purposes.

Moreover, it was so worded as' to be both prospective and retrospective in

its application. Section 28 was regarded as the work of the runholders.

Certainly the House of Representatives had excised it from the Bill but it

was reinserted by the Legislative Council and there it remained for fear

that resistance would jeopardise the passage of the entire measure. In

any case, it was argued, the provision, was not retrospective in its applica-

tion, that it did not apply to gold fields proclaimed before it came into

operation (otago Daily Times 19 March 1866). Conversely, however, it was

suggested that section 28 would aggravate the difficulty of providing

sufficient land for settlement purposes, jeopardise the recently introduced

system of agricultural leasing, and create vested rights likely to be

productive of future difficulties (Otago Daily Times 15 March 18661. "There

14
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now exists", lamented the Dunstan Times, "no alternative between the total

cessation of all settlement on the land or the opening up of new gold fields

than the absolute ruin of the Provincial Government, merely to satisfy the

greed of the squatters" (puns tan Times 24 February 1866). Not surprisingly,

then, efforts were started in the direction of having that section of the

Act repealed, while demands were made that, since individual runho1ders

could claim in excess of [20,000 as compensation while the total return to

provincial revenues from pastoral licences was a mere £4,500 per annum, the

runs be made to yield a revenue somewhat more commensurate with their

apparent value. An acreage tax was suggested as was an export duty on

wool (Duns tan Times 24 March 1866).

THE OTAGO WASTE LANDS ACT, 1866 AND THE PRINCIPLE OF PASTORAL LEASES

The pending expiry of the initial pastoral licenCeS in Otago and the

limited revenue the pastoral use of the province's waste lands was yielding

were the object of Hyde Harris' (Superintendent) attention in 18~4 (V & P,

ope, S.19, 1864, 3 and Papers and Reports Printed Apart from the Votes and

Proceedings, 1). The pastoral occupation of 6,394,100 acres was yielding a

mere 14,840 per annum. Hyde Harris thus proposed with respect to the

Province's pastoral lands: (1) the reservation of 100 runs aggregating three

million acres as "a Provincial Estate", such lands to be secured to the

Province "as its inalienable property"; (2) the disposal of such runs, at

the expiry of their licences, at auction on leases for seven, ten or fourteen

years; (3) the leases to provide for, upon expiration, valuation to the

tenant for all improvements and for resumption by Government,upon payment

of reasonable compensation, land for agricultural purposes provided that the

land so resumed did not exceed five per cent of the total area of the run; and

(4) all other pastoral lands upon the expiry of the licences to be open for

sale in blocks of not less than 320 acres at an upset price of t1 per acre.



Until sold such lands were to be let for pastoral purposes on leases for

seven, ten or fourteen years upon the additional conditions that the rent

payable would be reduced as the land was sold and that any purchaser of

land was not to have pasturage rights beyond the land so purchased. Hyde

Harris estimated the total annual revenue from sales and leases atf155,000,

including [65,000 as the net annual rental from the reserved estate of

three million acres, £30,000 as the net annual rental from the two million

acre residue of pastoral lands, and £60,000 as sales of pastoral lands

(v & P, OPC, S.19, 1964, Papers and Reports Printed Apart from the

Proceedings, 2-3). The Provincial Council, however, declined to deal with

Harris' proposals until the following session, the Council observing that

the "late period at which the subject has been submitted to it quite

precluding the formation of a judgment at present•..• " (V & P, OPC, S.19,

1864, 92).

Harris returned to the question of pastoral tenure in April 1865 when,

in addressing the opening of Session 20 of the Otago Provincial Council, he

indicated that 'a Land Bill had been prepared to "be the means of disposing

of the Land Question, as a subject for legislation, for many years to come."

The Bill was intended to simplify the system of land sales, to permit freer

selection of land, and to obtain a revenue from the pastoral lands" commen-

surate with their value, giving in return a more satisfying tenure to the

licensees" (V & P, oPc, 8.20, 1865, 2). In May 1865 the Provincial Council

devoted its attention to a series of resolutions intended to ~orm the basis

of a consolidated Act dealing with the waste lands of Otago. The system of

hundreds* affirmed, the Council turned to the contentious issue of pastoral

tenure and, after a protracted debate, decided that 12 months prior to the
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of dividing a large piece of agricultural country, selected within
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landowners, with a hundred had the privilege of running stock on the
unsold portions.



existing licences expiring, the licensees were to be offered leases subject

to the proclamation of hundreds Cv & P, oPc, S.20, 1865, 39). Annual rates

of 7d per head of sheep and 3s.6d per head of cattle were struck, and the

term of the pastoral lease set at a maximum of ten years Cv & P, oPc, S.20,

1865, 45).

One resolution, which prompted some debate, provided that lessees under

renewed leases, or lessees who had purchased leases of runs put up to

auction, or whose runs might be taken for hundreds, were to be entitled to
\

valuation for improvements in necessary buildings, plantations, fences, and

ditches for drainage, the improvements in no case to exceed (X) years of

the assessed rental. Macandrew proposed an amendment which would have

provided for valuation twelve months prior to the expiration of a licence

or lease, Hsuch valuation to be placed as upset price on the sale of the

run by auction, for benefit of the party holding expiring license or lease;

such upset price in no case to exceed (X) years of the assessed rental."

That amendment was lost upon'division 10 to 17 (v & P, oPC, S.20, 1865, 46),

while an amendment proposed by Thomson (MPC Clutha), "That the lessee of a

run shall, during the currency of his lease, expend a certain sum on

improvements, said improvements at termination of lease to become the

property of GovernmentH, was also rejected Cv s P, oPC, S.20, 1865, 46).

The original resolution was affirmed,with the word 'three' being inserted.

Other resolutions provided, inter alia, for the renewal or leases at

the end of their term~ for the sale by auction of any leases not renewed

and the payment of compensation for improvements by the incoming lessee, and

for the revision of stock assessment rates and of the carrying capacity of

all runs as their leases expired. By resolution 18, existing pastoral

licensees were given the opportunity to take up the leases under the proposed

new Act provided they did so within six months of the passage of the Act.

17



Finally, resolution 23 provided that the new Act would apply irrespective

of the provisions of The Gold Fields Act, 1862. A belated and unsuccessful

effort was made to have the resolutions relating to pastoral leases

rejected in order to allow the introduction of a new clause empowering the

Provincial Government to grant or renew leases upon terms to be approved

by the Provincial Council (v & P, ope, S.20, 1865, 77).

The resolutions as approved were embodied in a Bill introduced into

the House 'of Representatives in August 1865, but the opposition of Vogel

-
and Macandrew ensured its rejection. Vogel advocated free selection as the

principle upon which Otago's land regulations should be based, and Macandrew

the division of the pastoral runs into agricultural and pastoral holdings

and the sale of the fee simple by public auction to the highest bidder over

the upset price. Macandrew went on to insist that the resolutions had

been apprpved by the Provincial Council only as a result of "the unanimity

of indifference", and that the Provincial Executive was in fact opposed to

the Bill. He also suggested that a widespread feeling existed that despite

the fact that by the measure pastoral rentals would be increased, the

province's pastoral estate would still be yielding much less revenue than

it could do (NZPD 1865, 653-654).

The rejection of the Land Bill was followed by a reconsideration of the

resolutions by Session 21, 1865-66 of the Otago Provincial Council~ During

the course of the debate Macandrew introduced his own series of resolutions

which envisaged the classification of the Province's waste lands into

agricultural freehold, pastoral freehold, and pastoral leasehold. Class A

lands - agricultural freehold - once proclaimed into hundreds, were to be

sold at the fixed price of 20s per acre in sections of not less than ten nor

more than 320 acres, either for cash or on deferred payments of 30s per acre

with one fifth being paid in cash and the balance at any period within four

18
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years thereafter. Class B lands - pastoral freehold - were to comprise two

million acres of the best pastoral land subdivided into blocks of not less

than 1,000 and not more than 10,000 acres each and to be sold by auction at

the upset price of 10s per acre. Class C lands were to comprise the residue

of the pastoral lands to be let by auction at such upset price and upon

such terms and conditions as might be imposed but for a term not exceeding

14 years Cv & P, oPC, S.21, 1865-1866, Appendix, xvi-xvii). Those resolu

tions were rejected although during the debate on the clauses relating to

pastoral leases, Macandrew reintroduced that resolution dealing with class B

lands. It was rejected again by 21 votes to 13 Cv & P, oPc, S.21, 1865-66,

25). Burns CMPC Taieri) thereupon introduced an amendment which would have

provided for the auctioning of leases 12 months prior to the expiry of

existing licences, for the sum realised at auction to be the annual rental

and for leases to have a term of 21 years except where required by Government

for the purposes of sale. By 22 votes to 11 that amendment was also

rejected Cv & P, oPc, S.21, 1865-66, 26).

The land resolutions as finally adopted by the Provincial Council on

20 December 1865 provided, with respect to the pastoral runs, for the offer

of leases to the incumbent licensees for a term comprising the remainder of

the unexpired term of the original licence and an additional ten years. The

carrying capacity of each run was to be assessed and an annual rental at

the rate of 7d per head of sheep and 3s.6d per head of cattle was levied. At

the end of the term the carrying capacity was to be reassessed and lessees

offered a further term of ten years. Where an incumbent lessee declined to

accept a further term, the lease was to be sold by public auction, the

outgoing tenant to receive compensation for improvements from the new lessee,

the amount not to exceed three times the average annual rent. Transfer and

forfeiture of leases were provided for, as was the declaration of hundreds and,

where no hundreds were declared, the sale of all lands comprising the



lease, subject to the consent of the lessee Cv & P, ope, S.21, 1865-66,

Appendix, i-xii).

The revised resolutions were embodied in the Otago Waste Lands Bill,

1866, a measure still strongly opposed by Voge1 "as being against public

policy" and designed "in the interests of a few runho1ders", and by

Macandrew who claimed that the Bill differed "most essentially from the

resolutions of the Provincial Council." The measure, he suggested, should

be referred back to the C0unci1 for further revision to allow the production

of regulations which were "more simple, much less verbose, and which would

provide for free selection all over the province - regulations dealing with

the pastoral interest in a way very much more conducive to the interests

of the country as a whole as well as to the interests of the runho1ders

themselves" WZPD 1865,896-897). A final effort by Voge1 to introduce

free selection at least beyond the boundaries of the proclaimed gold fields

failed (JHR 1866, 137) and the Bill was passed by both the House of

,Representatives and the Legislative Council. The Otago Waste Lands Act,

1866 and The Gold Fields Act, 1866 thus provided 'for a more secure form of

pastoral leasehold tenure, both the principle of which and the conditions

attaching to its issue constituting the basis for a protracted controversy

over its implications for the pace of further progress in land settlement.

THE GOLD FIELDS ACT, 1866 AND THE ISSUE OF PASTORAL LEASES

Although The Gold Fields Act, 1866 incorporated the principle of

pastoral leases established in The Otago Waste Lands Act, 1866 the issue

of the leases was subject to conditions which were to give rise to a

protracted controversy as were other sections of the measure relating to the

provision of land for settlement. Part 11 of the proposed Act dealt with

the suspension and cancellation of pastoral licences and compensation. The

relevant clauses, however, constituted a virtual re-enactment of sections
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10, 11 and 12 of The Gold Fields Act, 1862 and which therefore meant that

suspension or cancellation of a lease or licence over a part or the whole

of any run was made lawful at the discretion of the Governor. During its

passage through the Legislative Council, however, some important amendments

were made, including the following proviso with respect to entitlement to

compensation:

Provided also that if it shall appear to the arbiters that the
value of the remainder of any such run has been deteriorated
by such cancelling or suspension to the extent of rendering it
unprofitable if worked alone then the licensee or lessee shall
be entitled to apply to the Governor and upon the receipt of such
application accompanied by the report of the arbiters stating
that the remainder of such run has been so deteriorated the
Governor shall cancel the license or lease over the remainder of
the run and thereupon the licensee or lessee shall be entitled
to compensation as he would have been if the license had been
cancelled over the whole land in the first instance (JLC 1866, 88).

The effect of that proviso would have been to have restored some

initiative to the lessee or licensee with respect to cancellation and to

have widened the basis upon which compensation could be claimed. The

House of Representatives rejected the proposed proviso. A compromise was

reached, however, whereby in determining the compensation to be awarded the

arbiters and umpire were to consider not only the value of that portion of

the run over which the lease or licence was to be cancelled but also the

effect of such cancellation on the remainder of the run (Statutes of New

Zealand 1866, 157). The State thus retained the power to initiate and

determine the extent of cancellation at the expense of an increased scope

for the assessment of compensation.

Part V of The Gold Fields Act, 1866 dealt with the provision of land

for agricultural leasing purposes. In its original form the measure had

proposed that a single block of 5,000 acres would be selected for such

purposes on any ,run with a minimum distance of ten miles separating the
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blocks so set apart. Pyke, who commented in detail upon the Bill for the

Select Committee to which it had been referred, while approving of the

proposal in principle, was less certain that it would prove workable or

acceptable in practice, particularly given that on few runs in Central Otago

would 5,000-acre blocks of land suitable for agriculture be found. Indeed,

he observed, lIif only single blocks of 5,000 acres or fewer could be set

apart at 10 miles' distance", such a proceeding would materially check

settlement. Further, he continued, it would involve "such a prodigious

outlay for compensation as to empty the Treasury", the It ordinary" rate of

compensation per acre being 2s, whilst the limitation of selection to

single 5,000 acre blocks would mean the inclusion of so much unsuitable

land as to result in lIa public 10ssll, Pyke suggested that the original

proposal be modified so that

(1) the maximum area which could be set apart on anyone run could be so

set apart in more than one block. In deference to the concern which had

been expressed over the effect which a system permitting the occupation of

land under agricultural leases in blocks nearer than ten miles and much less.

in area than 5,000 acres would have on the pastoral interest by alienating

the best portions, Pyke suggested that the Act should define the number of

blocks in which the maximum area could be taken on anyone run;

(2) only when two-fifths of one block were occupied bona fide for agricul

tural purposes could an additional block of like extent be selected; and

(3) a maximum rate of compensation per acre be fixed, a suggestion

supported by J.M. Wood (Warden), the rate to be adjusted according to the

term which the pastoral licence had to run. Indeed Pyke suggested that in

the pastoral leases, the issue of which was contemplated by The Otago ~ste

Lands Act, 1866, a special condition be inserted as to the rate of compen

sation payable upon land being taken up for agricultural leasing purposes.
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Such a condition, he argued, would not render the runs unsaleable (Le 1/

1866/7, Select Committee on Gold Fields).

In its final form the Act provided for the setting apart of up to

5,000 acres in not more than two separate blocks on anyone run without the

consent of the lessee or licensee, with the proviso that only when one half

of any selected block had been sold or leased and occupied bona fide for

agricultural purposes could another block be set apart on the same run
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(Statutes of New Zealand, 1866, 161). No limitations were imposed with

respect-to the compensation payable where lands were resumed for agricultural

leasing, section 17 of the Act providing simply that the amount was to "be

determined by agreement between the licensee or lessee or any person

appointed by him and any person appointed for that purpose by or on behalf

of the Governor ..•. " (Statutes of New Zealand 1866,157). It is of interest

to note that the tenants of runs beyond the boundaries of the gold fields

expressed some dissatisfaction over that section of the Act on the grounds

that it afforded additional protection against resumption while increasing

the pressure to have their own runs declared into hundreds. Rather, it was

urged, all runs should be placed on the same basis, either on that provided

by The'Gold Fields Act, 1866 whlch contained no limits as to the compensation

payable or on that contained in The otago Waste Lands Act, 1866 which did

impose a maximum rate per acre (AJHR Cl, 1869, 79). The absence of any

limits as to the amount of compensation payable in respect of lands resumed

from runs within the gold fields suggested that a heavy price had been paid

for the repeal of section 28 of The Gold Fields Act Amendment Act, 1865

(Otago Daily Times 12 November 1866). But more generally, The Gold Fields

Act, 1866 was welcomed as settling the question of land settlement although

it did not provide for what was widely regarded as being the best solution,

namely, "indiscriminate selection" (Dunstan Times 28 September and 9 November

1866) •



In November 1866 the Provincial Government introduced into the Council

five resolutions on the Act, two of which dealt with the issue of pastoral

leases. The first provided for the issue of leases "for all or so much of

their (the tenants') runs as it shall be considered will not be required

for settlement within the next two years, and which the Superintendent ...

shall not deem it otherwise inexpedient to grant". The second provided

That previously to the issue of Pastoral Leases, notice should
be given to the persons to whom it is intended to issue them
that it is proposed to introduce a Bill into the General Assembly,
giving power to annex to such Leases such conditions as may be
considered absolutely required for the public welfare, or for
maintaining public engagements, but which conditions cannot be
embodied in the Leases, on account of provision for the same not
having been made in the Act Cv & P, oPC, S.22, 1866, Appendix, v).

Those resolutions prompted a debate which ended in a discussion on

the declaration of a hundred comprising Runs 48 and 51 (both within the

gold fields) and thus the larger question of the power of the Superintendent

to refuse or grant pastoral leases (v & P, oPc, S.22, 1866, 45-46). At the

request of the Provincial Council; the Prov~ncial Government sought clarifi-

catioa of sections 69 and 84 of The Otago Waste Lands Act, 1866 from the

Attorney-General, and B.C. Haggitt, G. Cook, J. Smith and J. Macassey, "all

solicitors of Dunedin.

In response to the question 'What power has the Superintendent of

Otago to refuse to grant and to instruct the Waste Lands Board not to grant

leases to licensees who desire to obtain a base for depasturing purposes,

and who comply with the provisions of the Act?' four of the five consulted

agreed that the Superintendent had the power to refuse or to instruct the

Board to refuse to grant a lease although the Attorney-General observed

that "there would ordinarily be no reason for refusing a lease" since the

rights of the lessee under the new Act were not materially different from

those under the licence tenure, both being subject to cancellation under
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the Gold Fields Acts and both being subject to being declared into hundreds

(v & P, oPc, S.22, 1866, Appendix, viii). James Smith, conversely,

suggested that the licensees had an absolute right to pastoral leases,

that the Superintendent had no power to withhold, and that the Waste Land

Board had the exclusive power to grant leases (v & P, oPC, S.22, 1866,

Appendix, x). All were agreed, however, that the Superintendent in refusing

to grant a lease was not bound to disclose his reasons for so doing, while

also concurring that those persons whose licences had expired prior to the

Act coming into force had a right to leases. A number of other questions

relating to sections 69 and 84 were posed, but the weight of the responses

affirmed the power of the Superintendent "to refuse to grant leases for

pastoral purposes of any waste lands which he may deem it inexpedient to

lease" (Statutes of New Zealand 1866, 110).

In January 1867, the Executive Council resolved to recommend to the

Waste Lands Board that leases be granted over all runs "excluding such land

as will be required for Agricultural Leases within Goldfields, and also

bloc~s which the Government may require the consent of the licensee to

sell without declaring them into Hundreds" (AJHR Cl, 1869, 83). As applica

tions were received they were dealt with under three heads:

(1) tuns the leases of which it was agreed should be granted;

(2) runs upon which it was considered blocks would be required for

agricultural lease purposes. With respect to these runs it was decided

either that the blocks required should be reserved from the new leases, or

that the runholders should enter into a covenant whereby whenever blocks

were taken under powers conferred by The Gold Fields Act, 1866, the compen

sation claimed should be only on account of the unexpired term of the

original licence, and that all claims to compensation on account of the

extra ten years' tenure should be relinquished; and
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(3) r.uns upon which it was thought land would be required from time to time

for sale. It was decided to grant leases for these runs on the condition

that the runholder consented, under section 82 of The Otago Waste Lands

Act, 1866, to the Superintendent disposing of the land without compensation.

The are~ for which consent was sought was to be in proportion to the extent

of the country for which leases were asked but in no case to exceed 15,000

acres (AJHR Cl, 1869, 83).

Runholders were quick to apply for the new leases, their alacrity

being regarded as evidence that the cry of ruin upon the proposals for

greatly increased rentals had been a ruse arid that their real fear had been

that both Acts, The Otago Waste Lands Act, 1866 and The Gold Fields Act, 1866

would not be passed. In other words, the runholders had criticised the

measur~in order to ensuretheirpassage (Lake Wakatip Mail 24 October 1867).

DECLARING HUNDREDS AND THE AGITATION FOR REFORM

The provisions of The Gold Fields Act, 1866 relati~g to the provision

of land for settlement were quickly subjected to severe testing. Session

23 (1867) of the Otago Provincial Council considered the declaration of

additional hundreds comprising runs 48, 51, 35, 36 and 94, all or part of

which were within the goldfields. Motions seeking the declaration were

approved, although no provision was made for the removal of the land concerned

from the gold fields. Macandrew, as Superintendent, declined to endorse the

resolutions on the grounds that the land was situated within runs the leases

for which had just been granted and higher rentals imposed. He noted that

the leases had been granted subject to the declaration of hundreds but al~o

observed that unless "circumstances have occurred since the granting of

these leases which render tha declaration of the runs in question into

Hundreds absolutely necessary, •• such an action, immediately following the

receipt of an increased rent, would savour of bad faith on the part of the



Province." Macandrew also noted that the affirmation of the motions had

not been preceded by investigation to determine the necessity for additional

hundreds as had been the practice and suggested that in view of the increased

rentals "cautious consideration should be increased, rather than relaxed"

(v & P, OPC, S.23, 1867, 73).

It was inevitable that the issue of additional hundreds would be raised

during the following session (24, 1868), while it was to become clear that

a large body within the Council was of the view that no preliminary investi

gation was required in order to demonstrat~ the need (V & P, oPC, S.24,

1868, 11). During the session the Council did affirm, however, a series of

resolutions prepared by the Provincial Government requiring the appointment

of a Select Committee to investigate all petitions seeking the declaration

of hundreds, the evidence to be considered by the Council before a

recommendation was made. Such consideration, it was hoped, would lead to a

careful use of the provisions of both The Otago waste Lands Act, 1866 and

The Gold Fields Act, 1866 and not the determined opposition of already

apprehensive pastoralists. The Council did g~ on to affirm, however, that

settlement by hundreds was best suited to the interests of the Province,

that hundreds should be declared immediately wherever the need existed,

and that blocks of land on the gold fields be resumed and opened for

settlement Cv & P, oPC, S.24, 1868, 19).

The actions of the Council were sufficient, however, to create

considerable anxiety among the runholders. Indeed, the Otago Daily Times

was led to ask whether events were not in fact leading to "a needless war

between the great producing classes of the country? Are agriculturists,

miners and runholders", asked the journal, "to prepare for a long and bitter

strife, disastrous, not only to themselves, but to the trading and commercial

interests dependent upon them?" (Otago Daily Times 2 May 1868). The
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journal's fears appeared to be justified by the mounting criticism,

especially on the gold fields, of The otago Waste Lands Act, 1866 and The

Gold Fields Act, 1866, with the covenants entered into between the run

holders and the Provincial Government being regarded increasingly as having

circumscribed severely the ability of the Government to declare land open

for settlement whether as hundreds or as agricultural lease blocks within

the gold fields. The provisions of The Gold Fields Act, 1866, whereby

runholders whose tenure might be disturbed were entitled to full compensation

to be determined by arbitrators evoked particular criticism, especially

since pastoral lessees outside the gold fields whose runs might be declared

into hundreds were entitled to compensation only for actual improvements

and to an extent not exceeding in value three years of the assessed rental.

Finally, a major criticism related to the fact that unlike the hundreds

system that of agricultural leasing blocks within the gold fields did not

carry commonage rights, an omission widely regarded as severely retarding

the progress of settlement.

For that latter reason suggestions and demands abounded for the

declaration of hundreds on the gold fields, but such a procedure, of course,

apart from the opposition of miners, encountered the difficulty that

compensation for runs within the gold fields had no prescribed limits.

Upon the absence of such limits vested rights had been created and high

prices paid for station properties (Otago Daily Times 2 May 1868). It was

not that the hundreds system, apart from the miners, was without its critics

and detractors. Indeed, it was argued that the system was not benefiting

the small settler, by providing commonage, that the 400,000 acres of unsold

land remaining within the hundreds in 1868 were utilised by some 200

individuals only holding hundreds depasturing licences. Of those 200, 45

held between 1,00Q and 10,000 acres, while 62 held in excess of 500 acres.

(Otago Daily Times 23 April 1868). The Otago Daily Times argued that The
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Otago Waste Lands Act, 1866 was in fact opposed to the continuation of the

hundreds system and its avowed objective of encouraging settlement by the

man of limited means and the improvement of the land since it had not imposed

the necessary conditions of a higher price for land and improvement clauses.

Moreover, that Act had made provision for the sale of lands within hundreds

remaining unsold seven years after declaration at 10s per acre, a provision

widely regarded as depriving hundreds of purchasers of their commonage

rights, a major advantage of the system (Otago Daily Times 27 April 1868).

The defeat and resignation of the Reid Ministry in May 1868 induced one

journal to predict the sacrifice of the welfare of the Province "at the

shrine of the Moloch of the Province - the pastoral interest" (Lake Wakatip

Mail 4 June 1868). The Dunstan Times referred to the new Vogel Ministry's

"unfortunate predilections for the squatting interest" (Duns tan Times

5 June 1868), while the even balance of the parties in the Provincial Council

led to demands for a dissolution and election (Tuapeka Times 6 June 1868).

The Opposition in fa~t petitioned the Superintendent to that effect, its

memorial noting that the state of the parties in the Council rendered it

impossible for any Government to carry on satisfactorily the business of

the Province, that the Vogel Government had regained office with an insuffi

cient majority, and that the prosperity of the Province depended upon the

faithful administration of the land laws while Vogel's Government was likely

to alienate the lands from their. legitimate use, namely, the settlement of

population, the encouragement of immigration, and the construction and

maintenance of remunerative public works. There'was little confidence,

especially on the gold fields, that the Vogel Ministry would declare

hundreds or open for settlement blocks for agricultural leasing even where

specifically reserved by covenant for that purpose. The apparent disinclina

tion of the Government to accede to the repeated demands for land, and the
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intimations by runholders of heavy compensation claims in the event of

resumption, were held to justify both dissolution and a more concerted

campaign to secure land for settlement purposes (Tuapeka Times 20 June 1868).

Within the Council during Session 24, 1868, the conflict of opinion

and interest over the Province's land regulations surfaced in the evidence

presented to a select committee appointed to consider the declaration of

hundreds at West Taieri and in the Tokomairiro district. The committee in

fact addressed itself to the larger issues involved by seeking responses to

a set of questions from some 47 individuals. Those responses revealed the

widely divergent and conflicting views held with respect to the hundreds

system. A majority did insist that the system had worked satisfactorily,

that it had assisted settlers to establish their properties, and that it

should be continued, Reid (MPC Taieri) expressing the view that "no better

system can be devis.ed to promote settlement and secure the profitable

occupation of the Waste Lands of the Province" (V & P, OPc, S.24, 1868,

Council Papers, No. 5, 50). Conversely its opponents, including the run

holders, described the system as one which had diverted attention from

'high farming', encouraged the spread of diseases among stock and laziness

and dishonesty amongst hundreds settlers. For those reasons the system, it

was suggested, should be discontinued quite apart from the fact that the

pastoral runs were yielding a large and increasing revenue and that the land

could "be grazed to more advantage as a run than as a Hundred" (V & P, oPc,

S.24, 1868, Council Papers, No. 5, 46).

With respect to .. the declaration of new hundreds, a majority of the

responses insisted that the increased pastoral rentals did not protect the

lands from declaration into hundreds, a view in contradiction to that which

held that in exchange for increased rentals the runholders had been granted

additional or increased security, at least "if the powers that be were
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endowed with a moderate share of wisdom" Cv & P, oPc, S.24, 1868, Council

Papers, No. 5, 67). The belief was thus held by many runholders and others

that while The Otago Waste Lands Act, 1866 might not interpose any legal

restraints in the way of the declaration of hundreds the policy of that

measure did so. The same divergence of view persisted with respect to the

grounds on which new hundreds might be declared, advocates citing a

petition as a sufficient demonstration of need. The runholders offered a

contrary view, F.S. Pillans observing that

Taking into consideration the large amount of capital invested
by the runholder, the money that is circulated by him in the
Province by the employment of labour, the production of an
export that so materially adds to the traffic of our seaports,
it appears to me that the declaration of his run into a Hundred
is only justifiable when there is no longer sufficient agricul
tural land to be had in existing Hundreds Cv & P, oPC, S.24,
1868, Council Papers, No. 5, 44).

Others insisted that declaration should proceed only after applications had

been made to buy five, ten or even 20 per cent of the area of a proposed

hundred, or indeed only where there was a firm expectation of the immediate

sale of all land.

A further contentious issue related to the quality of the land to be

included in any proposed hundred, the advocates of the hundreds system

maintaining that purely pastoral land could be declared. James Adam

CMPC Tokomairiro) observed that

No hundred has ever been proclaimed~that did not contain about
two-thirds of pastoral land, against one-third of arable land;
and there is nothing to be found in the new Land Act establishing
a new principle in the choice of Hundreds. I consider that it is
politic to sell pastoral land, and to affirm the contrary in a
mountainous country like New Zealand, would be to lock up for ever
three-fourths of the land and to create two classes of settlers 
'the men of the hills and the men of the plains1'- freeholders,
and perpetual tenants of the Crown; a condition of things at utter
variance with the grand principles of colonisation Cv & P, oPC,
S.24. 1868. Council Papers, No. 5, 43).
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Naturally, the opponents of the system proffered a different view,

suggesting that the Government had had the opportunity to secure pastoral

lands by not granting extended leases and that hundreds should comprise at

least 50 per cent agricultural land. The declaration of purely pastoral

lands into hundreds would reduce revenues from the runs if not constitute

a sacrifice of the Provincial estate. The same conflict of views persisted

with respect to the size of hundreds, advocates proposing up to 200,000

acres and opponents as few as 5,000 acres (V & P, OPC, S.24, 1868, Council

Papers, No. 5, 34, 48, 62 and 64).
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A final important contentious issue related to the award of compensa

tion to runho1ders whose lands had been or were to be declared into hundreds.

Section 72 of The Otago Waste Lands Act, 1866 provided for the payment of

\ compensation to the lessee for all improvements made by him on land included

in the hundred other than that contained in his 80-acre preemptive right

(homestead block). Such compensation was not to exceed three years' rental.

No compensation was payable "for any improvements on lands proclaimed into

hundreds during the term for which the license was originally held"

(Statutes of New Zealand 1866, 113).

Outside the Council, the agitation began to assume an increasingly

'radical' character as hopes that The Otago Waste Lands Act, 1866 and The

Gold Fields Act, 1866 would result in more land being made available for

settlement remained unfulfilled. In response to those demands, the

Provincial Council's Select Committee on Gold Fields in 1866 recommended an

immediate selection of land be made "with a view to an early settlement of

the mining population" (v & P, oPC, S.22, 1866, Report of Select Committees,

~). Dissatisfaction over the apparent delays in selection soon manifested

itself ~JHR Cl, 1867, 8-9), while the Council itself in 1868 urged the

Government to act (V & P, oPc, S.24, 1868, 19, 69, 74, 83 and 100). The



Dunstan Times attributed the delays to the "strong squattocratic predilec

tions" of some members of the Provincial Government (Dunstan Times 8

November 1867). Such accusations failed to recognise the difficulties

confronting the Government - the objections of miners, the compensation

payable - and the fact that the authorities declined to select any land in

any locality until applications over a period of time demonstrated a need

(AJHR Cl, 1869, 18-19).

The dissatisfaction continued to mount. In 1868 settlers in the

Roxburgh district established the Mount Benger Self-Protection and Land

League Association, one of the objectives of which was to point out to the

Provincial Government those areas in the district best suited for agricul

tural settlement. The provisions of the Acts were considered sufficient but

their administration "notoriously defective" (Dunstan Times 17 January 1868).

At Blacks a Progress Committee was established to promote land settlement,

the committee expressing a lack of confidence in the Provincial Executive

(Dunstan Times 27 March 1868), while a public meeting in A1exandra in May

1868 criticised delays in opening up land in the district for settlement

(Dunstan Times 29 May 1868). "The squatter", observed the Dunstan Times," a s

the pioneer of civilization has in many cases performed his mission, and the

country which he occupied must now be applied to those purposes ordained by

a beneficent providence, viz. to be cultivated and occupied by man" (Dunstan

Times 27 March 1868).

The runho1ders themselves by their own actions intensified the demands

for land for settlement. In the Mount Ida district during 1868 and 1869

several endeavoured to have settlers' ann miners' stock impounded, the nearest

pound in fact being at Waikouaiti. Such actions created a good deal of i11

feeling irrespective of the right of the runho1ders to remove stray stock,

particularly given the increased renta1s to which they were subject, and
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served merely to accentuate demands for the resumption of lands for settlement

purposes (Mount Ida Chronicle 2 April 1869, 6, 13, and 20 August 1869).

Prosecutions by runholders led the Mount Ida Chronicle to look forward to the

time when they had been displaced and "relegated to savage fastnesses of the

mountainous regions where they can find, in the congenial phases of unadorned

nature, freer scope for their medieval and feudal aptitudes" (Mount Ida

Chronicle 28 January 1876).

Other actions of some runholders provoked heated denunciations, particularly

the major challenge issued by J. McLean (lessee-of Runs 235 and 236) to

section 16 of The Gold Fields Act, 1866. Section 16 provided that

When any gold mine or gold field shall be discovered and
proclaimed upon any Crown Lands which at the date of the
passing of this Act shall have been held under license or
lease for depasturing purposes it shall be lawfui for the
Governor at his discretion to cancel the license or lease
under which such land shall have been held in occupation
as regards the whole or any part of the lands so held
under such license or lease or with the concurrence of the
licensee or lessee to suspend such lease or license as
regards the whole or any part of such lands (statutes of
New Zealand 1866, 156-157).

In December 1870 the Superintendent of Otago issued a proclamation under

that section cancelling 17,360 acres of Runs 235 and 236, a portion subse-

quently being opened for agricultural leasing and the remainder for sale.

McLean applied to the Supreme Court for an injunction to initiate a case

widely regarded as constituting "the grand battle between the squatocratic

land monopoly and the settlement of the people on the soil of the colony -

the battle between progress and retrogression" (Tuapeka Times 9 May 1872). The

matter was resolved eventually by the Privy CounCil which ruled that section

16 authorised a proclamation cancelling the lease of a run if a gold field or

gold mine had been discovered and proclaimed therein, that it was satisfied

gold had been so discovered, that the lease had been lawfully cancelled pro

tanto by the proclamation, and that therefore McLean had no locus standi to



complain of the other proclamations setting apart the land for sale and the

granting of agricultural leases as being in excess of the Government's

statutory powers. Finally, the Privy Council ruled that the true construction

of section 16 required the substitution of the words "shall be" for the

existing phrase "shall have been" (New Zealand Jurist 1, 1873-74,178-179).

That judgement was widely welcomed on the gold fields as one which would enable

the Government to open up that land for settlement, on deferred payments it

was hoped rather than for sale by auction (Tuapeka Times 11 March 1874), and

to open land similarly held throughout the gold fields (Tuapeka Times 8 July

1874). It is of interest to note that .t.he Gold Mining Bills of 1873 and 1874

proposed an amendment to section 16 of The Gold Fields Act, 1866 designed to

eliminate any uncertainty as to the time when the power to cancel a lease

could be exercised. Rather than that power being made dependent upon the

discovery of gold it was to depend upon the inclusion of leased land in a

gold mining district.

Other lessees-endeavoured to take advantage of the demands being made upon

the Provincial Government to provide land for settlement. Efforts to resume

land from Run 369 under section 33 of The Gold Fields Act, 1866 led the

lessees, Cargi11 and Anderson, to remind the Government that two blocks had

already been resumed and that the terms of the Act forbade any further

resumption. The lessees offered to permit resumption provided the Government

would allow them to purchase 10,000 acres at 11 per acre elsewhere on the run

as provided by section 99A ofTheotago waste Lands Act, 1872. It was an offer

the Provincial Government was not willing to accept, the result being that the

lessees retained control of all the land of the run (V & P, ope, S.33, 1874,

Appendix, 263-268).

Meanwhile land regulations as a whole came in for growing criticism, the

Tuapeka Times arguing that t~ey were not promoting "true" prosperity, that is
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the attraction and retention of migrants, but rather leading to a growing

concentration of wealth. The journal insisted that "many of the poor have

become poorer, and that few of the labouring classes, who have created the

wealth, have participated in the comforts which it brings" (Tuapeka Times

22 August 1868) and concluded that "a single class of men are (sic) monopolising

the land which, fairly distributed, would afford a competency to thousands of

industrious settlers", a situation demanding "the exercise of every legitimate

means of political agitation by the inhabitants of this Province" (Tuapeka

Times 10 October 1868). Increasingly, therunho1ders were vilified as

impeding the development of the Province and its resources by holding vast

areas for nominal rentals and thereby driving capital and labour out of the

colony. "An aristocracy of runho1ders", warned the Tuapeka Times, "is

gradually being formed, without the prestige of long and illustrious descent,

which makes the aristocracy of the old country respectable", a warning

accompanied by dire predictions of civil unrest and disturbance (Tuapeka Times

10 October 1868).

The agitation was accompanied by all manner of suggestions for alternative

modes of land disposal. The Tuapeka Times vigorously advocated a system of

peasant proprietorship, the division of the unsold lands of the Province into

blocks of 640 acres, each block to be subdivided· into 25 to 50 acre sections

with land set aside for church and school, store and smithy. Such lands were

to be sold at the fixed price of 20s per acre repayable in five annual instal

ments of 4s.6d, and were to be offered to both prospective immigrants and those

already in the Province especially the miners "who ought to have every oppor

tunity of obtaining what quantities of land they might wish", and thus in time

join that "great class that will ultimately have influence in this Province

and Island, namely. the great and independent body of future peasant proprietors"

(Tuapeka Times 17 October 1868). Such a class. the journal continued, formed

the basis of wealth. of social and political stability, while the system would

result in an abundance of food, an increased marriage rate and thus growth of
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population, a revivification of commerce and a less burdensome taxation.

One important manifestation of the agitation was the foundation of the

Tuapeka Land League in October 1868, a body which set for itself somewhat more

modest goals than those espoused by the Tuapeka Times. Formed in response to what it

described as "the very unsatisfactory administration of the Acts regulating

the lease and sale of Crown Lands situated within the Gold Fields by the

present Government of this Province", the League prepared a memorial for

presentation to the Superintendent and Executive Council arguing that as a

result of a lack of land for settlement the prosperity of the district was

declining, population was decreasing, capital was flowing out, settlers were

being compelled to sell stock in response to a lack of pasturage, while

some 100 applications for agricultural leases had been refused. "We can

hardly believe", commented the Tuapeka Times, "that so influential a demon

stration will be trifled with, even by the miserable shufflers who misgovern

the Province'1, at least not without dire consequences, including, it was again

forecast, civil disturbance (Tuapeka Times 5 December 1868). Among other

things the memorial sought the opening of Runs 106, 123, and 127 for settlement.

One response of the Provincial Government had been to declare open 3,000

acres on Run 123, an act viewed as an attempt to allay the agitation but which

was regarded instead as an example of what such agitation could achieve. "The

people", declared the Tuapeka Times, "are made conscious of their strength by

this prompt surrender, and are at the same time irritated by its manifest

insufficiency" (Tuapeka Times 24 October 1868). In the light of the actions

of runholders in driving settlers' and miners' stock from their runs or

alternatively demanding grazing fees, the continued lack of provision for

commonage, and that only a small area had been opened were all regarded as an

inducement for further agitation and indeed as a deliberate irritation to

public opinion. Efforts were made, of course, to discredit the Tuapeka
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indeed repudiation, and evasion of payment of compensation to runholders. In

fact, the memorial sought merely the implementation of those provisions of The

Gold Fields Act, 1866 relating to settlement. Indeed, since those provisions

of the Act were held to be abundantly clear and unambiguous, it was suggested

that any attempt to evade the demands for land would constitute "either an

implicit or an explicit violation of the existing laws" (otago Daily Times

30 October 1868).
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The Tuapeka Land League secured promises of action from Macandrew,

although it was pointed out that cancellation of the runs concerned would

involve compensation amounting to [20,000, and further that the League's

solution to the difficulty appeared to be an indiscriminate cancellation of

all pastoral leases within the. gold fields (otago Daily Times 25 January l869}.

That such a sum might be required as compensation evoked some bitter criticism,

the otago Daily Times suggesting that "the shame must rest with those who

rendered it possible for such payment to be ~emanded" (otago Daily Times

25 Jan~ary 1869). The specific demands of the League were regarded, generally,

however, as not unreasonable, the runs sought for settlement being contiguous

to a hundred in which most of the land had already been sold and adjoining the

oldest and most populous settled mining district in the province. The diffi

culty confronting the Government, of course, lay in the fact that the issue

related not merely to the Tuapeka district but also to othe~throughout Otago.

The Executive Council declined to accede to the specific requests made by the

League and informed the latter that the memorial, "inasmuch as it involves a

very large question of policy, as well as a considerable expenditure of money,

it has been resolved to transmit it by Message for the consideration of the

Provincial Council" (Secretary to the Executive Council to Tuapeka Land League

28 January 1869 in Tuapeka Times 10 April 1869).
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The League itself realised that the issues it had raised could not be

confined to the Tuapeka district and it therefore decided to seek the

opening of large areas on the gold fields for the purposes of settlement and

commonage "under a liberal leasing system as it prevents speculation and

monopoly, preserves the mining interest, and encourages settlement" (Tuapeka

Times 10 April 1869). The League decided, therefore, to press for the repeal

of sections 33 and 34 of The Gold Fields Act, 1866, which dealt with the

cancellation of pastoral leases over lands required for agricultural leasing

purposes, and to urge that land requir:ed for settlement be taken as prescribed

by sections 16-20 of that Act. Further, the League took a new initiative and

decided to press for the passage of a new Land Bill through the General

Assembly to provide for the declaration of all lands required for settlement

into hundreds; the opening of such lands in blocks of up to 320 acres each

and the leasing thereof for a term not exceeding seven years and at a rental

not exceeding Is per acre; and the right of purchase by the lessee at 10s per

acre upon his having improved not less than 50 per cent of his holding and after

three years' occupation. The League also noted that as the occupation of a

"modicum" of pastoral land was essential for success, every hundred should

contain pastoral land comprising not less than 66 per cent of the total area.

Finally, it insisted that the Provincial Government proclaim - once the proposed

measure had become law - hundreds of at least 20,000 acres throughout the

gold fields wherever a population of not fewer than 500 persons was settled

within an area of 40 square miles (Tuapeka Times 10 April 1869).

The formation and activities of such bodies as the Tuapeka Land League

presented runholders with an opportunity, used by some, to exacerbate the

anxiety with which many miners viewed settlement on the gold fields. The

activities of the League did cause considerable concern among local miners

notwithstanding its reaffirmation of an oft-stated view that mini;ng and
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farming were complementary pursuits, both being required to ensure prosperity,

and notwithstanding its proposal that a strip of land half a mile wide on

each side of the Tuapeka River be reserved for mining purposes (Tuapeka

Times 31 October 1863). The efforts of the League prompted the New Zealand

Sun to suggest that the miners "have abundant reason for forming themselves

into a league for protection from the monopoly which some of the prominent

promoters of the Land League have at heart". The journal went on to suggest

that the League or at least some members thereof were endeavouring to use

the miners for their own purposes (New Zealand Sun 28 December 1868). Such

comments were viewed as blatant efforts to drive a wedge between miners and

settlers in the hope of quelling the land agitation (Tuapeka Times 2 January

1869) but it is worthy of note that the League did appoint a committee to

watch over miners' interests (Tuapeka Times 31 October 1868). Runholder

interests not infrequently inspired petitions from miners opposing the opening

of land for settlement. Beset by such conflicting views, the Provincial

Government was reluctant to give effect to petitions emanating from mining

districDswhich demanded that land be made available for settlement purposes

(Mount Ida Chronicle 31 January 1873).

Session 25 (1869) of the Otago Provincial Council thus continued the

apparently interminable debate over the Province's land regulations, and

specifically over the provision of land for settlement, rather than over the

mode of its disposal. The Provincial Government, for its part, sought to have

the Council approve a series of resolutions providing for a fixed rate of

compensation for land declared into hundreds according to the term of years

remaining in the lease (V & P, OPC, S.25, 1869, 12-13). Those resolutions

served merely to reopen the whole debate over the disposal of waste lands, two

members proposing motions seeking the repeal or at least the amendment of

both ,The Otago Waste Lands Act, 1866 and The Gold Fields Act, 1866 on the

grounds that they were unsuited to the Province's requirements and did not
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promote settlement. The Council finally resolved that compensation should be

awarded in the case of lands held under pastoral lease declared into a

hundred during the term of the original licence. Such "f'aLr. and equitable"

compensation was to comprise the increased assessment paid together with

interest thereon, and "fair valuation" for improvements, the valuation not to

exceed three years' rental (v & P, oPc, S.25, 1869, 28).

A Select Committee on hundreds was also appointed during Session 25 to

consider and report upon all petitions and proposals for new hundreds, the

necessity for declaration, the area and boundaries of the proposed hundreds

and the nature of the land involved (V & P, oPc, S.25, 1869, 28 and 33).

The Select Committee examined some 30 witnesses including the runho1ders

concerned, a number of those seeking additional hundreds, and the Province's

Chief Surveyor. Not surprisingly the evidence presented to the Committee

conflicted sharply and was often indeed quite contradictory. The runho1ders

denied that the land concerned was suitable for agricultural purp~ses by

emphas~sing such factors as climatic severity, soil infertility, inaccessi

bility, distance from markets and insisted that in any case there was no

demand for land. W.H.S. Roberts' (lessee of Run 212A) argued that the petition

seeking the declaration of a hundred in the Tapanui district constituted the

efforts of "parties antagonistic to the squatters, and not from a bona fide

desire of obtaining land for set t Lement ," while McKe11ar (lessee of Run 163)

insisted that the petition was "the consequence of personal spite towards

myself on the part of two or three individuals" Cv & P, oPc, S.25 1869,

Report and Evidence of the Select Committee on Hundreds, 6). Most of the

runho1ders expressed the view that those seeking declaration were more anxious

to secure grazing rights than to purchase land, that declaration would amount

to a breach of faith and an act of injustice, that the value of some runs

would be destroyed, and that declaration would enable the "capita1ist

speculator" to seize runs on his terms after having purchased the most valuable
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areas. And of course it was argued that the law did not permit the

declaration of hundreds within the gold fields. Those seeking declaration

quite naturally refuted those claims and maintained that the land sought was

suitable for agricultural purposes, that there was a real demand for land by

bona fide settlers for whom grazing rights were an incentive to purchase,

and that land sales would proceed rapidly.

The Select Committee in fact recommended the declaration of seven new

hundreds, including several within the gold fields (v & P, oPc, S.25, 1869,

Report and Evidence of the Select Committee on Hundreds, 3). The Committee's

report was considered by the Provincial Council despite an effort to have a

Commission appointed first to examine the lands ,proposed to be declared,

such Commission to comprise "competent and independent gentlemen, free from

local influences or interest in the districts where such lands are situated",

and to provide "sufficient and satisfactory evidence to enable [the

Council] to arrive at an impartial decision" (V & P, oPc, S.25 l86~, 82-3).

With some amendments the Council approved the Committee's recommendations

wi"th the exception of one proposed hundred. Those resolutions were forwarded

by Macandrew, with "my own concurrence", to the Colonial Secretary

(Superintendent, Province of Otago to Colonial Secretary 18 June 1869 in

AJHR FIG, 1869, 3). At least one of the runholders concerned, McLean, the

lessee of Run 137, continued to oppose efforts to have a hundred declared on

his run and indeed secured affidavits testifying as to the unsuitability of

the land and the lack of real demand for land (AJHR FIG, 1869, 3). McLean's

action provoked considerable criticism, a meeting of "the more influential

miners, businessmen, and settlers" of the Tuapeka district protesting at "the

underhand and secret machinations" of the opponents of the 'Beaumont Hundred";

The meeting adopted a memorial to the Governor seeking implementation of the

Provincial Council's ~ecision (TUapeka Times 19 June 1869) but in fact the

Government declined to act pending the report of the Otago Waste Lands
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Commission,

THE OTAGO WASTE LANDS COMMISSION 1869

In 1868, a petition from 78 settlers in the Clutha district had

asserted that The otago waste Lands Act, 1866 as administered by the

Provincial Government "is injurious to the Revenue of the Province; is

detrimental to the interests of those already settled in the country; offers

no inducement to settlement, and is not only fitted to drive people out of

the country, but is actually producing this result~' The petitioners sought

an inquiry into the whole subject of the administration of waste lands in

Otago (AJHR F3, 1868, 3). The petition was considered by the Joint Waste

Lands Committee of the General Assembly, aided by evidence presented by

Bradshaw (MER Goldfields Towns), Macandrew (MER Clutha), Vogel (MER Goldfields),

Richardson (MLC Otago), and Bell (MER Mataura). The evidence presented was

of a sharply conflicting nature, the issues in dispute including the legality

or otherwise of the covenants entered into between the Provincial Government

and the runholders, whether the Act and the covenants limited the ability of

the Government to declare hundreds, the use of section 83 of the Act to sell

large blocks outside hundreds, the payment of compensation to runholders, the

equity of withdrawing land from the gold fields in order to avoid the payment

of compensation, whether settlement on the gold fields in any case was to

proceed by way of agricultural lease or sale of land, and whether on payment

of compensation Government could resume land outside that covenanted to be

given up without compensation.

Bell, who held the leases of Runs 80, 109, 255 and 261 (the last three

being within the gold fields), took advantage of the opportunity to present

the runholders' case. The covenants, he argued, reduced significantly the

amount of compensation which otherwise would have been payable for the resumption

of land while affording the pastoral tenants a greater security of tenure.



That additional security, however, would be nullified if the residue of a

run, after land had been taken under the covenants, could still be taken

for hundreds. Bell argued, indeed, that to take land additional to that

specified in the covenants was contrary to the spirit of those covenants

although, as he noted, their legal validity had not been determined. But

even if they were not valid, he suggested

they cannot be claimed today by the Government in order
to enforce consent of the lessee to the sale of the
land, and then repudiated tomorrow by them in order to
evade the limitation of the quantity to be opened for
sale. Indeed, there is no doubt that the limitation was
the inducement to a number of runholders to come in under
the Act, and pay the increased rental; who certainly would
not have done so if they had supposed that after giving up
the land for sale and giving up any claim to compensation,
they were still liable to have the rest of their runs taken
for hundreds (AJHR F3, 1868, 10).

The runholders were thus of the view that "the covenants being demanded in

good faith .•• (they) rely on their being executed in good faith also ....u

(AJHR F3, 1868, 10). The removal of land from the gold fields for declaration

into hundreds as a means of avoiding payment of heavy compensation was also

criticised by Bell. The Committee simply recommended that "owing to the

conflicting nature of the evidence, [and] the great importance of the

interests at s t.ake ," a commission be appointed (JHR 1868, 215).

The controversy centred on a number of interrelated issues including

the availability of land for settlement, the legality or otherwise of the

covenants, and the payment of compensation for the land resumed from the

runs. It was to those issues as they related to land both within and beyond

the proclaimed gold fields to which the Commissioners on the Administration

of Crown Lands in Otago addressed themselves. Within the gold fields land

had been expressly excluded from the operation of the Waste Lands Acts.

Since, therefore, land could not be offered for sale by the declaration of

hundreds, pastoral tenants within the gold fields enjoyed a security of
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tenure not possessed by those leasing land elsewhere in the Province, a fact

which had led the latter to consider themselves to be Uunjustly or at least

unequally treated" (AJHR Cl, 1869, 9). This 'privilege' was conferred by The

Gold Fields Act, 1866 which provided for the resumption for agricultural

leasing purposes of no more than 5,000 acres in no more than two blocks from

anyone run unless with the consent of the runholder. Compensation was to

be arrived at by arbitration or agreement, while the runholder retained in

his lease all land in any blocks resumed so long as it remained unoccupied

under agricultural leases. The provisions, agreed upon by representatives

of the General Assembly and the mining industry "after very considerable

discussion and altercation- were looked upon in the light of a compromise

between the parties concerned)- and were supposed, by the runholders at

least, to be intended when made to be final" (AJHR Cl, 1869, 9). Certainly

the runholders were quick to describe any move to alter those terms as fa

breach of public faith'. The protection conferred by the exemption of lands

within the gold fields from the operation of the Waste Lands Acts was

extended, so it was believed, by the covenants entered into between the

runholders and the Superintendent. Those covenants, the Commissioners noted,

were "the subject of endless discussion, and the cause of the strongest and

widest diversity of opinion, and much bitterness and animosity throughout

the Province" (AJHR Cl, 1869, 6).

Under the terms of the covenants the runholders had agreed that if

certain specified varying amounts of land, generally the 5,000 acres which

could be taken under The. Gold Fields Act, 1866, should be resumed they would

not demand compensation for the remaining term of the lease but only for

that period which the original licence had to run before being exchanged for

the lease. The whole issue of the covenants was examined closely by the

Commissioners. A preliminary question, whether the Superintendent could

legally enter into such covenants at all, was answered in the affirmative
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provided that such agreements were designed to carry out the law in its

spirit and according to its intention. "If, then, proper provision was

intended to be made by the covenants to secure the object the law had in

view - that of finding sufficient land, or as nearly so as the law allowed

for agricultural settlement - they may be considered legal; if not - illegal".

Moreover, unless such covenants had been intended to remain in force

throughout the term of the lease the result would have been the ruination of

an industry which produced exports valued at £400,000 per annum, in the

Commissioners' view, a reductio ad absurdum. The area of land reserved by

the covenants, a total of 961,151 acres throughout the Province, was regarded

as sufficient while a covenant could not be repudiated for any error in

judgment with respect to the choice of blocks. On the gold fields 107,500

acres had been reserved for disposal on agricultural leases and 60,500 acres

for sale. Finally, the Commissioners observed that while the Superintendent

could not legally enter into a contract which abridged, limited, or inter

fered with the rights and powers of the Governor, it did not follow,

notwithstanding any illegalities, "that the covenants are not equally binding

in honor and conscience - if entered into by the runholders in good faith

on their own part, and reliance on the good faith of the Provincial Government"

(AJHR Cl, 1869, 6).

The covenants entered into between the Superintendent and the runholders

did contain a proviso that nothing therein "shall be construed to abridge,

limit or interfere with the rights and powers of the said James Macandrew",

under The Gold Fields Act, 1866 or The otago Waste Lands Act, 1866 or of any

law relating to the gold fields or to the waste lands of the Province of

Otago, "unless such rights and powers shall be contrary thereto". The

question arose, in the case of runs within the gold fields, as to whether the

Superintendent by that agreement had surrendered the legal right to take runs

out of the gold fields for the purpose of declaration into hundreds. The



Commissioners concluded in fact that that right had not been surrendered,

although without doubt"a very decided understanding seems to have prevailed

that it would not be necessary to exercise the right, and that the lessees

had compounded with the public for absolute security by consenting to give up

the blocks specified in the covenants for the limited compensation only

therein agreed to" (AJHR Cl, 1869, 9). Such an understanding appears to

have been the reason for the greatly increased prices at which pastoral

properties were changing hands. Furthermore, on the basis of the covenants,

substantial investment in stock, fencing, and other improvements had been'

undertaken. But it should also be noted that independently of the covenants,

most of the runholders considered that the increased rentals payable under

the leases gave them a right to expect security of tenure (AJHR Cl, 1869, 8).

The Commissioners addressed themselves to a number of other issues.

With respect to the demand for land, it was noted that those loudest in

their demands were not the miners permanently and solely employed in mining

but, first, those miners whose claims were unworkable durin.g the summer

months, and, second, the occupants of the gold fields townships, especially

Lawrence, Roxburgh and Queenstown. The latter who pursued their demands

"with by far the greatest organisation and perseverance" were aware that both

gold production and the number of miners were declining and thus for whom

stock-rearing or farming represented a supplementary activity to their usual

occupations. The Commissioners noted that the townships, with the exception

of Lawrence in particular and to a lesser extent Roxburgh and Queenstown,

were "small blue villages of corrugated iron, or the flimsiest wooden

buildings", most being of a"fleeting and temporary character" although some

might contain lithe nucleus of future permanent settlements" (AJHR Cl, 1869,

10). One implication was that much of the demand for land was equally

ephemeral in character. In any case, the Commissioners suggested that it

appeared that there was sufficient land available for settlement purposes,
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land over which the pastoral lease or licence had been cancelled or which had

never been leased at all. They did concede, however, that many of the com

plaints related not simply to the quantity of land available but also to its

quality, location, accessibility and the fact that purchase carried with it

no grazing rights, some of which complaints at least were considered to be

justified.

The lack of grazing rights was clearly the main complaint. Where land

was open for agricultural leases the ~ight of pasturage over that portion not

so occupied remained with the runholder concerned. For any additional

pasturage beyond the land taken up as an agricultural lease, the lessee could

expect to pay the runholder up to tl per head of cattle. The runholder, of

course, could refuse to allow any such grazing and indeed on a number of

occasions stock had been impounded, an action which created considerable ill

feeling among miners, farmers and runholders. On the other hand, some run

holders allowed stock to be grazed free of charge. The Commissioners concluded

that the demand for grazing rights constituted in fact a demand for more land

which in turn reflected a desire on the part of lessees to become stock

breeders. "NOW", they observed, "this it was never the intention of the law

to prOVide for, and it would be impossible for the'runholders to allow, if

they are to maintain their own position or carry on their own runs at all"

(AJHR Cl, 1869, 12). The lack of commonage or grazing rights, in any case,

arose out of the law itself as embodied in The Gold Fields Act, 1866 which gave

the runholders the right of pasturage over land open for agricultural leasing

but not in fact occupied and which limited the area which could be taken on

anyone run to 5,000 acres in no more than two blocks. Those areas on the

gold fields suitable for agricultural settlement were generally limited and

scattered so that the Provincial Government was reluctant to exercise its power

of selection in such a way as to secure only a small portion of agricultural

land for the 5,000 acres which could be taken. The result was that where
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good quality land was selected it was quickly occupied or that blocks were

selected at such a distance from the townships or diggings as to deter

occupation. The Commissioners were adamant, however, that the limitation

to two blocks on anyone run was essential for the protection of the runholder

(AJHR Cl, 1869, 12).

The supply of commonage could be augmented by one of three methods.

The Government could refuse to grant leases, although the effect would have

been the substitution of a larger number of small runholders for a smaller

number of large runholders, something the law had never intended the

Commissioners insisted (AJHR Cl, 1869, 12). Second, runs could be removed

from the gold fields and declared into hundreds, again a course of action not

contemplated by the covenants and which would simply result in the land

being purchased by capitalists, "probably the same runholders". Those who

advocated such a course of action envisaged that the land so withdrawn would

be offered not for sale but as agricultural leases. By such means settlers

would receive the advantages of the commonage principle of the hundreds sy~tem,

freedom from competition with speculators and capitalists in respect of the

purchase of land, and the opportunity of purchasing land on what amounted to

a system of deferred payments. The Commissioners concluded, however, "that

to declare any of these runs into Hundreds ... would do a great injury to the

runholders concerned, and by no means satisfy those who desire to take their

place" (AJHR Cl, 1869, 13). The third mode of providing commonage comprised

cancellation of the leases under section 16 of The Gold Fields Act, 1866, and

the award of compensation. But again the result would be, in the Commissioners'

view, the substitution of one set of runholders for another, and indeed they

envisaged a continuous process of smaller stockowners replacing larger stock

owners. subdivision and redistribution of land would continue until the

inevitable demands for the unrestricted sale of land were acceded to when the
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land would fall into the hands of the larger capitalists leaving the remainder

"to swallow their dissatisfaction" (AJHR Cl, 1869, 13).

The Commissioners did acknowledge that many settlers had been unable to

obtain land, their resulting departure from the gold fields constituting "a

strong condemnation of the present land laws or their administration, and

must be acknowledged a galling and grievous evil, and one that cries aloud for

removal and remedy." The question arose of how best to meet that need and

the Commissioners discussed and were inclined to acc~pt the view that perhaps

some form of special legislation should be enacted to provide for those who

had been brought in "on the top of a high tide, which had receded and left

them stranded and helpless" (AJHR Cl, 1869, 14). The capacity of the miners

for enterprise, energy, perseverance and ingenuity displayed in their mining

operations was adduced as a further reason for retaining such men even

though, it was observed, "the majority of those who are now clamouring for

land is not composed of the really adventurous and boldly ingenious class .••

but consists rather of such as have been called the sutlers or camp followers

of the gold-digging army" (AJHR Cl, 1869, 15). But the difficulty r eraaLned :

that to acquire runs, at least without compensation, would be to inflict a

wrong upon the runholders.

The good faith of the Province ... has been pledged to
these runholders. It matters not whether there is legal
obligation or not to respect the runs ..•• It appears to
the Commissioners that the arrangement between the Govern
ment and the runholders ... is such a one as •.. would be
held as binding and obligatory as if it had been accompanied
by all the formal and technical circumstances of a literal
and legal contract .•.. There is the clearest evidence that
the great body of the runholders understood that the increase
of their rental to seven times the amount previously paid
was to be compensated by the bestowal of a much more secure
tenure; that this security would be made complete and absolute
by further covenant to give up lands without compensation, or
with compensation only for the term of the original license;
that ••• many .•• had positive assurances to that effect,
made by different members of the Government or authoritative
officials; that, lastly, the sincerity of their belief in the



understanding is proved in almost all cases by expenditure
incurred ... ; that this expenditure amounts to very many
thousand pounds (sic) in the aggregate - and that runs
have been bought since the leases were signed for such sums
as, considering their locality, it is not to be conceived
would have been given for property which might be at any moment
confiscated or rendered worthless (AJHR Cl, 1869, 15).

The only &lternative was to award compensation and here it was suggested,

obliquely, that the system of arbitration adopted in respect of runs within

the gold fields being resumed, be re-examined. The Commissioners noted that

the Provincial Government in one instance had paid 11,400 for a run which a

few months previously had been bought for [900 (AJHR Cl, 1869, 16).

As a result of its inquiries the Commissioners concluded that land for

agricultural settlement-and grazing should be provided. Blocks of land, it

was suggested, with at least one third of their area comprising good

agricultural land, should be selected upon applications being lodged and

deposits paid for at least one third of the agricultural land. New blocks

should not be selected within the same district until all the agricultural

land in the first block had been taken up for bona fide occupation. By such

a scheme, the Commissioners suggested, all the compensation monies required

could be made available without any serious drain upon the Province's revenues.

Such monies could be drawn from the £70,000 the Province received each year

as pastoral rents. Payment of compensation by instalment could mean that no

more than 110,000 annually would be required to provide all the land required

(AJHR Cl, 1869, 16).

That report of the Otago Waste Lands Commissioners attracted surprisingly

little comment. Some suggestions were made that it amounted to little more

than a piece of special pleading. That was an assessment rejected by the

otago Daily Times which described it as "a strictly judicial document" which

summed up the evidence "concisely and impartially". The journal went on to
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remark that "Its conclusions are obviously prompted by a desire to promote

the interests of the province; to do justice to all parties; and not more to

protect capital invested in runs, than to open up the country for settlement

by facilitating the acquisition of land" (otago Daily Times 27 September 1869).

The gold fields press scarcely appears to have noticed the report, attention

being focussed rather upon The Otago Hundreds Regulation Act, 1869. While in

part that Act arose out of the Commissioners' deliberations, it was also the

outcome of the growing apprehension among runholders over the security of

their tenure.

THE OTAGO HUNDREDS REGULATION ACT 1869 AND THE GOLD FIELDS

Many runholders had been clearly alarmed at the statements made by

supporters of the hundreds system during Session 24 (1868) of the Otago

Provincial Council. They took their grievances to the General Assembly. With

respect to proposals to declare hundreds within the gold fields the runholders

insisted that in return for greatly increased assessments they had 'been

granted leases which, apart from the areas reserved by covenant for lease or

sale and for which no compensation was payable, granted a security of tenure

until the expiry of the term of the lease. Upon that apparent security,

they argued, substantial sums had been paid for the purchase of their runs

and invested in improvements of varying descriptions. Proposals to declare

hundreds had resulted in a sharp decline in the market value of the runs

affected, which if given effect to would destroy the value of those improve

ments and indeed render the remainder of some runs at least unworkable.

Particular objection was made to proposals to remove land required from the

gold fields, by use of section 48 of The Gold Fields Act, 1866, an action

which would deprive the runholders concerned of the compensation to which

they would otherwise have been entitled under that Act. Finally, they maintained,

the demand for the declaration of hundreds reflected not so much a genuine need
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for land for agricultural purposes but the desire of a few to secure at

nominal outlay extensive depasturing rights for which they, the runholders, had

paid and were paying dearly. John McKellar (lessee of Run 163). summed up

the feelings of many runholders. The measures, he noted, adopted by the

Provincial Council relative to Hundreds, "have tended to cause a feeling of

distrust in the tenure of the pastoral lands held under the leases lf
, would

jeopardise an industry which provided a great deal of the colony's wealth,

and that the result of declaring pastoral lands or lands not required for

agricultural settlement would be "to do injustice to private interests.

cripple, if not ruin, investors of capital, to injure the pastoral interest

in the province without securing the settlement desired, to check enterprise,

and, as a consequence, to retard the progress and prosperity of the Colony"

(AJHR G, 1869, 9). The Waste Lands Committee to whom the petitions were

referred, as its first action recommended that, "in view of the importance

of the public and private interests involved", no hundred should be

proclaimed unt.LL the questions raised had been resolved (AJHR FlO; 1869, 4).

As a result of its deliberations and of its assessment of the Otago Waste

Lands Commission's report of 1869, the Committee resolved

1. That it, is desirable the Hundreds system in the Province of Otago
as at present existing should not be interfered with. except
insofar as may be provided in accordance with these Resolutions.

2. That, having regard to the importance of the interests affected
by the creation of Hundreds, and to the inexpediency of leaving
those interests to the chances of Executive action. it is necessary
to regulate by law, as far as practicable, the conditions on which
new Hundreds shall be constituted.

3. That, in order to allow of the Hundreds system being carried out
in good faith to those who have invested capital in reliance on
past legislation of the General Assembly and on agreements with the
Executive Government, it is essential that in every Hundred to be
hereafter proclaimed, there should be a proportion of not less than
one half of the area of fair agricultural land, and that no Hundred
therefore should be proclaimed which consists of purely pastoral land.

4. That no Hundred should exceed 15,000 acres in extent. CA further
provision "that no Hundred should be' proclaimed unless there are
applications for the purchase of one-eighth of the land included
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therein, and a deposit of 2s.6d per acre made with such applications"
was struck out ).

5. That the character of the land to be included in any proposed
Hundred, the extent of land in the vicinity already open for
selection and settlement, and other circumstances affecting the
desirability of the proclamation of the proposed Hundred, should
be investigated and reported upon by an officer or officers to be
appointed by the Colonial Government. That such officer or
officers have power to examine witnesses on oath, and to report
the result of his or their investigation to the Colonial Secretary.

6. That when a Hundred is proclaimed compensation should be given to
the runholder for land taken from his run. That for the purpose of
determining the amount of such compensation, the same course should
be taken as is provided in sections 17, 18, and 19 of "The Gold.
Fields Act, 1866", except that the Arbitrators shall in all cases be
appointed by the Governor, and that the lease over the portion of
the run so proclaimed should be cancelled. That such compensation
should, at the option of the Provincial Government, be payable in
three equal annual instalments, and should be a charge upon the land
revenue of the Province and be paid by order of the Governor. That
after the amount of compensation shall have been determined by
arbitration it shall be optional with the Provincial Government,
if it shall object to the amount of such compensation, to abandon
the proposed proclamation of such Hundred.

7. That whereas the covenants made between the Provincial Government
and certain runholders have been in operation for more than two
years, and in many cases large expenditure has been incurred on
the faith of their being maintained, any doubts which may have arisen
as to their validity should be removed, and legal effect given to
them.

8. That the Government be requested to bring in a Bill to give effect
to the above Resolution (AJHR FlO, 1869, 3-8).

It is interesting to note that a proposed proviso to be added to clause 6 to

govern the rate of compensation was rejected by the Committee. Bell (MHR

Mataura) had suggested that compensation should not exceed 6s per acre where

not more than 5,000 acres were taken for a hundred, 4s per acre where not"

more than 15,000 acres were taken, and 2s.6d per acre where the whole run

was taken over and above those limits. A further amendment was suggested by

Reynolds (MHR City of Dunedin), which, had it been accepted, would have given

the runholder, in the event of a hundred being proclaimed upon his run, the

option of relinquishing the entire lease in return for compensation over the

entire run at a rate of up to 2s per acre (AJHR FI0, 1867, 6).



The outcome of the Committee's recommendations was the'Otago Hundreds

Regulation Bill' introduced into the House of Representatives by Bell in July

1869, the objective of the measure, according to Bell, being to allay "the

discontent and domestic agitation in Otago••.~(NZPD 5, 1869, 471). The Bill was

thus designed to define and protect the rights created by The Otago Waste

Lands Act, 1866 and The Gold Fields Act, 1866 by regulating the declaration

of hundreds rather than allowing such declaration to be carried out by

"purely executIve action•••• " The principle on which the Bill was founded,

according to Bell, was that the .General Assembly should regulate a situation

where "large interests were concerned, and there were direct conflicts

between the proposed modes of dealing with those interests...."(,NZPD 6, 1869,

9-10). That was a principle which gained Macandrew's support and indeed

his one major objection to the measure was that it failed to define or limit

compensation, a defect which he felt "might render settlement practically

impossible in some parts of the Province" (NZPD 6, 1869, 10).
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While Macandrew might later claim that the measure had the support of

Otago members (NZPD 7, 1870, 229-230) in fact it evoked considerable

opposition, particularly from Howorth (MHR Taieri) and Wood (MHR Invercargill).

The Bill was criticised for the fact that it had not come from the

Provincial Council, that it provided for compensation to the runholders in

such a manner as to mean the alienation of the greater part of the Province's

waste lands to the pastoralists, and that it would enable the declaration of

hundreds on the gold fields. The Bill was subjected to some important amend

ments, the maximum rates of compensation being reduced from 3s.6d to 2s.6d

per acre over part of a run declared into a hundred, and from 2s.6d to ls.6d

per acre over an entire run should a lessee decide to surrender his lease in

its entirety. Efforts to have the minimum area suitable for agriculture

within a proposed hundred reduced from one half to one third" were unsuccessful



(JHR 1869, 93-96). The Bill passed through the Legislatiye Council with

little criticism and few amendments, the only concern expressed being that

the runholders might receive less than fair compensation. The Bill, in fact,

was welcomed as a move by the General Assembly to reassert its control over

the waste lands and to protect rights against unwarranted and unjustified

interference (NZPD 6, 1869, 171-173).

The Otago Hundreds Regulation Act, 1869, thus provided for the declara

tions of hundreds in the Province of Otago whether within or beyond proclaimed

gold fields, for at least half of the land in any proposed hundred to be

suitable for agricultural purposes, for the maximum area of a hundred not to

exceed 15,000 acres, and for compensation to the runholder at a maximum rate

of 2s.6d per acre for the determination of his lease and for all improvements

or alternatively ls.6d per acre where a leaseholder elected to surrender his

entire run. Compensation was to be paid in three equal instalments within

three years or in one sum out of the land revenue of the Province of Otago.

The Act also provided that with respect to any proposed new hu~dred, officers

were to be appointed by the Governor to inquire "as to the character of the

land included ••• the extent of land in the neighbourhood already open for

selection and settlement and generally as to any circumstances which may

render the proclamation of a Hundred desirable or not desirableH (Statutes of

New Zealand 1869, 78). Finally, section 15 of the Act provided for the

deeds of covenant to be carried into effect n a s would have been done if the

same had been made under any express authority of law" (Statutes of New

Zealand 1869, 80).

While the Act may have provoked comparatively little criticism in the

General Assembly, in Otago it evoked a storm of protest, Reid denouncing it

as an "uncalled for and unwarrantable interference" whereby the public estate

and the welfare of the great majority of the people of Otago were to be
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sacrificed for the private interests of a few (Otago Daily Times 28 August

1869). Throughout Otago public meetings denounced the measure as one which

would impede settlement, as one designed to preserve the country "in its

primitive simplicity of a sheep-walk" in order to allow runholders to share

in the "enormous profits" which the preserved meat trade with Europe seemed

to promise, and one which would engender dissension and antagonism (Dunstan

Times 3 and 17 September 1869). The conditions upon which hundreds might

be declared were regarded as so exacting as to mean in practice the frustra

tion of any hope that the hundreds system might_have been introduced into the

gold fields. Macandrew, Vogel, Reynolds, Bell, Cargill and Driver were thus

castigated for having nurtured and brought to fruition a "squatters' measure"

and for having betrayed provincial institutions by rendering the Provincial

Council "a farce" (Dunstan Times 27 August 1869). Macandrew received

particular censure although he endeavoured to explain his support of the

measure on the grounds that it offered the only basis upon which the General

Government would approve the additional hundreds sought and that it eliminated

the distinction between gold fields and other areas of the province in respect

to the declaration of hundreds. Further, he argued, it would enable the

acquisition of land within the gold fields at a much lower and fixed rate of

compensation than that provided by The Gold Fields Act, 1866 under which

rates of up to 6s per acre had been paid" (pZPD 7, 1870, 230}. A meeting in

Lawrence, in August 1869, "carried by acclamation" an address calling upon

Vogel (MER Gold Fields) to resign.in order that the electors "may endeavour

to secure the services of some gentleman who will vote and act in accordance

with the interests of his constituents" (Tuapeka Times 21 August l869}. Some

went further and took advantage of the passage of the Act to demand a radical

reform of the whole system of land disposal on the gold fields, in particular

to provide for a system of free selection and sale on deferred payments

(Dunstan Times 5 and 12 August l870).
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The arguments continued, that the Act was an encroachment on the powers

and privileges of the Provincial Council, that all legislation affecting land

should be framed in strict accordance with the expressed opinions of that

body, that the General Assembly should merely carry out the policy indicated

by the Council, that the Act weakened provincial institutions by transferring

powers with respect to the declaration of hundreds to General Government

although it was introduced by a ministry (Fox Ministry 1869-1872) purporting

to be the champions of provincialism. Of course, the Act was not without its

defenders, and indeed the very fact that it had been the Fox Ministry which

had introduced it was held to be sufficient evidence that it did not

constitute an unjustifiable invasion of the privileges of the Provincial

Council. In any case, it was argued, the Provincial Council had no legal or

prescriptive right to initiate or control any legislation affecting land,

while the requirement that officers be appointed to ascertain whether there

was any need for any proposed hundred was regarded not as a means of

depriving the Council of any of its administrative powers with respect to

land but merely as interposing an additional precaution (Otago Daily Times

28 September 1869).

In a series of editorials, the Otago Daily Times argued that the Act,

designed to promote agricultural settlement, was more liberal in its

provisions than the Otago Waste Lands Commission had been in its recommenda

tions, and that as a result the runs were open for settlement through the

declaration of hundreds free of any reservations, such as the covenants,

other than those imposed by the Act itself. With respect to the compensation

payable to pastoral lessees, the journal described Reid~s claim that

compensation up to flo per acre might be payable as "purely imaginary, ••

unwarranted .,. [and] manifestly contradicted by the terms of the Act"

(Otago Daily Times 7 October 1869). Finally; the journal declared, through

its application to the entire Province, the Act would encourage settlement on
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the gold fields, a most desirable objective given the growing exhaustion of

the surface deposits and the capital investment required increasingly by the

mining industry for its successful prosecution.

That The Otago Hundreds Regulation Act, 1869 would not impede settlement

was inferred from the fact that no Otago Member of the House of Representatives

had opposed the second reading of the measure, and from the fact that those

same members had agreed privately to rates of compensation later reduced in

Committee. The Otago Daily Times thus found it difficult to accept the view

that the Act was "an invasion of provincial rights and privileges, an

obstacle to settlement, a fraudulent compact with a handful of monopolists"

Cptago Daily Times 29 September 1869). Indeed, the Act was seen as imparting

uniformity and certainty to the Province~s land laws and as providing some

security against their maladministration Cotago Dai'ly Times 29 September 1869).

The only reservation expressed by the Otago Daily Times related to the absence

of any provisions to protect mining interests, a lack which would make

imperative the careful adm:i,nistration of the Act and the enactment of "proper

legal provisions for restricting the rights conferred by a Crown Grant to

narrower limits than those which now legally attach to a freehold" Cotago

Daily Times 30 October 1869. See also 2,7, and 21 October l869,'and 10,13,

14, IS, 16, 18, 20, 21, 23 and 25 December 1869).

The agitation over The Otago Hundreds Regulation Act, 1869 compelled

Macandrew to call the Provincial Council togetherfo~ a special session. In

Macandrew's view the Act was "the subject of much misapprehension and ill

founded speculation", and one which did not encroach upon the rfght,

constitutional or prescriptive, of the Provincial Council. The terms and

conditions upon which hundreds could be declared as laid down in the Act

Macandrew considered to be reasonable and observed that nif the Act has a fair

trial, it will be found that the difficulty which has hitherto been experienced



in obtaining land for settlement, both within and without gold fields, will

have been removed". He went on to observe that the Act in fact provided for

"virtually free selection It (v & P, oPC, 5.26, 1869, 3L

The Provincial Executive quite clearly did not share Macandrew~s view

and introduced a series of resolutions describing the Act as an invasion of

the privilege "of initiating and practically determining all legislation

affecting the Waste Lands of the Province", and as one which would trs erious1y

. retard the progress of colonization •••• tr The Executive sought to delay the

operation of the Act until it had been amended "so as to bring it more into

conformity to the Land Laws under which the Pastoral Leases were issuedtr

Cv & P, oPC, 5.26, 1869, 12-13). The debate was protracted but the Council

eventually agreed, first, that section 3 of the Act (po hundred to be

proclaimed unless one half of the land be agricultural) should be repealed;

second, that section 4 be amended to provide that in determining the

boundaries of hundreds "due regard be paid to the natural features of the

country' and that the maximum area should be increased from 15,000 to 20,000

acres; third, that section 9 relating to compensation be smended so as to

provide that compensation should not exceed 2s.6d per acre trin respect of

the determination of such lease over such portion of the Run so to be

proclaimed a Hundred •.. and that the holder of such lease shall be entitled

to compensation in respect of all fencing ... ; tr fourth, that pastoral

lessees be entitled to purchase in one block 640 acres as a homestead

inclusive of the existing pre-emptive right of 80 acres and lessees of runs

within the gold fields be entitled to a lease of 640 acres in one block upon

the terms relating to agricultural leases; and, finally, that section 35 of

The Gold Fields Act 1866 (providing for the issue of agricultural leases). .

apply to hundreds proclaimed within gold fields (y & P, oPC, 5.26, 1869, 17).

Macandrew agreed with the resolutions although he pointed out that up
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to nine months would elapse before the passage of amending legislation while

"the demands of settlement and the requirements of revenue" made it imperative

that new hundreds be declared. Without such declaration, he observed, either

land would have to be taken under covenants at a rate of compensation

considerably in excess of that which would have to be paid under The otago

Hundreds Regulation Act, 1869 or public works and immigration would have to

be suspended (v & P, opc, S.26, 1869, 21). The Provincial Council's response

was to resolve that since uthe proposed amendments involve such an alteration

of the spirit and principle of the Act, that it would not be politic or

expedient to put it into operation (and thus create rights under it) until

these amendments have become law" rv & P, osc , S.26, 1869, 29}, A final

effort to have the Provincial Council insist upon the repeal of The Otago

Hundreds Regulation Act, 1869 was made during Session 27, 1870, motions to

that effect being rejected upon division (V & P, oPc, S.27, 1870, 39-40).

THE OTAGO HUNDREDS REGULATION ACT, 1869 AMENDMENT ACT,1870

The amendments suggested by the Provin~ial Council were considered by

the General Assembly during its session of 1870, the .,Otago Hundreds

Regulation Act 1869 Amendment Bill' being prepared by Macandrew and McIndoe

(MHR Caversham). At the same time, J.C. Brown (MHR Bruce) prepared a Bill

repealing the 1869 Act, a Bill which, contrary to·the usual custom, encountered

strong opposition upon its introduction into the House of Representatives.

In particular Brown was criticised for his apparent inconsistency, ori the

one hand criticising the Gene~al Assembly for legislating on waste lands

without consulting the Provincial Council and on the other doing exactly

the same by his repeal measure (NZPD 7, 1870, 86-88, 189-192). Brown

responded by arguing that the resolutions agreed to by the Otago Provincial

Council during its session of December 1869 constituted a compromise and one

which, moreover, 'was simply a matter of expediency, believing that at another
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meeting the question could be reopened." In fact, he argued, the resolutions

had been agreed to simply in order to prevent a Ministry which approved of

the Act from gaining office (NZPD 8, 1870, 66). The Bill was rejected on

the grounds that the Act had not had a fair trial and that it was the subject

of an amending measure for which Brown himself was partially responsible and

which had been prepared in accordance with the resolutions of the Provincial

Council (NZPD 8, 1870, 65-74, 282-283).

With Brown's attempt at repeal disposed of, efforts were directed at

securing the passage of the amending Bill. Not that the measure lacked

opposition, Haughton (MER Hampden) declaring that it did not carry out the

resolutions of the Provincial Council and that he would strenuously oppose

certain of its provisions (NZPD 9, 1870, 164). Vogel continued to advocate

free selection, an advocacy which had the support of a petition of 86 settlers

in the Clyde and Dunstan districts (JHR 1870, 288), and of a majority of the

Waste Lands Committee (AJHR FlO, l870}. Vogel did defend the 1869 Act,

refuted claims that the General Assembly had infringed upon the privileges

of the Provincial Council, and insisted that the General Assembly had a duty

to intervene where the interests of any particular group were threatened by

"mere caprice" on the partdf Provincial legislators and administrators

(NZPD 9, 1870, 164-166). Nevertheless, efforts were made during the Bill's

Committee stages to effect considerable amendments, Mervyn (~ Manuherikia)

unsuccessfully seeking repeal of sections 5 to 8 of the 1869 measure which

provided for the appointment of officers to inquire into and report on any

proposed hundred, while section 3 of the Bill providing that at least one

third of the land proposed to be included should be agricultur~l in character

was retained only upon division (20-12). Bradshaw's Q1HR Gold Fields Towns)

effort to have the pre-emptive right reduced from 640 to 200 acres was

rejected by 24 votes to seven. Also rejected were additi9nal clauses which

envisaged the issue of 10. year leases of up to 320 acres over all lands
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thrown open under the Act with rental payable at the rate of 2s per acre per

annum and the issue of a Crown Grant at the expiry of the lease and for

agricultural leases to purchase their lands after three years of the lease

had run by paying the difference between the price per acre and the amount

paid as rent (JHR 1870, 203-206). A clause which would have provided that

after the coming into operation of the Act not fewer than 250,000 acres of

land would be opened as hundreds "and there shall constantly be kept open for

selection in such areas as may be determined upon at least two hundred and

fifty thousand acres of such land as may be suitable for agricultural

purposesn
, was also rejected (JHR 1870, 2062. A final effort to have the

Bill rejected failed.

In the Legislative Council a good deal of the debate over the measure

related to the alleged "discourtesy" exhibited by the Provincial Government

of Otago in not having implemented the 1869 Act and whether, therefore, the

Council should pass an amending measure or insist upon the implementation of

the original Act. Moreover, there was some discussion as to the wisdom of

approving a measure upon which the Provincial Council appeared evenly divided

(NZPD 9, 1870, 299-301). It was clear, however, that at least some of the

Councillors considered that the runho1ders of Otago required protection from

those intent upon "spoilation" and against those who were arguing that "The

runho1ders are the sons of Ishmae1; their hand is against every man's, and

every man's hand must be against them or else, farewell to the prosperity

of the Province" (NZPD 9, 1870, 367). Buchanan (MLC, Otagol suggested

that the current agitation reflected the frustration of those thwarted by

the 1869 measure and was the work of IIpo1i t i ca1 agitators lt who had misled the

public by claiming that the General Assembly had usurped the rights of the

Provincial Council and would next appropriate the Province's land revenue.

Moreover, he continued, the members of the Provincial Council which had

considered the proposed measure comprised 17 farmers, five members associated
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with pastoral interests, nine with mercantile interests, and one with the

legal profession (see otago Daily Times 14 May 1870), and yet despite the

large number of farmers "no decided expression condemnatory of the Hundreds

Act was elicited, as was hoped and expected by the dominant party •.•• "

(NZPD 9, 1870, 367). Buchanan expressed the hope that the amending Bill

would settle the issue and observed that

The runholder of Otago was one of a meek race; he had been so
long jumped upon by the digger and the cockatoo, that he had
not sufficient breath remaining within him to make his voice
heard. He had-been so long danced upon by them, whilst
latterly certain members of the Provincial Executive had piped
to that dancing, that he was thankful to have peace at any
price, nay, even the hope of peace at any price (NZPD 9,1870,368).

After that eloquent defence of the runholder and a caustic attack on certain

members of the Provincial Executive and Council, the measure was passed

without major amendment.

The otago Hundreds Regulation Act 1869 Amendment Act, 1870 thus provided

for a decrease in the area of agricultural land within any proposed hundred

from one half to one third; for an increase in the total area from 15,000

to 20,000 acres; for payment of- compensation to runholders for the determina-

tion of the lease at a rate not exceeding 2s.6d per acre in respect of that

land proposed to be included in a hundred, and for all fences; for runholders

within gold fields to have priority of right to apply for an agricultural

lease block of 640 acres for each lease; and for section 8 of The Gold Fields

Act, 1866 Amendment Act, 1869 which increased the area of agricultural leases

from 50 to 20Q acres to apply to hundreds proclaimed within the gold fields

(statutes of New Zealand 1870, 241-243). Thus Main (MHRPort Chalmers) in an

address to his constituents in November 1870 expressed the hope that the Act

would "put at rest the cry of ~unlock the land'." Hundreds of 20,000 acres

in extent could now be obtained anywhere throughout the Province, he claimed,
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"in a manner which would remove existing sources of antagonism between the

different classes of the community and the annual squabbles in the Provincial

Council about Hundreds" (Mount Ida Chronicle 4 November 1870).

THE OTAGO WASTE LANDS ACT, 1872

The land issue in fact occupied much of the attention of the Provincial

Council during the following 1871 Session (29). In its previous Session the

Council had decided that although it was expedient, "for revenue and

settlement purposes", to bring The otago Hundreds Regulation Act, 1869,

Amendment Act, 1870 into operation, it wished nevertheless to express its

view that the Act was "det.r Imenta.L to the welfare of the Province" (V & P,

OPC, S.28, 1870, 19). Further, during the 1871 Provincial Council elections

many candidates expressed themselves in favour of land disposal on deferred

payments. Session 29 in fact witnessed the emergence of a strong and well

organised 'party' to support Reid in his advocacy of agricultural settlement

through the hundreds system. It was a development widely expected to lead

to a stormy session, to a renewal of the "bickerings" over the land question

as that 'party' which regarded the Cargi11 Ministry as its 'natural'

opponent made the issue its sta1kinghorse to power (Otago Daily Times 26 May

1871). The appointment of that Ministry on 13 April 1871 had evoked claims

that the pastoral interest was in the ascendancy once again. Cargi11 was

berated as a squatter who only lacked "the opportunity to convert the whole

of the Province into a sheep run" (Dunstan Times 21 April 1871). The

Dunstan Times expressed the hope that the "liberal party" would unite and

oppose the pastora1ists and their allies. "It is the broad principle of

opening up the lands that we have to fight for", observed the journal. "The

squatters' friends and the miners' enemies must be struck down•••• The

ousting of the Cargi11 Ministry must be accomplished at any price" (Dunstan

Times 21 April 187i). That ousting was in fact accomplished as soon as May
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29~187l when Reid moved an amendment to the reply to the Superintendent's

Opening Address. It was an amendment clearly dseigned to test the strength

of the parties in the Council and indeed was accepted by the Government as

a vote of confidence. The Ministry was defeated (v & P, ope, S.29~187l. 7-8).

The new Government was expected to comprise Reid, Cutten~ Bathgate and

Bradshaw and while its policy remained unknown doubts were expressed that it

could devise a more liberal policy than that adopted by its immediate predeces

sors without inflicting injustice upon the runholders or incurring liabilities

for compensation payments which the Province could not afford-to pay. The

fear was expressed~ too~ that the new Executive would give effect to the

extreme views of its supporters with large areas of pastoral land being

withdrawn from the existing lessees simply to be handed over to a few

stockholders again for purely pastoral purposes. For that reason it was

hoped that the new Ministry would be able to moderate the more radical

demands of a section of its supporters so as to ensure that it was "relieved

of its clodocratic character, and .• ~ looked upon as fairly representing the

various interests in the province" (otago Daily T~mes 31 May 1871). Such

moderation would have the additional virtue of securing the passage of any

new Land Bill through the General Assembly.

Cutten~ as the 'Non-Official' member of Reid's Executive (appointed 2

June 1871) introduced a new series of resolutions on land in June 1871 which

declared, inter alia, that The otago Hundreds Regulation Act, 1869 and the

amending measure of 1870 were "injurious to the interests of the people of

Otago by impeding settlement, creating delay in opening land for purchase,

and diminishing the land revenue of the Province, and therefore the said

Acts should be repealed." Th.e resolutions introduced envisaged a more

liberal land policy~ specifically the disposal of land on a system of deferred

payments with certain conditions relating to residence and improvements, a



limitation of area to anyone person to 320 acres, and the proclamation of

blocks of land for sale on deferred payments outside hundreds. Selectors

were to have the same rights of pasturage as cash purchasers while runholders

were to be entitled to compensation for any leased land resumed for

disposal on deferred payments (V & P, oPc, S.29, 1871, 19-20}.

Those resolutions were regarded, by the Otago Daily Times at least, as

differing only in detail from those proposed by the ousted Government with

the exception of that declaring The Otago Hundreds Regulation Act, 1869 and
,

the amending measure of 1870 to be obstacles to land settlement. That claim

was rejected, the suggestion being made rather that the opposition was in

fact to the whole system of pastoral leasing in which in return for a greatly

increased rental the lessees had secured some security of tenure and a right

to compensation upon resumption. The difficulties noted in the resolution

were ascribed to the fact that by The Otago Waste Lands Act, 1866, the

declaration of additional hundreds was left to the Provincial Council, the

irresponsible decisions of which body had invited the passage of Acts

designed to regulate and control such declaration. Efforts to have the

resolutions rejected, at least until the Government had presented to Council

"a well-digested scheme of legislation, whereby justice will be done to the

various existing industries, and facilities given to bona fide settlementtl
,

were defeated (Otago Daily Times 12 June 1871).

The resolutions were approved and finally adopted by the Provincial

Council on 19 June 1871 (v & P, oPc, S.29, 1871, 27-29, 42-43}, an act which

provoked some withering criticism from both within and outside the Council.

The Otago Daily Times cried repudiation and suggested that the constant

tinkering with the Province·s land laws would invite the General Assembly

to relieve the Council of those "powers which it has clearly proved itself

unable judiciously or ••• honestly to exercise", and thereby protect all
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interests from Reid's desire to gratify his "whims" or the "Liberal" party

its "commonage propensities" (Otago Daily Times 12 June 1871).

Bell challenged the Government to introduce a resolution to the effect

that while the Council was desirous of seeing the Acts repealed it was not

its wish to see purely pastoral country proclaimed into hundreds. Gi11ies

(MPC Milton) responded by insisting that the party with whom he acted

"recognised that they had no right to take land from pastoral tenants of

the Crown, merely for the purpose of giving it to other pastoral ,tenants",

but the challenge was not met. It was pointed out, of course, that repeal

of the Acts would mean that the declaration of hundreds would be governed by

The Otago Waste Lands Act, 1866 which, it was argued, accepted the position

implied in Bell's challenge, namely, that hundreds or blocks required for

settlement must contain a certain proportion of agricultural land (otago

Daily Times 13 June 1871). That Reid at least accepted the view that

hundreds should contain some agricultural land was apparent in his response

to Bastings' (MPC Tuapeka) loosely word~d resolution, ItThat ••• in order to

encourage settlement in populous Gold Fields Districts, the Government ••.

should cancel any Runs, fit for settlement, in close proximity to the same,

and throw them open under the Agricultural Lease system•••• " (V & P, ope,

S.29, 1871, 38). Reid observed that while the purport of the resolution was

accepted as desirable, the extent to which the Government could act was

limited by the compensation involved and by the fact that the area of land

suitable for settlement was also limited (Otago Daily Times 19 June 1871).

The resolutions then affirmed formed part of a larger series of resolu

tions adopted by the Council on 18 July. The Provincial Secretary and the

Provincial Solicitor thus sought to have the Council approve of the

principles contained in the resolutions, to affirm the view that "if passed

into law, they will tend to allay the agitation and class feelings which
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have recently existed in regard to the Land Question, and will promote the

occupation and settlement of the Waste Lands of th~ Province by a bona fide

class of. settlers", and to request the Government to prepare a consolidated

Land Bill. The Council responded by affirming the resolutions after inserting

an amendment providing that the price of land to be sold on deferred payments

should be fixed at a price not exceeding 258 per acre instead of 30s per acre

(V & P, ope, S.29, 1871, 122-123).

A Bill embodying the land resolutions was accordingly introduced into

the Council in July 1871. Opposition remained, but a debate on a motion that

the measure 'be adopted this day six months' quickly degenerated into a

protracted and discursive debate in which the participants appeared more intent

upon indulging in abuse, petty bickering, and flights of bombast and rhetoric

rather than grappling with. the issues of land settlement and improvement.

Such tactics, however, enabled Reid to turn aside the Opposition's claims as

constituting mere assertions and a disreputable harangue (otago Daily Times

27 July 1871). The main objections raised to the Bill concerned the increase

in the upset price of land under the deferred payment system, the provision

for the sale of land in large blocks and the sale of inferior land at the

upset price of 10s per acre, and that it would enable the resumption of large

areas not suitable for agricultural settlement but which would involve the

Province in substantial compensation payments. Cargill defined the central

issue as being whether, throughout Central Otago, settlement was to be

permitted "where and to what extent it can naturally take place; or whether

large discretionary power shall be given to the Provincial Government to

open up lands by cancellation of leases over defined blocks where and to such

extent as they may think fit" (otago Daily Times 26 July l87l}. Much of the

rest of the objections comprised accusations of 'class legislation' and

denials that the pastoral lessees were opposed to settlement. Conversely,

of course, the Bill's supporters claimed that it would promote'both land sales



and settlement, generate revenue to enable further resumption of land and

therefore settlement and that Cargill was intent upon sowing discord among,

and confusing and misleading "liberal" members in such a manner as to damage

the measure and so ensure its rejection by the General Assembly (Otago Dafly

Times 25, 26 and 27 July 1871.

In the end the Bill was adopted by the Council. Reid thereupon

introduced a motion to the effect that the Council approved of the principles

contained in the land resolutions~ Provided that the price of land to be

sold on deferred payments did not exceed 25s per acre the motion went on to

assert that the resolutions once passed into law "will tend to allay the

agitation and class feelings which have recently existed in regard to the

Land Question, and will promote the occupation and settlement of the Waste

Lands of the Province by a bona fide class of settlers.~ •• lf By 25 votes to

two, the motion was affirmed by the Council Cv & P, ope, 8.29, 1871, 123).

The Bill embodying these land resolutions was introduced into the House

of Representatives by Reid in September 1871. The Bill made ~rovision for,

inter alia,the proclamation of hundreds without any of the conditions

prescribed by The Otago Hundreds Regulation Act, 1869, and The Otago Hundreds

Regulation Act 1869 Amendment Act, l87Q and both within and without proclaimed

gold fields; the disposal of land on deferred payments; the proclamation of

a hundred upon 30 persons petitioning the Superintendent; the sale of pastoral

lands; the sale of lands within the gold fields without such lands having

been declared into hundreds; and for compensation to runholders for deter

mination of their leases at a rate not exceeding 3d per acre for each year

of the lease still to run at the determination and not exceeding2s.6d per

acre in totaL Throughout the debate the Bill "a supporters cr:,l..ticised the

'monopoly' which the runholders had secured over the waste lands of the

Province a.rid insisted that the success of the Fox Ministry~s 'colonizing

scheme' depended upon liberal land laws and the vigorous promotion of land
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settlement. Without such settlement, Stafford suggested, "the colonizing

policy of the Government would be a cause of ruinous disaster ••• and ... they

would all yet repent in sackcloth and ashes....I'(NZPD 10, 1871, 701}. The

supporters of the measure, too, were careful to acknowledge the principle of

payment of compensation to runho1ders whose leases had been determined and to

insist that the Province's land laws could be changed without violating any

agreements entered into with the runho1ders under The Otago Waste Lands Act,

1866 and The Gold Fields Act, 1866.

Opposition to the measure was led by Voge1 and MacLean (MER Waikouaiti}

the latter being described by Shepherd (MER Dunstan) as "the mouthpiece of

the pastoral lessees in Otago" (NZPD 10, 1871, 517), while Vage1 was labelled

the advocate of "the vested rights of the pastoral tenants of the Crown '•.••"

(NZPD 10, 1871, 695). The measure's opponents claimed that the 1870 Act

had not been given a fair trial and indeed that the refusal of the Provincial

Government to implement it had created such financial difficulties that it

had been compelled to resort to the "grossly illegal action" of selling land

in large blocks (NZPD 10, 1871, 689). MacLean insisted that land could be

obtained without difficulty for settlement purposes and without the payment

of high compensation (NZPD 10, 1871, 514), while Voge1 maintained that the

Bill was "a measure for absolute repudiation and confiscation of property",

a device to deprive runho1ders of their land in order to subdivide it into

smaller runs or to apply it to the uses of indiscriminate commonage (NZPD 10,

1871, 689). The measure, he continued, provided for the taking of land in a

variety of ways not contemplated by the 1866 Acts, for the proclamation of

hundreds in gold fields, for the sale of pastoral lands, for the disposal of

blocks on deferred payments and the taking of adjoining land for pasturage,

and for the proclamation of hundreds on 30 settlers petitioning the Superin

tendent. Repudiation, he insisted, pervaded the Bill (NZPD 10, 1870, 690-691).



Despite the opposition, the Bill - with extensive amendments - was

approved by the House of Representatives only to be discharged upon the

prorogation of the Legislative Council on 16 NQvember 1871. The Bill was

referred back to the Provincial Council which revised it as desired although

not without a debate on a series of alternative resolutions which sought to

provide for, inter alia, the setting apart of land in blocks of from 10,000

to 15,000 acres for disposal under deferred payments and free selection both

beyond such blocks and within gold fields with the right of entry reserved :in the

case of the latter to the miners Cv & P, oPc, S.30, 1872, 17-18). A new

clause was added to the Bill to enable the declaration of hundreds

upon petition of the inhabitants of any district in which settlement
by means of sale or licence and lease shall have taken place that
within a circle of five miles in diameter a population of not fewer
than thirty adults has settled thereon, occupying an area of not
less than three thousand acres that such settlers have made improve
ments such as houses, fences etc. of a value of not less thanilOOO
and that the conditions on which such land has been occupied have
been duly fulfilled •••• Cv & P, oPc, S.30, 1872, 19).

The Otago Waste Lands Bill was reintroduced into the House of Represen-.

tatives in July 1872 and received its second reading on 24 July. Upon the

motion for its third reading unsuccessful efforts were made to secure re-

committal in order to allow the inclusion of clauses to constitute formally

commonages throughout Otago, to prohibit the sale of large blocks on the gold

fields without public competition, and to eliminate the clause providing for

the sale, outside hundreds, of pastoral land over 1200 feet above sea level

at 10s per acre with the consent of the lessee.. Mervyn (MER Mount Ida)

described the last-named provision as an invitation to sell the gold fields so

as to enabl,e the Provincial 'ti:-easury "to carry on wasteful expenditure, to

the injury of the Province and the cause of settlement" (NZPD 13,1872, 374).

The measure encountered considerable criticism within the Legislative Council,

however, from those opposed to the principle of land disposal on deferred

payments, to the power to declare hundreds of any extent throughout Otago,
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and from those whocconsidered that inadequate compensation was being allowed

to runho1ders (NZPD 13, 1872, 460-465, 506-519).

The measure was thus subjected to extensive amendments during its

Council Committee stages. Clause 47 providing for the disposal of land on

deferred payments was retained only upon division ( 15 to 11 - JLc, 1872, 143),

and amended so as to provide that no more than ~OOO acres in one block could

be proclaimed upon anyone run or an area exceeding ten. per cent of the extent

of that run, and that only when one half of such.proc1aimed block had been

sold or leased "and shall be 'occupied bona fide for agricultural purposes",

could another block of similar extent be see apart upon the same run for the

same purpose. Further amendments provided that the area to be set apart in

anyone year was not to exceed 30,000 acres and that no further land was to

be set apart until "one-half of the entire quantity of land previously so set

apart shall be occupied under sale Or lease, and in course of being cultivated"

(JLC 1872, 144), a LdmLtatLon later amended to one third. The maximum area

which an. individual could take up on deferred payments was also reduced,

from 320 to 200 acres (JLC 1872, 145)~ Finally, the Legislative Council added

a section by which a pastoral lessee within the gold fields was entitled to

obtain an agricultural lease for 640 acres and to purchase that land at 20s

per acre after the expiry of three years of the lease and provided that the

land was not proved to be auriferous (JLC 1872, 148), The otago waste Lands

Act, 1872 thus repealed all previous legislation relating to the disposal of

waste lands in Otago, including The Otago Hundreds Regulation Act, 1869 and

The Otago Hundreds Regulation Act 1869 Amendment Act, 1870, and made provision

for the disposal of land on deferred payments,

The Otago Waste Lands Act, 1872 was the last major legislation initiated

by the Provincial authorities. Efforts continued to be made to amend that

Act, Stout in 1873 persuading the Provincial Council to affirm motions seeking

an extension of the area that could be opened for disposal on deferred



payments in anyone year from 30,000 to 100,000 acres and abolishing the

restriction of ~OOO acres on the area that could be taken from anyone run

(V & P, ope, S.32, 1873, 7).

A similar measure was considered in 1875 when the House of Representa

tives accepted the argument that there should be no limit on the area which

could be opened and disposed of on deferred payments and hence agreed to the

repeal of the provisos to section 47 of the main Act. While some opposition

was expressed in the Legislative Council to "the entire generalization" of

the system -(NZPD 18, 1875, U5), the measure was passed, section 3 of The otago

Waste Lands Act 1872 Amendment Act, 1875 thus repealing all the provisos

limiting the area which could be disposed on deferred payments (Statutes of

New Zealand 1875, 261).

It should also be noted that other efforts were made during the early

l870s to provide more land for settlement. Clause 46 of the Gold Mining

Bill of 1873 Ca measure rejected}, attempted to clarify the meaning of section

33 of The Gold Fields Act, 1866 by stating that upon one half of the block

of 5,000 acres selected on a run having been sold or leased and occupied

bona fide for agricultural purposes another block not exceeding 5,000 acres

could be selected. The Bill thus envisaged land being made available in

response to demand as measured by the progress with which it was settled.

Section 33 of the 1866 measure could be and indeed had been construed so as

to suggest that it provided for an absolute maximum of 5,000 acres being

selected on anyone run.

THE GOLD FIELDS ACT AMENDMENT ACT, 1875 (~O. 2)

Whatever means were adopted to provide more land for settlement the

question of compensation arose. The Gold Fields Act, 1866, imposed no limits

on the amount runholders could claim as compensation, and thus substantial
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sums were paid out as compensation. Stout later suggested that whereas the

Provincial Government should have withdrawn the land required for settlement

from the gold fields and declared it into hundreds, a "mr.suse" was made of

the provisions of The Gold Fields Act, 1866 whereby compensation up to 9s

per acre was paid. The result, according to Stout, "was that no settlement

of any account took place in the gold fields, and men anxious to settle

desirous of acquiring land - had, with their money in their pockets, to

leaveOtago" (AJHR S'. 3, C4, 1878, 2). The suggestion of "misuse" appears to have

been based on Stout's rejection of the argument that withdrawal of land from

the gold fields would have constituted a breach of faith with the pastoral

tenants (AJHR S.3, C4,1878, 2).

The difficulties the absence of such limits posed were such that the

Wardens, by whom the selection of blocks was often made, were instructed to

select land of such quality that it would be taken up quickly, such land

where possible to be on the boundaries rather than "straggle" into the middle

of runs thereby rendering higher- compensatory payments likely~ A final

instruction reminded Wardens that in all cases negotiations were to be tried

before arbitration (Bradshaw to Robinson and Hickson, 18 June 1867 in Le 1/

l867/ll). In accordance with those instructions Warden Robinson (Mount Ida) ,

approached Glassford Brothers (lessees of Runs 223 and 226) and offered

compensation at the rate of 2s per acre while expressing the hope that they

could avoid "recourse to the tedious process of arb Ltr a t Iori" .. Robinson took

care to point out that the land concerned/was on the boundary of the property

so that its resumption would "not injuriously affect the rest of the run"

(Robinson to Glassford Brothers, 18 July 1867 in Le 1/1867/11). The lessees'

response was to request cancellation of their lease only over such portions

of the land as were actually occupied for agricultural purposes and to claim

compensation at the rate of 48 per acre. Warden Hickson selected two blocks

on Moa Flat Station, an action to which the lessees, Chalmers Brothers,
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objected most strongly on the grounds that section 33 of The Gold Fields Act,

1866, did not permit the simultaneous selection of two blocks. The lessees

informed Hickson that they desired cancellation of their lease only over

such portions of land selected "as may from time to time be actually occupied,

as provided by the 34th clause of the said Act ... ," and compensation at the

rate of 8s per acre. That rate, they asserted, had not been arrived at

hastily, but reflected the:fact that the loss of the land would "not only be

a serious loss to us in itself, but will seriously affect the whole of our

Run, depriving us of a permanen~ water boundary and in other ways deteriora

ting the remaining portions" (Chalmers Brothers to Hickson, 20 July 1867 in

Le 1/1867/11). The difficulty confronting the Government lay in the fact

that from the nature of the country it was impossible to select land else

where on that particular run, at least in a position to be of any service to

those requiring it.

According to a return dated 14 May 1869, 35,392 acres were resumed

and opened for agricultural purposes on the gold fields between May 1868

and May 1869 (Table I:l). For 28,348 acres a sum of just overt5,492 or an average

of approximately 3s 10d per acre had been paid or was payable as compensation.

During 1870, further substantial blocks were resumed including 2,500 acres from

Run 244 at 2s per acre, 3,206 acres from Run 199 at Ss per acre as the land was

taken up, 3,480 acres from Run 194, and 4,550 acres from Run 123 at 2s 6d per

acre plus £167 4s 6d for fencing (v & P, ope, S.27, 1870, Appendix, 107).



TABLE 1:1

LANDS RESUMED AND OPENED FOR AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES,

GOLD FIELDS OF OTAGO, MAY 1868 - JUNE 1869
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Runholder Number of Run

J. Rol1and 224

Glassford Brothers 226

G1assford Brothers 223

Campbe11 and Lo~ 244

Area Locality
(Acres)

2500 Hill's Crest,
Dunstan Creek

2500 Welshman's Gully
Dunstan Creek

1136 Chatto Creek
Dunstan Creek

1000 Black's No. 1
Dunstan Creek

Compensation

Ss per acre as
taken up

4s per acre as
taken up

4s per acre as
taken up

4s per acre as
taken up

Cable and Drummond

James Smith

W.J.T. C1arke

Cargi11 and
Anderson

Cargil1 and
Anderson

C. S~anston

Ca.l.cut t and
Men10ve

McKellar and
Jackson

Glassford Brothers

Cargill and
Anderson

W.J.T. Clarke

51

123

215

369

199

254

326

194

223

369

215

4350 Waipori 350

3000 Tuapeka West 2s 6d per acre
as taken up

2500 Moa Flat £625

1160 Roxburgh West Ss per acre as
taken up

2700 Roxburgh East Ss per acre as
taken up

2500 Switzers 3s per acre as
taken up

2000 S~itzers Ss per acre as
taken up

3000 Switzers Ss per acre as
taken up

2500 Black's No. 1 No compensation
applied for

2046 Bald Hill Flat No compensation
applied for

2500 Horseshoe Bend No compensation
applied for

Source: V & P, ope, S.25, 1869, Appendix, X.
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The fact that runholders could demand and receive such substantial sums

imposed severe limits upon the ability of the Provincial Government to make

land available for closer settlement. While there was never any dearth of

suggestions as to how land might be made available, the most direct means

was to limit the amount of compensation payable for lands resumed. Of course,

it was suggested that compensation payments could be avoided entirely by

utilising that provision of The Gold Fields Act l 1866 (section 48) by which

land could be withdrawn from the gold fields and lIs ol d , occupied and disposed

of under any law or laws ••• regulating the sal~, occupation or disposal

of Crown Lands within the Province in which such gold field is situate as

though such lands had never been comprised in any proclaimed gold fields ll

(Statutes of New Zealand 1866 1 1642. It was a suggestion eagerly supported

by some sections of the gold fields community but generally disapproved of by

the press. While conceding that The Gold Fields Act l 1866 did confer certain

very real privileges upon gold fields runholders, as a result of which high

prices had been paid for station properties and substantial sums invested,

the Evening Star l for example, insisted that withdrawal would create insta

bility and uncertainty. deter investment and deprive runholders of rights

created by that Act. Indeed, the journal claimed that such a course of

action would amount to repudiation (Evening Star 8 February 1871). The

alternative was to impose limits upon the amount that could be demanded as

compensation and thereby ease the constraints upon the ability of the

Provincial Government to meet the "growing demand for land. Thus in 1875, Mervyn

(MHR Mount Ida) included in his proposed measure. 'The Gold Fields Act

Amendment Bill, 1875 (No. 2)', two clauses designed to unify the system of

arbitration and settlement of compensation for pastoral lessees whose lands

had been resumed for settlement both within and without the gold fields. The

Bill proposed that the maximum amount of compensation payable in the case of

land selected for agricultural leasing purposes would be set at 2s.6d per acre,



with a provision for fencing, the same basis on which compensation was

payable for runs outside the boundaries of the gold fields and as provided

for in The otago waste Lands Act, 1872. The setting of a maximum amount

would preclude excessive demands being made for compensation, demands the

Provincial Government was unable and was intended to be unable to meet.

While those provisions met with the approval of the House, the Legislative

Council's select committee to which the Bill was referred, was especially

critical, reporting "that having taken evidence, they find that private and

vested interests are liable to be injuriously affected •••• " (JLC 1875, 39).

The offending clauses were excised from the Bill. The House, however,

resolved to insist upon their inclusion giving as the reasons for so doing:

1. That the pastoral tenants who are leaseholders on the Gold
Fields hold their leases under the Waste Lands Act of the
Province.

2. That it was the intention of the Legislature, when passing
the 76th section of The otago waste Lands Act, 1872, to
place the pastoral tenants throughout the province on the
same footing, but that it has been found in practice not to
be so.

3. That any land required for settlement on the Gold Fields of
Otago can be proclaimed into hundreds, then the compensation
is defined under the said 76th section; but if the said land
is required for settlement under the Agricultural Leasing System,
and the land is set apart under the 16th section of The Gold
Fields Act, 1866, the amount of compensation is undefined.

4. That, in consequence of the amount of the said compensation
being undefined, the Provincial Authorities of Otago are placed
in a false position. inasmuch as they are unable to meet the
legitimate requirements of those desirous of settling upon the
Gold Fields.

5. That greater 1nJury is inflicted on pastoral tenants by
proclaiming a whole run into a hundred than would be by
opening a small block; but under the present system, because
of the difference in the method of arriving at compensation.
hundreds are proclaimed in preference to blocks.

The Council decided not to insist upon its amendments (JLC1875, 78-79).

By section 4 of The Gold Fields Acts Amendment Act, 1875 (No. 2), sections

17, 18, 19 and 20 of'The Gold Fields Act, 1866 were repealed. By section 5,
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the compensation payable for the determination of a pastoral lease-and for

improvements was provided for as laid down in sections 98 to 103.of The

otago Waste Lands Act, 1872 for the determination of pastoral leases over

lands beyond the gold fields (statutes of New Zealand 1875, 143-144).

The course of land legislation during the provincial period was to

confer, both directly and indirectly, upon the lessees of pastoral runs

within the gold fields, considerable security of tenure. It was a security

gained, however, at the cost of or in exchange for greatly increased rentals,

the right of the provincial authorities to resume and sell specified portions

of the runs, of limits to the amount of compensation which could be claimed

in the event of resumption, and of the extension of both the hundreds and

deferred payments systems to the gold fields. Th.e expiry of the pastoral

leases granted under The Gold Fields Act, 1866 from 1876 onwards would enable

the Government to provide sufficient land for settlement purposes, although
/

controversy over the pace of settlement would continue, But the provision of

land constituted just one element of the conflict over and struggle for land·

settlement' in Central Otago. A further major challenge, in part to the

principle of permanent settlement but particularly to the mode of disposal

and the location of settlement was to be offered by the miners. That

challenge arose out of the manner in which gold had been distributed throughout

the region.

CENTRAL OTAGO THE DISTRIBUTION OF GOLD

In late Cretaceous-early Tertiary geological times Central Otago

comprised an erosion surface of low relief. Gradual folding which commenced

during the late Cretaceous period was succeeded by major faulting and

warping in the late Tertiary with the forma.tion of the Southern Alps to the

west. The result was the creation of a sub-parallel fault-fold and tilt-

block structure in Central Otago comprising mostly basement schists and



greywackes and thus producing the region's distinctive range and basin

topography. The valleys were then filled with Tertiary materials and

Pleistocene glacial gravels often formed into massive terraces corresponding

with successive advances of the ice in the alpine valleys. The three main

terraces cut by the Clutha River constitute the largest, while the same set

of three terraces was formed also along the Manuherikia and Taieri Rivers and

other smaller streams. The distribution of: gold reflects this geological

evolution of the region. While gold bearing lodes are scattered throughout

the basement schist areas they were weakly mineralised and produced little

gold. From Cretaceous times onward, the schists were subject to erosion and

the gold then became redistributed and widely dispersed throughout, although

contained within the region, as the drainage channels lacked direct access

to the sea. The formations covering the basement schist arid their associated

minerals, together with the unconformities representing the major periods of

movement, are given in Table 1;2 (Williams 1965, 107). The first formation

which accumulated on the schist surface, the Cretaceous 'brecciasl~ was not

auriferous. The Tertiary (Eocene) cover did contain gold and formed the

'cements' of Blue Spur, Wetherstones, Waitahuna, Forsyth, Glenore and Adams

Flat, gold also being found in ground derived from that material. The basal

conglomerates were also auriferous and were mined extensively where they had

been drawn up and exposed along the basin margins by the movements which

uplifted the block mountains. Similarly, the 'Maori Bottom' formation so

named since it underlay later terrace gravels, and which was deposited during

the Pliocene as a result of erosion and deposition associated with the

movements of the Kaikoura Orogeny, contained some gold and was worked at

Naseby and in the Nevis Valley. The folding and faulting of the late

Tertiary period resulted in the almost complete removal of the covering

formations from the uplifted blocks so that erosion since Cretaceous times

effected a wide but uneven concentration of gold beside the rivers and

streams of Central Otago and in their associated terrace systems. Most of the
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TABLE 1:2

CENTRAL OTAGO - FORMATIONS AND MINERALS

RECENT

PLEISTOCENE

PLIOCENE

River gravels and low terrace gravels

High-level terrace gravels and
fluvioglacial debris

Maori. Bottom

Gold

Gold

Gold

MIOCENE/OLIGOCENE

OLIGOCENE

EOCENE

CRETACEOUS

PALEOZOIC

Conglomerates, silts, sands, coal
measures, limi.ted volcanism

Sporadic marine beds

Quartz-pebble conglomerates,
'cements'

'Breccias'

Mica schists with metalli
ferous reefs

Coal, foundry
sands, ceramic
clays, oil
shales, gypsum,
diatomite,
Limestone,
greensand
Coal, gold,
ceramic clays,
gypsum

Clays?

Gold, scheelite,
stibnite,
cinnabar, copper
minerals

___Indicates unconformity

Source: Williams 1965, 107.



gold won was retrieved from detrital deposits, from the schist gravels of

the Quaternary terraces, rivers and streams, and the Tertiary (Eocene)

quartz conglomerates and the basal conglomerates along the basin margins

(See Forrest 1962, 131-132).

Upon the exhaustion of the richer surface alluvial deposits miners

turned their attention to the higher terraces and deeper ground, particularly

along the basin margins, where the retrieval of gold required and encouraged

substantial investment in water races and mining plant and the development

of new mining technology to permit the removal of the overburden. Such

mining methods and developments meant the discharge and disposal of vast

quantities of tailings and mining debris, the destruction of land, the choking

of watercourses and the fouling of water. Since the terrace and basin margin

deposits were often located above those basin and riverine lands most

suitable for agricultural development the potential for conflict among the

major industry groups was great (Figure 1:2). Indeed, in terms of agricul-

tural and pastoral use, the most valuable soils in the region are the brown-

•
grey earths of the driest parts of the inland basins and the lower parts of

the'adjacent hills, together with the yellow-grey earths in the moister parts

of the basins and valleys (Dunean 1965, 120-139). Protection from destruction

of land by tailings and inundation by waste mining water was essential for

land settlement and development. Freedom of access to the land, unrestricted

rights to discharge and dispose of mining debris and tailings into the

rivers and streams were equally essential for the mining industry. The

alienation of land, its location and the terms on which it was made available

for selection, were thus issues of paramount concern to the mining industry.
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Figure 1:2. Mining Reserves, Tailings Reserves,
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THE AGRICULTURAL LEASE SYSTEM

The first Act passed to regulate the occupation and management of

gold fields in New Zealand, The Gold Fields Act, 1858, made no provision for

agricultural settlement. In 1860, however, Tancred (Secretary for Crown

Lands) introduced into the Legislative Council a Bill intended to relax some

of the more stringent provisions of the original measure by providing for

the granting of leases of land for agricultural purposes of up to 50 acres

for a term of ten years. Thosesomewhat liberal provisions were amended by

the House to ten acres and seven years. Nevertheless, that Act established

the basis of a system under which the greater part of agricultural settlement

proceeded, at least throughout the provincial period. The Gold Fields Act, 1858

1860 empowered the Governor to demise lands for agricultural purposes of up

to ten acres for a term of seven years, provided for the determination of

the lease upon the land comprised therein being deemed to be "highly

auriferous", and for compensation to be paid to the lessee for the determina

tion of his lease and for any improvements m?de. It is important to note,

too, t~at by section 14 of the Act, proclaimed gold fields were exempted

from the operations of The Waste Lands Act, 1858, and the Acts, Ordinances,

and Regulations specified in its schedule. The principle had thus been

established clearly that within proclaimed gold fields, mining was to be the

paramount industry, that its needs and interests ranked first in priority

and that other activities including agriculture were subsidiary to if also

supportive of mining.

By September 1862, however, only the Tuapeka and parts of the (later

largely extended) Mount Benger, Nokomai, and Dunstan gold fields had been

proclaimed so that the greater part of Central Otago was still subject to

the Province's Waste Lands Regulations. In recognition of that fact and in

response to a growing demand among miners for land, Richardson, in his speech

opening Session 16 of the Otago Provincial Council, suggested that "It will



be our duty, as well as our highest wisdom, to use every effort to locate

permanently among us, in the interior of the country, the mining classes

which have thronged to our shores •••. " Cv & P, oPc, 8.16, 1862, 1}.

Richardson thus proposed the declaration of hundreds, namely the Maniototo of

52,000 acres, the Manuherikia of 62.000 acres, and the Hawea of 64,000 acres,

proposals approved by the Council Cv & P, oPc, 8.16, 1862, 50, 55-56). The

incorporation, during 1863, of most of Central Otago into the proclaimed gold

fields, and thus the suspension of the Provincets Waste Lands Regulations,

meant that those hundreds were never declared. Richardson's proposals,

however, did bring to the fore two of the arguments which were to run through

most of the ensuing debates over land settlement on the gold fields, first,

that extensive pastoralism comprised the most productive use to which the

lands of Central Otago could be put and, second, that mining was merely a

transitory phenomenon. It was Richardson, early in 1862, who remarked, with

reference to the gold fields, "that the Government desire to see the wastes

peopled by a thriving population, the surest element of strength and

prosperity" (OPGG IV, 162, 5 Februar~ 1862), The Gold Fields Act, 1862 re

enacted the agricultural lease provisions of the 1860 measure, although

section 36 provided for the determination of leases upon the ground being

proved to be highly auriferous (statutes of New Zealand 1862, 84), Despite

the provisions made for the issue of agricultural leases miners manifested

little disposition to take advantage of them, a disinclination attributed

by Pyke in part to a reluctance to abandon mining but more importantly to

"the state of the law", specifically that the Crown lands were leased for

pastoral purposes and also to the lack of any provision for the sale of land

either in townships or for agricultural purposes. Permanency of settlement

was equated in large part with the granting of the fee simple. Section 48 of

The Gold Fields Act, 1862, however, did empower the Governor to reserve or

withdraw for the purposes of sale any lands within a proclaimed gold field
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over which a pastoral licence did not exist or had been cancelled or

suspended. Any such lands were then to be dealt with under the Waste Land

Regulations of the Province concerned (statutes of New Zealand 1862, 86).

Reservation or withdrawal, however, meant that the land concerned was no

longer subject to the operation of the Mining Acts, and hence attention was

directed towards devising some measure or means to allow the sale of land

without interfering with mining operations Cv & P, OPC, Council Paper, 5.17,

1863, 17. See also V & P, oPC, 5.20, 1865, Depar tmentaL Reports , No. XlVi

Gold Fields, 64).

A Bill intended to amend the law relating to gold mining was introduced

into the Legislative Council in July 1865 and led Stokes (MLC Wellington)

to express the hope that clauses would be inserted "so as to encourage the

sale of land for agricultural purposes in districts proclaimed under the Act,

as it would be a great benefit to the population, and would cause the

settlement to become permanent". But as Prendergast (MLC Otago) pointed out,

sales of land within gold fields could lead to conflict with the miners

(NZPD 1864-1866, 255). The Otago Waste Lands Commission of 1865, appointed

to consider, inter alia, the auriferous character of the unsold lands of

the Province and those portions which as a result should be reserved from

sale, also concluded that the gold fields were far from being exhausted

and that the area then occupied for mining purposes was but a small proportion

of the total area of auriferous ground. While mining was tending to

concentrate into particular localities, a process which would enable an easier

definition of those areas requiring reservation, the Commission decided that

it was impossible to indicate which areas or districts should be withdrawn

from sale Cv & P, oPC, S.20, l865 t Report of the Otago Waste Lands Commission,

6). The Act as finally passed made no such provision. But by section 26 of

The Gold Fields Act Amendment Act, 1865, the maximum area of an agricultural

lease was extended to 50 acres (statutes of New Zealand 1865, 131), an
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extension which encouraged an increase in the number of applications and

the area selected (v & P, ope, 3.18,1864, Departmental Reports, No. XIII,

Gold Fields' Department, 147, arid S.20, 1865, Departmental Reports, No. XIV,

Gold Fields, 67). In August 1866 a Bill to consolidate and amend the law

relating to the gold fields was introduced into the House of Representatives.

The Bill wag referred to a Select Committee which sought the views of, among

others, Pyke, J.N. Wood (Warden) and L. Broad (Warden) on inter alia, the

disposal of land within proclaimed gold fields. The three witnesses

expressed general opposition to any p~oposal which envisaged the immediate

sale of land, although Pyke did suggest that land over which a pastoral

lease or licence had been cancelled or did not exist could be made subject

to the Waste Lands Regulations of the Province concerned with the relevant

Waste Lands Board having the power to retuse applications for any land within

gold fields the alienation of which was regarded as undesirable. The

opposition to the immediate sale of land was based in large part on the

difficulties of legislating for mining on private property.

General approval was accorded the agricultural leasing system although

certain modifications were proposed by way of a compromise between those

who equated permanency of settlement with disposal of the fee simple and

those who saw in the alienation of land a threat to the mining industry.

Pyke recommended that an agr~cu1tura1 lessee should be given the right of

purchase after three years' bona fide occupancy, while Wood suggested that

land be leased for a term of five years at an annual rental of 2s.6d per acre,

the occupier to have the right of purchase at the end of the term at the

upset price of lands in the Province concerned contingent upon the completion

of certain required improvements. Broad described the proposal of leasing

lands for a short term with a right of purchase at the end thereof as "the

most admirable that could have been devised"(Le 1/1866/7, Select Committee on

Gold Fields).
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Pyke had two further recommendations to make, first that the area of a

lease be extended to 100 acres so as to accommodate the "great desire for

family settlement of the gold fields ... " and, second, that where land

comprising a lease was required for mining purposes, compensation should

be payable by those desiring to mine and the defects of the existing Act

remedied by empowering the Governor to frame regulations prescribing the

mode of and the terms upon which entry to agricultural lease lands for mining

purposes was permitted (Le 1/1866/7, Select Committee on Gold Fields).

The Gold Fields Act, 1866, as finally passed, in fact modified the

provisions of The Gold Fields Act, 1863, and The Gold Fields Act Amendment

Act, 1865, with respect to agricultural leases in some important respects.

While the maximum area which could be taken up was again limited to 50 acres,

section 52 of the Act provided that lessees who had improved at least two-

thirds of the land comprising the lease were entitled to purchase the fee

simple, without competition, "at any period being not less than three nor

more than seven years after the date of such lease and at the upset price

which at the date of such purchase shall have been fixed by law for Crown

Lands of the same class in the Province wherein such land shall be situate."

The Legislative Council added a proviso to that section, namely, that

agricultural leases could not be renewed (Statutes of New Zealand 1866, 165

and JLC 1866, 91). That section thus incorporated only in part the view of

the Provincial Council which in its discussions upon the Otago Waste Lands

Bill of 1865 had resolved that holders of agricultural leases "shall, after

being three years in possession, have the option of purchasing the land on

lease at the then upset price, free from conditions of improvements, provided

the Government do not elect to take the land and give valuation for improvements"

Cv & P, ope, S.20, 1865, 47).



That the interests of the mining industry were to be conserved was made

evident by section 39 of the Act which empowered the Governor, inter alia,

to make and issue regulations prescribing the conditions upon and the manner

in which entry to search for gold or for any metal or mineral upon any

land so leased was to be authorised "and the terms and conditions upon which

holders of Miners' Rights may be permitted to mine upon land the lease for

which shall have been determined on account of its auriferous character .... "

(statutes of New Zealand 1866, 162-163). Lessees retained the right of

compensation.

The provisions of The Gold Fields Act, 1866 relating to the setting

apart of blocks for agricultural leasing and to the leases themselves were

clearly a compromise designed to accommodate the competing and conflicting

needs of pastoralists, agriculturists and miners with respect to the control

of and access to land. Like most compromises, however, those provisions and

their implementation elicited growing criticism throughout the latter half

of the l860s. What were alleged to be defects and inadequacies in the Act

led to amending measures being introduced in 1867, 1868, 1869 and 1870, and

in 1871 a comprehensive amending and consolidating Bill. While most of these

measures related to mining, efforts were made to amend the provisions

relating to agricultural leases. In 1867, Mervyn (MHR Manuherikia) success

fully moved an amendment during the committee stages of The Gold Fields Act

Amendment Bill 1867, to extend the maximum area which could be leased from

50 to 100 acres (JHR 1867, 232), an amendment later erased by the Legislative

Council. The limitation of 50 acres notwithstanding, the Provincial

Government adopted the practice of allowing individuals to take up to four

leases or 200 acres, a practice which enjoyed general approval (Duns tan Times

30 October 1868). The Otago Waste Lands Commissioners in 1869 accepted the

view that a minimum area of 200 acres was necessary in order to give "an

industrious man ••• a chance of succeeding." While expressing disapproval
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of the action of the Provincial Government, the Commissioners did recommend

an extension of the maximum area to 200 acres (AJHR Cl, 1869, 18). In

response to the findings of the Otago Waste Lands Commission, a Bill was

prepared by Mervyn and Bradshaw to carry out certain of its recommendations.

Some of these recommendations had been embodied in The Otago Hundreds

Regulation Act, 1869, but the proposed new Bill was intended "more com

pletely to carry out" the recommendations and to amend some matters of detail

in the parent Act (JHR 1869, 100 and NZPD 6, 1869, 125). The principal

objective of the measure was to extend the area which could be taken up as

an agricultural lease from 50 to 200 acres and thereby regularise that

evasion of the law tolerated by the Otago Provincial Government (NZPD 6,

1869, 236). Although critical of some of the Bill's provisions, the Government

did not oppose its second reading, the chief opposition in fact coming from

Main (MHR Port Chalmers) who argued that the extension of the area would

mean that the covenants validated by The Otago Hundreds Regulation Act, 1869,

would be overridden. Those covenants, he suggested, embodied the'terms of

The Gold Fields Act, 1866, which, by section 35, had limited the area to 50

acres (NZPD 6, 1869, 239). The Bill was referred, however, to a Select

Committee initially comprising Hall, Col1ins, Ro1leston, Bradshaw, Stevens,

Creighton, Barff, 0'Nei1l and Mervyn. But since it was felt that important

matters relating to the disposal of waste lands in Otago were involved,

Cargill and Burns, "representing the interests which would be affected",

were added (NZPD 6, 1869, 402-03), and later again Bell (NZPD 6, 1869, 434).

The extension of the maximum area would have meant, of course, the faster

disposal of lands set aside and, therefore, growing pressure for the opening

of additional land. The Select Committee recommended, however, that the

Bill be passed (JHR 1869,'141), and by section 8 of The Gold Fields Act

Amendment Act, 1869, the maximum area which could be taken up as an

agricultural lease was extended from 50 to 200 acres.



One change sought but not sanctioned by the General Assembly was a

provision whereby the rents payable in respect of a lease would be regarded

as payment for the purchase of the land, that is, a system of deferred

payments (AJHR G No. 6,1870,18 and JHR 1870,110). It is of interest to

note that the Otago Waste Lands Commissioners in 1869 gave reluctant approval

to such a proposal noting tha~ the existing system constituted one of sale

on deferred payments

in itself objectionable, but the Legislature has been forced to
adopt it to save the supposed right of the public, or rather the
gold-digger, to work the land should it turn out auriferous. As
the deferment of the sale, therefore, is not made for the benefit
of or at the insistence of the agricultural settler, who might
be desirous of paying the purchase money at once, it is not wholly
unreasonable that he should ask to have his rents considered as
instalments of the purchase money (AJHR Cl, 1869, 16-17).

Further amendments were proposed to the agricultural leasing system by the

'Gold Fields Bill of 1873', clause 43 being to the effect that no holder of

an agricultural lease "shall be entitled to purchase the fee simp~e thereof

unless and until the Warden of the district in which such lands shall be

shall have reported to the Governor as to. the advisability of selling the

fee simple of such land." That Bill was rejected. It is interesting to

note, however, that the agricultural lease system, at least as it related

to the Province of Nelson, was strengthened significantly by The Gold Fields

Act 1866 Amendment Act, 1873. That measure provided for lessees to retain

their leases for a second term of seven years at the same rent and at the

expiration of that second term, all conditions having been met, to be

entitled to the Crown grant without further payment (Statutes of New Zealand

1873, 303). A major consolidating and amending Bill prepared by T.L. Shepherd

in 1874 would have given agricultural leaseholders outside Nelson Province

the same opportunity but that Bill, too, was discharged. A further effort to

amend the agricultural lease system was made by Mervyn in 1875 by the'Go1d
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Fields Act Amendment Bill, 1875 (No. 2)'. One of the Bill's major objectives

was to increase the area which could be taken up by a lessee from 200 to

320 acres, an extension made necessary, it was argued, by the poorer quality

of much of the land available for settlement and by the need to encourage

the development of mixed farming. Agricultural lessees, of course, did not

enjoy the same commonage rights as hundreds selectors. In Macandrew's view,

however, such an extension would result in the limited area of good

agricultural land in Central Otago being taken up that much sooner, while

Pyke predicted increasing conflict with the miners as a result (NZPD 17,

1875, 185-187,273-274). Clause 3 which provided for the extension of area

was in fact excised during the Bill's committee stages. Despite Mervyn's

claims that he had won sufficient support to have the clause reinstated he

was unable to persuade the House to recommit the Bill (NZPD 17, 1875, 591).

It is of interest to note that suggestions had been made that the area which

could be taken as an agricultural lease be increased to as much as 500 acres

or indeed, where the land was not suited entirely for agriculture, to 800

or 1,000 acres (AJHR H3, 1875, 18).

By 1875 the agricultural lease system which largely governed the disposal

of land on the gold fields for the purposes of agricultural settlement had

been strengthened significantly notwithstanding the failure of efforts by

both Mervyn and Shepherd. Yet by its provisions agriculture and settlement

were rendered subordinate or at most complementary to the interests of the

dominant mining activity. It was a system designed to accommodate what was

widely expected to be a spatially and temporally ephemeral demand for land

whilst preserving freedom of access to all lands for the miner. The marked

degree of transience, of rapid population turnover, so characteristic of

nineteenth~centuryrural and especially mining societies throughout the

regions of recent settlement, was both assumed and contributed to or augmented

by the system as it had evolved by 1865. The system thereafter was
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strengthened somewhat, notably by the granting of the right to acquire the

freehold and by an extension of the area which could be taken up in a single

lease. By these modifications the system of agricultural leasing began to

operate as an important means of effecting permanent agricultural small-scale

settlement, a change in purpose which both miners and pastoralists viewed

with growing suspicion.

PASTORALISTS AND THE AGRICULTURAL LEASE SYSTEM

The response of pastoralists to the agricultural lease system varied

considerably, some runholders cooperating readily in the granting of leases

and in the setting apart of blocks of land for leasing purposes. Their

chief concern was to have the basis upon which land could be resumed from

their runs carefully defined and observed. They thus reacted strongly to

section 35 of The Gold Fields Act,1862 by which agricultural leases could

be granted over any Crown lands within a gold field, that is, not solely

within blocks set aside specifically for the purpose and not only; it

appeared, over lands for which the pastoral licence had been cancelled.

On the basis of section 35 many applications had been made for land

within the runs, applications which often encountered the strong opposition

of the licensees. Thus one applicant who applied for an agricultural lease

on Run 137 received "a number of indirect intimations from Mr Treweek

(licensee) that he will run his plough through my ground etc. etc." (Brooks

to Bradshaw, 27 May 1867, in Le 1/1867/11). Treweek's objection was based

on the grounds that while The Gold Fields Act 1862 enabled the granting of

such applications without the consent of the pastoral licensee himself no

such power existed under The Gold Fields Act, 1866. In fact, by section

113 of the latter measure all rights, titles and interests created by the

1862 Act were conserved, so that in fact the question was whether by the 1862

Act the power existed to grant agricultural leases over lands held under
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pastoral licence. Clearly the Otago Provincial Government believed that that

power existed, for by an order dated 27 March 1866, it announced that

agricultural leases would be granted in any part of the gold fields whether

the pastoral lease or licence had been cancelled previously or not, a notice

issued notwithstanding Pyke's remonstrances. Continuing doubts over the

power of the Government to so act led Pyke to again direct Government's

attention to the matter, but as he remarked to Bradshaw, with Haggitt (who

was acting for Treweek) appointed Provincial Solicitor, " ..• I cannot

anticipate any solution to the difficulty from that quarter, and I would

strongly advise that the whole question should be referred to the Colonial

Government for decision, since it appears to me to embrace not only questions

of law but also matters of policy" (Pyke to Bradshaw, 28 May 1867 in Le 1/

1867/11).

Bradshaw (General Government Agent for the Gold Fields) for his part

accepted pyke's argument that section 113 of The Gold Fields Act, 1866,

conserved all interests and held binding all obligations obtained or entered

into under the Acts and regulations previously in force, and that therefore

applications made for "agricultural leases while the Act was in force should

be granted. Bradshaw did not accept Pyke's view, however, that the power to

grant such leases rested on section 10 of The Gold Fields Act, 1862, which

empowered the Governor to cancel pastoral licences, but rather on section 35

which empowered the Governor to demise for any purposes any land within a

gold field, neither that nor any other section of the Act confining the

operation of section 35 to lands over which the pastoral licence had been

cancelled. The difficulty remained, however, that the act of granting of a

lease over lands comprising uncancelled pastoral licences could be considered

an informal or practical cancellation of such licences and thus provide a

basis for compensation claims. The difficulty arose from the supposed

impossibility of granting a lease where one already existed. It was pointed
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out, however, that section 16 of The Gold Fields Act, 1866 provided a remedy

by enabling, upon payment of compensation, the cancellation of licences over

those areas proposed to be disposed of as agricultural leases (Bradshaw to

Richmond, 7 June 1867 in Le 1/1867/11). The difficulties suggested by both

Pyke and Bradshaw had been expected to be resolved by The Gold Fields Act,

1866, which provided for the setting apart of blocks specially for the

purpose of agricultural leasing. Agricultural leases, however, continued

to be granted over lands outside these blocks, that is, at the discretion

and with the approval of the runholders concerned. In these cases the

pastoral lessees were qUick to use the fact of such settlement in their

attempts to dissuade the Provincial Government from taking land under the

covenants. Thus in 1868, a proposal to open up a block of land in the

Tiger Hill district elicited a strenuous resistance on the part of the

lessees, Glassford Brothers. The lessees' agents, Driver, McLean and

Company, indicated to the Government that "If our clients are obliged to

allow the areas referred to, they will have no course left but to remove

those who they have heretofore allowed to settle on private terms. lI

Subsequently, in 1870, it was proposed that the release of a block would

require an assurance from the Government to the effect that all former

proposals to take blocks on other parts of the same run "be abandoned,

leaving the leaseholder power (at his discretion) to remove any person or

persons from the occupation of any portion of the run, except that included

in the now proposed blockll (Mount Ida Chronicle 7 August 1874).

Of course pastoral tenants were not slow to take advantage of section 7

of The Otago Hundreds Regulation Act 1869 Amendment Act, 1870 by which each

was. granted the priority of right to apply for and obtain in respect of

each pastoral lease held " a lease for agricultural purposes of a block not

exceeding six hundred and forty acres in extent of the land comprised in his

lease which shall not be actually known to be auriferous .... " {Statutes of
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New Zealand 1870, 242). Pastoral tenants often faced strong opposition to

their applications for leases, by miners who claimed that the ground concerned

was auriferous or that the application was intended to obstruct the mining

industry (Mount Ida Chronicle 30 January 1871 and 4 July 1873, and Dunstan

Times 15 August 1873), or by the advocates of closer settlement who claimed

that the lands applied for should be available for agricultural settlement

or that the applications were sited so as to impede the settlement of

adjacent areas.

An application by McLaren, Greig and Company for 640 acres on Run 221

in 1871 was opposed on the grounds that if granted it would render a large

area unavailable for settlement (Dunstan Times 10 March 1871). The objectors

argued that their objection was made valid by the fact that bona fide

settlement was a public purpose, an argument rejected by the applicants

(Duns tan Times 28 April 1871). An application by Howell, Loughnan and

Company for a lease of 640 acres on Run 245 prompted objections from miners

who insisted that the land concerned was auriferous, contained mining outlets

and access to quartz reefs, and that the ground was totally unfit for

agricultural purposes. The Cromwell Miners' Association opposed the

application on those grounds (Cromwell Argus 2 September 1873). The granting

of a lease on Run 325B led the Dunstan Times to observe that while the

application may have been made in conformity with the provisions of section

103B of The Otago Waste Lands Act, 1872, it was opposed, nevertheless, to

public policy in that the land involved comprised the heart and best portion

of the only block available for agricultural purposes on the western side

of the Molyneux River. The application was thus described as "wanton

spoilation" and designed to secure a monopoly of the entire block of over

3,000 acres (Duns tan Times 10 September 1875).
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MINERS AND THE AGRICULTURAL LEASE SYSTEM

In 1871 the Otago Mining Commission acknowledged that the agricultural

leasing system had "proved most beneficial in the settlement of bona fide

farmers and settlers on the soil." Indeed, the Commission went on to

recommend that agricultural lease rents be reduced so as to encourage further

settlement, and that blocks for agricultural purposes, with grazing rights

attached, be opened throughout the gold fields. The Commission's chief

concern was to secure the enactment of regulations to prevent the use of

'dummies' by means of which some 'capitalists' had secured large tracts of

valuable land (AJHR G18, 1871, 5-6). A cautionary note was added, however,

to the effect that "in no case should lands, required for mining purposes,

be leased for any other purpose than mining .... " (AJHR G18, 1871, 5).

Such generally supportive observations tended to obscure, however, a

mounting tide of miner criticism and dissatisfaction. Indeed as early as

1868 miner apprehension was apparent with respect not only to the administration

but also to the principles and provisions of the tenure. Some went so far

as to claim that it was a tenure wholly opposed to the continued prosecution

of mining (New Zealand Sun 28 December 1868). Miners were particularly

critical of the practice of the granting of leases over lands for which the

pastoral lease or licence had been cancelled or over lands, with the approval

of the pastoral tenants concerned, still held under lease or licence. An

examination of objections lodged to applications for agricultural leases and

heard in the Warden's Court at Lawrence suggests four main areas of concern:

1) that the granting of agricultural leases beyond blocks set aside

specifically for the purpose was indiscriminate and without regard for the

conservation of mining interests with respect to outlets for mining debris and

provision of land for the construction of head and tail races. In some cases

where a lease application for land included an outlet or a creek leases were
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granted with the condition that the right to discharge tailings was reserved.

In many other cases it was to become apparent that no such conditions had

been imposed;

2) that the system was resulting in the alienation of auriferous land;

3) that many applications were speculative in character. A petition signed

by 50 miners opposing the granting of a lease in the Waitahuna district and

addressed to the Tuapeka Warden claimed "That the said auriferous lands are

being applied for for the ostensible purpose of using them for agricultural

purposes but there are instances of the said lands being used for speculation"

(Warden's Court, Lawrence, Register of Applications for Agricultural Leases,

1871); and

4) that the provision for compensation upon determination of a lease tended

to deter miners despite the fact that whereas by section 36 of The Gold

Fields Act, 1866, upon resumption compensation was payable for the whole of

the lease, section 77 of The Otago Waste Lands Act, 1872, provided for

the resumption of any part of the lands of a lease upon payment of' compensa-

tion only to the extent of the ground taken. A petition from Tuapeka miners

to the Superintendent of Otago in 1871 noted that large blocks of the

auriferous lands in the district had been occupied

ostensibly for agricultural purposes, to the pecuniary loss of your
petitioners, who, if they wish to prosecute their calling on such
lands, must pay a very high compensation to the leaseholders. In
some cases the compensation demanded is such as to amount to a
distinct denial on the part of the leaseholder (Tuapeka Times
8 June 1871).

It was contended, then, that the provisions for compensation constituted

an effective bar to free access, that such provisions would impede or deter

mining, and that therefore either those provisions should be abandoned

completely or that only land demonstrated not to be auriferous should be

available for leasing. The principle which should guide land disposal on gold

fields was that "the miner must not be encroached upon or curtailed in his
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operations" (Mount Ida Chronicle 17 June 1870). Moreover, it was argued

that prospective settlers on the gold fields were aware that the mining

industry was paramount, that leases could be determined and that therefore

lessees should not consider themselves ill-used if their private plans were

"frustrated by the mining necessity .... " (Mount Ida Chronicle 3 January 1873).

The argument being propounded was simply that lessees should not expect

payment of compensation, or at least were not morally entitled to considera

tion. The spread of settlement and the alienation of supposedly auriferous

land were two factors prominent in encouraging miners to form their own

associations. The first established was the Arrow District Miners'

Association, in 1871, and which sought to encourage the formation of similar

bodies throughout the gold fields. "We have succeeded," the miners announced

in the newspapers of Central Otago, "in establishing a Miners' Association

in our district, but feel, by our isolated position, the inability to

procure that amount of benefit which might be obtained if all the miners on

all the gold fields of Otago were to unite .... " (Mount Ida Chronicle 25

August 1871). And indeed there followed the Waitahuna Miners l Mutual

Protection Committee (.1871), the Dunstan Miners' Association (1871), the

Switzers Miners' Protection Association (1872), the Upper Shotover Miners'

Association (1872), the Mt. Ida Miners' Association (1873),and the St. Bathans

District Miners' Association (1873).

Local issues such as water conservation played a significant part in

the formation of these associations but more general issues and concerns

played the dominant role - the continued imposition of the gold duty, the

groWing influx of Chinese miners, and the spread of settlement. Most of the

associations therefore adopted Rule IX of the Arrow body, namely, "To prevent

agricultural leases being taken up on auriferous ground, and to have such

leases cancelled where necessary" {Dunstan Times 1 December 1871). Indeed,

the associations were widely welcomed as a means of offsetting the undimi-
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nished power of the pastoral tenants and the growing influence of the
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agriculturists. Certainly the associations were zealous in their defence of
I

mining interests with respect to the alienation of land. The Upper Shotover

Miners' Association, for example, devoted much of its attention in 1872-3 to

land settlement so that by the end of 1873 it felt able to congratulate

itself that as a result of its efforts the alienation of lands in the

district practically had been halted (Lake Wakatip Mail 29 October 1873).

The Arrow Miners' Association in 1877 reported that it had "never failed to

press upon the Government, on every occasion offering, the advantages of a

leasing system without purchase, reserving free entry to the miner for

mining purposes .... " (Mount Ida Chronicle 9 August 1877). It was in fact

the Arrow Miners' Association which was foremost among the critics of the

agricultural lease system. In August 1872 the association resolved

That .•. (while acknowledging the immense benefits which have
resulted to the district from the working of the Agricultural
Lease Regulations) the time has arrived when it is desirable
in the interests of the miners that any further alienation of
land for agricultural purposes should be suspended in this
district, and that, in cases where the lands already leased have
been proved to be payab1y auriferous, the purchase of the
freehold by the lessee should not be permitted with a-view to
the future determination of such leases by the Governor as the
present rapid development of the gold workings may demand.
In support of this view, the Committee would refer to the lands
at Whitechapel Flat, Arrow Junction, and Hogan's Gully, where
the gold-workings are checked by their proximity to agricultural
leases; and where, consequently, the extension of .the leasing
system, or the alienation of the freehold, would seriously retard
the mining prospects of the Arrow District (Arrow Observer 9
August 1872).

Demands for the suspension of the agricultural leasing system were regarded,

in fact, as a rather extreme response when all that was required was,

according to the Arrow Observer at least, greater care in the granting of

leases. The journal did reject compensation for leaseholders whose lands

were required for mining purposes arguing that selection of land upon the

gold fields carried with it acknowledgement of the accompanying risk of
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resumption (Arrow Observer 30 August 1872). The difficulties posed by the

agricultural leasing system appeared confirmed by the award in 1873 to a

lessee of £300 for cancellation of a lease over ten acres at Cardrona

(Arrow Observer 28 February and 1 May, 1873). In that case an agricultural

leaseholder, T. Cottar, brought an action in the Warden's Court at Cardrona

against a party of miners to recover damages for encroachment by tunnelling.

The respondents justified their action under a licence to enter and prospect

granted by the Warden to another party of miners who had transferred the

licence to them. The Warden dismissed the complaint, holding that an

agricultural leaseholder had no right of redress against trespass as the right

to mine for gold was reserved in the lease (Lake Wakatip Mail 4 June 1873).

On appeal heard in the District Court in Queenstown it was ruled that the

licence was no justification and that the action would lie. The Warden's

decision was reversed and judgement entered 'for the appellant with damages for

20s and costs (New Zealand Jurist NS 1, 1875-76, 46). Further claims for

damages arising from the drainage of moisture, injury to growing crops, and

removal of gold were not sustained (Cromwell Argus 29 July 1873).

In July 1873, a 'meeting of miners and others at Cardrona resolved to

petition the Superintendent for immediate cancellation of at least ten acres

of Cottar's lease. The petition referred to their "suffering and loss" and

to the fact that Cottar as lessee had been able to "retard and prevent the

development of what we - at a cost of three years' expenditure of unprofitable

labor, and all our capital - have recently proved to contain a highly

auriferous and payable lead of gold." The petitioners sought cancellation of

the lease while noting that it had never been the intention of the framers

of the agricultural lease regulations that an agricultural lessee would be

able to say, "'I am, by virtue of my agricultural lease, the owner of the

gold and other mineral wealth within this block'." (Arrow Observer 8 August

1873). They noted, finally, that some 40 miners were "directly interested in



the settlement of this matter, and who if left to the mercy of the agricul

tural lessee and the equally merciless machinery of the law, will simply be

hopelessly ruined, and eventually driven from the country." The mounting

concern of miners over the manner in which the agricultural leasing system

was being administered prompted the Alexandra Miners' Association in 1873

to suggest a number of amendments to The Gold Fields Act, 1866. The

association expressed the view that much of the ill feeling that existed

between the miners and farmers had been caused by the "indiscriminate manner"

in which leases had been granted. There was no check, the association

argued, on the leasing of auriferous land, unless individual miners were to

come forward and object to the issue of the lease, "which is unjust to the

miner, as the duty of preserving intact the auriferous lands of the colony

clearly belongs to the State, and private individuals should not be called

upon to sacrifice their time and money in opposing the various applications

for the leasing of auriferous lands" (Le 1/1873/5).

The remedy proposed involved the classification of land into twO cate

gories, the first to comprise all land which "presents no reasonable ground

to suppose that it would be required for mining purposes", and the second

that land on which gold mining had been profitably carried on, "but which from

the want of water supply for sluicing purposes may be temporarily abandoned,

and all land in the immediate vicinity of gold workings, which may present

auriferous indications but which from the above cause may not be required for

mining purposes for some period of time." Category A lands were to be made

available for lease on easy terms with the right of acquiring the freehold.

Category B lands were to be reserved strictly from sale and leased only upon

conditions leaving the land open to prospecting without payment of compensa

tion with the sole exception of fences. Such lands were to be leased at a

rental of ls per acre per annum. Where sufficient evidence was produced to

demonstrate that Category A lands were auriferous or required for mining
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purposes they were to be redesignated Category B.

At the same time the Alexandra Miners' Association also suggested that

the area which could be resumed from a pastoral run should be extended from

5,000 to 10,000 acres and in all cases "an area of pastoral land, at least

equal in extent to the agricultural land should be reserved for commonage."

Cancellation of the pastoral lease over the entire area of any block selected

for agricultural leasing was necessary, argued the Association, "as the

present system prevents settlers from ,running any stock outside of their

fences except on sufferance from the pastoral lessee" (Alexandra Miners'

Association, in Le 1/1873/5). The concern of miners continued to mount.

The Otago Mining Conference of 1873, while insisting that it was anxious to

encourage settlement, was nevertheless "decidedly of opinion that rigid inquiry

ought to be now held on all lands open for agricultural leasing, and mining

reserves declared where necessary." The Conference went on to suggest

that the mining interest should be given "the benefit of the doubt of any land

that may be considered auriferous, though not actually proved so - that such

lands should be exempted at least for a certain number of years" (AJHR S.3,C6,

1873, 3-4). The Conference of 1874 expressed similar views and noted in

particular what it regarded as the insufficiency of information being afforded

by applicants for leases and hence preventing "reasonable objections being

lodged." The Conference recommended that all applications should be heard by

the District Land Boards, that survey should precede hearing, that definite

boundaries and precise localities should be stated clearly in the necessary

advertisements, and that where during the first three years of a lease a

suspicion arose as to the possible auriferous nature of the ground only a

renewal of the lease should be conceded (AJHR A8, 1874, 3).

The Cottar case in the Cardrona Valley encouraged the Arrow Miners'

Association to oppose vigorously many applications for the purchase of lands



held under lease and renewals of leases unless, with respect to the latter,

a proviso could be inserted allowing resumption for mining purposes without

payment of compensation, a proviso not contemplated by The Gold Fields Act,

1866 and which would therefore have been difficult to enforce (ArrowObserver20

March 1875). Similarly, the Cottar case persuaded the Arrow Miners'

Association of the necessity of having the Crown Terrace constituted a mining

reserve (Arrow Observer 14 March 1873), having previously dissuaded Government

from opening the land on agricultural leases (Arrow Observer 11 October 1872

and 20 March 1875). Such efforts were given added impetus by a decision of

the Was~Lands Board in 1875 to grant an application by P. Kerin for the

purchase of 100 acres on Crown Terrace despite protestations that the land

had been rendered valueless for agricultural purposes and that it constituted

the key to a large area of auriferous ground. The application to purchase

was seen as an effort to extract compensation from the miners. The Board's

decision evoked a storm of protest and claims that its policy would lead to

the demise of the mining industry at a time when its development and

conservation of its interests were essential in order to allow the Colony to

finance its public works programme and to prevent Central Otago from

reverting to a sheepwa1k (Dunstan Times 30 July 1875, see also Lake Wakatip

Mail 22 July 1875 and Mount Ida Chronicle 31 July 1875).

The application was in fact later refused (Arrow Observer 22 September

1875), but the incident had served to remind the miners of the need for

vigilance and efforts to reserve auriferous land or at least access to such

lands. Hence the Arrow Miners' Association approved new rules, among them:

That a free right of entry to such agricultural leaseholds be accorded
to miners for the purpose of cutting in water races, and for survey;
and in no case shall compensation be awarded for damage done by running
races through such lands.
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That where lands shall be taken from lessees for the purpose of mlnlng,
no compensation shall be payable to them, except the return of rent as
paid on such lands required, to date of such entry; but compensation
shall be paid for actual damage to crops therein, such amount to be
fixed by four assessors and the Warden of the district. That with
reference to the removal of houses thereon the same conditions be
applied as those contained in the Residence Area Regulation, Gold
Fields Act, 1866.

That agricultural lands on the gold fields be simply leased without
the right to purchase under the Waste Lands Act or any other Act
whatsoever (Arrow Observer 8 December 1875).

It was only on the basis of these rules that the Association would

contemplate th~ opening up of the Crown Terrace, the subject of considerable

controversy during 1875. The construction of a road between Wakatip and

Wanaka offered an opportunity to promote the settlement of the Terrace and

to encourage "a revival of business and demand for labor in this district."

There were those who wished to see the land retained as a commonage against

"a few capitalists" supposedly endeavouring to secure the land for their

own purposes (Arrow Observer 1 May 1875). The Association, however, appears

to have regarded its opening as inevitable and had determined therefore to

secure terms as favourable as possible to the miner.

The miners' views were considered by the Gold Fields Committee of the

Provincial Council as were petitions seeking the opening of the Terrace for

settlement. The Committee reported that while the Crown Terrace was suitable

for agricultural purposes the proven presence of gold on certain portions of

the face and in some of the creeks running into the Arrow River required

that some means be adopted to resolve the potential conflict between settlers

and miners. The Committee thus recommended that special leases be issued to

allow free entry for up to three years from the date of issue "and such other

conditions as might seem desirable to fairly protect the agricultural interest

and at the same time not be restrictive to mining operations~" As an

alternative, the Committee suggested that mining reserves be created along

the face of the Terrace fronting the Arrow River and on each side of gullies
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with the remainder being thrown open under the agricultural lease system

(V & p/ OPC/ S.34, 1875, Appendix, 278, Interim Report No. 10).

The controversy continued. In 1877 J. McArdell applied for an

agricultural lease of 200 acres (Section 11, Block I, Kawarau Survey District),

an application which evoked the opposition of the Arrow Miners' Association

and a renewal of its determination that no land should be opened except in

accordance with its own rules. In addition, with respect to the Crown

Terrace, the Association resolved that agricultural lands on the

Terrace be simply leased without the right to purchase and "That a reserve

be made of one chain on either bank of every creek on the Crown Terrace that

shall run past or through any agricultural lands thereon; and such reserve

to extend along the whole length of such creeks from their sources to their

mouths" (Arrow Observer 15 February 1877). In fact, McArdell's application

was granted subject to a 660 feet reserve along the creek concerned for

mining purposes (Cromwell Argus 6 February 1877), while the Government in

May 1877 announced its intention of. opening the Crown Terrace for settlement

on both agricultural lease and deferred payments with a margin along the slope

of the Terrace towards the Arrow and Kawarau Rivers being reserved for mining

purposes together with strips of land for water races (Arrow Observer 31 May

1877). There were other disputes involving agricultural leasing, including

that over the Dunstan Commonage. Miners. in 1876 objected to the proposed

sale of land to lessees on the grounds that it was highly auriferous and

that sales would render valueless expensive mining races. Given that the

lessees concerned were entitled to an estimated compensation of £1500 in the

event of the sale not being completed it was not surprising that the miners'

victory was greeted with mixed feelings, the Dunstan Times expressing the

hope that the miners would demonstrate that the eviction and compensation had

been justified (Duns tan Times 12 January 1877). Thus, while Haughton (Under

Secretary for Gold Fields) in 1872 described the agricultural lease system as
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"an undoubted success", he was also compelled to concede that settlement had

been restricted not by the provisions of the law relating to the disposal

of land but to Tfthe obstructions in the way of obtaining suitable blocks

to set aside for leasing purposes" (/1JHR G4, 1872, X).

Haughton did not define the nature or source of those obstructions but

in 1873 the Otago Daily Times referred to "the utter irreconcilability of

the conflict between the agriculturist and the miner", to a conflict between

an interest "that·works to obtain that interest of capital that •.• may be

supposed not readily to deteriorate in value; the other that realises that

capital at once by destroying the landlf (in Mount Ida Chronicle 3 January 1873).

The Dunstan Times referred to that conflict as "a sort of internecine warfare

with an animosity terminating only in the death of one or the other" (Duns tan

Times 4 August 1876).

It was also argued that mining and farming rather than being antagonistic

were in fact interdependent, agricultural development reducing local living

costs and thereby encouraging the mining of poorer or lower yielding lands

and mining enterprise generally, while the miners largely comprised the

farmers' consumers. The Otago Daily Times took that argument a little further

and suggested that the limited areas of good soil and small markets meant

that the colonisation of the interior could be achieved best by promoting the

mining industry which in turn would encourage further agricultural settlement

(otago Daily Times 27 February 1872), In any case, it was suggested that

alienation of land in fee-simple was not necessary in order to promote

settlement, that what settlers in ~act required was security of tenure

(Evening star 13 August 1872).

For the most part, however, miners were not insensitive to the view

expressed by the Mount Ida Chronicle that settlement on the gold fields had



been impeded not only by "the narrowness and want of forethought of our land

laws [but] also by the irrational and equally illiberal views of those

actively engaged in gold mining, who, prosperous themselves, are too often

frightened that any alienation of land in small blocks may, by some possi

bility, injure their future prospec t s" (Mount Ida Chronicle 25 April 1874) •

Unyielding and unreasonable opposition to land settlement proposals was often

bitterly criticised (Mount Ida Chronicle 10 April 1874), while it was

suggested that ~ardens paid too much attention to the objections voiced by

miners and their associations and that indeed the miners, intentionally or

not, were aiding the pastoral leaseholders and other stockowners (Duns tan

Times 11 June. 1875). It was accepted, increasingly, therefore, by at least

some miners that their movements would be mo~e controlled as settlement

advanced and although they might continue to regard with distrust the

intentions of those who sought to acquire agricultural land on the gold fields

(Cromwell Argus 19 June 1877), they directed most of their efforts towards

securing certain modifications of the agricultural lease tenure.

Suggestions for such changes recognised the difficulty of distinguishing

between auriferous and non-auriferous ground, and hence the power most

frequently sought by miners was that of unrestricted entry upon and, where

necessary, the resumption of land for prospecting, mining and the construction

of water races In either event compensation was to be limited to a proportion

of any gold retrieved or in fact not paid at all. Indeed the Arrow Observer

went so far as to say that those taking up land on the gold fields did so at

their own risk and should receive no compensation except perhaps for actual

damage to fences and growing crops (~rrow Observer 8 November 1872. See also

Dunstan Times 11 June 1875). Other modifications suggested included the

abolition of the right to purchase the land held under an agricultural lease

and the extension of the term from seven to 21 years, greater publicity being

given to all applications, and for survey to take place before an application
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was heard. There was also a suggestion, made from time to time, that all

agricultural lease applications should be heard and decided upon by a Board

of Inquiry (Dunstan Times- 13 March 1874). In fact in 1873 the Otago Waste

Lands Board appointed such a Board to investigate the suitability or other

wise of Bald Hill Flat for settlement purposes, constant objections to

applications for agricultural leases thereon having engendered considerable

bitterness and ill-will between miners and farmers (Duns tan Times 15 August

1873, 4 and 5 September 1873).

One further means of precluding conflict between miners and farmers was

to exempt altogether certain lands from leasing. The Otago Mining Conference

of 1872 considered a motion. which envisaged the creation of reserves with a

radius of 20 miles from the centre of each gold field to create an area

exempt from occupation by the agriculturist. Another motion proposed the

appointment of a Commission to determine the auriferous character of the lands

open or to be opened for settlement, but the Conference resolved finally

"That on a requisition of a majority of the residents of any district, ground

hitherto open for agricultural leasing be held as a mining reserve" (Tuapeka

Times 5 December 1872). It is of interest to note that in response to a

petition from Mount Ida miners in 1870, the Provincial Government instructed

the Warden concerned not to receive any applications for land within a radius

of four miles from the Naseby Courthouse (Mount Ida Chronicle 24 June, 1 July

and 22 July, 1870). Whatever the modifications suggested by the miners, with

respect either to the agricultural lease tenure itself or its administration,

quite clearly they regarded mining as the paramount industry.

Apart from suggesting modifications to the agricultural lease tenure,

miners and others from time to time advanced proposals for alternative modes

of disposing of land. Perhaps the most extreme proposal involved the

reservation of all auriferous land and its opening upon an annual basis, at a
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nominal rental, with miners having the right of free entry at all times for

prospecting purposes. Upon the adoption of such a system, it was envisaged,

settlement could be allowed to proceed unchecked but in fact it was criticised

widely, partly on the grounds of the difficulty of distinguishing between

auriferous and non-auriferous ground, and partly on the grounds that the

annual character of the title would deter settlement. The Mount Ida Chronicle

thereupon suggested, first, that the boundaries of the gold fields be revised

periodically so as to exclude those areas unnecessarily included and, second,

that a perpetual lease system be instituted whereby land would be available

at an annual rental of 2s.6d per acre with compensation payable for damages

to crops and fencing where it was resumed for mining purposes. Such a system

of free selection, the journal argued, would encourage the settlement of the

gold fields while putting an end to "the class feuds between the miners and

the agriculturists .... " (Mount Ida Chronicle 12 April 1877).

In fact, however, despite the many criticisms, the agricultural lease

system retained general approval. What was required to safeguard. the interests

of the mining industry was not a tenure system which offered little security

and hence little incentive for settlement and development, but a measure to

enable the resumption of land for mining purposes without any liability for

the payment of compensation for "imaginary damages" (Duns tan Times 28 February

1873). Miner efforts were thus directed towards securing the passage of a

Bill to authorise mining on private property or the resumption of land for

mining purposes (See Chapter Ill). By the end of March 1875, 120,419 acres

were held under agricultural lease on the gold fields of Otago, while 23,581

acres previously held on lease had been sold. The opening of land for settlement

was accompanied by the creation of mining reserves (Figure 1:3).

PROCLAIMING HUNDREDS WITHIN THE GOLD FIELDS

The agricultural leasing system was not without its critics among the

advocates of closer settlement. A petition signed by 576 inhabitants of the
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Mount Benger and Manuherikia districts in 1867 suggested "That owing to the

scattered nature of the Gold Fields population. 'The Gold Fields Act, 1866; in

making no provision for commonage, and in restricting the quantity of land to

be taken up on anyone run to five thousand (5000) acres, is totally inadequate

to the requirements of your petitioners •••• ~r The petitioners referred to the

limit of 50 acres for individual holdings which could be taken up as an

agricultural lease and the lack of provision for depasturing facilities. The

petition thus sought the repeal of sections 33 and 34 of The Gold Fields Act,

1866 and the extension of the principle of hundreds to the gold fields

(AJHR G4, 1867, 5-6). The Provincial Council each year considered petitions

seeking both land and commonage Cv & P, ope, 8.24, 1869, 69, 74, 83, 100).

The demand for commonage was one shared by both miners and farmers.

Where the easily accessible gold deposits had been exhausted or where the

ground was in any case relatively poor. mining and stock-running, rather than

mining and farming were combLned , Miners were more concerned with securing

land for such purposes than with the opening of land for agricultural leases.

The advocates of closer settlement. on the other hand. insisted that 'the area

which could be taken up successfully for agricultural purposes was related

directly to the pasturage available. some arguing that the ratio should be one

acre of agricultural land to two acres of pasturage (AJHR Cl, 1869, 25). It

was a general view that the retention by the runho1der of the depasturing

right over unsold portions of blocks opened for agricultural leases constituted

"a very great defect [in the law] tantamount to rendering the arrangement

use1ess .... " (AJHR Cl, 1869, .26).

One alternative was to declare hundreds within the proclaimed gold

fields. While section 48 of The Gold Fields Act, 1862 provided that any

proclaimed gold field was not to be subject to The Waste Lands Act, 18587 land

over which a pastoral licence did not exist or had been cancelled or suspended
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could be withdrawn from a gold field and.dealt with under the waste land

regulations of the Province concerned (statutes of New Zealand 1862 86).

That provision notwithstanding, the Otago Provincial Council in 1863 resolved

that the restrictions imposed by the Act "ought; to be removed or modified s so

as to permit and encourage the settlement of population upon freeholds within

proclaimed Gold Fields with the same advantages as regards commonage, as

those enj oyed by the settlers in Hundreds" Cv & P, OPC, 8.17, 1863, 56-57.

Section 45 of The Gold Fields Act, 1862 was retained in principle, however,

by section 48 of The Gold Fields Act, 1866 (9tatutes of New Zealand 1866 164).

The declaration of hundreds on the gold fields was a question to which.

the Provincial Council's Select Committee on Hundreds addressed itself in 1868.

Of those whose views were sought a majority was clearly against any such

declaration and thus the sale of land on gold fields, the runholders, no doubt

for their own reasons, suggesting that such a course lIwoul d be most prejudicial

to the mining interest ll by allowing speculators to buy up auriferous land or

land required for water races and sell at "extor t Lonate prLces" e, Cable

(lessee of Run 51) could thus argue that "The mining and agricultural

interests must always clash; whereas mining and pastoral go hand in hand.'1

(v & P, 0FG S.24, 1868, Council Papers, No. V, 37)~ Some did favour the

declaration of hundreds, at least where the character of the ground was well

known, while others suggested that the gold fields should be reduced to

"circles embracing the actual workings, and all the land beyond these should

be sold with a proviso protecting races" (v s e , OPC, 8.24, 1868, Council

Papers, No. V, 43). Nevertheless, the more general view held that the sale
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of land would "cripple the development of our mineral resources~ and that

therefore the agricultural leasing system should be continued particularly

where it could be combined with the creation of large and permanent commonages
(v & P, oPc, 8.24, i868, Council Papers No. 5, 55).

In response to a continuing demand for land for settlement and commonage



purposes, however, a Select Committee of the Provincial Council in 1869

suggested "the desirability of remitting to the Government the whole question

of throwing open lands within the Gold Fields, in such a manner as to combine

settlement with depasturing rights." The Connnittee noted that The Gold Fields

Act, 1866 provided for the cancellation of pastoral leases over lands beyond

those required or set apart for agricultural leasing. All that the Committee

recommended, however, was that the Government appoint "a responsible person"

to visit the gold fields "with a view of affording the Government full

information as to the localities and extent of such lands as are proposed to

be set aside in blocks for sett1ement.... "(V & P, oPc, S.25, 1869, Reports of

Select Committees, 13), a recommendation upon which the Government decided to

act (V & P, oPc, S.25, 1869, 85).

Gi1lies (MPC Tokomairirol. was thus requested to "enquLr e into the

requirements of the Gold Fields, with a view to encourage settlement, to

examine into the adaptability of blocks of land for settlement, and to

endeavour to make arrangements with !unho1ders in cases where •.• a demand

[existed], and land suitable to meet the requirements" (V & P, oPc, S.26,
,

1869, Appendix, 39). Gillies expressed the view in his report that the

agricultural leasing system had failed to encourage settlement primarily

because by section 34 of The Gold Fields Act, 1866 runho1ders retained the

option to have their leases cancelled over the entire block resumed for

settlement or only over those portions of such block as were actually

selected. The result was that the agr~cu1tural leasing system made no pro-

vision for grazing regarded as an indispensable adjunct to successful

agriculture. Gi1lies thus recommended that the Provincial Government should

cancel pastoral leases absolutely, as provided by section 16 of the Act, as

the only method by which the requirements of the gold fields could be met in
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the way of making land available for settlement. The question of compensation

of course presented itself, although,as Gi1lies noted, many of the leases had
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been granted only upon covenants reserving land without any right to compensa

tion being accepted by the runholders. Where compensation would be payable,

he suggested, it should only be for the time to run between the taking of

the land and the expiry of the original licence. In order to provide for such

compensation he suggested that certain portions of the resumed land be

offered for sale as provided for by section 49 of the Act. By interspersing

sections for sale among sections for lease any danger that such land could be

purchased in its entirety would be precluded (v & P, OPC, S.26, 1869, Appendix,

39). Gillies reported~that he had examined and selected blocks for settle-

ment throughout the gold fields, blocks comprising in his view the best and

most suitable land and selected in such a manner as "to do as little injury

as possible to the interests of the runholder" (V & P, oPc, S.26, 1869,

Appendix, 40). Gillies' mission was regarded as having been so successful

that, in the view of the Dunstan Times, the gold fields could be satisfied

that they had achieved "what they have so long and so persistently struggled

for - the means of permanently retaining their population, by enabling them

to invest their savings in the cultivation and ownership of the soLL, JI The

expansion of such settlement would increase local prosperity, reduce the outflow

of ~oney from the district in the purchase of food, encourage the growth of

towns and commerce and thereby displace "the retailers of spirituous liquors"

from their position of dominance, afford more regular employment and better

wages, and enhance the general quality of life (Dunstan Times 9 July 1869).

This was an optimism not shared by the Otago Daily Times which suggested

that leases had been cancelled over unsuitable land or over areas containing

only a small proportion of agricultural land but which nevertheless involved

the payment of substantial compensation. Gillies, the journal insisted, was

"notorious as being prejudiced against the pastoral interest" and had selected

the blocks with the aid of storekeepers, publicans,. and "jobbing butchers fl
•

The result, it was claimed, was the payment of heavy compensation without the
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promotion of settlement and a sacrifice of the public works programme "to the

extortionate demands of the peddling politicians of Tuapeka and the Teviot"

(Otag.o Daily Times 19 June 1871). At the same time, the Government was

accused of having ignored the provisions of sections 33 and 34 of The Gold

Fields Act, 1866, and the covenants in the pastoral leases by which thousands

of acres could have been opened for settlement without the payment of

compensation.

Gillies' report, in fact, led to a debate in the Provincial Council and

the affirmation of a resolution to the effect that the agricultural lease

system was "best adopted to promote bona fide settlement on, and most suitable

to the circumstances of, the Gold Fields", and that the Government "should

abstain from exercising the power to alienate in fee simple Waste Lands within

Gold Fields, except in accordance with the provisions of that system, and

should devote their attention to facilitating the system of settlement by

that meanstr Cv & P, OPC~ S.26, 1869, 22), That affirmation reflected a

growing concern among miners over the possible application of the hundreds

system to the gold fields, references being made by some sections of the gold

fields press to a 'cockatoo tyranny' and to a Provincial Government which

was hostile to the mining community "whom it wishes to deprive of any

political influence, by means of the introduction of a system entirely

favourable to the cockatoo, and entirely destructive of the miner" (Tuapeka

Times 19 June 1869). Miners themselves were quick to express the fear that

"as soon as the country is held by a selfish set of burgoo-eating cockatoos,

so soon will our honourable calling be reduced to fossicking in old ground,

or to work for fifteen bob a week, w~th a chance of taking it out in hard

stuff" (Tuapeka Times 21 April 18701. In response to the anxieties being

voiced by miners, the Provincial Council continued to affirm the desirability

of opening land only under the agricultural leasing system (V & P, OPC, S.27,

1870, 74). The Council in 1871 affirmed a series of resolutions relating to
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gold fields settlement, resolutions which sought the cancellation of all runs

"in populous Gold Fields Districts" and their opening under agricultural lease

regulations (v & P, oPc, S.29,187l, 37), the withdrawal of up to 20,000

acres at anyone time from gold fields runs for agricultural leasing, the

extinguishment of the pastoral lessees t grazing rights over that land and the

provision of commonage over such land that remained unselected (V & P, OPC,

S.29, 1871, 41). Nevertheless the Provincial Government did propose opening

several hundreds within the gold fields, proposals which, according to

Macandrew in July 1873, were allowed to lapse as a result of ,"very strong

objections .••• " Cv & P, OPC, S_32, 1873, 21.

Yet Macandrew a little later sought the Provincial Councilts approval

to have a number of hundreds declared comprising runs within the boundaries

of the gold fields (V & P, oPC, S.32, 1873, 36-37), the Council deciding to

support the proclamation of a hundred of 20,000 acres on Runs 185, 260, and

254, one of 10,000 acres on Runs 74,and 61 and one of 15,000 acres on~s

137 and 123 (V & P, oPC, S.32, 1873, 75-76). All these runs, except 61 and

74, were within the gold fields. Again in 1874, the Provincial Council

considered and supported 'petitions seeking not only the opening of land on

deferred payments but also the declaration of a hundred on the Maniototo

(V & P, oPC, S.33, 1874,11,14,20,23,33,35,52). Macandrew, during the

1874 session of the Provincial Council, proposed nine new hundreds aggregating

130,600 acres, including the Tuapeka Hundred of 15,000 acres, the Lee Stream

Hundred of 20,000 acres, the Dunback Hundred of 6,000 acres, and the Heriot

Hundred of 20,000 acres, proposals subsequently approved by the Council

Cv & P, oPC, S.33, 1874, 36-38, 46, 48-49). In May of the same year he proposed

a further six hundreds, three of which were located on runs situated within

the boundaries of the gold fields including the Waikaia Hundred of 6,000 acres,

the Spottis Hundred of 6,800 acres and the Dart Hundred of 7,400 ~cres,

proposals again approved by the Council (V & P, oPc, S.33, 1874, 58-60 and 67).
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Finally in 1874, the Provincial Council approved the declaration of eight new

hundreds, three of which were located in part or in whole within the gold

fields, including the Tapanui Hundred of 14,500 acres, the Kyeburn Hundred

of 17,000 acres, and the Kingston Hundred of 8,000 acres (v & P, ope, 8.34,

1875, 19-20). Thus over a period of no more than two years, the Provincial

Council approved the declaration of no fewer than 27 new hundreds comprising

in all 357,700 acres.

Furthermore, under the terms of The Otago Hundreds Regulation Act 1869

Amendment Act, 1870, commissioners were appointed to examine and report upon

proposals for new hundreds of Kaihiku, Wairuna, Crookston, and Beaumont.

With respect to the Beaumont Hundred which would 'have fallen within the

boundaries of the gold fields, the Commissioners observed that while it was

very desirable to throw open more hand "it would be more in accordance with

the wishes of the district if the land in question were placed under the

provisions of the Gold Fields Act rather than under the Hundreds system"

(AJHR C3, 1871, 3). The Commissioners also reported upon the propos~d 8trath

Taieri, Waihemo, Hyde, Campbell~sJTiger Hill, and Lower Hawea Hundreds, all

of which, with the exception of Waihemp, lay within the proclaimed gold fields

and which therefore raised the question of the expediency of their declaration.

The Commissioners expressed the view that the Act was not intended to'

allow the withdrawal of land either embracing or in the vicinity of actual

gold workings from the operation of The Gold Fields Act, 1866, which, of

course, had been framed to protect and encourage mining interests. That

observation was based on their own inspection of the land involved and on

evidence presented by both miners and Wardens who had suggested that declara

tion would permit the alienation of auriferous land and would create difficul

ties with respect to the construction of water'races (AJHR C3, 1871, 12-13).

The Commissioners therefore recommended that the hundreds of Hyde, Campbell's,
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Tiger Hill and Lower Hawea be not proclaimed. The Commissioners did acknow

ledge, however, that land could be withdrawn from the gold fields and declared

into hundreds, particularly where no mining operations were being carried on

and where no reasonable gold prospects existed. For that reason the Strath

Taieri Hundred was recommended (AJHR C3, 1871, 9). The agricultural lease

system, they concluded, was well adapted to the requirements of the gold

fields and the mining population "and most in accordance with the wishes of

the people •••• " (AJHR C3, 1871, 9) ~

It is interesting to note that the report was seized upon with some glee

as demonstrating that the opposition to the declaration of hundreds comprised

not only runholders but also miners and one which should in future induce a

fairer and more dispassionate assessment of any objections raised. That it

should be the Commissioners who discerned the opposition of the miners Jas

held up as a criticism of the Provincial Government, the otago Daily Times

suggesting that perhaps the report had been intended as a means of ensuring

that the electors of Otago "might more thoroughly appreciate the iniquities of

the Otago Hundreds Regulation Act" (otago Daily Times 27 January 1871).

The proposal to declare a hundred of 15,000 acres on the Maniototo also

evoked opposition from both runholders and miners with the strength of that

of the latter coming as something of a surprise given what were regarded

as the adequate safeguards provided by sections 50(1) and 54(6) of The otago

Waste Lands Act, 1872. With respect to the alienation of land by lease or

licence the Act provided for the referral of all applications to the District

Land Officer who was also the Warden, section 50(1) fqr objections to applica

tions for land considered to be "in the whole or in part auriferous", and

section 54(6) for the reservation of the right of entry for prospecting and

mining purposes (Statutes of New Zealand 1872, 217 and 220). Given such

protection and the conviction that the land could be so selected as to preserve
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all mining outlets the miners' stance was regarded as "very frivolous and

obstructive", and one which would enable the pastoral lessees to secure

renewed leases (Mount Ida Chronicle 28 February l874). A proposal to declare

a hundred of 15,000 acres in the Tuapeka district in 1874 aroused similar

opposition. A memorial from residents addressed to the Superintendent sought

withdrawal of the proposal and the opening of the land concerned under the

agricultural leasing system. The latter system indeed was praised as one which

would prevent "hasty alienation" of auriferous land, promote settlement by "a

_most desirable class of colonists", and would prevent the public estate from

being secured by "speculators and monopolists" (Tuapeka Times 2 and 5 September

l874).

DEFERRED PAYMENTS

The provisions of The otago Waste Lands Act, 1872 which introduced the

deferred payments system were made by section 47 operative throughout the

Province of Otago. It is of interest to note that an earlier effort by

Mervyn (MER Manuherikia) in 1870 to have the Waste Lands Committee of the

House of Representatives approve a resolution calling for the opening of land

within the gold fields on deferred payments had been rejected by four votes to

one (AJHR FlO, 1870). Section 62 of the Act also provided that where an

agricultural lessee had been in possession of his land for three years and

had effected substantial and permanent improvements he could exchange his

lease for a deferred payments licence provided no objections were lodged to

the alienation of the land on the grounds that it was auriferous ($tatutes of

New Zealand 1872, 223). Despite the fact that by section 54(6} a right of

entry upon any lands so occupied was reserved, "to such person or persons as

may be authorized by the Superintendent, to search and dig for gold therein"

(Statutes of New Zealand 1872, 220), miners expressed some dissatisfaction

over the extension of the tenure to the gold fields and to the exchange prov-
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isions in the case of agricultural leases. Once land was freehold it was

removed, as the Dunstan TinEs-observed "as far as positive mining is concerned"

(Dunstan Times 25 July 1873).

At the same time the limitation of the area which could be disposed of

on deferred payments in anyone year to 30,000 acres was described by the

Mount Ida Chronicle as a "dole" (Mount Ida Chronicle 14 March 1874). The

opening of 33,500 acres on the gold fields for disposal upon deferred payments

over the period 1873-1875 did serve to persuade miners of the necessity for

the enactment of a measure which. would provide effectively for ease of

access to and resumption of land for mining purposes.

PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT REVENUE AND LAND SALES

Throughout almost the entire period of its administration, 1853-1876, the

Provincial Government of Otago was confronted by growing demands for

expenditure on public works - roads, bridges, railways, harbours, assistance

to industry, and for the pro~ision of services including health and education.

The Government's ability to meet those demands was limited by the severe

constraints on its revenues, particularly the effective 'opposition to the

imposition of land and income taxes. Of the major sources of revenue - land

sales, gold fields levies and gold export duty, and customs duties (Graph 1:4)

- only land sales and leasing constituted a reliable means of generating the

resources required, apart, that is, from the expensive and increasingly

difficult alternative of raising loans. Revenue considerations thus underlay

much of Otago's land legislation and the manner in which the Provincial

Government managed or undertook the disposal of its waste lands.

In 1871 the Provincial Treasurer in his Financial Statement noted that

the Provincial Government's deficit amounted to £97,578 l8s 9d made up of a

deficit of £54,228 l3s Id for the year 1870-1871 and [43,350 Ss 8d,from
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previous years. Crown land sales which had been expected to yield £135,000

during 1870-1871 had contributed only £93,643 16s,7d to the provincial

revenues. Pressure by the Bank of New Zealand to have the Government's over

draft reduced led Macandrew in July 1871 to direct the attention of the

Provincial Council "to the necessity of making provision for meeting the past

deficiency in the revenue as compared with expenditure", and hence sought the

Council's views on a proposal to dispose of 50,000 acres in one or more

blocks. Although as a matter of policy it was acknowledged to be undesirable

to dispose of such a large area of land to one person, such sales would

relieve the Province from a considerable burden of interest, "and would enable

provision to be made more freely than can otherwise be done for the construc

tion of necessary public works, and for the cancellation of such pastoral

leases as are requisite for the acquiring of land for settlement" Cv & P, OPC,

S.29, 1871, 94).

The proposal evoked some opposition on the grounds that it introduced

still further uncertainty and instability in Otago's land laws, that such

sales would deter investment and development, restrict settlement and allow

capitalists and runholders to secure large areas. With some reluctance, then,

the proposal was approved upon the condition "that full and careful inquiry

should be made, with a view to prevent the alienation of any land, the sale

of which may be, or may be deemed to be, prejudicial to the public interests"

~V & P, OPC, S. 29, 1871, 101 and Otago Daily Times 15 July 1871). Again, in

1872 the Provincial Council authorised the Government to dispose of 50,000

acres in one or more blocks, "provided that no block of an area of less than

10,000 acres shall be sold ••• nor shall any block be sold known to be payably

auriferous" (V & P, OPC, S.30, 1872, 108). The first block to be sold

comprised 45,000 acres of Runs 212B and 215, Moa Flat Station, the land being

purchased by the lessee, J.T. Clarke. The sale evoked loud objections and
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demands that the sale be disallowed and the land opened for settlement (JHR

1871, 225 and JLC 1871, 128). In the Legislative Council, Fraser (MLC Otago)

described the sale as a livery questionable transaction". and one which would

obstruct settlement (NZPD 10, 1871, 638). McLean (MLC Otagol insisted that

the sale had been made necessary by the Provincial Government's refusal to

administer the waste lands of the Crown in accordance with the Was~Lands Acts.

a refusal in itself sufficient reason for the General Government to resume

control and management of lands in Otago (NZPDlO, 1871, 663). The Dunstan

Times suggested that the sale had been made necessary by the Government's own

mismanagement (Dunstan Times 30 June 1871), quite apart from the fact that

it had been sacrificed for" a tithe 'I of its marketable value (Duns tan Times

13 October 1871).

The Legislative Council referred the matter to a select committee which

agreed that the actual price per acre to Clarke was about l5s and that the

interests of the public would be prejudiced if the sale were completed inasmuch

as

(1) The usual report does not appear to have been called for
from the Warden of the district. stating whether or not any portion
of the land is auriferous.

(2) That 3.000 acres which had been previously surveyed and
stated to be fit for settlement were included in the 45,000 acres.

(3) That the covenant was not exercised which freed 11,000
acres of the block from the allowance of 2s 6d per acre to the
runholder.

(4) That an allowance of 2s per acre was made to Mr. Clarke
for survey, whereas it might have been surveyed by the Provincial
Government for about sixpence per acre.

(5) That sufficient provision does not appear to have been
made for roads.

(6) That an unusual allowance of £450 has been paid to Mr.
Clarke's agent for negotiating the sale in question.

And your Committee beg further to add, that they consider the
legality of the transaction to be questionable, inasmuch as the land
sold to Mr. Clarke does not appear to have gone through the formality
of having been proclaimed open for sale (~LC 1871, 128).

The Council subsequently resolved that the sale should not be completed on the
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grounds that the portion of the land outside the gold fields had not been

proclaimed open for sale, that the full price of rural land had not been paid,

that the pastoral lease of the area within the gold fields had not been

cancelled and the land declared open for sale or selection, and that a portion

of the area was auriferous~ The Council also noted that the proposed sale

was "prejudicial to the public interests •• ~." (JLC 1871, 160).

The Council's recommendations caused some embarrassment among certain

sections of the gold fields press, the Tuapeka Times, for example, conceding

that it had been "The Phi1istines ••• [who have] come forward to rescue us

from our friends", that it had been the "runhoLdtng" Legislative Council

which had sought to have cancelled a sale proposed by the "sett1ement

promoting" Provincial Government CTuapeka Times 9 November 1871). The General

Government endeavoured, too, to halt the sale by suggesting that section 123

of The Otago Waste Lands Act, 1866, under which the sale was to proceed, did

not apply to land within the gold fields nor to land over which a. pastoral

lease had not been cancelled or suspended. In fact the lease had been

suspended on 15 January 1872 so that the land, although within the gold fields,

could be sold with the consent of the lessee as provided for in section 83 of

the same Act. The proposed sale was also considered by a se1ec~ committee of

the Provincial Council. Apart from observing that the interests of the

district concerned would be injuriously affected, that committee merely noted

that the sale involved an important question of policy upon which it did not

feel called upon to express an opinion Cv & P, oPC, S.30, 1872, Appendix, 102).

Since C1arke had ensured that the contract with the Provincial Government to

purchase was legally comp1et~, the sale waS concluded, an act described as

constituting an unpara1\id disregard of public interests, and a reckless

sacrifice of principle to expediency" CTuapeka Times 18 April, 1872). Clarke

also secured, in 1872, 20,000 acres of Teviot Station leased by Cargi11 and
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Anderson~ the lessees purchasing the land and immediately transferring the

property to Clarke. In all, the Australian financier secured 67,719 acres in

Otago.

The dispute over the Moa Flat land sale sharpened the conflict between

Macandrew and Reid, the former insisting that the state of Provincial finances

and the public works programme required such sales wherever purchasers could

be found willing to pay a fair price and indeed that the Province's immediate

needs must overrule any question of policy. Moreover, Macandrew was anxious

lest the General Government resume control of land revenues, that money derived

from the sale of lands within the Province be expended for its immediate and

sole benefit. Reid, of course, ascribed the state of provincial finances to

the passage of The otago Hundreds Regulation Act, 1869, and to the refusal of

the General Assembly to pass the'Otago Waste Lands Bill, 1871:

Reid also rejected the notion that the exigencies of the Province should

overrule policy arguing rather that the best interests of the Province would

not be served by the sale of large blocks of agricultural land "simply with

the view of securing a large revenue and regardless of the question whether

these lands are likely to be occupied by population and improved, and thus

practically precluding the Province fro~ participating in the schemes of

Immigration and Settlement on which the Colony has now entered •••• n
, Finally,

he asserted that the sale of large blocks of agricultural land would constitute

an improper use of the powers of land administration vested in the Provincial

Government and invite the very consequence Macandrew most feared, namely the

resumption of those powers by the General Government Cv & P, ope, 5.30, 1872,

Appendix, __ 148) .

The Provincial Government continued to seek and obtain the consent of

the Provincial Council to the sale of land in large blocks, although reserva

tions continued-to be voiced over the wisdom of such sales, particularly their
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impac t upon the mining industry Cptago Daily Times 27 September ':"1872) , The

proposed sale of 10,000 acres on Runs 17 and 28 in North .Otago to Robert

Campbell evoked the opposition of miners and initiated a controversy which

extended over a period of 18 months beginning with Campbellts offer in July

1872 to allow that area to be sold as provided by sections 83 and 123 of

The otago Waste Lands Act, 1866 and upon payment of compensation at the rate of

2s per acr e , The offer was accepted by the Executive Council in July 1872,

with the sole condition being that the 2s per acre compensation was to be

payable only in respect of land actually sold~ Under section 16 of The Gold

Fields Act, 1866, arrangements were made to suspend the pastoral lease over

the area concerned, Campbell lodging an application with the Waste Lands

Board to purchase the 10,000 acres~ On the same day his offer was accepted

formally by the Executive Council.

The proposed sale evoked a storm of protest from miners which was

intensified by Campbell's action in lodging objections in the Maerewhenua

Warden's Court in September 1872 to a number of mining applications on the

grounds that they affected the area he had applied to purchase. That action

prompted an "indignation meeting" in the district which insisted that the sale

would mean the loss of a considerable investment in water races and mining

plant and would inflict "an irreparable injury\! upon a gold field which was

certalim to become "one of the most impor tan t in New Zealand ••.. 11 Cv & P, oPC,

S.32, 1873, Appendix, 20. See also Mount Ida Chronicle 20 Septemb r 1872).

Campbell's objections to the applications for mining pri iIeges surprised

Warden Robinson who quickly sought advice from the Provincial Gold Fields

Secretary. Robinson made it clear that the sale would seriously affect mining

in the district, there being eight major mining properties within or connected

with the land, with an estimated aggregate value of [7,800, while a further

19 applications for mining privileges had been lodged. Macandrew indicated
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that the mining industry would receive all the protection necessary, an

assurance which did not fully satisfy the Maerewhenua miners (Mount Ida

Chronicle 8 November 1872). Moreover, that Campbe11 should indicate that he

would withdraw his objections to the granting of the ~ining applications or that,

alternatively, he would surrender the mining rights upon compensation at the

rate of £1 per acre evoked further protests from the miners,

The Provincial Government t s response to the petitions and protests was

to appoint Shepherd (MPC Dunstan) and McKerrow to report upon the block

concerned, the result of their investigations being sufficient, it was hoped,

to dissuade the Government fro~ pursuing what was widely regarded as

"manifestly a most suicidal policy" calculated to deprive mining communities

of the basis of their livelihood" (Mount Ida Chronicle 29 November 1872). In

fact, McKerrow and Shepherd had been instructed to determine what area should

be reserved from sale. The result was a recomm.endation that 5,300 acres be so

reserved with Campbe11's application being amended so as to exc1u~e that area

but still to comprise 10,000 acres, that recommendation being endorsed 'by the

Waste Lands Board (Mount Ida Chronicle 10 January 1873). Even that amended

application was opposed, however, by Stout on behalf of an Oamaru resident who

insisted that applications to purchase land without competition were contrary

to the spirit of the law and would, if allowed, enable every runho1der to spot

his run, that the land was auriferous and that the land should be reserved for

commonage and settlement purposes (Mount Ida Chronicle 3 January 1873).

McKerrow was instructed again to report on the land comprising the

amended application, his report describing it as consisting of 5,000 acres of

Itlevel terrace land and easily sloping spurs" and the remainder of purely

pastoral country. As to the auriferous character of the ground, gold existed

but for mining to be profitable sluicing would have to be carried out on an

extensive scale whilst in fact the water supply was 1imited~ McKerrow did
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point out, however, that the granting of the application to purchase might

preclude the diversion of water from the Otekaike River to another watershed

and thus forestall the proposed water race from that river to the auriferous

ground already reserved by the Waste Lands Board. McKerrow's recommendation

was that the application should be granted intact or not at all CV& P, opc,

S:32; 18T3; Appendix; 29J= Sfouf'tsconfinuedopposition notwithStandiiig,the

Waste Lands Boards agreed to the sale on 3 July 1873, and despite the Provin

cial Council the previous day having resolved that it should be postponed to

allow the whole matter to be considered bya select committee Cv' &-P, opc,

S.32, 1873, 6). The Executive appears not to have transmitted that resolution

to the Waste Lands Board, an omission which led Stout to move a motion of

censure. That motion was lost 17 to 23 Cv & P, ope, S.32, 1873, 24), The

issue continued to simmer for some time, for Tolmie (MPC Peninsula) later

asked the Government if it was aware that some 700 acres of the land sold were

auriferous, a suggestion denied by the Government Cv & P, opc, 1873, 49 and

56), while Sumpter CMPC Waitaki} unsuccessfully sought to have a sum placed upon

the estimates to provide for the repurchase of the land Cv & P, opc, S.32,

1873, 83).

The purchases effected by Clarke and Campbell raise aspects, 'particularly

financing, of the pastoral history of Otago to which historians, notably

Pinney (1971, 1981) are only now examining in detail. W.J.F. Clarke was one

of nineteenth century Australia's foremost pastoralists and financiers. His

involvement in Otago originated ina £20,000 loan advanced in 1863 to G.A. and

C.B. Chalmers, the original lessees of Moa Flat Station, to enab Le them to

buy out the interest of their partner, I.S. McHaffie. The sharp recession which

Otago experienced in 1867-1868 left the Chalmers Brothers in such severe

financial straits that C1arke foreclosed in 1868. Upon his death in 1874, his

younger son, Joe, inherited all the Tasmanian, South Australian and Otago

lands and the shares in the Colonial and National Banks of Australia. Moa
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Flat was taken over by the Colonial Bank upon the Australian depression of

the l890s which severely affected the Clarke family's investments and fortunes

and retained it until its sale to a New Zealand syndicate in 1906. W.J.T.

Clarke was also involved in the financing of other Otago pastoral properties,

notably Maerewhenua Estate (Pinney 1981, 121). Robert Campbell was a member

of a Scottish merchant family active in India and Australia. Campbell arrived

in New Zealand in the early l860s and purchased a number of pastoral properties

in Canterbury, Otago and Southland, the firm of Robert Campbell and Sons Limited

being incorporated in 1881 to control and manage the New Zealand properties.

The purchases made by Clarke and CampBell thus represented a significant

Australian financial involvement in the New Zealand pastoral industry the

full dimensions of which have still to be established.

The Moa Flat and Maerewhenua land sales had thus created considerable

anxiety among the mining communities of Central Otago. The Otago Miners'

Association ;in 1873 "in an address to the Superintendent noted, "with alarm the

alienation of large tracts of country by private individuals, whose only

apparent aim it is to bring within their grasp the largest possible amount of

agricultural and auriferous land", and asked that he use his "utmost endeavours

to prevent in the future a repetition of such wholesale alienation of land"

(Dunstan Times 14 February 1873). At the same time the Mount Ida Chronicle

suggested that the sales were intended to provide funds to finance public works

and other expenditure in the 'agricultural' districts and had been made in

ignorance of the value of the land to the mining industry (Mount Ida Chronicle

21 February 1873). Notwithstanding the opposition generated by the Moa Flat

and Maerewhenua sales, the Provincial Government continued to resort to them

as the necessity for finance arose. Moreover, The Provincial Appropriation

Extension Act, 1875, empowered the Provincial Governments to continue to

exercise their functions up to 30 Septembe~ 1876 including the fulfilling of

all appropriations made by the Provincial Councils and the entering inbo new
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available.

In its final session the Provincial Council appropriated 1l,Q22,156 of

which £416,115 or 40.71 per cent was to De expended on railway construction,

£142,486 or 13.94 per cent on roads, £65,892 or 6,45 per cent on bridges,

and [38,125 or 3.73 per cent on harbours and jetties. Those public works

absorbed no less than 64.83 per cent of the total appropriation, the gold

fields receiving 17,840 or 0.77 per cent. The scale of those appropriations

prompted some bitter criticism. The Tuapeka Times suggested that the Council

had "met in a humour for any mad scheme of expenditure~ while Macandrew's

Opening Address had been "a strong incentive in that direction", an appeal

to which the Council had responded so readily that the ordinary revenue of

three years would not have sufficed for the estimates passed (Tuapeka Times

10 May 1876).

In the light of those appropriations, the cancellation in April 1876

of the leases over 64,000 acres of land within the gold fields and the

simultaneous applications to purchase being lodged by the lessees concerned

evoked little surprise but vigorous condemnation. Cancellation and sale again

were justified on the grounds that funds were needed to finance public works,

although it was suggested that the money was required to honour existing

contracts rather than to undertake any new works least of all on the gold

fields of Central Otago (Lake Wakatip Mail 4 May 1876). In any case the

policy of such sales was roundly condemned, the Tuapeka Times suggesting that

To argue that our waste lands are to be rendered subservient to
the purposes of the exchequer, is to sap of the soundest doctrines
in the policy of colonisation- a dQctrine which teaches us in the
most emphatic language that under no circumstance should the Crown
property be dealt with for mere revenue purposes (Tuapeka Times
10 May 1876).

129
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Such actions were also viewed as an effort by Macandrew and Reid to spite

the General Government irrespective of the injury inflicted upon the Province

(Mount Ida Chronicle 29 April1876). Public meetings throughout the gold

fields protested at the Executive's action, one such in Naseby declaring

that the disposal of 23,000 acres on Watson Shennan's Run 247 ITwou1d destroy

the value of the whole run of over 70,000 acres except to the purchaser of

the block" (Mount Ida Chronicle 29 April l876). Another meeting at Roxburgh

claimed that the proposed sales would amount to a "breach of faith as they

embrace several agricultural blocks promised by the Government and authorised

by the Provincial Council to be opened for public settlement, and if carried

out will effectually crush all settlement, and drive the people out of the

district" (Dunstan Times 28 April l876). The Dunstan Times accused the

Government of endeavouring to resolve its difficulties by se:1ling "the

people's birthright to the squatters for even less than a mess of pottage"

(Duns tan Times 5 May 1876),. while suggesting that the sales were not being

made to provide funds for public works and employment but to further the

prosperity of the Taieri and Dunedin, the. homes of the "Provincial Party"

(Dunstan Times 2 June 1876). Defence of provincial institutions was quickly

equated with the spoilation of Otago's up-country districts (Dunstan

Times 23 June 1876). The Waste Lands Board, however, refused Shennan's

application, a decision widely welcomed and particularly by the Mount Ida

Chronicle which was unable to conceal its glee that such a large area had

been willingly released for "a disappointed expectation" (Mount Ida Chronicle

29 April 1876). But in fact the land was restored to the same runholders,

an action interpreted by some at least as an effort to shift responsibility for

the widespread unemployment likely to ensue on to the Board (evening star

7 June 1876). That advantage was not taken of the opportunity to subdivide

and sell or lease the land was cause for considerable disappoihtment throughout

the gold fields although miners were not displeased. RestOration of the land
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was regarded as illegal, critics of the Provincial Government citing section

13 of The Otago waste Lands Act, 1872 which empowered the Board to transact

all business connected with the sale, .letting, disposal and occupation of

the waste lands. The land was restored to the lessees in fact for a further

term of ten years. They thus regained their land without public competition

for an additional three years beyond the expiry of the original leases, an

extension which induced the MountIda Chronicle to observe that "a neat mode

has been discovered to give an extension of pastoral tenure on the Gold

Fields without Act of Parliament, heretofore foolishly considered necessaryH

(Mount Ida Chronicle 12 May 1876).

CONCLUSIONS

Throughout much of the nineteenth century, and particularly during the

provincial period, economic growth and development in New Zealand were equated

with land settlement. The rapid alienation of public property - its conversion

to private ownership - was regarded as an essential precondition for economic

growth. Moreover, general access to land and its acquisition were regarded as

constituting the basis for the creation of a free and independent society, a

community spared that rebellion and tyranny, poverty and inequality, unemploy

ment and class warfare which inevitably accompanied land monopoly, a

'Europeanisation' of society which the colony was determined to avoid.

Control over the disposal of land thus provided the colonial legislatures

with an opportunity to undertake a species of social engineering, to mould and

fashion a society in which universal proprietorship would ensure stability,

equality, and economic and social progress.

While economic necessity and government revenue needs tended to dictate

a conciliatory attitude towards the pastoralists and their demands, their

control and use of land was regarded as decivilising, destructive, monopolistic

and hence 'feudal' in character. Universal proprietorship remained the goal
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of practically all land legislation formulated by successive Provincial

Councils in Otago, the disputes which occurred relating to the pace of disposal

and the most effective means.whereby settlement could be promoted. The

disputes over the declaration of hundreds and opening of blocks of land on

deferred payments or for agricultural leasing and the payment of compensation

to pastoral lessees related to the pace of disposal and settlement. The

limits placed on the area wh.Lch. any individual could acquire, the requirements

as to residence, occupation and improvement, the price and mode of payment,

and the sanctions against fraud and sl?eculation, reflected the commitment to

universal proprietorship. Otago's land policies were intended to control the

pace and mode of land settlement consistent with the promotion of economic

growth, political and social stability, and government's revenue needs.

Equality of access to land and universal proprietorship were policy

goals which conflicted, however, with the objective of mining legislation,

namely, ease of access to and use of public and private lands for ,mining and

mining purposes. The demands of settlers for security of tenure and protec-

tion of property rights and interests induced an abiding suspicion among miners

of land settlement on the gold fields. That suspicion was reflected in the

opposition to the alienation of land in fee s~ple, to the. award of compensa-

tion in respect of lands required by the industry, for the adoption of various

forms of leasehold tenure in which the right of access was reserved, the

setting apart of land specifically for mining purposes, the confinement of

settlement to carefully selected areas, and for the reservation of mining

outlets.

The problems and difficulties posed by the competing and conflicting needs

of settlers and miners were not capable of easy resolution but the use of the

agricultural lease tenure, the reservation of some lands and mining outlets,

the direction of settlement to specific areas, and the reservation of certain
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alienation, did much to promote the coexistence, however uneasy, of mining

and land settlement. So long as the mining industry continued to be an

important earner of overseas exchange, a huoyant source of revenue for the State,

and an employer of labour, its needs and requirements had a most important

bearing on the pace, character and location of sett1em.ent on the gold fields,

Certainly by 1876 settlement had been confined largely to blocks of land set

apart specifically for that purpose (Figure I:2).
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During the late 1870s Central Otago appears to have derived some

benefit from the investment-induced boom initiated by the Fox Ministry

(1869-1872) though its influence was largely confined to the eastern

seaboard with its richer agricultural lands and centres of population and

industrial growth. Between 1878 and 1881 the region experienced a

substantial inward movement of people*(Graph 11:1) those years emcompassing

in particular the expansion of quartz mining at Macetown, the development of

cement-crushing on the Tuapeka goldfield and considerable land settlement.

Between November 1877 and November 1879, 107,327 acres were opened for

selection on the goldfields of Otago, 59,895 acres or 55.81 per cent of

which had been taken up by the latter date, mostly on deferred payments

(AJLC, S.2 , 1879, No.l0. See also AJHR, S. 2, 1879, u.Li , 4). The

number of holdings, excluding those comprising Crown pastoral leasehold

land, increased from 783 in 1878 to 970 by 1880.

But the 'development boom' of the 1870s, based upon imported capital,

could not disguise for long the basic weaknesses apparent in the colonial

economy, the adverse balance of trade, the practically stationary level of

exports and the decline in export values. The failure of the City of

Glasgow Bank in 1878, a continued decline in commodity prices, a

contraction in credit, and the collapse of the land boom in 1879 heralded

almost two decades of economic depression and social distress.

Unemployment rose, the migratory tide of the 1870s was reversed, and

private capital was withdrawn from the Colony. A reappraisal and reorientation

of government economic policy was both necessary and inevitable.

Successive governments throughout the 1880s and 1890s endeavoured to

promote land settlement and primary and secondary industries. That revised

policy was described concisely by Atkinson (Premier) in 1890 as "Sober

finance, extended settlement, increased industries" (NZPD 67, 1890, 108).

The 1870s had seen the development of industries servicing the needs,

* Calculated by using survival factors based on life-tables. Central
Otago is defined as the counties of Tuapeka, Vincent, Maniototo and
Lake and their internal boroughs.
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particularly housing, of a greatly increased population, and of some import

replacement establishments in response to the larger market and to some

reduction in the relatively high level of labour costs (Blyth 1974). But

the emphasis of government policy clearly remained upon the promotion of

land settlement and development, a reflection of a general realisation

that the limited size of the local market and the comparatively high cost

structure would continue to constrain industrial growth. In any case, the

continued existence of untapped productive capacity in the form of unutilised

land together with the new market opportunities provided by refrigerated

transport suggested that the colony should seek to exploit its comparative

advantages in food production to their limit.

The preoccupation with land tenure and the promotion of land settlement

as the basis of the colony's future prosperity was no less thorough in Otago

than in the remainder of New Zealand. As McLintock (1949, 629) observed,

"Reports, petitions, leaders and innumerable controversial letters, all

purporting to solve the land question, occur again and again, particularly

throughout the eighties". The debate and ensuing experiments in tenures

had a special significance for Central Otago where considerable underemployment

in the mining industry, substantial out migration, and a progressive ageing

of the population suggested to the region's 'boomers' the urgent necessity

of opening land for closer settlement and securing water for irrigation.

The total population of Central Otago increased from 17,380 in 1878 to

19,180 in 1881, grew more slowly between 1881 and 1901 and thereafter

contracted. Changes in the total size of the region's population were

accompanied by a progressive balancing in the distribution of age groups

and a steady ageing in both the rural and urban sectors.

Although the total population of Central Otago continued to grow

throughout the nineteenth century, from 17,380 in 1878 to 22,013 in 1901,

,the region in fact experienced a net loss of population. Between 1881 and
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1886 that loss amounted to 5.77 per cent and between 1886 and 1891 to

5.70 per cent. The rate of loss by emigration slowed to 1.76 per cent

between 1891 and 1896, rose to 4.08 per cent between 1896 and 1901 and

accelerated rapidly to 13.28 per cent between 1901 and 1906, 14.26 per

cent between 1906 and 1911, and 12.70 per cent between 1911 and 1916

(Graph 11:2). The region's total population declined from 22,013 in

1901 to 17,405 in 1916. The outmigration of young males was associated

clearly with a long-term decline in mining employment and production

(Graphs 11:3 and 11:4)~ the lack of alternative employment opportunities

and frustrated marriage ambitions. The total number of agricultural

holdings in the four Central Otago counties grew only very slowly after

1901. Wage rates for agricultural labourers which had declined sharply

in 1881 did not recover until after the turn of the century, while the rural

sex imbalance and the disinclination of many females to undertake the

arduous tasks of pioneering farming or to endure the uncertainties of mining

frustrated the marriage ambitions of many young males. Even as late as

1901 in rural Central Otago 26.90 per cent of the males aged between 21 and

40 years were married~ the proportion of females being 57.29 per cent.

Such difficulties were aggravated by the outmigration of young females from

the region, particularly after 1901, in itself a movement reflecting few

employment opportunities and until the turn of the century low and declining

wages for domestic servants. It was inevitable that outmigrati9n should

occasion a contraction in the size of the work force, defined as those

aged from 15 to 65 years, and an increase in the dependency ratio from

58.24 in 1896 to 68.78 in 1916.

The contraction in mining employment, the collapse of several seemingly

promising mining booms, outmigration of the economically active, a

progressive ageing of the population and a decline in the size of the work

force all suggested that only orcharding and agriculture, that is, land

settlement and development, could provide a stable base for the local
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The subdivision and later history of the pastoral runs are complex

issues which require separate treatment. They are discussed in this

thesis only to the extent necessary to sketch in the background to the

controversies over and conflicts between miners, farmers, and, to a lesser

extent, pastoralists with respect to land tenure, land settlement, and the

control and use of water. These controversies and conflicts constitute the

central concern of this thesis. The water issue is examined separately in

Chapters IV and V.

THE SUBDIVISION OF THE RUNS

By 1877 settlement on the Otago goldfields was confined largely to

blocks selected by the Provincial Government from the pastoral runs and

for which substantial compensation had been paid for the extinction of the

grazing right, to the 500,000 acres of the Wakatipu and Tuapeka Depasturing

districts, and to the 50,000 acres set apart throughout the goldfields

as commonages. Most of the good land on both the depasturing districts

and the commonages had been already selected while the miners were determined

to defend the remainder against alienation. But in fact the greatest

challenge to the miners was to arise out of the pending expiry of the bulk

of the pastoral leases.



According to a return published in the Mount Ida Chronicle in 1876,

6,464,218 acres in Otago were held under pastoral lease and in Southland

a further 750,915 acres. Of that combined acreage 6,944,126 acres were

held under leases or licences due to expire between 1878 and 1885, the

bulk in 1882 and 1883 (Figure 11:1)

TABLE II: 1

DEPASTURING LEASES AND LICENCES: AREA AND YEAR
OF EXPIRY 1878-1885: OTAGO AND SOUTHLAND
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Year of Expiry

1878

1879

1880

1881

1882

1883

1884

1885

Area

454226

394900

289000

379000

2926000

621000

1840000

40000

Source: Mount Ida Chronicle 25 March 1876.

The pending expiry of leases covering extensive areas of Central

Otago thus stimulated considerable discussion over the disposal of the

land involved. It was generally acknowledged that the prosperity of the

province owed much to the growth of the pastoral industry and to the

impetus which it had imparted to trade, commerce, and local manufacturing.

But it was also realised that the success of "the bold and comprehensive

policy of immigration and public works" depended upon land settlement and

development and that New Zealand could no longer foster extensive

pastoralism at the expense of the increased agricultural production and

productivity regarded as essential for the colony's future prosperity

(New Zealand Times 17 February 1876). The pending expiry of the leases
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Figure 11:1. Runs of the Otago Gold Fields for which

Leases Expired in 1883 and 1884.
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thus offered an opportunity of avoiding the difficulties and obstacles

which had confronted previous attempts to cancel pastoral leases and to

open land for settlement (Tuapeka Times 25 A~ril 1877).

Subdivision of the runs was governed by The Land Act, 1877. Sections

114 to 118 related specifically to runs in Otago and provided for the

Otago Lands Board to determine how the lands for which depasturing licences

or leases had expired were to be disposed of, that is, either re-leased or

retained for sale. Such lands as were to be re-leased were to be disposed

of by auction, compensation for improvement;:s being payable where the

existing tenant was not the purchaser. At the same time The Mines Act,

1877 empowered the Governor simply to cancel pastoral leases where the

land concerned was required for settlement purposes, compensation being

payable as provided for by The Land Act, 1877. The apparent determination

of the Government to utilise the provisions of both Acts to promote land

settlement in Central Otago provoked considerable consternation among

runholding, banking and mercantile interests (AJHR S.3. C4, 1878, 1-2). But

Stout (~inister of Lands) made it clear that in his view it was essential

that land be opened in the interior of Otago for settlement although

nothing would be done "to wantonly or improperly destroy the tenure of

the pastoral tenants", while not all land should be opened "as the

construction of railways will enhance its value, and the public should

reap some share of the enhanced value .•.. "(AJHR S.3, C4; .1878,3).

The criticisms expressed by runholding and allied interests of the

provisions of The Mines Act, 1877 and The Land Act, 1877 and of Government's

policy over subdivision, re-leasing and settlement led Pyke to insist that
\

the runholders were endeavouring to obtain renewals of their leases and

that every possible obstacle would be thrown in the path of attempts to open

land for settlement (Dunstan Times 25 April 1879). The result was a wide-

ranging discussion as to the most appropriate mode of disposal of the land



lnvolved given the need to reconcile the interests of miners and settlers,

to encourage the productive use of· the pastoral lands, and to encourage

the settlement and development of those lands suited for more intensive

use. Some attention was devoted to the establishment of a 'hill farm

system' combining both agricultural and pastoral pursuits with the

remainder being re-leased in blocks of up to 20,000 acres for pastoral

purposes (North Otago Times, Mataura Ensign, and PalmeL"ston and Waikouaiti

Times, all quoted in Dunstan Times 22 and 29 April 1881).

In a pamphlet entitled Homes for the People (1879), Oliver argued

that tne lack of transport and limited markets precluded profitable

agricultural development in Central Otago and that therefore the State

should subdivide the runs into 'Pastoral Crown Farms'. Such subdivision

would enable the profitable utilisation of Central Otago and create a large

body of employers which would reduce the problem of unemployment and its

attendant evils consequent upon a cessation of the public works programme.

Oliver envisaged subdivision in such a manner that each unit would comprise

at least one third winter country and would range in area from 1,500 to

50,000 acres according to the nature of the country. All runs would be

advertised for lease by tender for 14 years, prospective tenants to have "a

fair ,amount of means" so as to ensure that the State secured good tenants.

Lessees would hold only one run, and neither land nor leases could be sold

or purchased although lessees were to be entitled to compensation for

permanent improvements upon relinquishing the lease. The agricultural

lands were to be set apart in farms of from 400 to 2,000 acres, leased by

tender for 14 years at a rental of from Is to Ss per acre per annum, and

otherwise subject to the same regulations as suggested for the Pastoral

Crown Farms. Oliver's proposals were not new. the Dunstan Times in 1873

having suggested, for much the same reasons, the disposal of land in blocks

of from 640 to 5,000 acres and the creation thereby of a class of small
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pastoral freeholders (Dunstan Times 14 November 1873). The concept of,

'Pastoral Crown Farms' was one which, according to the Mount Ida Chronicle

"must commend itself to gold-miners" (Mount Ida Chronicle 6 November 1879).

The Mount Ida Chronicle itself suggested that hundreds be reserved

on the runs sufficient to meet local settlement and grazing needs for the

ensuing five years, the remainder to be leased for a period of between

seven and ten years with covenants included in each licence allowing

resumption upon payment of compensation determined by the length of the

lease. Thus if the land had been leased for ten years, compensation would

be payable at the rate of 2s6d per acre if resumed during t heufLrs t year

of the lease, 2s3d per.acre if resumed during the second year, 2s in the

third, and 3d in the last (Mount Ida Chronicle 3 June 1880). Others

proposed more summary modes of disposal. The Tuapeka County Council in

June 1881 devoted considerable time to discussing a motion by one of its

members asking that the Waste Lands Board give immediate notice to

pastoral tenants and informing them that their runs would not be re-leased.

The motion also envisaged the land concerned being disposed of under

sections 53 to 74 of The Land Act, 1877 where suitable for agriculture

and on the pastoral deferred payment system. Such proposals qad little

regard for the character of the country or for the terms and conditions

upon which its profitable occupation and utilisation might be encouraged

and sustained (Otago Daily Times 20 June·1881).

An alternative approach was to insist that the provisions of The

Land Act, 1877 with respect' to the classification of land proceed well

in advance of the expiry date of the pastoral leases (NZPD 32, 1879,

659-662). Section 75 of the Act provided that any rural lands could be

classified, by three Commissioners, into agricultural and pastoral land,

those classified as pastoral to be dealt with as provided for the sale

and disposal of pastoral lands (statutes of New Zealand 1877, 174). The
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classification procedure itself provoked considerable controversy, the

suggestion being made quite freely that far from providing a complete

cure for all the ills which beset the colony's land system in fact it

worked to the advantage of the pastoral lessees (Evening Star quoted

in Tuapeka Times 28 March 1877). What was required, it was urged, was

a far more flexible approach, one which allowed the consideration of each

run as its lease or licence expired even if that should mean protracted

and heated public discussion and debate. Classification and disposal of

land according to set rules, insisted the Evening Star, would lead only

to disaster, to an inefficient and ineffective redistribution of land,

and to rentals lower than might otherwise be obtained. For its part

the Otago Daily Times continued to support the notion of classification,

arguing that it would expedite redistribution and settlement and do so

at a smaller cost (in Tuapeka Times 28 March IB77. See also Otago Daily

Times 23 April 1881).

The Mount Ida Chronicle, while supporting the notion of classification,

also suggested that the task be carried out by the county councils, a

suggestion incorporated by de Lautour(MHR Mount Ida) into a measure

designed to amend The Land Act l 1877. The councils, it was claimed, would

ensure that reserves were made for agricultural settlement, hundreds

declared, depasturing areas set aside, compensation controlled, and the

agricultural interest protected generally (Mount Ida Chronicle 1 July 1880).

De Lautour's proposed amendment was rejected and efforts turned towards

persuading the Government to enunciate its policy with respect to the

runs and their disposal.

The advocates of closer settlement thus initiated a popular campaign

in support of comprehensive subdivision and settlement, a campai~~ into

which was injected a distinctly millenarian note with a strong Biblical

appeal. It was Pyke who reminded a public meeting in Naseby in 1881 that



Now was the time of t.hevpeopLe ' s temporal salvation
and unless they bestirred themselves at once the
interior would be condemned to desolation for another
long period Whether they liked it or not their
destiny was now to fight for the land, and they must
march or be trampled upon. Such a destiny as theirs
on~y happened to a few people in centuries, and it was
their duty to endeavorto fulfil it. If they did
not do their duty their children might arise and call
them cursed; they would certainly not call them
blessed. (Mount Ida Chronicle 12 May 1881).

Pyke's remarks were made during a tour of Central Otago to establish the
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Otago Central Land League with constituent branches throughout the region,

the League's objective being simply to compel the Government to interpret

the provisions of The Land Act, 1877 with regard to the disposal of

Otago's pastoral lands in such a way as to effect closer settlement and

to ensure that settlement was rated a priority at least as important

as maximising pastoral production (Mount Ida Chronicle 21 April 1881).

The formation of the League was widely welcomed by Otago's provincial

press (Dunstan Times 22 April 1881, Mount Ida Chronicle 5 May 1881),

the Palmerston and Waikouaiti Times for example, expressing the hope that

it would become "a power that no Government or Legislature dare to ignore

or disregard" (quoted in Dunstan Times 29 April 1881).

For many, the efforts necessary to secure subdivision appeared to

constitute a military campaign in which the banks and loan agencies rather

than the pastoral tenants were the real enemy.

the Lake Wakatip Mail,

The fight" thus observed

is therefore no contemptible one, and every care has to
be taken before attacking a powerful entrenched position,
- a citadel so well calculated to offer a vigorous
resistance ••.. The squatters and runholders are the
middlemen of New Zealand, and they have served their
own ends with a vengeance, but to the inJury of the
colony at large (Lake Wakatip Mail 15 April 1881).

Much of the campaign for subdivision amounted to little more than mere

denigration of the runholders as a group uninterested in the welfare of

their employees, intent upon exploiting their properties, and disdainful
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of their local communities (Mount Ida Chronicle 14 April 1881 and 5 May.

1881). A public meeting in Cromwell in February 1881 heard the pastoral

tenants described as a "monied class" which employed little labour, made

few improvements, was financed by large financial houses, and which

remitted its wealth overseas to the detriment of the colony (Cromwell

Argus 1 March 1881).

Pyke was fond of reminding his audiences of the saying "Give a man a

lease of paradise and he'd make it a desert; give him the ownership of a

desert and he'd make it a paradise", while castigating the runholders for

having" t ransmogr tfLad " through burn-ing and overstocking the erstwhile
\

nparadisen of Central Otago into a desert (Dunstan Times 15 April 1881).

And, finally, it was asserted that the runholders did not constitute an

aristocracy but were merely Crown tenants whose 'monopoly' of the land

was held to be "injurious to the weal" (Dunstan Times 20 May 1881).

Conversely, subdivision and closer settlement were equated with increased

production and permanent prosperity (Cromwell Argus 9 July 1878, Mount Ida

Chronicle 14 April 1881, and waimate Times in Dunstan Times 20 May 1881).

In the face of schemes both radical and somewhat more moderate for

the disposal of runs it was not surprising that voices urging caution should

make themselves heard. In 1876 the Dunstan Times had observed that were all

the waste lands occupied in the same manner as the Wakatipu Runs, "it is

highly probable that universal ruin would take the place of all this much

vaunted prosperity". Some "defined measures", it suggested, were required

in order to effect subdivision in such a way as to promote effective closer

settlement, protect existing interests such as mining, and to encourage

maximum production (Dunstan Times 10 March 1876). The severe winter of

1878 which resulted in the surrender of 21 licences comprising some 267,600

acres in the Wakatipu Depasturing District seemed to justify the journal's

warnings (AJHR S2, CS, 1879, 2-3). The otago Daily Times suggested that



the broad principle which should be observed in disposing of the runs

was that no action should be taken which would have the effect of

destroying or injuring the pastoral industry (Otago Daily Times quoted in

Dunstan Times 22 April 1881).

Most anxious as we have always been in the interests of
colonisation to see agricultural settlement progress, and
a race of sturdy yeomen thriving on the soil, we cannot
altogether avoid the apprehension that there is some
danger lest in avoiding the Scylla of closing the lands
against settlement the Charybdis of seriously disturbing
the pastoral interest to no practical purpose may be
fallen into (Otago Daily Times 9 March 1881).

Some sections of the press were thus anxious to dispel any notion

that subdivision would result in immediate and effective occupation, but

that that depended rather on the character of the settlers, the

availability of capital, transport and markets, and on the character of

the climate and the land. To undertake subdivision merely in deference

to a popular cry was regarded as "absolutely irrational" (Otago Daily

Times 9 March 1881). The Otago Daily Times was anxious to remind its

readers that the cry of 'land for the people' had always been made a

stalking-horse by politicians bidding for popularity and expressed its

cunviction that the Victorian experience had demonstrated quite clearly

that a popular land system by nO means always fulfilled the promises of

its advocates or resulted in the permanent good of the country. "So

he gave them their heart's desire'~, intoned the journal quoting the

Psalms, "but sent leanness unto their souls" (Otago Daily Times 13 April

1881).

But even those journals advocating caution readily conceded the

existence of both the opportunity and the necessity for subdivision. The

Otago Daily Times, for example, remained anxious that the land leased in

large areas for depasturing purposes should be made available for

"moderate-sized" runs, for sale on pastoral deferred payments, and that

the land suitable for agriculture, "and so situated as to afford a
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reasonable chance of remunerative occupation to agriculturalists of

various classes", should be opened up on the various forms of tenure

(Otago Daily Times 23 April 1881). The major concern expressed was that

the continued and profitable use of the entire area held under pastoral

lease or licence depended upon a subdivision which recognised the necessity

for preserving sufficient low or winter country to each run. McKerrow,

as Secretary for Crown Lands, similarly emphasised the interdependence of

high and low country (AJHR S.3, Cl, 1878, 1), while also pointing out the

importance of security of tenure. "If the colony is to derive the full

value from its pastoral estate", he commented, "the impDrtance of giving

secure tenure, with a moderately long lease (not less than ten years)

cannot be too strongly inisted on" (AJHR C2, 1880,4).

Much of the agitation designed to ensure that the principle of

subdivision was observed rigorously had its origins in a growing anxiety

that The Land Act, 1877 did not in fact make adequate provision for closer

settlement. A petition from Cromwell residents in 1881 noted that the

Act provided for the sale of runs of "no larger extent than will be

sufficient to carry all the year round 5,000 head of sheep, or 1,000 head

of cattle", whereas in their;view "the time has arrived when it has

become desirable, in the general interest, to sub-divide the runs into

smaller areas, so as to permit the speedy settlement of the people on the

soil, whether as agriculturalists or followers of pastoral pursuits, or

both united". The petitioners urged the subdivision of the pastoral lands

into areas of from 2,000 to 20,000 acres according to the nature of the

country. In order to ensure that the maximum subdivision possible was

effected, the memorialists suggested that a Commission of members of the

Waste Lands Board and "two local men who are conversant with the land

and locality" be appointed to inspect and classify the land "as first and

second agricultural, first and second pastoral, and, further, to report

'as to the localities where the pursuits can be profitably combined".
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The memorial from Cromwell went on to urge some modifications to

The Land Act, 1877: first, that the subdivided pastoral land be disposed

of by leases for a term of years at an annual rental per acre and with a

right of purchase keeping in mind the interests and needs of the mining

interest; second, that no one person or firm be permitted to obtain or

hold more than one lease; third, that holders of land under the deferred

payment system be entitled to obtain leases of pastoral lands; fourth,

that the State pay for any improvements, the incoming lessee to recompense

the State by instalments extending over the period of the lease; fifth,

that in all cases provision be made for holding over all agricultural land

until it was required for settlement; and finally, that residence be

required on the part of pastoral lessees when the area held exceeded

2,000 acres (Dunstan Times 6 May 1881).

Of central concern, however, was the suggestion that the Act contained

an anomaly. Section 119 of The Land Act, 1877 provided that

All Crown lands which at the time of the passing of this
Act shall be occupied for pastoral purposes by virtue of
any lease, license, or other authority may, on the
determination or surrender of any such lease or license,
if the Governor in Council shall see fit, be exposed to
auction in runs of such extent as he shall approve .•.•
No larger extent of such land than will be sufficient,
according to the estimate of the Board, to carry all the
year round five thousand sheep or one thousand head of
cattle shall be offered at auction in one lot ..••
(statutes of New Zealand, 1877, 183).

Section 119 was generally regarded as promising the subdivision of purely

pastoral country but for the opening paragraph of the section, namely,

"Subject to the provisions hereinfore contained in respect of runs within

the Land Districts of Canterbury and Otago respectively ••.. " With

respect to Otago runs, section 114 specified that before the expiration

of any lease or licence, "now in force", the Waste Land Board was

with the approval of the Governor (to) determine whether
it is expedient to lease again for depasturing purposes
the whole or any part of the lands held under such
license or lease; or whether such lands, either as to
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the whole or as to any part thereof, as the case may
be, are required for sale as rural lands •.. or for
sale and settlement on deferred payments
(Statutes of New Zealand 1877, 182).

That section was interpreted to mean that the Board had the power,

subject only to the veto of the Governor, to lock up the lands on the

determination of the existing licences for a further ten years in

precisely the same areas in which they were then held (Evening Star

quoted in Cromwell Argus 26 April 1881). The Otago Daily Times argued

that section 114 did not empower the Board to subdivide the runs but

rather merely to determine that portion, if any, of each that was required

for settlement, the remaining area to be put up for auction without

subdivision (Otago Daily Times 23 April 1881). The Tuapeka Times thus

suggested that "while the spirit of the Act is ostensibly Liberal in

regard to land held for pastoral purposes, this Liberal spirit is

altogether ignored in respect of ... Canterbury and Otago .•.. " (Tuapeka

Times 20 April 1881).

MINER RESPONSE

The strength and impetus of the agitation for the subdivision of the

runs occasioned considerable disquiet among miners, many expressing the

view that those seeking and responsible for settlement were disregarding

the necessity for conserving the district's mineral wealth (Cromwell Argus

17 January 1882). In July 1881, miners in the Dunstan district drew up

a petition for presentation to the Minister of Lands in which they noted

that they viewed "with alarm the action of the Cent!al Otago Land League

in recommending that when the leases of various runs within goldfields fall

in, they be subdivided and portions sold on deferred payments "

(Dunstan Times 8 July 1881). They objected specifically to any land on

Runs 249, 220 and 221 being alienated from the Crown on the grounds that

the land concerned was auriferous, that the gold mining industry was

"capable of almost unlimited extension~ and could not be replaced by any
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other form of settlement", that mining necessitated the fouling of

watercourses and the deposition of debris on lands below mining claims,

and that "unless the system of leasing is continued, the litigation that

would ensue between the owners of freeholds and the miners would smother

the mining industry " The petitioners thus sought an assurance that

in disposing of the runs, only such non-auriferous land required for

agriculture would be sold, that the pastoral lands would be leased, and

"that holders of miner's rights shall have free entry to carry out

mining operations as heretofore" (Dunstan Times 8 July 1881).

Some of the Otago Central Land League's branches recognised the

misgivings of miners and were not unaware of the view occasionally

expressed that miners should support the runholders' interests for "the

coming cockatoo ••• will never ••• be able to support the interests of

the miners" (Mount Ida Chronicle 29 June 1882). Thus the St Bathans

branch of the League undertook to cooperate with other branches in

memorialising the Government as to the necessity for subdividing those

pastoral runs in the interior of Otago in such a manner as best "to

promote settlement, and receive in the interests of the Colony the largest

possible revenue, care being taken to prevent the alienation of auriferous

country, while affording facilities for the occupation of such country until

required for mining" (Mount Ida Chronicle 14 May 1881). The League's

priority, however, quite clearly remained the promotion of land settlement,

such that even so fervent a supporter as the Mount Ida Chronicle found it

necessary to remind the League that it must "take care that their efforts

in favor of one important class in the community may not result in injury

< 11
to another quite as important (Mount Ida Chronicl~ 19 May 1881).

Within the Naseby branch of the Otago Central Land League miners were

determined to protect their interests as they sought to have all probable

auriferous country, sources of water, and debris outlets protected. Indeed,
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they suggested that large areas be reserved and the leasing of land be

adopted rather than sale either for cash or on deferred payments (Mount

Ida Chronicle 2 June 1881). Responding to such concerns and anxieties,

de Lautour(MHR Mount Ida) suggested that land sales on the goldfields

be halted and the land declared into what were termed 'Goldfield

Hundreds', the sections in which were to range in size from 100 to 640

acres, leased for 21 years with no right of purchase, and to be open to

miners who were not to be liable for any damage caused in the bona fide

pursuit of mining. Land outside such hundreds was to be subdivided into

sections of 5,000 acres and upwards, the maximum area to be regulated by

the carrying capacity and location of the land (Mount Ida Chronicle

9 June 1881). Such proposals passed practically unnoticed, miners

endeavouring to have land reserved for mining purposes despite suggestions

that excessive reservation might result and that the miners' fears were

being exploited by the runholders in an effort to preserve intact as much

of their runs as possible (Mount Ida Chronicle 24 November 1881).

Nevertheless, the miners were nQt without support. The Maniototo

County Council, in December 1881, expressed considerable concern over the

pending disposal of the pastoral leases and indeed established a committee

to consider the locality and extent of the mining reserves required. The

committee reported that given the widespread distribution of auriferous

deposits throughout the country definition of the areas likely to repay

mining would be difficult and that therefore the lands should be so dealt

with as to ensure that they remained open for prospecting and mining. The

committee made two recommendations, first, that two mining reserves be

made, one of 20,000 acres to include Naseby and the surrounding area and

the other of 12,000 acres to include St Bathans and Cambrians; and second,

that runs comprising probably auriferous ground be proclaimed mining

reserves but re-leased for pastoral purposes until required for mining.

Subdivision and re-leasing of the runs would thus be subject to mining
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'operations. to miners being permitted to run their own cattle, and to .

the resumption of land for such settlement as could take place ordinarily

on mining reserves. Such an approach, the committee suggested, would

enable both mining and farming to progress. The committee recommended

finally that detailed enquiry should be made so as to ensure that

auriferous land was not excluded from nor "worthless country" included

in any proposed reserves. The Maniototo County Council decided to

recommend the proclamation of reserves to Government, to point out "the

great difficulty of deciding where gold exists, and where it does not",

and to urge upon Government "that wherever throughout the whole County

land is proposed to be taken for sale and settlement, the Council should

be consulted" (Mount Ida Chronicle 8 December 1881).

McKerrow (Surveyor General) acknowledged the necessity of reserving

both mining areas and mining outlets and indeed conceded that it was

"extremely likely that we will err in putting more land in freehold

than will be beneficial to mining (AJHR S.3, 18, 1881, 6). And indeed,

miners in the Hindon district, which contained some large mining reserves,

found it necessary in 1881 to ask the Otago Waste Lands Board to withdraw

from sale some 10,000 acres of the Hindon Hundred (AJHR H17, 1881, 9).

Noting the efforts being made to have the flanks of Rough Ridge and the

Dunstan and Old Man Ranges reserved from sale as also Runs 249 (Earnscleugh

Station), 221 (Moutere Station) and 220 (Galloway Station), McKerrow

observed that "Even with the diminution in the yield of gold in Otago, the

produce of an industry which yields 1400,000 or }500,000 per annum is not

to be thrown away" (AJHR, S.3, 18, 1881, 18). Great care, according to McKerrow,

was to be taken to reserve mining outlets although it was made apparent

that whether such reserves were made or not was left very much to the

discretion of wardens, miners and surveyors (AJHR ,S.3, 18, 1881, 19). Ewing

(mining entrepreneur), in his evidence before the Otago Pastoral Leases

Committee of 1881, argued that the whole of the interior but particularly
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that area around the bases of the mountain ranges was more or less

auriferous and its 'payable' character was difficult to ascertain finally

in the light of changing mining technology. All auriferous lands, he

suggested, should be reserved from sale together with the associated

mining outlets. Areas reserved for mining purposes could be leased to

miners for grazing purposes thereby resolving a continuing conflict

between miners and runholders over the depasturing of miners' stock, while

the declaration of hundreds about existing agricultural settlement blocks

would provide settlers with grazing rights (AJHR S.3, 18, 1881, 7-11). Barron,

(District Surveyor, Mount Ida) , too, suggested that mining reserves of

up to 8,000 acres be set apart about each centre of mining population with

miners being given the right to take up 100 acres under section 59 of The

Land Act, 1887 (AJHR S.3, 18, 1881, 13-14). McKerrow, Barron and Ewing were all

anxious to persuade the committee that in subdividing the runs and opening

land for settlement and sale great care should be taken to reserve both

auriferous areas and mining outlets in order that mining be not restricted

and to preclude protracted litigation between miner and settler:

The concern of miners that subdivision of the pastoral runs and closer

settlement would impose restrictions upon the industry was reflected in the

preparation of a measure by de Lautour (MHR Mount Ida) , 'The _Otago Gold

Fields Reserve Bill', in 1882. Clause 3 of the proposed measure provided

for the Governor to proclaim reserves of any Crown lands' whether comprising

any pastoral lease or licence or not situated in any mining district in

Otago, clause 4 for the determination of any pastoral lease ,or licence

where the land was required for public purposes, the term 'public purposes'

being defined to include lands required as mining reserves, clause 6 for

such lands to vest in the relevant County Council, and clause 7 for that.
local body to administer such lands with no lands so vested to be alienated

by way of absolute sale. In short, the Bill would have empowered Government,

with or without the recommendation of the Waste Lands Board to cancel any
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for public purposes.

The proposal secured the approval of most members of the Maniototo

County Council as enabling the conservation of auriferous land (Mount Ida

Chronicle 8 June 1882). The Otago Daily Times, however, accorded it a

welcome somewhat less cDrdial, that journal suggesting that "a more curious

specimen of an embryonic enactment never emanated from a politician (Otago

Daily Times 13 June 1882). De Lautour argued that the measure had been

made necessary by the fact that by The Land Act, 1877, pastoral leases could

only be cancelled where the land concerned was required for sale as
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agricultural or pastoral land. Obviously , insisted de Lautour,

this proviso will give a good tenure for years to all
lessees in goldfields districts, where land sales are
naturally regarded with extreme distrust •.•• This
bill ... does not insist upon absolute sales as essential
requisitesibefore cancellation of a licence can take
effect (Mount Ida Chronicle 8 June 1882).

Since the pastoral leases had been sold upon the condition that land

required for settlement could be taken without compensation at ~2 month's

notice, de Lautour's measure which empowered Government to resume lands

for general purposes, again upon 12 months' notice and without

compensation, was regarded as constituting a breach of trust or faith

between the Crown and its subjects, as "a plea for confiscation, and

nothing else" (Otago Daily Times 13 June 1882). The proposed measure was

rejected by the House of Representatives, miners having to rely upon

Government's assurances that their interests would be protected and

conserved.

GOVERNMENT POLICY AND GOVERNMENT PROPOSALS

The disposal of the pastoral lands in Otago was thus governed by The

Land Act, 1877 and The Land Act Amendment Act, 1879. The advocates of

closer settlement therefore sought to encourage the Government to undertake

"a distinct enunciation of policy in regard to the future administration of
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(NZPD 37, 1880,428). De Lautour (MHR Mount Ida) was anxious that the

disposal of the land was not left to the Otago Waste Lands Board which, in

his view, favoured the pastoral tenants and would proceed "regardless of

the two fundamental principles by which administration should be guided 

the promotion of settlement and the increase of public revenues" (NZPD

37, 1880, 429-430). Rolleston's (Minister of Lands) response was to

criticise de Lautour's attack on the Board as a body of men whose judgement

was warped by semi-aristocratic influences, to defend the Government's

record in promoting settlement, and to point out that the existing law

ensured that the lands would be dealt with in such a way as to promote

settlement and that indeed The Land Act, 1877 laid down the policy which

the Government proposed to follow. Such a response did little to satisfy

Pyke (MHR Dunstan) or Shrimski (MHR Waitaki) while Grey (MHR Thames) took

the opportunity to launch a bitter attack on the Government's land

settlement policy. That attack was prompted at least in part by Dick's

(MHR City of Dunedin) position 'as Colonial Secretary in the Ministry,

Dick being seen as having been chiefly responsible for the issue of the

extended pastoral leases in 1867 by which it was claimed the progress of

closer settlement in Otago had been restricted. The issue of those leases

Grey described as "without question, one of the worst instances of breach

of public trust ... in this colony"(NZPD 37, 1880,442). But Rolleston was

not to be drawn beyond indicating that Government would promote settlement

and adopt the policy laid down by The Land Act, 1877.
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McKerrow outlined the basis upon which the Government proposed to

dispose of the 2,681,000 acres contained in the 'hI runs, the leases of which

expired in March 1883, once suitable reserves had been made for public

purposes and due regard paid to gold mining interests. "Care must be

taken", noted McKerrow, "not to hamper the gold-mining industry in any way
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by selling any land proved or even supposed to be payably auriferous.

The gold miners require a great scope of country, and they have an

instinctive aversion to the sale of Crown lands" (AJHR C2, 1881, 2).

In disposing of the land the Government proposed: first, that the

agricultural blocks which had been declared open from time to time should

be included, wherever practicable, into larger areas and declared to be

hundreds, 'hill farming' being the only system which promised success to

small settlers in a region where transport was difficult and commonages

either unsuitable or inaccessible; and, second, that the hilly and

mountainous country be divided into runs, each to com~rise both high and

low country and where possible to be laid off in the proportion of the

depth being about twice the breadth. Division ori that basis would result

in a large number of runs comprising fewer than 5,000 acres, a number of

about 10,000 acres, a few between 20,000 and 30,000 acres, and a small

number greater than 30,000 acres. Those of fewer than 5,000 acres were to

be offered on pastoral deferred payments, immediate payment and lease, all

other runs to be leased for ten years as provided by The Land Act, 1877

(AJHR C2, 1881).

The scheme was regarded, by: the otago Daily Times at least, as

"altogether reasonable and essentially practicable", ,its operation promising

to release ample land for agricultural settlement (otago Daily Times

1 September 1881). The Mount Ida Chronicle was somewhat less impressed,

and indeed was critical of what it saw as the absence of any reference to

the reservation of blocks for future settlement, to miners' grazing

requirements, and to the mode of disposal and particularly the agricultural

lease system which, in the journal's view, "If justice is to be done the

residents of the interior .•. must be revived". Further, it was suggested

that pastoral land be leased according to its quality, good land being relet

annually, second-rate land every two to five years, and poor quality land
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.every ten years. Finally, the journal observed, pastoral deferred payment

blocks should be offered in sections of fewer than 1,000 acres. The chief

value of McKerrow's proposals was seen as the defining of the task of the

Otago Central Land League and its constituent branches, namely, to determine

how their own districts were affected and to demonstrate the most appropriate

means of dealing with the land in terms of the principle suggested (Mount Ida

Chronicle 30 June 1881).

Publication of the basis on which Government proposed dealing with the

runs was followed in June 1881 by a very clear enunciation of Government

policy by Hall (Premier). Lands held under depasturing lease or licence in

Otago, he declared in a speech at Leeston, were to be classified and

agricultural land surveyed for village settlements, sale on def;erred payments,'

and sale for cash. The remaining lands were to be subdivided,firstly, into

blocks not exceeding 5,000 acres and sold on the pastoral deferred-payment

system and, secondly, into much smaller runs than then existed and leased by

auction in the ordinary way. That the administration of the Crown lands was

the responsibility of Rolleston was seen as an additional guarantee that the

settlement provisions of the land laws would be interpreted as liberally

as possible (Otago Daily Times 20 June 1881). Both the proposals as

outlined above and Hall's declaration of Government policy were warmly

welcomed, and indeed the priority accorded to hill farming was described

as "a more liberal concession" than that sought b~the Otago Central Land
',,-

League, namely, simply a subdivision of the runs. The League's continuing

denunciations of 'squatting monopolies', 'huge sheep walks' and the perverse
//

land administration of both the Government and the Otago Waste Lands Board

began to lose their impact and indeed that Pyke should claim credit as a

liberal land policy merely elicited caustic references to his "egotism" and

"conceit" (Lake Wakatip Mail 24 June 1881).

Government's proposals for the disposal of the runs were referred to a

Select Committee of the House of Representatives, an action which was not
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without some press criticism, the otago Daily Times, for example, expressing

the view that the Minister of Lands should have proceeded to implement the

proposed arrangements as embodied in the Secretary of Crown Lands'

Memorandum to the Otago Waste Lands Board (Otago Daily Times 1 September

1881). The Committee's membership comprised Bastings (MHR Waikaia),

Macandrew (MHR Port Chalmers), de Lautour (MHR Mount Ida), Pyke (MHR Dunstan),

Shanks (MHR Mataura), Thomson (MHR Clutha), Ballance (MHR Wanganui), Oliver

(MHR City of Dunedin), Shrimski (MHR Waitaki), and Rolleston.

The Otago Pastoral Leases Committee, in its repo~t dated 17 August 1881,

made the following recommendations designed to effect what it regarded as an

acceptable subdivision of the runs.

1) That, in order to prevent future difficulties in the way of
settlement, care should be taken, in any classification of
the Crown land, to exclude all land fitted for agriculture
from the areas proposed to be leased for a term of years
for pastoral purposes.

2) If the whole of the runs, the leases of which terminate in
March, 1883, are offered to the public, in terms of the Act,
in or about March, 1882, the Committee is of opinion that~

however minutely they may be subdivided, the great bulk 'of
the country would b~ secured by the present tenants at
little, if any, increase upon present rentals.

3) The Land Acts now in force would, with a few careful amendments,
enable a responsible administrator to deal with the whole of
these runs to the best advantage.

4) It is unadvisable to amend the Land Act during the present
session (except as hereinafter provided) for the purpose of
completely dealing with the whole of the runs the leases of
which terminate in March, 1883.

5) The runs containing auriferous deposits in Central Otago should
not be offered for sale.

6) Runs not known to contain auriferous deposits, and so situate
as to be likely to be immediately required by existing settlers,
settlers' sons, or others, for purchase or lease as agricultural
or pastoral lands, should be divided - in the case of pastoral
lands, not sold on deferred payments, in areas calculated to
carry not more than 5,000 sheep - according to the configuration
of the country, and offered in terms of the Act for sale on
pastoral deferred payments, or for lease for a term of ten
years, so soon as the law will allow. The widest publicity
should be given to such intended sale. Where possible, the
deferred payment pastoral blocks should be placed alternatively
with blocks offered for lease only.
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session giving power to take the whole or any portion
of any runs terminating in March, 1883, or subsequently
thereto, immediately required for sale, settlement, or
public purposes.

8) Careful amendments of the Land Act should be prepared
during the recess, to enable the balance of the runs
not immediately required for settlement or subdivision
to be dealt with so as to give the freest facilities
for settlement where and whenever required, and to
insure limitation of area and fixity of tenure to all
leaseholds, with valuation for improvements to be paid
by the incoming tenant at the end of the term, and to
compel residence in the case of each of such leaseholds.

9) The Governor should be advised to intimate his approval
to the Board of an immediate notification, to be given
to all-tenants whose leases expire in 1882 or terminate
in March, 1883, that their runs, either in whole or in
part, will be required for sale under Part 11 of the Land
Act, or for sale or settlement on deferred payments under
Part III of the Act. This would overcome any difficulty
arising from a doubt as to when the leases expire.

The Committee concluded by noting that it approved generally of the

proposals submitted by Government "as to the mode of classification and

proposed subdivision ... subject to the recommendations proposed in the

foregoing resolutions (AJHR, S.3,18, 1881, 1-11).

The Select Committee' recommendations were subjected to considerable

criticism by the press, the Otago Daily Times, for example, suggesting that

they constituted inflexible rules which "would tie the hands of the

administrator ~ithout any compensatory advantage", and that they would

"give weight to the extreme views of those honourable gentlemen who would

fain make political capital out of the land question, and who appear to
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t?ink that settlement cannot progress unless, as a preliminary, the pastoral

interest is exterminated" (otago Daily Times 1 September 1881). Most of the

criticisms related to the Committee's recommendations in respect of the

disposal of the pastoral lands rather than to the reservation of land for

closer settlement or to the needs of the mining industry. The subdivision

and disposal of pastoral lands require extended separate examination. It

is sufficient to note that the Committee' report, in Rolleston's view,
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confirmed largely the Governmen~s own judgement as to the disposal of the

runs. With respect to paragraph seven of the report, Rolleston pointed

out that Government already possessed the relevant power. Further, he

noted, the course of action laid down by The Land Act, 1877 was

preferable to that proposed by paragraph nine. Indeed, he suggested, that

particular recommendation conflicted with the spirit of the Committee's

other recommendation "that the greatest care should be taken in not selling

and not alienating these runs in such a way as would prejudice the gold

mining industry" (NZPD 40, 1881, 134-135).

~The Government appears to have accorded the report little attention as

it proceeded to undertake the classification of the land and the subdivision

of the pastoral runs, although efforts continued to be made to influence or

change the course of action upon which it had decided. The most notable

effort was made by Sir George Grey through his 'Disposal of Pastoral Lands

Bill', a measure firmly rejected by the House of Representatives

:I4F, 1882).

(AJHR

Applying the pninciples embodied in McKerrow's Memorandum of May 1881

to the Otago Waste Lands Board, the Government pro?osed the subdivision of

the 76 runs the leases of which expired in March 1883 into 150 runs

aggregating 2,162,000 acres. Some 265,000 acres were withheld for disposal

on pastoral deferred payments and for agricultural settlement (Figure 11:2).

Additional land for sale and settlement could be taken at any time without

compensation and ~pon 12 months' notice. Rolleston acknowledged "that the

greatest care has to be exercised in assigning the areas for freehold

settlement that auriferous ground should not be alienated or the mining

industry be otherwise interfered with", while noting on that subject the

Government "has had important representations from those interested in

mining pursuits" (AJHR C2, 1882, 4),
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Gold Fields, 1882.



Government's proposals were forwarded to the Otago Waste Lands Boatd

whose function it was to consider whether the subdivision and re~leasing

envisaged were in accordance with its views, to consider the rates of

rentals to be fixed as the upset prices at which the runs were to be put

up for auction, and to suggest the term of years, not exceeding ten, for

which the runs or portions thereof were to be 'leased. Rolleston attached

considerable importance to the term of the lease, the object of the

administration of the Crown lands being, he reminded the Board,

to increase their productive powers to the utmost, to afford
facilities f~r pastoral and agricultural settlement, at
recurring intervals, to a g~owing population, and to obtain
as large a reserve (sic - r~venue?) to the State as is
consistent with those objects.

He thus suggested that the term of leases be varied to ensure that land was

becoming available constantly so as "to meet the requirements of advancing

settlement; and so that the State may obtain the advantage of the greater

rental which would accrue from increased facilities of communication and

the more immediate presence of a larger population"(AJHR C2, 1882, 4). It

was suggested that one million acres be re-leased for the full term of ten

years and the remainder for periods of two, five and seven years.

"The Otago Waste Lands Board accepted the Government's proposals by and
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large although it subdivided some runs further, increased the upset rentals,

and varied the terms of the leases, modifications accepted by Government

(AJHR C2, 1882, 6, 9). As a result, therefore, of the Lands Board's

deliberations, some 140,000 acres were withdrawn from many of the existing

runs for settlement and 11 runs comprising 215,000 acres were withheld

altogether from leasing for the same purpose. The runs, numbering 173 and

aggregating 2,306,417 acres, were small and the terms of leasing ranged

between three and ten years. The Board in fact endorsed the general policy

of Government varying only the details of the subdivisions proposed and

raising the upset rentals in some cases. Even Stout appears to have
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accepted the Board's view of the requirements of the Act and consented to

the subdivision and re-leasing very much as the Government had proposed,

while the Cromwell Argus praised the Board for having dealt with subdivision

and re:-Ieasing "in a fair and impartial spirit, and with a due regard not

only to the present but to the future requirements of the people". The

reservation of 355,000 acres for settlement purposes was described as

'liberal' and ample to meet all requirements during the longest term that

any of the new leases had to run (Cromwell Argus 17 January 1882. See also

Tuapeka Times 18 January 1882).

Such general satisfaction notwithstanding some areas of concern and

criticism with respect to the revised proposals did remain including in

particular the omission of any provision for the creation of grazing

reserves about the townships. Given the fact that land was to be re-leased

in much smaller blocks and at greatly increased rentals, it was expected

that runholders would not continue to allow or tolerate residents' and

miners' stock grazing on their properties either free or for only a nominal

charge. The problem was of some importance in the Naseby district where

runholders during 1879 and 1880 impounded large numbers of cattle.

Investigations by Warden Robinson suggested that some 1,300 head of cattle

other than dairy cows were being depastured on the runs, most of these

cattle belonging to a few individuals who for years had paid neither

assessment to the Crown nor fees to those who held the land under lease.

While the runholders were anxious not to disturb those owning a few

cattle for domestic purposes they were not prepared to allow the maintenance

of large herds at their expense. The suggestion that a common be declared

met with the criticisms that elsewhere in Central Otago commons had produced

little if any revenue, had been monopolised by a few individuals and denuded

of vegetation, and that they had not resolved in any case the problem of

straying and trespassing cattle. The soLution, according to the otago
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Daily Times, lay in settlement, in the lawful selection and occupation of

land, and it was therefore imperative that Government provide land on such

terms as would allow and encourage an apparently profitable mode of farming,

namely cattle breeding or dairying (Otago Daily Times 21 February 1880).

THE RUN SALES

At the auction held on 27-28 February 1982, 173 runs aggregating

2,306,417 acres were offered at a total upset rental of 136,488. Of that

number 170 runs comprising 2,195,197 acres were sold for 168,854 or £44,450

above the existing rental. Three were not s oLd, (AJHR C2, 1882, 12). The land

auctioned had been held by 41 lessees while the 173 new licences created by

subdivision were held by 48 lessees, 37 of whom were among the original 41.

That most of the runs had been regained by their orig~nal tenants was

not regarded as a matter for regret, at least by the Otago Daily Times which

described them as "men of substance, well able to work the country to the

best advantage". In any case retention had been achieved only by the payment

of greatly increased rentals and indeed it was felt that for the first time

the State would realise at least "something like the real value of its

pastoral estate" (Otago Daily Times 1 March 1882. See also Dunstan Times

24 February 1882). The Tuapeka Times described the sale, from "a financial

point of view", as "a most undoubte.d success", and one which had demonstra.ted

both the very low rentals which had been paid and the extent to which the

Land Board itself had underestimated the carrying capacity of the land

(Tuapeka Times 8 March 1882). Again the same journal considered the fact that

most of the runs had been retained by the original lessees was of comparatively

little consequence partly because the land suitable for closer settlement had

been reserved, partly because the land leased as pastoral runs was subject to

resumption upon 12 months' notice, and partly because the lessees were now to

pay "a fair contribution to the State for the privileges of occupying the

country" (Tuapeka Times 8 March 1882). That the leases were for a maximum
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-period of ten years had also favoured the existing tenants, incoming new

lessees being deterred by the costs of establishing their stations in the

face of a short maximum term, the liability of the land to resumption upon

twelve months' notice, and no right of compensation for improvements. The

outcome of the sales appears thus to have given general satisfaction, the

results regarded generally as having justified the Hall-Atkinson Government's

adoption of a 'bold, determined stand' in the face of concerted pressure to

set aside the course prescribed by The Land Act, 1878.

The sale of pastoral leases in February 1882 was the first major sale

of a series which took place as pastoral leases and licences expired and

the runs were subdivided and offered for sale. The Land Act, 1885 extended

the term of pastoral leases to 21 years but were subject to determination

upon 12 months' notice where the land was required for sale. The Land Acts

Amendment Act, 1888 provided for the classification of pastoral lands into

(la) lands suitable for pasturage not capable of being used with profit in

areas of less than 5,000 acres;

(lb) land suitable for subdivision as small runs into areas not exceeding

5,000 acres; and

(lc) pastoral-agricultural lands suitable for subdivision in areas not

exceeding 5,000 acres.

Those lands classified under (la) were to be disposed of for any term up to

21 years. The Land Act, 1892 substituted two classes, (A) pastoral lands

suitable exclusively for pasturage and not capable of being used with

profit in areas of a carrying capacity of fewer than 5,000 sheep, and (B)

pastoral-agricultural lands being adapted in part for pasturage and in

part for agricultural purposes, but suitable for subdivision in areas not

exceeding 5,000 acres. Class A pastoral lands were to be disposed of for

terms up to 21 years with care being taken to ensure that each run had

sufficient low country to ensure its proper working. Class B lands could

be disposed of in such manner as was considered suitable and were subject
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to resumption either in whole or in part upon the licensee being given 12

months' notice (Statutes of New Zealand, 1888, 73-78).

The demands for land settlement could be met, therefore, by land being

withheld from re-leasing upon the expiry of the lease, by determination upon

12 months' notice in the case of pastoral-agricultural lands, and by

re~leasing for terms of less than the maximum period of 21 years. Those

provisions gave general satisfaction although their interpretation, and

administration continued to generate dispute and controversy, issues which

together with changes in the law sub~equent to the passage of The Land Act,

-
1892 and the utilisation and management of the pastoral estate generally

require separate and detailed examination. For the purposes of this

present discussion attention has been focus sed on the subdivision of the

runs where that subdivision and ihe subsequent disposal of the land engendered

conflict between the mining and pastoral-agricultural industries.

By the end of the nineteenth century there remained little land in

Central Otago suitable for closer settlement which could be detached from the

pastoral runs at least without seriously jeopardising the pastoral value of

the runs themselves (AJHR Cl, 1898, 25, and S.4, Cl, 1899, 27).

Further severance of low lying land, it was feared, would result in large

areas reverting to the Crown to remain idle and utlproductive and a source

of rabbit infestation (AJHR Cl, 1904, 66 and S. 2, Cl, 1906" 6:and 40). Indeed,

the effects of opening winter country for closer settlement, together with

the impact of overgrazing, overburning, rabbits and insecure tenure were

already apparent in the decline in the average rental per acre from just

over 3d per acre in 1891 to l.5d by 1901 (AJHIR S.2, Cl, 1901,30). Hence in

1902, Marchant (Secretary for Crown Lands and Surveyor General) suggested

that

Now that the great bulk of the pastoral lands comprise little
surplus low-lying country which could be diverted to closer
settlement, it is worthy of consideration whether this valuable
and important portion of the public estate might not be dealt



with in a manner more conducive to public and private
interests (AJHR S.3, Cl, 1902, ix).

DISPOSING OF RESERVED LANDS

Upon the sale of the pastoral leases in February 1882, attention was

directed towards the disposal of the 355,000 acres withheld from re-leasing

for the purposes of sale and settlement. The pending disposal of that land

and an expected influx of land seekers into the region (which did eventuate

- Graph 11:5) once again created anxieties among mining interests. Indeed

the reservation of land and the demand for subdivision and closer settlement,

and the gradual contraction of mining had already occasioned widespread

concern among miners and their associations that the interests of their

industry were being overlooked if not sacrificed. Evidence of the decline

of the industry abounded, particularly in the Tuapeka district where, by

1889, the old shafts, tailings in the low ground, and bare surfaces on the

terraces caused by hydraulic sluicing marked the place where at one t±me a
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large mining population had been located (AJHR C2, 1889, 68). Miners were not

unaware that their number was diminishing, that the old miners were

grad~ally fading from the goldfields or turning their attention to other

pursuits, that the rising generation was unwilling to accept the uncertainty

of mining as a livelihood (AJHR C3, 1893, iii), and that the industry was

becoming one of large-scale enterprise in response to the exhaustion of the

richer surface alluvial deposits and the adoption of new technology.

Miners were aware, too, that public sentiment was running strongly in

favour of land settlement. Indeed, as early as 1868 the Dunstan Times had

expressed the view that at best mining was "a feverish and ephemeral industry

abiding not with us" (Dunstan Times 23 October 1868). Increasingly the

prosperity of Central Otago was seen to depend upon the promotion of closer

settlement, the development of irrigation, and the extension of the Otago

Central railway. In 1907, after some 40 years of mining, the Alexandra
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Herald, with respect to the industry, observed that

substantial progress has been slow, uncertain, and
evanescent like the mirage of a desert. When we thought
we were within a measurable distance of a lengthy time
of prosperity, lot the Tantalus Cup was dashed from
our lips, ~nd disappointment assumed the place of
anticipated pleasure.

The journal went on to remind its readers of Bacon's observation that "a

virgin soil is best" for a colony rather than the uncertain hope of mines

(Alexandra Herald 29 May 1907), while the Dunstan Times concluded that the

time had arrived when "The Miner must give way, however reluctantly, to the

Orchardist and the Agriculturist" (Dunstan Times 25 'August 1913).

Miners' concern over the future of their industry was h~ightened by

the formation of a variety of associations and promotional organisations

among whose objectives and propaganda mining scarcely rated a mention

Farmers' clubs, such as the Maniototo Farmers' Club established in 1890,

included among their goals the simplification of the land laws, the granting

of facilities whereby leaseholders could secure the freehold, and the

promotion of settlement geneually (Mount Ida Chronicle 16 October 1890).

The Otago Central Railway League, formed in 1892, was a passionate advocate

of closer settlement, while 1907 saw the re-establishment of a Central Otago

Land League the objective of which was to ensure the subdivision of the runs

as the pastoral leases expired (Mount Ida Chronicle 12 April 1907). The

Alexandra Progressive Settlement League was formed in 1911 to promote the

expansion of Alexandra through the development of irrigation and the further

subdivision of the runs (Alexandra Herald 26 July 1911, 28 February 1912,
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13 March 1912, 20 March 1912 and 10 July 1912). The Hundred Thousand League,

established in 1911 with the object of rendering Dunedin the chief

manufacturing and educational centre of New Zealand with a population of

100,000, also undertook "to agitate for the irrigation of Central Otago as

a means of enriching the city" (Alexandra Herald 26 July 1911), that league

being renamed in 1912 as the Otago Expansion League.



In response to the formation of such a variety of promotional

organisations, the advance of settlement and the development of irrigation,

miners reconstituted their own associations. Although established in 1887

to deal primarily with the question of the gold duty, the Lowburn Miners'

Association was also concerned with the continuing alienation of auriferous

land (Mount Ida Chronicle 11 August 1887). The Kyeburn Miners' Association

was formed partly in response to proposals to open land for settlement on

perpetual lease in the district (Mount Ida Chronicle 22 November 1888). In

1890 the Confederate Gold-Miners' Association of Otago was established, the

original constituent bodies including the Lowburn, St Bathans, Mount Ida,

Kyeburn, and Mount Benger Miners' Associations while the annual conference

of mining associations held in Dunedin in 1890 was attended by delegates

from the Lowburn, Maerewhenua, St Bathans, Kyeburn, Round Hill/Longwood,

Waipori and Roxburgh Miners' Associations (Mount Ida Chronicle 27 February

1890). By 1895 the Confederacy comprised 13 branches, their two major

areas of concern being the alienation of auriferous land and the

preservation of mining outlets (Dunstan TinES 8 January 1895) •.

Fluctuating and changing membership meant that miners' organisations

·tended'" to r.have a somewhat unstable history. Indeed, in 1897 the Mount

Ida ChronicJe referred to the establishment of new miners' assocations

throughout Central Otago "to conserve mining privileges and labour for the

welfare of the mining industry in all its branches" (Mount Ida Chronicle

30 January, 1897). Again in 1904 a Mount Ida Miners' Association was

formed, together with a St Bathans' Miners' Association, largely in

response to the efforts being made to promote irrigation and land

settlement (Mount Ida Chronicle 7 April 1905). In 1906 a Miners'

Association was formed in Alexandra and became the Central Otago Miners'

Association. The association was soon active in promoting the interests of

the industry including the preservation from alienation of all auriferous
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ground and mining outlets (Alexandra Herald 7 November 1906).

The chief concern of miners and their associations, then, was the

alienation of auriferous land and mining outlets. Complaints abounded that

petitions and proposals which might have enabled miners and farmers to

coexist were ignored (Lake County Press 23 April 1895) and indeed miners

were concerned not so much to prevent settlement as to ensure the maintenance

of free access to all lands within the goldfields. The Cromwell Argus in

1889 complained that

The importance and probable permanence of the mining industry
has never been adequately recognised by Parliament. More
often than not, the miner is considered to be antagonistic to
the agricultural or pastoral settlers. The man who ploughs
the land, raises stock or grows wood. has always been
considered more valuable to the country than the miners
(Cromwell Argus 30 April 1889).

Such complaints were not always without foundation but in fact the miners

were not reluctant to make sweeping demands with respect to land

settlement. The Mining Conference of 1890, for example, considered a

resolution calling for legislation to provide "absolute free entry for

mining purposes to all lands which in future may be taken up for'agricultural

or pastoral purposes within three miles of any known workings". That proposal

was rejected for one which read that

land should not, in the future, be offered for agricultural
or pastoral settlement within three miles of a known
gold-working, except under such conditions as admit upon
six months' notice to the owner or occupier of free entry
for mining purposes (Mount Ida Chronicle 27 February 1890.
See also AJHR C7, 1890, 1 ).

The Mount Ida Miners' Association rejected that resolution, arguing that

there should be no limit specified from any known gold workings as it was

well known "that there is an enormous extent of payable auriferous land

lying idle, the cause being insufficient supply of water to work the land;

and that six months' notice to the occupier of land of intention to enter

upon it for mining purposes is out of all reason" (Mount Ida Chronicle
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12 June 1890). Such indeed were the relations between miners and farmers



in the Mount Ida district that a conference was held in 1893 between

representatives of the Maniototo Farmers' Club and the Mount Ida Miners'

Association in an effort to resolve conflicts over mining outlets,

disposal of tailings, and land tenure. Not all miners were persuaded that

the conference would achieve anything, the secretary of the miners'

association remarking that "it was useless for the two bodies to confer

as their interests were dissimilar" (Mount Ida Chronicle 10 August 1893).

For their part the miners were anxious to secure agreement to two
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proposals, first that miners be permitted to enter as freely upon lease-

in-perpetuity lands as they were upon small grazing run lands, and second

that compensation payable for lands required for mining be not a charge

upon local body revenue.

The conference agreed upon the latter and undertook to ask the Minister

of Lands to deal with all lands within the goldfields upon the small grazing

run tenuhe until a further meeting of farmers and miners conferred

and reached agreement on a tenure acceptable to both interests. Amidst

protestations, therefore, as to the interdependence and similarity of

interests of the two industries, it was agreed that a larger and more

representative confer~nce should be convened (Mount Ida Chronicle 31 August

1893). The Lowburn Miners' Association endorsed both resolutions and

undertook to recommend to all branches of the Confederacy that they send

delegates to the forthcoming conference (Mount Ida Chronicle 21 September

1893). The Bannockburn, Waipori, Mount Ida, Kyeburn, Lowburn and St Bathans

associations all agreed to the proposed conference, suggesting such topics

as mining outlets, occupation licences, and access for prospecting. But

farmers' organisations were much less enthusiastic and the conference

never eventuated (Mount Ida Chronicle 1 and 8 February 1894).

Miners' organisations had therefore to be content with extracting such

assurances as they could from Government that their interests would be



protected. McKenzie (Minister of Lands) assured the St Bathans Miners'

Association in 1893 that every care would be taken when opening up areas

for settlement that there was no interference with mining (Minister of

Lands to St Bathans Miners' Association 15 September 1893 in Mount Ida

Chronicle 1 March 1894). When subdividing land for settlement, surveyors

did reserve sites for tailings, sludge channels, and mining purposes,

(Figures 11:3, 11:4 and 11:5). The difficulty of predicting where mining

might develop, however, meant that miners remained determined to "take

steps to prevent any title being given to intending settlers that would

lead to a freehold •..• " (Mount Ida Chronicle 14 July 1892). Various

witnesses who appeared before the Royal Commission on Land Settlement and

Tenure in 1905 insisted that "no tenures should be given to any land which

would hamper the access of the miner ...• " (AJHR C4, 1905, 199). It was

made clear, too, that miners would oppose any subdivision of pastoral runs

where such subdivision and the disposal of the land jeopardised their

operations (AJHR C4, 1905,213). Miners were no<,longer content to accept

official assurances that their interests would be protected, ~nd indeed

as new tenures were devised or existing tenures modified to promote

settlement, each was scrutinised carefully for its implications for access

and mining.

AGRICULTURAL LEASES AND DEFERRED PAYMENTS

By 30 June 1878, 3,765 agricultural leases comprising 235,024 acres

had been granted on the goldfields of Otago. Although two years later

the Government had not found it necessary to resume or determine more than

a few leases, miners were nevertheless inclined to regard the system as

enabling the alienation of auriferous land or as providing speculators with

an opportunity of extracting compensatory payments from miners upon

resumption (Cromwell Argus 19 June 1877). In the Skipper's district ground

applied for under the system often lay at the base of a terrace or at the
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foot of a creek so that a ~reehold proprietor could control all the water

and charge miners accordingly. The Shotover Mining Association thus raised

strong objections to the leasing and sale of any land on the west side of

the Shotover River from Stoney Creek Terrace to Skipper's Creek (Lake

Wakatip Mail 13 February 1879). Again an application to purchase land

held under agricultural lease in the Shotover survey district was objected

to and declined on the grounds that alienation would render miners working

below it liable for damages upon the land slipping. In the Warden's view

the only object of the application was to enable the applicants to extract

compensation from the miners.(Lake Wakatip Mail 13 and 27 March 1895).

Similar applications for leases at Bannockburn were regarded as attempts to

harrass miners (Cromwell Argus 17 January 1882).

Miners were particularly suspicious of efforts to have mining reserves

opened for agricultural lease applications, insisting that acceptance of the

contention that such lands were otherwise idle would mean that every such

reserve not under mining lease or miners' rights would be opened and thereby

deprive miners not only of auriferous ground but also of commonage (Lake

Wakatip Mail 27 March 1879). The fact that the Waste Lands Bqard confirmed

agricultural lease applications was also. a matter for some criticism, that

body being bereft, it was suggested, of that local knowledge necessary to

promote the settlement of Central Otago without detriment to the mining

industry (Cromwell Argus 24 June 1879). The Lake Wakatip Mail summed up a

good deal of feeling when it insisted that the system had been "grossly

abused owing to the weakness or fatuity of Wardens in allowing freeholds of

auriferous lands to be acquired" (Lake Wakatip Mail 18 May 1883).

Many of these misgivings arose upon the passage of The Mines Act 1877,

section 49 of which provided that an agricultural lessee, at the expiry of

the original lease term, was entitled to a renewal of the lease for a

further term of ten years at the same rental with a Crown grant to issue
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upon expiry of the second term without further payment (statutes of New

Zealand 1877, 285). The central concern of the miners was that the system

rather than conserving was enabling if not actually encouraging the

alienation of auriferous land. An application for an agricultural lease in

the Skipper's Creek district in 1883 for ground considered to be 'payably

auriferous' evoked an oft-repeated claim on the goldfields that

It has, unfortunately, been the failing of Wardens, in more
districts than one, to sympathise rather with the squatters,
land owners and men of substance than with the working
miner, and great mischief has, in consequence, resulted
both in the alienation of auriferous land and the impeding
of bona fide settlement (Lake Wakatip Mail 11 May 1883).

It also led to demands that the agricultural leasing system be abolished,

the Lake" Wakatip Mail describing it as "clearly now superrogatory, (sic) so far

as the intended object of encouraging cultivation of land within goldfields

is concerned" (Lake Wakatip Mail 11 May 1883). The application in question

was not granted, and indeed the Warden concerned noted that the Minister of

Mines had instructed all Wardens to be more circumspect in the granting of

agricultural leases.

Warden Keddell (Clyde) responded to these criticisms by suggesting that

the occupation and improvement of land benefited the State more than its

being mined. "The sluicer", he noted, " can destroy in a few weeks a

large quantity of land and renner it utterly useless for any purpose

whatever for centuries, until it is again covered with alluvial debris and

soil". Citing the resumption of land at Waikerikeri as an example, the

Warden expressed the view that assertions that lands alienated under the

agricultural leasing system were auriferous constituted little more than a

belief (AJHR H5, 1883, 40). The same Warden also remarked in 1883 that

"Miners ••. were often very selfish, and thought they could destroy acres of

good ground for a very little gold .••• " (Lake Wakatip Mail 20 July 1883).

That remark merely invit~d the retort that the Warden was in fact proposing

.that no ground should be mined unless first actually proved to be rich (Lake
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,Wakatip Mail 27 July 1883) and which was interpreted to mean that not an

acre of new auriferous ground existed in Otago (Otago Witness 29 March

1884). Such remarks and observations were 'sufficient to persuade the

Lake Wakatip Mail at least of the necessity for suspending the agricultural

lease system and its replacement with that of the perpetual lease (Lake

Wakatip Mail 3 August 1883).

Miners' associations also expressed continuing misgivings over the

agricultural lease system. The Upper Shotover Mining Association in 1883

vigorously opposed an application to purchase a section of some 15 acres

held under agricultural lease. It is interesting to note that an effort

to have the Association's evidence rejected on the grounds that it was not

a property constituted body under any statute brought forth the response

from the Warden that "These associations ..• had great weight with

Government, for although they had not a legal status they were in reality

representative bodies to a great extent, and Government generally paid

great attention to what they had to say on important matters affecting the

alienation of land on the goldfields"(Lake Wakatip Mail 14 December 1883).

In fact, the Otago Waste Lands Board approved the purchase of the section

concerned, a decision which evoked considerable criticism of what was

regarded as ill-considered and uninformed administration and a reiteration

of opposition to the sale of land on the goldfields particularly in view

of the secure continuous occupation which the perpetual lease system

offered (Lake Wakatip Mail 7 and 28 March 1884). That particular case led

to the Lake County Council being asked to pass a motion to the effect

That this Council suggests to the Waste Lands Board, in any
case where agricultural applications in the County, in
purely mining localities, are before the Board, that it will
gladly offer any information in its possession relative to
such applications (Lake Wakatip Mail 2 May 1884).

The motion had the support of both miners and the Lake Wakatip Mail,

the latter arguing that while agriculture should be promoted nevertheless

it "must be subsidiary to gold-mining, otherwise it would literally 'kill
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the goose with the golden eggs'" (Lake Wakatip Mail 2 May and 13 June 1884).

The motion was rejected. But it was not surprising that such instances should

lead to rather radical suggestions for dealing with lands within the

goldfields, that all available lands be set apart by Proclamation for

leasing under the perpetual lease system, or that land be available in

sections of not more than 20 acres and on annual licences, both being

regarded as a means of satisfying the 'cabbage garden cockatoo' while

preserving the land open for mining purposes. It was not expected that

the latter alternative would ever be accepted and indeed many miners appear

to have adopted the view that the Government was "bent on fostering the

vegetable kingdom and allowing the mineral kingdom to be pilfered of land

that will yet be required to produce specie to pay the national debt" (Lake

Wakatip Mail 7 September 1883).

There were other criticisms directed at the agricultural lease system.

Stout, (MHR City of Dunedin), for example, suggested that the lack of a

compulsory residence requirement permitted dummy~sm and the acquisition of

large areas by capitalists (Mount Ida Chronicle 20 February 1879). McKerrow

(Secretary for Crown Lands) expressed a similar view, observing that absentees

and others had used the system to obtain large holdings and thereby defeat

"the beneficent purpose of the law - which is the encouragement of settlers

with limited means .... " (AJHR S2, C5, 1879,2). Rolleston in 1880 expressed

a preference for the deferred payments system on the grounds that a number

of 'companies' had taken up extensive areas of land under the agricultural

lease ~ystem (Mount Ida Chronicle 19 February 1880). McKerrow repeated his

criticisms in evidence before the Otago Pastoral Leases Committee in 1881

by describing the involved and costly procedure undertaken to have

pastoral leases cancelled and the land opened for selection only to find

that "a collusion" had occurred whereby one man or a company was able to

secure and aggregate all the land into one holding. "It is a mere farce",

he insisted, "which is enacted •••• one man gets a very nice little sheep
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farm in the midst of Crown lands - gets it, too, to the detriment of the

surrounding country - because it is invariably the best land that is

operated upon". Instances cited included a farm of 2,500 acres and several

others in excess of 1,000 acres (AJHR 5.3, 18, 1881,2).

More important than criticisms of that nature was the more general

suggestion that the deferred payment system included provisions which in

comparison with those relating to agricultural leases were very unjust,

a view certainly held by Stout and McKerrow (Mount Ida Chronicle 20 February

1879). Certainly selectors under the deferred payment system paid a higher

price, being required to pay 20 half yearly instalments of 3s per acre, a

total of £3 per acre, the minimum price since deferred payment lands were

sold by auction, although the minimum price was reduced to }1 per acre by

section 5 of The Land Act 1877 Amendment Act 1879 (Statutes of New Zealand

1879,68). Conversely the agricultural lessee enjoyed much more

favourable terms, being able to lease his land by making half yearly payments

of Is 3d per acre and at the end of three years having the optio? of

exchanging the lease for a deferred payment licence. whereby the rent became

an instalment upon the price of the land. Under the exchange lease the

agricultural lessee would pay a further 14 half-yearly instalments of Is 6d

per acre or £1 Is. The total cost per acre to the agricultural lessee

who subsequently took up an exchange lease was a mere £1 8s 6d over ten

years. So great was the disparity between the price of land on the two systems

that an effort was made to equate matters by offering the best land for

selection on deferred payments and the inferior on agricultural lease (AJHR

C2, 1880,2-3).

Furthermore, the deferred payment system included strict compulsory

residence and improvement conditions, the agricultural lessee not being

required to reside on his land while also having to meet easier improvement

conditions. Without modifigation to either or both systems it was expected
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that little future settlement would take place under the deferred payment

system although it was regarded at least by McKerrowas one most likely to

secure a "resident proprietary" (AJHR S2, CS, 1879,2).

+n June 1879 Government issued new agricultural lease regulations

(New Zealand Gazette No 64, 12 June 1879, 791-792). They provided, inter alia,

for rent at the rate of 3s per acre per annum, for cultivation of one-eighth

of the area of the lease or the fe~cing in of one quarter within 12 months

of the commencement of the lease, for the erection of a dwelling house of a

value of not less than 150 within two years, and for residence on the land

until it had been freeholded.

The amended regulations prompted widespread opposition, for the

agricultural lease system was not without its defenders. The deferred

payments and agricultural lease systems were seen as being of value to two

quite different groups of settlers, the former attracting those of limited

means, and the latter those wishing to retain or unable to forgo completely

their existing pursuits. That some persons had manipulated the agricultural

lease system in such a way as to create substantial holdings was not

regarded as sufficient to justify any great modification. Opposition thus

firmed to any alteration which would render it "as oppressive as its

co-relativell(Mount Ida Chronicle 20 March 1879). Indeed, the Mount Ida

Chronicle went so far as to suggest that Stout was out of his element as

Minister of Lands, that he was a source of weakness rather than of strength

to the Ministry (Mount Ida Chronicle 1 May 1879), and that he would "go to

almost any length to restrict, if not to absolutely prevent, freedom of

settlement on the State lands" (Mount Ida Chronicle 26 June 1879). The

Cromwell Argus insisted that Stout had "a weakness" for the deferred payment

system despite numerous representatives that the agricultural lease system

was best calculated to promote settlement on the goldfields where agriculture

was somewhat more precarious and markets were limited. While conceding that
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that abuse as constituting a sufficient reason why

the bona fide settler should be hedged round with all sorts
of irritating restrictions, or the unworkable system of
deferred payments introduced on the Goldfields in place of
a system the sound practical results of which cannot fail
to impress any sensible man (Cromwell Argus 24 June 1879).

The new regulations were thus seen as impairing a system which, despite

the misgivings and criticisms which had been expressed by some miners and

their associations, had on the whole worked in an acceptable fashion.

St Bathans residents petitioned Parliament objecting to the changes on the

grounds that they would restrict settlement and arguing that the deferred

payment system was "not well adapted for settlement on the goldfields, and

should be but used sparingly" (Mount Ida Chronicle 24 July 1879). The

deferred payment system indeed came in for growing criticism (Mount Ida

Chronicle 8 April 1880), the Maniototo County Council in reference to the

opening of a block of land on deferred payments near Naseby in 1880 claiming

that "This system so far as the district was concerned, was a fa;ilure, and

if insisted on, would be detrimental to settlement" (Mount Id~ Chronicle

8 April 1880). Further, the Maniototo and Vincent County Councils in May

1880 declared jointly "That the system of opening up land exclusively on

the deferred payment system is not adapted to the requirements of the people
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on the Goldfields of Otago, nor best calculated to promote settlement thereon"

and that the the Government should be urged to open land in each block on

the agricultural lease system (Mount Ida Chronicle 15 may 1880). The

Maniototo County Council subsequently reminded the Minister of Lands that

in its view the agricultural lease system was better suited to a majority

of goldfields residents (Mount Ida Chronicle 7 April 1881).

The financial difficulties in which a substantial number of deferred

payment selectors found themselves by 1880 aided the critics of the system.

A ~egislative Council return in 1880 indicated that selectors who had
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owed £2,177 19s Id in arrears (AJLC No 10, 1880).
.

To the critics, the

arrears and the accompanying petitions seeking a reduction in the price of

the land or some other relief indicated not a weakness in the mode of

disposal so much as the necessity for the immediate discontinuance of the

system. In fact, the plight of many of the deferred payment selectors owed

more to the excessive prices which had been paid, the insufficient capital

resources of many, and the low prices for cereals, but that plight was

sufficiently serious to induce the Government to include relief provisions

in The Land Act 1877 Amendment Act, 1882. That same Act- also provided that

an agricultural lessee could exchange his lease for a deferred payment

licence (Statutes of New Zealand 1882, 630).

In response to such criticism and opposition, Government referred the

June 1879 agricultural lease regulations to the Gold Fields Committee which

reported that miners and residents on the gold fields should be given "the

greatest inducements" to settle on the land; that the original r~gulations

had worked satisfactorily; that their popularity owed much to the absence

of a compulsory residence requirement; that the discrepancy in price

between agricultural lease and deferred payment lands be eliminated by

reducing the price of the latter; and that it was "extremely undesirable

at the present time to impose further restrictions and increased first

11charges upon any section of the settlers upon Crown lands (AJHR SI, 16,

1879, 1). As a result of those findings t~e new regulations were revoked,

the Gold Fields Committee of 1880 being instructed to suggest new rules.

That Committee recommended that the agricultural lease regulations be

amended so that the agricultural lease and deferred payment systems were

rendered similar with respect to upset price, mode of purchase and the

nature and extent of improvements required to be made but not compulsory

residence. The Committee further recommended that of every block of land
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of under the agricultural lease system, the one "best calculated to

foster and encourage settlement" (AJHR 13, 1880, 1). The Committee's

recommendation owed much to its belief that most of the land best suited

for agricultural settlement had been proclaimed open for sale upon

deferred payments the compulsory resident requirement of which system had

deterred those unwilling to trust for a living to the cultivation of the

soil alone.

Throughout the controversy over the agricultural leasing regulations

the central concern of the miners, that the system allowed the alienation

of auriferous lands, appea~~ not to have been accorded much weight

Ironically, perhaps, its advocates defended th~ system as a means of

effecting a redirection of resources-·from mining into agriculture.

Commenting upon the decline in mining evident by the early 1880s, the

Mount Ida Chronicle described agricultural leasing as the system best

suited to the goldfields, a means of enabling the miner and others to

settle "while at the same time he looks to his mine or his trade to assist

him for a few years in the necessary outlay" (Mount Ida Chronicle

26 July 1883). The journal went on to suggest that goldfields settlement

would be served better by the maintenance of the agricultural leasing

system and that with respect to deferred payments, perpetual leases, and

pastoral deferred payments Rolleston should try his experiments elsewhere

and not allow goldfields settlement to be "obstructed by Minister (sic)

fads or prejudices, no matter who may hold them, or by whom they may be

supported" (Mount Ida Chronicle 26 July 1883).

The Mining Act, 1886, continued to make provision for the issue of

agricultural leases, while the regulations framed under the Act provided

for rent at the rate of 2s 6d per acre, a term of seven years, a maximum
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area of 320 acres, the option of the exchange for an occupation licence on

deferred payments, and conditions of improvement which required that not

less than 5 per cent of the whole area be cultivated within 12 months, 10

per cent within two years, 20 per cent within four years, and substantial

improvements of a permanent character to the value of £1 per acre within

six! years of the commencement of the lease. Residence was not required

(New Zealand Gazette No 31, 16 May 1887, 625-629). The system was, however,

discontinued by The Mining Act, 1898, at least insofar as new leases were

concerned. Renewals of leases already held continued to be granted, but by

1904 a mere 17 agricultural leases remained in Otago for a total area of _

542 acres. From the commencement of the system, until March 31, 1915,

however, 1,326 purchasers had freeholded 131,297 acres in.Otago, the

agricultural lease system having thus been of instrumental importance in

promoting and allowing agricultural settlement on the goldfields.
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The deferred payment system was abolished by The Land Act, 1892 and

replaced by occupation with right of purchase, a tenure comprising a licence

to occupy land for 25 years at a yearly rental of five per cent of the cash

price, the licensee after ten years from the date of the licence to· have the

option of acquiring the fee-simple or to exchange the licenc~ for a lease-in

perpetuity. Provision was also made whereby deferred payment licensees

could exchange their licences for leases-in-perpetuity.

A HOMESTEAD LAW

Discussion of alternatives to the agricultural leasing and deferred

payments systems as the most effective means of securing the permanent

settlement of people on the goldfields included the homestead concept as

it had been embodied in a measure passed by the Queensland Legislature.

That law, designed specifically to encourage otherwise itinerant miners to

settle, provided for the holder of a miners' right, mining lease or

business licence, to obtain 40 acres at an annual rental of Is per acre.
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Stringent conditions were imposed, residence and cultivation both being

mandatory within three months of the granting of the lease, while the land

was to remain open for prospecting, though in the case of land required for

~ining compensation was payable only for actual damage. Lessees were

entitled to a pre-emptive right of purchase, or upon the Government

declining to sell to continued occupation so long as the rent was paid.

That Act, it was suggested, could form the basis for a New Zealand "Miners'

Homestead Act" (Dunstan Times 10 March 1871). Such an Act, it was argued

further, should permit all who wished to purchase a small homestead on

Crown lands whether- leased or unleased, in effect to provide for a

restricted form of free selection (Mount Ida Chronicle 17 May 1877).

The Mines Act; 1877 marked the first official recognition of the need

for some kind of homestead provision for the goldfields. That Act re-enacted

previous legislation which had already provided that every holder of a miner's

right or business licence was entitled to take possession of and occupy for

residence or cultivation purposes one acre of Crown land. The nature of the

tenure in respect of land so held was, however, essentially temporary since

a warden could at any time declare it open for mining with compensation

being paid only for any buildings erected. The fact that security of

title rested upon .the discretion of one officer was clearly a disincentive

to investment and improvement (otago Daily Times 30 November 1880).

It was in recognition of that insecurity that section 66 of The Mines

Act, 1877 provided that mining districts might be declared special mining

districts wherein those who had established homesteads were to have the right

of pre-emption and to purchase, at the upset price of lands of the same

class, up to 50 acres. Alternatively, the same lands could be acquired

on agricultural lease or deferred payments whether within or without a

declared special mining district provided that the total area held by anyone

person did not exceed 320 acres. In order to q~alify for consideration

under the clause homesteads had to be located one mile or more from a town
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"town boundary" replaced by the words "gold workLng " (JHR 1877, 257). In

deference, however, to those who felt that the operation of the clause

might jeopardise mining operations certain provisions were laid down,

namely that any mining district had to be declared a special mining

district before the clause became operative, that the intention to

purchase be published in the press for four consecutive weeks, while the

maximum area that could be selected was reduced from 100 to 50 acres in any

one case (JHR 1877,326).

The claim that the clause would act unfairly insofar as the runholders

were concerned and that consequently the public estate would be seriously

injured (NZPD 27, 1877,380), appears to have been the reason behind the

Legislative Council inserting in the clause the words "prior to the coming

into operation of this Act •..• " (JLC 1877, 213). The clause then was much

more restrictive in its application than it would have been since as

originally worded it allowed for practically free selection. By its final

wording it allowed those who had occupied 'land with or without the consent

of the pastoral lessee to ob~ain a title provided that they had occupied

the land prior to 1 January 1878. That the clause was made more restrictive,

however, was a response to the demands of both mining and pastoral

interests.
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That the miners viewed section 66 with some suspicion became clear

upon the declaration of 23,000 acres in the Kyeburn Survey District to be

a special mining district (New Zealand Gazette No 56, 29 May 1879, 706),

concern being expressed that auriferous land would be alienated or mining

otherwise restricted even although it did not permit new settlement. The

nature of the complaints made - that the period over which notice of

intention to purchase had to be published, that no machinery existed for

the hearing of objections, and that the expression in the section, "upon

which no valuable mines of gold or other mineral are known to exist", was
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too vague and capable of varying interpretation (Otago Daily Times

15 January 1880) and that no power existed to rescind a proclamation once

made suggested dissatisfaction not so much with the objective of the

section but rather with its wording and mode of operation. In fact, the

intention or objective was praised, the section being seen as one means

of effecting a changeover from mining to agriculture, a change regarded as

becoming increasingly important given the progressive ageing of the

population, the increasing number of marriages and the consequent

establishment of families, the evident exhaustion of the richer surface

deposits of gold, and the fact that ex~loitation of poorer areas required

resources beyond the means of most miners. Where land was not considered

auriferous or otherwise essential for mining purposes, the constitution

of special mining districts was generally welcomed (Duns tan Times 18 July

1879).

Only five districts were constituted under section 66, while comparatively

little advantage appears to have been taken of the provision to secure

homesteads. That reluctance owed more to the often inferior quality of the

land, and to the fact that such land had often been damaged by the deposition

of tailings or by intersecting water races, and to its price of }2 per acre,

than to the opposition of miners. Moreover, the maximum area that could be

taken up, 50 acres, was insufficient to render the section an effective means

of promoting any transition from mining to agriculture so that where such

homestead sites were held as adjuncts to mining activities they were often

abandoned as the claims were exhausted.

PERPETUAL LEASES

The growing criticism of the agricultural lease system, that it led

directly to the alienation of land, to the growing loss of a large extent of

auriferous ground without any provision ha.ving been.made for the requirements

of the mining industry, generated demands for some alternative tenure.

During the 1882 session of the General Assembly, goldfields members drew up
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development of the mining industry including the permanent reservation of

lands known to be auriferous and the temporary reservation of those

believed to be auriferous with provision made in the case of the latter

for the temporary occupation and utilisation of the surface. Rolleston's

response was to indicate that the leasing system which Government proposed

to introduce would ensure the maintenance of the right of the Crown over

auriferous land or other lands and enable the Crown to place conditions in

leases,"particularly over auriferous land, which would, in the term& of the

lease, make provision for the temporary occupation and utilization of the

surface for agricultural purposes" (NZPD 43, 1882,880).

The Bill containing the perpetual lease system gained general approval,

the Tuapeka fimes observing that the principle of the proposals waS

"manifestly sound", and that the measure displayed "a perception of the

requirements of the Colony, and a spirit of equity in dealing with the

Crown lands, which should certainly commend itself to public opinion". The

perpetual lease system in particular was described as taking "the wind ollt

of the sales of the would-be Radical land-law reformers, who were supposed

to be ready with propositions for nationalising the land, and preventing

the further alienation in fee of the public estate" (Tuapeka Times 5 July

1882). From Rolleston's comments in moving the second reading of 'The Land

Act 1877 Amendment Bill, 1882', it was clear that the measure was expected

to be of particular value within mining districts. If agricultural

settlement were to proceed on the gold fields, he observed, it was

absolutely necessary that the Crown should have the power "to lease land
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with power of resumption; when it is required for mining purposes

(NZPD 42, 1882, 168).

"

The Land Act 1877 Amendment Act, 1882 accordingly provided for the issue

of leases of up to 640 acres for a term of 30 years~ with a right of renewal
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for 21 years and at the expiry of each 21 year term. In the first instance

the lease was disposed of by tender at an upset rental equivalent to five

per cent of the capital value. During the first six years of the lease

the holder was required to fulfil certain residence and improvement

conditions upon completion of which he was entitled to acquire the

fee-simple provided he did so between the sixth and eleventh years of the

lease. That right, however, did not apply to "any land or any education

reserves situate within any mining or gold-mining district" (Statutes of

New Zealand 1882, 623), until, that is, the passage of The Land Act 1885

Amendment Act, 1887. Section 2 of the 1882 Act provided fnr the granting

of perpetual leases in mining districts, while sections 28-30 contemplated

the possibility of lands so held being required for mining purposes. Where

land was resumed, the Act provided for abatement of rent and compensation

for "any substantial improvements of a permanent character ..•. " (Statutes of

New Zealand 1882,622).

Some reservations were expressed over the provisions relating to

compensation and indeed the Mount Ida Chronicle insisted that those

provisions would serve to impede mining contrary to the assertions made by

other journals (Mount Ida Chronicle 6 July and 21 September 1882). The

journal went on to criticise the tenure in more general terms by affirming

the maxim that "to own land in fee simple is one of those desires most

deeply rooted in human nature ...• " (Mount Ida Chronicle 6 July 1882), and

insisting that the whole concept of the tenure was "an undeserved concession

to theorists of the Stout and Bracken type, whose knowledge of the true

conditions of settlement had been mainly gathered from books" (Mount Ida

Chronicle 6 July 1882). In fact, the system proved particularly popular in

Otago allowing as it did the settler to retain his capital for investment and

improvement while the rental was fixed and low, at least for the first term

of the lease as it had been assessed on the land in its unimproved state. At
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the same time the tenure found favour with the miners, and indeed they took

advantage of a visit to Central Otago by the Premier in 1888 to urge upon

the Government the desirability of disposing of land within mining districts

only upon the perpetual leasehold and small grazing run tenures. By the end

of March 1888, almost 72,729 acres were occupied under the perpetual lease

system in Otago.

However, the initial acceptance accorded the tenure by the miners

changed upon the passage of The Land Act 1885 Amendment Act, 1887. Section

17 of that measure provided that every existing or future holder of land

within a mining district on perpetual lease could apply for its purchase,

subject to two provisos: first, that all land so acquired was to be

subject to the provisions relating to the resumption of lands for mining

purposes; and, second, that no application was to be granted which would

"interfere with or prejudice the right of any holder of a miners' right

mining claim, mining lease, or licensed holding, to discharge into any such

watercourse within the said land any tailings, mining debris, or waste water

produced or used in or upon any claim within the mining district" (Statutes

of New Zealand; 1887, 73). It should also be noted that section 26 of the

same Act provided that the holder of a perpetual lease could exchange his

lease for a deferred payment licence, a provision repealed by section 12 of

The Land Acts Amendment Act, 1888 (Statutes of New Zealand, 1888, 76). The

provisions relating to the purchase rendered the tenure even more popular,

so much so that the Mount Ida Chronicle unmindful of its earlier strictures

regarding the potential interference the alienation of land posed to the

mining industry described a suggestion that the purchase right be rescinded

as "a flagrant breach of faith" (Mount Ida Chronicle 25 February 1892).

The right to acquire the freehold of land held under perpetual lease

within a mining district prompted miner opposition to some efforts to promote

closer settlement, as in the case ,of Runs 206C and 206F, Kyeburn, in 1888.
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The opposition was based on the grounds that the land was auriferous and

contained valuable mining outlets (Mount Ida Chronicle, 18, 23 and 30

August 1888). That opposition led one correspondent of the Mount Ida

Chronicle to wonder if "the weal or woe of Maniototo is to be settled by

ten or twelve miners at Upper Kyeburn, who will, I'presume, hold their

meetings at the Pass Hotel, where the necessary refreshments can be readily

obtained" (Mount Ida Chronicle 13 September 1888). The Kyeburn Miners'

Association responded by asserting that the correspondent had not the

ability to judge the importance of the land to the mining industry while the

Kyeburn correspondent of the Mount Ida Chronicle described the original

letter as "a grand specimen of rambling inconsistency ••. unblushing

falsehoods ..• (and) a choice c01lection of fibs and vile insinuations"

(Mount Ida Chronicle 20 September 1883). The controversy was ended by

Government's decision not to open the two local runs for selection (Mount

Ida Chronicle 22 November 1888).

Miner disenchantment with the perpetual leasehold tenure sprang from

two sources, first, that while perpetual leasehold lands might be resumed

for mining purposes freedom of access to lands so held for prospecting

purposes was denied - at least without compensation for any damage inflicted,

and, second, that the provision of the purchase right altered the status

of those lands from Crown to private lands (Mount Ida Chronicle 18 May

1893). The question of whether lands held under perpetual leasehold were

open for application without prior resumption arose in the case of Couston v

McKenzie. In February, 1898 the Supreme Court was asked to rule whether a

warden had power to grant a special claim out of lands held under perpetual

lease issued within a mining district after the mining district had been

proclaimed, Mr Justice Williams ruling that a special claim could not be

granted. It was then discovered that the district in which the land concerned

was situated had been proclaimed a mining district in 1869 and again in 1886,

so that upon a rehearing of the application in the Warden's Court, a special
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claim was granted. That decision led to an application being made to the

Supreme Court seeking a writ to prohibit the warden from proceeding further,

the case being heard before Mr Justice Pennefather in Dunedin in August

and September 1898.

The case turned in part upon the definition of 'Crown lands' and 'private

lands' adopted by the Mining Acts. The definition of 'Crown lands' adopted in

section 4 of The Mining Act, 1891 appeared to include land of every

description of which the fee was vested in the Crown whatever lesser

estates may have been made or rights granted to private persons. Further,

it was argued that -the special exception of lands leased or licensed with

the right of acquiring the fee-simple thereof rendered the meaning of the

section that much clearer. The plaintiff, however, argued that such a

construction would lead to an injunction against a whole class of people,

namely the holders of perpetual leases, amounting in fact to confiscation

without compensation and that therefore the court was bound to hold that

there was a presumption against such a view and to see whether some other

construction was possible. The defendant, for his part, contended that a

perpetual lease came within the wording of the definition so clearly that

it was' impossible to seek any other construction, whereas the plaintiff

maintained that his perpetual lease did not fall within the definition inasmuch

as he had the right of acquiring the fee simple. While- the Act conferring

that right had been repealed by The Land Act, 1892, section 253 thereof

provided that nothing contained in the Act should be deemed to affect any

right created under the previous Act. Commented Mr Justice Pennefather

It may fairly be argued that this power given to a perpetual
lessee amounts to a quaLified right of acquiring the fee
simple, though subject to the discretion of the Minister;
and it is certainly a strong argument in support of such a
contention that if the words do not refer to perpetual
leases they refer to nothing, for there is no other·land
within mining districts let with the right of acquiring
the fee simple; and if they do refer to perpetual leases,
certainly the Act of 1887 draws no distinction between
perpetual leases granted before the proclamation of the



goldfields and those granted after, but give the same
qualified right to all (otago Witness 1 September 1898).

The ruling given was in fact b~sedupon broader considerations. The

Act which intr0duced the perpetual leasehold had provided for the

resumption of lands so held for mining purposes but only upon the payment

of compensation for severance and/or abatement of rent, rights which came

into existence only upon resumption. Therefore, when land was granted on

a perpetual lease within a mining district a right was conferred on the

lessee to hold it until it should be resumed, and not even then to be

deprived of it without compensation for improvement and severance.and
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an adjustment of rent. Mr Justice Pennefather concluded:

If, therefore, the definition of section 4 of 'The Mining
Act, 1891' be understood as applying to perpetual
leaseholds, the lessee's right to hold the land until
resumption, and then to receive compensation for severance
and to have an adjustment of rent, is taken away; for
any miner may enter and obtain exclusive occupation
under sections 41-43, and the only provision for
compensation is that contained in section 12 •... As
that must be presumed to be contrary to the intention
of the Legislature, I am of the opinion that the
definition in section 4 must be read as not including
land held under perpetual lease ~ that such, if
required for mining, must be resumed by proclamation;
and that the warden must be prohibited from proceeding
further with the application which has been made to.
him (otago Witness 1 September 1898. See also New Zealand Law
Reports 17, 1899, 228-236).

That ruling was appealed against, the matter being determined finally

by the Court of Appeal. Counsel for the appellant argued that there had

been a constantly increasing tendency on the part of the Legislature to

extend the rights of mining and the definition of lands over which mining

could take place. Sections 16 and 17 of The Land Act Amendment Act, 1887

gave no right, he argued, to purchase land under perpetual lease within a

mining district, though the Minister could sell on the report of the

warden. Counsel further contended that the intention of the Legislature

was to exclude from the definition of 'Crown lands' only such lands as

came within the definition of 'private lands', there being a series of
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Mining Act, 1891, Sections 98 et seq ). Section 192 of The Mining Act,

1891 excepted certain Crown lands and had it been the intention to exempt

anything not coming within the definition of Crown lands it would have

been done so there.

The Court of Appeal accordingly upheld the Supreme Court decision

ruling that on the assumption that perpetual lease land did come within

the definition of 'Crown lands' it had nevertheless been held to be

impliedly excepted from the liability to be taken for mining purposes

otherwise than after resumption (New Zealand Law Reports 17, 1899,228).

The Chief Justice based his views on the fact that section 4 began by

specifying lands of the Crown held under lease or licence for depasturing

or agricultural purposes whereas perpetual leases were not leases granted

either for agricultural or for pastoral purposes but were leases of the

whole land for all purposes. Therefore, the land did not come within the

definition of 'Crown lands', although he left open the question whether

perpetual lease lands came within the definition of 'private lands' (New

Zealand Law Reports 17, 1899, 238-239).

That opinion was supported by Judge Denniston who remarked that even

if perpetual lease lands fell within the term 'Crown lands', there was

much to be said for the argument that such lands even though Crown lands

were exempt from being taken up for mining purposes. If such were not the

case

then any number of miners, without any possibility of
interference by anyone, and without any special licence,
could, in virtue of their miners' rights, so deal with
this land as to make its occupation by the lessee
impossible, and that without any compensation, although
provision is made giving the lessee every protection
and full compensation in the event of the land being
properly resumed for mining purposes. To say that the
land can in effect be occupied at any time without
compensation, although there must be compensation on



the land being resumed, would require very strong words
indeed. Apart altogether, therefore, from the point of
this land not being within the definition, I think that
it ought not to be held to be Crown lands open for mining
purposes (New Zealand Law Reports 17, 1899, 240).

The significance of the case lay in the fact that miners found a

further class of land which should it prove auriferous required the

implementation of a protracted resumption procedure, always assuming of

course that they could gain access to such lands to determine whether

they were auriferous at all. The perpetual lease system was replaced

by the lease-in-perpetuity provisions of The Land Act, 1892, so that by

1895 the system in fact was practically obsolete apart from a few

transactions permitted by section 114 of that measure (AJHR Cl, 1895, ii).

It should also be noted that by section 31 of The Land Laws Amendment Act,

1913 holders of perpetual leases could acquire the fee-simple of the land

comprising their leases (Statutes of New Zealand 1913, 130).

SMALL GRAZING RUNS

The small grazing run tenure was introduced by The Land Act, 1885, the

tenure involving the leasing of pastoral land in runs of up to a maximum of

5,000 acres for a term of 21 years with a right of renewal. Section 25 of

The Land Act Amendment Act, 1887, extended the maximum area of a small

grazing run from 5,000 to 20,000 acres. The small grazing run system was

often used in the disposal of land otherwise suitable for ordinary

settlement where that land was considered to be auriferous, one of the

special conditions of the tenure being that the land held thereunder was

subject to the operation of the Mining Acts (AJHR Cl, 1894, Appendix, 20).

Large areas in the Blackstone and Gimmerburn survey districts were

disposed of on the small grazing run system in deference to the wishes of

miners (AJHR Cl, 1894, Appendix, 20). The use of the system in such a

fashion led to complaints that there was no provision for a reduction in

or rebate of rent in cases where claims and mining privileges were in fact
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granted and which, it was suggested or alleged, then detrimentally affected

the working of a run (AJHR 82, Cl, 1901, 30).

Extensive use was made of the system and indeed it superse~ed gradually

the ordinary pastoral runs as the licences of the latter expired and the

country was then subdivided for closer settlement (AJHR Cl, 1904, 62). It

should be noted that section 31 of The Land Laws Amendment Act, 1913

provided that holders of small grazing runs could acquire the fee-simple

of the land comprised in their leases subject to certain limitations

regarding the maximum area which could be purchased. Section 33 (1) of

The Land Laws Amendment Act, 1914 provid~d further that the holder of a

small grazing run, comprising not more than 5,000 acres, could surrender

his lease and obtain a renewable lease (Statutes of New Zealand 1914, 160).

Miners voiced few objections to those modifications, the small grazing run

tenure having served generally to accommodate their interests.
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LEASES-IN-PERPETUITY

The lease-in-perpetuity tenure was introduced by The Land Act, 1892,

section 157 providing for the granting of 999-year leases at a yearly

rental "equal to four per cent of the cash-price of such land "

(Statutes of New Zealand 1892, 244). The tenure met with a mixed reception,

the Dunstan Times describing it as offering "exceedingly liberal" terms (Dunstan

Times 19 August 1892), while the Mount Ida Chronicle described it as one

favoured by the urban working classes "because they think it sounds

socialistic, revolutionary, and Henry-Georgish, and because they neither

know nor care anything whatever about the interests of the country farmer"

(Mount Ida Chronicle 30 July 1891). The latter journal went on to assert

that it was "a deliberate and shameful sacrifice of country interests to

the new unionism of the towns in the interests of the seats of Ministers"

(Mount Ida Chronicle 20 August 1891). In fact the tenure proved popular,

a reflection of the low rental and the security of tenure. Holders of

land under various other tenures, particularly perpetual leases, were

quick to take advantage of the Act's tenure exchange provisions.

For their part miners were inclined to regard the tenure, at least

in its original form as being entirely unsuited to the goldfields. Indeed

the amendment of the tenure to permit freedom of access for prospecting

and the right of mining without payment of compensation was regarded as

a major objective by several miners' organisations (Mount Ida Chr@nicle

2 March 1893, 9 March 1893, and 6 May 1893). McKenzie (Minister of Lands),

for various reasons which he did not specify, maintained that it was not

possible to amend the tenure in such a way as to secure the miners the same

rights and privileges they enjoyed in respect of the small grazing run

system (Minister of Lands to St Bathans Miners' Association, 27 March 1893,

in Mount Ida Chronicle, 18 May 1893). But, in fact, section 7 of The Mining

Act Amendment Act (No.2) 1893 provided that every lease-in-perpetuity or
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other lease or licence granted under The Land Act, 1892 over land within

a mining district was subject to the Mining Acts (statutes of New Zealand

1893, 232).

The popularity of the lease-in-perpetuitysystem, however, continued

to create considerable apprehension among miners who saw in it the prospect

of their confinement to existing workings and thus a premature end to their

livelihood. Thus the application by James Spedderi for a lease-in

perpetuity in the Little Gari~aldi district led the Mount Ida Miners'

Association to urge the Minister of Lands "to take into consideration

the strong protest that the miners' associations are making against the

manner in which leases-'in-perpetuity are at present disposed of •.•• "

The Association went on to insist upon the necessity for leases-in

perpetuity to be granted on the same conditions as the small grazing runs,

and that the miners were "in no way antagonistic to settlement, so long as

their future interests are protected on the goldfields". The Mount Ida

Association in fact regarded land tenure as one 6f the most important

issues of concern to miners and the lease-in-perpetuity system in particular

as being "especially pernicious to the mining industry" (Mount Ida Chronicle

7 December 1893).

The concern voiced over the Spedderi application was not satisfied by

the assurance given by the Otago Commissioner of Crown Lands that as The

Mining Act Amendment Act (No.2) 1893 (section 7), provided that all

licences and leases granted under The Land Act, 1892 were supject to the

operation of the Mining Acts, it would not matter whether the land in

question was disposed of under the small grazing run or lease-in-perpetuity

systems (Mount Ida Chronicle 19 July 1894). That was an interpretation which

the Mount Ida Miners' Association could not accept. The response of the

Department of Lands and Survey, however, was again to insist that section 7

afforded sufficient protection to mining interests (Mount Ida Chronicle



16 and 23 August, 1894).

Miner dissatisfaction over the lease-in-perpetuity system continued,

partly because it was discovered that prospecting upon such lands was

subject to the payment of compensation (Mount Ida Chronicle 10 July 1896),

and partly because of proposals to allow the holders of such leases to

purchase the fee simple. That proposal was included in The Land Laws

Amendment Act, 1907" section 20 of whLch provided that owners of lease-in

perpetuity might at any time after the coming into the operation of the

Act and during the existence of their lease purchase the fee simple of the

land comprising the lease at a price equal to the capital value at the time

of purchase. The same Act abolished the lease-in-perpetuity (which had

thus only been available for 15 years), substituting therefor a renewable

lease which had a currency of 66 years with a perpetual right of renewal

(New Zealand Statutes 1907,207). By the end of March 1908 the area held

under lease-in-perpetuity in Otago amounted to 204,967 acres (AJHR Cl,

1908, 94).

The provisions of section 7 of The Mining Act Amendment Act (No.2)

1893 were clarified by section 18 of The Mining Act, 1905. That section

provided that la~d held under a lease-in-perpetuity or any other lease or

licence granted under The Land Act, 1892 was deemed to be Crown land, if

situated within a mining district, as defined by the Act (Statutes of New

Zealand 1905, 309). At the same time, however, section 20 of The Land Laws

Act Amendment Act, 1907 empowered lessees to purchase the fee simple of

their land. That provision was regarded by the Mines Department as a threat

to the working of the Mining Act for, in its view, should the holder of a

lease-in-perpetuity take advantage of the provision "The owner would then

be able to make his own terms with the miner or block him entirely to the

detriment of the mining industry" (MD N6/4/21). Not only was the holder

,able to purchase the land but he was not required to subm~t any notice of

intention to purchase to the warden for his approval. Warden McCarthy
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(Invercargill) suggested that not the slightest effort had been made to

protect the mining industry. "Once the Lease in Perpetuity is converted

into a freehold", he observed, "the only way to make it subject to mining

is to resume it which would make it once more Crown lands" (Warden,

Invercargill to Under-Secretary, Justice Department, 18 January 1908 in

MD N6/4/21). The only comfort to be drawn from The Land Laws Amendment

Act, 1907, was that by it the lease-in-perpetuity system was abolished

and the renewable leases substituted there for were subject to mining.

That a holder of a lease-in-perpetuity wi~hin a proclaimed goldfield could

acquire the freehold without the prior knowledge or the consent of the

Warden was a view shared by the Under-Secretary for Lands who in addition

made it clear that where such holders decided upon purchase the Land Board

had no power to attach any special conditions to the purchase (Under

Secretary for Lands to Under-Secretary for Mines, 20 February 1908 in

MD N6/4/21).

The whole matter came before the Supreme Court in 1909 in Commissioner

of Crown Lands (Taranaki) v Bennie in which the Court was asked to make a

declaration as to whether it was intended by section 20 of The Land Laws

Amendment Act, 1907 to confine the right of purchase to land held under

the lease, that is, to the surface only, leaving the subsoil and minerals

still the property of the Crown, or whether conversely that section gave

the lessee the fullest right to purchase the fee simple including the

subsoil minerals. Mr Justice Chapman ruled that section 20 gave the lessee

the right to purchase the fee simple in the fullest sense, and that if he

purchased it under that provision the right of the Crown to the minerals

reserved by the lease was gone (Auckland Weekly News 29 April 1909 in MD

N6/4/2l) •

That decision produced some consternation in the Mines Department

where it was considered that the judgement would seriously affect the
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mining industry. The suggestion was made that the difficulty could be

resolved by having an amending measure passed to provide that as the

landowner had paid orily for the surface value of the land the Crown, if

the land were discovered to be mineral bearing, could resume the land

upon payment of compensation of a like amount. However, in the Minister

of Mines' view Judge Chapman's view was perfectly sound and he confessed

that he could see no solution "without attacking every freehold title in

the Dominion" (Minister of Mines to Under-Secretary for Mines, 21 May 1909

in MD N6/4/21).

The Solicitor-General, to whom the matter-was referred, gave it as his

opinion that the decision was incorrect, a view shared by the Attorney

General. Given the importance of the case to the mining industry the

decision was appealed, but the Appeal Court which considered the matter

dismissed the appeal. It was decided consequently that the issue would be

taken to the Privy Council, but in the meantime the issue of access to

lands held under lease-in-perpetuity again arose in the case Paterson's

Freehold Gold Dredging Company Limited v Harvey held before Mr Justice

Williams in the Supreme Court in Dunedin on 29 June and 20 August 1909.

The respondent was the holder of a perpetual lease in a mining district

which by virtue of section 150 of The Land Act, 1892 he had exchanged

for a lease-in-perpetuity, and which by reason of the definition of private

lands adopted by the Mining Acts was not open to mining, section 7 of The

Mining Act Amendment Act (No.2) 1893, section 19 of The Mining Act, 1898,

and section 18 of The Mining Act 1905, notwithstanding.

The point at issue turned on the definition of 'private lands'. The

Mining Acts had defined 'private lands' to mean lands owned in fee simple,

including land held under licence or lease with the right of acquiring the

fee simple thereof. Until 1907 and the enactment of The Land Laws Amendment

Act, 1907, therefore, land held under lease-in-perpetuity was deemed to be
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Crown land. After 1907, however, such land appeared to come within the

definition as adopted by the Mining Acts of private land. Thus, Mr Justice

Williams observed there was "a great deal to be said in favour of the view

that the right of purchase given to the holders of leases in perpetuity ...

made the land included in these leases cease to be deemed to be Crown land

and brought it within the category of private lands" (Gazette Law Reports,

XII, 1909-1910, 41). Section 17 of The Mining Act, 1908, however, made it

clear that land held under lease-in-perpetuity or any other lease or licence

granted under The Land Act, 1892 or under a renewable lease granted under

The Land Act, 1908 was deemed to be Crown land "anything in 'The Land Act,

1908' or any other Act to the contrary notwithstanding". That section was

described by Mr Justice Williams as a clear and unambiguous statement which

made it impossible to contend that the land included in the respondent's

lease was not to be deemed Crown land and open for mining (Gazette Law

Reports, XII, 1909-1910, 42).

By The Land Laws Amendment Act, 1907 the lease-in-perpetuity tenure

was replaced by that of the renewable lease, the latter being defined" as

a lease for a term of 66 years with a perpetual right of renewal. Section

18(1) of the Act provided that any owner of a lease-in-perpetuity could

exchange it for a renewable lease, (Statutes of New Zealand 1907, 211)

while section 20 provided that such owner could purchase the fee-simple of

the land comprised in the lease at any time during its existence (Statutes

of New Zealand 1907,212). That provision was continued by section 31 of

The Land Laws Amendment Act, 1912 and amended by section 60 of The Land

Laws Amendment Act, 1913 which allowed purchase within five years of the

passage of that Act (Statutes of New Zealand 1913, 138). Purchase did not

mean that the land concerned was inaccessible to the miner. The Mining Act
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land within mining districts without the consent of the owner and provided
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for the resumption of that required for mining purposes.

MINING RESERVES, OCCUPATION LICENCES AND OCCUPATION LEASES(l)

A further tenure which prornptedconsiderable disquiet among and

opposition from both the miners and the runholders was that of the

occupation lease introduced by The Mining Districts Land Occupation Act,

1894. The origins of the tenure lay in the occupation licence system

introduced by The Mines Act, 1877 and intended to allow the settlement, if

only temporary, of the mining reserves which had been created through the

goldfields. A discussion of the background to the occupation licence

system, the character of the tenure, and the misgivings and criticisms it

provoked, thus precedes an evaluation of the occupation lease tenure.

a) Mining Reserves and Occupation Licences

The creation of mining reserves was for most miners and their organisations

the best means of preserving open all likely auriferous areas and of ensuring

the reservation of adequate outlets for mining debris. In 1869, the

Provin~ial Government of Otago had created a ten chain reserve along both

banks of the Clutha River, while section 9 of The Gold Fields Act Amendment

Act (No.2) 1875, empowered the Government to set apart for mining purposes

exclusively any specific portion or class of Crown lands within a mining

district. Considerable use appears to have been made of the power to

create mining reserves, some being quite large such as the 5,000 acre

reserve made at Tuapeka East in 1878, and others extending along both sides

of rivers and streams. The precise extent of the area reserved is difficult

to ascertain since most of the reserves were never formally declared,

surveyed or constituted. That area, and the Locat.Lon and character of the

(I) This section does not include the controversy over the use, control,
and management of the commonage reserves. See, for example, Marks (1977,
303-331) •
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lands 'reserved', however, was sufficient to evoke demands from the 1870s,

that such reserves where not ,being used for'mining purposes should be

opened for settlement.

Various proposals were made for the disposal of at least some of the

lands comprising mining reserves. Thus, in 1877, the Otago Waste Lands

Board proposed to dispose of unoccupied land in Blocks V and X, Waitahuna

East, and Blocks IV, V and VIII, Table Hill, previously set apart as a

mining reserve, altogether some 8,000 acres. The proposals evoked

considerable opposition on the grounds that the land was "generally

auriferous",-that auriferous quartz reefs had been discovered, and that the

number of miners in the district was increasing "as the public works are

being finished, and the men returning to their former occupation". The

objectors reminded the Board that the land had been set apart as a mining

reserve by a resolution of the Otago Provincial Council in April 1872 and

that an injustice would be done to those who had constructed water races

dams and reservoirs and to those who had made homes for themselves and

families "with the object of making gold-mining a permanent occupation in

the reasonable and weil founded belief that the land would be permanently

reserved, seeing that with a very few exceptions it was purely pastoral and

unfit for agricultural settlement". In fact, according to the Chief

Commissioner, the land had never been reserved but rather simply marked

on the plans as land that might be required for mining. The Board responded

by assuring the petitioners that it "would take the best steps to inquire

into the position of the matter and given every consideration to the interests

of the mining community" (Tuapeka Times 17 November 1877). That some members

of the Board were not entirely sympathetic to the miners' requests was made

clear by one who asked "which would most tend to advance the prosperity of

the district - a number of miners who had no fixed status there, or a number

of persons holding the fee simple?" (Tuapeka Times 17 November 1877).
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Again in 1878 a proposal to sell a portion of the mining reserves

on the banks of the Clutha River created considerable controversy. A

number of sections in Block VI, Benger district were advertised as being

for sale at the upset price of £5 per acre under section 49 of The Land

Act, 1877, by which the Board could offer for sale or dispose of the

lease thereof by auction "any land which may be deemed to possess special

value owing to its superior quality for agricultural purposes, or owing to

proximity of constructed or projected lines of railways, or on account of

minerals or timber .... " (statutes of New Zealand 1877, 168). The land

concerned, it was countered, was not only auriferous but also provided

that free access to the river so essential to the mining industry. It was

suggested, indeed, that those desirous of purchasing it were interested

not so much in cultivating it as in extracting substantial compensation from

those wishing to mine it (Tuapeka Times 8 June 1873). The Otago Waste

Lands Board withdrew the land concerned but then, in what amounted to an

"utterly irrational" decision, proposed to classify it as suburban and

sell it under the deferred payments system at 14 10s per acre (Tuapeka

Times 22 June 1878).

In the face of such actions, the Board was regarded as being openly·

contemptuous of the needs and demands of the miners. It was not surprising,

therefore, that Government should be asked to legalise the mining 'reserves'

made by the Provincial Government and to vest their control and management

in the local authority concerned. The members of those bodies, observed

the Tuapeka Times, "know exactly the nature of the reserves, their

situation, capabilities, and value, and are, therefore, far abler to deal

~,'"I

with themLthe Land Board, whose members may possibly have the local knowledge

necessary, but if they have, it is purely accidental" (Tuapeka Times 8 May

1878). Under The Land Act, 1877, of course, all ·reserves once constituted

vested as to care and management in the Waste Lands Boards, the Boards being
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authorised to issue occupation licences in cases where the land was not

required immediately for the purpose for which it had been reserved. It

was held generally that better managment and supervision of such reserves

would follow from their being vested in the local authority concerned.

Moreover, it was argued, such bodies would be better able to advise

Government on which reserves should be retained, modified or withdrawn

(Tuapeka Times 18 May 1878).

Action soon followed. In 1878, the control and management of mining

reserves and commonages in Tuapeka County were made over to the Tuapeka

County Council (New Zealand Gazette rtb 84, 29 August 1878, 1213). The Council

was expected to ascertain the localities and areas of the reserves and

commonages and frame regulations for their management (Tuapeka Times 7

December 1878). The passage of control of the reserves to the County

Council was accompanied by a growing number of applications for their use,

particularly by those who expected a much more sympathetic response than

they might have received otherwise from the Otago Waste Lands Board. At

the same time it became clear that a great deal of unauthorised occupation

had taken place, a report to the TuapekaCounty Council in 1880 suggesting

that some 20 person'were occupying reserves throughout the county in

sections of from two to 200 acres with one section reaching 2,412 acres

(Otago Daily Times 18 December 1880). From such persons little or no

revenue was being derived.

The Tuapeka County Council decided to act under section 51 of The

Mines Act, l877 t and issue depasturing licences to those wishing to utilise

the reserves with the understanding that so long as the land concerned was

not required for mining purposes the Council would not interfere. That

action evoked strong objections from the Otago Waste Lands Board which

maintained that the Council'had exceeded its authority. The Council, of

course, insisted that the Act conferred the power and that depasturing licences



offered a means of securing a rental from those who had occupied the

reserves without proper authority. The alternative proposed by the

Board, namely eviction, would have created, as the Tuapeka Times observed,

"nothing short of a small riot, besides being about as impolite an act as

could well be imagined" (Tuapeka Times 15 December 1880).

The point at issue between the Waste Lands Board and the County Council

lay in the Board's contention that the Council had issued not depasturing

licences over, but leases of, the ground concerned, and indeed the Otago

Daily Times suggested that the Land Board had intervened just in time to

halt "a wholesale practice of leasing reserves •..• " (Otago Daily Times

18 December 1880). Alternatively, it was suggested that the Council had

been granting depasturing licences in such a form that the licensees had

considered themselves vested with the rights of occupancy over certain

definite areas, land otherwise reserved from disposal and for mining

purposes. The County Council insisted that it had not leased the reserves

but merely granted a licence to graze a certain number of stock over a

particular piece of land, the licensees being informed that the.ir rights

were terminable at any time. Nevertheless it was clear that the licensees

were not inclined to regard their occupation as temporary, and indeed the

County Chairman observed that

Of course the hardship that would be inflicted upon many
hard-working, industrious people, were they turned off
these reserves, would be almost beyond computation. Many
of them had resided upon those reserves for 12 or 14 years.
Although merely there on sufferance, still they had
cultivated and improved their holdings, and had expended
a lot of money in erecting dwellings and so on. He might
refer to Wetherstones Flat and the surrounding slopes,
where many steady and industrious men had occupied such
reserves for a lengthened period, and had effected
considerable improvements with the view of rendering
their wives and families comfortable. It was to such a
class of men that the district, in a great measure, owed
its prosperity. Some of these families would not have
been in the district at the present time had they not been
allowed to reside upon these reserves and to cultivate a

, portion of t~em. It was incumbent, therefore, upon the
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County to take steps to conserve the interests of such a
class of the community (otago Daily Times 20 December 1880).

In the light of such comments it was not surprising that miners and

their organisations should hasten to defend the reserves by criticising

unauthorised occupation and the manner in which it was alleged, they had

been incorporated into existing properties and grazed or cultivated

(Mount Benger Mail 29 December 1880). It was clear, then, that the mining

reserves had been occupied for many years, an unauthorised occupancy

attributed in part to a lack of supervision by the Waste Lands Board. It

was conceded freely that.the fencing in and cultivation of the reserves

constituted an act of trespass under The Land Act, 1877, an act which

subjected the occupiers not only to summary removal but also to pecuniary

liabilities, although it was also argued that since the Council had issued

only depasturing licences the Waste Lands Board really had no good reason

to insist upon the expulsion of the settlers concerned. Eviction in any

case would result in the land lying idle. The solution suggested was that

the occupiers be issued with occupation licence~ as provided fo~ by section

59 of The Mines Act, 1877 which would require the prior formal declaration

of the land concerned as mining reserves. The Provincial Government had

simply reserved the areas from sale-, having had no statutory authority

by which they could have been set apart for mining purposes (Tuapeka Times

9 February 1881).

The extent and character of the lands 'reserved' for mining purposes,

their unauthorised occupation, and-the difficulties of evicting the occupiers

all served to generate demands for the creation of a tenure to allow

controlled occupation. Such demands also stemmed in part from a growing

dissatisfaction over the agricultural lease and deferred payment tenures

by which, it was alleged, large areas of auriferous land had been sold.

Attention turned to The Waste Lands Act, 1869 passed by the Victorian
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Legislature. The Act provided for the issue of licences permitting the .

occupation for a period of 12 months of up to 20 acres on the gold fields.

Any lands so selected were liable to resumption for mining purposes on

the payment of compensation for improvements. The annual nature of the

licence, it was expected, would render resumption and compensation unnecessary.

Such a tenure was advocated in the Otago Provincial Council by Clarke

(MPC Lakes) who in 1874 proposed that holders of miners' rights be permitted

to take up to ten acres for one year at a rent, payable in advance, of Is

per acre per annum. The land concerned was to be held subject to

resumption for mining purposes, with compensation being payable only for

crops and fencing (V & P, oPC, S.33, 1874, 89). After some debate, the

resolution was rejected by the Council largely on the grounds that if

enacted the tenure would permit dummyism and the spotting of runs and

agricultural blocks (Mount Ida Chronicle 12 June 1874).

Discussion of this idea did not, however, end with rejection of.

Clark's motion. The 1877 Wardens' Conference recommended that the Government

introduce a tenure which would provide for the temporary occupation for:

agricultural purposes of such lands over which doubts existed as to their

auriferous worth (Cromwell Argus 15 May 1877). The Mines Act, 1877 included

just such a provision. Section 59 empowered the Governor to issue licences

for the occupation for agricultural purposes of any mining reserve not

required for immediate use for mining purposes, such licences to be

surrendered upon demand after six months' notice with no right to

compensation (Statutes of New Zealand 1877, 289).

In those districts where mining reserves were extensive advantage was

quickly taken of section 59 (Cramwe11 Argus 15 January 1878, Lake Wakatip

Mail 4 July 1878, and AJHR H4, 1878, 21). Indeed, it was

widely welcomed as op~ning up land which had "been foolishly locked up

under the profitless title of mining reserves, although the auriferous



nature of the land was more than questionable" (Cromwell Argus 22 January

1878). Insofar as the system allowed settlement to proceed without injury

to the mining industry it was regarded generally as a step "in the right

direction" (Mount Ida Chronicle 6 September 1877).

The Mining Act, 1886 amended the 1877 measure, section 60 empowering

the Governor to prescribe regulations for the issue of licences by the

wardens of up to 50 acres on mining reserves "or of any other Crown lands

within a mining district •.•. " Such licences were to be surrendered on

demand after three months' notice, the licensee having no right to any

compensation or to acquire the freehold of the land comprising the licence

(New Zealand statutes 1886, 507). The phrase, "or of any other Crown lands

within a mining district," so widened the scope of the section as to provide

for a limited form of free selection. The rapidity with which both mining

reserves and other Crown lands were selected ensured conflict with both

miners and runholders.

b) Miner Response

The regulations governing the issue of occupation licences required that

applications be made to the wardens, each application to be advertised

twice in the local newspaper and the ground marked out in a specified

manner. Rent of 2s per acre was payable yearly in advance, and the term

of the licence not to exceed ten years although to be renewable subject

to any conditions which the wardens might impose. The holders of miners'

rights were to have free access to prospect for gold, take up dams and

mark out the course of races, dams, tunnels and tramways. Compensation

was not payable although licensees were to be given three months' notice

in the case of land cultivated or otherwise improved and were to be

permitted to remove any buildings or other improvements.

Miners were not slow in criticising the occupation licence system,
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notably because it deprived them of the opportunity of running stock in

those areas where land had not been set apart formally for commonage

purposes, and that the requirement of three months' notice was, as the

Tuapeka Tnnes put it,an "impediment •.• fatal to all enterprise" (Tuapeka

Tnnes 21 September 1887 and 1 October 1887). So concerned were the miners

in the Tuapeka district that various meetings of miners appointed deputations

to wait upon the Warden in an effort to dissuade him from granting occupation

licences over mining reserves. Claims were made that the system was being

'abused', a term which in fact reflected considerable disagreement over the

purpose of the tenure, whether it was to promote 'orthodox farming' and to

enable those who already possessed land to take up additional land, or

whether its primary obj ect was as the Tuapeka T.iJizes .as s e r t ed "to afford

facilities to the miners to establish comfortable homes in the vicinity of

their labours, where industrious families could, by cultivating a few acres

of land, assist in maintaining the household .... " (Tuapeka Tnnes 1 October

1867. See also Mount Ida Chronicle 30 January 1890). The Tuapeka Miners'

Association thus decided to seek either the amendment or the repeal of what

was being seen increasingly as a most obnoxious provision (Tuapeka Times

24 September 1887).

The Mo~nt Ida Chronicle also expressed some apprehension lest the

unrestrained operation of the occupation licence system injure the very

group for whose benefit it had been devised. While the regulations

governing the system clearly specified that lands so held were open to

entry by miners such a power would be, if occupation licences became

numerous, "an exceedingly invidious and vexatious power to exercise .•.. "

Parallels were drawn with the perpetual lease system, regarded above all

as favourable to mining but which was found to restrict the miners unless

heavy compensation were paid (Mount Ida Chronicle 31 December 1891). Despite

their criticisms, however, many miners considered the occupation licence

system to be the best mode of settlement devised for the goldfields,
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particularly as it allowed the selection of land where the land was

required, a most important consideration for those miners who wished to

supplement/complement their otherwise somewhat precarious mining operations.

But any suggestion that the occupation licences be given a more secure

tenure at once evoked strong protests from miners' organisations (Mount

Ida Chronicle 13 September 1890).

Most miner criticisms of the occupation licence system related to the

discretionary power of the wardens in dealing with applications for occupation

licences. Indeed, the St Bathans Miners' Association went so far as to claim

that that discretionary power had proved to be antagonistic to the welfare

of the miners in that it was arbitrary in not being subject to appeal.

The Association also argued that the refusal of an application should not

rest merely on an adverse report by a District Land Officer who was usually

the Warden (Mount Ida Chronicle 31 July 1890). All that was really necessary,

insisted the miners, was that the Minister of Justice instruct the wardens

to administer the law in respect of occupation licences in a more liberal

fashion (Mount Ida Chronicle 7 August 1890). Such criticisms and demands

found some sympathy in the Goldfields Committee of the House of Representatives,

the Committee making a strong recommendation to Government that a clause be

added to The Mining Act, 1886 requiring wardens to hear and deal with every

application for an occupation licence within one month of the application

having been lodged (Mount Ida Chronicle 4 September 1890).

c) Pastoral Response

As noted above (p. 207 ), section 60 of the Mining Act, 1886 included the

words "or of any other Crown lands within a mining district ...• " That phrase

was seen by some as allowing the selection of areas'within the boundaries of

runs, a view not shared by the wardens who ruled that the words of th~ Act

were not to be construed strictly, that the intention of the Legislature was

not to permit what amounted to free selection be f ore survey but rather to



allow the temporary occupancy of reserves. Where applications were made

for land within boundaries of runs the consent of the pastoral tenant was

essential before an application was granted despite the fact that to give

the runholder the power of veto was almost to nullify the operation of the

provision. However, in a case stated for the Supreme Court in 1889,

Mr Justice Williams ruled that the prior consent of the lessee was not

necessary before an occupation licence could be granted (New Zealand Law

Reports 8,1890, 256).

In that particular case an application had been lodged for a licence

to occupy 50 acres of Crown lands within a mining district for agricultural

and dairying purposes, the land being part of a run leased by one Thomas

Keenan. Keenan's objection to the application had been upheld by the

Warden concerned who declared that he had no power to grant it without

the consent of the pastoral lessee. That decision was set aside by

Mr Justice Williams who stated that nothing had been made clearer than the

fact that the pastoral tenant, whilst having the exclusive right 6f

pasturage over the land specified in his licence, had no right to the soil.

The definition of Crown lands in The Mines Act, 1886, observed the judge,

expressly included all lands of the Crown occupied under any licence or

lease for depasturing or agricultural purposes. Therefore, he ruled, where

under The Mines Act, 1886 provision was made for granting licences or

making reserves of Crown lands,the power to grant licences or to make such

reserves would extend to land already occupied for depasturing purposes.

Mr Justice Williams was satisfied that the Warden had the power to grant

licences under section 60 notwithstanding the existence of a depasturing

licence under the Land Act. Indeed, the Evening Star described the Warden's

original ruling as absurd and one which, had it been upheld, would have

rendered section 60 of no value. The intention of the Legislature, it

suggested, was to allow settlers the right of free selection over all

Crown lands within a mining district (Evening Star 4 January 1890).
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Nevertheless, the inclusion in that section of the phrase "or of any other

Crowns lands within a mining district .... ", the significance of which

seems not to have been realised at the time of passage since it passed

through both chambers unchallenged, and Mr Justice Williams'ruling were

to create considerable difficulties for the wardens. They not only had

to reconcile the competing claims but also to bear the criticisms of all

three parties, miners, pastoral tenants and would-be small farmers.

Applications for occupation licences of areas within the boundaries

of runs, since they were made almost invariably for the best land,

usually evoked the strong opposition of the pastoral lessees. The

runholders' views were stated at some length in the Warden's Court at

Naseby in December 1891 when S.E. McCarthy, who was appearing on behalf

of the Naseby Pastoral Investment Company, argued that the occupation

licence system had been introduced to enable heads of families to raise

produce and maintain a few head of stock on lands that might well be

required for mining. The system, he argued, had been introduced in response

to objections that auriferous land or land that was required for ~ining

purposes was being applied for or alienated and had not been intended for

purely agricultural lands which would never be required for mining purposes.

McCarthy argued further that since under the regulations an occupation

licence holder could surrender his licence at any time the system if applied

to all Crown lands would encourage exploitative farming and the ruination

of land, while the system also allowed dummyism whereby several members

of a family could apply for contiguous parcels of land and amalgamate

them to form one large holding (Mount Ida Chronicle 17 December 1891).

More specific objections to applications included the fact that they were

often for the limited areas of fertile low-lying land required for

wintering and lambing purposes and without which the higher country could

not be utilised. As counsel for the Naseby Pastoral Investment Company

on another occasion argued, free selection would quickly result in the
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depreciation of the value of the company's run and compel it to relinquish

possession. "Persons holding large tracts of country and paying a

considerable sum to Government as rent", he observed, "were entitled to

the equitable consideration of the court in dealing with privileges of

this description" (Mount Ida Chronicle 16 October 1890).

Even the Mount Ida Chronicle recognised that Mr Justice Williams'

ruling had conferr~d on the clause perhaps a wider meaning than the

Legislature had intended. The pastoral tenants' objections could be met,

it was suggested, by leases being reoffered as they fell in upon the

distinct understanding that the lands comprised therein were to be subject

to the unrestricted application of the occupation licence system - even

although that would almost certainly result in the best land being

selected and the intervening country rendered either wholly useless or

greatly impaired in value and probably available as commonage to the

licensees. The journal concluded by suggesting that the system should be
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"continuously and prudently brought into operation " although that was

a suggestio~ made with an eye more to the needs of miners than to those of

the runholders (Mount Ida Chronicle, 31 December 1891).

It was in response to the conflict of interests involved and the

swelling tide of criticisms that Warden Greenfield in 1890 stated his

views at length:

•.• although Mr Justice Williams has ruled that a Warden
has power to grant occupation licenses under section 60
of the Mining Act, 1886, for ,small areas within the
boundaries of runs, it is a power that should be exercised
with very great caution, or great injustice may be done.
I assume that runs are laid off by Land Boards in suitable
blocks for pastoral purposes, each containing sufficient
flat land to work the hill land profitably; and to take
away that flat land or any considerable portion of it
would probably render the run comparatively useless.
Runs, too, are submitted to public competition, and it is
only fair to assume that higher rents are given because
of the existence of such flat lands; and yet so soon as
as the licenses are granted by the Land Board the Warden,
in exercise of a superior power said to be given by
section 60, can virtually cancel the action of the Land



Board by granting the whole of the flat lands to others
than the licensees of the runs, who would thereby
suffer a great injustice, and the hill country would be
rendered comparatively valueless. Then, again, the Land
Act provides that licensees of runs are entitled to
compensation for improvements, under certain conditions,
if they fail to obtain a renewal of their licenses, and
it is desirable in the public interests that they should
be encouraged to improve the land; but what inducement
will there be to improve the land if anyone may apply
for such improved land without paying any compensation
therefor, and there is no provision for such payment
I think it would be a very unfair thing to grant
occupation licenses over improved land within runs
held under license, and that oc cupa t Len- licenses over
unimproved land so held should only be granted when it
can be done without injustice to the licensee (Dunstan
Times 7 February 1890).

Greenfield's views received the approval of the goldfields' press,

including the Mount Ida Chronicle which conceded that "The much-abused

and withal destructive runholder has nevertheless rights which must be

respected at all hazards" (Mount Ida Chronicle, 30 January 1890). For

their part miners were less than satisfied, particularly in those districts

where such activities as envisaged by the clause were considered essential

to support large families in the face of the repeated and often, prolonged

periods of water scarcity and thus high water prices which beset the

mining industry. The Miners' Conference of 1890 devoted some attention

to the question of occupation licences, the general feeling quite clearly

being that that form of settlement received little encouragement from the

wardens despite the fact, as had been argued elsewhere, that the tenure

offered was of the most "miserable" kind. The Conference resolved that

"it should be made more imperative upon the wardens to grant occupation

licenses to bona fide applicants'.' (Otago Witness 6 March 1890), a

resolution which in the view of the Otago Witness was not entirely justified

since the pastoral industry was of such importance to the colony as to

require protection from the interference such indiscriminate selection

would mean. Moreover, the resolution as a matter of policy was rejected

since it amounted to maintqining that applicants should be allowed to select
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wherever they pleased for what was after all temporary occupation.

Finally, concluded the journal, charging the wardens with more or less

active sympathy with the runholders in opposition to the requirements

of settlement was "a very old story on the goldfields .... (a) supposition

as groundless as it is vague" (otago Witness 6 March 1890).

Despite such criticisms of their alleged 'sluggishness' in dealing

with applications for occupation licences, t~e wardens continued to err

on the side of caution wherever the objections of the pastoral tenants

were enunciated clearly. Mackenzie (MHR Mount Ida) evidently considered

the criticisms to be sufficiently well founded to propose that a block of

land be set iapart fOT application in the St Bathans district (Mount Ida

Chronicle 19 June 1890). The miners' response was to state in unequivocal

fashion that they did not require land to be opened in the manner proposed

lest mining operations be restricted, while also pointing out that since

any such block would be at a distance from their gold workings it would

be unsuitable for their purpose. Quite clearly miners regarded, the

occupation licence system of ,having been designed to allow the temporary

occupation of lands otherwise required for mining and especially by miners

for the raising of food and the running of stock, activities to support

and complement their major occupation of mining. The system, it was

argued, had not been instituted to promote the establishment of. new farms

(Mount Ida Chronicle 7 August 1890).

d) The Mining Act, 1891

The Mining Act, 1891 altered the provisions relating to occupation

licences, section 230 providing for the issue of licences of up to 100 acres

at a rental of not more than Is per acre per annum and for compulsory

residence. Section 231 provided that in no case was the licensee entitled

to claim compensation for any damages inflicted upon the land occupied "by

reason of mining on any land adjoining thereto, nor for surface damage done
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to such land by reason of any holder of a miner's right prospecting

thereon for gold". Compensation could not be claimed where the licence

was terminated and the land mined (Statutes of New Zealand 1891 , 234).

Those provisions were amended by The Mining Act Amendment Act, 1892,

section 3 (6i) providing that any person the owner in freehold or the lessee

or licensee under The Mining Act, 1891 or The Land Act, 1891 of more than

100 acres could not become the holder of an occupation licence (Statutes of

New Zealand 1892, 315). That amendment was made in response to the criticism

of what was alleged to be "the whqlesale and indiscriminate manner in which

applications for these licences were being made by many whom the Act (was)

never intended to benefit" (Mount Ida Chronicle 26 November 1891). That was

a reference to the growing practice whereby applications were made by

members of the one family for contiguous blocks.

While willing to amend the law to cover that defect of the Act, the

Government was most reluctant to consider any concessions over the compulsory

residence requirement. That requirement evoked much bitter criticism

primarily on the grounds that it debarred miners from taking advantage of

the system. The Mines Department insisted that the condition was required

to prev.ent dummyism, an insistence which led the Mount Ida Miners' Association

to conclude that it had been "introduced through the influence of the

squatters with the object of putting an end to further settlement on their

runs" (Mount Ida Chronicle 31 December 1891). The St Bathans Miners'

Association saw in the requirement a further move in the "strangling" of

the mining industry (Mount Ida Chronicle, 3 March 1892). McKenzie, as

Minister of Lands, defended the provision citing an instance in which a

Teviot runholder had persuaded a number of his employees upon the opening

of his run to settlement to apply for occupation licences over areas

"comprising the very eyes of the run" (Mount Ida Chronicle 14 February

1892).



The issue was taken up by the Lowburn Miners' Association which

resolved

That whereas the occupation license system has been
greatly made use of by persons already in possession
of large areas, and as this form of settlement was
evidently only meant for miners and others holding
small residence areas on the goldfields, as a means
of subsidising their earnings, it is highly desirable:
(1) That no person holding land to the extent of 100
acres or over under any land tenure should be permitted
to take up or hold any occupation license. (2) That
as a security against dummyism, a penalty not exceeding
£100 and forfeiture should be imposed upon any person
making any misrepresentation in connection with the
taking up or holding any occupation license. (3) That
the residence clause should be struck out, as it is
both unfair and unsuitable to bona fide applicants.
(Mount Ida Chronicle 28 May 1892).

That resolution received the approval of the constituent branches and was

forwarded to the Minister of Mines. The unwillingness of the Government to

relax its insistence compelled the miners to compromise and to suggest that

the residence requirement be waived in those instances where an applicant

had already established a home and in which he resided (Mount Ida Chronicle

30 March 1893). Government's response was to agree to instruct the Land

Boards accordingly' (Mount Ida Chronicle 9 November 1893).

The occupation licence system as it had evolved by 1893 found general

satisfaction among the mining community as it promised the least interference

with prospecting and mining. Indeed, the Mount Ida Miners' Association

suggested that the area which could be taken up be increased to 320 or even

640 acres, a suggestion rejected by the Kyeburn District Miners' Association

(Mount Ida Chronicle 2 March and 6 May 1893). In turn, the Lowburn Miners'

Association urged that efforts be directed towards improving access to

lands held under lease-in-perpetuity, the background to the Mount Ida

Associations original suggestion (Mount Ida Chronicle 18 May 1893). In

fact, the miners discovered that the Government intended to replace the

occupation licence with an occupation lease in what would amount to a

significant strengthening of the principles of the original tenure.
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e) Occupation Leases

The Liberal Government's programme for closer settlement extended to

the goldfields with their large underutilised areas of insignificant

auriferous value and the substantial areas set aside as mining reserves.

The Mining Districts Land Occupation Act, 1894 was intended to encourage

the settlement of such areas by remedying what was felt to be defects in

the Mining Acts relating to occupation licences. The measure provided

for the granting of leases for 21 years for areas up to 100 acres, the

land to be subject to resumption if required for mining purposes but only

upon payment of compensation. Other conditions included compulsory

residence, free access for miners to prospect and mark out claims and

water races, an annual rental of not less than 6d per acre per annam, and

the right to renew leases if the land were not required for mining purposes.

No person was permitted to take up a lease if thereby his total land

holding exceeded 100 acres, the freehold of the land could not be purchased,

while occupation licensees could exchange their licences for the new

occupation leases. The Mining Districts Land Occupation Act, 1894

repealed all earlier provisions relating to occupation licences.

There were two other importance provisions in the Act. Section 5

provided that every application for an occupation lease had to be referred

to the warden of the mining district in which the land was situated for

his opinion as to whether the granting thereof would prejudicially affect

mining in any way. The issuing authority was the Land Board, a departure

from The Mining Act, 1886 in which wardens were empowered to issue

occupation licences, but one not unexpected given the criticisms voiced

over the alleged reluctance of wardens to enterain applications sympathetically.

There were those who considered that section 5 did not confer sufficient

protection upon the mining industry, and it was suggested that the

Land Board in deciding upon an application should not grant any lease when

the warden's opinion was adverse (NZPD 85, 1894, 679). In fact, despite
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all the criticisms of wardens, it was suggested that the administration

of the Act would be better left in their hands (NZPD 85, 1894, 683).

To these reservations about the Act's possible adverse effects on

the mining industry were added others suggesting concern over its potential

effects on the pastoral industry. It was Stout who voiced those concerns

when he pointed out that the Bill provided the power to take lands from

pastoral lessees, including the holders of small grazing runs, so that

all the flat land of the runs might be taken up, thereby destroying the

pastoral value of the higher lands (NZPD 85, 1894, 681). It was in

deference to such criticisms that McKenzie moved, during the Bill's

committee stages, the insertion of an additional requirement that

The Board shall also consider whether the granting of
any application would prejudicially affect the profitable
or convenient occupation of other other Crown lands
adjacent to or affected by such application; and may in
their discretion grant or refuse any application
(JHR 1894, 490).

The other important provision of the Act related to the resumption

of land. Both The Mining Act, 1886 and The Mining Act, 1891 had provided

for the resumption of land held under occupation licence without payment

of compensation. Section 9 of The Mining Districts Land Occupation Act, 1894,

provided for resumption upon payment of compensation for any substantial

improvement provided that such compensation did not exceed the value of

the improvements as assessed under The Land and Income Assessment Act,

1891. A further interesting provision added during the Committee stages

was to the effect that

If any portion of an occupation license be cancelled
for any mining or other purpose, the.licensee shall
have a right to apply for so much of the adjoining
Crown land as will equal in area such portion so
cancelled (JHR 1894, 490-491).

Sections 12 and 13 of the Act provided for the monies payable under the

Act to be credited to a special account, 'The Mining Districts Land

Occupation Account' out of which compensation would be paid for any land
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The Act was not received with any great degree of enthusiasm by the

mining community. Indeed in response to the Governor's Opening Speech in

which reference was made to proposed changes in the occupation licence

system, the Lowburn Miners' Association expressed the view that "the

conditions of the present tenure be not interfered with so as to prevent

the free use of land for mining purposes if required" (Cranwell Argus

31 July 1894). Indeed a general view suggested that the proposed changes

would "sweep away the,very essence of the (occupation licence) system"

(Cromwell Argus 26 June 1894). The system, it was suggested, had proved

to be satisfactory, the miners expressing the view that the pressure for

change had come not from dissatisfied licensees but from those whose

applications had been rejected in the face of claims by the pastoral

tenants that their runs would be impaired and from assertions by the

Waste Lands Board that the granting of licences on low-lying winter country

would impede the subdivision of the runs upon the expiry of the leases. To

meet that objection and therefore to maintain the existing system it was

suggested that the term for which the licence was valid be adjusted to the

number of years of the lease of the run'on which they were situated, the

licensees to have the right of reapplying for their holdings.after the

subdivision and reletting of the runs. Such holdings could then be granted

upon such terms as were considered desirable. The other major objection

to the existing system - which was not remedied by the new Act - was that

it resulted in the 'eyes' of the country being picked out, an objection

to which the miners responded with the old mining maxim, 'first in time,

first in right' (Cromwell Argus 2 October 1894).

Quite clearly, miners recognised that the new Act marked a significant

departure from the objectives and principles of the original occupation

licence system. Not surprisingly, therefore, miners' associations protested
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vigorously, especially against the compensation provision, and indeed

the Mount Ida Miners' Association described the occupation lease as

"nothing more nor less than perpetual lease with a slight amendment"

(Mount Ida Chronicle 5 October 1894). McKenzie defended the compensation

provision by claiming that since licensees were to receive fair

compensation miners would feel less reluctant to compel dispossession

(Mount Ida Chronicle 28 February 1895). That was a view which seems to

have gained general acceptance, miner objection~ to the compensation

provisions giving way to others of greater import to the industry.

There were in fact two other major criticisms of the Act, the first

being the familiar complaint that the wardens were again creating

difficulties for intending applicants. The matter was discussed by the

1895 Mining Conference held in Clyde, the conference resolving "That ...

it is desirable that an elective mining board be established under the

provisions of 'The Mining Act, 1877', such board also to act as board of

advice in the administration of land tenure in gold mining districts"

(Dunstan Tllies 1 March 1895). Of course, the Waste Lands Board, t.oo , was

. again criticised for its alleged lack of sympathy for the promotion of

settlement under the Act. The case of James Resson was held up as an

example of the Board's alleged indifference, Resson's application for

100 acres being approved of by both the District Land Officer concerned

and the Minister of Lands and supported by the Goldfields Committee but

declined by the Waste Lands Board. The Waste Lands Board's action was

based on its assertion that the application if granted, by occupying the

only land suitable for homestead sites, would impede or even prevent the

subdivision of the run concerned into small grazing runs upon the expiry

of the pastoral lease <Dunstan Tllies 20 March 1896).

Whatever the particular merits or otherwise of Resson's application,

it was clear that the administration of the Act was causing some difficulties
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and considerable criticism. In some instances the difficulties were created

by the applicants themselves, particularly those who sought to indulge in

'family dummyism' in an effort to secure a substantial holding. Warden

McCarthy made it clear that where such grouped applications were made the

effect thereof on the future disposal of'contiguous Crown lands became a

first consideration. The result was often the rejection of the applications

and consequently unmerited criticism of both the Act and its administration

(AJHR S.3, C3A, 1896, 28). Much criticism, too, was founded, as in Hesson's

case, upon an unwillingness to recognise the difficulties confronted 'by the

Board in adjudicating the competing claims of applicant and pastoral tenant.

The Board was quite properly anxious to ensure that existing tenants were

not injured by being deprived of winter and lambing country, particularly

given the fact that runholders were entitled to receive, where lands were

selected on their runs, only a pro rata reduction in rent for the area

taken although it might be the most valuable portion of the run. The Board

also sought to minimise any prospective difficulties in the case of

future subdivision (AJHR S.3, Cl, 1896, 29), and to -avoid the necessity of

having to repurchase - which it evidently had had to do - land to provide

sufficient winter country to work the runs effectively (AJHR S.3, Cl,

1896, iii-iv). Not surprisingly, then, in all instances the most

careful inquiry was instituted before an application was granted.

But even careful inquiry did not meet the other major complaint, that

the system impeded mining. The otago Daily Times in 1896 claimed that it

was "plainly incontrovertible that mining interests should have precedence

in mining districts, and that it is the duty of those who administer the law

to be careful that what the law intended to be a convenience to mining

should not be allowed to become an impediment" (Otago Daily Times 8 July

1896). But on the Maerewhenua goldfield where the system was largely taken

advantage of, complaints were frequent that leases granted under the Act were

increasingly impeding and restricting miners, that there was a growing



trafficking in leases, and that while the Act provided for free access to

lands so held, access and the enjoyment of the privilege of mining were

quite different terms (otago Witness 30 July 1896). The Lowburn branch of

the Confederated Miners' Association in fact expressed the view that the

wardens should have the power to cancel the title to any land held under

The Mining Act, 1886, The Mining Act, 1891, and The Mining Districts Land

Occupation Act, 1894 where that land was auriferous or otherwise required

for mining purposes. The Orepuki Branch of the Association sought to have

full control of all lands on the goldfields placed in the hands of the

wardens (Cromwe11 Azgus 17 August 1897). The primary responsibility for the

administration of the Act and the power to issue leases remained with the

Land Board.

Miner concern over access to land held under occupation lease was

compounded by some interesting changes in the way in which the provisions

of the Act were interpreted. Section 9 of the Act which provided for the

resumption of land held under occupation lease if required for m~ning purposes

had been interpreted generally as meaning that the holder of a miner's right,

in order to have his application for a mining privilege granted over such

lands, had merely to demonstrate that the area concerned was auriferous.

That done, it had been accepted that the mining privilege would be granted.

However, in 1898, in considering an application for a special claim over land

already held under an occupation lease, Warden McCarthy varied that

interpretation by maintaining that the holder of an occupation lease should

not be interfered with simply on the grounds that the land concerned was

required for mining. Applicants for mining privileges over occupation lease

lands had to prove not only that the land was required for mining but also

that the displacement of the prior industry would not affect the public

interest or the welfare of the community.

In the 1898 case, an application had been made for a special (dredging)

claim over land and utilised as a fruit tree nursery and orchard. McCarthy
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remarked that while the mining industry, within the boundaries of a mining

district, must be deemed the paramount industry, it was not the only

industry which had to be considered, and that to grant the application in

question would be contrary to the public interest (New Zealand Mines Record

3, 7, 16 February 1900, 287). The general conclusion drawn from the

decision was that it could no longer be taken for granted that mining could

be carried on and encouraged at the expense of other industries which either

were or were likely to be of equal profit to the district (Cromwell Argus

22 March 1898). Of course, the Act did not offer any protection against

repeated applications ~y miners so that those lessees wishing to retain their

holdings had to be prepared to accept the consequent inconvenience and cost.

Throughout the remainder of the period under discussion (1894-1914)~

miners' associations continued to assess carefully the operations of The

Mining Districts Land Occupation Act, 1894, - both to ensure that miners

were given every chance to select land under its provisions and to protect

the interests of the mining industry. Efforts by Herdman (MHR Mount Ida)

to have the law revised and greater liberality shown to applicants (NZPD 131,

1904, 208, and 130, 1904, 666, 673-674) were carefully monitored. Any

alienation. of mining reserves and other auriferous l~nd was seen as

delivering "the final coup de grace" to a staggering industry (Tuapeka Twes

17 March 1909). As late as 1910, the Central Otago Miners' Association

expressed the view that the current method of granting leases' was against

the interests of the mining industry. Such was its concern that the

Association decided to ask the Waste Lands Board to forward a copy of all

applications for occupation leases for its examination before a decision was

made. That request provoked a good deal of angry comment from the Dunstan

Twes which expressed the hope that, since the provisions of section 5 of

the Act had been observed rigorously, the "arrogance" of the Association,

in asking that it should have lithe ultimatum of deciding whether such land

should be devoted to legitimate settlement or held in reserve for possible use
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and ultimate destruction by mining, will meet with a very short shrift' at

the hands of the authorities"(Dunstan Times 18 July 1910).

The opposition of the miners and pastoral leaseholders and the evident

inadequacies of the tenure offered by the Act were held to be responsible

for the 'decadent condition' of the goldfields townships. Closer settlement

was seen as necessary for any restoration of prosperity. The time had long

gone, declared the Dunstan Times, "when the miner should be the sole judge

of what should or should not be done with these lands" (Dunstan Times

18 July 1910. See also 1 August 1910).

Miners, of course, denied any suggestion that they were opposed to closer

settlement (Alexandra Herald 27 July 1910, 3 and 10 August 1910), while the

Alexandra Herald acknowledged their "right to protest if they see an

attempt to monopolise areas probably containing, or in the immediate

proximity to, valuable mineral deposits" (Alexandra Herald 24 August 1910).

The miners' anxiety was not unreasonable for while intended originally

as a means of allowing them to supplement their major activity ?y

temporarily occupying mining reserves and other Crown land, the occupation

licence and lease systems increasingly became means of effecting a transfer

of resources - land and labour - out of the mining industry. The Royal

Commission on Land Settlement and Tenure in 1905 suggested that it was

no longer necessary to withhold all protection from farming occupiers but

both possible and essential to provide them with "a secure tenure as to

conservation of ••. improvements and continuous occupation, subject to

mining rights, on payment of fair compensation for actual damage done or

resumption where necessary" (AJHR C4, 1905, xxix).

By The Land Act Amendment Act, 1907, holders of occupation leases

were entitled to exchange their leases for renewable leases provided the

warden of the district agreed (Statutes of New Zealand 1907,212). The

renewable lease was defined as a lease for a term of 66 years with a
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perpetual right of renewal. Section 15(4) of the Act contained a proviso

to the effect that "nothing herein shall interfere with the operation of

any enactment relating to mining in respect to the land subject to the

lease" (Statutes of New Zealand 1907, 210). That exchange provision

clearly strengthened the tenure provided by The Mining Districts Land

Occupation Act, 1894, transforming it into a further means of promoting

the permanent settlement of the goldfields.

The Land Act, 1908 brought together the provisions relating to

occupation leases. Section 269 empowered the Governor to make regulations

for the issue of leases for the occupation for agricultural and

horticultural purposes of any Crown lands within a mining district and of

any reserve, education or university endowment or any reserve vested in

trustees or any local body. Section 272 provided that every application

for a lease was to be referred to the warden of the mining district in

which the land was situated ufor his opinion as to whether the granting of

the same would or would not prejudicially affect any mining purpose or

mining privilege ... and the Board shall consider such opinion before giving

a decision on any application". Section 272(2) provided'further that the

Board was to consider "whether the 'granting ..• would prejudicially affect

the profitable or convenient occupation of the, other Crown lands adjacent

to or affected by such application", and empowered it to grant or refuse

any application. The term of a lease was set at 21 years, the maximum

area at 100 acres, the rest at a minimum of sixpence per acre, while

residence, with certain exceptions (see The Land Act, 1908, sections 159-161),

was made compulsory. Section 14 of The Land Laws Amendment Act 1 ill 9

increased the maximum area to 200 acres (Statutes of New Zealand 1919, 133).

Section 275 of The Land Act, 1908 provided that no lessee was to have the

right to acquire the freehold while, with the sanction of the warden,

holders of miners' rights were to have free access for prospecting purposes~

Mining privileges could also be taken out over such leases upon payment of



TABLE II:2

APPLICATIONS BY GOLD MINERS UNDER THE MINING
DISTRICTS LAND OCCUPATION ACT, 1894 : OTAGO

1895-1914.
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Year Number of Applications Number of Applications by Miners

1895 48 30 Includes one wife of miner

1896 14 7 Includes two wives of miners

1897 16 7

1898 19 9

1899 12 6 Includes one wife of miner

1900 10 4

1901 25 7

1902 24 12

1903 52 32

1904 32, 12 Includes one wife of
dredgemaster

1905 20 10

1906 4 0

1907 27 12

1908 15 8

1909 22 10

1910 19 8 Includes one wife of miner

1911 24 12

1912 23 8 Includes one wife of miner

1913 19 11

1914 17 11 Includes two wives of miners

Source: Department of Lands and Survey, Occupation Lease Ledger.



compensation for any substantial improvements "provided that such

compensation shall in no case be payable to an extent exceeding the value

of the improvements as assessed under 'The Land and Income Assessment Act,

1908' .... " Where a lease was cancelled for mining or other purposes, the

lessee was given the right to apply for a similar area of adjoining Crown

land. Section 277 provided for the renewal of leases where the land

concerned was not required for mining purposes or for the purpose for

which it was reserved originally (Statutes of New Zealand 1908, 299-302).

The tenure of the occupation lease was thus made progressively more

secure. As the Tuapeka Miners' Association observed in 1914, the only

remaining improvement which could be made was the granting of the right to

acquire the freehold and that would restrict mining (Mount Benger Mail

3 June 1914). In fact section 19(1) of The Land Laws Amendment Act, 1915

did grant that right (Statutes of New Zealand 1915, 458-459). The history

of the occupation licence and occupation lease systems thus provides an

interesting example of the way in which the law was progressively amended

and reinterpreted .Ln response to the changing economic conditions on the

goldfields and in deference to changes in public opinion regarding the

relative merits and importance of mining and agriculture. The development

of orcharding in particular benefited from the institution of the'

occupation lease tenure (AJHR Cl, 1914, 18). By 1914, 304 selectors on

the Otago goldfields held 10,092 acres (Graph 11:6) while the tenure

evidently held considerable appeal to miners (Table 11:2). The selection of

occupation leases in the Teviot District is depicted in Figure 11:6.

UNAUTHORISED SETTLEMENT

Where land was not available either for purchase or for leasing under

the agricultural lease regulations, a good deal of unauthorised settlement

took place. In 1869 Gillies (MPC Tokomairiro) noted that many individuals

had settled on and improved small sections by paying a small rent to the

runholders concerned or upon mere sufferance, but without any title. Such
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individuals were mere tenants at will, and hence he recommended that the

pastoral leases be cancelled over the area of such holdings and a proper

title afforded the holders. Where the lands concerned might be required

for mining purposes he suggested that they be leased and made subject to

the stipulation that where required for mining purposes no compensation was

to be payable (V & P, OPC, 8.26, 1869, Appendix, 39).

Most of these sections ranged in size from ten to 50 acres, some

were developed as small farms and others laid down in English grasses and

~evoted exclusively to grazing. By such means, therefore, a sort of pseudo

tenant-right han been established although having no foundation in law

whatever, while the practice of granting such 'rights' broMght the

occupiers into sharp conflict with the miners. In 1877, the practice of

the Waste Lands Board of allowing individuals to purchase up to 100 acres

on runs with the consent of the runholder concerned was criticised as

creating just such conflict. The Kyeburn Progress Committee indeed

suggested that The Land Act, 1877 be amended so that the Board could not

consider any application for the purchase of any land situated within

Crown lands alienated under lease or licence unless the applicant identified

precisely the locality, area and boundaries of the land applied for and the

details published in a local newspaper over a period of three weeks (Mount

Ida Chronicle 8 November 1877).

In 1881 two miners applied for an extended claim of two acres in the

Naseby district, t~e claim comprising land situated in two such holdings.

The Warden refused to grant the application unless the applicants would

agree to make good any damage which might have accrued to the occupiers by

the destruction of their fences and to fence in the ground applied for so

as to protect the remainder of the two 'properties' from stock. In giving

his decision, Warden Robinson observed that he did not consider that he

had "any power to make a grant that would be valid without the consent of
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the persons in possession of the land", an opinion justified by his

assertion that "This was not like land held under agricultural lease, or as

a residence or business area, for the taking of which for mining provision

is made" (atago Daily Times 24 March 1881). Section 9 of The Gold Fields

Act, 1866, he continued, had made an express provision for such cases.

That section provided that any Crown land declared a public reserve, used

for any public purpose, or "lawfully and bona fide" used as a yard, garden,

cultivated field or orchard upon which any building in use, or dam or

reservoir stood was exempted from occupation for mining purposes (Statut~s

of New Zealand 1866, 154-155).

The latter provision had been omitted from The Mines Act, 1877, the

Act then currently in force, the Legislature declining to exempt from mining

Crown lands occupied without a title. But section 66 of the Act did

nevertheless provide that in certain instances miners and others should

have a right of pre-emption to their homesteads although the land concerned

may have been occupied without authority. The fact remained, however, that

the occupiers in the case in question 'had no st~tus, the pastoral tenant

having had no power to sublet for any purpose, while holders of miners'

rights had statutory authority to enter upon any Crown land within the

goldfields to prospect for gold. That the provision of The Gold Fields

Act, 1866 had not been re-enacted was, in part at least, a response to a

concern that pastoral tenants would otherwise have had the power to close

large areas of the goldfields to both miners and other settlers by subletting

carefully selected areas of their runs. In any case, it was considered

unacceptable for pastoral tenants to be allowed to interfere with the

administration of the waste lands and to promote the growth of groups of

settlers who would almost certainly endeavour to establish a title derived

from undisturbed possession (otago Daily Times 24 March 1881).
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The applicants refused to accept the conditions imposed by the Warden

who thereupon declined to grant the application, a decision regarded as one

which would enable thepastoralist and the illegal occupier to close

auriferous land against the miner and to impede legitimate settlement

(Tuapeka Times 23 March 1881). The miners referred the matter to the Waste

Lands Board complaining of the "illegal manner" in which certain residents

of Naseby were "occupying Crown lands, which they have fenced in and

cultivated, to the entire exclusion of the miners". They asked that the

Board investigate the.matter "and take such steps as will enable the miners

to get possession to enable them to-extract the gold from the ground"

(Otago Daily Times 24 March 1881). The complaint was referred to the

District Land Officer who was also the Warden and who in turn occupied

land in a manner similar to that which was the centre of the current

dispute. Warden -Robinson,while conceding the facts as stated by the

miners, nevertheless suggested that if it were possible to evict all

occupiers of land about the goldfields who did not possess regular titles,

as had been suggested by the miners, "a great hardship would be inflicted

on the occupiers without any corresponding public advantage" (Otago Daily
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Times 24 March 1881). The Mount Ida Chronicle, too, while recognising

that miners should not be restricted, also pointed out that should such

occupiers be evicted from the many small blocks upon which cattle were

grazed and vegetables grown, "an enormous injury to miners and others

would be caused" and further aggravated by the difficulties in having

blocks opened for agricultural leasing purposes (Mount Ida Chronicle

31 March 1881).

The Board thereupon sought the opinion of the Crown Solicitor and

on the basis of his report decided that it could not comply wit~ the

miners' request. That decision was interpreted by some sections of the

goldfields press as to mean that a runholder could exclude miners



simply by fencing his land in and that he could sublet it to 'speculative

cultivators' who would speedily exhaust the soil and render it useless for

a generation or more (Tuapeka Times 6 April 1881). The Crown Solicitor

had also suggested that, with respect to the legal status of occupiers who

held land from the lessee of the run as tenants at will, "So far as

regards the Crown, their occupation is his occupation" (Otago Daily Times

2 April 1881). Thus, if a lessee h ad the right to fence in against the

miners and plough up the land so, too, did the tenants at will. But the

cultivation of Crown lands held for depasturing purposes was regarded as

unlawful use of such lands and any such use would be subject to an

injunction and an action at the suit of the Commissioner of Crown Lands.

That many persons as tenants at will were cultivating land held for

depasturing purposes was clear and it was suggested that in these persons

the licensees were using Crown lands in an unauthorised manner and that

their occupation of such lands for cultivation was unlawful.

Sections 11 to 13 of The Land Act, 1877, which related to the

responsibilities of the Commissioner of Crown Lands, required him to

prevent unlawful trespassing or intrusion upon or occupation of Crown

lands, to remove and expel all such trespasses and intruders, and to

ensure the removal of all cattle, stock, goods and ch~ttels of those

persons (Statutes of New Zealand 1877, 160-161). Considerations of policy

apart, the duty of the Commissioner appeared to be quite clear, to halt

an unauthorised and illegal use of Crown lands and to insist upon a

cessation of subletting, a practice directly contrary to the provisions of

The Land Act, 1877. Section 127 of that Act provided in fact for the

forfeiture of pastoral leases in such instances. The Otago Daily Times

suggested that all pastoral leases over auriferous land in the Mount Ida

district be cancelled so as to remove all restrictions upon mining. At

the same time it was urged that land should be opened under the deferred

payment and agricultural lease systems to meet settlement needs. The
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Waste Lands Board and the District Land Officer were criticised indeed for

having failed to provide land for settlement in the district and for

"negatively approving the illegal action of the licensee and his tenants,

ignoring also the self-evident fact that this unauthorised occupation on

so large a scale was an undeniable proof of a demand for land" (otago Daily

Times 2 April 1881. See also TuapekaTimes 6 April 1881). An alternative

course of action suggested was the cancellation of the pastoral leases over

those areas of the runs ill~gally occupied and the award to tenants at will

of a legal title on the condition that it be surrendered, without

compensation, if the land were required for mining purposes (Mount Ida

Chronicle 7 April 1881).

Section 9 of The Gold Fields Act, 1866 in a somewhat modified form,

was accordingly· reintroduced into mining law by section 128 of The Mining

Act, 1886 that section providing that

The surface of any Crown land upon which any house or other
building shall be lawfully standing and in actual use or
occupation, or which shall be lawfully and bbn~ fide used
as a yard, garden, orchard, cultivated field, water-race,
dam, or reservoir shall not be taken possession of or
interfered with by the owner of any claim or licensed
holding without first obtaining an order from the Warden
authorizing the same, and such order shall not be granted
unless it be first proved to the satisfaction of the Warden
that the land is bona fide required for mining purposes, and
that the compensation to be fixed as hereinafter provided
has been paid .•.. Such compensation shall be granted for
improvements only and not in respect of the value of the
land .•.. (Stat utes of New Zealand 1886, 520). .

It was that section upon which Warden Dalgleish relied in reaching a

decision with respect to an application by a group of miners for an

extended claim of three acres over Crown lands occupied, with the consent

of the runholder concerned, by two settlers. The applicants argued that

when the occupants had secured the runholder's consent they had acquired

no greater right than that possessed by the holder, namely the right of

pasturage. Moreover, they argued, any award of compensation upon the

application being granted would be a violation of the law relating to Crown
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lands for it was clearly the Legislature's intention that miners were not

to be impeded by claims for compensation for improvement. Occupation

licence holders, it was suggested, were not able to claim compensation so

that to grant it in this case would place persons holding no title at all

in a better position that those holding a proper title. The Warden,

observing that it would be a pity to destroy cultivated paddocks formed at

considerable expense merely to enable miners to make perhaps 20 or 25s per

week, granted the application upon payment of compensation. The Mount Ida

Miners' Association 'took the opportunity to remind the Warden in a rather

tart fashion that if miners were willing to work Crown lands for -such a

small return it was their business (Mount Ida Chronicle 28 March and 18 April

1891).

Occupation of this character caused certain difficulties for the Courts,

particularly when the occupants argued that while they did not possess a title

to the land they did have a prescriptive right to its use. An application by

a group of miners in 1895 for a licensed holding of 10 acres at Poverty Beach

was objected to by the occupier of the ground on the basis that he was and had

been in possession of certain portions of the land applied for for over 20·

years and that the ground was fertile agricultural land from which the

objector made his living. The ground had been occupied with the. consent of

the pastoral lessee. Warden McCarthy, before whom the application was

heard, ruled that the pastoral licensee possessed only the right of

pasturage and that he had no right to assign or sublet any part of his

pasturage right without the consent of the Land Board, no such consent

having been alleged or proved. In any case, the pastoral licensee could not

award any right to any person to cultivate any portion of the land included

within his lease without his interest being liable to resumption by the

Crown. The objector, therefore, was a mere trespasser, although the question

then arose as to whether the objector had gained a better right by the lapse

of time since he first took possession. The application by the miners was



for a licensed holding under section 69 of The Mining Act, 1891, while

section 70 of the same statute gave the Warden the power of discretion with

respect to such applications.

Two questions arose. First, did the fact of the objector being in

possession of a portion of the land applied for in any way derogate from the

right of the applicants to work out or for the Warden to grant the land

concerned? The answer was given as being in the negative. The right of

the objector, it was ruled, depended upon permission to occupy being given

by the pastoral tenant, but the pastoral tenant had no rights against. any

person in lawful occupation by virtue of his miner's right or of a grant

under one or other of the goldfield statutes. Thus the pastoral tenant

who had no rights against the holder of a miner's right or any person

claiming under a grant made pursuant to the golafield statutes could not

award any objector any better right than he himself possessed. The second

question considered was whether the Warden should exercise the discretion

provided for by The Mining Act, 1891 and refuse the application. The

Warden ruled that the Legislature had provided against the alienation of

the auriferous lands of the Crown for the mere purpose of cultivation or

residence while leases-in-perpetuity and other leases and licences granted

under The Land Act, 1892 ,were made subject to mining law. Furthermore,

The Mining Districts Land Occupation Act, 1894 provided that all occupation

lease applications were to be referred to the wardens to ascertain whether

the granting of such applications would affect prejudicially any mining

purpose. Given the trend of the legislation, the Warden ruled that "to

recognise the doubtful claims of a mere trespasser such as the objector

undoubtedly is, as against a bona fide applicant for mining privileges in

respect of Crown lands which have been proved to be auriferous, would be to

establish a dangerous precedent". The application was granted and was

expected to encourage similar occupiers to endeavour to obtain some sort of

legal title (Dunstan Times 8 and 15 November 1895).
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It is difficult to ascertain the extent of such unauthorised

settlement, although both mining and land legislation recognised its

existence. Sections 115 and 116 of The Land Act, 1892 made special

provisions for those settlers who had established homes on pastoral runs.

Section 115 provided that

On the application of any person who may be desirous of
acquiring under any tenure a section of unsurveyed land
not exceeding six hundred and forty acres in area .•.
the Board in their discretion, but subject to the approval
of the Governor, may dispose of such section to him, at a
price to be fixed by the Board (statutes of New Zealand
1892, 233).

That provision was continued by~section 129(1) of The Land Act, 1908 and

amended by section 6(a) (b) and (c) of The Land Laws Amenament Act, 1914

by eR'cising the words "a section of unsurveyed" and replacing them with

the phrase "an area of ...• " (Statutes of New Zealand 1914,.153). Section

116 of The Land Act, 1892 provided that the Waste Lands Board could grant

or offer for sale by public auction "a license for occupation for grazing

purposes, from year to year, on such conditions and at such a rental as

they think fit, any area of Crown lands, whether or not situate within any

hundred, or within any commonage, mf.nLng, or other reserve", such licence

to be subject to d~termination without compensation where the conditions

attached to the licence were breached or where land was required for

settlement, reservation, sale or mining purposes (statutes of New Zealand

1892, 233-234). That section was continued by section 130 of The Land

Act, 1908 and amended by section 21 of The Land Laws Amenam ent Act, 1912,

the words "from year to year" being excised and replaced by the clause "for

any term nob exceeding five years" (Statutes of New Zealand 1912, 134 and

147).

Some use was made of those two provisions. Upon, the disposal, for

example, of Run 206A, near Naseby, a number of sections were dealt with

under section 116 of The Land Act, 1892, yearly licences being granted to

persons who had resided on the land for many years either by virtue of
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the runholder's consent or under privileges granted out of the Warden's

Court. That system of temporary occupation was adopted where land was

believed to be auriferous or where it was in close proximity to mining

operations (AJHR Cl, 1895, Appendix, 21). Section 115 as amended was also

used to acquire land for orchards, so much so that the Land Board found it

essential to exercise considerable care in dealing with what were described

as 'spotting' applications lest they restrict any future subdivision of

the runs concerned (AJHR Cl, 1914, 18).

The Mining Act, 1898 also recognised the existence of considerable

unauthorised settlement. Section 39 of that Act empowered the Governor to

declare ~pen for sale or selection any Crown lands within a mining district

over which a lease or licence either did not exist or had been cancelled,

and thereby continued the provisions of sections 52 and 222 of The Mining

Act, 1 886 and The Mining Act, 1 891 respec tively • But whereas those two

latter Acts made provision (sections 53 and 223 respectively) for

valuation for improvements only to those in lawful occupation of any lands

declared open for sale or selection, section 41 of the Act of 1898 extended

that provision to persons in occupation of Crown lands without title. That

latter provision was continued by The Mining Act, 1905 and The Mining Act,

1908. It should also be noted that by section 75 of The Mining Act, 1886

persons in unlawful occupation of Crown lands within a mining district were

liable to pay rates in respect of the land occupied, the section containing

a proviso to the effect that such liability could not "be construed to give

validity in any manner to such illegal occupation" (Statutes of New Zealand

1886, 509). That provision was continued by The Mining Act, 1891 (section

246), The Mining Act, 1898 (section 47) and The Mining Act, 1905 (section

48) .

Miners certainly found continuing cause to criticise unauthorised

settlement. In 1889, upon the impending determination of the lease of Run

228A, St Bathans' residents in a petition seeking the declaration of a
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3,000 acre mining reserve noted

That upwards of 1000 acres of land in the locality
referred to are occupied by trespassers on Crown lands,
who have become such with the runholder's consent, and
that in this manner a numerous class of undesirable
occupiers is springing up - a class which is continually
endeavouring to acquire freehold, and which threatens
seriously to impede gold mining (Mount Ida Chronicle
14 February 1889).

The Kyeburn Miners' Association, also in 1889, asked the lessee of Runs

206C and 206F not to grant permission to anyone to occupy any portion of

the runs "unless with the approval of this association" (Mount Ida

Chronicle 6 July 1889).

CONCLUSIONS

The economic downturn of the 1880s and 1890s with its accompanying

unemployment, emigration and the growth of subsistence farming stimulated

a search for new economic policies and options, a last unsuccessful effort

to resolve the colony's ills by means of an expansionist programme being

made by the Stout-Vogel Ministry of 1884-1887 .. The exploitation of the

country's.natural resources, particularly forests and coal, proceeded apace

while in response to the availability of labour, skills and some raw

materials local manufacturing industry expanded until severe Australian

and British competition in the late 1880s enforced wage cuts and

retrenchment. Despite fluctuating prices and difficulties in organising

the meat and dairy trades land settlement and development appeared to offer

the best hopes for relieving the colony of its burden of private and public

debt and for establishing the foundations for a more permanent prosperity.

From the late 1870s onwards successive governments enacted measures

intended to promote land settlement by men of limited means and to secure

the most productive use of the land resource. The means adopted to

encourage and compel the subdivision of the large freehold estates and

to settle the Crown lands appeared at first sight to owe much to the
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Despite the care that was taken by both the Provincial and General

Governments to direct land settlement away from potentially auriferous

areas and to devise tenures under which the land remained open to

prospecting and mining, the alienation of land under the agricultural

lease system and other tenures which incorporated a delayed right of

purchase meant that miners experienced increasing difficulties over access

to and the exploitation of private lands. Legislation to resolve those

difficulties, however, had to find means of reconciling the needs of the

miner with the protection of property rights, investment in land

development, and the progressive development of orcharding and farming.

THE PREROGATIVE RIGHT IN NEW ZEALAND

In a thesis on the prerogative right in New Zealand, Parcell

demonstrated that "it is clear beyond all doubt that there is a prerogative

right in the Crown to gold and silver as well in the lands of a subject as

in the lands of the Crown" (Parcell 1960, 73). That right resided in the

Crown itself rather than in any statute or other legislative expression

so that that right could be exercised except insofar as its exercise was

restricted by statute (Parcell 1960, 49). The Gold Fields Act, 1858

contained a provision to the effect that "Nothing in this Act contained

shall be deemed to abridge or control the prerogative rights and powers

of Her Majesty the Queen in respect of the gold mines and goldfields of the

colony". By that provision, Parliament maintained that its actions were

not to constitute an abridgement of the Crown's prerogative. A consequential

inference, of course, is that the miner obtained no right to any gold he

retrieved but held it merely as of grace, an inference supported by The Mines

Act, 1877 which for the first time conferred upon the holder of a mining

privilege an indefeasible right to the gold within the boundaries of his

claim (Parcell 1960, 74).



Despite the explicit provisions of the Mining Acts, however,

considerable uncertainty remained with respect to the ownership of the

royal metals. In 1869, the General Government found it necessary to state

that ownership did not pass with the sale of the waste lands of the Crown

containing those metals and that the Supreme Court would issue an

injunction to prevent their being removed. That notice appears to have

been designed to dissuade would-be purchasers from endeavouring to buy up

auriferous land, but it did not dispel the uncertainty for in 1870 the Joint

Committee on Colonial Industries recommended that "the existing uncertainty

as to the right of owners of the soil to the precious metals existing below

should be settled by law", the existing state of the law deterring both

landowners and miners from undertaking exploration on private property

(AJHR F1, 1870, iii).

The Mining Acts in fact prohibited mining on private property without

the consent of the owner, a provision which conferred upon the landowner

considerable power. In general miners were discouraged from working private

lands since owners were able to demand payment of a substantial 'royalty on

any gold found and to extract rent irrespective of whether gold was

discovered or not. In such circumstances miners could incur substantial

expenses in the face of uncertain returns (Evening Star 20 October 1871).

The central difficulty lay in the fact that while the Crown retained its

prerogative right to the royal metals that right did not ~arry with it the

power of entry. "The Crown has not", observed Parcell, "and never has had,

any right of entry upon lands of a subject for the purpose of working or

authorising others to work royal mines, when the mines are not open mines"

(Parcell 1960, 73).

So long as lands within proclaimed mining districts remained Crown

lands the fact that the prerogative carried with it no power of entry was

of little concern to miners. With the development of various forms of land
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disposal, however, intended to promote settlement, concern among miners'

mounted that the growing alienation of land would impose increasingly

severe limitations upon the mining industry. As early as 1872, the Arrow
,

Miners' Association called for a suspension of the agricultural lease

system and demanded that where land in existing leases was auriferous the

right of purchase be withdrawn and the leases determined (Evening Star

13 August 1872). The Otago Mining Commission in 1871 noted in its report

that

believing that the development of Gold Mining is of such
importance to the Colony, that it would justify the
Legislature in sanctioning fo~ that purpose an invasion
of the stricter rights of private ownership, and seeing
that in making such a recommendation they are supported
by the precedents of the immemorial custom of the tin
producing portions of England and other European
Countries, and also by recent legislation in the Colony
of Victoria, they recommend that the Legislature should
take steps to enab~e Gold Mining to be carried on upon
private as well as ',upon Crown lands, and that the miner
should have the authority and protection of law for his
operations and rights,over all Crown Lands within the
Colony, and not merely within portions proclaimed and
set apart as Gold Fields (AJHR G18, 1871,3).

The realisation that the Crown's prerogative to the royal metals did not

carry with it the right of entry to private lands encouraged efforts not

only to devise tenures whereby land would remain open for prospecting and

mining but also to enact legislation either to allow entry or to empower

the State to resume private lands for mining purposes.

VICTORIAN LEGISLATION

Earlier Victorian efforts to resolve the controversy over mining on

private property had been watched in New Zealand with considerable

interest. The Otago Mining Commission of 1871 in fact suggested that the

Victorian legislation, modified where necessary, be adopted in New Zealand.

Mining on private property had been a matter of considerable conflict in

Victoria by the late 1850s. The Gold Fields Royal Commission of Inquiry

of 1862-1863 found it necessary to restate the position that the Crown had
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not divested itself of estate in Royal metals and that "No one can,

therefore, be wronged by the Crown, when it exercises its right to extract

the gold from private property, and fully compensates the owners for

surface and consequential damages". In such case the question thus arose

as to which course the policy of the State should pursue, whether the Royal

metals should be sold with the land, or retained as the property of the

Crown, and whether it should be compulsory upon the owner of the land to

mine it himself or to permit any other person so to do (Report of the Gold

Fields Royal Commission of Inquiry, Victoria, 1862-1863).

The Commission's reponses to those questions were based upon its

assertion of the right of the State to interfere with private property

for public purposes. In support of that contention the Commission cited

J.S. Mill, to the effect that

The claim of the landowner to the land is altogether
subordinate to the general policy of the State. The
principle of property gives them no right to the land,
but only a right to compensation for whatever portion
of their interest in the land it may be the policy of
the State to deprive them of.

That was the power recognised in enactments dealing with public works. The

Commission also affirmed that

In all cases, the Legislature will not scruple to interfere
with private property; and will even compel the owner of
land to alienate his possessions on receiving a reasonable
price and compensation for so doing; but such an arbitrary
exercise of power is indulged in with caution, the true
principle applicable to all such cases being that the private
interest of the individual is never to be sacrificed to a
greater extent than necessary to effect a public object of
adequate importance (Report of the Gold Fields Royal Commission
of Inquiry, Victoria, 1862-1863).

In further support of its solution to the difficulty the Commission

stated unequivocally that gold and silver in alienated land formed no

part of the private property of any subject in the realm, that with respect

to alienated land there were two estates, the one vested in the Crown and

the other in the owner of the fee-simple or any less estate, and that there
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was no such thing as absolute ownership to real property known to the

English law. The Commission concluded that the proper course of action

for the State to follow was to pass a law

to legalise and regulate mining on private property based
upon these well known equitable principles of English
jurisprudence, which, whilst they justify the depriving
a man of his private property whenever it can be shown
that it would be for the public good, take care to
ensure full and liberal compensation for the value of the
land, as well as for the consequential injury, and the
necessary legal expenses fairly incurred in obtaining
what the law might affirm to be his due (Report of the Gold Fields
Royal Commission of Inquiry, Victoria, 1862-1863).

The Commission accordingly suggested that a Bill be prepared providing

for the landowner to have the option for six months from the date of the

Bill's passage to mine upon his own land and for the landowner to have the

right to agree with the miners as to the conditions on which he would allow

mining on his property but not to prevent mining thereon. While the

landowner should be awarded 'fair' compensation for surface and consequential

damages he was not to be entitled to demand any consideration or bonus for

the gold or silver which may have been extracted from his land. By such

a Bill, "the spirit and analogy of the English laws would be respected

both on the point of the right of the Crown to gold and of the nature of
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the tenure which a proprietor held of his land " That miners would be

required to pay a deposit or offer a guarantee prior to entry, whilst also

being liable for the payment of compensation would protect owners of land·

"vexatious applications for entry by those persons whose object might be

rather the extortion of money than that of mining" (Report of the Gold

Fields Royal Commission of Inquiry, Victoria, 1862-1863).

Resumption of land by the State for mining purposes was provided for by

The Land Act, 1869, section 39 enacting that all lands alienated under the

provisions of the Act, were liable to be resumed for mining purposes by Her

Majesty, on payment of full compensation to the licensee, lessee, or

purchaser in fee-simple for the value other than auriferous of the lands and



improvements resumed, such value, in case 6f disagreement, to be

ascertained by arbitration.

The Mining on Private Property Act, 1884, however, constituted a

somewhat more radical approach to mining on land alienated from the Crown.

Previously miners had been debarred from entering upon private lands for

mining purposes without the consent of;the owner. Where that consent had

been granted compensation, usually in the form of a proportion of the gold

retrieved, was heavy. While the principle of Crown ownership of gold had

not been abandoned, the Government did permit private owners and those

bargaining with them to mine without interference from the Crown, the

resul t being

that a miner desirous of mlnlng on private land disregarded
the rights of the Crown , and with the 'tacit consent of the
Crown entered into an agreement with the landowner, who
granted a license authorising mining on his land subject
to payment of either rent or a percentage of the gold
obtained, or more frequently of both (Armstrong 1901, 192).

Upon the right of the Crown 'to royal mines being established, the policy of

the Legislature was to convert all alienated land in Victoria into Crown

land for gold mining purposes while providing for payment @f a reasonable

compensation for surface damage. The Mining on Private Property Act, 1884

thus asserted the right of the Crown to gold regardless of the freehold

interest held by the owner in the land. That Act as incorporated into -

The Mines Act, 1890 and The Mines Act, 1897 empowered the Governor-in-

Council to grant gold mining leases on private land, with certain exceptions,

under certain conditions, and upon payment of compensation by the person or

persons Wishing to mine.

NEW SOUTH WALES LEGISLATION

The difficulties surrounding the question of mining on private property

were a similar source of concern in New South Wales. A Royal Commission of

Inquiry, appointed in 1871 to examine the working of the State's mining
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legislation, addressed itself to the issue. The Commission recommended

that the existing uncertainty over the question be resolved finally by

legislation. Even the sale of the entire right of the Crown in regard to

precious metals along with that of the surface of the soil, they suggested,

would be better than allowing the uncertainty to continue. The Commission's

recommendations were again founded on the assumption that the Crown, in

selling land, had not parted with its right to precious metals. The opinion

of Sir William Manning, the New South Wales Attorney General, indeed,

appeared to be that the position of the Crown in regard to gold mining

on land already alienated was such that it would not even be necessary to

compensate the private owner in respect of mining operations carried on upon

his land, as the right to minerals conferred the right to work them.

The Commissioners, however, while not refuting that opinion as a

matter of law, did not suggest that it should be acted upon, but rather

based all their recommendations upon the principle that the rights of the

Crown had been ceded to the Colony to be used for the general benefit and

not for the benefit of a 'class'. Thus they we~e of the opinion that

mining for gold on private property should not be permitted without full

and ample compensation for any damage caused to the land being first paid

to the owner. An obvious difficulty arose, however, in that it was almost

impossible to ascertain with any degree of precision the extent of the

damage likely to be inflicted. A somewhat more important issue, of course,

lay in whether mining should or should not be permitted against the will of

the owner or private lands. On that point the Commissioners divided, a

majority recommending that where a proprietor refused to enter into any

reasonable arrangement for working the gold in his land, the State should

provide some means of preventing the public property from being 'locked

up' for an indefinite period. Further, to prevent the alienation of

auriferous land they suggested the adoption of a system similar to that of

agricultural leases in New Zealand.
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Two members of the Commission dissented from those views and it is

worth recounting their comments in some detail, although it must be

remembered that in New South Wales goldfields were not proclaimed as in

New Zealand and declared to be districts within which Crown lands were

not eligible for sale in the same manner as other Crown lands. The two

dissenting members recommended in the first instance that goldfields be

determined and proclaimed and went on to remark that

But with regard to lands already or hereafter to be
unconditionally alienated in fee, we cannot assent
to the proposition which would, if adopted, have the
effect of compelling the proprietor of such land to
permit persons to mine upon~it, notwithstanding any
objections, however reasonable, he m~ght entertain
to such a proceeding. The insertion of even the thin
end of the wedge of a policy of confiscation can never
be viewed with favour by those who have the permanent
well-being of a community at heart, and while recognizing
to the full that fundamental prin~iple of public policy,
salus populi suprema lax, we cannot see, in support of
the suggestion to throw open to the public for mining
purposes all private land, - no matter upon what terms,
under what conditions, or with what fancied safeguards, 
that urgent necessity, that high degree of need amounting
to a paramount obligation, which alone can justify
interference with private vested rights, on the ground that
the public weal demands such interference. We take it as
a settled proposition that the wisest policy of ,a
Parliament legislating for a Colony"" is to encourage
the acquisition of land by by an industrious and
enterprising class of settlers, and we think that, by
shaking the confidence of the community in the safety of
landed proprietorship - after all, the surest basis of
national prosperity - so severe a blow would be dealt to
the best interests of the Country that the evils consequent
thereupon would far outweigh any advantages that could
possibly accrue by the extraction of the comparatively
small quantity of gold contained in private land.

Nor is it as though it were proposed that this gold,
when extracted from private land, should be lodged in
State coffers to be expended for the general good; the
proposition is, simply, that it should find its way into
the pockets of private individuals other than the landowner.

The dread of the acquisition by individuals of wealth to
such an extent as to endang~r the safety of Governments is
now admitted to be merely chimerical; and the spirit of
the private enterprise, as well as the obvious self-interest
of the private proprietor of auriferous land, will sooner or
later effectually prevent the locking up of wealth in the,
earth when that wealth can beneficially be extracted. To
that same spirit of enterprise, and to that same principle
of self-interest, may safely be left the gradual diffusion
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of that wealth; and we are of oplnlon that if, by an
express renunciation of the nominal rights of the Crown,
the way were cleared to the making of unquestionably legal
arrangements between the private proprietor and the miner,
satisfactory and equitable arrangements would speedily be
made, with mutual advantage to both parties. But, on the
other hand, we feel assured that if Parliament were to
legalize the arbitrary taking of the so-called royal
metals in private land by the licensee of the Crown, a
very crushing check would be given to the spirit of
enterprise in every industry throughout the Colony:
we say every industry throughout the Colony, for
assuredly the apprehension of possible interference with
vested rights would not be confined to landed proprietors.

In the interests ... not merely of private land •.. but
in the interests of the entire community, - we object to
the proposed interference with private rights, on the
broad principle that there is not shown to be any
adequate public good to be thereby attained. (Gold Fields
Royal Commission of Inquiry, New South Wales, votes and
Proceedings of the Legislative Assembly 1871-1872,
Volume 11, 52-54.

In New South Wales in fact a somewhat different approach to the question

of mining on private property was subsequently adopted. Mining on such lands

was authorised and regularised by The Mining on Private Lands Act, 1894.

Any private land, except town and village land and land reserved for public

purposes, could be leased for gold mining purposes by an applicant being the

holder of a miners right or a mineral licence, with the right to occupy for

all purposes connected with mining. Wardens were empowered to grant to

holders of miners' rights permission to enter upon any private land, on

certain terms, to prospect. Wherever alluvial deposits containing payable

gold were discovered, the land could be resumed by the Crown subject to the

payment of compensation to the owner and occupier. Upon revocation of the

resumption, the former owner had a preferential right to repurchase the land.

Compensation was assessed on the basis of the market value of the land, plus

improvements together with an allowance for severance.

In South Australia, too, mining on private property was provided for

by resumption of the land concerned, by the proclamation of private land

as an alluvial goldfield and by compulsory mining leases (Armstrong 1901,

203-207).
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NEW ZEALAND: RESUMING LAND FOR MINING PURPOSES

With the endeavours of the Legislative Assemblies of both New South

Wales and Victoria as a stimulus and as an example pressure mounted in

New Zealand for legislation to provide free access for mining purposes

to private lands. During the deliberations on the 'Otago Hundreds

Regulation Act 1869 Amendment Bill' in 1870, Bradshaw endeavoured

unsuccessfully to have a clause included in the measure to the effect that

All lands alienated after the passing of this Act in
the Province of Otago shall be liable to be resumed
for mining purposes by Her Majesty on paying full
compensation to the lessee or purchaser in fee
simple thereof for the value other than auriferous
of the lands and improvements so resumed such value
in case of disagreement to be ascertained by
arbitration (JHR 1870, 206).

Mining on private property remained subject to the provisions of The

Gold Fields Act, 1866 which dealt with the issue in a very summary manner,

providing only for certain penalties in the event of persons mining for

gold upon private property without the consent of the owner. At least some

mining interests sought the enactment of a measure which would compel owners

of private land to permit mining thereon, subject of course to strict

provisions with respect to conditions and compensation. That principle was

incorporated, in fact, in The ~lest1and Waste Lands Act, 1870, section 44

providing that all suburban and rural land sold under it should be open for

a period of 14 years after sale to entry by;gold miners (Statutes of New

zealand 1870,228), The regulations under the Act provided for settlement

of compensation by arbitration, payment of a deposit by miners to cover the

costs of ground restoration, award of special compensation for damage which

could not be made good, and the imposition of special conditions, if any,

to be observed by the miner in working the ground. Further, the miner was

required to pay as rent to the owner or occupier a sum equal to 20 per

cent per annum on the value of the land. In estimating the value of the land,

the arbitrators were required to take into consideration
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not only the actual value of the soil, but all the
circumstances which may ... give a special value to
that portion of the property, such as its position
in relation to the remainder of the property, its
proximity to a road river or other means of access
or to a building, and the use to which it has been
put, or is intended to be put, by the owner.

The miner was required upon completing his operations to restore the

surface of the ground in return for the repayment of his original deposit.

Where the miner failed to restore the ground that deposit was to be paid

over to the owner of the land (Statutes of New Zealand 1870, 237).

Part VII of 'The Gold Mining Bill' of 1872 was devoted to the question

~ of mining on private property. In moving the second reading of the

measure, Gisborne (Colonial Secretary) observed that while the precious.

metals remained the property of the Crown upon the sale of the land

containing them, it was questionable whether the Crown had access to such

private lands in order tb 'extract the metal and thus whether the Crown

could afford that access to others. Thus, he commented

Due consideration for the rights of the public
rendered it pr~per not to allow land to be locked
up against gold mining, while, at the same time .•.
it was only right to the private owner that there
should be some regulations settled by law under
which the public should be admitted, on certain
conditions, for the purpose of prosecuting mining
operations on that land (NZPD 12, 1872, 401).

The Bill provided for mining on private property to b~ carried on under

the authority of an Inspector, except on lands already being mined by the

owner thereof or by his lessee, tenant or other person acting upon his

written permission. The Inspector was to estimate the sum required to be

paid as compensation and that sum to be deposited in the Warden's Court

before any authority to mine or to construct any water race, dam or

reservoir was given. In the event of any disagreement over the amount of

compensation, the Warden's Court was to determine the amount, compensation

to be granted in respect of the deprivation of the possession of the land,

any injury reasonably to be. anticipated to any such land by means of
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operations to be carried on and any injury or depreciation in value

reasonably to be anticipated to any adjacent land or property of the same

owner arising from or caused by mining.

In the view of some Otago representatives, however, this 1872 Bill

did not proceed far enough, both Mervyn (MHR Mount Ida) and Shepherd

(MHR Dunstan) suggesting that the measure should provide for the resumption

of auriferous land by the State. Such a provision, observed Shepherd,

would facilitate settlement on the goldfields "because the Government would

be less afraid of selling land within the same if they had power to

resume possession if necessary" (NZPD 12, 1872, 404). Bradshaw (MHR Waikaia)

too, was critical of the Bill, and particularly clause 10 by which private

land containing a house or building, any artificial water race, dam or

reservoir in actual use, or any yard, garden, orchard or fenced and

cultivated land was exempted from the operations of the Bill (NZPD 12,

1872, 405). Conversely, of course, it was argued that the Bill would deter

immigration and settlement and that in any case "if the gold was worth more

than the land, the gold would be extracted, but if the land was worth more

than the gold, then why destroy the land for the sake of the gold"(NZPD 12,

1872,404). The difficulty in that argument lay in ascertaining the value

of the gold in the land concerned without mining.

The Bill was withdrawn, largely because it had been framed more with

reference to quartz than to alluvial mining, while the Gold Fields

Committee had suggested that any provision for mining on private property

should be dealt with as a separate and distinct Bill (JHR 1872, 212).

There was indeed general relief throughout the Otago goldfields that the

measure had been shelved (Tuapeka Times 5 September 1872), while the Otago

Mining Conference of 1873 suggested that Part VII shorn of its inspectorship

clauses be drawn up as a separate measure. The Conference recommended that

miners be given the right to enter at any time on private lands by paying a
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deposit of a fixed sum for each acre included in his claim, the deposit

being large enough to cover any surface damages inflicted. Where a

miner was successful in extracting gold, it was suggested that he be

entitled to hold the land by paying compensation for improvements only

and nothing in respect of the land, compensation to be fixed by

arbitration. Where gold was not found, the miner, upon restoring the

land and provided that crops had not been damaged, was to receive his

deposit back.

The Conference went on to comment that "The evil of locking up

auriferous land is just beginning to be felt, and encouragement ought not

to be given to persons to take up lands in the immediate vicinity of gold

workings" (AJHR S.3.C6, 1873,3) .The Arrow Observer in March 1873 referred

to a state of "open hostility" and "antagonism" between miners and settlers

over entry to private land, including that comprising agricultural leases.

A remedy, at least with respect .to land not alienated from the Crown, would

be the insertion of a clause allowing miners the right to entry to search

for gold and requiring them to pay compensation only for "damage done

unnecessarily". The journal conceded that land leased or purchased under

these copditions would not, of course,

fetch so much money as though no restrictions were
imposed; still the difference would be immaterial,
and in the end prove a gain, as all litigation and
uncertainty would be dispensed with and each party
could clearly define his own position and obligations
(Arrow Observer 7 March 1873).

The Tuapeka Times, too, claimed that thousands of acres of payably

auriferous land had been alienated from the Crown and were owned by persons

as a consequence in a position to demand a prohibitive royalty for permission

to the miner to enter on the land and mine. "By all means", continued the

journal, "let the holders of such properties be protected and amply recouped

for the spoilation of their lands, but let the miner also be protected against

exorbitarit and prohibitive demands" (Tuapeka Times 28 August 1873). Among



those demands were included that by the owner of the land in the Wakatipu

district for £25 per acre (Dunstan Times 22 August 1873). The argument,

too, that mining and agriculture were interdependent, that the extent of

agricultural development and land settlement was limited by the vigour

of the mining industry was reiterated by the goldfields press as

sufficient reason for providing miners with the right of access to and to

mine upon private lands. The Dunstan Times commented that "... it is

questionable whether in fostering the interests of the farmers, we are not

injuring one of much greater value" (Dunstan Times, 22 August 1873).

The need for some measure was given added urgency by the anticipated

sales of lands on the goldfields as security to contractors and creditors

for public works. In his financial Statement in 1873, Vogel had noted that

no further railway construction was to be undertaken "without security in
,

the form of landed estate,being given to the Colony" (NZPD 14, 1873, 140).

The proceeds from reserved lands were to be placed in a fund for the

redemption of the liabilities incurred for the construction of railways in

the Province in which such securities were held, the revenues arising from

use or occupation to be devoted to the payment of interest and the revenue

from sales to the redemption of debentures. Since it was believed widely

that the pastoral lands of Otago were yielding only a small proportion of

the potential revenue it was expected that sales would be inevitable.

Moreover, the high prices being received for wool would create further

pressure for such sales, pastoral tenants being prepared to pay up to 20s

per acre for the fee-simple. "It is cl.ear-'{, commented the Mount Ida

Chronicle,

that the Provincial landed estate must at no distant
date be realised upon, and we must see to it ,that, when
the day does come, we are not then forced to have
recourse to hurried and ineffectual legislation for the
preservation of Goldfields interests (Mount Ida Chronicle
8 August 1873).

For its part the General Government was awaiting the outcome of
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Victorian legislation on the issue, although it acknowledged that the

precious metals remained the property of the Crown. In a letter to the

Superintendent of Auckland Province, the Colonial Secretary remarked that

The Government cannot concur with your Honor on the
advisability of the undonditional surrender by the Crown
of its rights to precious metals in private lands. They
conceive that such a course would be productive of great
public evils, and would injuriously restrict the due
development of auriferous deposits and the spread of
population. The proper course to be adopted would
appear to be open mines for precious metals on private
property to public enterprise, on such conditions and
under such regulations as would, without sacrifice of
private legal rights, most conduce to public advantage.
(NZPD 14, 1873, 479).

Bradshaw (MHR Waikaia), ,however, was not content to wait upon either the

outcome of Victorian legislation or the initiative of the Government in

giving legislative effect to its declaration, and hence in July 1873

introduced his own measure, 'An Act to provide for Mining on Private

Property for Gold and Silver'. The draft Bill, which comprised a mere

four clauses, was based on Section 99 of the Victorian Land Act, 1869, and

provided for the resumption for mining purposes of lands sold subsequent

to its passage. Without some such measure, Bradshaw claimed, "three-fourths

of the land in the Province of Otago would be locked up" (NZPD 14, 1873,

479).

The Bill encountered some rather strong criticisms and objections,

being,described on the one hand as "a very short and a very mischievous

measure" which promised the sacrifice of other interests "of vast importance

to the inordinate desire which existed to encourage mining for gold in

all directions" (NZPD 14, 1873,479), and on the other as "hasty legislation

and consequently unworkable" (Tuapeka Times 28 August 1873). In the

view of the Mount Ida Chronicle, the effect of the Bill was nullified by

the fact that no application was to be entertained for any land used as a

garden, orchard, vineyard, nursery, plantation or ornamental pleasure

ground, there being little freehold ground held for other purposes.
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Moreover, the measure provided merely for the resumption of auriferous

and/or argentiferous land and not for the resumption of outlets to high

lands. Such deficiencies in the law had meant that miners opposed and

that they would continue to oppose the sale of land within proclaimed

goldfields. That opposition would fade, suggested the Mount Ida Chronicle,

only "if a comprehensive law existed, separating entirely the mineral

rights below from the surface rights above, and giving outlets for tailings

and a legal access to and from the rivers and streams" (Mount Ida Chronicle,

31 October 1873. See also 24 October 1873).

Much of the opposition to Bradshaw's measure was based on the

contention that the subject was too important to be left to a private

member, that Government should in fact initiate any such legislation. The

arg~ments ranged against the Bill were many and varied: that its

provisions were ·too sweeping and that it required, therefore, protective

clauses and conditions; that the measure would discourage land sales and

settlement; that it would render the law of trespass null and void;

that its provisions were too sweeping in that they allowed the resumption

of all land held by an individual rather than merely that portion deemed

to be auriferous; that the power of resumption should be exercised only

in the interests of the whole community; that while large areas remained

open to the miner measures interfering with the rights of private property

were simply unnecessary; and finally that if private owners found gold

within their lands they would be most unlikely not to undertake its

recovery.

Those who supported the measure endeavoured to defeat those criticisms

and objections by arguing that the unrestricted alienation of Crown lands

was hindering if not paralysing the development of the gold mining industry

at a time when its contribution was essential if the colony were to

continue to meet the liabilities being incurred as a result of the
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immigration and public works programme. It was argued further that

rather than depress land sales the measure would encourage settlement

since miners would withdraw their opposition to such sales on

Government being granted the power of resuming land for mining purposes.

Shepherd (MHR Dunstan) contended that the Bill "would tend to destroy the

monopoly which at present existed in Otago, where there were millions of

acres of Crown lands so locked up as materially to impede the settlement

of the gold mining population" (NZPD 14, 1873, 481). The claim that the

Bill contained a radical departure from policy was refuted, the measure's

supporters pointing out that the Government already posseBsed the power to

resume land for railways and for other purposes.

Despite such strong opposition and a marked disinclination of the

Government to support the measure, the Bill received a second reading and

was referred to the Gold Fields Committee. The Committee recommended that

the Bill be passed while Government withdrew its opposition not in order

to support the Bill but rather to ascertain whether "it would be safe to

pass the, measure in the shape proposed by the honourable member, or in the

shape which appeared in the Westland Bill, with the view of affecting lands

sold in the future" (NZPD 14, 1873, 589). The Government had indicated

previously that it would support the insertion of a pro~ision into The otago

Waste Lands Act, 1872, along the lines of Section 44 of The West1and Waste

Lands Act, 1870. Bradshaw's measure was approved by the House, however,

although its operation was to be restricted to the proclaimed gold fields

and, in the first instance, applicable only to Otago. The Bill was

passed by the Legislative Council without major modification, Pollen

(Colonial Secretary) noting in support that "Great jealousy had been

aroused amongst the mining population on the subject....·(NZPD 15, 1873, 1275),

miners and their representatives obstructing efforts to open lands for sale

and settlement.



The measure as passed, The Resumption of Land for Mining Purposes

Act, 1873, enacted that all lands alienated from the Crown, whether by

way of absolute sale or lease or for any lesser interest, after the date

of the Act's passage (29 September 1873) should be liable to be resumed

for mining purposes - except lands alienated expressly for mining purposes -

on payment of compensation. Any person could'apply to the Superintendent of

the Province for resumption and the application had to be referred to the

appropriate Warden fgr investigation and report. The onus was on the

applicant to prove that the land was auriferous or argentiferous and might

be mined with reasonable profit, while the Superintendent was to determine

whether the land was to be resumed in part or in whole. Compensation was

to be paid out of funds to be appropriated for that purpose by the

Provincial Council. Upon resumption the land was deemed to be Crown land.

It is important to note that the Act assumed that the Crown had not waived

its prerogative right to the royal metals contained in land alienated

after 29 September 1873 but that it conceded that some doubts existed

with respect to land alienated prior to that date.

It is also important to note that the Act assumed that the difficulty

lay in the possession by the State of an inadequate power of resumption

for mining purposes. But as had been pointed out during the debates on the

measure the central difficulty lay in the question of access to private

lands for prospectinq p~rposes. In response to a question posed by the New

South Wales Gold Fie]ds Royal Commission of Inquiry, 1872-1872, namely

"Supposing the Crown to possess the right to the precious metals in all lands

of the Colony where that right has not been specially granted with the land,

does this right carry with it the right of entry to explore for and to take

out these metals?" the Colony's Attorney-General responded as follows:

I apprehend that the right of the Crown, and the consequent
authority of our Parliament, to mines of the precious metals,
carried with i~ the right of entry to dig for the same, so
far as such rights are .necessarily incidental to the exercise
of the greater right to the mines and minerals themselves;
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but I greatly doubt whether a right to explore
experimentally for gold would thence follow. My
strong impression is that it would not, and that
although success in a search for gold in any
particular spot might retrospectively justify such
search, yet that failure would involve the
explorers in liability as trespassers. And I think
it may be stated with confidence, that the prerogative
does not go the length of enabling the Crown to let in
a swarm of diggers upon private lands, under mere
licenses or 'miner's rights' (Gold Fields Royal Commission
of Inquiry, votes and Proceedings of the Legislative Assembly
of New South Wales, 1871-72, Volume 11, Appendix to Report,S).

The fact that the 1873 measure did not provide for access to private

lands for prospecting purposes meant that it could do little to resolve

the difficulties created for the mining industry by the alienation of

Crown lands. The 1873 measure was regarded merely as a step in the right

direction, further legislation being necessary, ac~ording to the Mount Ida

Chronicle, before the continued disposal of land increased the influence

of the agriculturalists and freeholders. (Mount Ida Chronicle 2 January

1874).

The inadequacies of The Resumption of Land for Mining Purposes Act, 1873

also appeared to be confirmed by the fact that by 1876 no land had been dealt

with under its provisions (NZPD 23, 1876, 382). But it was not until 1882

that Rolleston introduced 'The Resumption of Land for the Purposes of Mining

for Gold or Silver Bill'. The Bill was designed to extend the provisions, of

the 1873 measure to land exempted by that Act to liability to resumption, to

be made applicable to lands beyond as well as within the boundaries of

proclaimed goldfields, to include minerals and metals other than but as well

as gold and silver, and to widen the term 'mining purposes' to mean and

include the right to resume riparian lands and any land which might be

required for a tail race, water race, darn, reservoir, sludge channel, machine

site, or for any other purpose connected with mining for gold or silver. But

while the Bill passed through the House of Representatives with a minimum of

opposition it encountered severe criticism in the Legislative Council.
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According to Whitaker (Premier), who moved the second reading in the

Council, the Bill did not embody any new principle but was designed simply

to provide new machinery, to place the Act of 1873 on "a better footing"

(NZPD 43, 1882,639). Its opponents could scarcely accept that assessment

and reassurance, the fact that it was to apply to land previously exempted

by the 1873 Act earning it the description of "ex post facto legislation

of the worst kind". Indeed some of its critics viewed the measure and

especially the provision which would have extended its operation to all

lands either sold or to be sold throughout the colony as amounting to "the

first step towards the-nationalization of the land of the colony" (NZPD, 43,

1882,638). But the most bitter criticism was reserved for clause 16. That

clause would have provided that

In determining compensation to be paid under this Act, and
in addition to any other provision of 'The Public Works Act,
1872', regard shall be had to the probable development of
mining industry, in so far as the same may affect other
lands (if any) of such occupier or owner in fee not resumed
under this Act, and to the increased value of such last
mentioned lands to him, either in consequence of such
development or by the construction or intended construction
of public works on or near to the land so resumed, and,
such increase in value shall be taken into account by way
of deduction in assessing compensation under this Act.

That clause was based in fact almost word for word upon section 64 of

The Public Works Act, 1876, and to that extent did not embody any new

principle relating to compensation and the community's assumed right to

recover the unearned increment. The objections to the clause were based

on the contention that it would divest property of all value, would

result ~n little or no compensation being paid, and would encourage large-

scale resumption of land for mining purposes. Indeed,the Bill was described

as being confiscatory in character, whereas the proper course would have

been for Government to seek authorisation to repurchase those lands which

in specific instances had prevented or restricted mining. Fraser (MLC

Otago) in fact was of the view that the Bill would be best confined in its

operations to the West Coast where the land was "of comparatively little
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value for agricultural or pastoral purposes" (NZPD 43, 1882, 638).

A more general opposition to the gold mining industry surfaced

during the Legislative Council debate on the Bill, Pollen (MLC Auckland)

maintaining that "the production of gold in the colony had been

exceedingly costly, and that, from a strictly economic point of view, it

was not one which the colony should be asked to make any sacrifice to

support" (NZPD, 43, 1882, 690). In support of his contention Pollen

quoted at length from the remarks of Alexander Del Mar, Director of the

United States Bureau of Statistics and a member of the United States

Monetary Commission of 1876. Del Mar had argued

1) That .•• the cost of producing gold and silver from the
mines is not, as is generally supposed, limited by their
commercial value or ,purchasing power; but that the
fascinating hazards of mining.... sustain the pursuit for
beyond the limits of prudence; that in the long-run, and
in all countries, it has been unprofitable, and that gold
and silver, whenever obtained by free labour, have always
cost more than they were worth.

2) That gold- and silver-mining, particularly the former,
injure the surface of a country, by the great demands
which they make upon its supplies for timber, by diverting
its mountain streams into mischievous courses, by strewing
its arable lands with stones and gravel; and by filling its
rivers and choking its harbours with sediments.

3) That, in consequence of the physical devastation thus wrought
upon mining countries, they have invariably fallen into

political decay.

4) That in addition to the pecuniary there is a moral cost of
the precious metals, represented by the overpowering
incentives towards dishonest management which exist in
co-operative mining, and by the prevalence of gambling,
licentiousness, suicide, and crime in mining communities.

Not surprisingly, therefore, Pollen was of the view that Parliament was

being asked to pass "exceptional legislation for the protection of an

industry which was not nationally profitable or nationally desirable to

encourage" (NZPD 43, 1882,690-691).

There were other objections raised and criticisms voiced, including

the fact that resumption would not benefit the Crown but private individuals
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and that miners would not make better use of the lands concerned than

their existing owners. Nevertheless, an effort to have the Bill rejected

was defeated (24 to 9), although it was clear that many of the Legislative

Councillors had voted for the second reading with the firm intention of

amending the measure during its Committee stages. When finally passed the

provisions of The Resumption of Lands for Mining Purposes Act, 1882 were

limited to mining for gold and silver and to lands alienated since

29 September 1873, the date of passage of the 1873 Act, while the original

provision rela.ting to compensation had been excised and replaced by section

15 by which compensation was to be assessed 'under Part III of The Public

Works Act, 1882. It should be noted, too, that any compensation payable

was to be paid

out of the gold fields revenue of the district, or other
revenue derived from such district in respect of mining,
within which the land is situate; and, if such district
shall embrace two or more counties or boroughs entitled
to such revenue, then the compensation shall be deducted
from the said revenue in such proportion as the Minister
thinks fit (Statutes. :of New Zealand, 1882, 643').

Those amendments were accepted despite some objections by the House of

Representatives. The Act then, as finally passed, in fact made no

material alteration in the law.

RESUMPTION: THE LAW IN OPERATION

The controversy over and the passions generated by the issue of

mining on private property notwithstanding, the power of resumption appears

to have been used only occasionally in Otago. There were a number of

reasons - the agricultural lease system which provided some safeguards,

the vigilance of the miners, the care exercised generally with respect to

the opening of land and the fact that the resumption procedure was

tortuous, time-consuming, expensive, and of uncertain outcome. Two
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a) Waikerikeri Valley

In 1872,~! despite the opposition of the Dunstan Miners' Association,

J.D. Feraud purchased a block of land formerly held under agricultural lease

in the Waikerikeri Valley. The sale was denounced as "perfidious conduct"

on the part of the Provincial Government, an action in defiance of public

opinion and if pursued as a matter of policy would destroy the mining industry

(Dunstan Times 27 December 1872). The controversy led the Otago Daily Times

to observe that the "true" land difficulty lay not in the conflict between

agriculturalists and pastoral tenants but between those groups and the miners.

Agricultural settlement and development in particular were regarded as

incompatible with prospecting and mining, the conflict between them being

irreconciliable and one which had to end with the virtual annihiliation of

one or the other (Otago Daily Times 27 December 1872). The Waikerikeri

controversy appeared to lend some credence to that view, the Dunstan Miners'

Association demanding that the sale be cancelled and the entire valley

withdrawn from agricultural leasing. They insisted that, upon an assurance

from the Government that no more land would be sold in the valley, they had

invested considerable capital in the construction of water races only to be

deprived of the sole outlet for mining debris by a purchase made for

speculative purposes (Dunstan Times 27 December 1872 and 7 March 1873).

The Provincial Government did withdraw the land from agricultural

leasing and compensated the leaseholders concerned, but Feraud retained

a block of 50 acres regarded as the key to the mining of the valley.

According to Warden Keddell of Clyde, reporting on a petition in 1879

seeking resumption of the land, hydraulic sluicing was the only method

by which the area could be mined, a mode which required an outlet for

mining debris. Feraud's land, he suggested, provided the proper site for

a sludge channel, the construction of which would obviate any risk of an

action for damages to freehold land and permit the sluicing of a large
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area. Feraud had assessed the value of his land at £750, for which sum

and the right to two sluiceheads of water to irrigate his property on the

Dunstan Flat near Clyde he would be prepared to surrender the land.

Although Keddell did not accept that value he did point out that the valley

could not be mined without the land so that Feraud was "in a position to

ask an unusual price", and moreover in a position to render of little

value the compensation paid by the Provincial Government to the other

agricultural leaseholders (Warden Keddell to Under-Secretary for Mines

8 No~ember 1879, MD 1884/611).

The Gold Fields Committee which considered the petition for resumption

thus recommended that Feraud's freehold should be resumed, if it could be

obtained at a reasonable price, inasmuch as the only available course for

the outlet of tailings was through the property

and the large sums expended by the Provincial Government
of Otago for the repurchase of auriferous land in the
Waikerikeri Valley, now being profitably wrought, will
have been expended uselessly, unless such outlet is
secured for public use (AJHR S.2, 1879, 13,5).

The miners themselves had expended considerable sums on the construction

of water races in anticipation of the land being resumed (Dunstan Times.

26 December 1879). For his part~ Feraud sought Government repurchase as

the tailings were destroying his land, the sum claimed ·being [525 together

with two sluiceheads of water for irrigation purposes (Feraud to Minister

of Lands. 13 February 1880, MD· 1884/611). Government's response was to

suggest to the miners that they contribute £250 of the sum requested,

Government to meet the balance. But the miners indicated that they could

raise no more than 1100 while also objecting to any granting of water on

the grounds that it would interfere with mining operations.

Negotiations had reached something of an impasse, a situation which

encouraged Pyke (MHR Dunstan) to endeavour to mediate and effect a

settlement. But while he was able to persuade the miners to contribute
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more than £100 his efforts were thwarted by Government withdrawing its

original offer (Pyke to Minister of Public Works 23 November 1880, MD

1884/611). It was an action which prompted Pyke into making an

impassioned plea for a reinstatement of the offer while the miners argued

that it was "the government that committed the error (and not miners) in
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giving grants for Water Races and their selling this piece of land

thereby preventing us from working the auriferous ground the water was

granted for •..• " (Miners, Waikerikeri Valley to Minister of Mines, 30 May

1881, MD 1884/611). Pyke continued his efforts to mediate and indeed

persuaded Feraud to allow the miners to pay their contribution towards the

compensation by instalment (Pyke to Minister of Mines 24 June 1881, MD

1884/611).

Feraud again petitioned Parliament in 1882 seeking Government

purchase of the land on the grounds of its having been damaged as a result

of mining operations, the miners having been granted a tail race licence

and the race discharging into the Waikerikeri Creek above his freehold on

the assumption that repurchase was assured. According to Pyke! Feraud

was prepared to accept [300 with the water rights attached to the land in

question being reserved for his use (Pyke to Minister of Mines 30 August

1882, MD 1884/611). The Gold Fields Committee recommended that the

Government provide the 1300 "as its final contribution towards the

extinguishment of Mr Feraud's claim for the purchase of his land at

Waikerikeri" (AJHR 13, 1882, 1). Government complied with the

redommendation although Feraud was informed that the water rights which

he held as a riparian proprietor could not be reserved (Under-Secretary

for Mines to J. Feraud,ll October 1882, MD 1884/611). The offer of £300

was accepted by Feraud and negotiations were completed some 12 years

after the original approach had been made by miners seeking the resumption

of a mere 50 acres.



b) Kyeburn

As in the case of Feraud's land in the Waikerikeri Valley, the

resumption of land at Kyeburn proved to be a protracted affair but one

which also involved the Maniototo County Council in such a manner as to

underscore the reluctance of local bodies to become involved in such

disputes. In 1879, D. McCready applied under section 66 of The ~ines

Act, 1877,: to purchase 50 acres and to lease 270 acres. Section 66

empowered the Governor to proclaim special mining districts in which

those persons owning homesteads could purchase up to 50 acres, or

alternatively select up to 320 acres on deferred payment or agricultural

lease, the 320 acres to include the area selected as the homestead (statutes

of New Zealand 1877, 290). Objections to McCready's application were soon

forthcoming, partly because the land was alleged to be auriferous, partly

because 1t contained outlets to mining ground which lay behind and above

it, and partly because the application if successful would be simply

the first of many (Mount Ida Chronicle 31 July 1879). The Kyeburn miners

were sufficiently anxious to seek the assistance of the Maniototp County

Council, the chairman of which was a prominent miner on the Otago

goldfields, John Ewing. At its meeting in August 1879, Ewing informed the

Council that he had considered the matter to be sufficiently urgent that

without consulting the Council he had written to the District Land Officer

objecting to the proposed sale. Ewing's action evoked strong protests

from several councillors who considered the matter to be "outside the

duties of Council", and that the Council was in danger of becoming "a

mining body". By four votes to three, it was resolved
,

That this Council, depending as it does primarily upon
gold revenue, views with alarm the probable alienation
of auriferous land, and general interference with mining
is likely to take place through a large section of the
Kyeburn and Mt. Ida Ridings having been proclaimed under
the Homestead clause of the 'Mines Act, 1877'; that the
Council is of the opinion that such proclamation should
be cancelled, and that in the matter of Mr McCready's
application to lease 270 and purchase 50 acres, situate
among the gold workings of Kyeburn, is strongly of
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0plnlon that it should on no account be granted.
Copies of this resolution to be telegraphed at once
to the Minister of Mines, also to the District Member
in the House of Representatives (Mount Ida Chronicle
7 August 1879).

McCready employed a number of experienced miners to test the

auriferous character of the land he sought to purchase, their unanimous

verdict being that the ground would not repay mining, a conclusion

angrily refuted by those seeking to prevent the sale (Mount Ida

Chronicle 28 August 1879). The application to purchase was approved,

however, while McCready appears to have gained additional land under

perpetual lease, for some ten_years later, in 1889 sthe Kyeburn Miners'

Association petitioned the Minister of Lands seeking cancellation of the

perpetual lease of section 15, Block V, Kyeburn on the grounds that the

greater portion of the land therein was "payably auriferous" (Mount Ida

Chronicle 6 July 1889). When McCready had secured the land under

perpetual lease the miners had assumed or been assured that the land would

remain open for mining purposes, only to discover that entry on to the land

would render them liable for prosecution as trespassers and to claims for

damage. One miner in 1888 had been authorised by the Warden to prospect

'upon the land and had "proved a large tract of payable ground therein .... "

Moreover, according to the miners, the ground in question prevented the

mining of higher ground in the vicinity (Mount Ida Chronicle 6 July

1889). The Maniototo County Council, to whom the matter was re~erred since

it was out of the councills revenues that compensation would have to be

funded, supported the petition for resumption

if the compensation amounts to any reasonable sum, and if
only that portion of the lease which is yet in the tussock
is resumed •.• provided that the land resumed is made a
mining reserve, and vested in the council to be rented for
pastoral purposes, or dealt with in whatever manner the
Council may please, until required for mining purposes
(~ount Ida Chronicle 8 August 1889).

McCready objected very strongly to the County Council being involved,

claiming that "the Councillors are all Miners and most of' them belong to
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the Miners' Association (McCready to Kenyon and Hoskings, Solicitors~

Dunedin, 18 September 1899~ MD 95/880).

McCready in fact was willing to surrender the land comprising the

two claims which had been applied for~ namely 14 acres~ and the necessary

water races "provided that is all they will require, subject to their

compensating use for it .•. " at the rate of £2 per acre. But Warden

Wood, to whom the petition was referred for a report recommended that the

uncultivated portion of the perpetual lease~ 117 acres of Section 15~

Block V, Kyeburn~ be resumed (Commissioner of Crown Lands~ Otago to

Under-Secretary for Crown Lands, 24 September 1889, MD 95/880). The

miners, too, sought cancellation of the entire block claiming that a

lead of gold ran through the whole section. The Warden appears to have

been instructed by Government to seek resumption only of that land

immediately required. The County Council was thus asked if it would

agree to pay £20 as compensation and reservation of the right to construct

races through and lay pipes over the land when required. The Government

was to retain the right to resume a further 15 acres at any time during

the following five years at the rate of £3 per acre. The Council,

while expressing surprise that a much larger area was not to be resumed

when it had undertaken to provide the compensation, nevertheless accepted

the proposal largely on the grounds that the proceedings had already

occupied twelve months and that "the party of miners more immediately

interested have been seriously inconvenienced by the delay that has already

occurred and will be more so by any further delay •.•• " (MD 95/880. See

also Mount Ida Chronicle 6 February 1890).

Government appears to have reconsidered this proposal, however, in

favour of resuming the entire area comprising the perpetual lease, a

possible loss for which McCready was determined to be compensated in full.

His solicitor observed in a letter to the Under-Secretary for Mines that



resumption of the land would reduce the value of the freehold, and would

deprive McCready "of a substantial part of his means of subsistence",
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while undoing "the efforts of nineteen years' remitting industry" (W. Kerr,

Naseby, to Under-Secretary for Mines, 13 October 1890, MD 95/880).

McCready thus sought compensation at the rate of t1 per acre for 215

acres in tussock and f3 per acre for 15 acres in English grasses.

Government was prepared to offer no more than f12o, the matter being

settled finally by the Compensation Court with an award of £275. The

total area resumed was just over 230 acres.

The cost of the compensation had been increased considerably in fact

by a mistake on the part of the Mines Department in seeking the resumption

of not only Section 15 but also part of Section 14, Block V, Kyeburn.

That mistake lay at the basis of a protracted wrangle between the

Government and Council, the latter being prepared to pay only for the

compensation awarded in respect of Section 15. Moreover, the land had

been resumed under the provisions of The Mining Act, 1886, and The Public

Works Act, 1882, so that McCready had been able to claim compensation for

improvements on the perpetual lease land (Section 15) and for the

severance of the freehold (Sectio~ 14). In the Maniototo County Council's

view, had resumption taken place under The Land Act, 1885 (section 158)

and The Public Works Act Amendment Act, 1889 (section 9) McCready's

claim would have been limited to improvements. The County Council clearly

was unwilling to meet any extra costs and compensation as a result of an

error by the Mines Department. Its solicitor, S.E. McCarthy, bluntly

informed the Minister of Mines that the County was unwilling to impose

further expense upon the ratepayers

consequent on the blunder which has been made by the
unnecessary introduction of Section 14 and also by
reason of the grave error of judgement in resuming
under The Mining Act 1886 where the claim for
compensation as well as the award in respect



thereof must have been less if the land had been
resumed under The Land Act 1885 (McCarthy to Minister
of Mines 1 April 1891, MD 95/880).

McCready's land remained unopened much to the irritation of miners

who argued that a substantial investment in water races would be

rendered valueless, that the land in itself would provide for many years

of mining, that ins opening would enable the working of a much area of

surrounding higher ground, and that without resumption M~Cready could

demand up to £15 an acre should the miners wish to work it, the price

other landowners had been able to extract. Without resumption, they

argued, abandonment of all mining enterprise was inevitable (M. Brown to

Minister of Mines 4 May 1891, MD 95/880).

The whole matter was complicated considerably by McCready's

application for a grazing right over the land resumed. The County Council

had sought originally that any land resumed be vested in it for leasing

for pastoral purposes. The anxiety of the Council to secure the land

for such purposes had been rendered more urgent by the fact that the

total costs of the compensation had amounted to 1320 while the abolition

of the gold duty had entailed what Warden Dalgleish described as Il a

serious loss of revenue to the Countyll. Dalgleish recommended the

Council's application for the right to lease the land as Il onl y fair and

reasonablell (Warden Dalgleish to Commissioner of Crown Lands, Dunedin

16 June 1892, MD 95/880), but Government declined to accede to that

request. That refusal led McCarthy to remark to the Minister of Mines

Mr McCready, who has received a very liberal compensation
for the land resumed, is now free of all cost, grazing,
his stock on this very land, whilst at the same time he
is, no doubt, laughing up his sleeve at the extreme
liberality of a paternal Government which first buys
land under certain statutory powers and then hands back
those very lands to the Vendor without asking one iota
in return. Truly the very millemium itself would almost
seem to be at hand. However, whilst all this is very
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satisfactory to Mr McCready it certainly is not
lucrative to the County .... (McCarthy to Minister of
Mines 10 November 1892, MD 95/880).

The request was declined on the grounds that land resumed was vested in

the Warden and over which the State, therefore, had no power to grant

grazing rights.

While seeking, unsuccessfully, for the right.to lease the land and

secure the rentals therefrom, the County Council also endeavoured to

retrieve from Government the sum of £100, the amount the Council

considered could have been saved had the resumption proceeded under The

Land Act, 1885, had the improvements not been undervalued, and had

the area of freehold not'been included in the land resumed. Again the

Government declined to entertain such a request on the grounds that the

resumption had been effected upon the request of the Council and that

the area actually resumed was that which had been sought, a response

regarded by the Council as "evasive and unsatisfactory" (Mount Ida

Chronicle 12 January 1893)~ The Mines Committee in its report'upon a

petition by the Council' in 1893 seeking the refund observed that "the

statement of the Mines Department to the effect that the County requested

the resumption of a portion of the freehold (in addition to the leasehold

required) is not borne out by the facts •.•• " and hence recommended

payment of the f100 (in MD 95/880). The Government's continued refusal to

admit the claim led to a further petition in 1894, a report on which by the

Under-Secretary for Mines described the recommendation of the 1893 Mines

Committee as "erroneous". The Mines Department insisted that section 14,

the freehold which added considerably to the total cost of resumption, was

included upon the request of the County. Again a recommendation was made,

by the Waste Lands Committee, that the money be refunded since the Council

had not sought resumption of the freehold. The Government finally acceded

to the request.
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It was a protracted wrangle and one which served to illustrate the

difficulties, delays and costs involved in resuming land for mining

purposes. It illustrated, too, the financial burden which such

resumption placed upon local authorities. It might be added that by

May 1895 only' one claim emp~oying usually only two men had been taken

up on the 230 acres resumed.

PROSPECTING ON PRIVATE PROPERTY

It was inevitable that the Acts of 1872 and 1882, particularly in

the light of those two instances, would not satisfy the mining

community providing as they did only one approach to the problems and

difficulties posed by the alienation of auriferous land, namely

resumption. There was no legislation providing for access to private

lands for prospecting purposeq, nor regulating mining on private

property other than the penalties for unauthorised mining on such

lands. Moreover, the first schedule to The Resumption of Land for
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Mining Purposes Act, 1882, provided that "I ---- of assert----
that the land ( ) contains gold or silver (or is required

for mining purposes); and that I believe its present value to be £__

or thereabouts" (Statutes of New Zealand 1882, 645).

Although not stated explicitly in the body of the Act, the schedule

clearly implied that those applying to have land resumed were required

to prove that the land was auriferous, a task rendered rather difficult

by the fact that there was no provision allowing entry on to private

lands for prospecting purposes. Again, it was argued that the deposit

of £50 required to be deposited by any applicant seeking resumption of

land to meet the costs of the inquiry prescribed by the Act was

prohibitive, and that in Otago at least much of the land had been sold

before 1873 and was thus not subject t~ its provisions (NZPD 54, 1886,

106) .
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The 'Mining Bill, 1886', although largely a consolidating measure did

address the question of mining on private property, clause 139 providing

for prospecting on such lands, a recognition of the fact that without some

such provision the power of resumption could scarcely be exercised. But

while the House of Representatives agreed to adopt that c1ause, the

Legislative Council determined upon its excision, a course of action objected

to strongly by the House which commented that

it must be borne in mind that the law now allows private lands
to be resumed for mining purposes; but the law is defective
as there is no power at the present time to test or prospect
on private land for the purpose of judging, before resuming
any land, whether it contains gold or silver. It is therefore
submitted that the provisions of clause 139 are reasonable and
necessary in the interests of mining, and at the same time the
interests of the owners of land are sufficiently guarded and
protected (JHR 1886, 310).

The Legislative Council remained adamant, observing that the provisions

already made for the resumption of land for mining purposes were sufficient

to secure to the mining interest the use of lands found to be auriferous or

to produce silver ores. The new and exceptional power proposed to be given

by clause 139 to authorise prospecting parties to enter the lands of

private individuals the Council continued" "would lead to great inconvenience

and injury, and the possibility of the exercise of such a power in a mining

district would seriously affect the value of private property" (JLC 1886,

249). The clause was not reinstated.

The Mining Act, 1886, did, however, make some changes of interest to

the law regarding the resumption of land for mining purposes. Section 41

provided that any person might apply for the resumption of land by means of

a petition to the Warden signed by at least ten persons. The deposit

required to be made by the applicant was reduc~d to 125, although the

applicant was made liable for any costs additional to that sum. Compensation,

if no agreement could be reached between the Minister and the owner, was to be

assessed as provided for by Part III of The Public Works Act, 1882, the



compensation to be payable out of funds appropriated for the purpose by

the General Assembly (Statutes of New Zealand 1886, 500-503).

The Act failed to meet miner demands. Of course, miners and property

owners were often able to agree upon terms whereby mining was permitted on

private property. The Barewood Run, owned by the University of Otago,

embraced the Nenthorn district, scene of a short-lived quartz mining

boom in 1889-1890. Some 2,000 acres of the run were involved, so that

mining would have interfered to a considerable extent with the rights of

the tenant to whom the property had been leased. It was agreed among the

parties concerned that the tenant would surrender the 2,000 acres, receiving

a concession in his rent of 1120 per annum while being permitted, at his own

risk, to maintain his sheep on the area. To offset the loss in rental

the University of Otago was to receive the usual Government rental of 10s

per acre for mining claims, an award which in fact constituted a considerable

addition to its income. In the view of the Otago Witness, the arrangements

comprised "a very good example of a business-like settlement by mutual

agreement of the much-vexed question of mining on freehold land", 'the

arrangement made obviating the need for Government involvement and the

inevitable recourse to State funds (otago Witness 12 September 1889). Not

all landowners were so amenable, instances being cited in which one owner

had demanded £100 per acre and a royalty on any gold obtained amounting to

some 24 per cent for the right to mine (NZPD 71, 1891, 109).

The Mining.Act, 1891, made several further important changes to the

law. Section 100 provided that all lands alienated by the Crown in fee

simple subsequent to the commencement of the Act, 1 January 1892, and all

lands held under lease or licence from the Crown with the right of

acquiring the fee-simple were to be open for prospecting. There was a

right to compensation for surface damage, the holder of a prospecting

licence not to enter'upon private land until he had paid the owner, licensee
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or lessee the appropriate compensation or had entered into an agreement

to pay" Lands used as a garden, orchard, vineyard, nursery, plantation,

or ornamental pleasure ground, or any land whilst under cereal or root

crop or on which was situated any artificial water reservoir, dam or

waterworks or buildings were excepted unless the owner, licensee or lessee

had agreed to their being prospected. In the event of gold being found

the land was subject to resumption (statutes of New Zealand 1891, 196-197).

With respect to resumption, by section 212 all lands alienated since
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29 September 1873, were liable to be resumed with the consent of the owners,

and lands alienated subsequent to the date of commencement of the Act

without the consent of the owners or occupiers. Furthermore, an applicant

was no longer required to prove that the land was auriferous or

argentiferous. Finally, compensation for any land resumed was to be paid

out of the goldfields revenue of the district within which the land was

situated, although the Act provided that the Colonial Treasurer "may pay

one moiety only of such compensation and costs (if any) out the aforesaid

goldfields revenue .•.. " (Statutes of New Zealand 1891,230).

The Act was immediately criticised, the otago Witness referring to "a

hideous blot in the legislation respecting the resumption for mining

purposes of private lands" (otago Witness 24 March 1892). Previous

legislation had provided that all lands alienated from the Crown after

29 September 1873 were liable to resumption without the owner's consent,

that consent being necessary in the case of lands alienated prior to that

date. Section 212 of the Act, however, introduced the words "with the

consent of the owner or occupier" with respect to the liability to

resumption of all lands alienated from the Crown since 29 September 1873.

It is certain, observed the otago Witness

that the triumphant farmer, landowner, capitalist, or
whatever it is the fashion to call this unfashionable
tiller of the soil, is master of the situation, and

. all that he has to do to prevent what a few months ago



would have been a lawful exercise of a right ..•
is simply to say 'No'. We cannot but regret that by
a Legislative bungle a valuable private right has been
'gifted' to private persons who neither asked it (sic)
nor wanted it (Otago Witness 24 March 1892).

It was thus found necessary to introduce an amending measure in 1892.

Section 3(5)h of The Mining Act Amendment Act, 1892 provided for the

repeal of section 212 of the principal Act and its replacement by the

following words:

All lands which at any time previous to the twenty-
ninth day of September, one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-three, have been alienated or agreed to be
alienated from the Crown, whether by way of absolute
sale or lease, or for any lesser interest, ~shall, with
the consent of the owners or occupiers thereof
respectively, and all lands which at any time since
the above-mentioned date or which may at any time
hereafter be so alienated, or agreed to be so alienated,
from the Crown as aforesaid, shall, without the consent
of the owners or occupiers thereof respectively ••• be
open for prospecting for gold and other minerals, subject
in every case to a license being obtained in that behalf,
under the provisions and suqject to all the conditions
and restrictions contained in sections eighty-seven to
one hundred inclusive of the principal Act, which shall
apply in such cases as if incorporated herewith
(statutes of New Zealand 1892,314-315).

Sec t Lon 100 of The Mining Act, 1891~1 provided, of course, that

prospecting be limited,to;lands alienated after the commencement of the

Act, namely 1 January 1892. While the Otago Witness might observe that

it was a principle of interpretation that such a construction must be

given to the words of an Act as would best give effect to its provisions

and therefore the limitation imposed by section 100, being absolutely

inconsistent with the later enactment, would be held to be repealed, it

was obvious that considerable confusion reigned as to which lands were

open to prospecting and liable to resumption (Otago Witness 19 November

1896).

Irrespective of which lands were thus made open for prospecting,

dissatisfaction among miners remained over the apparently cumbersome and
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tortuous procedure involved in having land resumed for mining purposes.

Subsequent to the passage of The Mining Act, 1891, the procedure appeared

to comprise

1) ob t afn.Lng a prospecting licence from the Warden;

2) arranging if possible with the owner of the land as to the compensation

for surface damage;

3) failing such arrangements applying to the Warden to assess the

-compens a t Lon ;

4) paying the amount of compensation so fixed by the Warden or agreed upon

by the parties to the person entitled to the same;

5) proceeding with prospecting to the extent for which compensation had

been paid, bearing in mind that anything beyond would render the

prospector liable by section 98 of The Mining Act, 1891;

6) on the discovery of gold taking steps prescribed by the Act for getting

land resumed.

The process of resumption similarly was involved, comprising

1) an application for resumption to be made to the Minister of Mines

by way of a petition signed by no fewer than ten persons and endorsed

by the Warden;

2) a report upon the land in question by the Warden or Resident Magistrate;

3) the owner or occupier informed;

4) agreement reached over compensation either by arrangement between the

owner or occupier and the Minister or by the mannerr provied in The Public

Works Act, 1882; and

5) the insertion of a notice in the Gazette upon which the land was

deemed to be Crown land.

That tortuous process, doubts over which lands were open for prospecting

and resumption, the limitations on land alienated prior to 29 September 1873,

and the power of private landowners to extract generous terms from miners



wishing to mine upon their property combined to ensure a continuing

dissatisfaction. Miners did make arrangements with private owners but

often at considerable cost. The Island Block E~tended Gold-mining

Company Limited, for example, paid £20 per acre and an eight per cent

royalty on the value of the gold obtained (AJHR C3, 1896, 139). The

Goldfields and Mines Committee in 1896 was informed of an instance in

Otago where a miner was required to pay 10s per ounce royalty on any

gold found and had paid f170 per acre as rent for the land (NZPD 96,

1896~ 279).

The making of private ar~angements and the payment of such charges

were apparently preferred to the long delays, difficulties and

uncertainties which resumption entailed, while the royalty payments at

least were prospective. The fact that compensation was payable out of the

goldfields of the local authority within whose area of jurisdiction the

land concerned was situated, and that the sums payable could be quite

large, also rendered any application for resumption a procedu~e with a

less than certain outcome. Moreover, as local authorities began to

derive an increasing proportion of their revenue from other than mining

sources (as the mining industry continued to decline) and as the

distribution of power altered in favour of the farmers, the disinclination

of those authorities to support applications for resumption became more

manifest.

THE MINING ACT AMENDMENT ACT, 1896

It was perhaps not surprising, then, that a meeting of miners and

others interested in the industry in Dunedin in 1895 should resolve that

a petition be submitted to Parliament seeking removal of the difficulties

in the way of prospecting and working freehold lands, especially land

alienated prior to 29 September 1873, a time it was alleged when large
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tracts of auriferous land were sold (otago Witness 26 September 1895).

In fact, by March 31, 1874, the area of land previously held under

agricultural lease and sold amounted to 14,495 acres and the area otherwise

sold, usually in large blocks (see above, pp. 120-131) 86,761 acres (v &P, oPC,

S.33, 1874, Appendix, 70). The difficulties impeding the prospecting of

such lands appeared to miners to render the owner of the surface of the

soil the owner as well of the gold beneath. The introduction of 'The

Mining Act 1891 Amendment Bill' in 1896 was thus welcomed by miners, but

it at once created a bitter phase in the continuing controversy and

struggle.

The 1896 measure contained two major provisions, the first conferring

power on the State to resume for mining purposes all lands within proclaimed

goldfields, and the second permitting prospecting under certain restrictions

and with some reservations on all lands within the colony. Those provisions

were in part a response to the continuing difficulties miners faced in

endeavouring to carry out prospecting on private lands; in part to the

exacting demands made by private landowners upon miners wishing to work

claims on their property; and in part to the sale in Auckland Province of

the Whangapoua Estate by the Kauri Timber Company Limited, the largest

industrial combination to operate in the province in the nineteenth century"

to an English syndicate, a sale in which according to the Government precious

metals formed "part of the consideration" (NZPD 96, 1896, 279). The measure

was welcomed in Otago, where, according to the Otago Witness,it promised

to assist miners while sufficiently safeguarding the interest of landowners

(Otago Witness 3 September 1896). In the Arrow district, for example, it

was expected that the effect of the measure would be to open up "a large

goldfield .•. for some few thousands and work for years to come provided

for our mining community" (Lake County Press 3 September 1896).

The measure not unexpectedly encountered strenuous opposition both



within and outside Parliament, that opposition being based on a number

of major grounds. First, it was argued, largely by Stout (MHR City of

Wellington)7 that resumption of land for mining purposes represented a

departure from English law where private lands although opened for

mining remained in the hands of the owner, the latter being compensated

by the Crown for any damage sustained. Thus Stout could argue that the

Bill provided not for mining upon private lands but for the power to take

such lands which might be used subsequently for mining purposes. Indeed,

the necessity for the ,p.ower of resumption at all was questioned,

suggestions being made that New Zealand should adopt the Victorian and

New South Wales precedents of allowing miners to proceed on private land

upon payment to the landowner for any damage inflicted, a procedure

involving less time and no expenditure on the part of the State. Resumption

could be resorted to where miners and landowners were unable to agree on the

terms upon which mining might take place.

The second major criticism related to the discretion conf~rred by the

Bill upon the }linister of Mines who was to decide whether resumption should

proceed or not, the suggestion being made that such matters should rather

be entrusted to a judicial tribunal to ensure that resumption was both

justified arid, 'necessary. Third, it was argued that the Bill constituted

a gross interference with the rights of property and that it would act to

the injury of the Colony. With particular reference to land alienated

before 29 September 1873 it was claimed that the Crown had never

asserted its right to the precious metals, indeed trhat all relevant

legislation since that date had assumed that the Crown had abandoned its

prerogative right in respect of such lands. It was in response to such

criticisms that Fraser (MHR Wakatipu) introduced two clauses designed to

permit owners of land alienated prior to 20 September 1873 to test in the

Supreme Court their claims to any precious metals existing in th~ir land
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and where the landowner's title was established, to provide compensation

for the auriferous and argentiferous value of the land upon its resumption.

The clauses were included upon division, 36 to 7 (JHR 1896, 377).

It was claimed further, that the conditions upon which prospecting

could proceed were too weak to afford adequate protection to landowners.

The final major criticism related to the limitation of compensation for

surface damage only, whereas, it was urged, owners should be entitled to be

reimbursed for every right possessed in the land. Strong opposition was

forthcoming from those holding pastoral country lest their limited areas of

winter country be resumed and indeed it was argued that "stringent conditions

will be required to protect the farming community in auriferous districts,

as they will be placed practically at the mercy of irresponsible and, in

many cases, most undesirable fellow occupiers should this act pass in its

present form" (otago witness 3 September 1896). In any case, it was argued

that the agricultural and pastoral industries should be accorded priority

rather than mining (NZPD 96, 1896, 296). The compensation provisions, by

which it had been hoped originally to conserve payments by the State, were

amended so that they conformed with those of The Public Works Act, 1894.

The Bill encountered stern opposition, too, from various mining interests.

The Kauri Timber Company Limited, for example, endeavoured to have the

measure rejected and thereby enabled the Government to ridicule its opponents

as syndicate supporters. The company had sold some 36,000 acres of its

Hauraki Peninsula property to the Kauri Freehold Gold Estates Company

although it had retained the timber rights. Any resumption, it argued,

would result in the loss of those rights while unrestricted mining would

lead to the blocking of· the rivers and the ruination of all its projects.

Mining was denounced as an uncertain and wasteful industry manipulated by

those skilled in dubious financial methods and the art of speculation. The

Kauri Freehold Gold Estates Company insisted that it had committed }100,000

to prospecting and development, that reentry amounted to confiscation, that
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the confidence of foreign, largely English, investors would be destroyed,

and that the resulting withdrawal of English capital would precipitate

the collapse of the industry (Salmond 1963, 222-223;,Otago Witness

3 September 1896). English mining interests for their part insisted that

the measure would result in a suspension of foreign investment in New

Zealand mining ventures and occasion a slump in local mining shares.

So concerned were those interests that, according to the London

correspondent of the Otago Witness, the most strenuous efforts were made

to keep all reference to the Bill out of the financial papers until private

representations had been made to the New Zealand Government "lest a wholesale

'slump' and panic should be precipitated on the spot". The measure, it was

urged, allowed for the virtual confiscation of property at will and payment

of compensation merely for the surface value of the land concerned. Even

though the Legislative Council might reject the Bill, the fact that it had

been introduced at all quite apart from its having been passed by the House

of Representatives would have, it was suggested, a severely prejudicial

effect upon New Zealand mining interests and prospects. Indeed, a.

deputation representing some of the principal financial syndicates interested

in New Zealand mining property waited on the Agent-General to protest against

the Bill.and to present a written memorial seeking rejection of the proposed

legislation on the grounds "that it was calculated to operate unfairly

toward private interests and adversely to the public benefit by discouraging

investments in New Zealand properties, and so checking the flow of European

capital into the colony" (Otago Witness 15 October 1896).

Despite the representations against it made by overseas financial

interests, the Bill was not without its defenders. Government argued that

its provisions had been exaggerated and distorted, that the power of

resumption was essential in order to prevent speculators selling avriferous

land and thereby deriving "a revenue from that which is the property of the



people" (NZPD 96, 1896, 290), that the Crown had never waived its

prerogative right to the precious metals in respect of any land, that the

compensation provisions were designed to prevent excessive compensation

claims, and finally that without some Swch measure the precious metals

would "remain in the bowels of the earth for all time" (NZPD 96, 1896,

290) .

The Bill was modified during its committee stages, particularly the

provisions relating to compensation. Some disquiet remained over the

apparent abrogation of the rights of those who had purchased land prior

to -29 September 1873, and indeed it was apparent that a good deal of the

opposition had originated not as Government w~s inclined to allege in defence

of 'speculators' and 'monopolists' but in support of small settlers and

farmers. The principle of resumption on an 'equitable basis' was accepted

generally. The Bill as modified thus provided for more liberal compensation

in the event of resumption, afforded greater protection to the freeholder

against harassment, and allowed the owner of land to mine upon his own

property. With some futher relatively minor amendments the Bill was passed

by the Legislative Council.

The Mining Act Amendment Act, 1896,. in its final form provided with

respect to prospecting that all lands within existing mining districts were

to be open for prospecting for gold and silver without the consent of the

owner. Prospecting licences were to be issued prescribing the terms and

conditions and the payment of fees, while the holders of such licences were

to pay full compensation for all damage caused, such compensation to be paid

or agreed upon before the licence was granted. Lands exempted from

prospecting included those used as a garden, orchard, vineyard, nursery,

plantation, pleasure-ground or cemetry; those actually under cereal or

root crop; those situated within 100 feet of any spring, artificial

reservoir, dam, waterworks, or building; those upon which the owner or
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'occupier was prospecting for gold or silver; and those being mined for

gold and silver. With respect to resumption, all lands within existing

mining districts were liable to be resumed for mining purposes, such

resumption to be deemed a taking of land for a public work within the

meaning of The Public Works Act, 1894. Any person could apply for

resumption, the Minister of Mines to make a final decision upon a report

to be furnished by the Warden at the applicant's cost. Those lands exempted

from prospecting were exempted similarly from any liability to resumption.

Compensation was to be payable out of the' goldfields revenue derived from

the district_wherein the land was situated although section 21 noted "that

before the local body is committed to the payment of such compensation for

resumption, its consent shall be given .•.• " (statutes of New Zealand 1896,

162). Finally, section 55 provided that in lieu of resuming land the

Minister could enter an agreement with the owner that such land be made

available for mining purposes as if it were Crown land. Where such

agreements were made the landowners were to receive all the goldfields and

other revenue except the gold duty derived from mining in respect of such

land.

CONCLUSIONS

The Mining Act Amendment Act, 1896 was generally regarded a~ providing

ample machinery to ensure that private land containing gold was open for

mining purposes without, it was hoped, violating the proprietary rights of

landowners (Otago Witness 6 May 1897). In fact, the expansion and initial

success of the gold dredging industry between 1897 and 1900 gave rise to

some considerable apprehension that the provisions of the Act might be

used by miners to trample "roughshod over the rights of persons engaged in

the less exciting but possibly not less anxious occupation of farming"

(Otago Witness 7 September 1899). It soon became apparent, however, that

many landowners were only too willing to .sell their land privately to mining



interests, so much so that the provisions of the Act appear not to have

been used in Otago. Somewhat ironically, by the turn of the century

greater anxiety was being expressed over the fact that private lands,

usually of considerable agricultural value, were being mined rather than

that their mineral wealth was not being extracted. The rapid expansion

of the dredging industry thus encouraged efforts to control the mining of

privately-owned, high quality farming lands.
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Of all the resources available in Central Otago water came to

involve the most protracted and keenly contested struggle for control,

essential as it was for both mining and agricultural development.

Utilisation of water created problems and disputes with respect to

priority of use, distribution, depletion, and misuse. It led to

conflict among the contending economic interest groups as well as

between riparian and non-riparian proprietors and between prior

appropriation and the advocates of state control and administration.

The resolution of these conflicts involved a complex interaction among

varying and changing industry requirements, judicial interpretation and

legislative amendment, interest group and government department

cooperation and conflict, and growing arguments over state control and

community needs on the one hand and private enterprise and private gain

on the other.

THE BASIC PROBLEM: SCARCITY

Fundamental to all conflict over the control and use of water was

the basic and overriding problem of scarcity. Central Otago is a region

of hot dry summers and cold dry winters. Its basin areas receive on

average less than 450mms (17.72 inches) of rainfall per year with the

Alexandra and Cromwell districts having a mean annual rainfall of 339mms

and 391mms (13.35 and 15.30 inches) respectively (Figure IV:1).

Furthermore, the rainfall regime is characterised by a marked late

spring-early summer maximum so that a large proportion occurs when the

temperatures, insolation and evaporation are all high.

The average annual rainfall is not only low but also highly variable.

At Alexandra, between 1928 and 1960, the mean monthly variation of rainfall
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was 49 per cent from the normal 1921-1950 rainfall. For the month of

February, over the period 1928-1960, three months had less than 25 per

cent of the average rainfall and eight others had between 25 and 49 per

cent, so that in 11 out of 33 years, Alexandra received less than half

its average rainfall (Maunder 1965, 65). Recordings taken at Clyde

demonstrate that variability for the period 1902-1915 (Table IV:l).

That'experience of critically low rainfalls emphasised the importance of

irrigation for agricultural and orcharding development and focussed

attention upon the problems and difficulties of obtaining vital irrigation

rights in a mining region.

TABLE IV: 1

ANNUAL RAINFALL RECORDED AT CLYDE

1902-1915
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Rainfall
mm (inches)

405 (15.95)

324 (12.76)

406 C15.99)

338 (13.31)

311 (12.25)

298 (11. 74)

353 (13.90)

Rainfall
mm (inches)

329 {12.96)

364 (14.34)

308 (12.13)

405 05.95)

521 (20.52)

421 (16.58)

335 (13.19)

Source: Dunstan Times 16 January 1908, 8 January 1912 and
10 January 1916.

Low annual rainfall totals with marked variability and seasonal

distribution mean that many valley and basin areas of Central Otago

seldom receive sufficient rainfall to maintain pasture growth. Many areas

thus experience prolonged and critical periods of soil moisture deficit.



Water balance graphs for Alexandra and Ophir demonstrate that potential

evapotranspiration exceeds rainfall for nine months, while in the

remaining three months all the excess water is stored in the soil

(Lister 1975 , and _Graph IV: 1 ). The problems posed by a low and

variable rainfall are compounded by the fact that in most of Central

Otago's catchments the greater part of the run-off, from snowmelt in

the ranges, occurs in the spring so that river levels are at their

lowest when water for agriculture is most required in the summer months.

Water yields from surface run-off must, therefore, be supplemented by

storage or pumping from the main river systems (Otago Regional,

Development Council 1977, 49). The greatest demand for water for

irrigation purposes in agriculture thus also coincided with the period

of peak requirements of the mining industry, namely the summer, the season

of greatest scarcity. It was inevitable, therefore, that the struggle

for control would be protracted, intense and often bitter.

IRRIGATION: THE LEGAL BACKGROUND

The development of irrigation farming in New Zealand, as in the

United States, Canada and Australia, called for a radical modification

of the doctrine of riparian rights which had formed an integral part of

the common law inheritance established in each country upon the

declaration of British sovereignty. The riparian doctrine conferred

upon the owner of lands abutting onto a water course exclusive rights

to the water therein, all such owners being entitled to the accustomed

flow of water, undiminished in quantity and unimpaired in quality.

Since the rights were thus vested in the ownership of land they were not

subject to forfeit through non-use •. The rights of all riparian owners

were considered to be coequal, each being entitled to divert water for

certain 'natural' uses only such as domestic purposes and watering stock.

Diversion for any other purpose was not contemplated by the riparian
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doctrine and would have constituted a violation of the rights of other

riparian proprietors. Non-riparian landowners had no rights to such

waters, the riparian doctrine thus being inappropriate for the

development of irrigation farming.

This doctrine was subjected to pressure for changes from a number

of major sources, including manufacturing industry, miners and the

advocates of irrigation farming. Miners, of course, had long ago

claimed the right to divert water and conduct it to non-riparian land

while the priority of the right was determined by the' pri?rity of the

application for its use. The doctrine of 'prior appropriation' had been

first established in ,medieval Germanic mining law from which English

mining law received its impress. The law of prior appropriation thus

came to prevail in the mining districts of the British Isles to permit

the diversion, use, and fouling of water and water courses for mining

purposes. In the United States the miners fashioned rules, usages and

customs which bore what Colby has described as a "striking resemblance"

to those which had arisen centuries earlier in Germany, England and

elsewhere in the world. The principle of Qui prior est in tempore,

potior est in jure was recognised in respect of both mining, claims and

water rights, a principle recognised by the Californian and United Sta~es

Supreme Courts and by an Act of Congress in 1866 (Colby 1935, 80-81).

Riparian doctrine, however, was seen as quite inappropriate, not

only for mining but also for irrigation farming. The problem in the

American West, as Burke (1956, 181) has described it, was that of

establishing "a lasting economy by applying a limited quantity of

available water to an unlimited quantity of available land to obtain the

full benefit of the land and water resources to the people and to the

community". Webb (1931,431-452) identified two major approaches to the

modification of riparian doctrine with respect to irrigation. The first
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was the emergence of the concept of 'reasonable use' in lieu of the

former distinction made between natural (for stock and domestic

purposes) uses and artificial uses (mining, manufacturing, irrigation).

By such a concept irrigation was made possible, despite the retention of

the riparian doctrine, by permitting diversion of water but only to the

extent that other proprietors were not deprived of their own riparian

rights.

The second approach adopted in the American West involved the

complete abrogation of the common law by the adoption of the 'Arid

Region Doctriile of Prior Appropriation' which permitted; the use of

water for beneficial or useful purposes, the diversion of water and its

use on both riparian and non-riparian land, and the maintenance of

rights upon continued beneficial use. "The breakdown of the common law

of waters in the West," observed Webb, "is probably one of the

remarkable transmutations in American jurisprudence," (Webb 1931, 437),

the justification for which was to be found in the physical conditions

of the states in which it occurred (See also Horwitz 1973, 248-290).

Thus in 1872 the Colorado Territorial Supreme Court renounced the

riparian doctrine as being inapplicable to the State. "In a dry and

thirsty land," the Court observed, "it is necessary to divert the waters

of streams from their natural channels, in order to obtain fruits of the

soil, and this necessity is so universal and imperious that it claims

recognition of the law" (Guice 1972, 125). The Montana Territorial

Supreme Court in 1872 had also declared riparian rights to be at variance

with natural equity and therefore fatal to agricultural improvement,

while priority of appropriation applied not only for irrigation but for

any beneficial use (Guice 1972, 127). In 1889 the Nevada Supreme Court

similarly noted that "The common law doctrine of riparian rights is

unsuited to the conditions of this state" (Bird 1975, 30). Other states
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of the Rocky Mountain West- Arizona~ Idaho~ Montana and Wyoming ~

(Bakken 1969)~ Texas (Thompson 1966~ 53) and~ in Canada~ British

Columbia (Cail 1974~ 112) abandoned the riparian rights doctrine while

states such as California endeavoured to maintain both doctrines of

riparian rights and prior appropriation (Miller 1973). The doctrine of

prior appropriation was thus based on priority of use~ the maxim Qui

prior est in tempore~potior est in jure, being the heart of the

appropriation system. The system allowed the diversion of the

unappropriated waters of natural streams to beneficial uses following the

'first in time~ first in right' rule. Priority acquired through the

satisfaction of requirements regarding the diversion and use of water

became a right or a real property.

But the pure doctrine of prior appropriation was in turn seen to

have limitations~ too~ and was in due course to give way to a system of

administr~tion based on the role of government in controlling and

distributing water. The doctrine in application was strongly

individualistic, it encouraged or allowed the wasteful use of water

depriving other potential users and thereby restricting land settlement~

it led to disputes between superior and inferior rights holders~ and it

did not permit of the coordinated approach to water use which large-scale

irrigation projects required. Lilley and Could observed that prior

appropriation allowed an excessive diversion of water so that "By the

1880s, prior appropriation had long since outlived its usefulness as a

way of promoting irrigation and continued adherence to it could only

retard economic development" (Lilley and Could 1966~ 63).

But whereas most of the western States had patterned their water law

after the Colorado system~ Wyoming which in 1886 had adopted the doctrine

of prior appropriation~ three years later (in its Constitution) declared

~hat "the water of all natural streams ••• within the boundaries of the
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State are hereby declared to be the property of the State". Wyoming

thus initiated a system based on the principle of distributive

administration, an administrative body being created by legislative

enactment to review and decide the relative rights of water users in the

light of the best interests of all concerned. The function of that body

was thus to ensure the distribution of water for the greatest benefit of

the State and formed a model on which other States came to fashion their

distributive water systems (Bakken 1969, 128).

In Victoria, Australia, a Royal Commission on Water Supply was

appointed in 1884 and argued that irrigation was not only a sound

investment but also essential to fI progress tI if the State were to

"utilise her abundant natural advantages, bring her productiveness to

the highest point, and secure to the agricultural population of her

arid districts a permanent prosperity". On that basis the Commission

suggested some marked changes in legal and administrative practice, in

fact a new framework for water management. The Irrigation Act, 1886

prevented the creation of further riparian rights and effectively

nationalised Victoria's surface waters. It authorised the creation of

elected tru~ts to construct local irrigation works with Government loans,

central Government to be responsible for the construction of 'national'

storage- and head-works. This system of trusts proved ineffective,

however, most trusts encountering financial difficulties while also

proving inappropriate to undertake multiple purpose water management.

The Water Act, 1905 abol;ished all the irrigation trusts and in their

place established the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission to bring

about efficient centralised control. The Act also provided that the beds

and banks of all water bodies had remained public property and were

deemed not to have passed with the land upon its purchase from the Crown

(Powell 1976, 127-140).
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In New Zealand, initially at least, the use of water was governed

by the common law doctrine of riparian rights. With respect to declared

goldfields the system of prior appropriation was adopted by The Gold

Fields Act, 1858, or at least by the regulations made thereunder, and by

amending enactments. Insofar as those Acts abrogated the doctrine of

riparian rights within declared goldfields (although that doctrine appears

not to have been specially declared inapplicable to or of no legal force

or standing within such areas) they aided the development of irrigation by

permitting after 1872 the diversion of water to both riparian and

non-riparian land.

The development of irrigation farming .in Central Otago, however,

involved a protracted struggle for control of a scarce resource vital to

both mining and agriculture. The gradual decline of the mining industry

might have been expected to assist the development of irrigation farming

but technological developments within the industry requiring large

supplies of water and the spread of settlement, especially on to land of

marginal agricultural value, ensured that the transfer of resources from

one industry to the other would be keenly contested. It was a contest

rendered the more intense and often bitter by a growing anxiety·throughout

Central Otago towards the end of the nineteenth century to ensure the

creation of a stable base for a society otherwise subject to rapid changes

in both population and prosperity as the fortunes of the mining industry

similarly waxed and waned. The development of irrigation, too, was seen

as a means of effecting the subdivision of the large runs long regarded

as an obstruction to local economic progress. The advocates of irrigation

took care to appeal to that universally popular symbol, the small family

farm or orchard. Irrigation was regarded thus as an aid to permanent

small-scale settlement and as a means of reinvigorating the local economy.
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At the root of the conflict between the two industries lay the

essential problem of water scarcity, the total or aggregate demand

exceeding supply. Apart from measures to restrict demand, it was a

problem capable of being resolved either by augmenting supply or by

allocating or reallocating the available supply to the most efficient

and productive user. Augmenting the supply involved the construction of

water conservation structures, to serve either one or both major users,

and usually required State participa~ion. While the construction of such

schemes~ to some extent at least~ allowed the problem of allocating water

to competing users to be avoided~ their im~lementation required

substantial capital investment by a Government which had before it the

evidence of the costs and failure of irrigation programmes in Victoria

and pressing demands on its limited funds engendered by the rapid

settlement in the North Island. Hence attention was directed towards the

second major~ and less expensive, approach~ the reallocation of water from

mining to agriculture.

The reallocation of water required the devising of means whereby

such transfer could be effected with a minimum of disruption to the

mining industry while meeting in part at least the rising clamour for

water by orcharding and farming interests and by those who saw in

irrigation a. means not only of reinvigo rating Central Otagobut also of

promoting Dunedin's development as New Zealand's major metropolitan

centre. Such an approach was not made any easier by the decline of the

mining industry~ since mining legislation1which the courts were inclined

to interpret as conferring statutory preference upon the use of water

for mining purposes, did not permit or even envisage the necessity for

any transfer of resources away from the mining industry. An exception

was the liability to forfeiture of appropriated water in the event or

certain conditions attached to its use not having been observed. It was
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in the face of considerable opposition from mining interests that the

law was amended in 1903 so as to provide for a reallocation of water.

Such amendments to the law regarding water, however, left intact

the system of prior appropriation, and it was that doctrine which proved

increasingly to obstruct the development of irrigation. A doctrine

evolved initially to meet the needs of the mining industry could not

provide for the different needs of irrigation, for an equitable

distribution of the water to ensure that the maximum possible benefit

was derived from it. Accordingly the law was modified progressively to

enable the State to reassert its ownership of the waters and to effect,

in due course, the rational management and equitable distribution of the

resource.

THE MINING ACTS AND EARLY IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT

Although the practice of irrigation commenced early in the mining

era in Central Otago - J.D. Feraud of Clyde usually being credited with

the first use of water for farm irrigation in 1865 - early mining

legislation provided for the diversion of water for mining purposes

only (Statutes of New Zealand 1865, 128; 1866, 157). The Gold Fields

Act, 1866 (section XXV) did, however, permit the holder of a water race

licence to sell the whole or any portion of the water so held

(Statutes of New Zealand 1866, 160). The only other concession with

respect to water allowed to farming settlers was the requirement that

a certain quantity be allowed to flow down natural stream channels.

The provision appeared first in The Gold Fields Act, 1886 and in The Gold

Mining Districts Act, 1871, the latter measure containing the additional

provision allowing the Governor to revoke a licence if the water were

required for "any public use or purpose" (Statutes of New Zealand 1871,

175). But while Shepherd (MHR Dunstan) might claim that "In some cases,

where the water had been diverted for mining enterprise, it might be far
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more valuable for agriculture and other purposes" and that therefore

the Governor should have the power to resume upon payment of

compensation (NZPD 16, 1874, 186), that provision was not utilised for

the purpose of enabling the development of irrigation, nor was this

ever envisaged.

The Mining Act, 1886 enacted similar provisions while also

prescribing a reservation from a licence of water required bya person

for his domestic use, and giving the owner of the property through

which the stream passed the right to require the licensee to allow two

sluiceheads to flow down the stream for general use. That quan~ity of

water was reduced by The Mining Act, 1891 to one sluicehead (Statutes

of New Zealand 1886, 528, and 1891, 204). The Mining Act, 1898, enacted

similar provisions reserving water for domestic use and the power of the

Governor to revoke a licence if the water were required for bona fide

settlers or for any public use or purpose, the only significant change

being an alteration to the quantity of water required to be allowed to

flow in any natural channel. It was an alteration repeated in The Mining

Act, 1905, so that the differences between the 1891 and 1905 enactments were:

1) whereas previously only a requisition from an 'owner' was necessary

an order from a warden became then required; 2) the class of persons

entitled to apply for such an order was extended to include not only the

occupier of land adjoining the stream but owners or occupiers of land

within three chains of a watercourse; 3) the Warden was given the

discretionary power to order a specified quantity· of water not exceeding

one sluicehead to be let down whereas previously the quantity was fixed

at one sluicehead; and 4) the words 'public use' were submitted for

'general use'. Such provisions, of course, could not satisfy any

irrigation requirements, the quantity of water being quite insufficient,

while holders of land upstream were required to allow the water to pass
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to holders further downstream. Moreover, irrigation did not fall

within the terms 'general' or 'domestic' use, a~ required when an order

was sought for water to be allowed to flow down a natural stream channel.

It was The Otago Waste Lands Act, 1872 which first made specific

provision for the issue of licerrces for irrigation, section 65

empowering the Waste Lands Board to

authorize any person to construct and use water races
dams and reservoirs, for the purpose of irrigation
manufactures or other industrial purposes, through or
over Crown or private lands~ whether in a proclaimed
Gold Field or not, and to divert and use for such
purposes any water which Her Majesty may lawfully
divert and use .... (Statutes of New Zealand 1872, 224).

It was a provision which secured the support of the Otago Mining

Conference of 1873 (AJHR S.3, C6, 1873, 2). Subsection 9 of section 6,

provided that

No license shall be granted ... for the use or
diversion of any water which is or may be required
for public purposes, or for the use of the miners
generally, or for mills or manufactories

while section 69 empowered the Governor to revoke any water licence

and require the water to be restored to its natural channel where it

shall be required for the purposes of settlement
and for the use of bona fide settlers, or for any
public use or purpose ... Provided that the Governor
may in his discretion allow sufficient time for the
completion of any mining operations for or in
connection with which such water shall be in actual
use at the date of such revocation (Statutes of New
Zealand 1872, 226-227).

The provisions of the Act were welcomed since farmers could secure
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a title to water independent of the acquisition of the freehold (Lake

Wakatip Mail 9 April 1873). The difficulty remained, of course, that

the mining industry had already appropriated most of the available

water supply (Dunstan Times 23 June 1871) while problems of allocation

soon emerged. While it was suggested that the rules of prior

appropriation should be observed with respect to the granting of

water licences for irrigation purposes, in fact the Waste Lands Board



appears to have utilised its discretionary power of granting rights as

provided in section 65 (1) of The Otago Waste Lands Act, 1872 to dispose

of any exclusive or excessive claims and to insist that where water was

required jointly the parties concerned should arrange among themselves

for its use lest diversion be not sanctioned at all (Lake Wakatip Mail

3 September 1873).

The provisions of the 1872 measure were extended in The Mines Act,

1877 and The Mining Act, 1886. It should be noted that these statutes

listed irrigation as but one of the purposes for which a water race

licence could be held and thus the practice of licences being granted

for 'mining and irrigation' or 'mining and domestic purposes' arose.

The legality of such a procedure or practice appears not to have been

challenged until 1897 when John Magnus et a1 endeavoured to thwart an

effort by the Vincent County Council to surrender a water licence and

obtain in lieu thereof a new licence. Among the grounds on which the

objection was based was a contention that nQ licence could be granted

for agricultural purposes and mining but only for agriculture or

mining, the objectors arguing that the section of the Act concerned

(section 104, The Mining Act, 1891) was framed" in the disjunctive and

not in the conjunctive. Therefore, it was argued, the Warden had

jurisdiction to issue a licence authorising the user for only one of

the purposes listed by the Act and not for "two or any combination of

such purposes. It was held by Warden McCarthy, however, that in fact

the Warden did possess the authority to grant water for all or any

combination of the purposes listed (Duns tan Times 30 April 1897).

The final point worthy of note in the legislation up to 1898 was

the inclusion of a section allowing seasonal or periodic use of water

which had appeared first in The Mining Act, 1886. Subsection (4) of

section 142 0f The Mines Act, 1886 stated that
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The Warden, in granting any water license for a supply
of water from any source that may be used for any
industry other than gold-mining, may limit the grant
to certain months in the year only ... and the holder
of any such license shall refrain from taking or using
water in the race at all times other than those stated
in such license (Statutes of New Zealand 1886, 524-525).

The use of water for irrigation in Central Otago was thus

essentially governed by the Mining Acts, in many ways a most fortunate

circumstance since those Acts incorporated the doctrine of prior

appropriation, although with respect to expansion of irrigation

farming that doctrine, too, was to have its limitations. But at least

insofar as the Mining Acts had abrogated the older doctrine of riparian

rights, irrigation farming was to be encouraged rather than restricted.

So much was made clear by the lack of success which attended Sewell's

(MLC Wellington) efforts to persuade the colony to separate in law land

and water. In 1871 he suggested that "Inland waters in all their forms

should be regarded py the State as objects to be governed by special

laws and regulatio!1s, framed on considerations of public policy". The

basis of those laws, he continued, would lie in the separation of land

and water and in the regulation of the latter by a special code which

"should carefully provide for all the various concurrent interests of

the public and private ~ersons. It will be much easier," he observed,

"to make such provision by law now, in the early stage of the Colony,

than after private rights have grown up, which will be obstructive of

improvement" (Evening Star 19 October 1871). In 1873 Sewell prepared

a Water Supply Bill to effect that separation of rights in land and

water and authorise the construction of water supply works as a means

of promoting the settlement of large areas which would otherwise remain

unoccupied. The Bill encountered strong opposition, partly on the

grounds that any diversion of waters might injure irrevocably other

industries or interests and partly on the grounds that it constituted
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an absolute disregard for the rights of property. The measure was

rejected (NZPD 14, 1873, 628-631),

Since the development of irrigation farming was thus governed by

mining legislation, applications for irrigation licences were lodged in

and heard by the Wardens' Courts. The position of freeholders within

the goldfields and their riparian rights, however, remains somewhat

unclear. Section 101(4) of The Mining Act, 1898 provided that "No

license shall be deemed to confer any right to the use of water as

against any person requiring a reasonable quantity for his own domestic

use .... " (Statutes of New Zealand 1898, 181). While affording riparian

proprietors some protection, that section made no reference to the use

of water for irrigation. It will be remembered (p. 296) that the only

other remedy or protection was contained in section 102(1) which

provided that

On the application of any person being the owner or
lawful occupier of any land on, through, adjoining, or
within three chains of which such watercourse exists or
runs the Warden may order that any specified quantity
of water, not exceeding one sluice-head, .shall be
allowed to flow in the natural channel or bed of such
watercourse for public use (Statutes of New Zealand
1898, 182),

Those remedies and/or protection related to the use of water for

domestic purposes rather than to the conservation of riparian rights

generally. With respect to the latter, Lomax v Jarvis is of some interest.

In that case the New South Wales Supreme Court held in 1885 that under the

Mining Acts of that Colony a riparian proprietor was entitled to have an

undiminished flow of water subject only to the reasonable use by other

proprietors and that neither at common law nor by the Mining Act was the

miner justified in completely stopping the flow of running water or in

fouling it. That decision, that the holder of a miner's right and water

licence had not the right as against a riparian proprietor to take the
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whole stream, covered a point not decided in New Zealand. As Gilkison

pointed out, however, it was one which was unlikely to arise, given the

reserves created on both banks of most watercourses (Gilkison 1905, 42).

Section 52 of The Mining Act, 1886 provided also that within a mining

district lands could be declared open for sale or selection subject "to

the express condition that all lands within sixty-six feet from the bank

and along the entire course of all streams within any lands to be so

proclaimed shall be excluded from any such sale, if the Governor so

think fit" (statutes of New Zealand 1886, 504).

Such .provisions had been instituted with a view to preventing

disputes between miners and settlers over the fouling of streams. A

further effect, however, was to preclude possible disputes between miners

and settlers over undiminished flow. Disputes of that nature related to

the quantity of water required to be allowed to flow in watercourses for

public purposes. As settlement spread and the number of orders made in

the Wardens' Courts with respect to such flow increased, miners and

farmers clashed. The dispute in 1891 between a group of Matakanui miners

and local settlers was typical of many, the former seeking to have the

quantity required to flow reduced from two heads to half a head. The

miners argued that two heads constituted ~'a ridiculously large amount of

water" to supply a small number of settlers. The latter argued that half

a head would be insufficient and that any reduction would result in the

accumulation of silt and animal waste and therefore in the pollution of

the water. The application "for a reduction was rejected (Otago Witness

2 July 1891).

THE WATER CONSERVATION MOVEMENT AND STATE INVOLVEMENT

State involvement in the provision of irrigation in Central Otago was,

during the nineteenth century at least, inseparable from its involvement in

water conservation for mining purposes. State involvement was first
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proposed in 1867 and in 1869 a Select Committee of the House of

Representatives was appointed to consider the question of affording the

encouragement of the Government, either by loan, guarantee, or otherwise,

to the construction of permanent works for the supply of water on the

colony's goldfields. The appointment of the Committee was welcomed

generally, particularly since it was expected that schemes for supplying

water to the goldfields would help effect a more permanent settlement

thereon and would augment the colonial revenues. Some opposition was

forthcoming, partly on the grounds as Dillon Bell stated, that

the resources of the colony were already so largely pledged,
and would probably be so much more so, for the security of
life and property, that it ~as impossible that a guarantee
of money should be given for the purposes sought to be
attained by the appointment of this Commitee .~ ..

and partly on the grounds that what in fact was being proposed was a

system of State aid to mining CNZPD 5, 1869, 66). That Committee never

reported but the fruits of its labours were to emerge in The Irrmdgration

and Public Works Act, 1870.

At the same time as these deliberations had been taking place,

proposals had been advanced by several Provincial authorities for water
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conservation on the goldfields. Indeed, as early as 1864, the

Provincial Council of Otago carried a motion that, "for the better

development of the auriferous resources of the province", the

Provincial Government should undertake a survey of the various sources

of water supply in the vicinity of each goldfield and determine the

routes for possible races, such information to be made available to

any member of the public upon payment of a fee Cv & p, oPc, S.18, 1864.

36). By 1864, too, miners themselves were petitioning the Otago

Provincial Council seeking Government purchase of water races for supply

purposes Cv & ~ oPc, S.18, 1864, 18). Any possibility of Government

involvement, however, was thwarted by financial difficulties which



emerged during 1864, 1ifficulties which led to retrenchment and a

partial suspension of the public works construction programme. It was

not until 1868 that the matter of Provincial Government involvement was

again raised, this time by James Macandrew, the Superintendent, who, confident

that the province's goldfields were capable of Hyielding a larger return

of the precious metal per man than perhaps any other gold-producing

country in the world", assured the Provincial Council that the industry

was "one which will specially repay the best attention of the Government".

There is every reason to believe that the golden resources
of the Province have, as yet, been scarcely touched, and that
a judicious and liberal policy on the part of the Council
cannot fail to produce results which will throw the past
altogether in the shade. One great desideratum towards this
end is the construction of Water Reservoirs upon a scale
which can only be undertaken by the Government. A report
and plans will be submitted to you •.•. (V & P, opc, S.24, 1868, 1).

That report and plans had been prepared by F.S.A. Millar of the 'Otago

Gold Fields Reservoirs Department'. The report, dated 24 February 1868,

was intended to be the first of a series. However, only that first was

ever produced.

In June 1868, Macandrew sought Council approval for a request to the

General Assem~ly that it sanction a loan of ~20,000 of which jf!7,000 was

to be devoted to water reservoirs on the goldfields (V & P,OPC, S.24,

1868, 120). General Government refused to sanction the application,

Macandrew having once again ,to raise the issue in his speech when opening

Session 26 of the Council in 1869. In his usual confident manner he

claimed"that the auriferous resources of the Province have been scarcely

touched - there are literally mountains of alluvial gold •..• What is

wanted to increase our production of gold to an enormous extent is an

abundant supply of cheap water.... " (V & P, oPc, S.26, 1869,2). The

Provincial Council evidently shared Macandrew's optimism and confidence,

affirming a resolution calling for the appointment of a mining surveyor
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to investigate, among other things, water supply on the goldfields.

(v & P,oPC, S.26, 1869,25). Two other resolutions were passed, namely:

1st: That with a view to develop the auriferous resources
of the Province, and in order to ensure a supply of
water for mining purposes at all seasons and upon
reasonable terms, this Council is of opinion that it
is desirable to encourage the construction of Water
Races and Reservoirs on the Gold Fields, by means of
a guarantee on the capital invested on such undertakings.

2nd: That His Honour the Superintendent be requested to
introduce a Bill at the first Session of the General
Assembly, empowering the Provincial Government to
guarantee interest at a rate not exceeding 8 percent.
per annum on any sum or sums which may be expended on
the construction of Reservoirs and Water Races in the
various Gold Fields throughout the Province; and,
also, providing that an additional sum of 3 per cent.
on the amount expended should be set. aside as a fund
for the purpose of purchasing the works, at a fair
valuation, so soon as a sufficient fund has accumulated
for that purpose: Provided such works shall be
undertaken under agreement with, and completed to the
satisfaction of, the Provincial Executive, and that the
Government shall have power to fix, from time to time,
the scale of charges for the supply of water: The
amount on which interest to be guaranteed as aforesaid
not to exceed the sum of 1100,000
(v s P,OPC, S.26, 1869, 31).

Macandrew was eager enough to comply with those resolutions,

although he did suggest that the power sought should be alternative so

as to enable the Government either to guarantee interest to private

enterprise or to raise the money itself on loan. He also suggested that

"the power be extended to £200,000", and claimed that

Every day is rendering it more apparent that a larger amount
even than this might be advantageously expended in this
direction, and, in fact, that with cheap and abundant water,
there is no limit to the auriferous resources of the
Province. There is good reason to believe that, with an
adequate supply of water, our quartz reefs alone would
afford profitable employment to thousands. I am in hope
that the General Assembly may be made to see that the Colony
itself would be greatly benefitted by permitting the Otago
Goldfields to afford profitable occupation to 50,000
taxpayers,instead of 5,000
(v & ~ oPC, 8.27. 1870, 2).

In May 1870, Macandrew thus sought Provincial Council approval of

a proposal to raise ~50,OOO for public works, including ~OO,OOO for
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the Southern Trunk Railway and ~OO,OOO for water supply to the goldfields,

(V & P,OPC, S.27, 1870, 54-55) the remainder being allocated to river

embankment, bridges and wharves.

The efforts of Macandrew and the Provincial Council of Otago to

initiate State involvement in goldfields water conservation were,

however, overshadowed by The Immigration and Public Works Act, 1870.

The origins of the so-called 'Vogel Plan' are usually traced back to the

economic stagnation of the later 1860s, although in fact its more

immediate origins lay in the necessity to devise some solution to the

'Native Question' (Vogel 1893, and Arnold 1972). Thus of the £1 million

expenditure envisaged in Vogel's original proposals, [400,000 was to be

spent on roads in the North Island balanced by )[400,000 on railways in the

South, but the remaining ;{200,000 was to be used to purchase Maori land

in the North. South Island members of the General Assembly conceded the

case for the rapid development of the North Island, most being prepared

to accept Vogel's contention that "the North Island, settled, will support

a fully equal share of population, and meet a fully equal amount of the

general liability" (NZPD 7, 1870, 102). These proposals were received

with some enthusiasm throughout the colony although many were unprepared

for their magnitude and urged a more prudent and cautious approach. The

Lyttelton Times was quick to denounce "moderation" as "only unreserved

opposition" (Lyttel ton Times 12 July 1870) while the Otago witness

observed that "The depression of business, the unremunerative returns

from agricultural and pastoral enterprise and the general stagnation ...

have engendered a feverish anxiety for remedial measures of any kind"

(Otago Witness 9 July 1870). That anxiety for action by government was

evident in the results of the 1871 general election when government

supporters were returned in almost every province. Stafford and his

supporters were unable to offer an attractive alternative to the
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expansive programme advanced by the Fox Ministry.

The Ministry's programme included a proposed expenditure of ;[200,000

on water supply works on the goldfields, a provision generally welcomed

on the grounds that such expenditure would result in a marked increase

in gold production, revenue and population, and encourage further

settlement on the Crown lands. W.H. Harrison (MHR Westland Boroughs)

no doubt expressed the views of goldfields representatives at least

when he observed that "no works would be found so remunerative, and

contribute more to the revenue of the Colony, than the construction of

waterworks for the developptent of the auriferous resources of the Colony"

(NZPD 7, 1870, 493). There was, however, almost unanimous agreement

among those same goldfields representatives that the amount set aside was

wholly inadequate. Harrison insisted that Westland and Otago could each

absorb £200,000, while C. O'Neill (MHR Goldfields) proposed that ~1 million

be spent on water supply works. Macandrew (MHR Clutha) argued that

£500,000 should have been allocated, while insisting that he was "perfectly

satisfied that with ~OO,OOO judiciously expended in obtaining water for

the miners on the goldfields in Otago, the Province could support ten times

the number of miners it now supports, and the revenue of the Colony would

be benefited a hundred fold by it" (NZPD 7, 1870, 350).

In fact the original programme of borrowing and expenditure was

modified considerably as the funds allocated for the construction of

water supply works were increased from~200,000 to 1300,000. Government

policy received strong support from the Colonial Industries Committee

which in September 1870 recommended "That to promote the development of

large tracts of country known to be auriferous, but at presentunworked,

owing to the absence of any adequate water supply, it is desirable that

Government should grant pecuniary assistance to enable a sufficient supply of

water to be introduced" (AJHR Fl, 1870, iii). Government assistance

was thus to take the form of direct involvement through the construction of



major capital works and indirect encouragement through subsidies to

private enterprise.

The major contentious issue involved the allocation of the

appropriated funds among the gold-producing provinces. Otago

representatives sought to have an immediate start made upon a water

supply scheme and sludge channel on the Mount Ida field, and similar

works at Blacks and Bannockburn as well as a reservoir in the Tuapeka

district. Government reluctance to establish any basis for allocation -

in large part a result of declining parliamentary support - encouraged

T.L. Shepherd (MHR Dunstan) to move in the House "That it be an

instruction to the Gold Fields Committee to consider and report how the

sum of 1300,000 raised or to be raised .•. for supply of water on the

goldfields be allocated and divided between the various Provinces and

County of Westland" (NZPD 12, 1872, 457). Government remained unwilling to

concede that those funds should be allocated upon any set basis at all,

Reeves (Resident Minister for the Middle Island) observing that "it was

obvious that there were other considerations apart and beyond the mere

numerical proportion of the gold-seeking population" (NZPD 12, 1872,

458) .

Before the Select Committee could report, Macandrew moved in the

House

That ... it is expedient that out of that portion of the
immigration and public works loan applicable for water supply
on goldfields, a sum not exceeding [100,000 be placed
at the disposal of the Provincial Legislature of Otago, to
be by it applied exclusively towards the development of
mining industry in that Province; such sum to be charged
against the revenue of said Province (NZPD 13, 1892, 231-232)

Construction of large scale water supply works, Macandrew insisted,

would ensure that the goldfields of Otago "would afford remunerative

employment for the next hundred years for ten times the number of

people who were there now ••.• " Provincial revenues would increase
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by f50~OOO a year~ excluding the income which would be derived from the

sale of water, and~ further, should the motion being given effect to

Macandrew asserted, "in the course of a few years the Province of

Otago would produce gold sufficient to cover the whole debt of New

Zealand, colonial and provincial" (NZPD 13~ 1872, 231). The motion was

supported by Bathgate (MHR City of Dunedin) on the grounds that since

Otago contributed a third of the Colony's entire revenue~ the province

merited at least a similar proportion of the funds allocated for

goldfields water supply works (NZPD 13~ 1872~ 233).

Opposition was readily forthcoming; the Government insisting that

the motion constituted a departure from the principle upon which it had

as~umed office~ namely,' that the sole control over and expenditure of

all sums appropriated by Parliament should remain with the General

Government and that the Government should retain full responsibility for

the proper conduct of all works authorised. Loan money was not to be

"handed over to other authorities~ irresponsible to that House, and

squandered by them" (NZPD 13, 1872, 233). Furthermore, it was sugges t ed

that water supply schemes in Otago would not pay, and indeed that if the

province were so rich in gold and other resources as Macandrewhad

claimed then the community of Otago was better able to bring a water

supply to their goldfields than the people of any other part of New

Zealand Even Shepherd (MHR Dunstan) argued that the Provincial

Council could not be entrusted with the expenditure of money on behalf

of the goldfields (NZPP 13~ 1872, 235). In any case the issue,

according to Reid (MHR Taieri) was to ensure that the money should be

spent so as "to develop the mining resources of the Colony in

proportion to the results likely to be obtained~ and to the advantage

of the Colony as a whole" (NZPD 13, 1872, 239). The motion was

rejected while subsequently the Gold Fields Select Committee concluded
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that the question of allocation was one which fell "more properly

within the functions of, and ought, in the first instance at least,

to be dealt with by the Executive Government ... " (AJHR RIO, 1872, 3),

a view endorsed by the Rouse (JHR 1872, 212).

While Macandrew endeavoured to secure for Otago as large a

proportion as possible of the funds, the Otago Provincial Council asked

Charles Raughton (MPC The Lakes) to investigate those works which might

be undertaken. Raughton's report and recommendations (V & P, ope, S.29,

1871, Appendix 2l-57) were considered by the Otago Provincial Council

which in July 1871 recommended the immediate construction of three major

works, a head race from Coal Creek to the Bannockburn Ranges, a head race

from the Little KyeburnRiver to Naseby, and a reservoir in the Tuapeka

Basin (AJHR D8, 1872, Enclosure 1 in No 19, 20). Despite a considerable

body of opinion which insisted that the Government should assist

private enterprise rather than undertake itself the construction and

management of such works, the State did embark upon a number of major

ventures, including the Thames, Waimea, Nelson Creek, Mount Ida'and

Waipori water races and sludge channels. By the end of June 1880,

Government had expended 184,631 on water supply projects for the Otago

goldfields, including 162,666 on the Mount Ida Water Race and Sludge

Channel, and [11,263 on the Waipori Sludge Channel. The remainder was

granted by way of subsidy to private companies.

Participation in such works proved to be a costly experience for

Government. By 1874 it was apparent that the projected costs of the

major schemes had been grossly underestimated (AJHR E3, 1874, 10 and

E3, 1875, 8-9). On the basis of that experience Government decided to

decline any further proposals "till time has proved how far those now in hand

have succeeded" (AJHR E3, 1874, 10). Indeed, Richardson (Minister of Public Works

conceded that the Government had "made a grave error in yielding to the



pressure which was brought to bear upon i~ and entering upon the

construction of these races without more reliable data" (AJHR E3, 1875,

8-9), while subsequently Oliver (Minister of Public Works) admitted that

"expenditure upon water races does not appear to have produced the large

benefits which might naturally have been expected from it". Most of

the companies which had been granted subsidies had failed, while the

major projects - the Charleston, Nelson Creek, Waimea, and Mount Ida

Races-were yielding an annual return of one per cent (AJHR El, 1880, iv).

That initial experience was to render successive Governments wary of the

claims advanced on behalf of large-scale water supply works Qn the

goldfields, a wariness which encouraged miners and other advocates

eventually to suggest works which would serve both mining and farming.

As early as 1873, the Lake Wakatip Mail had suggested that the State

should assist agriculture by investing in irrigation supply works at

least to the same extent to which it proposed assisting the mining

industry- (Lake Wakatip Mail 9 April 1873). But it was not until the

1890s that serious consideration was given to such proposals and even

then only after exploratory drilling for artesian water in the Maniototo

proved unsuccessful and Hector (Director of the Colonial Museum) had

expressed the view that a more satisfactory means of providing for

irrigation would be through the construction of reservoirs (Mount Ida

Chronicle 3 April 1890). A series of dry seasons and mounting pressure

for State participation in water conservation projects notwithstanding,

Government remained reluctant to appropriate the necessary funds. Thus

Larnach was highly critical of'The Mining Act 1891 Amendment Bill, 1895'

on the grounds that it lacked any provisions dealing with water

conservation despite the fact that there was no "single policy that will

help the progress of this colony more, not only for progressive mining

purposes, but also for purposes of irrigation, than money judiciously
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spent on conserving water.... "(NZPD 90, 1895, 195). It was clear, however,

that the Government, in the face of considerable financial stringency,

placed a higher priority on land settlement and rural development.

Indeed, Government was inclined to view the demand for funds for water

conservation purposes as designed merely to benefit those already engaged

in the industry rather than to develop the goldfields further or to

absorb some of the Colony's unemployed workforce. Moreover, it clearly

preferred to see private enterprise undertake such development (NZPD 90,

1895, 189-203).

The demands for action over water supplies did not cease upon

Government's reluctance to act. The House of Representatives in 1895

submitted a number of questions to the Goldfields and Mines Committee for

its consideration, including the localities in which it would be desirable

to conserve and utilise water for mining and irrigation purposes and the

method by which construction of conservation works could best be assisted.

The Committee, however, confined itself to suggesting to Government that

miners' views on the matter be sought, a recommendation rejected by the

House which instructed the Committee to produce either a series of

recommendations or a more general scheme for the development of the

mining industry which might then be referred to mining interests (NZPD

91, 1895, 399-403). The Committee reported again, but with a recommendation

that a Commission be appointed to inquire into and report upon, inter alia,

the most suitable localities for conserving water for mining and irrigation

and the approximate cost of such public works. Not surprisingly, the

Committee was again castigated for having adopted what was seen to be yet

"another method of putting off dealing with th~s question for twelve

months ••.. " (NZPD 91, 1895,552). Tn the end, on Seddon's motion, the

report was simply referred to the Government for consideration (NZPD" 91,

1895, 954), its response being to appoint an engineer to investigate the
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whole question of water conservation in Central Otago. Insofar as the

investigation was to encompass the demand for water for both mining and

irrigation it represented an important advance towards eventual State

involvement.

The results of the investigation, carried out by Perham (Department

of Mines) and published in 1897, contained recommendations with respect

to the construction of a dam on the Eweburn to provide water initially

for mining but subsequently for irrigation, an irrigation scheme for

Ida Valley, and a dam on the Fraser River to provide for the. irrigation

of the Clyde-Dunstan Flat. Arguing that water was required urgently for

mining but especially for farming, Perham pointed out that the existence

of prior rights out of most of Central Otago's rivers and streams would

prove a difficulty in the case of practically all conservation schemes

however modest. Extinguishment of those rights by compensation or

purchase would prove expensive (AJHR S.l, C4, 1897, 8). It seemed

however, that little would eventuate from Perham's investigations, and

indeed the Tuapeka Times suggested that it was "intended for nothing more

than to give barren and unprofitable fulfilment to the repeated promises

made by Ministers that something should be done towards providing water

for the development of the large auriferous areas in the district". It

was, the journal asserted, "A travesty, a transparent piece of pretence

intended to impose a temporary silence on disagreeable clamor and

extricate the Government from an unpleasant position" (Tuapeka Times

4 December 1897).

MINERS, FARMERS AND WATER: THE LAW IN OPERATION

Pressure for State involvement arose not only out of a growing

appreciation of the probable costs involved in the construction of a

scheme of any considerable size but also out of the farmers' recognition

that the doctrine of prior appropriation provided an inadequate basis
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for an equitable distribution of water and its efficient use. Further,

the growing conflict between miners and farmers over control of water

suggested to many observers the necessity for State control and

administration. The difficulties engendered by prior appropriation are

suggested by the nature of the objections which applications for water

licences for irrigation, stock, and/or domestic purposes attracted.

Those objections not only revealed the conflict between and within economic

interest groups but also served to demonstrate the inadequacies or

limitations of the law in respect of specific industry requirements, the

difficulties crea~ed by the promotion and spread of small scale settlement

in this region of low and variable rainfall and the mounting expectations

of at least some settlers with respect to Government water conservation

policy.

Table IV:2 illustrates the regularity with which applications for

water licences for irrigation purposes attracted objections at the turn of

the century. It must be noted that as the nineteenth century drew to a

close those objections w~re being lodged increasingly by other farmers

rather than miners. The g~ounds for the objections varied considerably

but among those which recurred were:

1) The watercourse concerned contained insufficient water in 'ordinarily

dry seasons' for more than 'general purposes'.

2) The watercourse concerned contained insufficient water to supply

existing rights.

3) Any grant would deprive the objectors of water, seriously interfere

with their own farming operations, depreciate their land values, and

generally result in loss and inconvenience.

4)· Any diversion would reduce stream flow and thereby impede the flow

of tailings and sludge to the injury of adjoining land.
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5) Any grant would deprive riparian proprietors of their rights.

6) Any grant would result in an inequitable distribution and inefficient

use of the available water.

7) The granting of private rights both particular and in general was

against public interests and the Government's water conservation

policy.

8) Any grant would lead to dispute and litigation.

9) The race to be constructed would result in the wastage of agricultural

land.

10) The amount applied for was excessive.

11) The application had been made 'to prejudicially affect and annoy

objector', or otherwise to forestall or negate any suit for forfeiture

and reallocation of the water involved.

Table IV:2 also indicates that the number of applications for water

rights for irrigation purposes increased rapidly after the turn of the

century. The decline of the mining industry, especially following the

collapse of the gold dredging boom in 1900-1901, resulted in a gradual

release of water for other than mining purposes. The prospect of securing

water was thus reflected in the growing frequency with which· applications were

lodged, a prospect which also engendered both competition and conflict over

control of the resource. At the same time and despite a continuing decline

in both mining employment and gold production, neither the mining industry

nor the Mines Department allowed applications for irrigation rights to pass

unchallenged.

Applications for water licences for irrigation purposes were open not

only to objections brought forward by miners, farmers and other interested

parties but also to the scrutiny of both the Inspector of
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TABLE IV:2

APPLICATIONS FOR WATER LICENCES FOR IRRIGATION

OPHIR AND ALEXANDRA 1890-1914

Year Ophir Alexandra
Number of Number of
Applications Objections Applications Objections

1890 NA NA 2

1891 NA NA 3

1892

1893 NA NA

1894 3 1 1

1895 1 1

1896 1 1

1897 4 2 1

1898 6 3 2 1

1899 6 3 4 2

1900 1 1

1901 1

1902 1

1903 9 7 3 1

1904 8

1905 27 9

1906 31 21 3 1

1907 8 3 3 1

1908 5 3 2 1

1909 10 1 6 2

1910 1 7 2

1911 5 2

1912 4 1 5 2

1913 2 3

1914 6 2

Source: Wardens' Court Records, Ophir (Blacks) and Alexandra
Applications 1890-1914.
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Mines (Southern District), the Department of Lands (Dunedin) and, after

1908, the Department of Public Works (Dunedin). The Inspector of Mines

undertook to lodge any objections on behalf of the mining industry and

to suggest those conditions deemed necessary to protect possible future

mining operations. Moreover, applicants were required to serve notice

upon all those whose interests might be affected by any grant with the

result that the major, usually mining, interests took the opportunity

thus afforded them to suggest conditions which would protect their

investments and operations.

Applications were thus often granted subject to certain conditions 

conditions which clarify the manner in which the Courts endeavoured to

reconcile otherwise opposing interests. For example, a grant for up to

six heads out of the main tailrace at Matakanui was granted subject to

the following conditions as agreed by the Undaunted, Matakanui and Tinkers

Gold Mining Companies.

1. The licensee to be responsible for all damage or injury

arising from water being carried in the race.

2. The licensee to have no right of action against the

miners for any tailings deposited in or damage done to

the race by mining.

3. The water to be diverted only when authorised by and at

the pleasure of the Tinkers Sludge Channel Trustees or

the Miners (Application 20/1905, Warden's Court, Blacks).

In that particular case, the applicant was seeking to draw water after its

use by miners from the sludge channel constructed to carry off both

tailwater, sludge and tailings from the main workings near Matakanui.

Again, an application by J. Charles, a farmer of Lauder, in June 1909

for a dry race for irrigation and domestic purposes, was granted subject

to the condition
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That the applicant shall have no claim for compensation
in respect of any injury to the race that may be caused
by the deposit therein of stones tailings or other refuse
from mining operations or otherwise result from the
carrying on of mining operations by the Undaunted Gold
Mining Coy Ltd., the Matakanui Gold Mining Coy. Ltd. or
the Tinkers Gold Mining Coy. Ltd. or their assigns
(Application No.11/1909, Warden's Court, Blacks).

With respect to an application in 1912 for a licence for a water race

out of Coal Creek lodged by Charles Dougherty, a farmer of Bald Hill

Flat, the water to be used for irrigation and domestic purposes, the

Mines Department offered such strong objections that it was refused.

The Inspector of Mines insisted that

The development of the large reefing area on the Old Man
Range is now seriously hampered by the existence of
domestic rights in the creeks having their source in the
range. Butchers Gully is closed by the Alexandra Borough's
rights, Coal Creek is closed by a small private domestic
right, and the only outlet now left in this part for
poluted (sic) water is Obelisk Creek lying midway between
the two. If this race is granted encircling the mountain
slope from Coal Creek to Obelisk Creek with a domestic
right the country is practically closed to future mining.
It is impossible to cut other races to divert poluted
water into Obelisk Creek owing to the Slippy (sic) nature
of the country, and serious damage would in all probability
be done to the Last Chance race recently purchased by the
Government, if further race cutting was carried out along
the face" of the range (Inspector of Mines, Dunedin to Warden,
Clyde, 3 April 1913 in Application File 63/1912, Warden's
Court, Alexandra).

On the other hand, the Mines Department through its Inspector of

Mines (Southern District) on most occasions did endeavour to deal with

applications for irrigation purposes in a reasonable manner despite the

insistence upon the priority to be accorded to the needs of the mining

industry. Applications by Robert McLettigan and Mary Dougherty in 1913

for a total of 1.5 heads out of Coal Creek were opposed initially, the

Inspector of Mines noting that

It is most essential in the interests of m1n1ng that Coal
Creek ••• should if possible be opened for the discharge
of polluted water •.• As there are several thousands acres
(sic) of auriferous ground depending on this outlet, and
also the mining industry in these parts in the future, I
would strongly recommend to you that Coal Creek be not
further encumbered and object to the applications
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accordingly (Inspector of Mines, Southern District, to Warden,
Cromwell, 18 October 1913).

That position was reconsidered, however, and the objection relaxed

"provided that the intakes of both water races are situated at a

sufficient distance up Coal Creek so as to allow for the discharge of

sludge and pollu~ed water from the Mines in operation on the Old Man

Range" (In Application Files 26 and 28/1913, Warden's Court, Alexandra).

The Courts would often also impose conditions in respect of a licence

for irrigation purposes where the objectors were other farmers -

conditions which illustrate the manner in which they endeavoured to

ensure the equitable, reasonable and beneficial use of a scarce resource.

For example, an application for water by a farmer was granted subject to

the condi tion

That whenever and at all times during which the quantity
of water in the creek as supplemented by the leakage from
(the) Water Race known as the 'Bonanza Race' whether
held by the Bonanza Company or any other Company or
party •.. is not sufficient to supply the ~ head over and
above the natural supply of the creek for the time being
and the ~ head of water each to William Robert Neville
and James Neville ••• the right shall lie and remain in
abeyance - also the Licensee shall forthwith put in a
gauge box at the head of the race to gauge ~ head of
water .... (Application 11/1903 , Warden's Court, Blacks).

Such conditions, whether imposed in the interests of miners or of other

irrigators, emphasised the necessity for both comprehensive water

conservation schemes and centralised control and administration.

After the turn of the century farmers occasionally opposed

applications for water licences submitted for mining purposes. Thus an

application by the Tinkers Gold Mining Company for a water licence for

six heads out of Lauder Creek elicited an objection from four farmers

of Lauder although neither the Lands and Survey nor the Public Works

Departments objected. The objectors cited three grounds:

1. That the objectors were the holders of w.ater rights

granted out of Lauder Creek and there was not
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sufficient water in the said Creek to supply the

rights already granted.

2. That the applicant Company already had sufficient

water granted to it and was not making use of all

the water it held.

3. That the application was not bona fide but the

Company wanted the grant for speculative purposes.

Table IV:3 lists the rights held out of Lauder and Thompson's Creeks as

at May 1913. The superiority and extent of the rights for mining

purposes are evident as is the significance forfeiture would have

for increasing the available water supply. The right held on behalf of

the Crown was among those applied for and secured by the Commissioner

of Crown Lands (Otago) (see below p.397-401). The comparative recency of

the inferior rights held for irrigation, domestic and stock watering

purposes should also be noted. Of the four objectors, John Wilson,

James Clouston, D. Moran and Robert Brown, at least the former tWQ already

held rights for a significant quantity of water although whether there was

in fact sufficient water in the creek to supply those rights was another

matter entirely. In his decision, the Warden dismissed the third ground

of objection because of the lack of evidence to justify it and indeed

observed that it appeared to be an inference from the second ground.

In respect of the first two grounds, the Warden decided on the basis of

independent evidence that only in February, March and April was there

insufficient water to supply all the rights then granted and that the

company was making full use of its entitlement. The application was

granted. The case represented a further step in a prolonged wrangle

between the farmers and miners of the Matakanui district to secure the

use of the available water (see below, pp. 422-427) (Application 17/1913

Warden's Court, Blacks).
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TABLE IV:3

WATER RIGHTS HELD OUT OF LAUDER AND
THOMPSON'S CREEKS, MAY 1913

Number
of
Licence

Number
of
Heads Priority From

Lauder Creek

Licensee Purpose

326 5
381 3

322 6
7714 4

380 3

386 2

271 6

432 6

513 15
590 2

611 4

631 2

22 November 1905 Clouston et.al.

30 August 1906 The King
27 June 1907 Clouston et.al.

28 November 1907 J. Alexander

28 May 1908 J. Clouston

328 13 3.5 heads from
8.11.1864

9.5 heads from
2.4.1866

5 October 1865
24 November 1865

8 February 1866
11 April 1888
9 August 1889

6 November 1889

30 April 1903

Tinkers Mining Co.

Tinkers Mining Co.
Louisa Garford

Tinkers Mining Co.
J. Wilson
L. Glassford

Janet Clouston

J. Wilson

Mining

Mining
Mining and
Irrigation
Mining
Irrigation
Mining and
Irrigation.
Domestic and
Irrigation.
Domestic,
Irrigation,
Industrial.
Domestic and
Irrigation.
Irrigation
Irrigation,
Stock Water.
Domestic and
Lrr Lga t Lon ,

Thompson's Creek

299
305
303
295
297
293
446
306

4082

7
12

4
6
7
6
2
6
0.5

6 January 1864
20 January 1865

4' August 1865
9 April 1866

23 April 1866
28 May 1866

6 February 1867
7 March 1888
7 October 1891

Undaunted Mining Co.
Tinkers Mining Co.
Tinkers Mining Co.
Undaunted Mining Co.
Undaunted Mining Co.
Undaunted Mining Co.
L.G. Glassford
Tinkers Mining Co.
W. Laidlaw

Mining
Mining
Mining
Mining
Mining
Mining

Source: Application 17/1913 Warden's Court, Blacks.

For those endeavouring to secure water for irrigation purposes an

alternative to water licences was provided by the Mining Acts, namely drainage-

area licences. Section 96 of 'Jllae Mining !let, 1898 provided that "A drainage-

area license shall .•• entitle the licensee to the exclusive right to
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collect and store the water that naturally lies within or falls upon

or percolates through the area of land specified in the license ••.• "

Section 100 provided that the drainage area comprising the licence was

not to include any streams, and that the drainage area was to continue

to be available for mining, leasing, occupation, and all other purposes

and privileges of the Act as if no such licence had been granted

(Statutes of New Zealand 1898, 179-180). These provisions were continued by

The Mining Act, 1905 and The Mining Act, 1908. Comparatively few

applications, however, appear to have been made or granted for drainage

area licences, and indeed where they were granted they were made subject

to the observance of certain conditions.

In 1909, James Truesdale, a farmer of Matakanui, applied for a

drainage area licence of an area of 1.75 acres on the Matakanui Mining

Reserve to be used in connection with water race licence No.7722. The

application elicited objections from the Undaunted Sluicing Company Ltd. ,

the Tinkers Sluicing Company Ltd. and the Matakanui Sluicing Company Ltd.

on the grounds that the site applied for was on the mining reserve

and likely to be submerged at any time with tailings, that Truesdale

already held a water right out of the springs arising on the site applied

for, and that any grant would interfere with the carrying on of mining

operations. Further, the mining companies in their evidence noted that

they were allowing farmers to use their tailwater "and trying to meet

them in every way". The Inspector of Mines (Southern District) to whom

the application was referred, however, did recommend that the application

be granted after having observed that

There is a beautiful stream of clear water draining away
from this area and I should judge that it will be very
many years - if ever - before mining operations could
affect this particular area. Even with the spread of
tailings over it the water would be available as
Truesdale had laid down two underground channels
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through the area (Inspector of Mines, Southern District, to the
Warden, Blacks, 12 October 1909 , Application File 22/1909,
Warden's Court, Blacks).

The application was granted in fact subject to the following conditions:

1) That the grantee was to permit the area to remain in its existing state.

2) That the grantee was not to erect or construct any dam or wall or

constructive or protective works that would interfere with the free flow

of water or tailings across or down the mining reserve on which the

drainage area was situated.

3) That the proviso to section 114c of The Mining Act, 1908 was not to

apply to the grant of the licence so far as it concerned the objectors -

The Undaunted Gold Mining Company Limited, the Tinkers Gold Mining Company

Limited and the Matakanui Gold Mining Company Limited or their assigns -

the same having been expressly waived by the grantee.

Section 114c provided that the area contained within a drainage-area.

licence was to remain open for mining purposes although the Warden could

"impose such terms and conditions as he deems expedient in order to

preserve to the licensee of the drainage-area the reasonable exercise

of the rights conferred by his license" (Statutes of New Zealand 1908,

176).

4) The grantee, his administrators and assigns were to have no claim for

compensation or damages against the objectors t or their assigns for

any damage or injury arising from their mining operations, or by reason

of the deposit of tailings. or sludge resulting from those operations

(Application File 22/1909, Warden's Court, Blacks).

The competition for water which the above applications suggest and

in particular the difficulties encountered by those seeking irrigation

rights meant that public opinion moved increasingly toward the view that

the State had a central role to play in both water conservation and

management.



GOVERNMENT AND WATER CONSERVATION 1897-1920

It was from the mining industry, however, that much of the continuing

pressure for Government participation in water conservation came. The

development of hydraulic elevating, a mode of mining which enabled

deeper and poorer ground to be worked, required a more extensive water

supply. As a means of securing that water many water rights previously

held by small mining concerns were purchased and amalgamated by larger

companies or the smaller concerns themselves merged to combine their

resources. Alternatively some of the larger concerns with access to

capital themselves undertook the construction of water conservation and

storage works. Many other projects were abandoned upon their promoters

discovering that in the event of a reservoir being constructed, the law

required that all prior rights had first to be satisfied.

The Roxburgh Amalgamated Gold-mining Company Limited decided to

undertake the construction of a dam in the gorge of the Teviot River at

the lower end of Dismal Swamp (Lake Onslow) to ,provide a permanent water

supply only to find that prior rights amounting to 96 heads had to be

met before it could obtain any of its eighth right of 50 heads (AJHR C3,

1892, 83). Proposals to raise the heig4t of the dam were abandoned in face

of the realisation that far more rights had been granted out of the river

than could be supplied ordinarily and that inferior right holders could

claim a full and continuous supply for as long as water remained in the

reservoir. Holders of inferior rights were thus understandably reluctant

to invest in the construction of storage schemes when superior right

holders, at no cost to themselves, would be the first to benefit

(AJHR C2, 1893, 1). Again, a proposal to construct a dam on Thompson's

Creek (Tinkers) encountered similar difficulties in that so many rights

had already been granted that it proved impossible to encourage all

holders to participate in or contribute towards the costs of construction
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of a dam. Prior right holders maintained that any such scheme did not

affect them since they were bound to be supplied so long as there was

water in the creek (AJHR C3, 1892, 87).

Several solutions to such difficulties were suggested, among them

legislation to require a minority of right-holders out of any particular

stream to submit to a majority desirous of constructing a storage

reservoir, the cancellation of rights the conditions of which had not

been complied with, and that Government undertake the construction of

conservation schemes. But Government was to prove reluctant, partly as

a result of the experience of the schemes undertaken during the 1870s and

partly as a result of the difficulties of reconciling the competing

claims of miners and farmers.

a) The Eweburn Reservoir

One of the first major water conservation schemes in Central Otago

was one which involved a clash between miners and farmers over the Eweburn

Reservoir. Envisaged originally as an integral part of the, Mount Ida

Water Race and Sludge Channel Scheme, the reservoir had never been

constructed. Government had declined to engage further in such major

schemes after its investment during the 1870s had far exceeded original

cost estimates and had never yielded a satisfactory revenue 'or return

either directly though the sale of water or indirectly through goldfields

levies and taxes of one kind or another. The Mount Ida Water Race Trust

argued that the existing scheme could not be expected to yield a

satisfactory return for the very reason that the reservoir had not been

constructed, an omission from the original scheme which had meant that the

supply of water was insufficient during the summer and mid-winter months

often to the extent of enforced idleness. It was on those grounds that

the Trust constantly sought to have the scheme completed, noting carefully

moreover, that once the goldfield had been worked out the reservoir could
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be used for; irrigation purposes (AJHR C2, 1889, 30-31, 134; C3, 1890,

23; S.2, C4, 1891, 18). A drought during 1888-1890, which was reflected in a

marked decline in gold output, gave added urgency to the demands for the

construction of the reservoir as did the development of hydraulic

sluicing with its greatly increased water requirements.

Efforts by the Mount Ida Water Race Trust to have the Eweburn

Reservoir constructed were complemented by those of the Mount Ida Miners'

Association and other local interests which regularly called the inevitable

public meeting and its accompanying resolutions seeking immediate

Government response. That response had usually taken the form of a

suggestion that Government would be willing to subsidise any loan raised

by the Naseby Borough and Maniototo County Councils for the purpose

(see, for example, Mount Ida Chronicle 31 March 1887). Severe constraints

on the available water supply became evident during 1886-1887, such that

in April 1887 miners had water for only one day per week. For every 24

hours without water the Mount Ida Water Race Trust lost }10 in revenue

from water sales and the County Council 18 to tl2 per week in gold duty.

This serious experience for the local authorities as well as the miners

lay at the basis of a resurgence in demand for some kind of action.

So 'severe was the 1887 drought in fact that for the first time the

suggestion was made by farming interests that farmers be also involved

(Mount Ida Chronicle 28 April 1887). But any suggestion that water be

made available for both mining and irrigation was quickly rejected, the

Mount Ida Chronicle arguing that "in order to effect even a strictly local

application of water for ••• (irrigation) the works would have to be

undertaken on a very large scale, and even then the cost of distribution

would be heavy and the area benefitted small" (Mount Ida Chronicle 5 May

1887). Most farmers themselves would appear to have suspected as much

whilst also demanding to know why they should be taxed to repay loan
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monies devoted to the construction of a reservoir which would serve

only the mining industry. And, of course, the same demands were heard

from miners beyond the area which the proposed reservoir might service,

at Hyde, Sowburn, Serpentine, and St Bathans.

Two methods of raising the required money were available: first,

the allocation of a specific sum on the Budget Estimates; and, second,

the passage of a private Bill empowering the local authorities concerned

to raise a loan and so qualify for a Government subsidy. Such a Bill

appeared to have comparatively little chance of success, however, since

the principle of permitting one local body but not others to raise

finance by way of a loan was not one which would find ready acceptance.

Moreover, even if such a Bill were to be passed, the ratepayers themselves

had to consent to any proposal to borrow. That consent had to be gauged

by a poll of more than half the ratepayers and who, furthermore, had the

power of exercising more than half of the voting power of the district.

In fact, then, an actual majority of all ratepayers had to express their

approval. For that reason, perhaps, efforts were made to persuade

ratepayers of the value of the reservoir on the grounds that without

prosperous gold mining, the district would continue to contract to the

detriment of all residents, including farmers (Mount Ida Chronicle

5 and 26 May 1887). However, nothing further eventuated during that year.

Attention was drawn to the issue again two years later, in 1889, when

the Mount Ida Water Race Trust drew up a report outlining the benefits

which construction of the reservoir would confer on its finances: The

Mount Ida Miners' Association, with the support of the Lowburn Association,

endeavoured to persuade Government and the Maniototo and Borough Councils

of the urgent necessity for a greatly augmented water supply (Mount Ida

Chronicle 25 July 1889). But those efforts continued to be hampered by the

conflict of interests between miners and farmers. Farmers were determined
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not to lose what water they already had access to because of the

construction of a dam across the Eweburn River nor to suffer any

additional taxation to finance a project from which they would not

derive any benefit. Moreover, it was argued, mining was declining whilst

farming was expanding and hence, it was asked

Where is the wisdom in expending thousands of pounds in awork that will do an amount of injury to many rising
farmers, and be of little or no 'benefit' to the miners,
because they can find no payable ground on which to use
the water?

Finally, it was claimed that if properly maintained and managed the

existing race would supply all needs thereby rendering any reservoir "an

act of injustice to the farmers at Eweburn in particular and the district

generally outside Naseby'". (Mount Ida Chronicle 25 July 1889).

In the face of such opposition and criticism one further possibility

of raising the necessary finance was explored, namely, that of the Mount

Ida Water Race Trust itself being empowered to seek loan monies. That

proposal gained the support of both the Mount Ida Miners' Association

and the Maniototo County Council, the latter body noting that upon the

exhaustion of mining the proposed reservoir would be of great value for

"the irrigation ,scheme which, when the lands of the district become more

fully settled, will require, to be undertaken" (Mount Ida Chronicle

15 August 1889)•. But a Bill introduced into the House of Representatives

for that purpose was rejected, in part at least because the Borough and

County Councils had indicated that they would not assume even partial

responsibility for the costs of the scheme. The alternative, of having a

sum placed on the Estimates for the purpose, in view of the Colony's

straitened;financial circumstances, held little prospect of success. The

sum placed on the Estimates for waterworks on the goldfields had been a

mere 11,015 in 1887-1888, £54 in 1888-1889, and £284 in 1889-1890 (Mount

Ida Chronicle 19 June 1890).
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Further opposition and the disinclination, even inability, of

Government to provide funds meant a further long delay. Notwithstanding

the antipathy of the farmers, however, miners remained determined to

exclude them as far as possible from any possible participation in the

scheme. Such determination was more than evident in 1891 when in

response to a proposal by Government to vest the Mount Ida Water Race

and Sludge Channel in a local body, the Maniototo Farmers' Club decided

to suggest to the Mount Ida Miners' Association that Government be asked

to hand the works over to a local company and operated for both mining

and irrigation purposes (Mount Ida Chronicle 9 April 1891). The miners,

however, .would have nothing to do with such a suggestion, and insisted

that the works be handed over to a trust comprising a Government nominee

and four members elected by miners (Mount Ida Chronicle 4 June 1891).

The obvious reluctance of Government to entertain the scheme led to

a proposal that the Naseby Borough and the Mount Ida Riding of Maniototo

County borrow 110,000 at four per cent from the Government under The

Government Loans to Local Bodies Act, 1886. The revenue from the sale

of water, it was confidently expected, would obviate the need for any

special rate. But it was recognised that Government approval was unlikely

so long as the proposed reservoir was considered purely as a support for

the mining industry. Moreover, farmers in the Mount Ida Riding had

already made it clear that they were unwilling to be taxed to provide

water solely for mining purposes. Hence, and despite doubts that farmers

and miners would ever be able to agree on what would constitute an

equitable distribution of water, local interests decided to seek

construction on behalf of both interested parties. The proposal was thus

referred to a committee of ten, comprising two representatives from the

Maniototo County Council, two from the Naseby Borough CounCil, two miners,

two farmers, and two Naseby businessmen.
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For their part farmers entertained some serious misgivings. The

constitution of the committee, it was felt, did not suggest that their

interests would be defended and promoted, while again doubts were

raised that a scheme would be devised whereby the distribution of the

water would be acceptable to both parties. The Maniototo Farmers' Club

heard the strongly expressed view that "the whole matter was merely a

blind on the part of the miners and the business people of Naseby, and

if they succeeded in having the reserVOlr constructed they would enjoy

its benefits at the expense of the farmers". The proposed loan, it was

alleged, made no allowance for the construction of a race to supply

farmers while objections, in any case, were raised to the storage of

.,storm waters since those waters were "the salvation of their crops".

Finally, farmers were prepared to tax themselves in order to have a race

cut direct from the Manuherikia River independently of the miners

altogether (Mount Ida Chronicle 30 July 1891).

There were other difficulties so far as the farmers were concerned,

not the least of which involved the economics and indeed the practicality

of the scheme. They were reminded that for irrigation to be beneficial

the water had to be inexpensive and available when required, neither of

which conditions could the Eweburn scheme guarantee. "Farmers should

look well what they are about" , commented one of their number, "before

going in for irrigation per Eweburn big dam. ' They might be excused for

suspecting that the present agitation is a piece of strategy much like

that which is worked with success on farmers' milch cows" (Mount Ida

Chronicle, 30 July 1891). Miners, too, began to have some doubts, and

indeed it was said that they were quite disgruntled with the reintroduction

of the reservoir scheme. So far as the Mount Ida Miners' Association was

concerned, the cleaning and repair of the Mount Ida Water Race together

with the purchase of some water rights out of one of the tributaries of the
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Manuherika River would resolve miners' difficulties (Mount Ida Chronicle

6 August 1891).

The reluctance of farmers to become involved in the reservoir scheme

together with some anxiety over benefits from any loan raised, lay at the

basis of a suggestion that the possibility of artesian water supplies be

investigated. The Maniototo Water-Supply Committee thus sought Government

assistance in procuring a report, the result being trial borings authorised

at Eweburn (Mount Ida Chronicle 20 August 1891 and 14 February 1892). Even

the site selected for the boring was criticised, however, the Mount Ida

Chronicle remarking that if the trial were unsuccessful "the people in the

district would hardly be satisfied to allow the experts to pack up their

traps and clear out of Central Otago without having a shot or two at other

points of the plain " (Mount Ida Chronicle 19 January 1893). The well

drilled in fact proved to be dry and further trials appear to have been

discontinued.

Little more was heard of the reservoir scheme until 1895 when the

Mount Ida Miners' Association again met and resolved to ask Government to

place a sum on the Estimates for the construction of the reservoir (Mount

Ida Chronicle 16 May 1895 and 12 September 1895). The Government's offer of

a subsidy again simply raised problems over farmer participation. The

matter again lapsed although in 1896 the Mount Ida Miners' Association

resolved to request the Minister of Mines to appoint a Commission of

'experts and miners' to consider, inter alia, "what steps should be taken

for the conservation of water for mining purposes in this district" (Mount

Ida Chronicle 13 June 1896). Petitions and public meetings followed in an

effort to persuade Government of the urgency of the situation, particularly

upon the advent of hydraulic elevating in the district. Miners were prepared

to acknowledge that once the 'payable ground' had been exhausted "the dam

would then be of immense value to the district for motive power and for
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irrigation purposes" (Mount Ida Chronicle 28 August 1896). Strenuous

efforts were made by miners to persuade farmers that their interests

were not at risk, and indeed assurances were given that an agreement

would be drawn up whereby the farmers' supply from the Eweburn River

would be maintained. Moreover, it was urged, the leakage from the reservoir

would be greater than the existing flow and while "permeating the whole

ground would cause a more consistent flow ... and this would be especially

beneficial in the summer when they most needed it .... " (Mount Ida

Chronicle 6 November 1896).

Farmer suspicions and reservations remained, although many were

prepared to support the scheme provided it was vested in the Department of

Agriculture as the nucleus of a water conservation scheme for the

agricultural industry. Alternatively, it was suggested, the Maniototo

County Council should follow the example set by Ashburton County and

create an irrigation district with the necessary water drawn from the

Manuherikia and Taieri Rivers (Mount Ida Chronicle 22 January 1897). For

its part the Maniototo Farmers' Club decided to ask the Minister of

Agriculture to have a survey made and a report prepared upon the

feasibility and probable cost of a scheme to supply water for agricultural

and domestic purposes on the drier portions of the Maniototo Plain. A

scheme designed for both farming and mining would be acceptable only upon

an equitable apportionment of the capital and maintenance costs and a

similarly equitable distribution of the water (Mount Ida Chronicle

5 March 1897). The Mount Ida Miners' Association at"the same time made it

clear that it would not support any scheme designed to serve farmers only

although it was prepared to consider a joint scheme (Mount Ida Chronicle

21 May 1897).

The growing requirements of the mining industry and the onset of a

further severe drought in 1897-1898 ensured some action to resolve the

apparent deadlock between miners and farmers. The development of hydraulic
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elevating had changed "to a condition of absolute necessity what was

before an apparent need" (Mount Ida Chronicle 6 August 1897), and had

produced fears that competition among the operators of hydraulic elevators
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would mean "not (the) enriching but (the) impoverishing of those who

had invested in them" (Mount Ida Chronicle 17 September 1897). In such

circumstances Government not unexpectedly was accused of procrastination

and of indifference to the needs of the mining industry. But Government

was evidently perplexed by the competing claims of miners and farmers, so

much so that Cadman (Minister of Mines) made it clear that in his view

farmers depended upon the market created by the mining industry and that,

in any case, there was no possibility of any reservoir being controlled by

the Department of Agriculture (Mount Ida Chronicle 15 October 1897). Perhaps

it was not surprising, then, that farmers were quick to point out that they

did not oppose the reservoir per se but rather "the further monopoly by the

miners of the already monopolised water supply of the district", while they

had little confidence in any 'overflow' provisions. In fact, farmer

opposition was rooted in doubts that there would be water sufficient to

satisfy the requirements of both industries (Mount Ida Chronicle 22 October

1897).

Farmer misgivings and frustrations were made apparent in a petition

presented to both Houses of Parliament in 1897. After commenting upon

repeated droughts and water shortages in the district, the petition went

on to point out

That the diversion of streams and springs of water from
their natural channels for mining purposes aggravates this
evil and is a source of serious ~oss to your petitioners.

- That it is proposed to still ~urther encroach upon these
natural supplies by constructing a reservoir to intercept
storm waters also for mining purposes.

- That water-rights under the Mining Act have already been
granted for a greater quantity of water than is actually
available during several months of the year and that the
natural water courses- are thereby dried up to the detriment
of your petitioners.



That some holders of water-rights ignore the provlslons
of the Mining Act having reference to the quantity of
water to flow past their intake, and that other persons
illegally divert water from the water courses for their
own advantage and to the disadvantage of landholders
below them, and against whom your petitioners have no
recourse except individually by means of tortuous and
expensive ligitation.

- That apart from the supplies drawn by private water
races a large quantity of water that should naturally
flow through the lands of your petitioners during dry
and trying seasons is intercepted and used for mining
purposes by means of the Government head-race, known as
the Mt. Ida Water-race, in addition to what is drawn
from other sources by the said head-race.

The consequences, argued the petition, were that the value of large

areas of both Crown and private land was depreciated. Hence the petition

went on to request

(a) •.. the equitable adjustment of existing water-rights
and supplies and the conservation of the natural
resources of the district in the interests of the
agricultural as well as the mining industry.

(b) That the Mining Act be amended with the view of
allowing a more equitable supply of water for
agricultural and pastoral purposes.

(c) That the Government head-race ... together with all
other races, dams, and reservoirs that have been or
may be constructed with the aid of public funds be
made the basis for a general scheme of water supply
for the whole district in the" interests of farmers as
well as miners, and that arterial races be constructed
for the purpose of furnishing farmers with water upon
the same terms as miners, and also that the large
quantities of 'tail-water' at present going to waste
be made available for agricultural purposes wherever
possible.

(d) That pending the carrying out of such plans all new
water-works, including the proposed Eweburn Reservoir,
that may i~ediately affect local supplies b~ vested in
and controlled by either the 'Agricultural' or 'Lands'
Departments ••• in order that, while submitting to every
reasonable facility being offered for mining, your
petitioners may be assured of sustaining no further loss
and that mining enterprise may not be unduly promoted
and aided at the expense of landed and farming interests
(Mount Ida Chronicle 13 November 1897).

That petition notwithstanding, a decision to proceed with the

construction of the Eweburn Reservoir was made in 1897. With the relevant
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files of the Mines Department still to be located the subsequent detailed

history of the Eweburn Reservoir is difficult to reconstruct. Construction

of the dam began in 1898, the 500 million gallon reservoir being intended

to store sufficient water to provide a continuous supply to miners (AJHR S.2,

C3, 1899, 29). In 1907 the Mount Ida Water Race Trust was able to report

that all demands for water were being met including those of an additional

four hydraulic elevating plants erected since the completion of the

reservoir in 1900 (AJHR S.2, C3, 1901, 124). Water was not available for

irrigation. By 1920, however, there was insufficient mining to utilise the

total water available and~in 1924 the Mines Department relinquished control

to the Public Works Department. After overhauling and enlarging sections

of the race, the Public Works Department continued to supply those miners

who required water and to utilise the balance for irrigation and stock

supply. The Mount Ida Water Race and Eweburn Reservoir thus formed the

basis for the Hawkdun Irrigation Scheme which commenced operations in 1929,

the area served being 8,400 acres. The controversy leading up to the

construction of the Eweburn Reservoir, however, served to render successive

Governments wary of involvement in extensive water conservation and

irrigation s~hemes. An alternative was to endeavour to encourage the

Government to control water right applications.

b) Controlling Water Right Applications and Grants

That the Government should exercise stricter control over water right

applications and grants was regarded increasingly during the 1890s as an

essential step in promoting the equitable distribution and efficient use

of water while at the same time protecting the community's interest in one

of its most important resources. Indeed, for many of Central Otago's residents,

what was considered to be the growing monopoly of water was regarded as

potentially more detrimental to public interests than any possible monopoly

of land ownership and control. That some water rights were being held for



speculative purposes or were not being used to their best advantage were

difficulties compounded by the provisions of mining legislation which

permitted repeated renewals of the term for which water rights had been

first granted. Section 105 (11) of The Mining Act, 1891 provided that any

water licence

shall be renewable at the end of the term for which the same
shall have been issued, either for the like or any other term
not exceeding fifteen years, and every such renewed license
shall be subject to the same annual registration and to the
like conditions, and shall confer the like privileges, including
the right to renewal, as were conferred by the original license
(Statutes of New Zealand 1891,202).

A licence could, of course, be taken out for Ss with a registration fee of

Is and a further fee of Is for renewal of registration in each year. Such

liberal provisions were regarded by many as an absolute surrender of water

rights in perpetuity and made even less justifiable in that no limits

regarding price were placed on those holders who proposed to sell their their

water (otago witness 19 November 1891).

The development of hydraulic sluicing and elevating and the growing

interest in irrigation soon, therefore, produced allegations that valuable

water rights were being taken up solely for speculative purposes'. Indeed, in

response to those allegations official inquiries were instituted during 1896

with a promise of appropriate measures should they be substantiated (Lake

Wakatip Mail 28 August 1896) although Cadman (Minister of Mines) indicated

that the Government could not instruct the Wardens with respect to the granting

of water rights (NZPD 96, 1896, 914). In the Mines Statement of 1897,

however, he noted that

In connection with the scheme for the general conservation
of the waters of the colony ... in order to safeguard the
interests of the public generally, and to preclude the
possibility of any injurious monopolies, the attention of
Wardens has been directed to the inadvisability of granting
extensive water rights and privileges without the
imposition of such conditions as their discretion may
suggest and which they have already statutory power to
impose. To that end a circular has been issued suggesting
such conditions as experience has shown to be necessary in
respect to the granting both of reservoirs and water-races
(AJHR S.l, C2, 1897, 10).



It was clear that as soon as it had become known that Government was

undertaking investigations into water storage and supply schemes many

water rights had been taken up in anticipation of Government paying high

prices to secure them.

That circular evoked an immediate and vociferously critical

response. It was widely regarded as a direct infringement of the functions

of Parliament and as an attempt to limit the discretionary powers conferred

on Wardens by section 129 of The Mining Act, 1891. The circular, it was

argued, undermined that discretionary power and sought "to annex to the

granting of dams and water races conditions that are arbitrary and

tyrannical, and subversive of the Lnt.e res t s of farming" (Otago Witness

1 April 1897). The Tuapeka Times at first welcomed the circular (Tuapeka

Times 20 February 1897), until Warden Hawkins insisted that the Minister of

Mines had not the power to issue such 'regulations', that they constituted

an unwarranted interference in the jurisdiction of wardens, and that they

would deter investment in mining while forming "an unauthorised

interference with mining operations" (Tuapeka Times 24 March 18'97). Those

comments persuaded the Tuapeka Times to review the circular as vesting in

the Minister of Mines "a most arbitrary and dangerous exercise of power",

while compelling the wardens' submission to a method of administering the

Mining Act that had not the sanction of law "and that must inevitab~y be

repulsive to their sense of justice and self-respect and destructive of

that judicial independence which is the best safeguard of the public",

The journal accepted Hawkins' view that the 'regulations' were a wanton

interference with the rights of property and would act as a check upon

investment in the mining industry (Tuapeka Times 27 March 1897). The

New Zealand Mining Journal offered similar views (in Tuapeka Times

10 April 1897).
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The most bitter criticism was reserved for the first 'condition'

which would have given the Government power at any time to cancel grants

for large water races and dams on payment of the "actual cost of any

works of artificial construction actually performed by the grantee either

on or in connection with" the said water races and dams, and "without any

further payment of any kind whatever". It was pointed out rather forcibly

that such a condition would render the title to water rights so insecure

as to preclude investment in water transport and storage structures for

extensive mining operations. That condition was in fact amended so as to

require, in the case of the resumption of a licence by the Crown, that the

warden be satisfied that it was in the public interest to effect resumption

and that in such event all monies actually expended by the holder be

returned (Otago witness 20 May 1897). According to Warden McCarthy the

condition had been altered in order to prevent any capricious exercise of

the right to resume while also making it clear that in the event of

resumption all the capital which had been devoted to the whole venture in

connection with which the dam or race had been constructed would be

returned to the investors. But as the Lake Wakatip Mail quickly pointed

out, the actual cost of the works and the value of easements did not

represent the true value of the outlay incurred since no consideration

was allowed for the presumably auriferous nature of the ground being

worked. Cancellation would therefore mean ruin, "or at least deprivation

of the reward which is such a spur to enterprise in most mining ventures"

(Lake Wakatip Mail 28 May 1897).

Other criticisms held that the responsibility being placed upon

wardens was too great especially given that they would have to bear the

brunt of any adverse public criticism (Lake Wakatip Mail 28 May 1897), and

that the circular sounded the death-knell of private enterprise (Lake

County Press 20 May 1897). The wardens, concluded the Otago Witness, had
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sufficient power to prevent any monopoly in water rights, "and to

attempt to define the area of a warden's discretion by a limitation, such

as is proposed is tantamount to a charge that wardens have abused the

power reposed in them" (Otago Witness 1 April 1897).

A more balanced assessment of the circular, however, viewed it as

not comprising regulations under the Mining Act, as some of its

detractors had alleged, but rather simply suggestions intended to guide

wardens in the exercise of their statutory jurisdiction and designed to

prevent the creation of water monopolies burdensome to both mining and

agriculture. As the Lake Wakatip Mail commented:

It will hardly be contended that it is not good policy to
keep in view the possibility that in the not very distant
future the soil and water in the interior country may be
more valuable to the State for agricultural than for
mining purposes (Lake Wakatip Mail 28 May 1897. See
also Cromwell Argus 6 April 1897).

Not only the intent of the circular but also at least some of its actual

provisioU$ elicited some support. The Dunstan Times viewed them as an

attempt to protect both mining and agriculture, "to prevent the 'growt.h

and nourishment of undeserving monopolies", to thwart speculators, and

to ensure that any water conservation schemes would not be obstructed or

jeopardised by the indiscriminate granting of water rights which the

State could only repurchase at substantial cost (Duns tan Times 2 April

1897 and 16 April 1897). Gilkison (Barrister and Solicitor, Clyde)

claimed that the criticism had come largely from syndicates affected by

the conditions proposed and went on to comment -that

Sooner or later some Government must bona fide enter on a
scheme of conserving and distributing the available water.
One head of water is worth more at present than hundreds of
acres of land. Any person applying for a race under the
present Act can obtain same, and the exclusive right to
divert whither he pleases such quantity of water as the
Warden thinks right, without any payment, rental or fee,
except 5s for license (sic) and Is a year for registration.
When such a right is granted it confers a grant of an
irre~ocable easement to the licensee ••••
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Gilkison did concede that compensation should be payable in respect not

only of expenditure in and about any race resumed but also of other

rights and properties held in conjunction with the race if such were

rendered valueless or depreciated as a result of resumption (Otago

witness 22 April 1897).

They were views which were supported by at least some sections of

the mining community. Werner (Secretary, Lowburn Mining Association)

argued that "To whomsoever the water belongs, to him belongs the

treasure of the soil", and that water should only be alienated, if at all,

upon such terms as to make resumption when required for the common good

easy and inexpensive. Government investment, in his view, was preferable

to private enterprise and investment (particularly foreign private capital

intent only upon the greatest possible profit and the exploitation of

local miners) whilst claims that the conditions proposed would mean the

end of mining were described as "meaningless jabber". Werner' s comments

invited the retort'iimmediately forthcoming from the Cromwell Argus, that

he was dealing in "the meretricious wares of cheap philantrophy", of

setting himself up as "the God-sent advocate of the 'pore working man' ;1

and of providing himself with "a cloak ••. to cover 'his commission of

the very sins he so strenuously deprecates and inveighs against in

others" (Cromwell Argus 18 May 1897).

For their part wardens varied somewhat in their response to the

circular, some making it plain that they intended disregarding it

(Cromwell Argus 11 May 1897), others that they proposed taking at least

some cognisance of its recommendations. Warden McCarthy made it clear

that with respect to any applications for large grants of water he intended

to annex the reservations and conditions suggested "in all cases where an

unconditional grant would, to any appreciable extent, be likely to be

injurious to the public welfare". McCarthy's view was that in granting



applications under The Mining Act, 1891 privileges were being carved

out of the Crown lands of the colony which, subject to the payment of a

nominal renewal fee and to certain rules as to construction and use, to

liability of forfeiture, and to the operation of the law of abandonment,

would last in perpetuity. It behove the Minister, therefore, to remind

wardens of the effect of granting a class of rights without taking

adequate steps to conserve the public interests. Furthermore, .McCarthy

considered it within the competency of wardens to impose the conditions

suggested, having regard to section 129 of The Mining Act, 1891 and t~e

decision of Mr Justice Williams in St Bathans Channel Company Limited

v Watson wherein it was decided that conditions, if imposed in the

public interest, even although not set out in the particular Mining Act,

were not ultra vires. Finally he considered the suggested conditions to

be expedient, for if streams of water of say 20 heads or more were

granted away in perpetuity to any extent, then the owners of those

streams would be able "to dictate to other mine holders and settlers of

the rural districts of the colony the terms on which they will ,be permitted

to live in this the land of their adoption". McCarthy did criticise the

provision which envisaged,payment of compensation only for the actual cost

of any works of artificial construction. Modified and provided it was

exercised with care, he nevertheless regarded it as acceptable (Lake

Wakatip Mail 30 April 1897).

In fact, the conditions suggested appear not to have been imposed in

respect of any grant of water. That they had been formulated "at all,

however, was a recognition of the difficulties the unrestricted granting

of water rights could pose for the orderly management of the resource and,

in particular, the development of irrigation farming. The strength of the

opposition and criticism reflected a widely held view, nevertheless, that

the law should encourage and promote rather than control and restrict the
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private use of public resources since private gain and community

enrichment were synonymous. By the turn of the century, however,

Government was to find it necessary to devise alternative means of

extending State control over public waters in order to protect its own

investment in conservation schemes and to ensure the rational management

and use of the resource.

c) Irrigation Trusts

The problems presented by speculation in water rights were as acute

and difficult of resolution for irrigation as for mining. Hence some

goldfields journals suggested that Government consider passing legislation

to grant to some body of trustees special powers in respect of all water

privileges within certain areas, in fact to vest in that body all water

rights. Individual rights could then be granted but only with that

body's consent and, it was suggested further, on the condition that such

rights were liable to resumption at 12 months' notice on payment of

compensation. The body so empowered could be responsible for surveys of

its area, for the preparation of plans and cost estimates of dams and

races, for effecting arrangements with private entrepreneurs to undertake

construction, and for setting water charges. The Otago Witness observed

that

the only monopoly which should be allowed of such an
indispensable agent of production is the beneficient
monopoly of a public body, holding in trust for the
benefit of the producer and administering it for his
advantage (Otago Witness 19 November 1891).

The necessity for some such body would grow, it was suggested, as mining

declined and water rights and races became available for conversion to

irrigation purposes but which conversion, to be effective, required some

control of the water (Otago Witness 2 March 1893).

A first tentative official move in the direction of establishing

irrigation trusts was marked by the passage of The Water Supply Act, 1891,
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which empowered county councils to constitute water race districts, to

undertake the construction, extension and maintenance of races, to raise

special loans for water supply and levy special rates, to charge for

water supply and to manage water races. The Vincent County Council, in

1892, took advantage of the Act to constitute a portion of the Earnscleugh

Riding as a water district, namely the Blackman's Water-Race District.

Such a declaration was in response to the fact that farmers were paying

exorbitant prices, up to 10s per day, for water. The Council's action was

supported by the Vincent County Farmers' Club since it envisaged the

purchase of an old mining race for both irrigation and domestic purposes

(Duns tan Times 1 July 1892). The Council decided to borrow the sum of }400

under the provisions of The Government Loans to Local Bodies Act, 1886, and

to strike a special rate of 2.5d in the i upon the rateable value of all

property within the district concerned, the money raised to be applied to

the payment of interest on and provide a fund for the repayment of the money

advanced by Government (Dunstan Times 2 and 30 September 1892).

The Government Loans to Local Bodies Act, 1886 had been designed to

enable local bodies to construct certain public works and to empower the

Government to grant loans for such purposes. The term 'public work' was

defined so as to include "Irrigation works or works for the supply of

water to a district", and "Waterworks for the supply of water within a

district or districts, and for the storage and distribution of water for

mining purposes, including 'water-races' within the meaning of any Act of

the General Assembly relating to mining" (statutes of New Zealand 1886,

298). With respect to the establishment .of public irrigation schemes, however,

The Water Supply Act, 1891 was found, according to the Dunstan Times "very

defective and insufficient for our wants" (Dunstan Times 15 March 1895).

Under the provisions of the Act the only body possessing rating and

management powers was the County Council. Clearly the council was not



the appropriate body partly because of the conflicting interests which

it had to service and partly because it lacked the resources to construct,

organise, administer and maintain all the schemes required. Rather, it

was suggested, The Water Supply Act, 1891, should be amended so as to

allow the creation of a system of local irrigation trusts which would

formulate and carry out schemes, divide the water, levy rates, borrow for

construction, and be responsible for maintenance. Such trusts could be

established in the Ida Valley, and at Matakanui, Spottis, Alexandra, Clyde,

Cromwell Flat, and Hawea.

d) Towards State Invo1 vement

Despite such suggestions and initial moves in favour of water boards

or irrigation trusts, most advocates of irrigation clearly reposed greater

faith in direct Government involvement. Pressure for such involvement was

given added urgency by a series of exceptionally dry seasons during the

1890s and the first decade of the new century (Dunstan Times 8 January

1912). Even Prime Minister Seddon appears to have been impressed by

farmers r claims for assistance although some regarded his espousal of

irrigation somewhat suspiciously, the Otago Witness suggesting that all he

desired was "to leave behind him among drought-stricken farmers a sort of

general notion of an abundant water supply ~ a grand scheme of irrigation

initiated by this most 'progressive' of all Governments" (Otago Witness

7 April 1898).

The agitation for some kind of Government response to the demands

for state-financed conservation and irrigation schemes continued throughout

the first decade of the twentieth century. The 1905 Land Commission heard

a great deal of evidence relating to the manner in which the existence of

prior rights and the operation of the law relating to water rights

generally were retarding an equitable distribution and utilisation of water

for irrigation purposes. Whilst explicitly recognising the immediate
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importance of irrigation to Central Otago the Commission nevertheless

recommended that surveys be carried out to determine what natural basins

and dam sites were suitable for storage purposes and that they should ·be
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reserved for future irrigation (AJHR C4, 1905, XIX). In June 1905,

Ward (Colonial Secretary) assured Central Otago residents that Government

intended to devote considerable attention to the furtherance of a scheme

for the conservation of water for irrigation and mining. His comment

that "Water conservation will undoubtedly prove the main factor in the

advancement of the Central Otago districts" (Dunstan Times 5 June 1905),

appeared to confirm Government's recognition of some of the region's long

standing claims.

Local interests determined to capitalise on that recognition as

quickly as possible and hence a public meeting in Alexandra in July 1905

resolved to ask Government to place 125,000 on the Estimates for the

conservation of water to irrigate the land on the slopes of the Dunstan

Range, and Earnscleugh and Dunstan Flats, a proposal supported by the Otago

Expansion League (Alexandra Herald 19 July 1905). Two separate schemes

were discussed,the one based on the Fraser River to irrigate Blackman's

Gully and the Earnscleugh Flat, and the Waikerikeri scheme to service the

areas from Tiger Hill to the Dunstan Flat. The promoters of these two

schemes carefully noted in their petitions to Parliament that

Many water rights have ••. been granted to private individuals
under the various Mining Acts, and water which would otherwise
be available for irrigation is thus utilised for mining. It
is not suggested that such valuable rights be acquired, but
that there should be ample water both for mining and irrigation
purposes were the surplus waters of the .•• streams to be
conserved in large dams from which water races could be led
around the hillsides to command the whole extent of the
valuable land in the district, including particularly some
40,000 acres of valuable land in Earnscleugh, Blackmans and
Moutere still held under pastoral lease.

Further, it was argued, such dams would benefit mining, "as much ground

could by means of the water so conserved and distributed be profitably



mined which at present is unpayable" (Alexandra Herald 26 July 1905).

It is interesting to note the careful emphasis placed upon schemes to

conserve waters 'surplus' to .mining requirements or upon schemes which

would benefit both industries. One further point worthy of note was the

selection of schemes designed not only to benefit existing farmers and

orchardists but also to allow and indeed promote the subdivision and

closer settlement of Crown pastoral leasehold lands (Vunstan Times

10 July 1905).

By 1906, however, fears were being expressed that Government inaction

would mean that schemes so keenly advocated would be "allowed ~to drift

into oblivion" (Vunstan Times 22 January 1906). Journals such as the

Dunstan Times encouraged further agitation, public meetings and 'drastic

resolutions', the journal arguing that "The incessant squabbling and

bickering that occurs in the district's Wardens' Courts over water

licenses shows plainly the genuine need of settlers for a better supply"

(Dunstan Times 7 May 1906). McNab (Minister of Lands and Agriculture)

during a tour· of Central Otago in 1906 constantly had claims for irrigation

pressed upon him. While expressing support and remarking that it was

apparent that much water from the mines was allowed to run to waste which

could be utilised for irrigation, he also took care to point ,out that "It

was not a simple matter to arrange the distribution of water between the

miners and those wanting it for irrigation" (Vunstan Times 17 December

1906). Hall-Jones (Minister of Public Works) made it quite clear to a

deputation of Otago members of the House of Representatives - a deputation

which sought to persuade Government to spend the [50,000 placed on the

1905 Estimates on irrigation - that in Government's view."the conflict

between the miners and the other settlers was not clearing". So long as

that conflict remained, he added, the Government was unwilling to embark

upon any irrigation project (Alexandra Herald 24 October 1906). Hall-Jones
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did indicate later, however, that Government believed it possible to

develop a water conservation scheme for the whole of Central Otago which

would satisfy all parties and that this was the direction in which efforts

were being concentrated (Alexandra Herald 24 December 1906). Nevertheless

there would appear to have been a considerable difference of view within

Government over that possibility for a few weeks later McGowan (Minister

of Mines) made it clear that it was his view with respect to water

conservation that mining should receive prior consideration, that settlers

should wait until the mining demand for water had eased, and that in any

case the Mines Department was not going to finance any irrigation

development (Dunstan Times 4 February 1907).

The Dunstan Times described McGowan's views as "A pretty heresy

truly to propound to those who are holding land in Central Otago",

particularly given that mining by this time was of "trifling import"

and that the future prosperity of the district depended upon the provision

of a comprehensive system for the conservation and utilisation of water and

"the culture of those special products which the climate and natural

conditions •.• are suitable for .••• " (Dunstan Times 18 February 1907). It

is interesting to note that as the decade of the 1900s progressed, requests

for water conservation schemes increasingly made little more than passing

reference to the mining industry and schemes were being suggested in which

miner participation was at best secondary to irrigation interests (Mount

Ida Chronicle 27 March 1908).

McGowan's views did find some support among goldfields journals, the

Alexandra Herald arguing that so long as it was "capable of being used

for legitimate mining purposes all water should be retained for mining"

(Alexandra Herald 19 July 1905). And, of course, the miners welcomed the

Minister's stance. The Mount Ida Miners' Association had long insisted

that the diversion of water for irrigation purposes was widely different
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from diverting it for mining since in the case of the former water was not

returned to the stream from which it was taken. Such diversion thus

impeded mining by depriving miners of water and by obstructing the flow of

tailings down stream beds (Mount Ida Chronicle 25 April 1891 and 22 August

1895) The spread of settlement, indeed, has occasioned considerable concern

among miners over the requirement, provided for in the Mining Acts, that a

specified quantity of water be allowed to flow down any natural watercourse.

The Lowburn Miners' Association in 1887 had suggested that the relevant

provision be amended to read

That a sufficient quantity of water for domestic uses, butnot for irrigation, should be allowed out of any creek for
the use of settlers on the banks of such creeks, but ifwater was wanted for irrigation it should be determined by
priority of application (Cromwell Argus 10 December 1889).

That mining would suffer by the spread of settlement and the insistence by

settlers that the requirement be observed was sufficient reason, the Mount

Ida Chronicle had observed, for an immediate start to be made on the

Eweburn reservoir as a means of solving the inevitable disputes between

farmers and miners (Mount Ida Chronicle 20 January 1891).

Miner concern at the growing use of water for irrigation purposes had

been made manifest also in 1897 when the Lowburn Branch of the Confederated

Miners' Association suggested that the Wardens' Conference, meeting in

Wellington to consider amendments to The Mining Act, 1891 be asked to

insert a new clause and an addenda to section 113, both of which would have

had the effect of restricting the use of water for irrigation. The new

clause then suggested read - "No person shall use water for irrigatlon

purposes from any stream if such water is required for domestic use by

settlers and others residing in the vicinity of such streams", and the

addenda, "Any water race granted for other than gold mining purposes shall

be deemed abandoned if unused for the period of seven calendar months"

(Cromwell Argus 17 August 1897). The clause was not adopted.



Miners and miners' associations, despite their concern over the spread

of settlement and their suspicion of the claims of farmers, had begun to

recognise that the State might more easily be encouraged to invest in water

conservation schemes if it could be shown that such schemes would serve both

major industries. A petition in 1897 asking that the State take over and

enlarge the Lake Onslow dam owned by the Roxburgh Amalgamated Gold-mining

Company Ltd. had carefully noted that the water conserved, "apart from its

uses for mining, would be highly beneficial for irrigation, and large

tracts of country now barren could be fertilised and turned into fruitful

orchards .•.• " (Dunstan TiInes 5 March 1897). The Central Otago Miners'

Association supported the Fraser River scheme on the basis that its

construction would enable the mining of the slopes of the Old Man and the

Old Woman Ranges and the Earnscleugh and Dunstan Flats, the water to be

available thereafter for irrigation (Alexandra Herald 13 February 1907).

Certainly McGowan displayed some interest in the proposals for joint

purpose development(Alexandra Herald 13 February 1907) while the Mines

Department recognised that mining alone could not justify the large

expenditure on water conservation (Alexandra Herald 17 June 1908).

Miners, .nevertheless, maintained a very clear view as to which

industry merited priority with respect to water conservation, and indeed

were only too ready to support those irrigation proposals which would

draw upon waters, such as those of Lake Wanaka, not required for mining

purposes or which did not affect mining rights (Alexandra Herald 19

February 19D8). Moreover,mining interests continued to oppose, with varying

degrees of success, applications for water rights for irrigation.

Objections to applications for rights out of Bannockburn Creek, lodged by

the Kawarau Mining and Prospecting Association some years later were made

on the grounds that if granted mining would cease in the district. This

resulted in the applications being granted on the condition that
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If at any time in the future the water granted to
applicant is required for mining, the applicant
shall cease to divert by means of the race granted
any water or any part thereof that may be required
for gold mining, and from time to time whenever in
the future the water or part thereof shall be
required for gold mining the applicant shall be
entitled to no compensation for so giving up his
right to water as aforesaid (Cromwell Argus 5 October 1914).

Of course not everyone accepted the views that the requirements of

mining and agriculture were mutually exclusive, but argued rather that

water once used for mining purposes might then be made available for
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irrigation. "It should not be beyond the wit of the Government",

commented the Otago Witness, "to devise a scheme which, while adequately

safeguarding the interests of the mining community, will secure the

effective irrigation of large portions of Central Otago which only needs

to feel the magic touch of water in order to be made luxuriantly fertile"

(Otago Witness 13 February 1907). For its part the Mount Ida Chronicle

expressed its scepticism over the whole question of large-scale irrigation

projects when it doubted whether "water-conservation on an enormous scale

would lift a large body of settlers from difficulties into comparative

affluence", and pointed to the failures of the 'irrigation colonies' of

Renmark and Mildura in Australia. Those failures, it suggested without

elaboration, were partly the result of "difficulties and disappointments

inherent to irrigation schemes almost everywhere .... " (Mount Ida Chronicle

19 May 1905).

Others expressed the view that large-scale schemes were simply

unnecessary, that what was first required was the restoration of water to

its natural channels (Mount Ida Chronicle 27 March 1908). Indeed, in 1891,

Pyke had expressed the view that Central Otago was "developing into a

Sahara owing to the successive droughts of the past and present year",

droughts in turn ascribed to "The wasteful and foolish practice of tussock-

burning ••• and the diversion of streams from their natural courses for

mining purposes" (Dunstan Times 18 September 1891). An alternative to the



return of water to its original courses, which of course would have been

only of limited benefit, was for Government to advance loans at low rates

of interest to farmers for the purchase or lease of existing races and

the construction or extension of races and dams, Private individuals, it

was suggested, would be able to secure races held for mining purposes

somewhat more cheaply than Government, since water rights had a tendency

to increase sharply in value upon the merest hint of Government interest

(Dunstan Times 25 May 1908). While superficially attractive the suggestion

failed to recognise that a comprehensive and equitable distribution

required centralised direction and control.

The apparent conflict of view within the Government notwithstanding,

the Public Works Department, at the request of the Lands Department,

undertook surveys of Central atago throughout 1906 to provide the basis

upon which a comprehensive irrigation scheme could be formulated, At the

same time local efforts continued to be made to have the vote of 150,000

for water conservation in Central atago expended, a number of public

meetings being held to draw up petitions to support the demands', In 1908

local advocates formed an irrigation l~ague, The idea of such a body had

been championed vigorously by Chapple (MHR Tuapeka) during the Tuapeka

bye-election on the death of Bennet (Alexandra Herald 3 June 1908). The

atago Central Irrigation League, with the branches set up at Clyde,

Alexandra, Cromwell, Ida Valley and Poolburn, had among its objects the

collection of data regarding the areas of Crown lands available for

closer settlement, the quantity of water available and the means of

collecting and distributing it, and the stimulation of local interest by

meetings, articles and discussions (Alexandra Herald 24 June 1908), The

Alexandra branch in fact began its career by investigating the leases of

the Earnscleugh, Galloway and Moutere Runs and two possible irrigation

schemes, one based on the Fraser River and the other on Chatto Creek

(Alexandra Herald 15 July 1908).
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It also considered installing gauges in all watercourses in the district

with a view to ascertaining the quantity of water running to waste

(Alexandra Herald 4 October 1908). The Clyde branch was similarly active

(Dunstan Times 6 July 1908).

The enthusiasm which marked the formation of the League. however,

was soon dampened by the fact that the Governor's Speech opening the

1908 Session of Parliament made no reference to irrigation, an omission

which caused considerable disquiet throughout Central Otago. the Dunstan

Times ascribing to it "a sinister significance" (Dunstan Times 6 July

1908). Moreover. the fact that McGowan was both Minister of Mines and

Minister of Irrigation was widely regarded as most unfortunate.

particularly since his responses to Chapple's parliamentary questions

confirmed a long-held view that he was no supporter of irrigation (vunstan

Times 20 July 1908). The various branches of the League, however. continued

to press their claims upon Government whilst criticising it both for its

own lack of action and for its apparent opposition to any schemes

advanced by private enterprise. Thus the Cromwell Irrigation League.

which was formed in August 1908. determined, inter alia, to persuade

Government to allow private enterprise to undertake those schemes which

it was not itself willing to embark upon. to advocate the adoption of

separate schemes to suit the requirements of different districts rather

than hope for one vague comprehensive scheme, and to emphasise its

conviction that the prosperity of Dunedin was bound up with the irrigation

of Central Otago (Cromwell Argus 9 November 1908).

Both Ward (Prime Minister) and McNab had in fact toured Central

Otago prior to the opening of the 1908 Session. Ward endeavouring to

convince the many deputations which waited upon him of Government's

anxiety to embark upon an irrigation scheme (Mount Ida Chronicle 16 April
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1908). In response to Chapple. Ward indicated that as a result of that
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tour "this important branch of the policy of the Government (had been) put

actively in hand" (NZPD 143, 1908, 181). Those assurances notwithstanding,

Otago Members of Parliament clearly considered it necessary to continue to

press the claims of Central Otago for irrigation, to challenge the

practicality of one supposedly general scheme in preference to a large

number of small schemes designed to suit the different districts and each

independent as to its supply, use and cost, and to refute vigorously any

suggestion that the soils of Central Otago were possibly not as fertile

nor their response to the application of water so immediate as had been

supposed (NZPD 144, 1908, 556, 564-565, 567-568). That the Public Works

Department estimates in 1908 should provide only 15,000 for irrigation and

water supply was described by Fraser (MHR Wakatipu) as "perfectly

ludicrous", while he also criticised Government for thwarting the objectives

of a private enterprise proposal (NZPD 145, 1908, 531). It was claimed,

too, that the development of Central Otago by irrigation would be cheaper

than the clearance of bush and the establishment of farms in the North

Island and that in any event it was the State's responsibility to make

possible the settlement of Crown lands in Central Otago by irrigation

(NZPD 145, 1908, 534-535).

Subsequent to Ward's assurance that Government intended to pursue

seriously the matter for irrigation for Central Otago and indeed in

response to his instruction, a report dealing with the issue was published

in 1909. The report, Irrigation in Central Otago, was prepared by

J.L. Bruce and J.R. Dobson, of the Departments of Agriculture and Public

Works respectively. Their terms of reference were to determine those areas

suitable for irrigation and the report made a number of suggestions

(Table IV:4).



\. TABLE IV: 4
CENTRAL OTAGO-AREAS SUITABLE FOR IRRIGATION

Block Area Area suitable Area already
for irrigation irrigated

Acres Acres Acres

I Earnscleugh 51,000 4,400 Not given
Il Clyde 60,000 3,000 Not given

III Tiger Hill 75,800 35,000 4,000
IV Ida Valley 65,200 52,500 Not given
V Roxburgh 9,600 9,600 Not given

VI Cromwell 11 ,400 2,870 1,000
VII Mount P'Lsa 40,300 4,740 500

VIII Luggate-Glendhu 32,500 2,900 600
IX Hawea 48,500 6,870 Not given
X Tarras 80,000 25,740 Not given

XI Gibbston 2,200 1,120 200
XII Maniototo 170,100 90,000 Not given

Source: AJHR C17, 1909, 2-3.

The total area regarded as suitable for irrigation, deducting that

area already irrigated, was thus estimate:: '.J amount to some 232,000

acres. The Ida Valley in particular was considered an ideal field for

irrigation, so much so that Bruce and Dobson were of the view that "the

adoption of any scheme whereby water could be obtained, even at

considerable expenditure, can be confidently recommended" (AJHR C17,

1909, 2). The report offered a cautionary note, however, stating that

the storage and distribution costs associated with any substantial scheme

would be high. so that the price for water must also necessarily be high.

Therefore, the report commented, "irrigation in this country can only be

adopted with advantage where the land is sufficiently fertile to produce

the best results ...."(AJHR C1l, 1909, 10). Hence the report recommended

experiments to determine likely soil responses in various districts to

the application of water, investigation of artesian water supplies, and
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an assessment of dry farming, Bruce and Dobson commenting "that there is

much to be learned with respect to dry farming in Central Otago, and if

the process were thoroughly investigated and demonstrated, it might to

some extent supersede the present agitation for costly irrigation-works"

(AJHR ci z, 1909, 4).

Bruce and Dobson's report caused disappointment in Central Otago, the

Mount Ida Chronicle commenting that "To tell us that certain areas will

respond to irrigation, or that very large quantities of water will be

required, or that the cost will be large, does not advance the question

very much", (Mount Ida Chronicle 26 March 1909), while the Crorrwell Argus

criticised what it saw as a strict cost-benefit approach implicit in the

report which failed to recognise that the prosperity of Central Otago

required settlement and settlement required irrigation (Crorrwell Argus

22 March 1909). The suggestions that the implementation of possible

schemes would have to await the expiry of pastoral leases was reject~t

flatly (Dunstan Times 22 March 1909). So keen was the disappointment felt

that fears were expressed that irrigation would lapse for want of

strenuous advocacy and that consequently the depopulation of the region

would continue.

Accordingly the presentation of that report to Parliament provided

yet another occasion for Otago members to lambast the Government for its

empty promises, for its insistence upon formulating some chimerical

general or comprehensive scheme, and for its unwillingness to allocate the

finance required. In response to such criticisms, the House was informed

that Government was continuing to have surveys carried out in Central

Otago (See AJHR C2, 1909, 7), that a scheme based on the Taieri River was

being considered and "which would command a great part of Central Otago",

and one other proposal involving hydro-electric power generation "by which

power would be taken from the larger rivers and higher elevations in order
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to pump water out of a number of creeks for irrigation or mining

purposes" (NZPD 148, 1909, 1481). The evaluation of the country's

water resources for hydro-electric power generation, of course, introduced

another factor likely to complicate progress over irrigation, and indeed

Government made it clear that irrigation schemes now required to be

considered in conjunction with power generation proposals (NZPD 150,

1910, 496),

By 1900 most of the main cities in New Zealand had installed some

form of public supply of electricity used largely for street lighting and

trams. The growth in energy demand required the~development of electricity

generation on a national scale and in 1903 the Government acquired the sole

right to develop water power in New Zealand for sale and distribution.

In 1906 it was reported that estimates indicated that water power readily

available in the North Island comprised 550,000 horsepower and in the

South Island 3,450,000. "By the judicious development of our great

resources in this respect", the Public Works Statement for 1905 noted,

, "there can be no doubt that many industries which cannot at present be

profitably carried on in this colony could be successfully established,

and thus greatly add to the general 'prosperity and afford employment to

a largely increased population" (AJHR D1, 1905, xiv-xv). Among the

schemes being considered was that which proposed raising the height of

Lake Onslow dam from 26 to 90 feet to create a lake ten miles square and

the construction of a series of power stations along the course of the

Teviot River at an estimated cost of 1:600,000 (AJHR D1, 1905, xiii-xiv).

By 1910 the Government had decided that the time had arrived "to take up

with vigour the question of developing our abundant water powers" (AJHR

D1, 1910, viii-ix). In that year, Government was empowered to borrow

£2 million to commence construction, the first scheme being based upon

Lake Coleridge. During the years 1905-10, the big issue of water



resources for power generation was thus resolved through Government

initiatives. Irrigation in turn became one of a growing number of uses to

which water was being put, the rapid growth in demand for electricity greatly

complicating the efforts to develop large-scale irrigation schemes.

Construction of the Ida Valley irrigation scheme, however, did begin in

1910, and accordingly the allocation of funds through the Public Works

Department was increased from 15,000 in 1909 (£2,435 of which had been

expended, mostly on surveys), to £10,000 in 1910. Notwithstanding the

initiation of the Ida Valley scheme, dissatisfaction continued over the

apparent lack of progress, over the fact that despite the surveys there were

still no operating schemes.

The allocation of funds for irrigation was increased to [30,000 in

1911, the whole of which was to be expended in Central Otago (NZPD 155, 1911,

849-50) while the Government could point in that year to concrete progress:

the Ida Valley scheme to conserve the waters of the Manorburn and

Poolburn in order to irrigate 16,000 acres;

investigations to proceed into the construction of a power station, the

power to be used to pump water from the Manuherikia River to irrigate

a further section of Ida Valley;

Cromwell Flat, where landowners were to be invited to participate in a

scheme based on Roaring Meg;

the punchase of the water rights of the Last Chance Gold-mining Company

for the irrigation of Bald Hill Flat;

the Maniototo Plain where a scheme to irrigate 65,000 acres was under

consideration (AJHR D1, 1911, x-xii).

With respect to the last proposal, the assertion of the Minister of Public

Works in May 1911 that the Maniototo would be irrigated within five years

occasioned no little surprise (Mount Ida Chronicle 2 and 9 June 1911).
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One other scheme under consideration was that based on the Manuherikia

River to service Dunstan Flat (AJHR Dl, 1912, xviii-xiv).

The sustained efforts over the years of local bodies, irrigation

leagues and committees, and Central Otago's parliamentary representatives

received a substantial boost in 1912 from the Dunedin Chamber of Commerce.

Twelve members of the Chamber in company with those representatives and

journalists embarked on what the Mataura Ensign somewhat slightingly termed

a "pilgrimage" (Mataura Ensign 9 February 1912) in response to what was

felt to be a lamentable apathy in Dunedin over the s~ttlement and

development of Central Otago. It was an apathy born, it was suggested,

of the rapid settlement and development of the North Island which had

provided an outlet for much southern energy and capital, whereas in fact

the prosperity and growth in Dunedin should be in future bound up in the

development of the interior of the province. The claims of Central Otago

were seen as "the beginning of a continuous effort towards the development

of the South Island on the same generous scale as has been so freely

granted to the North during the last 15 years" (Dunedin Chamber of

Commerce 1912, 4).

As a result of that tour the Chamber resolved

That, in view of the undoubtedly successful results of
irrigation where it has been already carried out in Central
Otago; thecGovernment be requested

(A) To proceed immediately with and complete the irrigation
schemes which they have already adopted;

(B) To resume as soon as possible and conserve for
irrigation purposes all water rights whicn are not
now being profitably used, and to have the water
applied to the irrigation of the lands which each

. commands;

(C) To withdraw the restrictions now placed upon the
private acquirement of water rights for irrigation
purposes when such can be done without prejudice to
the more comprehensive schemes which will fall under
Government control;
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(D) To appoint a competent and experienced Irrigation
Engineer, and to set up a commission of professional
and business men to report upon the area, description,
and suitability for irrigation of lands in Central
Otago which have already been dealt with, and as to
the best means of irrigation such lands either by
gravitation or by pumping schemes, and also to
report upon the commercial aspect of the question.

Other resolutions adopted by the Chamber called for a resumption of

construction of the Central Otago railway, the regrassing of denuded

pastoral lands, the construction of the Lawrence-Roxburgh railway, and a

halt to the destruction of agricultural lands by mining operations

(Dunedin Chamber of Commerce 1912, 6-7). The Chamber's efforts earned

fulsome praise from the Evening Star, its "terse and comprehensive" report

being described as a "very useful ••• compendious summary of the conditions
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and requirements of a district vitally

this City" (Evening Star 15 March 1912).

connected with the interests of

That first tour was followed by another in 1913, this time by the

Minister of Public Works and 15 North Island Members of Parliament,

together with members from various leagues, a tour which it was hoped would

dispel some of the antagonism of northern members to irrigation schemes in

Otago. The occasion of this 1913 tour prompted the Otago Daily Times into

criticising Dunedin interests for their apparent reluctance to recognise

the potential of what was too often regarded as an irreclaimable desert

The paper went on to stress the significance of the region for Dunedin's

own prosperity (Otago Daily Times 1 February 1913). Within Central Otago

itself, however, a "spirit of despair" was abroad, a pessimism arising out

of what had proved to be empty promises regarding both irrigation and the

opening of runs for settlement, out of rumours that at least some possible

irrigation schemes were to be handed over to "exploiting syndicates", and

out of realisation that irrigation had been used by past governments "as a

lever for vit-alising flagging political support" (Evening Star 24 January

1913).
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That tour evidently persuaded most of the participants of the value

of irrigation in Central Otago, that indeed the region was much more than

merely a gorge from Taieri to Pembroke (otago Daily Times 3 February 1913).

Some members were a little puzzled at the lack of initiative displayed by

private enterprise, a lack attributed by residents to prolonged Government

obstruction over the granting of water rights (Evening Star 25 January

1913). One important outcome of that tour was the introduction in August

1913 of 'The Irrigation and Water Supply Bill '. That measure, which in

fact was section 16 of the Appropriation Acts of previous years in a new

guise, empowered the Government to raise [100,000 for irrigation for arid

districts throughout the country, the bulk of the funds to be expended on

projects in Central Otago. The Appropriation Act, 1910 had empowered

Government to raise that sum, the appropriation having been made in

anticipation of the completion of plans for a number of schemes. As part

of that Act, however, the appropriation lapsed at the end of each financial

year while the new Bill would permit the expenditure of the allocation

without further Parliamentary sanction.

At the same time the Bill gave Patliament" the opportunity of declaring

"once and for all whether they approve of a policy of irrigating these

districts which require water-supply, or whether they do not" (NZPD 164,

1913, 482). Most of the Opposition's criticisms concerned the problematical

value to be derived from some schemes given the dispute over the price to be

paid for water by the Ida Valley scheme participants and over the role of

private enterprise. It was also suggested that through the provisions of the

Bill control of the country's hydro-electric power potential might pass into

private hands. The fact that the allocation could be expended on projects

elsewhere than in Central Otago and possibly on water supply for mining in

addition to irrigation occasioned some criticism. In the Opposition's view,
~

the Government should seek specific appropriations for particular projects.
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Despite those criticisms the Bill was regarded as a means of continuing

the Ward Administration's proposals for irrigation as the basis for the

promotion of land settlement, increased production, and expanded exports

and it was passed (NZPD 164, 1913, 480-493). In its final form, the

measure, otherwise known as An Act to make Provision for the Opening-up

and Development of Land for Settlement in Arid Territory, empowered the

Government to raise [100,000 to be credited to the Irrigation and Water-

Supply Account of the Public Works Fund and to be applied

towards the opening-up and development of land for
settlement ~n arid country, and in particular in
constructing, purchasing,_or otherwise acquiring
water-races, water-right~, and other works for
irrigation and water-supply in connection with or
in aid of the mining and agricultural industries,
and in maintaining, carrying on, and utilizing
such works (sta.tutes of New Zealand 1913, 38).

In addition to that measure, section 6 of The water Supply Amendment Act,

1913 provided that where a compa~ was formed having among its objects

the irrigation of land the subdivision and sale of such land for

settlement after or during the process of irrigation within the County

of Vincent, the Government could undertake to sell to that company, any

Crown or settlement lands requiring irrigation subject to certain

conditions regarding-price per acre, supply of water and size of section

(Statutes of New Zealand 1913, 3.12-313). And, finally, section 3 (1) of

The Mining Amendment Act, 1913 provided that advances from the State

'available to companies and persons for the development of mining were to

apply to the construction and maintenance of irrigation works. Section

4 of the Act empowered the Government to raise each year up to 120,000

for such purposes (Statutes of New Zealand 1913,475-476), a sum increased

to [50,000 by the Mining Amendment Act, 1919 (Statutes of New Zealand

1919,115) ...
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CONCLUSIONS

By 1920 the State was firmly committed to a policy of water conservation

and irrigation development despite an initial reluctance arising out of the

experience of investment in mining water supply schemes during the 1870s,

the difficulties posed by the widespread existence of prior rights and the

activities of speculators, and the heavy demands on the State's resources

generated by the rapid settlement of the North Island. It was a reluctance

which also owed much to an insistence by the mining industry that priority be

accorded to its requirements for water, to the industry's opposition to

efforts to effect changes in the law relating to water rights or in its

administration, and to a disinclination to become involved in disputes

between miners and farmers over the apportionment of the resource or the

funding of conservation schemes.

The involvement of the State awaited the decline of the mining industry,

manifest after the collapse of the dredging boom in 1900-1901, and the

gradual release of the water resource for other purposes. That release and

the competition and conflict among settlers for water, however, 'revealed

increasingly the inadequacies of prior appropriation as a legal basis for

irrigation development or at least for an equitable distribution of water.

Those inadequacies and the difficulties posed for private development by

the existence of prior rights engendered growing demands that the State

resume control of the resource in order to ensure its equitabl~ distribution

and effective use. The substantial costs involved in water conservation and

irrigation schemes and the time involved before the investment began to

yield a return added further to the pressure for State involvement.

The allocation by the State of financial resources to the development of
\

irrigation schemes in Central Otago was thus only a first, although important,

step towards the expansion of irrigation farming. The development of

irrigation required an extensive and certain control of the resource. The



securing of that control necessitated not only measures to encourage the

transfer of water out of the mining industry but also substantial

modifications to the law and the use of its provisions. The challenge

confronting the Legislature was to effect that transfer and modify the law

without depriving the mining industry of its rights and requirements and

without deterring unnecessarily private irrigation development. The

modifications enacted by the Legislature, the use made of the law's

provisions by the State, and its administration through several government

departments constituted a complex phase in the development of irrigation

farming in Central Otago.
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While the State had demonstrated by the first decade of the

twentieth century a willingness and readiness to actively promote the

development of irrigation farming, it was not ready, as many in Central

Otago supposed, to undertake the construction of extensive and expensive

water storage and distributive systems. Moreover, successive Governments

were anxious to minimise any potential disruption to the mining industry.

From about the turn of the century, therefore, Government devoted

considerable attention to devising and implementing means intended to

encourage a smooth transfer of the water resource out of the mining

industry. At the same time, Government was becoming increasingly aware

of the inadequacies of prior appropriation as the basis for an equitable

distribution of the available water among landholders and for

comprehensive irrigation schemes. Two major objectives were thus pursued:

first, the transfer of water from mining to farming with the least

disruption and while preserving development opportunities open to the

miner, and second, the extension of State control over the region's

waters by reserving selected water rights, purchasing existing rights,

and limiting the opportunities for private control. The general aim of

official policy was to utilise the existing law relating to water to

extend the State's control and to provide an adequate legal basis for

equitable distributive schemes.

ENCOURAGING RESOURCE TRANSFER

a) Change of Purpose

So long as mining remained a reasonably viable industry the farming

industry encuuntered considerable difficulties in endeavouring to obtain

water licences for irrigation only. Such difficulties led to the

practice whereby farmers sought licences granted for mining and irrigation

and, over time, devoted them solely to irrigation. "It was", as Parcell
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noted, "a species of juggling with the mining law, but it was the method

by which almost all mining rights were switched over to irrigation,

although it was never within the contemplation of the original grant that

that should be done" (Parcell ,1951, 302). Parcell' s comments in fact

apply more particularly to the period up to 1903 and the enactment of the

The Mining Act Amendment Act, 1903 for, as he implies, mining law made no

provision for any change of purpose for which a mining privilege had been

granted originally. Successive Mining Acts merely allowed for the

extinguishment of titles acquired under former Acts and their substitution

by titles under the new Act. Where a farmer wished to secure water for

irrigation, he could do so by the method outlined by Parcell or simply

purchase a mining right and devote the water to irrigation. In either

case the farmer had to be prepared to run the risk of incurring a

substantial fine and the forfeiture of ,the priv,ilege. Alternatively, if a

water right holder wished to change the purpose for which the right had

been granted he could surrender the original title and apply for another

privilege. But that procedure was clearly an unsatisfactory alternative

in most cases since it opened the waters concerned to application by

others, and to possible objections by other right holders, especially

miners. Most importantly, that course of action involved the loss of

priority and thus, since the available water in almost all the accessible

streams had been granted several times over, there was a real chance that

the applicant would receive no water at all if he went about it in this

way.

The question of the interchangeability of titles, especially the

exchange of a mining right for an irrigation right, had emerged in 1890

when Iverson et a1 appealed from a Warden's decision granting one

Roberts permission to exchange a title held under the old goldfields

Acts for a right to general purposes under The Mining Act, 1886, while

retaining priority from 1863 and 1864. The appellants held water rights
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out of the same creek and contended, inter alia, that mining rights

could not be exchanged for an irrigation right, that they were not

"similar titles" within the meaning of section 187 of The Mining Act,

1886~ That section of the Act provided that

The owner of any claim, race, machine-, business-, or
residence-site, or other mining tenement or easement
under any Act repealed by this Act,or under regulations
made under such Act so repealed, may surrender the same
and obtain a similar title to such claim, water-race,
machine-, business-, or residence-site, or other mining
tenement or easement under this Act, and such similar
title so obtained shall not prejudice the rights enjoyed
by the owner immediately prior to such surrender, but
shall be of the same force and effect as if no surrender
had been made .••• (Statutes of New Zealand 1886,' 538).

The contention of the appellants that mining and irrigation rights were

not "similar titles" and therefore were not interchangeable, was upheld

(Dunstan Times 3 October 1890). The decision quite clearly meant that

water races had to be used for the purpose for which they had been

granted and that the law as it stood did not provide for nor sanction

any change of purpose.

The unsatisfactory state of the law from the point of view of the

irrigator, together with the rapid loss of confidence in the mining

industry following the collapse of the dredging boom in 1900, led to

\
vigorous pressures for changes in the law specifically to allow the

conversion of mining into irrigation rights. It is of interest to note

that an effort along those lines had.been made in 1887 when in the

Legislative Council Menzies (MLC Otago) moved

That the Government be requested to consider the propriety
of preparing a Bill, to be introduced in next session of
Parliament, declaratory of the property of the State in
running water; and providing that running water shall not
be withdrawn from its natural channel otherwise than
temporarily, and by way of a lease from the Crown, revocable
if other interests should become injuriously affected
(NZPD 59, 1887, 941).

Part of Menzies' concern was to effect a transfer of resources out of

mining, to ensure that water was not withheld needlessly within a
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decaying industry, a concern which prompted Bonar (MLC Westland)

to refute any suggestion that mining was a transient industry which

should be sacrificed in order to permit agricultural growth. In the

course of the debate on the motion, Richmond (MLC Nelson) observed

that the riparian doctrine was the cause of "great inconvenience in a

country like ours" while Whitaker (MLC Auckland) described mining and

farming as "two irreconcilable interests ... :'(NZPD 59, 1887, 941), The

motion was lost.

In 1903, however, the pressures for change were stronger and this

resulted in-The Mining Act Amendment Act, 1903, section 5 of which

provided that

On application duly made to him on that behalf ••• the
Warden may change the purposes for which any water-race
license is held for any other specified purpose or
purposes for which such license may have been granted
under the'Mining Act, 1898: subject to the proviso
contained in subsection eight of section one hundred
and twenty-eight of that Act, and subject also in every
case to the approval of the Minister: Provided that
all such grants shall be subject to the condition that
the right granted may at any time, if the water is
required for mining purposes in the district, be
revoked and restored to its original position
(Statutes of New Zealand 1903, 300) •

. Section 128(8) of The Mining Act, 1898, conferred further support and

protection .to the mining industry. The proviso stated that in respect of

an exchange licence the licence retained the same priority of right

Provided that in every case where the surrendered mining
privilege is a water-race for mining purposes, and the
corresponding mining privilege is a water-race for other
than mining purposes, such license shall be subject to
the condition that one-half of the total quantity of water
for the time being available shall be at the disposal
(but solely for mining purposes) of the persons holding
inferior rights for mining purposes, and in the order of
their priority inter se, on the payment of such fees to
the licensee as the Warden prescribes (Statutes of New Zealand
1898, 193).

Section 5 of The Mining Act Amendment Act, 1903, and section 128(8) of

The Mining Act, 1898, were incorporated into The Mining Acts Compilation
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Act, 1905 (Sections 118 and 155(h». As Qilkison commented at the

time, however,

It will be readily seen that in many cases this condition
would be extremely difficult to carry out. If the right
exchanged be not a first, but a second, third, or fourth
out of a stream, and the inferior right which is to get
half of the water of the exchange, has its intake further
up the stream than the exchanged right, matters might become
extremely complicated. We have heard of no case in Otago
this condition being enforced (Gilkison 1905, 30).

The measures of 1903 and 1905 thus allowed the conversion of mining

rights into irrigation rights and, although the law was designed to

provide protection for mining interests, applications for c~anges of

purpose increased rapidly as a result, particularly during 1905. In

administering the law, however, wardens tended to proceed with great

caution before recommending any application to the Minister for his

approval and in fact almost invariably favoured mining interests. With

reference to an application to change from mining to irrigation the

title to a water race out of the Fraser River, Warden Burgess made it

clear that he was "not prepared to grant water for irrigation purposes

when it would interfere with mining rights. The irrigation rights must

be subservient to the mining" (Dunstan Times 14 August 1908). Miners

themselves were critical of the provision allowing a change of purpose,

while the Minister of Mines went so far as to assert, to the

consternation of the advocates of irrigation, that "where water

rights have been diverted from the original purposes for which they were

granted they should be forfeited .•.• " (Alexandra Herald 13 February 1907).

It is unlikely that McGowan was suggesting the repeal of the change

provisions, as some evidently feared, but rather reminding various

interests that a change in use required the sanction of the law. The

Central Otago Miners' Association did, however, interpret the Minister's

comments as being generally critical of the new provisions and for its

part strongly opposed any applications where in its view mining interests
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might be affected adversely (Alexandra Herald 27 November 1907).

In many instances in which miners opposed applications for changes

of purpose it was difficult to aSGertain how their interests were at

all directly endangered, and indeed many objections were lodged simply

against some future day when the water concerned might be wanted to

work supposedly auriferous ground in the vicinity. It was a practice

which evoked a growing criticism from a press once adamant that mining

should receive preferential treatment. Thus in 1913 the Alexandra Herald

chose ,to comment that

Gold miners 'seem obsessed with the idea that they haye
made the country what it is, and that but for them 'New '
Zealand would still have been a wilderness, peopled by
cannibal savages. For too long have miners ridden
roughshod over pastoralists and farmers ••• It should
not be possible for anyone to block the legitimate use
of water •••. (Alexandra Herald 18 June 1913).

To some extent at least, however, miner anxieties were justified

as evidence had emerged of attempts to manipulate the law for speculative

purposes. An application for a change of purpose from mining to mining

and irrigation, lodged in 1908, was opposed by the Last Chance Gold

Mining Company Limited on the' grounds that the water was required for

mining purposes and should not, therefore, be granted for any other

purpose. The Company argued that its operations were hampered by a

scarcity of water, indeed often being halted altogether. Conversely,

the applicants argued that all the alluvial ground was worked out and

that they were liable to lose the right if it were not used for mining

purposes, the application in fact being made to protect the right. It

emerged, however, that the right was also advertised as being for sale,

a circumstance which prompted the counsel for the objectors to suggest

that "The sole reason to get the change of purpose was to enhance the

value of the right:' By converting it into an irrigation right, he

continued, "it would penalise the mining industry, and ••• it was the
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practice of this court that applicants must show that they had land to

irrigate •... No assurance had been given that any particular land was

to be irrigated". It was on those grounds that the application was

rejected (Alexandra Herald 9 September 1908).

In support of applications for changes of purpose after 1905,

applicants would themselves and through their witnesses seek to assure

the Court that the water concerned was no longer and not likely again

to be required for mining purposes. Thus James Govan who appeared in

support of an appiication by his mother to change from mining to

irrigation the purpose for which two licences for five heads had been

granted assured the Court that

Water is not required for mlnlng. There is no mining to
be done with it. The rights were purchased by my mother
from a party of Chinese miners. Their claim was no good.
There is no mining going on in the locality and no
likelihood of any mining in the future. The water would
be very useful to my mother for irrigation
(Application 6/1910, Warden's Court, Blacks).

Other applicants attached affidavits. Thus J.C. Smith who applied

for a change of purpose in respect of a licence held out of Butchers

Creek was supported by John Rivers, a commission agent, and John McDonell,

a miner, both of whom attested to the fact that they had known Bald Hill

Flat and the land commanded by Water Race License No. 1264
a,

that

according to their knowledge,information and belief there was no land

commanded by the race in question which would pay for mining, and

that the granting of the application would not interfere with the

interests of mining (Application 41/1911, Warden's Court, Alexandra).

Where applications were opposed they were frequently made subject to

conditions other than or, more usually, in addition to those specified in

section 155(h) of The Mining Act, 1905 to the effect that half of the

total quantity of available water should be at the disposal - but solely

for mining purposes - of all persons holding inferior rights. Thus, an
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application for a change of purpose in respect of a licence held out of

Muddy Creek (Lauder) was granted subject to the condition that

claim holders running tailings down the (tailings)
Reserve not to be held responsible for said tailings
running down the Reserve and filling the Race, also
that the Licensee for the time being shall have no
right to compel the persons and companies who are now
or may at any time hereafter be discharging tailings
and Tail Water at or above the lifting point of the
Race, Subject also to the condition that if the
tailings cause any trouble above where the applicant
lifts the water that the Applicant let the water down
the Creek if the miners require him to do so,
(Application 53/1906, Warden's Court, Blacks).

Similarly, other applications were opposed on the grounds that a

change of purpose "may give rise to questions as to the rights of the

objectors to foul the waters of the said creek", and where protective

conditions could not be formulated were usually rejected. With respect

to one other such change granted in the Alexandra Warden's Court in 1912,

a condition was attached to the effect that

it shall be subject to the rights of miners at any
time hereafter to discharge tail water or mining
debris into Chapman's Gully and the said Craven Paget
(applicant) or any person or persons claiming through
or under him shall have no right of action against
any miner or miners for discharging tail water or
Mining debris into the said Gully or for polluting
'the said water or,for any injury caused by reason of
their mining operations
(Application 59/1912, Warden's Court, Alexandra).

Upon the Public Works Department being charged with the

responsibility for developing irrigation in Central Otago, applications

for changes of purposes were henceforward referred for its comments

and action, the Department then opposing any application which

interfered in any actual or proposed State irrigation scheme or which

otherwise was deemed to be contrary to the public interest. For

example, a series of applications for changes of purpose in respect

of races out of the Earnscleugh and Fraser Rivers attracted the interest

of the Department, the District Engineer expressing the view that the
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rights, owned by the defunct Sandy Point Dredging Company Limited, would

be used "for exploitation purposes, or something like that, considering

that mining rights are valueless now and water not used for mining

purposes and also that Earnscleugh Flat is part of Pastoral Runs owned by

the Government" (District Engineer, Dunedin to Under Secretary, Public

Works Department, 21 July 1914 in PW 15/1, Hocken Library). In fact the

Department decided against lodging any formal objection since any change

could not be granted without the consent of the Minister of Mines. In the

event the Warden before whom the application was heard, considered

evidence which suggested that the value of the water concerned would

quadruple upon a change of purpose being sanctioned and thereby rescue

the Company from a [9,000 loss. The Warden went on to observe that

It was absurd to say that the granting of the privilege to
the applicants would be of benefit to the settlers as it
would give the former a dangerous monopoly. They did not
come before the Court through any spirit of philandkrQp~ ,
and from the array of objections lodged it was evident that
there was a strong public feeling against the grant. Instead
of being ancillary to mining the application was really
anticillary, being an attempt by the applicants to recoup
themselves for their loss by mining (Dunstan Times 10 August 1914).

With respect to another group of applications submitted for water out of

the Manuherikia River, not only for changes of purposes but also water

for mining purposes, the Department was adamant that none should be

granted, on the grounds that any grant would imperil the Crown's licence,

that it would divert water which would otherwise be utilised under the

proposed Manuherikia irrigation scheme, and thereby jeopardise it, and

that it would be "prejudicial to H.M. the King and contrary to Public

Policy". Those objections were generally heeded by the Courts

(Applications 16/1913 and 28/1913, Warden's Court, Blacks).

The Department of Lands, too, was often consulted with respect to

applications concerning water rights, including changes of purpose, and

undertook to present objections on behalf of the Crown, even where the
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application was bona fide and otherwise worthy of support. For instance,

an application for a water race and one head out of Langdon's Creek was

opposed by the Commissioner of Crown Lands on the grounds that if granted

it would interfere with the working of the pastoral run within which the

stream arose. Commenting that the case presented "an interesting question

of public policy", the applicants being engaged in developing an orchard,

the Warden upheld the objection (Dunstan Times 28 August 1911). In

anticipation of that decision, the applicants had purchased the water

rights from the estate of a miner whose widow, as executrix, applied for

a change of purpose from mining to irrigation. Again the application was

opposed by the Crown on the same grounds, an argument accepted by the

Warden who went on to suggest that an application for a change of purpose

should only be granted "if it will work no injury to any public or

private rights" (Dunstan Times 16 October 1911).

The gradual exhaustion of auriferous ground also induced many miners

to seek to turn their water rights to advantage, efforts which often

resulted in miner opposing miner. For example, in August 1912,' John Ewing,

one of Otago's foremost mining entrepreneurs, lodged two applications for

protection of water races' 637 and 643, bot4 being opposed by the Vinegar

Hill Hydraulic Sluicing Company Limited, the United M., & E. Water Race

Company Registered, the Scandinavian Water Race Company Limited, and the

St Bathans Channel Company Limited. The grounds specified were

1. Applicant's is the first right in the Dunstan Creek
and in dry seasons comprises .all the water available
in the Creek.

2. If the water be taken for irrigation there would be no
flushing water in Dunstan Creek and consequently mining
operations would be hampered.

3. There is still a lot of auriferous ground in the
locality which could be worked by the water, but
without the water it cannot be worked. While the
water is required for mining, protection should
not be granted to enable rights to be converted
(Application Files 16/1912 and 17/1912, St Bathans Warden's
Court).
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Both applications were refused, but in September 1912 Ewing again

applied for protection to enable him to ascertain by survey the best

course for an extension of the race to Lauder and possible water

storage sites, to estimate the costs involved, and to bring the

proposal for the irrigation scheme- Ewing's objective - before the

owners through whose lands the race would pass. Arguing that the rights

could no longer be used profitably for the purpose for which they had

been granted originally, Ewing announced his intention of applying for

a change of purpose should his investigations prove the feasibility of

~n irrigation scheme. The mining. companies again opposed the application,

insisting that protection was not necessary to enable the surveys to be

carried out, that the water was required for mining purposes, and that

it was "contrary to the policy of the Mining Act 1908 and its Amendments

that protection should be granted for the purposes set forth in the

application 11 (Application 19/1912, St Bathan' s Warden's Court).

The application occasioned considerable interest, the Dunstan Times

remarking that "The question of the conversion of mining into irrigation

rights is one of great moment in Central Otago, and the decision of the

Warden will be looked forward to with an unusual degree of interest"

(Dunstan Times 14 November 1912). It was rejected, however, the Warden

describing it as constituting a proposal which would divert water away

from one watershed for sale for irrigation purposes in another locality

by one who held the prior mining rights of the entire watershed, something

which he doubted was ever contemplated by the law, nor was it in the

public's best interests. Moreover, Warden Haselden commented, water

rights should not be granted in such a way as to allow the creation of

a monopoly. (Dunstan Tirres 11 December 1912).

However, Ewing then decided to appeal against the Warden's decision

on the grounds that the objectors had offered no supporting evidence and
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that under the circumstances disclosed by the evidence of the applicant and

his witnesses the application should have been granted. In a minute to

the Supreme Court, Warden Haselden noted that the question of allowing

water rights originally granted for mining purposes to be converted into

irrigation rights was one of growing moment in Central Otago. While

observing that there appeared to be some doubt in law as to whether any

change of purpose could be sanctioned for more than a temporary user,

Haselden commented that

In the case of an occupier of pastoral land, there would be •..
reason in granting a change, if such occupier had.acquired
the right - and desired to use the water on his land; there
appears to be neither warrant in law, nor reason on grounds
of public policy, for allowing a speculator to acquire mining
rights, and convert them into irrigation rights, in order to
sell the water to farmers and pastoralists, to whom it would
naturally belong, after the gold field on which the rights
were granted, has been exhausted ...•
(Supreme Court (Dunedin) Civil Action Case File No Ml/41S).

Haselden went on to challenge Ewing's assertion that the auriferous ground

was exhausted and noted further that "the grant of available water to a

few persons, to the exclusion of many ... is a ruinous policy, leading to

large areas being turned into arid wastes, or at least, giving some areas

a great advantage over others". The recognised principle, he suggested,

was that the irrigation rights would not be granted "if such grant would

deprive other land occupiers of water they would otherwise obtain in the

natural course of things". Finally, it was noted that while the refusal of

protection did not affect any application for a change of purpose which

would have to be argued on its own merits, a grant of protection "would

do so materially" (Supreme Court (Dunedin) Civil Action Case File No

Ml/41S).

Ewing's response to that minute was somewhat emotive and distorted

while conveying an air of injured dignity. Haselden, he contended, had

"more or less wilfully misapprehended the facts and, consequently ...

(mistook) and mistate(d) the principle at stake " The Warden, he



claimed, had ignored his record as a tenant of the Crown, the use he had

made of the water, while the rejection of the application had compelled

him either to work the privileges at a loss and so destroy the land for

no purpose or to remain vulnerable to any 'speculator' who cared to

enforce the provision~ of mining law relating to forfeiture with the

object of holding them by one means or another until such time as Government

could be induced to undertake a scheme for the irrigation of the Manuherikia

Valley. Ewing went on to insist that he had established a ,good case for

protection, that in any irrigation scheme devised safeguards would be

included to prevent th~ levying of excessive charges, that any

participating land occupier would have the right at any time to purchase

the races for the cost of construction only, and that he would accept a

change of purpose on condition that the Government could purchase the

works "at valuation - no value being put on the water right" should the

scheme interfere with State proposal. Finally, he reiterated his claim

that the auriferous ground was exhausted and noted that the owners of

other races in the vicinity were "willing to fall in with any scheme

under which the purpose of their water races and rights may be changed -

and that on similar lines to those applicant proposes in his own case".

Ewing concluded by observing that

In the interests of mining the Warden refuses protection
to one of the best tenants the Crown ever had for its water
for mining purposes, when, after doing all that money and
knowledge could do, producing thousands of ounces of gold
and completely exhausting the deposits commanded by his works
that tenant seeks to save himself some part of his loss by
.inviting the occupiers of land in the same valley to unite in
an irrigation scheme for their manifest advantage, a scheme
such as but for his lead they would not be likely to
undertake ••• all the applicant wants is the construction cost
of his water race, the cost of survey, and of these proceedings
(Reply by Applicant to Minutes by Warden, Supreme Court (Dunedin)
Civil Action Case File No Ml/415).

Ewing's application clearly attracted considerable interest and

indeed it was regarded as the first of many possible similar approaches

owing to the poor performances of mining companies' for several years past.
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One correspondent of the otago Witness wrote:

It only wants a start such as this to be made and the
change shown to be profitable _' and the change of purpose
would be almost universal to the great and permanent
advantage of all concerned. The conversion should be
encouraged •... No sympathy should be expressed with
those who would place obstacles in the way of water that
is being used at no profit to destroy land being used
for other and more profitable purposes
(Otago Witness 6 November 1912).

The appeal, however, did not produce any such result, Mr Justice Williams

dismissing it on the grounds that the Appellate Court (in this case the

Supreme Court) could only give a decision which was final and conclusive

whereas in the matter of Ewing's application section 106e of The Mining

Act, 1908 allowed a Warden or other Court to recommend or not recommend to

the Minister of Mines. Hr Justice Williams added:

But even if the power to make such a recommendation existed,
I should hesitate to exercise it where the Warden, as in the
present case, mainly on the grounds of public policy had
refused to recommend protection for the purposes for which
it was asked. The question, then, is not one between the
applicant and objectors, but between the applicant and the
public (Otago Witness 25 December 1912).

In upholding the wider public interest, Mr JusticeWilliams made it clear

that, in his view, Ewing had oversimplified the problem, that applications

for changes of purpose constituted or raised difficulties of considerable

complexity requiring a different approach for their resolution.

b) Forfeiture, Renewal and Surrender

Apart from providing for a change of purpose, mining law also furnished,

perhaps unintention~lly, other means whereby a transfer of resources could

be sought and effected, namely renewals of licences, forfeiture and

abandonment. Section 138(5) of The Mining Act, 1898 provided that "On the

expiration of the term of any license by effluxion of time, the licensee

shall have the right to a renewal thereof for any term not exceeding the

maximum prescribed in the case of the original term" ~ which in the case
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of water licences was up to 42 years (Statutes of New Zealand 1898,

201). The Act also provided that the Warden's Court could decree forfeiture,

subject to certain protection provisions, in the event of fraud, non-

payment of rent, royalty or licence fees, and non-compliance for a period

of sixty days with the conditions or provisions subject to which the

privilege was held. In all cases, however, no mining privilege was to be

liable for forfeiture, except where the ground was fraud, for any cause

arising more than six months before the commencement of the suit. Moreover,

a bona fide purchaser was not liable for any default, other than for fraud

or non-payment of rent, where the cause for the action preceded the date of

purchase (Statutes of New Zealand 1898, 204).

With respect to abandonment, The Mining Act, 1898, provided that a

water race could be deemed to be intentionally abandoned

(1) If, in the case of a race constructed for the
continuous flow of water, the water fails to flow
continuously therein during any continuous period
of not less-than seven days~ or during any'
continuous period of not less than three months
such race is not used for its proper purpose; or

(2) If, in the case of a race construGted for any other
purpose than the continuous flow of water, such race
is not used for its proper purpose during any
continuous period of not less than six months; or

(3) If in the case of any race it is so damaged or out
of repair as to be unfit for its proper use, and
so continues for not less than two consecutive
months without steps being bona fide taken to
repair the damage and render the race fit for its
proper use with the least possible delay (statutes
of New Zealand 1898, 206).

The Mining Acts also created defences against forfeiture and

abandonment. Thus mining privileges were not deemed to be forfeited or
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abandoned where the grounds for such arose out of (1) the sickness or

unavoidable absence of any person; (2) an act of default of any person

to which the holder of the privilege was neither party nor privy and

which he could not reasonably have provided against or prevented; (3) the

failure of water, and (4) the occurrence of any accident or natural

contingency which could reasonably have been provided against Or prevented

(Statutes of New Zealand 1898, 207).

The provisions with respect to renewal, forfeiture and abandonment

set out in The Mining Act, 1898, were continued by The Mining Act, 1905,

and The Mining Act, 1908. With respect to forfeiture, New Zealand mining

law contained an important provision which clearly operated in favour of

miners whereby the Courts enjoyed a wide discretion in imposing a fine

instead of declaring forfeiture. Up to the passing of The Mining Act, 1898,

the general rule had been that the provisions of the Mining Acts relating to

the substitution of a fine in lieu of forfeiture were not to be applied

where there was long neglect or neglect not followed by diligent work.

After 1898, however, the Court was given a wider discretion unfettered by

any hard and fast rule derived from previous decisions, a discretion to be

exercised according to the circumstances of the case. These wider

discretionary powers did come in for criticism, however, largely on the

grounds that they would "afford almost unlimited protection to a person

holding a privilege simply for speculative purposes" (Dunstan Times

30 October 1905). In fact: the power was used with considerable caution.
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The discretion was even further extended by The Mining Amendment Act,

1919, section 5 of which provided that where the suit was for forfeiture

of a mining privilege in reapect of water, the discretion of the Court to

inflict a fine in lieu of decreeing forfeiture could "be exercised without

limitation to the existence of special circumstances in the case if the

Court is sa~isfied that, either in the public interest or for other reasons,



it is just and equitable that a fine should be inflicted in lieu of

forfeiture" (Statutes of New Zealand, 1919, 111). That section had been

introduced into the measure by the Legislative Council and had been

designed to prevent inferior right holders pursuing suits for forfeiture

and thereby, if successful, depriving other settlers of water. It meant

that Wardens had the absolute power to inflict a fine instead of

forfeiture and appears to have been designed to replace, in part at

least, provisions excised by the Minister of Mines by which all forfeited

licences would have reverted to the Crown (NZPD 185, 1919, 1054-1057).

Fraser (Minister of Mines) did however regard the provision for fines

as a temporary expedient until such time as the whole question of water

rights and their conversion to irrigation rights had been examined by a

Commission (NZPD 185, 1919, 1205). Whatever reasons Fraser had had for

excising ghose original provisions, at least some Wardens expressed regret

that the Bill as passed finally had made no allowance for water rights

declared forfeited to revert to the Crown (Alexandra Herald 19 November

1919). It was not a new view, and indeed it had long been suggested that

a much higher value should be placed upon water for irrigation than for

mining, while all mining rights with respect to water should revert to

the Crown after the lapse of a specified period where~er it could be

proved that a water right was no longer necessary or that its continuance

was inimical to the public interest (Evening Star 24 January 1913).

Alternatively, it had been suggested, the Government should be empowered

to resume water rights for irrigation where it could be demonstrated that

the water was "not being used profitably.... "(NZPD, 144, 1908, 134).

One further point needs to be noted, with respect to forfeiture and

abandonmen t , The Mining Act, 1898, provided that the licence or other

instrument under which the forfeited or abandoned mining privilege had been

held was to be declared void, and the forfeited or abandoned land "open for

application for mining privileges in the same manner and to the same extent
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as if it had never been taken up or held " The Act further provided

3~1

that where the decree was made on the application of the holder of a

miner's right,

he shall, unless the Warden, having regard to all the
circumstances, otherwise orders, be deemed to be the
first applicant for any mining privilege in respect
thereof if his application is duly made and filed not
later than seven days after the day on which such decree
takes effect (statutes of New Zealand 1898, 208).

It is important to note, however, that a successful suit for forfeiture of

a mining privilege carrying prior rights and declaration as first applicant

did not mean that priority was retained. Suits for forfeiture were thus

usually instituted by the holders of immediately inferior rights,

particularly where their rights were not 'fully met during periods of

minimum water flow. The release of water through the forfeiture or

abandonment of prior rights did not mean that additional water was

available for other purposes, especially irrigation, nor that the

distribution of that water was likely to be any more equitable.

Suits for forfeiture followed a fairly standard format. Thus

Henry Albert Simes, a farmer of Drybread, in 1912, instituted such a suit

against the Tinkers Gold Mining Company Ltd. The statement of claim noted

that

The Defendent Company is the registered proprietor of a
Water Race, being the second right from the Lauder Creek
subject to first right from the said Creek held by the
Defendent Company .... The said Race is liable to
forfeiture by decree of this Court because default has
been made and continued in observance of the prescribed
conditions upon which the said Race was granted, and in
particular the Plaintiff says that the said race has not
been used for its proper purpose for many years past.

On that basis the plaintiff claimed: "1. That a decree be made by this

Court forfeiting the said Race and Water Right. 2. That the Plaintiff

be declared the first applicant for the said Water Race and Water Right.

3. That the Defendent Company be ordered to pay the costs of this action"



(Warden's Court, Black's, Plaint 1/1912).

Other suits raised more complex issues and proved difficult of easy

resolution. As has been noted above, forfeiture where decreed did not

mean that a more equitable distribution of the available water would

follow, a circumstance which prior right holders often exploited to

their advantage. As mining claims were worked out or otherwise abandoned,
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therefore, the holders of the usually prior rights endeavoured

to dispose of them at the highest possible price and indeed would 'nurse'

or 'shepherd' them until those who desired them, usually f~rmers or

orchardists, felt compelled to meet the price demanded or decided to

institute a suit for forfeiture. One such case involved rights held out

of Conroy's Creek, the number, priority and character of such rights

being given in Table V:l.

TABLE V:I

WATER RIGHTS HELD OUT OF CONROY'S CREEK AUGUST 1918

Licence
Number Licensee

928A J.P. Lane

980A J.P. Lane

952A J. Wright

544C E.J. Iversen and
G.M. Marshall

538C E.J. Iversen,G.M.
Marshall and R. Dawson

1687A R. Dawson

893A J. Robertson

1303A W. Milne

1537A W. Milne

Source PW 15/1

Number of
Priority From Heads Purpose

31 October 1863 2 Mining

27 April 1864 1 Mining

8 June 1864 1 Mining

24 January 1880 1 Irrigation

25 September 1879 1 Domestic,
Irrigation

8 January 1880 1 Domestic
Irrigation

24 August 1881 1 Irrigation

12 December 1904 6 Industrial
Mining

3 July 1908 5 Mining

16 May 1910 3 Mining



By 1918 it had become clear that prior rights were no longer being used

for the purpose for which they had been granted, but those settlers

whose land was commanded by the creek were reluctant to institute any

suit for forfeiture since priority would have been transferred to a

small group of orchardists, Messrs Marshall, Xversen and Dawson.

Their reluctance was rendered even more decided by the fact that

an Alexandra solicitor held such a large mortgage over the property of one

of that small group that the rights would have reverted to him. Th~

settlers were not prepared to seek forfeiture which if granted would have

permitted what~they were inclined to regard as their exploitation by that

solicitor (Assistant Engineer, Alexandra to District Engineer, Dunedin,

14 May 1918, PW 15/1).

In the meantime, the mining company concerned, Lanes Limited, drew

water from Conroys Creek during the summer when the flow was low and

allowed it to run to waste, the object, in the settlers' view, being to

force them into asking the Government to purchase the rights at the price

being demanded, namely;[8,000 (J.N. Robertson, Day Dawn Orchard,

Chapman's Gully to Crown Solicitor, Dunedin, 3 July 1918, PW 15/1).

Government purchase was obviously preferable to any suit for forfeiture,

and indeed the possibility of such a suit being instituted by the Crown

occasioned considerable alarm and elicited some emphatic protests since

the outcome of a successful action would be that the majority of the

settlers involved would be left "without any prospects of obtaining

any water from this source for all time" (Assistant Engineer, Alexandra,

to District Engineer, Dunedin 22 August 1918, PW 15/1). Fourteen

orchardists thus wrote to the Minister of Public Works, noting that

forfeiture would mean that

the priority of this water will fall to one or two orchardistswho have later rights. These men will then be in a positionto use all the water and in the driest seasons their orchards
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will flourish while ours will be entirely without water,
and may thus be so serious (sic) as to cause severe loss or even
ruin to some who have young trees. On the other hand, if
this water •.. could be secured by the Government with its
original priority and fairly distributed even though there
may not be enough to prove successful irrigation to all
in the driest times, it would at least keep things going
for all (PW 15/1).

Not surprisingly, a minority of the settlers - E.J. Iversen, G.M. Marshall

and Taylor (who held Dawson's property) were opposed to Government

acquisition although any such purchase would not affect the priority of

their rights. It would simply mean that their later rights would not

be translated into prior, superior or;first rights. For its part the

Public Works Department shared the settlers' anxieties and asked the

Mines Department not to take any steps to effect forfeiture until

arrangements had been made whereby the rights would revert to the Crown

(District Engineer, Dunedin to Inspector of Mines, Dunedin, 4 September

1918, PW 15/1).

In September 1919, however, three fruitgrowers, A. Taylor, A.C. Iversen

and Therese Annie Duncombe did nevertheless institute a suit for

forfeiture against J.P. Lane in respect of the two licences out of Conroy's

Creek. The plaintiffs claimed that the races had been entirely unused

for their proper purpose, that they had been unoccupied and neglected for

a continuous period of over one month, and that they had not been used for

their proper purpose for the past two years. Lane defended the suit by

citing labour shortages, but on the basis of the evidence and as a result

of his own inspection the Warden decided that forfeiture had been incurred

on the grounds specified. Lane's response was to seek the imposition of a

fine in lieu of forfeiture by citing again labour shortages and the

difficulties of raising finance during wartime. Section 5 of the recently

passed Mining Act Amendment Act, 1919 provided for the Warden to impose a

fine in lieu of decreeing forfeiture where it could be shown that special

circumstances existed to justify such a course of action.
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It was a

385

In his judgement, the Warden restated the principle laid down in

Chin Fan v Davis, namely that the whole policy of the mining law was that

mining rights were given in order to be actually used by the grantee and

not for the purpose of holding them unused to the exclusion of other persons.

In his view, Lane was endeavouring to "nurse" the water rights in question

until such time as he could sell them, that indeed he had "no genuine

intention at present of carrying on mining operations " and that

therefore "any special circumstances such as he has sought to satisfy exist

do not apply in this case". The Warden went on to add that the circumstances

governing the forfeiture of water rights differed quite markedly from those

which governed the forfeiture of a mining privilege such as a dam and cited

Mr Justice Chapman in Kingswell v Bitera to the effect that the grant of a

water race withdrew the water from free use by the public in favour of a person

who in furtherance of industry acquired an exclusive property. In the case of

a claim or dam, he observed, only the ground concerned was locked up whereas "in

the case of water the whole district, small or large, may be paralysed". Lane's

argument in defence that he had agreed to ,sell the rights concerned to two

individuals who in turn had agreed to vest them in the Vincent County Council

was interpreted by the Warden as a move designed simply to satisfy the Court

that the public would not benefit by _forfeiture being decreed.

defence which was rejected.

It was then shown that the agreement to sell the water rights involved

had been drawn up immediately prior to the lodging of the suit for

forfeiture. That agreement, between Lane, the Alexandra Borough Council,

and two Earnscleugh settlers, Charles Weaver and Edward J. Iversen,

provided for the purchase by the Borough of the whole of Lane's mining

privileges and plant for the sum of t900. That agreement was followed by

two others, the first providing for the purchase by the Borough of Lane's

water rights out of Butcher's Creek for £250, and the second for the

purchase by the Vincent County Council of the water rights out of



Conroy's Creek and the Fraser River for 1650. Both agreements were made

subject to the condition that a change of purpose from mining to domestic,

irrigation and industrial purposes would be approved without any variation

or loss in priority.

In the light of those agreements and in response to the decree of

forfeiture Lane applied for a releasing on the grounds

1) That The Mining Act Amendment Act 1919 had become law.

2) That under Section 5 of the Act the discretion of the Court to inflict

a fine in lieu of forfeiture was extended and evidence of facts

bringing the case within the scope of this section was thereby made

admissible which was not admissible at the hearing.

3) That the defendant desired to call evidence to prove

a) That in the public interest and also in the interests of the

settlers on the whole of the land which could be irrigated

from the races it was just and equitable to inflict a fine

in lieu of forfeiture.

b) That the agreement between the defendant and the Vincent

County Council for the sale of the licences was bona fide and

that a preliminary agreement for the said sale had been entered

into before the proceedings in the action commenced.

c) That the water included in the licences was required for the

development of a large area of land which could be made much

more productive if the water were available and that that land

could not be irrigated from any other source.

d) That if the licences were not forfeited and the application

before the Court for a change of purpose thereof from mining

to irrigation granted the licences would be acquired by the

County Council and the water would be used as stated in

paragraph 3.
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'e)' 'That the plaintiffs would be able to participate in the

distribution of the water if it were controlled by the

Council.

4) If the Court should think it desirable or proper the defendant was

willing to add the Corporation of the Chairman Councillors and

Inhabitants of the Vincent County as defendants (Plaint 2/1919, Warden's

Court, Alexandra).

The Vincent County Council did apply for an order for a change of parties,

noting that it had confirmed the agreement to purchase Lane's mining

privileges and that in fact they were by deed assigned on 21 November 1919

from the defendant to the Council. The applicant further noted that the

privileges were required to supply water for irrigation and domestic purposes

for a large number of settlers in the Earnscleugh riding of the County and

that "if the said rights are decreed forfeited it will completely ruin a

large number of settlers who have been dependent upon this water for many

years" (Plaint 2/1919, Warden's Court, Alexandra. See also Dunstan Times

8 December 1919). The subseqent history of this case is not clear, partly

because an important file of the Public Works Department appears to have

been mislaid. It appears,however, that the suit for forfeiture bro~ght by

Taylor, Iversen and Duncombe was allowed to lapse pending the purchase of

the rights by the Vincent County Council. Angus (1977, 116) notes that in

1920 the Council acquired water rights at Earnscleugh with a special loan

of 12000 and established the Blackman's and Conroy's irrigation schemes.

The case of Taylor et al v Lane was of considerable importance since it

demonstrated that the law, as it related to forfeiture, did not necessarily

allow a more equitable distribution of water. Thus the Assistant Engineer

at Alexandra, with reference to the dispute over Lane's rights, suggested,

in April 1918 that the law be amended so



that whenever any Privilege is forfeited through abandonment
or any other reason it should automatically be re-issued to
H.M. the King, with the Priority of the original license unless
with the consent of the Minister to any other arrangement.

This would be of great importance, he noted, "in irrigation districts as

it would tend to eventually bring rights back to the Crown" (in District

Engineer, Dunedin to Under Secretary for Public Works, Wellington,

24 April 1918, PW 15/1). The suggested amendment had been incorporated,

as noted above, into the amending legislation of 1919 but excised by the

Goldfields and Mines Committee.

Vigilance on the part of the Public Works Department with respect to

all applications involving water rights,including suits for forfeiture,

was certainly necessary to protect possible State irrigation schemes.

The necessity for such vigilance was given added point by the attempts made

to deceive or mislead Wardens over the precise location and source of origin

of races, and by the fact that as late as 1921 the District Engineer in

Dunedin found it necessary to request mining registrars throughout Central

Otago, with the exception of those at Alexandra and Cromwell, t9 forward

copies of all applications for water rights for mining, irrigation, and

domestic purposes to the Resident Engineer at Alexandra (District Engineer,

Public Works Department, Dunedin to Mining Registrars, 1 February 1921,

PW 15/1, August 1920-0ctober 1922).

That such vigilance was necessary had become apparent in 1915 when the

Departm~nt discovered, somewhat to its dismay, that two rights, in the names

of J.J. Clarke, R.W. Rutherford and J.T. Hungerford,had been granted out of

Hope Creek. Both rights had been granted originally in 1909, 15 heads for

mining purposes, but changed to irrigation and domestic purposes in May 1914.

In fact one right, for ten heads, was out of the Manorburn and as such

should have been opposed, it was suggested, by the Department but for the

fact that it had not been informed of the applications. The applications

were evidently made for a scheme that would irrigate Little Valley and
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Galloway Flat, thereby rendering superfluous any Government proposal.

In the view of the Assistant Engineer at Alexandra, however, the rights

were held solely for speculative purposes, "for the sake of obtaining

money" (Assistant Engineer, Alexandra, to District Engineer, Dunedin,

13 October 1915, PW 15/1).

The Little Valley Sluicing Company in fact had utilised the rights

for mining purposes in Little Valley until the ground had proved to be

non-payable, so that the change of purpose represented an effort to

recoup some of the company's losses by constructi~g an irrigation scheme

to supply the valley upon the expiry of the pastoral lease of Galloway

Station in March 1916 and the subdivision of some of the land. In a

series of applications lodged in the Warden's Court in Alexandra in 1914,

Clark,Rutherford and Hungerford sought to have that change of purpose

granted. In an affidavit accompanying the applications, J.H. Walker,

the applicants' agent, noted that prior to making the applications the

Little Valley Sluicing Company Limited had spent "some thousands of

pounds" on mining operations, that its claims had "been proved to be not

payably auriferous", and that the water rights commanded "a large area of

land that could be profitably irrigated and that the applicants propose

to construct dams and reservoirs for the purpose of storing water to

irrigate the Little Valley District". The Mines Department offered no

objections, the Inspector of Mines observing that the company's operations

had showed that gold did not occur "in payable quantities" in the

locality (Inspector of Mines, Southern District to Mining Registrar,

Cromwell, 1 April 1914 in Application File 11/1914, Warden's Court,

Alexandra). The applications were granted.

In 1915 consideration was given to lodging a suit for forfeiture in

respect of six licences held by the Alexandra Development Party Limited.

The Department of Public Works decided not to proceed with any action on

the grounds that the Warden would probably have imposed a fine on the basis
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that the right holders could scarcely have been expected to have expended

money until subdivision had been effected (Assistant Engineer, Alexandra

to District Engineer, Dunedin 15 November 1915, PW 15/1). The Commissioner

of Crown Lands, however, did institute such an action early in 1916. In

the statement of claim it was alleged that the licensees had failed to

comply with the conditions imposed by law on which they were held; that

they had neglected for a period of 60 days to perform or observe the

conditions subject to which the races were held; that construction of the

races had not been commenced within two months from the date of grant, nor

continued with 'reasonable diligence', completed, kept in repair, nor

maintained. Furthermore, it was claimed, the water had been allowed to

run to waste, that the races had been entirely unused for their proper

purposes for a continuous period of twelve months, and, finally, that the

licensees had failed to construct the races of sufficient capacity as

required by section 188 of The Mining Act, 1908.

The Crown thus sought to have the races declared abandoned and

forfeited, the licences cancelled, and the plaintiff deemed and declared

to be the first applicant for the water. The solicitor for the company

conceded all the statements made in the statement of claim except that

relating to the capacity of the races and in respect of all the licences

except Number 1700. With respect to that licence, Bodkin also conceded

all the allegations except those relating to the construction of the race

within two months of the grant and to its capacity. "1 also admit", he

concluded, "that all the races have been abandoned in law but not in fact"

(W.A. Bodkin, Alexandra, Affidavit, Warden's Court, Alexandra, dated

4 May 1916, in Plaint File 1/1916, Warden's Court, Alexandra).Bodkin's

affidavit contradicted an earlier statement that the rights were "in

bona fide use and occupation" and therefore not liable to forfeiture and

abandonment. Bodkin also noted that the licensees were "actually considering

the advisability of extending the work to irrigate an area of about 2000
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acres of land that they are obtaining from the Crown at Little Valley",

and that they had irrigated Crown Lands from time to time to protect the

rights (W.A. Bodkin, Alexandra to Mining Registrar, Cromwell, 9 and 16

September 1915, in Plaint 1/1916, Warden's Court, Alexandra). In the

event that suit was withdrawn.

In February 1918, however, the Department's engineer at Alexandra was

instructed to ascertain, "absolutely on the quiet", whether the Little

Valley Sluicing Company was making use of its rights out of Hope Creek.

The Department envisaged turning the Creek into the Manorburn Dam to

supply the Ida Valley irrigation scheme (District Engineer, Dunedin to

Assistant Engin~er, Alexandra 11 February 1918, in PW 15/20). The inquiry

led in fact to a discreet investigation of all existing rights out of the

Manorburn and its branches, the inquiry revealing that most of the rights

had or were not being used. The Little Valley Sluicing Company,

incorporated on 26 May 1911, had in fact gone into liquidation in 1914.

A number of the rights, however, were held by the Alexandra Development

Party Limited. The relationship between the two companies is shown in

Table V:2, the Alexandra Development Party being incorporated to take

over the assets of the defunct mining company and to utilise them for

irrigation purposes. Incorporated on 23 September 1915, the company had

been established, inter alia, "To irrigate any lands and subdivide, sell

lease or exchange any of such lands after and during the process of

irrigation and to undertake any irrigation works in any part of.New

Zealand and in particular in the County of Vincent" (Al.exandra '

Development Party Limited, Memorandum of Association, Defunct Companies

File 2016, Hocken Library). The Party had a nominal capital of £8000

divided into 8000 shares of £1 each, 5000 being allotted as fully paid

up presumably as payment for the properties purchased, the latter sum

being 15050.
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TABLE V:2

LITTLE VALLEY SLUICING COMPANY AND THE ALEXANDRA
DEVELOPMENT PARTY SHAREHOLDERS.
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Name

J.H.Walker,
Dunedin.

Occupation

Plumber

Little Valley
Sluicing Company
Limited - Number
of Shares 1911

200

Alexandra Development
Party Limited - Number
of shares
1915 1925

913 913

P.Walker,
Dunedin.

Mary Samson,
Dunedin.

J.T. Hungerford,
Dunedin.

R.W.Rutherford,
Dunedin.

W.M.Hogg,
Dunedin.

J.J. Clark,
Dunedin.

G.A.Neill,
Dunedin.

R.M.Rutherford,
Dunedin.

G. Gow,
Dunedin.

A.Farquarson,
Dunedin.

A.Todd,
Dunedin.

G.Todd,
Dunedin.

P.Y.Wales,
Dunedin.

C. Tilburn,
Dunedin.

J.Fotheringham,
Dunedin.

Plumber

Tea-room
Proprietor

Gas
Engineer

Company
Manager

Piano
Repairer

Gentleman

Agent

Solicitor

Company
Manager

Merchant

Company
Manager

Company
Manager

Architect

Marine
Engineer

Merchant

200

50

300

200

50

100

522

617

883

665

900

500

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

522
(Estate of)

617

883
(Estate of)

665

250

100

210

100

100

200

100

100

W.A.Bodkin, Lawyer 250
Al.exandra ,

W. Crossan, Hotelkeeper 100
Dunedin

P.L.Ritchie, Gentleman 590
Dunedin.

Source: Defunct Companies Files 2016 and 2128, Hocken Library.



In September 1917, the Alexandra Development Party had been granted

protection for its rights for nine months. The Department of Public

Works decided to object to any further applications for protection on the

grounds that the rights had been taken up originally for speculative

purposes - no work had been carried out since the rights had been granted 

while, moreover, the holding of the rights was likely to prejudice

development of the State scheme. The Alexandra Development Party did apply

for further protection on the grounds that the war had made it impossible

to develop their 889 acre property at Little Valley. The Public Works

Department proposed that the Party should retain only sufficient water to'

irrigate the whole of its lands without any charge on the basis of 1/200

part of a head to each acre, delivered at the various points on the property

from which it could be commanded. Such I;etention was to be allowed on the

conditions: first, that the Alexandra Development Party maintain those

portions of the races which they used; second, that the Party's water

requirements be met before any of the water covered by the rights was used

by the Crown for any other purpose; third, that the Crown could divert

any water in excess of that reserved for the Party; and,' fourth, that

the Party could used and continue to use the water for irrigation of

their lands in default of forfeiture of all rights. The arrangement was

designed to allow the Party to irrigate their property fully while

permitting the Crown to make the best use of the surplus by diverting

a portion of it for the use of pastoral runs in the vicinity and/or

diverting it to the Manorburn dam and/or permitting all water not used

by the first two alternatives to run down the Manorburn to irrigate the

Galloway Flats. The Department did not expect the Party to accept those

terms, "as it would upset their speculation", but their rejection by the

Party would be sufficient to convince the Warden of their speculative

intent and that therefore the licences should be cancelled {Assistant

Engineer, Alexandra to District Engineer, Dunedin 20 September 1918,
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PW 15/20). The Party responded by offering to sell all its rights,

races and plants for £3000 and to purchase water at the rate of 10s per

acre for irrigation of its lands, a course regarded by the Assistant

Engineer as an alternative preferable to the cancellation of the rights

(Assistant Engineer, Alexandra to District Engineer, Dunedin, 14 February

1919, PW 15/20). In fact the Minister of Public Works rejected the offer

and sought cancellation of the rights although allowing the Party to

retain sufficient water to irrigate its property. By 1925 the Alexandra

Development Party had gone into liquidation.

In this context of forfeiture and abandonment and the development of

irrigation farming it should be noted that The Mining Act, 1908 did not

provide for forfeiture or abandonment in respect of a water licence held

exclusively for other than mining purposes and which was used only during

the dry season. Section 185(c) provided that a water race held exclusively

for other than mining purposes should be deemed to be abandoned if it were

entirely unused for its proper purpose for a continuous period of twelve

months. Thus licensees who used their races for irrigation purposes only

during the dry season were not liable to suits for forfeiture or

abandonment. Moreover, section- 192(c) provided that no mining privilege

should be so liable by reason of the failure of water, a provision which

applied to races from the many small streams in Central Otago which were

practically dry for fairly long periods.

Mining law also provided for the renewal of mining privileges,

sections 138(5) of The Mining Act, 1898 and 170(e) of The Mining Act, 1908

providing the right to renewal of such privileges on the expiration of the

term of any licence by the effluxion of time, the new term not to exceed

the maximum prescribed in the case of the original grant (statutes of New

Zealand 1898, 201 and 1908, 201 • Applications for renewal of water

licences thus provided a further opportunity for objections to be lodged.
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The Department of Public Works scrutinised all such applications and

frequently opposed their being granted in the interests of equitable

distribution or of an irrigation scheme being planned or constructed.

The provisions with respect to renewal were altered by section 4 of

The Mining Amendment Act, 1920. Bn attempt had been made in 1919 to

amend the law to provide that water licences were not to be renewed if

the privileges were required by the Crown - subject to compensation being

paid. Such compensation was not to exceed the market value of the works

constructed for the purpose of the license, together with the consequent

depreciation in value of any other property included in a mining

privilege held by the same licensee. The proposal had been rejected by

the Goldfields and Mines Committee, largely in response to claims that

it would have abolished certain rights held under law and would therefore

have permitted a confiscation of water rights. The same amendment

comprised section 4 of the 1920 measure which provided that no water

licence could be renewed until after the expiry of two months from the

date the notice was served by the applicant on the Minister~ so'that, in

the event of the privileges in respect of water being required by the Crown,

application could be made for the same by the Minister or any person

authorised by him. In the event of a licence being granted to the Crown

the former licensee was entitled to compensation (statutes of New Zealand

1920, 408).

There was' in fact some doubt over the precise meaning and effect of

those sections of the Act, specifically that those sections made no

reference to the priority of any licences acquired being retained by the

Crown. The wording of the Act suggested that tQe old licence was abolished

and a new licence granted to the Crown with priority only from the date of

application by the Crown. In those cases where numerous inferior rights

existed the Crown might therefore go to the expense of paying compensation
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to eliminate a title only to obtain a licence of such late priority as

to render it useless. Elimination of a prior right would in such cases

benefit only the subsequent rights in their order of priority. So long

as the total rights granted out of a river or creek did not exceed the

minimum flow then of course the Crown would benefit, but in fact with

respect to most of the rivers and streams of Central Otago the minimum

available water supply had been granted many times over (Resident

Engineer, Alexandra to District Engineer, Dunedin, 20 January 1921,

PW 15/1). Those doubts were viewed sufficiently seriously for the matter

to be referred to the Solicitor-General who in fact was of th~ opinion

that a licence granted to the Minister under section 4(3) of the Act did

confer on the Minister the same priorities to the water to which the

applicant for renewal was entitled (Under-Secretary for Mines, Wellington,

to Engineer-in-Chief, and Under-Secretary, Public Works Department,

Wellington, 24 February 1921, PW 15/1).

It should be noted, finally, that the Mining Acts also provided for

the surrender absolutely of mining privileges upon application to the

Warden's Court. Once a privilege was surrendered the water concerned was

made available to the inferior 'rights holders and which again did not

always mean a more equitable distribution of the available water. As a

means of further extending State control, an amendment in 1919 proposed

that no water race licence granted before or after its passage was to be

surrendered without the precedent consent of the Minister. That provision

was excised by the Goldfields and Mines Commitcee but included as section 3

of The Mining Amendment Act, 1920. Thus, by 1920, the State ~as pursuing

an active and consistent policy of intervention in the interest of

irrigation water being made available to settlers in a district once any

mining right came up for forfeiture, renewal, surrender or abandonment.
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RESERVING WATER RIGHTS

Despite an evident reluctance in the earlier years of the present

century to become embroiled in the miner-farmer dispute over water rights

and to commit funds to irrigation schemes which had proceeded little

beyond preliminary investigation, the State through the Commissioner of

Crown Lands (Dunedin) did, by 1910, secure extensive water rights on

behalf of the Crown although it is not clear upon whose instructions the

Commissioner was operating. Applications were lodged under the terms of

The Public Works Act, 1904 which provided for the granting of rights to a

person au~horised on behalf of His Majesty, such rights not being liable

to forfeiture.

The Commissioner's actions seem to have been designed, in part at

least, to thwart would-be speculators and indeed the Government was urged

frequently to instruct Wardens not to grant any further rights (Alexandra

Herald 24 December 1906). Alternatively, it was suggested that with respect

to the Taieri River, for example, the first 100 heads to be reserved to

the Crown for irrigation purposes, or that grants be made subject to

Government rights for irrigation (R.H. Browne to Minister of Mines 15 May

1899, MD 99/806). Purchase of existing rights (see below pp.409-418) was a costly

business particularly as their value tended to increase rapidly once it

was known that an irrigation scheme was under consideration (Alexandra

Herald 27 May 1908). Perhaps it was not surprising that from time to time

the judiciousness of nationalising all water rights and privileges should

be raised (Dunstan Times 16 December 1902).

Commissioner Barron's activities did not, however, go unchallenged

by miners. In 1906 an application lodged by the Commissioner for a

water race from Dunstan Creek and the right to divert 60 heads of water

was opposed by the Scandinavian Water Race Company, the United M. and E.

Company, the Vinegar Hill Hydraulic Sluicing Company and the St Bathans



Channel Company, the grounds for the objection being that if such a

quantity of water were taken from Dunstan Creek the tailings would

accumulate and block the outlets for mining debris thereby stopping

mining operations at Cambrians, Vinegar Flat and St Bathans. In this

instance a compromise arrangement was agreed upon (Mount Ida Chronicle

31 August 1906), but the miners had made it clear that they would oppose

any irrigation development which jeopardised their interests.

The Commissioner was also. active in instituting suits for forfeiture

(MD 1911/471). Those suits, and his efforts to secure water pr~vileges to

the Crown created considerable concern amongst mining interests and

generated some friction at the highest level between the Departments of

Lands and Mines. Green in June 1906 in a note to the Under-Secretary of

Mines commented that

the irrigation fad seems to have a good hold upon the
Commissioner of Crown lands at Dunedin. It seems that
he has been working quietly for some time and the extent
of his acquisitions may not be known to you; at any
rate the mining community are not yet alive to the
future in store for them if water is to be diverted
wholesale for irrigation purposes. For protection of
mining and as mining is par'amoun t in Central Otago it
seems to me that it would be a good thing if the
Commissioner were required to report to you
(Inspector of Mines, Southern District, to Under-Secretary,
Mines, Wellington, 14 June 1906, MD 1911/471).

Green's comments notwithstanding, there were at least some within

the mining community who appreciated the potential problems being posed

by the reservation of water for irrigation. T.C. Donnelly, the Managing

Director of the Undaunted Gold Mining Company, upon finding that his

application for ten heads of water out of Moonssey, Buster, Middle and

Coal Creeks might be rejected on the grounds that it interfered with a

proposed irrigation scheme, assured Green that

it behoves the miners and mining companies in Central
Otago to wake up, or the Commissioner of Crown Lands
in Otago, if allowed to peg off water-races for
irrigation below the miner~ headraces .•• and construct
headraces over the auriferious ground it will be
the means of locking up gold mining in time to come.
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Donnelly suggested that a mining inspector be appointed to accompany the

Commissioner "when going to peg off a water-race for irrigation to see

that the miners' interests are protected as far as possible" (T.C. Donnelly

to Inspector of Mines, Southern District, 11 July 1906, MD 1911/471).

Green's note to the Under-Secretary for Mines appears to have alerted

the Department. An application by Commissioner Barron in ,'June 1906 for

100 heads out of ,the Taieri River was referred by the Under-Secretary to

the Minister of Mines with a recommendation that the licence be not granted
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at least without careful inquiry. "It may be," he commented, "that large

auriferous areas are to be sacrificed for the purpose of irrigating

pastoral lands'~ (Under-Secretary for Mines to Minister of Mines, 27 June

1906, MD 1911/471). The application was referred to the Inspecting

Engineer of the Mines Department who reported that the licence if issued

would not in fact interfere with mining. That was a finding which did not

satisfy the Minister who quite clearly sought an assurance that all mining

interests whether on the route of the proposed race or not would be

protected (Inspecting Engineer to Under-Secretary for Mines, 2:1 September

1906, Minister's note appended, MD 1911/471).

The Commissioner of Lands' activities did not go undefended.

E.C. Cutten, a solicitor of Naseby who had acted on Barron's behalf in

seeking to secure water privileges, reminded the Minister of Mines that

the object of making the applications was

to prevent the difficulty arising, when an irrigation
scheme ts decided upon, that a number of persons hold
rights out of the various creeks from which water will
be required prior to the Government which prior rights
will have to be purchased before the Governmept scheme
could be proceeded with
(E.C. Cutten to Minister of Mines, 27 November 1906,

MD 1911/471).

Barron's applications for water privileges in large part were in response

to the activities of speculators who once having secured rights offered

them to Government at exorbitant prices.
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If Barron could not secure the rights to the Crown he attempted to

ensure that the grants were made subject to conditions which to a great

extent protected any subsequent grant to him or which ensured that any

prior right could be purchased for a sum considerably less than that

which would have been asked for an unconditional right. In Cutten's view,

the securing of water privileges to the Crown was essential if future.

possible irrigation schemes were not to be jeopardised by speculators.

Furthermore, he argued, protecting the available water supply was quite

independent of the question of whether an irrigation scheme was to be

immediately proceeded with or not. As the grants were applied for under

The Public Works Act, 1904 and once made to the Crown were not liable to

forfeiture, other grants could be made subject to the Government's prior

rights.

While Cutten might insist that Barron's applications were designed

to thwart the speculators and to protect the interests of the State, the

l1ines Department clearly did not accept his assurances, albeit implied,

that mining would suffer no interference (E.C. Cutten to Minister of

Mines, 27 November 1906, MD 1911/471). Cutten had in fact made 11 applications

for Barron, nine of which had been granted. The Department's attention

had been drawn to the Commissioner's activities partly by E.R. Green

(Inspector of Mines, Southern District) and partly by the fact that two of

the applications were for grants of water in excess of 40 heads of

which,therefore,by section 106 of The Mining Act, 1905 had to be referred

to the Minister for his approval. The suspicions of the Mines Department

were underlined by the fact that by January 1908 it was still holding over

those two applications.

Moreover, the Under-Secretary for Mines asked the Minister of Lands

whether he would ensure that "wherever irrigation works within a mining

district are to be established our officers may be conferred with in order



that the mining interests may be safeguarded" (Under-Secretary for

Mines to Minister of Lands, 27 January 1908, MD 1911/471). McNab's

response was to assure the Under-Secretary that he could see no objection

"provided the Mines Department.reciprocates by advising the Lands

Department of any mining work proposed to be undertaken so that

irrigation interests may be safeguarded" (Minister of Lands to

Under-Secretary for Mines, 1 February 1908, MD 1911/471). That the Mines

Department could no longer expect mining to receive first consideration

with respect to either water grants or Government funds for water

conservation purposes was· thus becoming clear.

PROTECTING THE STATE'S INTERESTS

Apart from the securing of water rights through normal applications,

the State through both the Department of Lands and Survey and the

Department of Public Works, was active in opposing applications by

private individuals where they were of possible significance for land

subdivision and settlement, the working of Crown lands, and pro~ected

irrigatio~ schemes. Indeed, applications for water rights whether for

mining or for irrigation purposes were referred to both Departments>as

well as to the Mines Department for close scrutiny.

Thus, an application by several fruitgrowers for four heads out of

Conroy's Creek,lodged in the Alexandra Warden's Court in November 1912,

elicited an objection from the Department of Lands and Survey on the

grounds "That the surplus water should not be granted to any person or

persons for more than one year at a time, but should be available each

season for the use of all persons who might use it for irrigation". In

a letter to the Warden, the Commissioner of Crown Lands (Otago) noted

that the objection had been lodged "because the granting of a right to

them might deprive some Crown tenant, either now or in the future,

from his right to a share". He went onto suggest that all the surplus
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water be granted to the Crown,', "so that an arrangement for its use each

year might be made between the Commissioner of Crown Lands and those

desiring to use it, and in his opinion entitled to a share in it". Such

arrangements, .he concluded, would constitute "the only way in which to

ensure that the surplus water shall be available for irrigation and shall

be fairly distributed for that purpose" (Commissioner of Crown Lands,

Dunedin to Warden, Alexandra 18 November 1912, in Application 58/1912

Warden's Court, Alexandra ).

Again in 1909 an application for a water right for mining purposes

from Devil's Creek was opposed by the Commissioner of Crown Lands on the

grounds that there was a probability of the water being required for future

settlement. Moreover, the Court was informed, should the right be granted

by the Warden it would be revoked immediately by the Minister. A second

application, by another mining company, was ,also opposed (Cromwell Argus

20 December 1909). The opposition of the Commissioner evoked some bitter

criticism from the Central Otago Miners' Association which claimed that

"It was a question of irrigation rights being considered at the 'expense

of the mining industry, and ••• the practice was entirely against the

policy laid down in the Warden's Court". The Association determined to

contest a further application, "to the bitter end", and in fact to

challenge the whole policy of reserving water rights to the Crown

(Alexandra Herald 16 November 1910). A third application was, however, not

opposed, but the incident clearly served to demonstrate, at least to the

Association's satisfaction, that the Minister of Mines "did not view mining

in Central Otago in a favorable light" (Alexandra Herald 16 November

1910). The Association's contention with respect to the priority of mining

over irrigation uses of water was one advanced frequently in contested

applications, counsel for miners insisting "that it was a recognised

principle of the Warden's Court that mining rights should receive

iI
preference to irrigation applications (Alexandra Herald 17 August 1910).
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~Charged with the responsibility for irrigation development in

Central Otago, the Department of Public Works was involved frequently in

opposing private applications for water rights. Indeed its response to

applications for rights out of the Manuherikia River both marked and

confirmed a significant development in Government water conservation

policy. First mooted in 1911, the Manuherikia proposal was attractive

partly because no prior rights out of the river existed. The Government

made it clear that it was determined to oppose all applications, whether

for mining or irrigation purposes. The Department of Public Works itself

had applied for and was granted in 1913" a right for 40 heads. ~Acting on

instructions from Wellington, the Department made further applications "so

that it might be publicly known that the Department has secured all the

water required for the Manuherikia-Clyde Irrigation Scheme •.•• "

(Under-Secretary, Public Works Department, Wellington to District Engineer,

Dunedin, 2 March 1914, PW 15/1). Having secured its rights, the Department

vigorously opposed all other applications for rights out of not only the

Manuherikia River but also its tributaries. Thus an application for two

heads for domestic and irrigation purposes out of the Manorburn just

above its confluence with the Manuherikia but below the dam being

constructed to conserve all the water from the Manorburn was opposed on

the grounds that all available water in the Manorburn was held by the

Crown for irrigation purposes; that the Manorburn was part of the

Manorburn and Galloway Flat Irrigation Scheme; that the Manorburn was

required by the Crown as an irrigation channel; and that it would be

contrary to public policy to grant the application. One other point

which the Department did not specify lay in the fact that had the

application been granted, the Department may well have had to allow water

to flow from its dam to supply it.
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The Mines Department also opposed that particular application. In
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its view, "The granting of a domestic right would mean the locking up

of the whole of the water shed of the Manorburn Creek to mining, for

sludge and polluted water could not then be discharged therein"

(Inspector of Mines, Southern District, to the Warden, Cromwell 1 May

1914, in Application File 17/1914, Warden's Court, Alexandra). In response

the applicant deleted the word domestic from the application, but in the

face of the other objections it was refused although the Crown Lands

Ranger had suggested that a term of five rather than 42 years might have

been acceptable (Commissioner of Crown Lands, Dunedin to the Warden,

Alexandra 29 July 1914, in Application File 17/1914, Warden's Court,

Alexandra) .

The Warden's decision in that case is worth quoting from at some

length. After reciting the grounds of the objection, the Warden noted

that the Crown had embarked upon an extensive scheme of irrigation to

facilitate settlement and fruit growing by utilising the waters of the

Manuherikia River and the Manorburn Creek. Further, he noted, the

applicant's land was to be served by the scheme and a charge levied,

while the creek in the dry season of the year had a flow frequently of

no more t~an 1.5 heads. Thus, he observed,

It is to be noted, that, if the present Application were
granted, the Applicant would secure, as against the users
of the water under the proposed irrigation scheme, 42 years'
use of two heads of water freed from any charges for such
use. Moreover, since the Manorburn Creek is liable to be
reduced in dry seasons to an output to (sic) only 1~ heads
of water, the proposed scheme would, should the present
Application be granted be subject to and hampered by the
prior claim of the Applicant to the use of the water under
Section 115( c) of The Mining Act 1908 and regulation 46
of the regulations thereunder. Such a result, even if the
water were intended for mining, as distinguished from
irrigation, would in view of the larger ends and aims of
the intended scheme of Government irrigation, be altogether
undesirable and the subordination of a public undertaking
to a matter of individual concern. Applying the language
of Urquhart and another v Gray (15 Gaz. L.R.66) to the
present case, here the right applied for is for the benefit



of an individual. In such a case the party whose rights
will be interfered with, the Crown, ought to have a
considerable say in the matter. 1 The right asked for has
no '.connection with the Mining Industry. As pointed out
in Skee1 and another v Nicho1s (13 Gaz. L.R. 591; 30
NZLR 611), the scheme of the Mining Act is to encourage
the Mining Industry and the privileges not connected with
mining referred to in the Act are simply given as
ancillary to that industry and as being in:directly for
the benefit of the district in which mining is carried on'.
(15 Gaz. L.R.68) Here there is not even a suggestion that
this Application, if granted, would be in the remotest
degree ancillary to the mining industry. It has, moreover,
to be noted that should the Applicant be granted a License
to take the water so~ght for, the right so obtained according
to Section 115(i) of the Act, could not be extinguished or
revoked save upon payment by His Majesty of full compensation
for all loss and damages sustained thereby
(Application File 17/1914, Warden's Court, Alexandra).

Section 115(c) provided that

In any case where the water flowing in any watercourse is
insufficient to fully supply all the races lawfully connected
therewith, the owner of ·any water-right in respect of such
watercourse shall, on receipt of a written notice from the
owner of a superior water-right stating that the supply of
water in respect of such superior right is less than he is
entitled to, forthwith cease to use the water or so much
thereof as is required in order to make up the full supply
in respect of such superior right, and if he fails or
neglects so to do he shall be deemed to be wrongfully
using such water, in which case the owner of such Buperior
right shall be entitled to recover damages for loss of
water, and also to restrain by injunction the owner wrongfully
using the same (statutes of New Zealand 1908. 177).

That judgement, together with the Warden's observation that had the

application been for water for mining purposes it would not have been

refused on the grounds of interference with any irrigation scheme,

caused considerable consternation in the Public Works Department. The

Warden's stance varied markedly from that taken up by former Wardens and

indeed from that of the Minister of Public Works. Clearly, had Burton

been the Warden for some years previously all applications for water

for mining purposes would have been granted with the effect of

obstructing or wrecking irrigation schemes. Moreover, it was feared

the judgement would encourage such applications (Assistant Engineer,
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Alexandra to District Engineer, Dunedin 11 May 1914, PW 15/1). The

District Engineer in Dunedin interpreted the judgement to mean that "in

every case ••• irrigation is ancillary to ,mining, that is, either

auxiliary or subservient" (District Engineer, Dunedin to Under-Secretary

for Publici Works, Wellington, 24 June 1914, PW 15/1). He thus suggested

that

it should be laid down tha~)any application that would
prejudicially affect now, or in the future, any of our
irrigation schemes should be opposed strongly,
particularly where we hold the water rights.
Promiscuous granting of water rights will only lead to
the exploitation of Government later on .••.
(District Engineer, Dunedin to Under-Secretary for
Public Works, Wellington 19 May 1914, PW 15/1).

It might be noted that the applicant's husband, no longer employed

in dredging, made further representations to Government over the applicatiqn

on the grounds that without water he would be forced to relinquish his

land "as I cannot starve on it any longer with promise of water" (Thomas

Govan to Minister of Mines, 7 August 1915, PW 15/1). As a result, Govan

was granted a temporary licence to one head at a nominal rental "and

without prejudice to the Galloway Flat Irrigation Scheme" (District

Engineer, Dunedin to W.A. Bodkin, Solicitor, Alexandra, 28 September

1915, PW 15/1).

-
The Department of Public Works also opposed ~pplications for water

rights out of the Manuherikia River for mining purposes. A company

formed to raise water from the river to work the Ophir ridges applied

in 1912 for eight heads of water to be lifted above the Crown's proposed

intake. The application was opposed by the Public Works Department

although it conceded the company's claim that all but one head would be

returned to the river, while it also acknowledged that not only was there

more water in the river for the greater part of the year than would be

required for the punposes of irrigation but that while the proposed race

might be completed within eighteen months it might be uncompleted still
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in three years' time (Dunstan Times 15 September 1913. See also Alexandra

Herald 13 August 1913).

The Dunstan Times claimed that such a "dog-in-the-manger attitude"

was thwarting a r~vival of mining in the district (Dunstan Times

15 September 1913 arid 16'Febtuary 1914), It is interesting to note that

the applicant company was anxious to emphasise that its application had

been made "without prejudice to the irrigation scheme", and indeed was

willing to accept any condition placing full control over the water in

the Minister of Public Works so that in time of scarcity the supply could
'_.,be restricted or cancelled. But Fraser (Minister of Public Works) made

it clear that he was not prepared "to do anything which might hinder or

prejudice the success of the irrigation scheme, that no water right would

be granted, and that the most he would consider was granting such

water as might be available in times of plenty" (Alexandra Herald

11 March 1914), For his part the Warden before whom the application

was heard commented that where the Government intended expending large

sums of money on such a large scheme, that scheme should not be prejudiced

(Dunstan Times 15 September 1913).

The State, thro~gh the Public Works Department, continued to oppose

all applications for rights for water out of the Manuherikia River, local

indignation notwithstanding. That the State should act to protect its

interests and to ensure the success of its scheme was regarded by settlers

and 'by the local press as acceptable and reasonable. But to do so at the

expense of the mining industry, to strangle that industry, was regarded as

quite unreasonable. Indeed the opposition of the Crown to the granting of

applications for water privileges throughout Central Otago where it

considered possible future irrigation schemes might be impeded elicited

the rather derisory remark that miners had sufficient to contend with in

the way of natural obstacles to mining "without having to face opposition

from those who as trustees of the people should encourage and foster the
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industry •.•• " (Mount Ida Chronicle 6 December 1912). The point of that

comment was underlined by the fact that even where the Crown did not oppose

applications outright it did insist upon the grants being made on the

condition that they be surrendered immediately upon the completion of any

State irrigation scheme.

Objections lodged to applications for water rights also promoted some

criticism that local enterprise was being stifled by officials of the Crown,

especially given the fact that the majority of.the proposed State schemes

would take some years to materialise and that therefore "If the Crown want

the whole of the water systems of Central Otago reserved for public use,

they should at any rate be prepared to grant temporary rights to private

individuals until such time as the Government Irrigation Schemes are ready

for use" (Dunstan Times 19 May 1913). In fact, while the Department of

Public Works was careful to protect any projected or possible irrigation

schemes by scrutinising carefully all applications involving water, it was

often with some reluctance that objections were lodged. Private applications

were made frequently for races out of rivers and creeks of which the water was

required eventually but not immediately for a Government scheme designed to

serve a wider locality. The granting of private rights unconditionally, of

course, would-have complicated the development of such schemes, if not have

prevented them, where grantees refused to relinquish their grants without

demariding unreasonable compensation. Where the water concerned was not

likely to be required, the Crown often secured the rights to all the water

and leased it at a nominal sum from year to year until the scheme had been

completed and the needs of the settlers met. Alternatively, the Department

would relax any objections where the applicant agreed to allow the Crown the

right to purchase his rights at any time by paying him for such portion of

his race as would be of use in a general scheme but nothing for the water.

Such arrangements often proved acceptable to private applicants. A final



alternative was to encourage applicants to accept licences for less than

the normal term of 42 years so that the Department of Public Works could,

when desired, assert its claim to the water (See, for example, Application

File 38/1920, Warden's Court, Alexandra).

By scrutinising and, where necessary, opposing private applications

for water rights, the Department of Public Works was able to protect the

State's control of the water resource and its investment in irrigation

development. Those efforts to promote irrigation development by protecting

the Crown's interests were complemented by the State purchasing existing

mining water rights and utilising them for irrigation purposes and by

successive amendments to mining legislation so as to extend the State's

control over the administration of the law relating to water.

PURCHASING EXISTING RIGHTS

A further response of the State to the demand for State provided

irrigation thus was to investigate the purchase of existing mining

properties, particularly once the extent of the decline in the industry

became apparent upon the collapse of the dredging boom in 1900. A

deputation which waited upon the Minister of Mines at Clyde in 1905

expressed the view that "Mining was now getting played out, and .•. water

rights ... could be acquired cheaply" (Dunstan Times 20 March 1895). But

McGowan made it clear with respect to suggestions that Government acquire

the rights to the waters of the Fraser River and the Greenland Swamp that

he would not recommend their resumption, even if Government had the power

so to do, "at the cost of injuring a legitimate enterprise" (Otago Witness

29 March 1905). McGowan offered little support or comfort to the advocates

of irrigation whilst the Engineer-in-Chief of the Public Works Department

was quick to advise Government of the need for "extreme caution, in dealing

with all offers to the Government to sell water-rights •••. " (Alexandra

Herald 23 September 1908).
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The suitability or otherwise of the land commanded by the right for

irrigation was only one aspect which required careful examination

Nevertheless, it was clear that many mining water rights of considerable

magnitude commanded a great many of the terraces and flats suitable for

irrigation. Moreover, it was becoming increasingly obvious that the

system of granting of holding water rights by priority of application was

inappropriate to irrigation and that the State in the interests of

settlement would have to consider the advisability of resuming or

purchasing water rights and reallocating the water amongst farmers in a

fairer and more equitable manner (Dunstan Times 18 December 1905). The

first major purchase of Government of an existing mining property in

Central Otago was the Alexandra-Bonanza water race. The race was owned

by the Alexandra-Bonanza Gold-Dredging and. Sluicing Company (registered

in September 1899), together with a water right for 70 heads out of the

Manorburn Creek and the right to a reservoir of 1500 acres near the head

of the creek.

It was by no means a straight forward business. In anticipation of

the company going into liquidation a petition of miners and settlers in

the district sought to persuade Government to purchase the race and

associated rights to provide water to work claims on the range near.

Manorburn and Galloway Flat and to enable settlers to take up sections of

the flat for fruit growing purposes (MD 1906/394). In fact the company

did not go into liquidation, but in any case McGowan had decided that

the interests and rights of the company should be purchased privately

(Minister of Mines to Bennet, MHR Tuapeka, 7 September 1903, MD 1906/394).

A further petition in 1905, however, seeking the purchase of the race and

its extension along the Raggedy Range towards Ophir for both mining and

irrigation purposes, prompted a more detailed investigation.
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The investigation was carried out by John Hayes, an inspecting

engineer. The results revealed that the company was in some difficulty

after having expended some )l2,000 to j}4,000 on plant only to discover

that its claim comprised poor ground. Further, Hayes suggested, the race

could be extended towards either Alexandra or Ophir or both, an extension

of eight miles being necessary in one direction or the other to reach

what was described as a "revenue-producing point". The extension towards

Ophir was recommended since it would traverse 12 miles of known auriferous

ground exclusive of the deep leads supposed to exist in Ida Valley. At

the same time, farmers evidently were unanimous 'as to the value of the race
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for irrigation purposes and Hayes commented that " apart from mining

altogether, the acquisition of the race for irrigation purposes would be a

good thing, as without any extension of consequence, water can be taken on

to very large areas of Ida Valley ... and Galloway Flats" (J. Hayes to

Under-Secretary for Mines, 13 February 1905, MD 1906/394). Hayes' report

was criticised somewhat on the grounds that it made no reference to the

nature of the water supply feeding the dam, that the estimated storage

capacity of the reservoir would have to be reduced by one third to allow

for evaporation, and that the condition on the hill slopes on the Ophir

side of the Manuherikia Valley were not favourable for successful

hydraulic sluicing (MD 1906/394).

Hayes' report, nevertheless, led the Minister of Mines to seek details

regarding price. In June 1905 the company through its solicitors, Park

and Basley of Dunedin, offered its race to the Government for 118,000,

noting that the shareholders would accept four per cent debentures while

the Government would secure a profitable return on its investment at the

same time encouraging settlement on the lands commanded by the race. The

company's solicitors also took care to point out that a proposal was being

considered which involved letting the water, a number of special claim-



holders having agreed to take water at the rate of ;t1 per head per week

for ten heads per eight hour shift, and that if that proposal were

adopted "it will be impossible to secure the property at the price now

offered" (Park and Basley to Prime Minister and Minister of Mines,

7 June 1905, MD 1905/394). A few weeks later, the Government was informed

that a local syndicate was prepared to purchase the property and yet

another to lease the whole of the company's water for 11,000 per annum

with the option of purchase at the end of twelve months for ):20,000

(Secretary, Alexandra-Bonanza Gold-dredging and Sluicing Company to Under-

Secretary for Mines, July 1905, MD 1906/394).

The Government, however, clearly had no intention of being pressured

into purchasing the race. In September 1905, Park ffild Basley again found

it necessary to write to the Under-Secretary for Mines emphasising the

importance of the race to both mining and agriculture and pointing out that

the company's property included races in the Ida Valley which could at

small cost be extended to carry water throughout Ida Valley, and Blackwell's

race which could convey Bonanza water to the higher portions of the

Galloway Terrace for irrigation as well as to the Manuherikia Flat opposite

Chatto Creek and which finally could be extended to enable the sluicing of
u

the lower parts of German Gully. Park and Basley went on to suggest that

the purchase of the Bonanza dam and race will test at a
minimum cost the desire for water in Central Otago for
mining and irrigation purposes and until something is
done to satisfy that desire there will always be an
outcry. No other scheme can be thought of at anything
like the low price of this property. Moreover should
the demand prove to be keen the other schemes involving
larger expenditures could be gone on with. We would
again respectfully impress on you that should the value
of the property become better known to investors it will
not be possible to purchase it for the price now submitted.
The Company is paying its way and has struck better wash
and it is only the desire of the small shareholders to close
the concern that decided the directors to offer the property
to the Government (Park and Basley to Under-Secretary for
Mines, 21 September 1905, MD 1906/394).
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It was not until November 1905 that the Government offered ~3,050

for the company's dams, flumes, bridges, and races, an offer apparently

accepted without demur (Under-Secretary for Mines to Park and Basley,

1 November 1905; Park and Basley to Under-Secretary for Mines, 3 November

1905, MD 1906/394). News of the decision to purchase and the offer made,

however, created an immediate flurry, F.J.M. Fraser, the Crown Solicitor

in Dunedin informing the Under-Secretary for Mines that the Alexandra-

Bonanza Gold-dredging and Sluicing Company was, in fact, moribund.
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Suggesting that 11 the Parks are very keen men of business and any

representations made by them require close scrutiny and considerable

discount", Fraser went onto point out that for many months past.,

shareholders had been offering their shares at 3s 6d. On that basis, on a

paid up capital of ~22,000 the total assets of the Company amounted to

[3,850 in which case "an offer of say ;',000 would have most certainly been

gratefully accepted by the Shareholders ••.. The value of the undertaking",

he reminded the Under-Secretary, "is not its original cost less

depreciation - its true value is its realistic value". The sale at ))3,000

he concluded, would simply result in a few individuals making a very

considerable profit (Crown Solicitor, Dunedin to Under-Secretary for Mines,

3 November 1905, MD 1906/394). The Government promptly withdrew its offer

and informed the company that negotiations had been suspended pending

inquiry (Under-Secretary for Mines to Park and Basley, 12 December 1905,

MD 1906/394).

Doubts over price were not the only matters raised by Fraser. The

Crown Solicitor also pointed out that an important difficulty arose in all

cases where water rights granted solely for mining purposes were acquired

for irrigation purposes, namely, that there was no security of title or

tenure under existing law. Section 5 of the The Mining Act Amendment Act,

1903 which provided for a change of purpose for which a water race licence



was held contained a proviso, namelh "Provided that all such grants shall

be subject to the condition that the right granted may at any time, if the

water is required for mining purposes in the district, be revoked and

restored to its original position" (statutes of New Zealand 1903, 300).

As Fraser pointed out, the proviso raised a very awkward question for the

Mines Department in respect of the race since the Mines Report for 1905

indicated that the race commanded a considerable area of unworked auriferous

ground thus laying the basis for "a conflict between the agricultural and

mining interests" (Crown Solicitor, Dunedin to Under-Secretary for Mines,

7 December 1905, MD 1906/394). The Under-Secretary's response is interesting

as it highlights the overriding concern of the Mines Department and points

to the dispute which arose subsequently over the extension of the race.

"I have to state", commented the Under-Secretary, "that it is understood

should the race be acquired by the Government that it will primarily be

used for Mining purposes, and accordingly the difficulty you refer to will

not arise" (Under-Secretary for Mines to Crown Solicitor, Dunedin,

12 December 1905, MD 1906/394).

Whatever misgivings the Government may suddenly have had over the

purchase, the Company clearly intended to hold the State to its agreement

to purchase (Park and Basley to Minister of Mines, 21 February 1906,

MD 1906/394). The matter was discussed at the highest level, being raised

in Cabinet and referred for a further report, this time to the inspecting

engineers of both the Public Works and Mines Departments. That report

estimated the purchase value of the races and dams at }13,900, the fact

that shareholders were not disposing of shares being "an indication that

the property is fully of the value we place on it". Buyers were offering

6s 9d per share. The report recommended to Cabinet that the property be

purchased in the light of a likely growing demand for water for irrigation

and other purposes (Report by Inspecting Engineers, Public Works and

Mines Departments, 12 February 1906, MD 1906/394). On the basis of that
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report the purchase was completed for £13,000, a purchase widely regarded

as an important step forward towards State enterprise with respect to

both mining and irrigation. It was a transition which promised a renewed

prosperity for Central Otago and "a sure recompense to the State for its

outlay" (Alexandra Herald 26 September 1906). The acquisition of the

Alexandra-Bonanza water race was to prove the first step in what became

a matter of considerable dispute between miners and farmers, although it

had been hoped that the purchase would initiate some scheme whereby other

bases could be purchased or constructed by Government to service

irrigation needs once miners had finished with the water (AJHR 8.2, C2, 1906

8). The dispute surfac~d between Ophir-Ida Valley and Alexandra interests

upon the Government's announced intention of extending the race towards

Alexandra to command otherwise unworkable sluicing ground ·(AJHR 8.2, C2,

1906, 7). As the Minister of Lands discovered, the race was the subject

of "a good deal of covetous contemplation in a district where the value

of water is appreciated very thoroughly" (Otago wi tness 26 December 1906),

Ophir interests assuring him that Seddon had undertaken that the race

would be acquired for the Ida Valley and for the irrigation of some

10,000 acres. The race was of course within the control of the Mines

Department_which had sought its acquisition in order to serve the needs

of the mining industry and hence the proposal to extend it towards

Alexandra. Moreover, Alexandra interests "could not with equanimity

view the idea of loss through anyone else's gain and ... (were) in no way

prepared to admit the superiority of the claims of the Ophir district".

The "principle of economy", as the Otago Witness defined it, "that where

practicable a water supply should serve the double purpose of mining and

irrigation", went unheeded. (Otago wi mess 26 December 1906).• Macpherson

(MHR Mount Ida) was quick to support the claims of the Ophir interests,

noting that Government had created a good deal of frustration by "not
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keeping faith with the definite promise given by Mr Seddon that the

water should be first brought to Ophir and Ida Valley". Further, he

claimed, the extension of the race towards Alexandra was "much in excess

of what will be required", while "the gold bearing area this new Race is

to serve is very limited and of the poorest nature" (J.A. Macpherson, MHR

Mount Ida to Prime Minister, 6 December 1906, MD 1910/287).

McNab (Minister of Lands and Agriculture) obviously found himself in

some difficulty over the claims of the Ophir settlers. While conceding

that the race had in fact been purchased by the Mines Department, as the

Department of Agriculture had no funds allocated for that purpose, he

nevertheless viewed the extension to Alexandra as "a mystery which he could

not fathom" (Otago Daily Times 15 December 1906). A report prepared by the

Mines Department, however, made it clear that water was "not required for

irrigation around Black's as the little land thereabout fit for agriculture

is at present irrigated from the Manuherikia river & its tributaries".

Macpherson's claims of extensive stock losses and parched lands in the Ida

Valley were simply rejected (Report to Under-Secretary for Mines, 23

January 1907, MD 1910/287).

Undaunted, Ophir residents petitioned Parliament in 1907 to request

that the race be extended towards the town and Ida Valley for both mining
-)

and irrigation. The petition noted that as a result of such an extension

the mining industry would be "greatly revived", while "the business of

the old established Goldfields Town of Ophir would extend; the farmers

would be prosperous, and directly or indirectly the whole community would
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benefit" (Copy in MD 1910/287). That petition elicited the response from

the Under-Secretary for Mines that "the subject matter of the petition is

now under consideration by the Government -in connection with a comprehensive

scheme for irrigation in Central Otago" (Under-Secretary for Mines to the

Clerk, Goldfields and Mines Committee, House of Representatives, 21 August



1907, MD 1910/287).

In 1909, Ophir residents once again voiced their complaints over

the diversion of the Alexandra-Bonanza water to Alexandra, complaints

which evoked a response from the Minister <tIf Works that Government had

been losing "a considerable amount of money over this race", and hence

was not likely to spend £6,000 on an extension when "it was already

losing all the cost of management and upkeep" (Evening Star 6 August

1909). However, in 1910, the District Engineer in Dunedin, in a report on

the irrigation of Central Otago, suggested that one of the easiest

schemes, and one which appeared most likely to be successful, was the

ir~igation of the upper Ida Valley by increasing the capacity of the

Greenland Dam and enlarging the Bonanza Race leading there from. The cost

of this work, he continued, would not be excessive, and the people in the

Ida Valley were prepared to take and pay for all the water that could be

supplied. He also noted, however, that in view of the fact that the Mines

Department had stated that it would require all the water, he had been

instructed to take no further steps in connection with the scheme (Extract

from Report on Irrigation of Central Otago dated 31 March 1910 by District

Engineer, Dunedin, MD 1910/287).

Nevertheless, the Mines Department a few months later announced that

it had relaxed its objection to handing the dam over to the Public Works

Department on the grounds that the water might be required for mining.

"This seems so very problematical ..• ," commented the Under-Secretary in

a memorandum to the Minister of Mines, "that I scarcely think we are

justified in standing in the way of a valuable irrigation scheme" (Under

Secretary for Mines to Minister of Mines, 3 May 1910, MD 1910/297).

The Government, through the Public Works Department, continued to

extend its purchases of other water rights, including the Syndicate Water

Race which was also incorporated into the Ida Valley scheme. That race
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was purchased for a mere Ss although its construction anew would have

cost 11,200. The owners were farmers in the Ida Valley, the transfer

being effected upon a Government undertaking to include the transferees

into the State scheme (PW 15/2/7). The Ida Valley scheme, which began

supplying irrigation in 1917, was the first State scheme operating in

Central Otago.

EXTENDING STATE CONTROL

Although the provisions of mining law allowed through one course

of action or another the conversion of mining ,into irrigation rights, it

became apparent that the law relating to water rights whilst suitable for

mining was creating some problems for the orderly development of

irrigation farming. Conversion of rights often allowed one or two

individuals to gain control of valuable water properties so that while Warden

Haselden stated that "As far as he was concerned no ..• application (for

an irrigation right) would be granted unless it could be clearly shown

that such a grant would not interfere with anyone and that it would not

sensibly diminish the supply of others entitled to it" (Dunstan Times

7 April 1913), the law clearly allowed for the conversion of mining rights

without loss of priority. Moreover, it was not always clear how the

granting of such applications would create difficulties of -the kind

Haselden foresaw.

It was some time, in fact, before it was generally realised that

the law relating to water rights, while suitable for mining purposes, was

less than suitable for irrigation. So much was made clear in cases where

minfung rights and privileges were sold and the purchaser obtained the

priority attaching to the original grant. The effect of such transactions

was to allow the purchasers to step in ahead of all inferior right holders

and thus gain control of an often disproportionate share of the available
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water, much to the disadvantage of those holders and other settlers~

The same result arose out of successful suits for forfeiture where the

applicant was able to translate his inferior rights into prior rights

again to the exclusion of those who otherwise might have expected to have

received a share of the water made available upon the cancellation of

the original prior rights. And, of course, where mining rights were

converted into irrigation rights with the original priority the same

consequences ensued. It became clear, too, that the former practice of

wardens of granting, sometimes on a lavish scale, inferior rights for

irrigation once mining requirements had been satisfied was also creating

difficulties. As the prior mining rights were cancelled or abandoned

the inferior and freely granted irrigation rights were translated

automatically into valuable vested water property to the exclusion of

other settlers.

Such difficulties led to growing demands that water, "the life-blood

of the community", be retained by the Crown and administered in the

interests of all (A1exandra Herald 26 November 1919). The amendments to

mining law with respect to changes of purpose, forfeiture, renewal and

surrender both encouraged a shift of the resource out of the mining

industry and constituted an extension of State control over water not
-.5

only by their nature but also by the fact that the Crown itself utilised

them extensively. That control was extended further by various other

amendments, especially with respect to the quantity of water which could

be secured by any single individual or concern. Section 106 of The Mining

Act, 1905 provided "that no application to a Warden for the use of more than

forty heads of water shall be granted except with the consent in writing of

-t.h e Minister of Mines" (statutes of New Zealand 1905, 340).

Good use was made of that provision. In 1907 Warden Ennis of Naseby

forwarded to the Minister for his approval a licence for a race and 100 heads
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out of the Taieri River in the name of Christopher James McDowell, Ennis

recommending that the Minister consent to the application being granted.

McDowell's solicitor claimed that of the 100 heads only a mere ten would

be used for mining, the remainder being used to operate centrifugal

pumps to lift those ten heads on to a claim on the banks of the river.

All this water, it was noted further, would be returned to the river so

that "The effect of the grant will not be ••• to interfere with the quantity

of water in the River and will not interfere with any other grants out of

the River for irrigation or any other purpose" (E.R. Cutten, Solicitor

for Applicant, to Warden"Naseby 13 March 1907, MD 1911/471). McDowell's

application was referred to the Insp~ctor of Mines for the Southern

District, E.R. Green. Upon investigation Green concluded that given the

perfunctory nature of the work carried out in respect of the water race

and 'the lack of prospecting "The whole scheme appears to be neither

more or less than an attempt to gain control of the water rights of this

part of the river for some reason not yet disclosed". He did note,

however, that a short distance above the intake of the proposed race the

river emerged from a gorge which would form a natural dam site in the

event of water storage being required for irrigation of the eastern side

of the Maniototo Plain. Finally, he added, McDowell had insufficient

capital to prosecute the proposed venture which, moreover, in its

existing form would not "commend itself to the investing mining public"

(Inspector of Mines, Southern District to Under-Secretary for Mines,

Wellington, 8 July 1907, MD 1911/471). The application was therefore held

over indefinitely.

Section 106 of The Mining Act, 1905 was continued by The Mining Act,

1908. Section 4(1) of The Mining Amendment Act, 1911 reduced the

quantity that required Ministerial consent in writing to 20 heads, and

section 2 of The Mining Amendment Act, 1919 to ten heads while also



providing that water could not be taken for more than 21 years (statutes

of New Zealan 1911, 172 and 1919, 110)-
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The Public Works Act, 1908 contained numerous provisions designed to

enable the State to acquire control over water so as to grant rights in

respect thereof for mining and other purposes. Section 244 provided that

"The Governor may .•• declare any land ••• whether within or without or

partly within and partly without a mining district, to be a water-race,

and may declare any stream ..• to be taken for the purpose of supplying

a water-race". Section 251 empowered the Minister of Public Works to

construct or purchase water races, and section 261(a) that "His Majesty

may in any mining district apply for, receive, and hold any license or

other authority to cut, construct, and use any water-race, sludge~channel,

tail-race, dam, reservoir, or for any other purpose and in any manner

authorised under 'The Mining Act, 1908'''. Section 261(b) provided that

no such licence was to be liable to forfeiture for any reason (Statutes

of New Zealand 1908, 953-956). The latter provision was amended by

section 3(2) of The Mining Amendment Act, 1915 which provided that any

mining privilege held by the Crown "shall not be liable to be revoked,

cancelled, forfeited or declared abandoned for any cause whatever without

the consent of the Minister of Mines " (Statutes of New Zealand 1915,

321) and by section 14 of The Mining Amendment Act, 1919 which provided

that "A mining privilege held on behalf of His Majesty shall not be

determinablB by effluxion of time, but shall continue in force,

notwithstanding the expiry of the term for which it was granted, until

surrendered by a notice published by the Minister of Mines in the Gazette"

(statutes of New Zealand 1919, 114).

A further series of changes to mining law related to the transfer of

mining privileges. By section 139 of The Mining Act, 1898 a mining

privilege was deemed to be a chattel interest and could "be sold,

encumbered, transmitted, seized under writ of execution or warrant, or



otherwise disposed of, as fully as a chattel interest in land ••.* • "
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(statutes of New Zealand 1898, 202). That provision was continued by

section 171 of The Mining Act, 1905 but amended by section 17 of The

Mining Amendment Act, 1910 which provided that "Except with the consent

of the Minister a water-race license shall not be capable of being

transferred if by reason of such transfer the transferee would be entitled

to the use of more than twenty heads of water from anyone watercourse"

(statutes of New Zealand 1910, 387). Section 13 of The Mining Amendment

Act,1919 reduced the specified quantity of water from 20 to ten heads and

added the words "or, if by virtue of such transfer, the water may be used

in connection with any land other than that in respect of which the license

was originally granted" (Statutes of New Zealand 1919, 114). Amendments

of this kind progressively enabled the State ~o gain control of the waters

of Central Otago and to allocate purposefully that scarce resource or to

influence or direct the use to which it was to be put.

LOCAL BODIES AND IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT

Although local bodies had been empowered to engage in irrigation

development for various reasons (see above,pp.341-343) they were reluctant
"

to do so, the notable exceptions being the !in~olvement of the Vincent

County' Council in the Conroy's and Blackman's scheme and in the Matakanui

Irrigation Scheme. That latter scheme had its origins in the efforts of

a group of settlers to secure the rights held by the Undaunted Tinkers Gold

Mining Company Limited for irrigation purposes. Those rights, having not

been used for some two years, by 1921 had become liable to forfeiture. In
'"

an effort to gain control of the water, a small group of settlers persuaded

the company to agree to a transfer of the rights to them (District Engineer,

Dunedin to Assistant Under-Secretary for Public Works, Wellington, 15 February

1921, PW 15/34).

The Public Works Department, however, expressed the view that the

case was one where "in the interests of all the residents of the District
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the water should be held and controlled by the Government or local

authority, thus ensuring that the water will be used to the best

advantage •••• "(Assistant Under-Secretary for Public Works, Wellington,

to Distri~t Engineer, Dunedin, 26 January 1912, PW 15/34). That point of

view was shared by the Resident Engineer in Alexandra who insisted that

"The small body of settlers which is endeavouring to secure priority of

this mining water has already a very fair grip on the water for the

locality and it would be desirable for the Government to secure priority

in order to give a fair distribution". Indeed, he went on to describe

the transfer agreement as a breach of mining law since it amounted to a

change or purpose without application to and the sanction of the Court

(Resident Engineer, Alexandra to District Engineer, Dunedin 12 February

1921, PW 15/34). In fact the Court did approve of the transfer agreement,

whereupon the settlers concerned paid over to the company the sum of

£2,250, the amount found necessary to persuade it that transfer was preferable

to any renovation of the race and its use for mining purposes. To protect

themselves against any suit for forfeiture, the settlers proposed

carrying out some mining, in the opinion of the Resident Engineer, "purely

on a blind" (District Engineer, Alexandra to District Engineer, Dunedin

7 April 1921). In the event, by section 13 of The Mining Amen9ment Act,

1919 Government declined to sanction the agreement.

The response of the settlers was to endeavour to persuade the Vincent

County Council to purchase the rights. In October 1921, the Undaunted

Tinkers Gold Mining Company Limited lodged an application tb change the

purpose of its water rights from mining to irrigation, domestic, and

industrial uses. Those rights are summarised in Table V:3.
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TABLE V:3

WATER RIGHTS, UNDAUNTED TINKERS GOLD MINING COMPANY

LTD., FOR WHICH CHANGE OF PURPOSE SOUGHT, 1921

Licence Number
Creek

Number
Priority From of Heads Expiry Date

Thompson's Creek 299 6 January 1864 7 28 May 1945

Thompson's Creek 293 28 May 1866 6 28 May 1945

Thompson's Creek 295 9 April 1866 6 28 May 1945

Morrisey's, Shepherds') 3 May 1866 and )
and Sheep~s Head ) 301 1 September 1868) 8 28 May 1945

Thompson's Creek 306 7 March 1868 6 7 March 1933

Tipperary Gully 305 20 January 1865 12 28 May 1945

Devonshire 291 22 December 1863 2 28 May 1945

Chat to Creek 308 2 September 1888 7 19 June 1945

Smokers Main Gorge 289 23 November 1865 1 28 May 1945

Thompson's Creek 303 4 August 1865 4 28 May 1945

Source: PW 15/34

The application was lodged subsequent to that group of some twelve

settlers persuading the Vincent County Council to take an option for the

purchase of the rights and races for }3,000, provisional upon a change

of purpose from mining to irrigation being granted. The area held by the

settlers concerned amounted to some 5,700 acres. The proposal was regarded

as ":r;easonable if by the Resident Engineer in Alexandra, the water to be

applied to a compact area of land within reasonable range of the sources

of supply whilst there appeared not to be any farmers who considered that

they were being excluded unjustifiably. Some doubts were, however, raised

over the wisdom of allowing a mining company to obtain a change of purpose

for their rights in order to permit their sale, but rather than oppose

the application outright the Department of Public Works lodged a formal

objection on the grounds of public interest generally. That course of the latter

action gave the Department standing in Court and an opportunity of

imposing any conditions considered necessary to ensure that the water was



distributed ":in the general public interests" (Resident Engineer,

Alexandra to District Engineer, Dunedin, 27 October 1921 and 6 December

1921, PW 15/34). In any case, a change of purpose had to secure the

approval of the Minister of Mines and it was unlikely that such approval

would be given without conditions acceptable to the Crown.

In the event, the proposal met with strong objections from both

settlers and miners. Those farmers who objected had in fact at one time

received water from Thompson's Creek once the mining company had finished

with it. As mining operations were altered a new tail race was cut out

to discharge the tail water several miles further down the Creek thereby

excluding these farmers but benefiting the group which was now

encouraging the Vincent County Council to purchase the rights. The

proposed irrigation scheme entirely excluded the original group of farmers

who had depended on access to the tail water. One further interesting

point emerged, namely, that about half of the proposed beneficiaries under

the proposal were shareholders in the mining company. Those miners who

objected appeared to be private miners simply wishing not to be deprived

of water (Resident Engineer, Alexandra to District Engineer, Dunedin,

6 December 1921, PW 15/34),

The application for a change of purpose was also objected to by the

Lands Department, the result being an adjournment of the hearing while the

Lands and Public Works Departments, the County Council and the settlers

conferred as to more suitable arrangements for the distribution of the water.

A meeting of the interested parties was held on January 26, 1922, when two

major decisions were made:

1) with respect to the requirements of miners, the Council undertook, if

it succeeded in gaining control of the water rights, to lease water for

mining above the points of starting irrigation, for such times and terms

as were considered equitable in the discretion of the Council; and
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2) with respect to irrigation, to appoint a special committee, comprising

the County Chairman, the Crown Lands Ranger, and the Resident Engineer at

Alexandra, to prepare a recommendation for the limits of the boundaries

of the proposed irrigation area, It was clear that the Council had

meanwhile found that it had been somewhat misled by the original group of

settlers endeavouring to persuade it to purchase the rights, the Council

indeed not having considered that it was acting other than in the interests

of all settlers (Resident Engineer, Alexandra, to District Engineer,

Dunedin , 30 January 1922, PW 15/34), The area held by those original

applicants was 5,700 acres and by the faction opposing them some 4,700

acres. The efforts of the former reflected their awareness of the

fact that the volume of water available decreased sharply during the summer

months.

The special committee was accordingly set up, and recommended that:

1) although the water available would not be adequate at certain times to

provide anything approaching full irrigation to the areas of land lying

naturally below the sources of water;.8upply, nevertheless all land owners

whose land lay within the natural watersheds of the sources of supply

should have the opportunity of participating in the possible benefits to be

derived from the water rights, provided any such lands were not already

served by privately owned water rights. In the latter case, owners of

private water races were to be permitted to participate only if they

transferred their own races to the County Council. Any such races were

then to be incorporated into the races of the Undaunted Tinkers Gold

Mining Company Limited as part of the general scheme, to be known as

the Matakanui Irrigation Scheme; and

2) the first five and a quarter heads of water available from all

sources of supply were to be set aside for a stock supply for each

separately owned property which did not already have such, with all

further water to be shared among the land owners in proportion to -the
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acreages of land to be included in the irrigation scheme (Resident

Engineer, Alexandra, to District Engineer, Dunedin, 7 February 1922,

PW 15/34),

The change of purpose was then granted by the Warden, subject to

conditions approved by the Department of Public Works, and the sale of

the rights and races to the Council completed. By a deed dated 27 June

1923, between the Crown and the County, the Crown gained the right at any

time to acquire from the Council any or any part of the races,

compensation being calculated as the value of the works at the time of the

change of purpose being ,granted, less an allowance for depreciation, if

any, between the date of the change. of purpose being approved and the date

of acquisition by the Crown. Additional compensation was to be payable

for any works constructed by the County for the distribution of water to

the farms involved. The Matakanui Irrigation Scheme, managed by Vincent

County Council, was eventually incorporated in 1935-1936 into the State

operated Omakau Irrigation scheme, the latter supplying 15,000 acres.

PRIVATE ENTERPRISE, LAND AND IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT

Private enterprise played a relatively minor role in instituting

land and irrigation schemes in Central Otago, although some interests had

nevertheless discerned the possibilities (Cromwell Argus 10 June 1907).

Private entrepreneurs were confronted by considerable difficulties as

efforts to develop irrigation schemes based on the Roaring Meg and

Kawarau River illustrate.

The waters of the Roaring Meg had been the subject of a number of

extensive grants, 50 heads in 1896, 20 and 25 heads in 1899, 15 heads in

1900 and 40 heads in 1901, but while all but two of the licences remained

in existence in 1905 little had been done to utilise the water granted.

A major scheme, proposed in 1899, and which envisaged the formation of a
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company with a nominal capital of 1150,000 to develop and provide

electricity for gold dredges, failed,it was alleged, because of stringent

conditions imposed by the Warden concerned (Cromwell Argus 28 August

1905). In 1905, Judah Solomon applied for 50 heads of water from Roaring

Meg for mining purposes on Cromwell Flat, an application objected to by

the Cromwell Borough Council which possessed an endowment of 800 acres on

the Flat granted at the time of the Borough's incorporation. The Council

insisted that Solomon's application was 11 speculative" and argued that

Roaring Meg constituted the cheapest and most readily available source of

water with which to irrigate some 8,000 acres of the Cromwell Flat and to

generate electricity for rabbit works and canning factories. Furthermore,

the Borough argued, it should be the responsibility of the Government to

provide the water for irrigation purposes at "reasonable rates" and indeed

to that end the Council had petitioned the Government. A company, the

Borough went on, would require profits and charge for the water accordingly.

"It would be more beneficial", it concluded, "to have the Flat irrigated

and people settled on the land than it would be turning that Flat into a

heap of tailings by mining" (MD 1907/1020). Any mining, cif course, would

have resulted in a depreciation in the value of the Borough's endowment,

while irrigation conversely would have greatly increased its yield of

revenue to the Council.

For his part Solomon argued that the Borough's endowment, irrigated

by itself, would be rendered useless by drifting sand, that mining would

not destroy the Flat, that the Mayor - who aired the Council's objections 

represented not the people of the Borough but the Council, and that in

fact "It would never pay salt to bring water in for irrigation only, mining

would be the principal thing". All that Solomon could offer with respect

to irrigation was that the waste water, once it had been utilised for

mining, would be available (MD 1907/1020). E.R. Green, the Inspector of
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Mines for the Southern District, who had been instructed to attend and

report upon the hearing, reported at length to the Under-Secretary for

Mines.

Taking Mining first as having been paramount in the
District, it is to be hoped that the day of the single
miner or even of little Companies of men using small
quantities of water are practically over and what is
proposed here is apparently just the same as had
been done all over the Southern District, viz. To
amalgamate and concentrate bodies of water and ,apply
to sluicing and hydraulic elevating on a large scale
The history of gold mining at Cromwell •.• goes to show
that the local people had during recent years,
underrated and misjudged the capabilities of the place
while outsiders had seized their opportunities and made
fortunes.

Green was anxious to play down what he considered to be the overrated

potential of irrigation in Central Otago and commented somewhat caustically

that

The oplnlon of the Mayor, Mr Little, who is a painter
and paperhanger and a recent arrival in the District
goes for very little as he cannot know much about
either practical mining or irrigation in Central
Otago •••. With regard to the application, pending a
pronouncement by the Government as to their intentions
in regard to taking control of the larger streams of
water in the Colony ..• I would say that Mr Solomon's
application, if bona fide, and successfully carried out,
could not but result in good to the ~istrict at least
to the extent of the money proposed to be spent, viz:
1:35,000 (E.R. Green to Under-Secretary for Mines,
16 September 1905, MD 1907/1020).

Quite apart from the objections of the Borough and the misgivings of

the Warden (see below) Solomon faced an additional difficulty, the

development of hydro-electric power pbtential of the Colony and indeed

the Minister of Public Works had suggested that some 75 per cent of the

machinery then driven by steam could be driven by electricity. The Public

Works Department, during that year, collected and collated information

regarding the quantity of water throughout the Colony available for

generation purposes (NZPD 124, 1903, 61). One outcome of that growing

interest was The Water-Powers Act, 1903 or An Act to provide for the

.Vesting in the Crown of Waters for Electrical Purposes and for the
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Utilising of such waters for those Purposes. Section 5 provided that

nothing in the Act would affect the right to the use of water for

irrigation, stock watering or mining purposes, "except the granting of

water-rights for the generation of electric power for any other purpose

save the applicant's own use ••• :'In the latter case no grant of the use of

more than 40 heads was to be made by a Warden without the written consent

of the Minister of Mines (Statutes of New Zealand 1903, 55). Mining had

thus to compete not only with irrigation for the right to use water but

also with power generation; while the development of both the latter

had been made the responsibility of the State with its financial resources

and administrative powers.

Warden Burgess, before whom the Solomon application had been heard,

referred the application to the Minister o~ Mines, outlining the nature of

the Council's objections and noting carefully that the applicant had been

"more of less interested" in all the former grants of water out of Roaring

Meg. Burgess regarded the creek as one of the best and cheapest sources

of irrigation water available for the Cromwell Flat and one which "should

not be allowed to fall into the hands of a private company if there is a

possibility of its being used for public purposes by the Government or by

any public body". Furthermore, Burgess appears to have suspected Solomon's

intenti~ns, noting the latter's previous involvement in similar

applications, doubting his ability to raise the required capital, and

commenting upon the fact that he had renewed his application at a time

when public interest had been directed towards irrigation in general and

the possibilities of the Roaring Meg in particular. But to reserve the

water permanently "on the mere chance that such a (public) body may some

time or other apply to use it" was regarded as quite unjustified and

hence it was suggested that the application be granted on the following

terms and conditions:
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1) that no extension of time be granted for the construction of the

proposed race or any application for protection entertained unless the

Warden were satisfied that efforts were being made to form a company

and procure the capital or unless construction were actually

proceeding;

2) that the grantee reserve at least two fifths of the water granted

for sale to persons requiring it for irrigation purposes, and that at

no time should the total quantity of water available for irrigation be

less than 12 heads;

3) that all water sold or let or leased by the grantee be at a rate

per Government sluicehead per week or at an annual rental to be fixed

by the Warden and varied by him although not more frequently than once

in three years (Warden Burgess to Under-Secretary for Mines, 26 September

1905, MD 1907/1020). In the event the application was, however, declined.

A further application, this time by J.C. Scott of Cromwell, for a

water race and 25 heads from Roaring Meg for irrigation was made in 1907.

\wilethe application did not come under section 5 of The Water Powers

Act, 1903, the Warden nevertheless referred it to the Under-Secretary for

Mines for comment lest it interfere with any Government proposals for the

use of the water. Again he expressed his own preference for any irrigation

scheme based on the Roaring Meg to be undertaken by Government but felt

that "if there is no prospect of that being done it is better it should be

administered as a monopoly than. not at all" (Warden Burgess to Under

Secretary for Mines, 7 January 1907, MD 1907/1020). That application was

also refused, this time on the grounds that the water would be required

for developing electrical power (Otago Daily Times 6 February 1907). At

the same time the Mines Department made it clear to the Mayor of Cromwell

that the irrigation of Cromwell Flat was something for which Mines Department



(Cromwell Argus 30 March

(Cromwell Argus 15 February

funds were not available (Under-Secretary for Mines to Mayor of

Cromwell, 29 May 1907, MD 1907/1020).

The manner in which Government dealt with Scott's application caused

considerable local irritation, the Cromwell Argus, for example, suggesting

that sufficient water was available elsewhere for power generation, and

further that if Government were not prepared to use the waters of Roaring

Meg to irrigate the Cromwell Flat then private enterprise should be allowed

to proceed with the public interest being safeguarded by the imposition of

the appropriate restrictions (Cromwell Argus 4 February 1907 and

11 February 1907), General opinion throughout Central Otago indeed held

that where Government was unwilling to proceed private enterprise should be

allowed the opportunity of developing irrigation schemes (Duns tan Times

17 January 1910).

The Cromwell Borough Council continued to investigate proposals for

the irrigation of its otherwise practically valueless endowment. In 1908

the Council discussed the possibility of seeking a loan of ~,OOO from

Government to erect a plant capable of supplying ten heads from the

Kawarau River. the Government to take the rents as security until the loan

had been repaid. Irrigation, it was suggested, would allow the land to be

leased at a rental which would allow early repayment of the loan while

provtdf.ng "an object lesson ..• to the Government ..• " and encouraging

private enterprise to develop other schemes

1908). Investigations continued into 1909

1909).

The Cromwell Irrigation League took up the Roaring Meg irrigation

proposals with considerable enthusiasm. It was apparent. however, that

so far as Government was concerned the completion of the Ida Valley

scheme was essential before any others were contemplated, a view not shared,
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naturally, by residents of the Cromwell district (Cromwell Argus 19 June



1911). ,A public meeting convened by the League protested at what it

described as "the cynical and callous manner in which this district is

being treated in regard to the question of Irrigation in Central Otago"

(Cromwell Argus 10 July 1911). The Government was also berated for

refusing to release what was widely believed to be a favourable report on

the proposals based on the waters of Roartng Meg. Those proposals

comprised what were known as greater and lesser schemes, the former being

an extension of the latter. The lesser scheme, estimated to cost 140,000,

envisaged the irrigation of 6,570 acres of the Cromwell Flat, the greater

part being Crown lands and which irrigated and subdivided would provide

homes and employment to over 100 families. It is interesting to note that

the advocates of the scheme suggested that water from the scheme surplus

to irrigation requirements over the months April to September could be

made'available for mining purposes on the banks of the Kawarau and Clutha

Rivers "but only after holders of the sections in the irrigation district

were fully supplied •.•• " The greater scheme envisaged the irrigation of

some 25,000 acres of land on the Bannockburn side of the Kawarau River,

Lowburn, Quartz Reef Point, Pisa Flat, and Cromwell Flat, the land to be

subdivided into units of 25 to 100 acres for both orchards and dairy

farms. The estimated cost was pS ,000 (Cromwell Argus 10 July 1911).

That meeting evoked little response from Government and so a further

public meeting was called in August to make another and "practically final"

protest against continued Government delays in instituting an irrigation

scheme for the Cromwell district, particularly when some such development

was essential if residents were to be encouraged to remain. The meeting

resolved that if the Government were unwilling to proceed then it should

at least allow the formation of a water district with a board controlling

the Crown lands to be served by water from Roaring Meg. Alternatively, it

was suggested, if Government could not accede to that request, then it sell
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or lease the Crown lands of Cromwell Flat to a private company and grant



a water right to Roaring Meg. Private development was regarded as the

least preferred of the alternatives and acceptable only as a means of

circumventing repeated Government pleas ofiinadequate funds. The,

resolutions were endorsed by the Cromwell Borough Council. (Cromwell

Argus 28 August 1911).

In August 1912 an application was lodged by a syndicate for 40 heads

from the Kawarau River, the water to be used for both mining and

irrigation and thereby provide the basis for a scheme which would render

the Roaring Meg proposals unnecessary (Cromwell Argus 26 August 1912).

A public meeting offered enthusiastic support for the syndicate's

proposals. That meeting had been called at the suggestion of Warden

Haselden to provide residents with an opportunity to express an opinion

~n whether certain lands applied for by the syndicate should be reserved

for mining or devoted to agricultural and horticultural pursuits. The

Cromwell Borough Council had itself already decided upon a series of

resolutions regarding the syndicate's proposals and those were put to

the meeting.

1) That the Cromwell Flat should be irrigated by means of the
rights granted and applied for by George A. Neill (on behalf
of the syndicate) and (the Council) is in favour of such
rights being granted.

2) That the land of the Cromwell Flat should in the best
interests of the district be granted for agricultural and
horticultural pursuits and alienated from mining.

3) TI1at the Cromwell Flat is unsuitable for mining and is
likely to remain in its present barren state for years,
perhaps for ever, if not irrigated and put to use for
agricultural and horticultural pursuits and by such
irrigation the prosperity of the district will be
immensely and permanently advanced.

4) That this Council is in favour of granting to Mr Neill or
any person having water rights sufficient to irrigate
same a lease of the Borough Endowment containing about
900 acres on the terms upon which the same was recently
submitted to public tender.

5) That the Council approves of the Cromwell Development
Company being granted the right to generate electricity
at its proposed works on the Kawarau River and to transmit
same over and to any lands comprised within the Borough of
Cromwell and surrounding districts (Cromwell Argus 12 May 1913).
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The scheme's promoters made it clear that the area of land available was

barely sufficient to justify the expenditure involved and that the

reservation of any large areas for mining purposes - the Mines Department

had sought reservation of some 1,000 acres between Cromwell and Bannockburn -

would frustrate the entire proposal. In any case, the promoters argued,

mining destroyed land where it could otherwise support "prosperous homes,

the raising of families, and the bringing-up of future generations". The

resolutions were approved with considerable enthusiasm (Cromwell Argus

12 May 1913).

That meeting was somewhat remarkable for the quite clear support the

irrigation proposals received. As the Dunstan Times commented:

The strongest feature of the whole meeting was that in the
very centre of the mining industry in Central Otago there
was scarcely a voice raised in prote~t against the proposed
alienation of this area for mining, the ten chain reserve
from the river being considered quite ample to reserve for
such a purpose. A very few years back such a proposal
would have received a very short shrift at the hands of the
same audience who are now unanimously of the opinion that
the greatest treasure is to be got from the surface and not
from the depths below (Dunstan Times 12 May 1913. See also
Cromwell Argus 12 May 1913).

The support expressed by that meeting, it 'was hoped, would overcome any

opposition from either the Mines or Public Works Departments.

-The Cromwell Development Party thereupon lodged a series of applications

for water and associated privileges, including a dam site and water races of

which one was for 1,000 heads from the Kawarau River (Cromwell Argus 12 May

1913). The Party also made an application to the Otago Land Board for land.

It was at that stage that the scheme began to encounter other considerable

difficulties. The Land Board declined the Company's application on the grounds

that it had not secured the water rights, a decision which led to some heated

exchanges over what the Board considered amounted to efforts to create a

monopoly. The Board was severely criticised for its "hostility" to the

Company and for its placement of "vexatious obstacles" in its path. The

scheme was clearly regarded as being indispensable for the district's



prosperity so that the news of its abandonment and the dissolution of the

Party occasioned general dismay (Cromwell Argus 30 June 1913).

In fact the scheme was not abandoned, although the Party made it

clear that it would continue only if it could secure the necessary land,

the argument again being advanced that the initial cost of the scheme

would be so great and the area of land so limited that it was essential

that every acre possible be included in the scheme. It was even suggested,

that the Party be given the right to irrigate the ten chain wide mining

reserve along the banks of the Kawarau River, and that the Cromwell Borough

Council offer the town belt on a suitable tenure and additional smaller

areas of land within the Borough. The larger the area of land, it was

argued, the lower would be the cost of the water. The Council in fact·

resolved, in response to those suggestions, that·

1) All portions of such reserve that were capable of being worked
for gold mining have been worked and will never be worked
again.

2) The ground is too deep for hydraulic sluicing and would never
pay by such means as there would be too much overburden to
shift even if sufficient fall could be got, which is
doubtful.

3) The ground proposed to be reserved has remained in its present
state for about 30 or 40 years, and if suitable for any kind of
mining would have been worked before this.

4) That if reserved for mining the ground is likely to remain
in its present state for 30 or 40 years more, and perhaps
for ever, and so prevent the ground being used profitably
for any purpose.

S) If used for agricultural or horticultural purposes it would
be irrigated and this would do away with the sand nuisance
which is very bad on some parts of the proposed reserve,
being especially bad at the entrance to the Bannockburn
bridge making the entrance almost impassable at times.

6) If granted to the party the ground proposed to be reserved
would be profitably used.

7) The Cromwell Development Party are undecided to go on as the
land that is available to them is so limited and it would
be a pity to put any obstacle in the Party's way
(Cromwell Argus 4 August 1913).

In response to the Council's clear support, the Otago Land Board

agreed to the Council's leasing its 230 acre town belt for 21 years and

to the grouping and sale of various Crown sections in the town. The
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Minister of Mines was also persuaded to accept a two to three chain mining

reserve while also indicating that as soon as Neill transferred all the

rights he held to the proposed Company, all other lands and rights for

which the Company had applied would be granted. The operations of the

Company, however, were to be under way within two years while Government

was to fix the maximum price for water and the minimum quantity to be

supplied (Cromwell Argus 18 August 1913).

The Cromwell Development Company was incorporated in 1914 with a

nominal capital of [40,000, the seven subscribers being the same seven

members of the Cromwell Development Party (Table V:4). The assets, rights

and options of the Party were purchased by the Company for [16,500, the

purchase price being paid by the allotment of 16,500 of the 20,000

ordinary fully paid up shares in the Company. Of the 20,000 ordinary

contributing shares, 5000 were to be allotted as a first issue to the

same seven members, 5000 as a second issue to six of the subscribers, and

10,000 were to remain unissued. The second issue of 5000 ordinary

contributing shares was n6t to be called up until the entire 15000 had

been called up on the first issue. Incorporation, of course, gave the

Company greater access to finance, and indeed the second issue of 5000

shares was not to be made until the entire £5000 of the first issue had

been expended along with a loan of 110,000 to be raised under Part X of

The Mining Act, 1908 and debentures fdr }15,000.

The Cromwell Development Company eventually gained control, by

purchase, lease, and Crown grant, land extending from Lowburn in the

north to the Bannockburn Bridge, and indeed sought, in 1919, to gain a

further 6,000 acres on Pisa Flats, an effort which aroused much local

opposition. That the Company had gained control of so much land was in

fact a matter for some criticism despite the warm public support accorded
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TABLE V:4

SHARE STRUCTURE OF THE CROMWELL DEVELOPMENT PARTY AND THE

CROMWELL DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LIMITED 11 MARCH 1914.

Name Cromwell Development
Party: Nominal
Capital }5,000 in Ten
Shares of 1500 each.

Cromwell
Paid Up
Shares

Development Company Limited
Ordinary

Contributing Shares
First Issue Second Issue
of 5000 of 5000

Sargood,P.R.
Merchant,
Dunedin. 4 6000 2000

Moritzon,A.
Merchant,
Dunedin. 1 1850 500 500

Butterfield,A.J.
Manufacturer,
Dunedin. 1 1750 500 500

Binsted,W.J.
Hotelkeeper,
Dunedin. 1 1700 500 1000

Scott,W. S.
Secretary,
Dunedin. 1 1600 500 500

Stark, E.E.
Electrical
Engineer,
Dunedin. 1 1600 500 500

Duncan, P.
Solicitor,
Dunedin. 1 2000 500 500

Totals 10 16500 5000 3500

Source: Defunct Companies Files 689 and 2052, Hocken Library.
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the enterprise during its formative stages. The fact that the Cromwell

Borough Council had passed over its endowment lands to the company when

the usual course was to submit such lands to public auction or tender

earned some pointed comment as did the handing over of all Crown lands on

the Cromwell Flat for what was widely believed to have been a nominal sum.

Public misgivings over the entire enterprise were apparent as early, as

1915 with the Company being accused of endeavouring to extract excessive

profit from its operations (Dunstan Times 19 July 1915). "Privately owned

water rights", commented the Dunstan Times, "are a very poor proposition

(for the settler) even under the most favourable circumstances", and

went on to suggest that water rights should remain in the hands of the

Crown via local bodies. The advantage of local body schemes, it was urged,

was thaf once t.heLr capital costs had been redeemed, participating

settlers would have to provide only for the cost of maintenance (Dunstan

Times 5 July 1915).

The company's works were opened officially on 5 May 1915, and on

25 January 1918 two massive piers designed to form the basis for a

submerged weir were built on the banks and dropped into the Kawarau River.

A third pier was placed in the river in March of 1919, but the rise in

the level of the river still left the water short of the intake of the

head race. It was not until 1926 that the Company began pumping water on

to the Flat. In the meantime the company had divided its lands into

several blocks, the Ripponvale block of 500 acres and on which 36,000 trees,

mainly apples, had been planted by 1916, and the Sarita and the Espleth

blocks. Water was supplied to the Ripponva1e block from sources other than

the Kawarau River but which were to be incorporated into the general scheme

upon its completion. The company, at least in its publicity, entertained

quite lavish visions of its venture, envisaging not just the development of

orchards and small farms but also cooperatives for cultivation, harvesting,



grading, packing and selling, fruit preserving and jam making, together

with cooperative dairy factories. "The aim in view", commented the

company in a brochure, "is to organise the Settlers on the Cromwell Flat

into a compact and progressive Co-operative Settlement" (Cromwell

Development Company Limited 1915). But the high hopes engendered by the

venture were never fulfilled. The capital cost of the scheme proved to

be enormous and much of the money had been borrowed on debentures.

Discontent arose among the Ripponvale settlers over the company's failure

to provide the long-promised electric po~er and to deliver sufficient water

to enable the satisfactory irrigation of their trees. But demands:by

settlers that the Government take over the scheme were flatly rejected and

the company eventually ceased operations (Parcell 1951, 304-306). In 1960

application was made to have the company dissolved, its assets having been

realised and its liabilities discharged. The company was struck off the

Companies Register on 28 April 1961.

There were other private irrigation ventures but private enterprise

was watched with some suspicion and greeted with some hostility by both

Government departments and the public. The Dunstan Times was qUick to

describe a syndicate formed to develop land about Clyde as "one of those

syndicates which; under the guise of public spiritedness and the development

of natural resources, endeavors to exploit intending settlers ll
• There

was, the journal argued, neither necessity nor room for any intermediary

between the Crown and prospective settlers. The water rights, it claimed,

on which the syndicate had "cost its covetous eyes", were purely gravitation

schemes requiring no extraordinary expenditure nor either adaptability or

conservation. Consequently, the journal observed, the intervention of any

third party could serve no beneficial purpose. IIWe recognise perfectly

well," it concluded, "the necessity for the development of the natural

resources of the district, but this can be accomplished most satisfactorily
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by the man who will farm the land and not'by those who would seek to farm

the farmer". (Dunstan Times 28 June 1915). That the State should subsidise

irrigation development for private use and benefit seems to have been

accepted generally or at the least never seriously questioned by this date.

IRRIGATION SCHEMES UNDERTAKEN

By utilising the provisions of mining law relating to water, purchasing

key water rights no longer required by the mining industry, and amending the

law in order to extend its control over the resource, the State established
-

during the first two decades of the twentieth century the legal basis for

extensive irrigation development. Most of the schemes undertaken were

completed after 1920 and thus the period covered by this thesis.

Their legal basis, however, had been established as a result of changes

made to mining law largely during the years 1903 to 1920. Irrigation

schemes developed in Central Otago up to 1936 are listed in Table V:5.

With the exception of small isolated patches of private development

based on local streams, three small projects undertaken by the Vincemt

County Council, and the Cromwell Development Company's project, irrigation

in Central Otago was developed, financed, maintained and administered?y
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the State. By the end of March 1926 an estimated 66,600 acres in the

region were being irrigated, 5,000 of which comprised orchards, 50,000

lucerne, and the remainder pastures (PW 16/26).

Some of the schemes utilised the water rights held and, in some cases,

the water races constructed originally for mining purposes. The Ida Valley

scheme incorporated the Bonanza water race acquired by the Crown in 1906

(see above, pp. 409-418) and the Syndicate and Blacks No.3 races, all used

originally for mining purposes at Galloway and in the vicinity of Poolburn.

The Galloway Scheme also received its main supply from the Manorburn Dam
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TABLE V: 5

IRRIGATION SCHEMES IN CENTRAL OTAGO AS IN 1936

Scheme Year
Irrigation

Commenced

Area for which
water made
available:

Acres

Total Capital
Cost
(£ )

Capital Cost
per Acre
(i)

purchased by the Government from the Alexandra-Bonanza Gold-dredging and

Sluicing Company in 1906. The Earnscleugh scheme was based entirely on

water rights purchased from the Sandy Point Mining Company in 1920 and from

the Earnscleugh Dredging Company in 1923, purchases which enabled the

Government to resume almost complete oontrol of the Fraser River. Both the

Last Chance and Teviot schemes were based on early mining rights and races,

while a number of others, including the Manuherikia, Ardgour, Arrow and
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Omakau schemes, made some use of such rights and races. The 11,000 acres

irrigated by private schemes and the three projects undertaken by the

Vincent County Council also represented, to an important extent, the

conversions of mining water rights to irrigation. Some private

developments were later incorporated into State schemes, in particular

that undertaken by R.K. Smith at Tarras which was included in the Tarras

scheme.

CONCLUSIONS

Irrigation was made possible initially in Central Otago by mining

legislation which, by incorporating the principles of prior appropriation

to allow the diversion of water from its natural courses, clearly abrogated

the common law doctrine of riparian rights. Whether the riparian rights of

landowners within mining districts were completely invalidated is not clear,

however, and indeed their possible continuing validity constituted a point

never decided in New Zealand (Gilkison 1905, 42). Reserves created along the

banks of most watercourses in Central Otago meant that disputes between prior

appropriators and riparian proprietors were not likely to arise. Although

such reserves had been made with a view to preventing disputes between miners

and landowners over the discharge of mining debris and the fouling of water,

a further effect was to preclude possible conflicts over undiminished flow

which would have complicated enormously efforts to develop irrigation farming.

Water use in mining districts was thus governed by the doctrine of

prior appropriation. But while that doctrine constituted an adequate legal

basis for a system of water rights adapted to the needs of the mining

industry, it could not fulfil the same role for irrigation. Whereas the

states of the American West, however, were able to replace prior appropriation

with a system of distributive administration, such a radical change was not

possible in New Zealand without jeopardising the legal foundations of the



mining industry and of provoking its determined opposition.

Thus the challenge confronting the Legislature during the final

decade of the nineteenth and the early decades of the twentieth centuries

was to utilise and/or amend the existing law so as to extend the control

of the State over the water resource without depriving the mining industry

of its requirements or invalidating its properly acquired property rights

and hence inviting claims for compensation. New water rights were secured

in the name of the Crown by the Department of Public Works, while the State

purchased existing key rights no longer required by the mining industry.

In addition, by successive and cumulative amendments to mining law the

Legislature progressively reduced the jurisdiction of the Wardens' Courts

and increased the State's control over the water resource. Legislation

allowing the conditional private transfer of mining water rights to

irrigation use, and the involvement of local bodies in irrigation

development was not inconsistent with the policy pursued by the Legislature,

namely, that of the State assuming responsibility for the control and

administration of the resource in the interests of the community generally.

By amending mining law and using its financial resources the State

established the legal basis for and confirmed its own role in the

development of comprehensive water conservation and irrigation schemes in

Central Otago.
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Local disputes over riparian rights which first emerged in the

Maerewhenua portion of the Mount Ida goldfield during the 1870s

subsequently grew to assume major proportions during the gold dredging

period of the 1890s and 1900s. Of all the disputes between miners and

farmers this proved the most difficult of resolution. It was also a

dispute which exposed and encouraged an increasingly critical questioning

of some of the premises upon which mining law had been established and

upon which the mining industry operated.

Mining law rested largely upon two major provisions, the right to

occupy Crown lands and the right to divert and use water for mining

purposes, both being subject to very few restrictions or conditions at

least in respect of the destruction of land, the discharge of tailings and

the fouling of streams. The dispute over riparian rights - over the

discharge of tailings and the fouling 9f streams - thus had its origins in

the incompatibility of the riparian and prior appropriation doctrines, in

the opposing resource requirements of mining and farming, and in a growing

public awareness of the social, economic and environmental costs of the

particular forms of resource use permitted under mining law.

INITIAL SYMPTOMS

Public concern over the discharge of mining debris into the Province's

watercourses and what was clearly seen as the resultant gradual elevation

of the beds of the Taieri and Clutha Rivers had manifested itself in Otago

by 1870. Indeed, the bed of the Clutha was believed to be rising so

rapidly that it was feared that within a short period of time the river

would cease to drain its catchment effectively and reduce the lower lands

to swamp. That the miners on site should be held responsible was regarded

as impracticable since many of those who had contributed to the discharge

had 'made their piles and gone'. Their successors were only continuing a
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process sanctioned by the mining law and regulations. While the Evening

Star could look forward to a lessening of the problem upon the cessation

of sluicing and the adoption of some 11 improved 11 method of gold extraction

(Evening Star 3 May 1870) Macandrew in his Opening Address to Session 27

of the Otago Provincial Council noted that it'was "difficult to realise

the enormous magnitude of the interests involved", and conceded that he
.was "utterly at a loss as to the mos to pr ac t.LcaL means of dealing with it

(v s P, OPC, S.27, 1870,;3).That problem related not only to the possible

flooding of low lying lands but also to the continued development of some

areas of the goldfields.Thus J.L. Gillies observed that

the permanence and extent of many of our Gold Fields
actually depend on a properly laid down scheme of water
supply, and on a system of sludge channels for carrying
off the immense quantity of debris washed down from the
large extent of sluicing claims in the Province
(v & P, OPC, S.27,_1870, Appendix 22).

Within the Provincial Council concern over the discharge of mining

debris led Ashcroft (MPC Oamaru Town) in 1870 to introduce a motion to the

effect

That, in the oplnlon of this Council, it is desirable that
the Government should take some steps to ascertain the
possibilit~ of stacking or removing tailings from water
courses, with a view of preventing or limiting the
damage done to private properties by filling in of
river beds with detritus from sluicing claims
(V & P, 0RC, S.27, 1870, 17).

In fact the Provincial Government had already referred the matter to

J.T. Thomson, the Chief Surveyor, for a report and suggestions as to the

appropriate protective measures and works that might be required. Thomson

suggested two major schemes with respect to the Taieri River, the first to

cost an estimated }144,927 and designed to protect 14,656 acres, and the

second to cost £69,950 and to protect 11,500 acres. In the course of his

report, Thomson commented upon the effect of gold mining in the interior on

the Taieri Plain. He calculated that given an area of 1,730 square miles

for the Taieri basin above Outram Gorge and a rainfall of 34 inches per
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annum, the fall would amount to 136,650,624,000 cubic feet of rain water

per annum. Given a 25 per cent loss by evaporation and absorption, the

annual delivery at the plain could be calculated at 102,487,968,000 cubic

feet. Dividing the latter sum by 1920 (his estimate of the number of

parts to water of one part of sediment), Thomson calculated that the

Taieri River each year would discharge 53,379,150 cubic feet of mud or a

quantity sufficient to cover 1,225 acres with one foot or the entire

Taieri Plain with one-third of an inch of mud.

Thomson concluded his report by suggesting that the Taieri River

would "become the great sludge channel of a very important mining

dLs t rdct", with the result that without appropriate measures the plain

would be covered with gravel, sand and shingle, that the digger's gain
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would be the farmer's loss. In support of his contentions, he appended

passages describing the destruction of agricultural land being wrought

by tailings carried down from mines in the hills of California.

The devastation could not be more complete if it were
the last day, and the demons of destruction had been
let loose to des01ate the earth,that not a green thing
should grow on it thereafter forever: The price of this
awful ruin is probably some ten or twelve millions of
gold dollars per annum ••.• It brings, for the present,
a large equivalent for the sacrifice of the fine
vineyard and orchard land it abstracts from the food
producing capacity of the State; but, in the end, it
may be regarded as a poor compensation: The gold
passes away, while the land, with wealthy homes it has
ruined, would have endured from generation to generation
(V s P, ope, S.27, 1870, Appendix,. 6).

Thomson's report was considered by a meeting of Taieri settlers in

April 1870, a meeting at which it was affirmed that if the Provincial

Government were prepared to consider encouraging the mining industry to

the extent of [200,000 by way of guarantees on capital invested in

water supply works then a similar sum ought to be granted so as to

enable Thomson's more expensive alternative to be undertaken and thereby

protect the Taieri Plain from the consequences of mining in the river's



catchment. Indeed, the view was expressed that "if a farthing was to go

to the Goldfields, they (the Taieri farmers) ought to have £1 for every

sixpence spent there", while another speaker "considered that the Taieri

Plain was entitled to more consideration than the Goldfields, because it

was the scene of a more permanent industry" (Tuapeka Times 12 May 1870).

Such claims led the Tuapeka Times to ask whether the retention of "a patch

of land in one corner of the Province (was) to be set against the more

speedy development and settlement of the Goldfields, which constitute by

far the greater part of the entire Province?" In answer to its question,

the journal used Thomson's own conclusion, that ".•. we must neglect the

limited in~erest for the large majority - the inconvenience of a few for

the safety of the whole", to justify its view that mining must be allowed

to continue in order to provide for the country's future prosperity

. (Tuapeka Times 12 May 1870).

Thomson's report was referred to a Select Committee of the Provincial

Council, the Committee being charged with examining the necessity "for

making provision for the sluicing debris of the goldfields " and to

consider two petitions relating to the issue from 114 settlers on the

Taieri Plain. The Committee was confronted by conflicting evidence,

some witnesses insisting that mining was chiefly responsible, others that

mining only partly responsible. Varying solutions were suggested,

John Hyde Harris, for example, regarding the cheapest remedy as being for

the Government to repurchase private land subject to inundation and to

resell it to persons who, aware of the problem, would have no right to

compensation. The whole transaction, he suggested, would involve a loss

to Government of no more than £10,000 (v & P, ope, S.27, 1870, Appendix,

99). Thomson elaborated further on the effect of mining by pointing out

that while mining had not caused the periodic flooding it had rendered the

Plain more susceptible by the accumulation of tailings in the river beds.
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The problem, Thomson commented, would become more noticeable within ten

to 15 years, while taking care to point out that mining operations were

"the real barrier to any moderate and inexpensive scheme" (V s P, OPC,

S.27, 1870, Appendix, 104). It is also of interest to note that there was

general agreement among the witnesses that given the contribution of the

mining industry to the difficulty the Colony as a whole should assume at

least some of the responsibility for remedial works.

For its part the Select Committee came to the conclusion that the

Taieri River was more susceptible to flooding and liable to higher floods

than formerly. It attributed this partly to "the burning of the rank

vegetation, and the packing of the ground by stock, and partly to the

deposition of sludge in the bed of the river below Outram". However, it

commented, the risk of increased flooding was not the result, as some

witnesses had suggested, of mining races collecting and concentrating rain

waters, nor had mining rendered the floods "to any appreciable extent
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worse ..•. " The Committee did concede that as a result of mining the

deposition of silt in the river would continue to increase "and thereby

cause both ordinary and extraordinary floods to be more injurious to the

plain than they have been" (v & P, oPc, 8.27, 1870, Appendix,94).

The problem and the remedies suggested by Thomson were clearly

overwhelming and the Committee felt compelled to "candidly confess that

they feel themselves almost baffled in suggesting a remedy" and noted

merely "that should the Government on making further enquiries, be

persuaded that an expenditure of ~O,OOO would remove the evils complained

of, they should take steps to carry out the necessary works" (v & P, oPc,

S.27, 1870, Appendix,94). Considera~le attention was devoted to the manner

in which the necessary funds could be raised, the suggestion being made that

money be raised by way of a loan, the State guaranteeing both principal and



interest, the interest to be borne jointly by the Provincial Government

and the landowners benefited, and the sinking fund entirely by the

landowners. That part of the expense should be met out of the public

revenues the Committee felt was justified given that the works were "to

a certain extent rendered necessary in consequence of mining operations

up- country..•• " That the State should assist was a recommendation based on

"the principle of the liability of the State, in consequence of injuries

caused by operations to which the State has given its sanction" (V & P,

OPC, S. 27, 1870, Appendix, 95).

Similar problems to those being experienced in respect of the Taieri

River had also emerged in the Inch-Clutha district. The Select Committee

of the Provincial Council appointed to consider Thomson's report on the

Taieri River floods also commented on the periodic flooding of Inch Clutha.

While conceding that the Clutha River was evidently more susceptible to

flooding it regarded the evidence as to the causes "rather conflicting".

The Committee found in fact that the increased susceptibility was "owing

almost entirely to the destruction of the rough vegetation by burning, and

the depasturing of stock", the floods being "not in any way due to the mining

operations up country". The Committee suggested that The Hawkes Bay and

Mar1borough Rivers Act, 1868 be brought into operation at Inch Clutha and

that if upon further enquiry it should appear "that the lower part of the

Clutha District is sustaining injury from a deposit of silt from the

diggings",that the Clutha River be dealt with in the same manner as

recommended for the Taieri River (V & P, oPC, S.27, 1870, Appendix,95).

The Thomson report was followed by a petition to the Legislative Council

in 1872 asking that measures be taken to carry out the intentions of the

Provincial Government with respect to the Clutha River (JLC 1872, 45). The

petition was in turn referred to a Select Committee which in framing its
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report relied chiefly upon Dr Hector's evidence. Hector (a geologist who



was Director of the Colonial Museum) suggested that the damaged caused

by the river was attributable to the clearance of vegetation and

consolidation of the surface as well as to the fact that

nearly every available stream is conducted through
straight flumes and artificial water channels, so
that the storm water comes down in a much shorter
time, and the river bed in its lower part is in
consequence required to carry a larger body of water
than it is naturally adapted for •

Hector also cited mining operations and the destruction of scrub along

tributary valleys allowing greater quantities of tailings to be run into

the river as contributory causes. Expenditure on protective works, he

suggested, would be ineffective but rather "supervision by a watcher who

could keep continually guiding the stream by merely t empo'rary protective

works, and the removal of snags, would be the best way to expend any fund

for ~he purpose" (AJLC 1872, Appendix No 8, 3). The Committee reported

that the silting up of the bed of the Clutha River was attributable

chiefly to the operations of the gold miners and to stocking of the

interior and that "Your Committee therefore do not feel justified in

suggesting that the Legislature should take action for the relief of

the petitioners" (AJLC 1872, Appendix No 8, 3).

Goldfields journals reacted rather strongly to the suggestion that

mining operations were responsible for the Taieri Plain and Inch Clutha

flooding problems. The Mount Ida Chronicle argued that the Hogburn which

carried all the sludge from Naseby had never deposited other than the

finest silt and sand in the river. The Mount Ida Sludge Channel, too,

was to terminate three miles from the river, "a distance quite sufficient

for the deposit of any matter that may come down", while the Taieri Lake

acted as a silt trap. The journal used Carruthers' report to support its

contentions and attributed the flooding to the effect of the bar at the

mouth of the Taieri River impeding the outflow of the water~ "With

the dredging of the bar, the constant inundations of the Taieri Plains,
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so falsely attributed to the Goldfields, would be greatly modified, if

not entirely removed" (Mount Ida Chronicle 7 February 1873).

The report by John Carruthers, Engineer-in-Chief, to the Minister

of Public Works, dated 5 October 1871, was prepared in response to a

fear that a continuing rise in the bed of the Taieri River would endanger

that portion of the Clutha railway which was to cross the Taieri swamp.

On the basis of his investigations Carruthers concluded that the bed of

the river was rising but slowly, that below Outram the level of the bed

was "quite permanent", and that although there was a possibility of the

river taking a new course from Outram to Lake Waipori it would probably

not injure the Clutha railway by .doLng so. In any case, such a change

in course was considered to be such a remote possibility as to not

justify any extra expense in modifying the intended course of the railway.

More important from the miners' point of view was Carruthers'

conclusion that it was very unlikely that the bed of the Taieri River

would rise more than two feet in a century and that the effect of gold

mining had been and would be minor. Carruthers ascribed a key role to

Lake Taieri as a trap for any shingle or heavy material brought down by

the river, so that only by extensive mining below the Lake would its

influence be "great and injurious" (reprinted in Taieri Advocate 19 June

1906). Not surprisingly, that report received considerable praise

throughout the goldfields press, the Dunstan Times commenting that

Were we to accept all we hear from the headquarters of
ignorance and superstition, we would almost be fain to
believe that the presence of the gold miner in Otago
was a calamity, or that the periodical inundations at
the Taieri were visitations from Providence, inflicted
upon the 'old identity' for his sin in admitting him
into the country (Dunstan Times 21 February 1873).

It was clear, however, that only what were regarded as the difficulties of

establishing the causes and scale of the damages arising from the

flooding and the persons actually responsible should the mining
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industry be implicated deterred the Taieri settlers from seeking an

injunction and damages. The disputes involving the Kakanui and Maerewhenua

Rivers were thus destined to generate great interest, both being

comparatively small in scale with the contending parties known but whose

outcomes held important implications for the continuation of mining.

THE KAKANUI DISPUTE

The incipient conflict between riparian proprietors and miners with

respect to the Taieri and Clutha Rivers developed a stage further in

1872 when mining concerns applied for grants of water out of the Kakanui
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River. The applications evoked objections from flour millers, fellmongers,

riparian proprietors, and the proprietors of a meat-preserving works all of

whom were already.utilising the waters of the river. The objections were

based on the grounds, inter alia, that section 21 (9) of The Gold Fields

Act, 1866 provided that "No license shall be granted ... for the use or

diversion of any water which is or may be required for public purposes or

for the use of miners generally", (Statutes of New Zealand 1866, 159) and

that section 65(9) of The Otago Waste Lands Act, 1872 provided expressly

that·"No license shall be granted for the use or diversion of any

water which is or may be required for public purposes, or for the use of

miners generally, or for mills or manufactories" (statutes of New Zealand

1872,226). The objectors maintained that'the supply would cease if the

applications were granted, a claim supported by the findings of a two-man

commission appointed by the Provincial Government. Shepherd and McKerrow

had concluded on the basis of the evidence that there was, in the dry

season of the year, less water than was required by the mills and

fellmongers, so that diversion would further reduce the supply. Conversely,

upon the success of the race which the Kakanui Mining Race Company in

particular was proposing to construct depended "in a very material degree"

the development of the Maerewhenua field. It was suggested, therefore, that



the difficulty be resolved by the construction of a dam to store surplus

water for the use of the flour mill and shifting the fellmongeries either

above or below the mill's water race (V & P, OPC, 8.32, 1873, Appendix, 27).

The applications were rejected by the Warden's Court on the grounds

that the rights of users downstream predated the proclamation of the

Maerewhenua goldfield and that the value of the property involved was very

great (Mount Ida Chronicle 24 January 1873). As a result of that decision

one concern decided to wind up its affairs while the other decided to wait

until it could be sure of completing its proposed race without clashing

with other and more powerful interests (AJHR H7, 1873, 31). The Kakanui

Water Race Company then proceeded to petition the Otago Provincial Council,

the Goldfields Committee to whom its memorial had been referred suggesting

that it was "fairly entitled to some compensation" (V & P, OPC, 8.33, 1874,

Appendix, 197). That recommendation gave rise to a debate during the course

of which it was suggested that the petitioner could not expect any redress

since the rejection of its application had not constituted a legal injury.

Moreover, any award of compensation might well have set a precedent which

ultimately may have involved the award to riparian proprietors and other

water users of substantial sums of money. The Court's decision over the

miners' applications, with its implications for the development of the

industry not only at Maerewhenua but elsewhere throughout Otago induced

the Evening star to observe that the purchase of a few acres of land had

given

those owners of property on the banks of the Kakanui the
power to shut up a goldfield, and thus to prevent the
gathering of mineral treasures capable of sustaining
twenty times the number of families that their mill and
tanneries support.

Ownership of land, the journal argued, had established ownership of water

which by conferring "rights to obstructiveness" was "altogether inapplicable

to an industrial community" (Evening star 15 April 1873).
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The more general solution to such difficulties, in the view of the

mining industry, was for all rivers and streams having their sources within

the goldfields to be proclaimed part of the goldfields and their use

governed by the appropriate rules and regulations. Such a solution would

resolve what was regarded as the Il ab s ur d " situation in which the development

of the mining industry was being regulated by interests beyond the

goldfields (Mount Ida Chronicle 20 December 1872). The response of the

Otago Miners' Association, given in an address to the House of

Representatives' Select Committee on Goldfields,was a recommendation that

all rivers in New Zealand be declared main tailraces for the purpose of

carrying off mining debris. The Association further recommended that

restrictions should be imposed so as to regulate the discharge in

accordance with the power of the streams and to prevent the creation of

obstructions to the flow of the water (Mount Ida Chronicle 1 August

1873, Dunstan Times 1 August 1873). Similarly, the Otago Mining Conference

of 1873 recommended that Parliament should legislate so as to protect

the miner in respect to defiling creeks and rivers since "The law, as it at

present stands, fails to make mining a legal calling, as, by the common

statute law, the miner may be liable for heavy damages in the prosecution

of his avocation" (AJHR C6, 1873, 2).

Pressure for legislative enactment to forestall efforts to restrain

mining mounted during 1873 upon the realisation that the point at issue was

the right of miners to discharge debris into all rivers which drained the

goldfields including the Taieri, Clutha and Mataura Rivers. The industry

was clearly concerned that in the event of legal action the Courts might

not d~cide in favour of the miners and that they were unlikely to be swayed

by pur~ly economic and political arguments. Moreover, with respect to

possible legislation to protect the industry in its unrestrained use of

rivers as sludge channels it was recognised that the power of the landowners
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and farmers was increasing whilst that of the mining community was on the

wane, again a matter of some anxiety since it was held that landowners

were wont to "look upon the Goldfields residents as simply full ears of

wheat, to be threshed for the temporary supply of the staff of life, but

afterwards to be cast aside and trodden under foot as so much waste

stubble" (Mount Ida Chronicle 14 November 1873).

THE MAEREWHENUA DISPUTE - Borton v Howe, 1875

The latent confrontation between miners and landowners over riparian

rights, siltation of rivers and flooding finally erupted on the Maerewhenua

goldfield (Figure VI:l). The first indications of a dispute over riparian

rights emerged in 1869 when Borton and McMaster (lessees of Runs 92, 206B, 300

and 301) opposed an application by James Ashcroft for the right to divert eight

heads of water from the north branch of the Maerewhenua River on the grounds

that (1) the use of the water for mining would pollute the Maerewhenua

River opposite their freehold land, (2) the diversion would diminish the

volume of water and so lessen the value of the river as a boundary to their

property and (3) such pollution and diminished volume of water would affect

prejudicially the value of their freehold land. In support of his

application, Ashcroft argued that possible damage from pollution "was not

now properly before the Warden", that the quantity to be taken would not

affect appreciably the volume of water in the river, that the effect of

mining in the district "would be to enhance the value of land, and so

compensate for any incidental mischief", and finally that the water was to

be lifted from a stream not entirely within the run. The application was

granted (Mount Ida Chronicle 10 December 1869).

The opposition of Borton and McMaster, although not successful in that

instance, appears to have caused some concern among mining interests. The

Otago Mining Commission, in 1871, recommended that a provision be inserted

in the colony's mining legislation to exonerate miners from
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necessarily fouling the streams and rivers
Your Commissioners do not pretend to say that such
a liability does or does not arise under the
existing law, but assuming that it does, it is
evident that the Colony, or some large part of it,
might be suddenly paralysed by some individual
setting the law in motion to stop one of its
leading industries
(AJHR G18, 1871, 4. See also AJHR G4, 1872, x),

Sewell (Minister of Justice) contributed to the debate by suggesting, albeit

in another context, that water rights attached to landownership were not in

the public interest and indeed in practice were "found to be obstructive in

their application to various uses required for the public service"

(Dunstan Times 17 November 1871). The Dunstan Times argued that riparian

rights had a prescriptive basis, that is, a basis in long and undisturbed

use and possession, so that any rights and privileges claimed by owners of

land contiguous to watercourses must derive from and depend upon the

principle of prescription. In New Zealand, it was suggested, recency of

settlement had meant that no prescriptive rights had yet been established

and that therefore neither agriculture nor mining nor any other section of

the community had any just claims to priority of right or other preferential

advantage in the use and application of the natural waters of the Colony.

It followed that Government could legislate in such a way as to promote the

general good of the community whilst "preserving in just relation the claims

of individuals" (Dunstan Times 7 July 1871). It was thus clearly a variant

of an increasingly common argument that the economic, social and

environmental conditions of a new country demanded and required modification

or abrogation of its common law legal inheritance.

It was against that background debate that the conflict over riparian

rights surfaced again in October 1873. Borton and McMaster, in an effort

to realise higher prices for their wool, had decided to embark upon the

periodic washing of sheep only to find that their source of water, the

Maerewhenua River, was polluted and unfit for the ,purpose. As a result the
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runholders issued a notice to miners demanding a six-week cessation of

mining to enable sheep washing to be completed lest an injunction be

sought, "a piece of impolitic interference" which the miners were clearly

determined to resist (Mount Ida Chronicle 17 October 1873).

The Maerewhenua Miners' Association, immediately sought the

cooperation and assistance of other miners' associations throughout Otago.

Support was readily forthcoming from the Mount Ida Miners' Association and

the St Bathans District Miners' Association, the latter expressing the view

that all miners should resist lithe first attempt of the kind, which, if

successful, might entirely destroy all' security for carrying on one of the

most important industries in the Province - hydraulic mining" (Mount Ida

Chronicle 31 October 1873) •.The Maerewhenua Miners' Association also sought

legal advice and was informed that there was no law in the Colony

prohibiting the pollution of water. The miners therefore declined to accede

to the runholders' request, partly because by doing so they risked

forfeiture of their rights for non-use, partly because they believed that

in washing sheep the runholders were also polluting the water by discharging

tobacco, and partly because they believed that their mining operations were

sanctioned by mining legislation (Mount Ida Chronicle 31 October 1873).

Moreover, it was believed by some at ~east, that Borton and McMasters were

acting not solely on their own initiative nor in their own interests, but

that their action was part of a campaign designed "to stamp out mining

industry" (Mount Ida Chronicle 9 January 1874) and therefore to be resisted

vigorously.

While there was little doubt that at least some landowners would

have welcomed a cessation of mining, Borton and McMasters' action did not

meet with general approbation. They endeavoured to resolve the conflict

without seeking an injunction ,but by encouraging miners to sign a document

to the effect
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That, in consideration of the owners (Borton and
McMaster) agreeing not to take any proceedings at
law or equity, by injunction or otherwise, to
prevent the miners from discharging the tailings
and washings of their said claims into the
Maerewhenua River, the miners hereby covenant and
agree with the owners that, in every year during
the continuance of this agreement, to discontinue
to work in such a way as to cause the said river to
be discolored, polluted or rendered unfit for
the purpose of washing sheep.

In the event of either party breaking the agreement, a penalty of

~,OOO was to be paid to the injured party (Mount Ida Chronicle 7 November

1873). But the effect of that document was to strengthen the miners'

determination to restrict any attempt to restrain them for discharging

debris into the Maerewhenua River. Indeed, the miners appear to have been

encouraging the runholders to seek an injunction as a means of establishing

the law on the issues involved and of persuading the General Assembly of the

need; should it arise, to initiate the appropriate legislation to enable
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mining to continue unimpeded. As part of that effort, 198 "miners and

others interested in the Goldfields" decided to petition the Otago

Provincial Council for protection. The Gold Fields Committee which

considered their memorial recommended that the Executive have a case stated

for the consideration of the Court of Appeal or alternatively that the

Executive defend the action on behalf of the miners (v & P, OPC, S.33,

1874, Appendix, 229). The former recommendation was accepted, the Provincial

Government previously having made it clear that despite the "embarrassment"

caused by the dispute it was unWilling to intervene in support of one side

or the other (v & P, oPC, S.33, 1874, 4 and 29).

It became inevitable, then, that Borton and McMaster would seek an

injunction - a determination on their part which stimulated considerable

debate on the whole issue and the means of resolving and preventing a

recurrence of the conflict. The debate was not confined to the legal issues

involved but included economic, social, and political arguments and

considerations. With respect to the legal issues comparatively little
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attention was focussed upon the riparian doctrine but rather upon the

presumed rights of miners to discharge debris into the Province's

watercourses at will! and the power of Government to legalise or permit

pollution of water for particular public purposes. It was suggested that

that power could be exercised simply by the Crown reserving all river and

stream banks and thereby rendering it the sole riparian proprietor. Such

reservation was held to be justified bn< the grounds that it would tend to

augment the wealth and stability of the Colony even if it did trench upon

"these old mythically-presumed infallible rights surrounding the fortunate

possessors of landed property" (Mount Ida Chronicle 16 and 23 January 1874).

Indeed! it was widely held that it was the responsibility of Government

to resolve the issue. The Mount Ida Chronicle suggested that since the

State had licensed the miners to carry on their operations it was the Sta~e

which'should have been prosecuted. Alternatively! the State! it was argued,

should defend the case since the rights of the miners were not being

challenged so much as "the wisdom and policy of the Government in developing

and populating the Goldfields of the Colony" (Mount Ida Chronicle 30 January

1874). A further alternative was for the Government itself to obtain the

opinion of the courts rather- than allow the two interests to be forced into

conflict and creating "bitter rivalry and hatred" extending beyond the

settlement of the immediate issue (Mou~t Ida Chronicle 20 February 1874).

It was not denied that landowners did have certain rights and privileges.

It was suggested! however, that miners should not be liable where water

rights had been granted prior to the alienation of riparian land since the

purchase would have been made in full knowledge of the existence of the right

to divert and pollute water. Furthermore, it was argued that if a riparian

proprietor permitted without protest the pollution of water and therefore

tacitly encouraged miners to undertake expensive works "equity would say

that it would be unjust to have the works stopped or to allow damages to be



claimed" (Bruce Herald 16 January 1874). In any case it was claimed that

freeholders had benefited from mining industry as a result of improved

communications, a market for their produce, the increased value of their

land, and indeed "their whole general prosperity", benefits held to

justify the pollution of rivers by the industry (Mount Ida Chronicle

16 January 1874)_ These arguments were held as reasons for not entertaining

the payment of compensation to riparian proprietors as a means of resolving

the conflict. Such a prospect was "merely to mention what is impossible"

when the riparian owners along the Clutha, Taieri, and Manuherikia Rivers

as well as a host of smaller rivers and streams were taken into account

(Mount Ida Chronicle 20 February 1874).

The Otago Mining Conference of March 1874 devoted some attention to

the question of riparian rights. A committee of three was appointed to

draw up a memorial ·for presentation to the Provincial Government - the

latter having informed the Conference that it had declined to intervene

in the matter, a decision which led the Mount Ida Chronicle to conclude

that the Provincial Government was ignorant of the importance of the case

to the mining industry (Mount Ida Chronicle 28 March and 10 April 1874)_

The Conference resolved that it was "indispensable to the existence of

gold mining in this Province that miners should have confirmed to them

their assumed right to discharge tailings into rivers or watercourses or

upon unoccupied Crown lands, by proclamation or otherwise" (Dunstan Times

6 March 1874), a view widely shared throughout other mining districts of

the Colony. Indeed the Westport Times envisaged the abandonment of gold

mining in Otago and elsewhere should the Courts rule against the miners

(quoted in Mount Ida Chronicle 28 March 1874). The Bruce Herald observed

that the maintenance of the doctrine of riparian rights, together with the

policy of land sales within proclaimed goldfields would mean inevitably

that "the miners will awake some day to discover that their present free

calling has been crushed out of existence by the creation and tyranny of a
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monopoly in the shape of a large landed aristocracy" (Bruce Herald

16 January 1874).

The memorial sanctioned by the Conference for presentation to the

Provincial Government stated succinctly the stance adopted by the mining

community on Borton and McMasters' application for an injunction and suit

for damages for hO,ooo. The memorial pointed out that the method of

mining by which practically all the gold in the Province was obtained

rendered "unavoidable the pollution of every stream on the Goldfields

watershed", so that should the Courts rule against the miners "there is

not a stream in. the Province, polluted by miners, where such an action

might not be broqght - so that the very existence of goldmining as an

industry in this Province is endangered". The memorial suggested that the

Government had been aware that miners had been carrying on thei1 operations

on sufferance only notwithstanding the rights granted by the Goldfields

Acts (Mount Ida Chronicle 14 March 1874).

Government itself was investing considerable sums in such works as the

Mount Ida Water Race and Sludge Channel from which vast quantities of debris

would flow into the Taieri River while having also granted a subsidy to a

private company constructing a water race to supply the Maerewhenua field

from which debris would be discharged into the Maerewhenua River. In both

cases Government was directly or indirectly contributing to the problems

complained of by landowners and, according to the memorial, jeopardising

the public funds invested. The memorial concluded by claiming that

the case in point is one of unprecedented oppression 
that the result of years of persevering toil, accompanied
in many instances by great hardships and a large outlay
of capital, should be imperilled and probably lost in
consequence of your Government having neglected to make
provision for such a case, though specially commended to
your notice by your Gold Mining Commission of 1871.
That, if Messrs Borton and McMaster should succeed in
stopping the miners at Maerewhenua, the result will be
the gradual yet certain abandonment of gold mining;
that thereby a terrible loss will accrue to the mining
community, and one which will probably peril the
financial security of the Colony.
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Since Government was implicated both-directly and indirectly its

assistance in defending the case was sought (Mount Ida Chronicle 14 March

1874. See also AJHR A8A, 1874, and North Otago Times 17 July 1874).

Efforts were made throughout the Province to encourage as many people

as possible to support the petition, considerable anxiety being expressed

that a victory by the landowners would encourage others to give form to

their threats and institute similar proceedings (Bruce Herald 27 March
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1874). The Tuapeka Times asked its readers to

Imagine all the works at the Blue Spur suddenly brought
to a stop by legal proceedings, and the prosperity of
Lawrence made dependent upon the sorrel-clad fifty-acre
patches with which niggardly old identity rulers have
starved settlement on the goldfields.
(Tuapeka Times 8 April 1874).

A growing apprehension among mining interests that the Courts would rule

agai~st the industry was reflected in suggestions that Government should

endeavour to settle the matter by compensating one or other of the

contending parties rather than allow the issue to be settled by the Courts.

Such a course of action could be succeeded immediately - in order to prevent

further claims for compensation - by the enactment of legislation along the

lines of clause 114 of 'The Gold Mining Bill' of 1873, a measure rejected,

it was alleged, prima~ily in response to the opposition of the large landed

proprietors (Tuapeka Times 8 April 1874). Clause 114 had provided that

It shall be lawful for the Governor at any time and from
time to time, and either by particular or general
description, to set apart by Proclamation any portion
of Crown lands for the deposit of tailings and debris
from any gold workings or mining operations or from the
discharge of water tailings and refuse thereon.

Although not regarded as constituting a perfect solution to the

general problems posed by the Maerewhenua dispute, there was, nevertheless,

some regret expressed that the Bill had not been passed into law. Indeed,

the fear was expressed that since proceedings had been instituted,

litigation would continue in such a manner as to render it difficult for

any legislation to resolve the issue, that private rights would grow in



in strength and so delay the establishment of an equitable law

just as in the same way as the rights of the pastoral
lessees are defeating land legislation for many at the
present time and consequently are driving the Province
of Otago, with all sail set, into the Bankruptcy Court,
unless it elects to sell enormous freeholds to the
predominating interest at a self-dictated price
(Mount Ida Chronicle 1 January 1875).

The case, Borton and Others v Howe and Others, was heard before the

Court of Appeal in December 1874, the Attorney-General and James Smith of

Dunedin appearing for the plaintiffs and Macassey and Stout of Dunedin

for the defendants. The facts and questions as stated in the case were

,as follows:

1. The plaintiffs in the present action are sheep-farmers
resident in the Province of Otago, and the defendants, who
reside in the same Province, are engaged in mining
pursuits.

2. The action has been brought to recover damages for
polluting and fouling the waters of certain natural
running streams, and of a certain river, some of which
streams pass through, and others of which streams abut
upon and flow by the plaintiffs' close or run upon which
they depasture sheep and cattle. The declaration also
contains a claim for a writ of injunction to restrain
the defendants from the repetition or continuance of the
injuries complained of, or other injuries of a like kind
relating to the same property.

3. The plaintiffs' close or run comprises both freehold
land and land held under pastoral lease from the Crown,
granted under the provisions of the "Otago Waste Lands
Act, 1866": some of the land was originally held by the
plaintiffs under a pastoral license issued under the
Otaga Waste Lands Regulations of the 1st April, 1856;
but after the passing of the "Otago Waste Lands Act,
1866," this license was surrendered, and a lease obtained
in exchange therefor under the provisions of that Act,
being the pastoral lease above-mentioned: The plaintiffs
have from time to time lawfully acquired by purchase from
the Crown, under the provisions of the "Otago Waste Lands
Act, 1866", the freehold of portions of land comprised
within the limits of their run (being the freehold land
above mentioned), and for which Crown grants have been
issued to them.

4. The running streams and the river mentioned or referred
to in paragraph two, pass through and abut upon portions
of the said freehold land, as well as through and upon
portions of the run which are held under the pastoral lease.

5. The waters of the said streams and of the said river
have, as a matter of fact, been fouled, partly by the mining
operations of the defendants, partly by the workings of
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other miners, 'and partly by the fouling of tributary
streams by other miners and persons, and from other
causes. It is a matter of difficulty to determine
to what extent the workings of the defendants have
contributed to the fouling of the streams and the river
running through and abutting upon the plaintiffs said
close or run. But is to be assumed by the Court, that
the plaintiffs have sustained some actual damage through
the fouling of the last-mentioned streams and of the
said river by the defendants' workings, as the waters
thereof respectively have been rendered less fit for
the plaintiffs' cattle to drink, for domestic and
other purposes, and for sheep-washing.

6. The defendants, being the holders of miners rights,
issued under the laws relating to Gold Fields in force
in the Colony of New Zealand, acquired (long before the
commission of the grievances in respect of which this
action has been brought) mining claims within the
boundaries of or near to the plaintiffs' close or run;
and the defendants further acquired the right to
construct water-races and tail-races in connection
with their said claims. It is to be assumed for the
purpose of this case, that the defendants lawfully
acquired their claims, and the right to construct
and use their water-races and tail-races; and that,
in the prosecution of their enterprise as miners, they
have been guilty of no negligence, but have merely
used and adopted the ordinary methods of working and
making available their mining claims, and have strictly
adhered to all the provisions of the various Gold Fields
Acts and the regulations made thereunder, in force in
the Province of Otago.

7. In working the defendants' claims, it has always been
practically necessary to remove and carry away, by means
of sluicing, large quantities of earth, soil, and stones.
This has been effected by bringing to bear the water supply
conducted to the claims by means of the water-races before
mentioned. The debris known by the name "tailings", has
been carried away from the claims by mean& of tail-races.
When so carried away, these tailings have, through natural
and artificial agencies, found their way either into the
streams, to the use of the waters of.which, in their
natural state, the plaintiffs claim a right, or into
tributary streams flowing into them, and also into the
said river, the effect being to foul the waters of the
first-mentioned streams and of the river, and to render
them unfit for the plaintiffs' cattle to drink, and for
domestic purposes, and for sheep-washing.

8. The proclamation of the Gold Field, which was the
foundation of the rights acquired by the defendants, was
issued after the plaintiffs acquired their status as
pastoral tenants (as licensees as to part, as lessees
as to other part), and after they had acquired certain
of their freeholds in respect of which they claim
riparian rights and privileges, but before they had
acquired others of their freeholds in respect of which
they claim similar rights and privileges. It is to be
assumed, therefore, that the riparian rights or privileges
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claimed by the plaintiffs came into existence at
different points of time.

9. The defendants constructed their water-races and
tail-races at very considerable expense, and the
plaintiffs themselves or their agents were aware of
this. The issue of some or one of the licences
(e.g. a license to construct a tail-race) was
unsuccessfully opposed (before a Gold Fields' Warden)
by or on behalf of the plaintiffs, but beyond such
opposition no proceedings were taken prior to the
commencement of the present action, with a view to
restrain the defendants from constructing the
water-races and tail-races aforesaid. The parties
being unable to agree upon a statement of facts
upon the question of acquiescence, the Court is merely
to assume that a case of acquiescence may be
established upon a reference to an arbitrator as
he~nafter is mentioned.

10. Should the Court be of 0plnlon that the plaintiffs
are entitled to recover in the present action, then
the.amount of damages to be awarded is to be referred
to an arbitrator, but in case of disagreement in
regard to the appointment of an arbitrator, then the
damages are to be assessed by a jury.

11. Should acquiescence by the plaintiffs in the
expenditure incurred by the defendants be held by the
Court to be a bar to the claim made in the action, or
a ground for mitigating damages, the arbitrator is to
act upon that view.

12. Should the Court be of oplnlon that the plaintiffs
are entitled to recover, the arbitrator or jury is to
be guided by, and to follow the measure of damages to
be laid down by the Court.

13. Judgement for the plaintiffs or defendants is by
agreement to be without costs on either side.

The questions stated for the opinion of the Court were:

1. Have the Gold Fields Laws of this Colony abridged
the common law rights of a riparian proprietor, and
sanctioned the use of natural streams of water in a
manner and for purposes which would be actionable in
England?

2. If the auriferous deposits on the gold-field
referred to belong to Her Majesty, and they cannot
be worked without fouling and polluting the streams,
can a freeholder maintain an action for polluting
by gbld-mining under the existing laws, a stream
or river that flows past his freehold?

3. As holders of the pastoral license mentioned in
the case, would the plaintiffs, before the surrender
of such license and the obtaining of a pastoral lease,
have had any right of action arising out of the
fouling of the waters of the streams before mentioned
by reason of mining operations, conducted and carried
on without negligence?
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4". As lessees under the Otago Waste Lands Act, 1866,
have the plaintiffs such a right of action in respect
of their leasehold?

5. As freeholders, or owners in fee of land purchased
by them before the proclamation of the gold-field in
which the defendant's claim is situate, have the
plaintiffs such rights and privileges as riparian
proprietors, or otherwise, as entitle them to maintain
an action for the fouling of the waters of the streams,
by reason of mining operations carried on and
conducted without negligence?

6. As such freeholders in respect of land purchased by
them, aFter the proclamation of the said gold-field,:
are the plaintiffs entitled to maintain such action,
or did the plaintiffs purchase, subject in law to an
easement of necessity in favour of miners then lawfully
working in the gold-field, enabling them by the use of
tail races, to discharge tailings into the said streams,
or the tributaries thereof?

7. Are the plaintiffs entitled to maintain such an
action as well in respect of their freehold or leasehold
lands, upon which any of the said streams abut merely
(without passing through), as in respect of their said
lands respectively through which such stream passes or
flows?

8. As in some of the Crown grants to the plaintiffs their
land is described as, and as matter of fact is, bounded
by a river, do the plaintiffs, by reason thereof, acquire
any riparian rights, and, if any, such rights as prohibit
miners discharging tailings into the river?

9. Should it be found by the arbitrator, that the plaintiffs
stood by while the defendants were engaged in constructing
the water races and tail races; that the plaintiffs knew
of the progress of such works,and foresaw, or ought
reasonably to have foreseen, that the ordinary use of the
said races would result in fouling the said streams, and
that the plaintiffs took no steps to restrain the defendants
from completing their said races, or discouraged them"
(the defendants) from expending their money"and labour
thereon; would such facts furnish a legal answer to the
action or to a claim for an injunction to restrain the
defendants from continuing the inju~ies complained of,
or would there be a ground for mitigating the damages?

10. Having regard to the practical impossibility of
ascertaining to what extent the defendants have fouled
the before-mentioned streams, as contradistinguished
from the workings of the other miners, upon what principle
are damages to be assessed against the defendants?

11. If the plaintiffs are entitled to damages, in respect
of what tenure or interest (as licensees, lessees, freeholders
before, or freeholders after, the proclamation of the gold
field) are they so entitled?
(New Zealand Jurist 2, 1874-1875, 98-100).
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The judgement of the Court of Appeal, de1ivered'in May 1875 after some

confident wagering by both major groups whose interests were involved

(Mount Ida Chronicle 26 December 1874 and 12 March 1875) held that

1. The Gold-fields Laws of New Zealand have abridged
the common law rights of riparian proprietors (entitled
to the use of the waters of streams) of lands situate
within the limits of gold-fields, and have sanctioned
the use of natural streams in a manner which would be
actionable in England.

2. This abridgment consists in sanctioning the taking
and using by holders of miners' rights for mining
purposes of the water of streams on private lands; but
the power so conferred does not entitle the miners to
return the water used in a polluted state into such
streams.

3. The auriferous deposits belong to the Queen, subject
to the Gold-fields Laws of the colony; but her Majesty
is not entitled to foul streams beyond the gold-fields
to the detriment of grantees of the Crown.

4. A freeho1der can maintain an action for polluting by
gold-mining a stream flowing past his freehold, unless
the freehold be within the gold-field, and the
pollution justified by the regulations made under the
Gold-fields Act.

5. A pastoral licensee or lessee of the Crown is within
the above rules, as the nature and extent of the
plaintiff's interest only affect the question of
damages; and, in the absence of any easement giving a
right to foul, it matters not whether the land was
acquired before or after the proclamation of the
gold-field,nor whether the land merely abuts on the
stream or the stream passes through the land.

6. Semble, that the freehold in the soil of a running
stream in the colony is vested ad medium filum aquae
in the riparian owner .•

7. A freeholder who looks on without remonstrance at
operations by miners, not on his land, but the effect
of which will be detrimental to his land, cannot be
taken to have acquiesced in the result of such
operations, as the miners are doing acts sanctioned
by the statute.

8. Any unjustified fouling is a ground at least for
nominal damages, -though without defendants fouling
others would have so fouled the stream as to render
it useless to the plaintiffs
(New Zealand Jurist 2, 1874-1875, 97).

The ruling of the Court of Appeal, which by force of its origin was

to be binding on all lower courts, was not unexpected. Indeed it was

conceded by some sections of the goldfields press that the common law
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doctrine of riparian rights did act in such a way as to preserve a

community's interests in its water resources. Nevertheless, the ruling

obviously had serious implications for the mining industry and indeed

for land settlement policies based on the alienation of land within

proclaimed goldfields (Dunstan Times 28 May 1875). It was inevitable,

therefore, that that ruling should be challenged.

GLASSFORD V REID, 1875

It was part four of the Court of Appeal's ruling in Borton v Howe,

namely, that "A freeholder can maintain an action for polluting by

gold-mining a stream flowing past his freehold, unless the freehold be

within the gold-field, and the pollution justified by the regulations

made under the Gold-fields Act", (Ne~ Zealand Jurist 2, 1874-1875, 97)

which offered the grounds for further dispute and legal proceedings. The

second major confrontation between miners and riparian proprietors,

'Glassford v Reid, thus involved land situated within the Otago goldfields,

the plaintiff being the lessee of Run 223 which included some freehold land.

The case was heard before Mr Justice Johnston and a special jury in the

Supreme Court in July 1875. The plaintiff sought ~,OOO damages for the

pollution of a stream running through his freehold land, damage to that

land, continuation of the trespass whereby the property was endangered, and

an injunction to restrain the defendants from discharging mining debris

into the watercourse. In response Reid maintained that the sludge and

tailings necessarily had found their way into the plaintiff's stream and

that he could not reasonably have exercised the rights conferred by his

miner's right and tailrace licence had the tailings not been allowed to

flow into the watercourse. The jury found in favour of Glassford, however,

and awarded damages of Is for pollution of the stream and ~O for the

deposition of tailings. Of greater interest were the comments of

Mr Justice Johnson. With part four of the Court of Appeal's ruling in
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Borton v Howe clearly in mind, he observed that he would rule

without any great confidence of his being right in law,
because it had never been tested yet ... (that a person)
making an honest and fair use of tail-races which had
been constructed by virtue of licenses issued under
regulations made in pursuance of the Goldfields Act,
was not responsible for the results.

He ruled in that way, he concluded, "without any absolute 'conviction that it

was good law, but he must decide in one ~ay or the other in order to have

the opinion of the Superior Court" (Dunstan Times 30 July 1875).

The case was then reconsidered by Mr Justice Williams in 1876, the

question, in his view, turning on the construction of the Goldfields Act

itself and the regulations made in pursuance of it. The sole question

was whether the defendants were authorised by statute to interfere with

the rights of the plaintiff, or, alternatively, whether the rights of

the plaintiff had been curtailed in any way by statute so as to justify

the defendants in acting as they had. The earlier case of Borton v Howe

was held to govern much of the issue in this case, the only difference

being that Glassford's land was situated within a goldfield. Mr Justice

Williams held that Borton v Howe had already decided three points; first,

that the riparian rights of landholders outside the boundaries of a

goldfield were in no way affected by the Goldfield Acts; second, that

the riparian rights of landholders within a goldfield were affected only

so far as the Goldfield Acts or regulations empowered the holders of

miners' rights to use the waters of streams on private lands; and,

third, that there was nothing in the Acts or regulations conferring a

power on miners to pollute the streams. In deciding those points the

Court had considered the supposition that the auriferous deposits could

not be worked without polluting the streams. Counsel had argued that

the regulations as to tail races had been overlooked but Mr Justice

Williams held that the principle decided in Borton v Howe was that where
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BORTON V HOWE 1890

The rulings in Borton v Howe (1875) and Glassford v Reid (1875)

appeared to define the law relating to and uphold the rights of riparian

proprietors, although obtaining practical relief from the injuries

established was a different matter. In 1878, a petition signed by

R. Campbell, Alexander McMaster, John Borton, and William Gardiner, all

of Maerewhenua, sought specific relief on behalf of freeholders and

settlers on the lower reaches of the Maerewhenua River. The Gold Fields

Select Committee, to whom the petition had been referred, noted that the

landowners and occupiers had been content to assert their claims to

superiority in respect of water rights in the Courts. The Committee was

also willing "to recognise that the reluctance manifested by the petitioners

to obtain the benefits of the judicial decision (in Borton v Howe) in their

favour has been largely founded upon consideration of what is advantageous

in the public interest" (AJHR 11, 1878, 4). But the Committee was not

willing to accept the petitioners' assertion that the ruling of the Court
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of Appeal was valueless and observed that "Practical justice is presumed

to follow the verdict of the Supreme Court, and that therefore the

petitioners had not exhausted their legal remedy" (AJHR, 11, 1878, 4).

various proposals were made from time to time in an effort to

resolve the Maerewhenua dispute without recourse to further litigation.

The Gold Fields Select Committee of 1878, for example, sugg~sted that a

race be constructed to provide an assured, sufficient supply of clean

water to settlers below the goldfield. An invitation to miners to

assist by granting aid in labour was rejected, however,the miners

insisting that Government should repurchase the lands involved in order

to facilitate the discharge of water and tailings (AJHR Ii, 1878, 5 and

Mount Ida Chronicle 28 November 1878). In any case the riparian

proprietors made it clear that they would not accept such a race as an

equivalent for the extinguishment of their riparian rights (Le 1/1879/108).

Indeed, in the view of the Mines Department at least, the landowners were

not prepared to consider any proposal "so long as it is believed that the

Government will arrange compensation" (Under-Secretary for Gold Fields

to Chairman, Maerewhenua Miners' Association, 22 May 1879 in Le 1/1879/

108).

Government, for its part, was anxious not to admit any.liability for

damage inflicted as a result of mining operations or to establish any

precedent in respect of compensation. Repeated requests by miners that the

Maerewhenua River be proclaimed (see below, p. 546-553) were rejected partly

on account of the considerable sums landowners would claim in return for

the extinguishment of their rights and partly on account of the comparatively

small mining interests involved. In a petition presented to Parliament in

1880 the miners on the Maerewhenua field alleged that they were in constant

dread of prosecution and loss of property and their means of livelihood,

that the ripar~an rights were of small value and readily extinguishable, and



that the cancellation of those rights would allow an increase in both

the population and the revenue derived from mining. Those claims were

investigated by the Warden of the Mount Ida Goldfield. He concluded that

1) the existence of riparian rights had not checked mining to any

appreciable extent;

2) the actual damage inflicted upon riparian property had not been

sufficient to induce the miners to fear enforcement by the riparian owners

of their strict legal rights;

3) the extinguishment of those rights would not result in any expansion of

mining;

4) the cost of cancellation would amount to several thousands of pounds

rather than the ~200 quoted by the miners; and

5) the goldfields revenue of the district out of which any compensation

would have to be paid was insignificant (AJHR 13, 1881,5).

Conclusions of that character together with a discovery that

compensation payable for riparian rights cancelled would relate to the whole

estate concerned and not merely the actual frontage to the watercourse

involved were sufficient to persuade Government not to accede to demands

for proclamation. It remained unswayed by claims that the miners were

"harrassed" by the freeholders and that the objective of the runholders

was simply to retain their lands by deterring potential settlers

(Le 1/1881/3). The landowners in fact. appear to have demonstrated

conside~able forbearance while Government continued to believe that if the

dispute were left to the contending parties to resolve, "an amicable
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arrangement would probably be arrived at " (Inspecting Engineer to

Under-Secretary for Mines 3 April 1888, (MD 1894/1124).

In fact, the Government had also sought the view of the Solicitor-General.

His assessment was that if the acts complained of were being carried on

within a duly constituted mining district by persons authorised to carry



out mining operations "there can, prima facie, be no valid .cLa Lm agaLns't

the Government. All the latter does is to constitute the district as

the law requires •••• " (MD 1894/1124). Persons carrying on mining

operations availed themselves of rights conferred by law and were

required to exercise them in a legal way. Where they failed to do so

they were liable. The Government, the Solicitor-General concluded, was

merely a passive authority acting as an instrument to put the law in

motion and had committed no acts itself in violation of any rights. It

thus followed that the miners themselves were required to demonstrate

that, they were authorised by law to do the acts complained of or else

they were liable for the consequences of those acts (MD 1894/1124).

Quite clearly an impasse had been reacped. It was Borton who sought

to resolve the dispute finally by informing the miners that he proposed'

applying to the Supreme Court for an injunction and for an award of [50

for land lost as a result of the accumulation of mining debris (Mount

Ida Chronicle 3 July 1890). Borton thus instituted proceedings against

Henry Howe in 1890, his statement of claim noting that despite the

injunction awarded in 1875 the defendant had continued to pollute and

disturb the waters of the Maerewhenua River by discharging mining debris

and- tailings. The destruction of land, pollution of the water, and the

dangers posed to his homestead had convinced Borton of the necessity to

secure a further injunction. The Supreme Court in fact awarded damages

of £25, costs of £52 7s 6d and an injunction which was, however, to lie

for six months from the 9 September 1890. The terms of the injunction

were rigorous and required Howe to

absolutely desist from polluting or disturbing the water of
the Maerewhenua River .•. by causing or permitting to flow
into the same from your said mining claim quantities of earth
sand stone sludge tailings or other foul and impure substances
whereby the said river may become foul polluted or unfit for
the cattle of the Plaintiff to drink or for washing his sheep
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or for domestic purposes or whereby the use of the Plaintiff
of the water of the said river may be lost or his land
injured or lessened in value or whereby earth stone sludge
or tailings may accumulate or cover any part of the land of

'the Plaintiff or whereby the said water may be diverted
from its natural channel or made to flow over the land of
the Plaintiff or whereby his dwelling house or buildings
may be endangered from the said water until our said Court
shall make order to the contrary,
(Supreme Court, Dunedin, Civil Action Case File 1820).

That decision reaffirmed the ruling in Borton v Howe (1875) and

Glassford v Reid (1875) and clearly established the liability of miners

who discharged mining debris into watercourses which had not been

proclaimed sludge channels and therefore open for the reception of

tailings. Unless the miners could find other grounds on which to defend

and justify their use of the colony's watercourses they faced the real

prospect of a severe curtailment of their activities wherever riparian

proprietors chose to assert their rights. That prospect and the

opportunity of advancing alternative grounds in defence arose in McIndoe v

Jutland Flat (Waipori) Gold Mining Company Limited •

McINDOE v JUTLAND FLAT (WAIPORI) GOLD MINING COMPANY LIMITED, 1892

The Waipori dispute which erupted in 1892 was the first of a number

of legal conflicts between farmers and dredging interests which were to

establish finally the law relating to riparian rights and which therefore

were to assume considerable significance in shaping Government's efforts.to

devise a comprehensive solution. The conflict in this particular case

involved farmers of the Berwick district on the Waipori River and dredging

companies Qperating in the Waipori area.

In August 1892 the Jutland Flat (Waipori) Gold Mining Company Limited

was requested "forthwith to discontinue fouling the river by means of your

dredging operations, with the result of rendering the water unfit for use,

increasing the prejudicial effect of flood, destroying crops and cattle,

and rendering the drainage and preservation of land more difficult and
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and expensive" (Smith, Chapman, Sinclair and White, Solicitors, Dunedin

to Jutland Flat Gold Mining Company Limited, 31 August 1892 in Taieri

Advocate 12 October 1892). The company's response was to petition Parliament

for protection on the grounds that mining had been carried on in the

Waipori watershed since 1862, that mining operations had not inflicted any

substantial damage or injury on riparian proprietors, and that any

injunction issued would halt all mining within the watershed with a loss

of property and employment. The company also noted that "The like

considerations will apply to the mining which is done on the Taieri and

Molyni:mx Rivers, so that almost the whole mining industry of Otago is

threatened" (Taieri Advocate 12 October 1892). In its view the problem

could be resolved by deepening Waipori Lake. With respect to freehold

lands beyond the goldfields boundary, the company suggested that Government

could resume such lands and resell them, "with a percentage added, and •.•
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burdened with the effects such as they may be of mining operations

(Taie~i Advocate 12 October 1892).

"

The dispute initiated by farmers of the Berwick district, provided

it was settled decisively, was widely regarded as having a most important

bearing on the relations between the two industries and on the

continuation of mining in at least some districts of Central Otago.

Sluicing, observed the Otago Witness, is "an extremely rough and ready

and haphazard way of extracting gold". Mining at Round Hill had resulted

in trees along stream beds being buried so that "the upper branches now

raise their skinny fingers, like Macbeth's witches, against the outrage

done to Nature:' Mining at Waikaia had resulted in fertile alluvial

flats being buried 12 metres below tons of sludge and debris and forever

rendered useless. But, asked the journal, "who is to balance the respective

claims of the miner and settler?" (Otago Witness 8 September 1892).
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The Jutland Flat Gold Mining Company Limited clearly believed that

it was Government's responsibility if not to balance those claims then to

act so as to enable it to continue mining. But since the Berwick farmers,

through one of their number, had instituted proceedings seeking damages of

40s and an injunction, Government declined to act other than to direct the

Inspector of Mines (Southern District) to investigate the dispute. In his

report Gow estimated the number of miners within the Waipori watershed at

150 while observing that all the claims contributed to the silt carried

in suspension down to the Waipori and Waihola Lakes. The dredges were

working in still water into which the ~ining debris was emptied so that

onl~ very fine materials were carried into the main stream "where much of

it settles in comparatively still places along the many miles of river bed

till a large flood comes, when it is carried down to the low flats where

the flow is checked by the tides at Berwick and the silt is allowed to

settle on the land". Such a flood in February 1892 had left many acres of

pasture covered with some inches of silt, soiled standing crops and rendered

both pasture and crop almost unfit for stock

Report dated 26 September 1892).

(Le 1/1892/3.

That particular flood occurred, according to Gow, at "a very unfortunate

time of the year," the land otherwise ::being 11 improved" by the periodic

light coating of silt which "should in the end compensate for the little

damage odd floods may do by coming while crops are in the field". The

action of the farmers was ascribed in fact to other causes, Gow remarking

that

It is a remarkable fact that although the Waipori Stream
has been in a polluted state every day during the last
30 years it is only since the Borton award on the
Maerewhenua River (see below, pp. 546-553) that these
people have discovered that the pollution of the stream
is injuring them. Had Borton's case never cropped up,
it is generally believed the Berwick farmers would have
remained contented and happy, and we should have had no
complaint about the Waipori silt.



In any case, he concluded, halting mining would not resolve the problem.

Moreover, most of the fine silt was discharged by the sluicing parties and

to stop them working was considered to be impossible. In Cow's view the

sluicers were "generally not worth 'powder shot'" and would therefore be

allowed to continue mining indefinitely and thus also the pollution of

the stream (Le 1/1892/3. Report dated 26 September 1892).

Following thelCow investigation', the matter was taken to the

Supreme Court. The case, McIndoe v The Jutland Flat (Waipori) Gold Mining

Company (Limited) was heard before Mr Justice Williams in Dunedin in

November and December 1892. Mclnqoe, who owned a farm of 80 acres with a

frontage on the Waipori River opposite Berwick, had brought the action on

behalf of a number of farmers, some affected by the deposition of silt and

the fouling of the water, others who complained that the deposit of silt

had caused Lake Waipori to become shallower, that they had lost the fall for

floodwater and would be obliged to erect protective works and pump the

water from their land. Yet a further group of farmers complained that a

bar had been formed across the mouth of Lee Creek which flowed into the

lake a short distance from the mouth of the Waipori River and thereby

impeded the escape of flood-water. The general complaint was that though

for many years the water had been fouled by mining it had become much

worse and the damaged occasioned by the deposition of silt much greater,

increases attributed by the complainants to the expansion of dredging on

the river and the operations of a large sluicing claim.

The defendant company disputed the facts advanced by the plaintiff

while at the same time claiming a prescriptive right or easement in the

Crown to foul the river. The company also pleaded acquiescence and a

statutory right. In his ruling, however, Mr Justice Williams observed

that
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the reasonable conclusion to be drawn from the evidence
is that the dredging operations of the defendants are
sensibly contributing to the pollution of the river
opposite the land of the plaintiff, and to the tendency
of the river, especially in time of flood, to silt up its
bed there •••• The plaintiff, therefore, on the authority
of Borton v Howe ..• is entitled to some damages and to an
injunction, unless the defendants can show either that they
had a prescriptive right to foul the river, or that the
goldfields laws and regulations enacted since Borton v Howe
was decided have given them that right, or that the
plaintiff has by his own Qonduct lost the right to ask for
the relief he claims, and that there are special reasons
why an injunction should not be granted.
(New Zealand Law Reports 12, 1894, 235-236).

The Jutland Flat Gold Mining Company's claim to a prescriptive

right to foul a stream as a result of mining operation was based on the

existence of a formally declared goldfield and on the assertion that

during the.whole period of that existence miners working under titles

derived from the Crown had fouled the stream. Thus, the company

alleged further, the Crown had acquired thereby an easement by

prescription. It was held, however, that that defence could not succeed

because such a district, not being in any sense occupied as a tenement

for mining purposes, could not be a dominant tenement, though any claim

within it might become such. Those who set up a prescriptive right to

foul a stream were required to show that they had exercised it substantially

to the extent claim~d during the whole period of twenty years preceding the

action. If during a substantial part of the period they had fouled to a

less extent they could only prescribe to that extent.

Apart from the question of prescription, the defendants also

suggested that the condition of things had so altered that the use of

water for mining purposes might be considered to have become an ordinary

use so that the plaintiff would have no right now to complain of fouling

caused by mining. The distinction between ordinary and extraordinary

use of water was referred to by the Master of the Rolls in Ormerod v

The Todmorden Joint-stock Mill Company whereb~ in a manufacturing district
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where the use of water for drinking or irrigation purposes had become

obsolete, he was not prepared to hold that the use of water for

manufacturing purposes was not an ordinary use. In the present case,

however, Mr Justice Williams held that the use of water for drinking

purposes had not become obsolete because it was partly to keep the

water reasonably fit for drinking purposes that the proceedings had been

taken, and thus that the use for mining purposes involving fouling of the

water of a river flowing to a settled farming district where it was

required for domestic purposes was not an 'ordinary use'.

Mr Justice Williams also ruled that if the plaintiff had established that

that t1 s ens i b l e pollution" was caused by the defendants, he had not by

acquiescence or otherwise lost his right to complain of it or to obtain an

injunction to restrain it. It was acknowledged that the defendant had not

taken action earlier against the individual miners on the field but it was

also conceded that to have done so "would have involved such enormous trouble

and expense as to be practically impossible. A man who has submitted to

something he was thus powerless to prevent", observed the judge, "cannot be

said to have acquiesced in it". In any case it was stated in Borton v Howe

that "a freeholder who looks on without remonstrance at operations by miners

not on his land, but the effect of which will be detrimental to his land,~

cannot be taken to have acquiesced in the result of such operations" (New

Zealand Law Reports 12, 1894, 238-239). Moreover, it was held to be no

answer to the plaintiff's claim to say that other persons as well were

polluting the stream and that therefore an injunction would not restore the

plaintiff to his legal right. To obtain an injunction was a step towards

obtaining an injunction against each of any others who polluted by dredging

while "A partial enjoyment of a right is better than the entire deprivation

of it" (New Zealand Law Reports 12, 1894, 239). Finally, there were

no grounds of public interest why the plaintiff should not have been entitled



to an injunction since the question was one of conflicting private rights

with the defendants working solely for the purpose of private gain.

The only grounds on which the defendants could have succeeded would

have been that the mining laws and regulations enacted since Borton v

Howe in 1875 meant that the principles laid down in that case did not

apply to the existing case. The defence had claimed that section 99 (1)

of The Mining Act, 1886 justified the action of the defendants, that

section providing that holders of miners' rights were entitled

To take or divert water from any spring, lake,_ pool, or
stream situate on or flowing through or adjoining Crown
lands, and to use such water for mining for gold upon
such parcel or parcels of Crown land as aforesaid, and
for his own domestic purposes, and to use by way of an
easement any Crown lands, and to deposit upon such lands
any spoil or debris arising from such mining for gold
(Statutes of New Zealand 1886, 513).

Since that section gave power to deposit mining debris on any Crown lands,

it was urged that, as the bed of the Waipori Lake was Crown land, the

section authorised the sending of dirty water down the river into the
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lake. The obvious answer, commented Mr Justice Williams, was that

even if the section applied at all to Crown lands beyond the limit of a

goldfield,"the intention of it was merely to give the miner a right as

against the Crown which he could not have had without it, and not to

authorise him to interfere with private rights of property"

Zealand Law Reports 12, 1894, 240).

(New

The defence also argued that the claim of the defendants was a claim

covering the bed of a river and was granted for t.he cpurpose of dredging,

and that by Regulation 119 made under The Mining Act, 1886, the water of

the river could not be diverted therefrom but if used in working the

claim must be returned to the river again. It was contended, therefore,

that as they were authorised by statute to dredge and were compelled by

statute to keep the water in the river, that if, after taking all reasonable



care in working, the water through their operations became foul, to the

detriment of the plaintiff, the plaintiff could not recover. Mr Justice

Williams cited in response the ruling in Truman v The London, etc.,

Railway Company to the effect that

An Act of Parliament may authorise a nuisance, and if it does
so, then the nuisance which it authorises may be lawfully
committed. But the authority given by the Act may be an
authority ... to do certain works provided that they can be done
without causing a nuisance, and whether the authority falls
within that category is again a question of construction.

The burden, however, 'lies on those who seek to establish
that the Legislature intended to take away the private
rights of individuals to show that, by express words or by
necessary implication, such an intention appears '
(New Zealand Law Reports ,12, 1894,240-241).

On the basis of that ruling and that in Borton v Howe, the judge

concluded that the Goldfields Acts were intended to authorise

individuals to exercise rights which, apart from those Acts, could only

be exercised by the Crown, but not to give to individuals rights which

did not belong to the Crown. Thus it was no answer to a freeholder

outside a goldfield who complained of pollution to say that it was

absolutely impossible for the goldfield to be worked at all without

polluting the water.

Finally, .Mr Justice Williams observed that in The Mining Act, 1886,

there was the strongest indication of an intention that the granting of

gold mining claims was not to interfere with the rights of riparian owners~

Section 154 and subsequent sections provided that the Govenor might

proclaim any watercourse as one into which mining debris and effluent water

might be discharged and that the riparian owners were entitled to

compensation.

There is therefore in the present law what there was not ...
(in 1875) a distinct statutory recognition of the rights of
riparian owners as against the grantees of mining privileges,
a provision for divesting those rights, and for compensating
the persons who are deprived of them. It cannot, then, be
said that to restrain any particular dredging claim, or all
the dredging claims in a district, from working because the
working injuriously affects a riparian proprietor outside
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the goldfield, renders the provlslons of the Act as to
dredging claims nugatory. You may work a dredging
claim ••• if you can do so without injuring your
neighbour, but not otherwise. You can work a dredging
claim without injuring him if the river on which you
work has been proclaimed under section 154, or, indeed,
apart from that section, if the banks of the river below
remain vested in the Crown, or if the goldfield is
bounded by the sea. In the former case the rights of
the riparian proprietors would have been taken and paid
for; and in the latter there would be no riparian rights
at all (New Zealand Law Reports 12, 1894,242).

Damages of 40s were awarded and an injunction granted.

That decision caused considerable consternation among mining interests

and in the Waipori district. Various solutions to the dispute were

advanced, including the resumption of the lands affected as provided by

section 213 of The Mining Act, 1891. Resumption was not regarded with much

favour, however, since the Government would find itself the possessor of an

area of land which "would represent a sum so large as to render that course

well nigh impracticable" (Tuapeka Times 7 April 1894). In any case,

section 10 of The Mining Act Amendment Act (No.2) 1893, limited the amount

which could be spent on such purposes in anyone financial year to ;£10,000

(Statutes of New Zealand 1893, 233).

The Otago Witness suggested a somewhat novel mode of settling the

dispute by recommending that The Mining Act, 1891 be amended so as to

permit an annual payment to riparian owners for any nuisance created by

dredging, the amount to be negotiated by the parties involved. The

suggestion was based on the contention that all mines were speedily

exhausted. "An annual payment during the continuance of dredging operation~",

observed the journal, "would in all probability prove very much less onerous

than the large sums which may probably be awarded as compensation, augmented

as they usually are by heavy costs" (Otago Witness 31 August 1893). The

suggestion appears to have been ignored as efforts were then directed rather

towards persuading the Government to proclaim the Waipori River and its



tributaries •

It was certain, however, that proclamation would entail substantial

compensation payments to the riparian proprietors along the lower reaches

of the Waipori River. Whether such sums should be paid when only two or

three dredges were involved was a matter for some misgivings (NZPD 86,

1894, 616). In any case the argument was advanced that the interests of

farming should take precedence, that farmers were 'the true support of a

young State', a claim to whieh the Tuapeka Times responded by suggesting

that "because that is so it does not follow that it would be correct to

say that gold mining may not also at certain periods in the life of a young

State be its 'true support'" (Tuapeka Times 18 April 1894). The

goldfields press did not suggest that the claims of the farmers were without

found,ation but rather insisted that it would be "unreasonable and .•.

intolerable that the preservation of their rights should involve an injury

to another class whose claims to consideration are equally strong and

undeniable" (Tuapeka Times 6 September 1893).

The central difficulty lay in the magnitude of the claims likely to

be made in the event of proclamation. In order to ascertain the amount of

compensation involved Government in October_1893 announced its intention of

proclaiming the Waipori River. Claims lodged within the statutory 50 days

totalled hl,491.10s and those received after the expiry of that period

16,490. Criticism was soon forthcoming, the Tuapeka Times insisting that

the sums sought were "outrageously in excess of the value of the land

understood to be exposed to injury "The farmers, the journal went on

to suggest, had "determined on making the most of the chance that placed

the Government of the country so completely in their power", a view echoed

by the Lake Country Press (Tuapeka Times 7 and 18 April 1894 and Lake

Country Press 17 May 1894). Some sections of the goldfields press did
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recognise, however, that the farmers had lodged their claims in the

knowledge that once settled no further compensation could be sought. Once

the river had been proclaimed there was in fact no limit to the damage which

might be inflicted (Tuapeka Times 11 April 1894). For its part the

Government made it clear that the amount sought did not allow it to

consider proclamation (otago Witness 19 April 1894).

The reluctance of Government to proclaim the river was also based on

an expectation that such a course of action would encourage farmers similarly

affected elsewhere in Otago and Southland to demand 'enormous' sums as

compensation. Further, the Taieri County Council resolved to protest against

any proposed proclamation "unless adequate provision be made for keeping the

mouths of the river and stream free and open" (Taieri Advocate 11 April

1894). Proclamation of any watercourse in Otago and Southland would almost

certainly engender demands therefore from local authorities for assistance

to protect roads, bridges and other property.

The magnitude of the claims lodged by riparian proprietors along the

Waipori River and the prospect of local authorities seeking assistance

encouraged a search for alternative means of resolving the dispute,

including the dredging of Lake Waipori in order to create a free channel

for silt from the Waipori River. Advocates of such a solution argued that

the injunction taken out by the Berwick farmers would not benefit them since

the damage to the river channel was the accumulated result of thirty years'

mining. The injunction, the Taieri Advocate argued, merely created great

hardship for the miners, coal carriers, businessmen and those dependent

upon them. "And for this very unsatisfactory state of affairs there is no

counter balancing advantage in the shape of improving the circumstances of

the farmers" (Taieri Advocate 11 April 1894). Indeed, it was suggested

that the farmers were intent not so much upon receiving compensation as



upon having the river channel deepened so as to prevent repeated flooding.

It was also suggested that upon proclamation (which would allow mining to

resume) the monies otherwise payable as compensation should be devoted to

the costs of dredging and embanking. By such means the needs of both

industries would be satisfied whereas non-proclamation would prevent mining

but not flooding nor siltation (Otago Witness 19 April 1894).

Some farmers at least were not prepared to accept the assertion that

the injunction would not benefit them, arguing rather that'as the river had

a fall of from 40 to 50 feet per mile from the mouth of the gorge to Upper

Waipori, tailings would not lie in the gorge. It followed that the problem

would continue as long as mining continued (Otago Witness 26 April 1894).

Nevertheless, the Government instructed P.S. Hay, a civil engineer with the

Public Works Department, to investigate both river embankment and the

dredging of a channel through Lake Waipori as means of lowering the river

and providing an unobstructed channel for the free flow of mining debris.

Hay's first conclusion was that the dredging of a new outlet channel

would not ~ffect any great improvement in the level of Waipori Lake because

of the relative levels of that Lake and Lake Waihola. His second conclusion

was to cast doubt upo~ dredging operations as the cause of the silting up of

Lake Waipori and to attribute the tendehcy of the Waipori River to flooding

to the character of its banks, the obstruction caused by willows and other

vegetation, and to the inadequacy of the river channel ,in times of high

flood. His third conclusion was that the only remedy lay in the

construction of suitable embankments since any attempt to straighten the

river would induce the formation of deposits further downstream thereby

raising the river and causing increased overflowing.

Hay devoted considerable attention to the contribution made by mining

to the problems of silting up and flooding. Damage to farm lands, he
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observed, could arise

1) by deposits of gravel, sand or silt being left during flood;

2) by the deposits of material in the river bed raising the level of

of the water and so rendering flooding more likely when the river

was high or in ordinary states of the river by obstructing the flow

of drainage water from low parts of adjoining land;

3) by deposits of material in Lake Waipori forming bars at the river

mouths and thus obstructing the outflow and raising the level of

the water in the lower reach of the river for some distance up from

the lake;

4) by the formation of banks across the lake causing the low water level

of the portion of the lake cut off to rise;

5) ,by the complete silting up of some or the partial silting up of

all the existing outlets to the lake, thereby raising the low

water level of the whole lake and impairing the natural drainage

of the lands on the lake shores; or

6) by the silting up of the outlet channels between the lake and

the Taieri River or of that river itself and thus gradually

diminishing the tidal range in the lake with the same result as

in (5).

The causes, Hay considered, were more elusive to define. Dredging

in the Upper Waipori Flat had comprised excavation in paddocks having only

one face open to the river, the excavated material being deposited behind

the dredges in still water. The result was that only very fine matter

in suspension was carried away. Only when the dredges were working near

the river bank on the outer faces of the paddocks would there have been a

much greater probability of the river carrying away other material, except

that the velocities of the river currents were insufficient to carry more
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than a small fraction of the material turned over. Hay did concede that



the whole of the ground worked by the dredges would be more liable to

erosion than had it been left in its natural consolidated state. Below

the flat the fall in the river was much greater so that the material

discharged from the sluicing operations would be deposited in the lake.

With respect to the gravels deposited in the bed of the river from

Berwick to the Gorge, Hay was reluctant to ascribe their presence to

mining noting that large quantities of gravels had been brought down by

the river before tihejcommencement; of mining. "Considering all the

possibilities," he concluded, "I do not think that mining alone can be

held responsible for a very great portion of the gravels now in the river

bed just above Berwick" (Hay, P. to Minister of Mines, 22 August 1894 in

Le 1/1894/190, 6). Similarly the sand and silt deposited on flooded lands

were 'ascribed to the work of 'ordinary denuding agencies'. With respect to

the raising of the bed of the river between Saw Mill Creek and Waipori

Lake,Hay also noted that such a phenomenon could be the result of natural

causes such as the lodging of timber in the river bottom, the gradual

accumulation of the heavier materials brought down by the river, and

obstructions caused by willows. Nor was Hay disposed to attribute, on the

evidence available, the formation of the new banks in Lake Waipori solely

to the results of mining operations, the banks having begun to form before

mining had commenced while their location across the lake reflected the

combined action of the waves with the river and tidal currents.

With respect to a proposal, therefore, that a new outlet channel for

Lake Waipori be dredged, Hay concluded that the effect would be to lower

the level by a mere two to three inches, a lowering which would not allow

the reclamation of any land apart from that which could be formed out of

the dredged material. The cost of a dredge was estimated at ~,OOO and the

cost of the works at ~0,500. In any case, Hay observed, should the river
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be trained in a channel cut through the lake it would continue to silt

up. "The proper course to follow," he concluded, "would be to allow the

Waipori River to discharge naturally into the lake freely ... so that all

detritus could be deposited naturally in the lake for as long a time as

possible" (Hay, P. to Minister of Mines, 22 August 1894 in Le 1/1894/190,

8). Greater benefits, he suggested, would be derived from increasing the

power of the three existing pumping stations on the lake shore or establisbing

others and allowing "the water to find its own way out of the lake than by

spending money in cutting new channels and in a probable never ending

conflict with the river silt which will always tend to refill the cut

channels" (Hay, P. to Minister of Mines 22 August 1894 in Le 1/1894/190,

9). The protection of the farm lands about Berwick depended upon embankments

being constructed.

Not unexpectedly Hay's report caused considerable concern since it

appeared to invest the dispute "with features that render it more

formidable than it origina.lly appeared" (Tuapeka Times 5 September 1894).

The long term character of the proposals for the management of the river

and the costs involved meant that the report offered no basis for a speedy

settlement of the dispute. Efforts were thus redirected towards securing

proclamation (Mount Ida Chronicle 7 March 1895). The Jutland Flat Goldmining

Company Limited appears to have reposed little confidence in the likely

success of such efforts while the Government made it clear that in its

view the responsibility for resolving the issue remained with the parties

concerned (Otago Witness 7 February 1895). For those reasons the company

decided to appeal against the Supreme Court's ruling, a decision welcomed

by the Minister of Mines since in his view proclamation of the Waipori

River could involve the Government in claims for compensation by riparian

proprietors throughout Otago and Southland of a sum in excess of 1250,000

(Otago Witness 25 April 1895 and Mount Ida Chronicle 11 and 25 April 1895).



In support of its appeal the Jutland Flat Gold Mining Company Limited

argued

1) that the evidence did not show that the applicants' operations had

contributed materially to the effects alleged by the respondent

(McIndoe);

2) that the beds of the Waipori River and Waipori Lake being Crown lands

the appellants had a right to deposit debris on them;

3) that a grant having been made to the appellants for dredging purposes

any resulting pollution was justified by mining law;

4) that mining operations having been carried on for 30 years in the

district the miners had acquired a prescriptive right to continue such

operations and to do all that was necessary for the purpose; and

5) that the respondent by standing by and acquiescing whilst appellants

incurred a large expenditure in constructing a dredge had disentitled

himself to ask for an injunction.

In short, it was argued that the evidence had been insufficient to prove

affirmatively that the appellants had sensibly or materially contributed

to the pollution of the river or the shoaling of the lake and that the

company had acted within the scope of its statutory authority and without

negligence. Finally, counsel suggested that the course of legislation

since 1875 had been to strengthen the rights of miners as against those

of owners of agricultural and pastoral lands (otago Witness 9 May 1895).

McIndoe in response argued

1) that while fouling of the river had continued for many years, until

the. commencement of dredging operations it had begun to decline and

the quality of the water to improve;

2) that the extent to which the appellant's dredge contributed to the

fouling was immaterial and that it was sufficient that it was one of

the contributors;
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3) that he had not acquiesced since the dredge "was 20 miles above

him in another district, and he knew nothing of their claim or dredge

. "until the stuff began to come down upon hlm;

4) that the course of legislation since 1875 had proceeded upon the

assumption that watercouses could not be used for the deposition of

tailings unless properly taken and compensation paid; and

5) that with respect to prescription the dominant tenement had to be

defined closely, something which was impossible in the existing case

(Otago witness 16 May 1895).

The appeal was dismissed, the Court being of the view that the

, evidence clearly supported the conclusion that great changes had taken

place in the river since the COmmencement of dredging and to which the

appellant company's operations had contributed significantly. The course

of legislation since Borton v Howe was held to be inconsistent with the

company's contention, while it was also pointed out that the common law

right of riparian owners beyond the boundaries of mining districts had not

been abrogated by the Mining Acts (Mount Ida Chronicle 23 May 1895 and

otago Witness 16 and 23 May 1895). This appeal case over the Waipori

River damage thus decided three major points:

1) that the appellants had no prescriptive right to foul the river, under

the Crown or otherwise;

2) that the goldfields laws and regulations enacted since Borton v Howe

had not given them a right to foul as against the respondent; and

3) that the respondent had not by his own conduct lost the right to an

injunction (Gilkison 1905, 36).

The implications for the mining industry generally were clear, and indeed

in June of the same year, 1895, three separate actions were instituted

against miners sluicing within the watershed of the Waipori River and

against the Waipori Alluvial Gold Dredging Company Limited and the
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Jutland Flat (Waipori) Gold Mining Company Limited. The plaintiffs, all

owners of land fronting the river, complained that mining operations since

1891 had resulted in large quantities of mining debris and tailings being

discharged into the river raising its bed and fouling its waters while also

rendering Lake Waipori shallower. Destruction of pastures, crops, and

land had ensued, drainage made difficult and their farms rendered more

susceptible to flooding, problems which would be aggravated by continued

mining. Claims for damages of 1900, j200 and jJOO were lodged and i~junctions

sought, (Supreme Court Civil Action Case Files 2423, 2424, 2425). This,

insisted the Tuapeka Times, "is in unmistakeable language a straight-out

declaration of war •.•• The clear intention of the farmers is to

paralyse the entire industry " (Tuapeka Times in Otago Wi tness

20' June 1895. See also Taieri Advocate 19 June 1895).

Although those particular actions were in fact not proceeded with,

pressure mounted for Government action to both resolve the Waipori dispute

and to formulate and adopt a policy to deal with the problem in general.

Its first response, however, was to proclaim as being within the Otago

Mining District not only the lower reaches of the Waipori River but also

Waipori Lake and the Taieri and Tokomairiro, Rivers (New Zealand Gazette

No 42, 13 June 1895, 928-929). The change in boundaries was made in

response to legal advice that such an action would halt all further li~igation

or, at least, "destructive" litigation on the part of the landowners and

secure the mining industry from further interference (Otago Witness

20 June 1895). The alteration was thus considered to confer upon the miners

the right to discharge tailings into the Waipori River but in fact it

provided the basis for a subsequent dispute, the ruling of the Supreme Court

upon which defined finally the relationships between miners and landowners

with respect to riparian rights and thus in turn defined the shape of

Government policy.
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DUNN v NELSON 1899

The case of Dunn v Nelson concerned the dredging of the Tokomairiro

River and its associated flats and the discharge into it of mining debris.

The dispute first erupted in 1898 when efforts to encourage the contending

parties to agree to some formula whereby dredging could proceed unimpeded

were unsuccessful_ (Bruce Herald 15 February, 10, 24 and 28 June 1899

and 15 July 1898). Litigation was inevitable and mining of the river bed

and banks and its unauthorised use as a sludge channel were the subject

of a series of suits instituted by one of the riparian proprietors

concerned, William Dunn.

Dunn initiated proceedings against four separate groups of miners.

The first action was commenced in March 1899 against Nelson et a1 who

operated a dredge at Glenore, and three others in September of the same

year against Cameron et a1 and Frost et a1 , both members of groups

also operating dredges at Glenore, and Stewart et a1 who worked a

sluicing claim on the Manuka Creek, a tributary of the Tokomairiro River.

In each case, Dunn claimed that the defendants' mining operations had

polluted the waters of the river and thereby rendered them unfit for both

human and livestock consumption; had raised the bed of the river and

increased the liab~lity of his land to flooding and impaired drainage;

and finally had rendered his land permanently of less value for farming

purposes and for the grazing of stock. Continual mining, he insisted, would

aggravate those problems and hence in each case he sought nominal damages

of 40s and an injunction. In each case the defendants rejected the

allegations and claims, insisted that mining was being carried out on claims

properly issued under The Mining Act I 1891 and that in any case Dunn' s

farm had since 21 April 1899 been within the boundaries of the Otago

Mining District. Since that date, the defendants claimed, he had been

entitled neither to compensation nor to an injunction.



The case, Dunn v Nelson) was heard before Mr Justice Williams in 1899,

the action providing an opportunity for reviewing both the law as

established by previous cases and assessing the course and implications

of consequential legislation. In his Honour's judgement, Borton v Howe

was held to have settled the question of riparian rights insofar as

landowners beyond the goldfields were concerned, while McIndoe v Jutland

Flat (Waipori) Gold Mining Company Limited settled the question of

prescription and the presumed right of miners to use the rivers and streams

as sludge channels. The former case, Borton v Howe also led to the

conclusion that there was no necessary distinction to be made between

freeholders within or beyond the goldfields. In that case the Court

had ruled that, while the Goldfields Acts had abridged the common law

rights of riparian proprietors of lands situated within the limits of

goldfields by authorising the diversion of water for mining purposes,

the power so conferred did not entitle the miners to return the water used

in a polluted state into such streams. In Guffie v Christian it had been

held that the owners of a sluicing claim conducting their operations without

negligence had no right to pollute the waters of streams within the

goldfields beyond their claims. In Costello v O'Donnell it was held that

on the authority of Borton v Howe a riparian proprietor within a goldfield

was entitled to maintain an action for pollution of a stream.

The conclusion from those cases therefore was that there was no

distinction to be made between land within and land beyond the boundaries

of mining districts. Such a conclusion was strictly in accordance with the

judgement in Glassford v Reid in which it had been held that Borton v Howe

had decided three points, namely, that the riparian rights of landholders

outside the boundaries of goldfields were in no way affected by the

Goldfields Acts, that the riparian rights of landholders within a goldfield

were affected only so far as the Goldfields Acts or regulations empowered
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the holders of miners' rights to use the waters of streams on private

lands, and finally that there was nothing in the Acts or regulations which

conferred a power on miners to pollute streams.

In deciding upon those points the supposition that the auriferous

deposits could not be worked without polluting the streams was considered

expressly .. From Borton v Howe the principle was deduced, namely~

that if there is a grant of a right for the private benefit
of the grantee by virtue of a statute, then although such
right could not reasonably be exercised without doing somethingfurther which must injure a third party, yet that grant wouldnot justify the exercise of such a right to his injury, unlessthe Legislature went on to enact that the persons to whom theright was given might do the further injurious act in exercisingit. If this is so there is nothing in the Act or regulationsto justify fouling the water running through private lands.The regulations allow tail-races to be constructed, but thereis nothing to authorise the discharge of tailings on to otherpeople's property (Otago Witness 10 August 1899).

Such, ruled Mr Justice Williams, was the view taken by Parliament in

empowering the Governor to declare any watercourse to be a sludge channel

upon payment of compensation, and in enacting that persons who obtained

Crown grants after a certain date should not have the rights of riparian

owners as against such persons who foul the streams passing their property

by mining for gold. It was held in short, then, that

There is nothing in the Mining Acts which takes away from a
riparian proprietor, whether within or without a mining
district, who has acqUired his land from the Crown before
December 23, 1887, (see below, pp. 534-555) the right of action forpollution of the watercourse by mining operations, unless thewatercourse is proclaimed as a watercourse for dischargingtailings (The Gazette Law Reports, Digest of Cases, 1893-1928,Column 1248).

That ruling was regarded as having set the whole question at rest (Otago

Witness 10 August 1899). The remaining groups of defendants, Cameron et al ,

Frost et al , and Stewart et al , withdrew their statements of defence,

the Supreme Court awarding damages of 40s in each instance and injunctions

to restrain defendants from discharging debris into the river "so as to

prejudice" Dunn's rights.
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It is of interest to note that the miners applied to the Supreme

Court in July 1900 to have the judgements and writs of injunction set

aside on the grounds that the judgements entered into were not in

accordance with those pronounced by the Court and that the injunctions

were not in accordance with the judgements as pronounced or entered.

The motions to have the judgements and writs of injunctions set aside

were heard by Mr Justice Williams. The defendants argued that the order

as pronounced by the court related to certain specific operations, but

the judgement as entered was quite general in its terms and would apply

to any dredging operations carried on by them on the Tokomairiro River.

Further, they claimed that the writ of injunction went further than the

judgement as entered because it prohibited ~redging operations being

carried on by any of the defendants whereas it should have been framed

to restrain those operations referred to in Dunn's original statement of

claim as being prejudicial to his rights. Conversely, Dunn argued that

he had sought an injunction to restrain the defendants from carrying on

operations anywhere on the Tokomairiro River prejudicial to his rights.

In his judgement Mr JusticeWilliams noted that the withdrawal of the

statement of defence by the defendant parties did not admit anything

beyond the allegations in the statement of claim, an~ that those allegations

were confined to the particular operations that had been and were being

carried on by the defendants. There was, then, no general admission

on their part that working anywhere on the river would cause the plaintiff

injury. Mr Justice Williams thus ordered that an .amended judgement and

injunction following the terms of the judgement as pronounced be drawn up

(otago Witness 6 August 1900). That ruling therefore meant that other

mining operations not referred to in Dunn's original statement of claim

and thus bound by the terms of the judgement and writ of injunction would

have to be proceeded against separately by the plaintiff should he regard

their operations as also prejudicing his rights.
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CONCLUSIONS

Miners might well claim that the conflict over riparian rights reflected

not only the incompatibility of riparianism and prior appropriation but the

inadequacies of the 'former for a modern, complex economy developing in New

Zealand. In fact, however, the central concern of those instituting actions

against the miners was not the preservation of either natural stream flow or

water quality but the protection of their lands from the deposition of

\ tailings. The responsibility of miners for the consequences of their

operations, although clarified and related specifically to riparian rights

by Borton v Howe, had been established quite early in the history of mining

in Otago (see,for example, Packman v Martin in Mo~nt Ida Chronicle 22 April

1870). The principle established in Borton v Howe, that the grant of a

mining privilege did not 'confer upon the grantee the right to discharge

mining debris freed from liability for the damage he might occasion to

others, had been and was to be upheld in actions involving the deposition of

tailings (see, for example, Guffie v Christian, 1875, New Zealand Jurist

NB 1, 1875-1876, 100, and McMillan v The Great Extended Sluicing Company

Registered, New Zealand Law Reports 4, 1886, 377).

To a significant and unfortunate extent the miners provoked the actions

of the landowners and riparian proprietors by insisting that the conditions

of surface mining in Otago necessitated the discharge of debris into the

watercourses, and thus inevitably the destruction of land (otago witness

26 September 1889), and by suggesting that the landowning settler was an

interloper. Mining, they insisted, had been established in Central Otago

long before farming, so that settlement and development had taken place in

full recognition of the possibility of damage to land. Since they had long

campaigned against the opening of agricultural land in the vicinity of

mining operations and had sought the reservation of tailings sites and

mining outlets, the miners went on to suggest that the responsibility for
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resolving any conflict over the deposition of tailings and destruction of

land rested with the Government which had unwisely promoted the settlement

of lands held by the miners as an 'implied grant'. The concept of an

'implied grant' reflected the miners' belief that the possession of a miners'

right entitled them to use, by way of easement, any Crown lands, including

watercourses, and to deposit thereon any debris arising from mining operations.

Mining privileges, they maintained, did not carry with them any contract to

carry tailings past any lands sold to settlers and that consequently they

were not liable for any damage inflicted (Cromwell Argus 3 December 1889).

That point of view was implicit both in the defence offered in the cases

examined by this chapter and in the miners' insistence "that the people of

the Colony who had, through this Government, issued mining rights and

easements to the miner, should be responsible for the natural effects from

such grants .••• " Any other conclusion, it was suggested, would be to

interdict the prosecution of a lawful enterprise, to confiscate property

of great value, and to make "the interior of this island a howling desert,

devoid of the present industrious population" (Cromwell Argus 12 July 1894).

The challenge confronting the Legislature was thus to reconcile the

opposing interests while preserving both the rights of property and access

to resources as the basis for continued economic growth and development.

As a result of the disputes examined in this chapter, the law relating to

common law riparian rights and the deposition of tailings had been clearly

established. The miners had stated their views and expectations of

Government in an unequivocal and uncompromising fashion, while landowners

and other riparian proprietors had served notice of their intention to

defend vigorously their property rights. The nature of the legal issues

involved had been clearly defined and the implications of the Courts'

decisions for the mining industry made apparent. Similar conflicts had

and were to arise in Australia (Victoria) and the United States of



America (California). The response of the New Zealand Legislature,

however, was to enact legislation which was to constitute a markedly

different approach to resolving the problem than that formulated and

implemented elsewhere.
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The rulings in Borton v Rowe, McIndoe v Jutland Flat (Waipori) Gold

Mining Company Limited, and Dunn v Nelson confirmed miners in their view

that in order to allow mining operations to continue unimpeded the State

should be prepared to enact the necessary ena.bling legislation. The

miners thus demanded that the State should not only maintain its

commitment to the promotion of economic growth through the unfettered use

of natural resources but also assume the responsibility, both legal and

financial, for any consequences of such use. Similar disputes among

miners, riparian proprietors and property owners arose in California and

Victoria, and it will be instructive to examine briefly the solutions

devised by those States before discussing the response of the New Zealand

Legislature.

CALIFORNIAN AND AUSTRALIAN EFFORTS AT CONTROL

Conflict over the discharge of mining debris was of considerably

greater magnitude in the state of California than it was in Otago. In

resolving disputes of this nature the Supreme Court at first relied upon

the maxim sic uture tuo alienum non laedus (' so use your own as to

avoid harming your neighbour') as a test for the lawful use of water. But

the strict applicatio~ of that maxim, to prohibit all pollution of water,

would have resulted in a complete cessation of mining. The Court thus fell

back upon the Common law rule of 'reasonable use' and endeavoured to resolve

the disputes upon the basis of the special circumstances of each case

considered in reference to the uses to which the water was applied. The

State judiciary thus permitted miners to deposit debris on specific areas

of the public domain and conceded that streams might generally be used for

discharging tailings. But injunctions were issued when that debris buried
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the property of other miners, destroyed land and crops, and clogged

irrigators' ditches.

The development of hydraulic sluicing and the resulting discharge of

thousands of tons of gravel, however, made it impossible to reconcile the

conflicting interests of resource-users on a case-by-case basis. Years of

conflict between farmers and miners in California thus came to a head in

1884 in Woodruff v North Bloomfield Gravel Mining Company. In ruling

against the company, the Court made it clear that it had "never recognised

the validity of any custom to mine in such a manner as to destroy or injure

the property of others, even in the district or diggings where the local

customs and usages of miners are sanctioned by the statutes" (McCurdy 1976,

262-263). In this case, which finally settled the issues arising from

hydraulic mining operations along the streams tributary to the Sacramento

River, the Court utilised eminent-domain doctrines as the basis for its

decision. The miners, the Court declared, had effectively engaged in

'takings' of private property without payment of compensation. Arguments

that the State had indirectly authorised the dumping of debris by its

legislation according mining a special place in the order of policy

priorities were rejected. In any case, the Court ruled, the State had no

right to do that since navigable rivers were a 'public trust' and the

public1s ~ight in them was inalienable. Therefore, the Court concluded, even

if the legislature should attempt to authorise debris-dumping by explicit

laws, such laws would be void as a taking of others' property without due

process under the Fourteenth Amendment and under the California constitution

(Scheiber and McCurdy 1975, 125-126). An injunction was issued against the

defendant company.

That decision was far-reaching in its effects. The decree was nominally

against the dumping of debris into streams and rivers tributary to the

watershed of the Great Valley. In fact, hydraulic mining was permanently



enjoined in all its major operations. Many smaller companies persisted

with their activities until fqrced to close by the Anti-Debris

Association, the result being a general paralysis of the mining industry

in California. Investigations carried out on behalf of some of the mining

companies, however, indicated that dams and other works could be erected in

many of the canyons to restrain debris arising from future mining

operations as well as much of that already in the rivers. Congress was

thus asked to formulate and implement a plan whereby mining might be resumed

under specified conditions, the outcome being the Caminetti Act of 1893.

By that Act:

1) A commision was created - the California Debris Commission - with

jurisdiction over the territory drained by the Sacramento and San

Joaquin river systems.

2) The commission was required to undertake surveys of storage sites in

the tributaries of these rivers or in the plains, basins and swamp

lands adjacent to their courses, for the storage of debris or water,

with the oQject of aiding in the improvement and protection of the

rivers by preventing the deposition of debris resulting from mining

operations, natural erosion, or other causes, of affording relief during

floods and providing sufficient water to maintain a scouring force

during dry seasons.

3) Owners and operators of hydraulic mines were required to comply with the

commission's regulations, in all cases a licence or written permission

being necessary before mining could be legally carried on or resumed.

The licences were to be revocable and not to be granted unless the

commission's requirements as to restraining barriers or dams had been

met.

4) Plans and specifications for the building of all restraining works were

to be submitted for the approval of the commission and the work carried

on under its supervision.
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5) In the case of an impounding dam restraining debris from several

properties, the commission was required to fix a charge for the

privilege of dumping therein, that charge to be used to meet the

costs of maintenance.

6) The commission was empowered to erect dams for the retention of

tailings out of a fund provided for that purpose by a tax of three

per cent on the gross proceeds of hydraulic mining operations.

7) Licences to mine were deemed not to be transferable and to be valid

only for the operations of the individual, company and property named

in the licence.

8) When a dam was full of debris, mining was required to cease until

additional impounding capacity had b eenoprovdded either by raising

the existing dam or by constructing new works.

The 1893 Caminetti Act, based upon the decision of the State of

California Supreme Court that discharge of mining debris into the State's

watercourses was illegal, provided therefore for the creation of a statutory

body to control and supervise the mining industry which in turn was required

to contribute to that body's operations and to meet directly the costs of

restraining tailings. That solution bore a strong resemblance to that also

developed and adopted in Victorfa, Australia.

In Victoria, as:in California, miners by and large had conducted

their operations regardless of the consequences for other resource-users

and their property. Rivers and streams were regarded as the natural

outlets for mining debris and effluent, miners in any case claiming a

prescriptive right to discharge and foul. With the alienation of Crown

lands, including those abutting natural water courses, it was inevitable

that conflicts between miners and farmers should erupt. By 1885 the

Victorian Government was faced on the one hand with demands from miners

that legislation be enacted to prevent landowners obtaining Supreme Court
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injunctions to restrain mining operations and on the other with demands

from farmers and graziers that the State devise some means of preventing

their lands being rendered valueless.

The growing scale of conflicts led to the appointment in 1886 of a

Board to inquire into the extent of the injury caused by mining sludge and

the best means of preventing or mitigating future damage. The result of

the Board's investigations led it to conclude that the damage caused by

mining operations throughout the Colony was of a far more serious nature

than had been generally supposed, while without remedial action the injury

was likely to be increased greatly. The damage inflicted included the

filling of large clear water holes in creeks and rivers, the water of which

had been used for stock and domestic purposes, particularly during summer

drought periods; the silting up of river beds causing sludge to be deposited

on adjacent lands and thereby destroying vegetation and fruit trees; the

entrapment of stock in the sludge and their contracting disease through

drinking muddy and often mineralised water; the reduction in the value of

wool of sheep depasturing in the vicinity of silted areas as their fleeces

were impregnated with sand; the depreciation of affected lands; and the

destruction of roads and bridges. The Board did observe, however, that

natural causes and the breaking up of land for agricultural purposes and

road construction had also contributed to the problem.

Particular concern was expressed by the Board over the effect of

hydraulic sluicing with respect to the silting up of rivers and streams and

the deposition of sludge on low-lying lands. Indeed the Board was of the

view that the value of the gold obtained from mining was often insignificant

when measured against the injury inflicted on land and water and against the

possible damage to irrigation projects.

It recommended, therefore, that placer mining using the so-called giant

nozzle able to displace a ton of earth per minute be subject to immediate
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regulation, observing that such a system had been prohibited in

California until some method had been found which would admit of the

working of auriferous deposits without injury to other interests. An

additional series of recommendations followed:

1) That Inspectors of Mines throughout the colony be appointed

inspectors of sludge in their respective districts.

2) That every mining company be required to make such provision for the

retention of debris as would enable the resultant water to flow

therefrom without detriment to public or private interests.

3) That no sluices from the bottom of any sludge or settling dam be

permitted.

4) That provision be made for the maintenance by the State of all sludge

or tailings banks after the cessation of the min:i,ng operations.

5) That no mining company be permitted to construct a sludge, tailing, or

water conservation dam in any watercourse without provision being made

for the flood waters of such course being carried independent of such

dam.

6} That no permission to mine by sluicing in future be granted until the

lessee had given proof that he could obtain an area sufficient to retain

and settle the sludge.

7) That all -Crown lands adjoining streams be reserved from mining

operations to such distance or height above the running stream as
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might be deemed sufficient to permit of retention of the sludge.

8) That the Inspector be empowered to decide in what manner a mining

company be required to provide for the disposal of debris.

9) That the Inspector of Mines in any district, upon receiving a written

complaint, from any resident or owner of land therein, to the effect

that he suffered or anticipated injury from mining operations to his

land or stock, by reason of the injurious effect of sludge discharged

from mines on such land or into the watercourse, or by reason of injury



to roads, bridges, channels, or other works, by such operations,

inquire into such complaint, make an examination of the locality

affected, and report thereon to the Minister of Mines, recommending

such course as, in his opinion, would remedy or mitigate the evil

complained of.

10) That prior to the issue of any new water-right licence or lease for

mining purposes the Inspector for the district ascertain and report

to the Minister of Mines upon the means to be adopted to prevent

deterioration of the watercourses and other injuries by the proposed

mining operations, in order that the necessary covenants might be

introduced into the new leases (Report of the Board Appointed to

Inquire into the Sludge Question, 1887, xv-xvi).

Those recommendations were embodied in a draft Bill. The Board

acknowledged that the measures suggested would not result in pure water

but did claim that water could be rendered suitable for stock and domestic

purposes by filtration, while the farming interest was not opposed to the

mere discolouration of water. Where remedies could not be adopted, the

question became whether the injury inflicted on lands and watercourses was

not greater than the benefits conferred on the community by the value of

the gold retrieved. Where such was the case, the Board suggested that the

State should consider resuming the land (Report of the Board Appointed to

Inquire into the Sludge Question, 1887, xiv~

The Board's recommendations were not acted upon until the expansion

of gold dredging in the early 1900s and a renewal of the conflict over

riparian rights and the deposition of tailings resulted in The Mines Act,

1904 providing for the creation of a Sludge Abatement Board

for the purpose of regulating hydraulic mining, dredging,
sluicing or any other form of mining by which mineralised
or impure water sludge or mining debris is discharged into
any river stream watercourse lake or reservoir whether
there shall or shall not be water therein at the time of
such discharge and for preventing damage to agricultural
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or grazing lands adjacent to such river stream watercourse
lake or reservoir .•.. (Statutes of Victoria, No 1961, 32).

The Board, which was constituted in 1905 as part of the Department of

Mines and Water Supply, was required to investigate all complaints

relating to the pollution of or injury to watercourses and adjacent lands,

to ensure that steps were taken to prevent the continuance of such injury

or pollution, to require persons about to commence mining to provide

against pollution and injury, and to make recommendations to the Minister

of Mines "as the board shall think fit in connexion with every application

for a mining lease for any area upon which the applicant intends to carry

on sluicing, dredging or other mining operations which may pollute or

injure •.•• " (Statutes of Victoria No 1961, 32). The discharge produced

from or consequent upon any minin~ operations deemed to cause pollution was

defil1ed as that which contained

any poisonous matter in the total proportion of more than
seventy-five grains to one gallon or other noxious matter
in such quantity as to be injurious to public health or if
it contains in suspension any earth or mineral or any earthy
or insoluble mineral substance inithe total proportion of
more than eight hundred grains to one gallon
(Statutes of Victoria, No 2127, 3).

The powers of the Board were extended by The Mines Act, 1907. Section

12(i) provided that no mining could commence "unless and until the Board is

satisfied that sufficient provision has been made for impounding sludge or

mining debris and for preventing the escape thereof of mineralised or impure

water ..•. " Section 13 empowered the Board to order that provision be made

for impounding sludge or mining debris. Penalties for non-compliance,

contravention, or disobedience of the Board's orders, or for the discharge

of sludge, debris or impure water were also provided for by the Act

(Statutes of Victoria, No 2127, 4-5).

All mining leases issued subsequent to the passage of The Mines Act,

1904 and the establishment of the Sludge Abatement Board thus contained

covenants intended to secure watercourses and adjacent lands from pollution
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or injury. Such covenants included the following provisions:

And during the said term in connexion with or incidental
to any hydraulic mining, dredging, or other form of mining
adopted on or in connexion with the land hereby demised, or
the treatment for the purpose of winning any metal there from
of any metalliferous earth, clay, sand, gravel, or stone
gotten thereon by which sludge is produced, or by which any
water used in connexion with such mining operations is
contaminated or further contaminated, or has incorporated or
mixed with or added to it any poisonous matter so as to
contain in solution more than 50 grains of such poisonous
matter to each gallon of water, or any noxious matter in such
quantity as to become injurious to public health, or whereby
any such water is mineralised or further mineralised, or
rendered impure so as to contain in suspension any earth,
clay, or mineral, or any earthy, clayey, or other insoluble
mineral substance in the total proportion of more than 800
grains to each gallon used, that the said lessees, their
successors, or assigns shall, and will before proceeding with
any operations likely to produce sludge or to affect such
water as aforesaid, and thereafter from time to time, as the
necessity arises, provide, construct, or make, and at all
times maintain and use proper and sufficient sludge paddocks,
settling basins, and precipitating tanks, as the case may
require, for the purpose of impounding, dealing with, and
treating all sludge or mining debris produced, or water
affected as aforesaid, so that no sludge or mining debris
and water so affected shall be capable of flowing or
escaping, or of being at any time mediately or immediately
washed or carried into any river, stream, water-course,
lake, or reservoir, whether there be water in any of the
same or not. And shall and will make such provision for
the disposal of other detritus, dirt, waste working, tailings,
sludge, or refuse ,of or from the said land, mine, and
premises, and for the removal of all temporary dams, so that
the same shall not be an inconvenience, nuisance, or
obstruction to any roads, ways, rivers, creeks, or private
or Crown lands, or in any manner occasion any public or
private damage or inconvenience.

And shall and will observe and perform, obey, and carry
out all orders and directions made or given by the Sludge
Abatement Board •.•. connection with the disposition of
treatment of or dealing with sludge or of water containing
in solution, &c.

And shall not nor will deposit any silt or detritus or
allow any sludge or refuse of any kind to flow to the water
channels leading into any reservoir belonging to the Board
of Land and Works or to any local governing body or water
commission, nor carry on mining operations so as to in any
way injure or interfere with any land set apart for water
supply purposes.

And shall not nor will hydraulic sluice the bed and banks
of the river, creek, or water-course.

And shall and will maintain the banks of the river, creek,
water-course to the alignment and height they were prior to
any excavation or work
(Report of the Dredging and Sluicing Inquiry Board, 1914, 6).
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Such covenants, however, were included only in mining leases issued

after 1906 •. With respect to leases granted prior to that date there

were in fact no conditions as to the quantity of earth or other

substances which could be discharged into watercourses as a result of

mining operations. In addition, the Sludge Abatement Board encountered

difficulties in ensuring that the covenants were observed, while the 800

grain limit was discovered to be so high as to render it an ineffective

check upon rates of discharge. The efforts of the Board, therefore, had

not prevented the continuing siltation of watercourses, increased

flooding, and damage to large areas of productive land. Complaints and

criticisms continued to be made and the matter was again investigated,

th~s time by the Dredging and Sluicing Inquiry Board which was appointed

in 1913.

The Board was appointed "to make diligent, searching, and full

inquiry" and to report

1) as to the complaints of injury by dredging and sluicing to the

following:

a) The lands operated on for the winning of gold and other valuable

metals.

b) The waters of rivers and creeks.

c) The lands alongside or downstream of such mining.

2) as to the further measures, if any, to be taken, and conditions to be

enforced by regulating dredging and sluicing, so as to prevent injury

to agricultural lands and pollution of water;

3) as to the advisableness or otherwise in the public and private

interests of permitting, limiting, or extending areas to be worked

by such mining, having respect to the various classes of land to be

mined, to the character, effect, development of and improvement in

such operations; to the protection of works, reservoirs, and land
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from injury, and of water from pollution, and to any other

circumstances that might affect the matter(Report of the Dredging

and Sluicing Inquiry Board, 1914, 3).

In its report the Board made it clear that in its view the risk of

permanent injury to agricultural land posed by the dredging industry in

particular required that this branch of mining be restricted and controlled.

During its investigations the Board secured 12 samples of effluent water

discharged from dredges. The maximum amount of material permitted to pass

was 800 grains per gallon whereas the samples revealed a range of from

5.04 grains to 490 grains per gallon. The Sludge Abatement Board, too,

had surveyed in 1912 the rate of discharge from 13 of 50 dredges at work,

the results being summarised in Table VII: 1, the rates being described as

TABLE VII: 1

RATE OF DISCHARGE OF MATERIAL FROM

DREDGES, STATE OF VICTORIA, 1912

Matter in Suspension Number of Dredges

0 to 100 grains 6

100 to 200 grains 1

200 to 300 grains 0

300 to 400 grains 2

400 to 500 grains 3

500 to 600 grains 1

600 to 700 grains 0

700 to 800 grains 0

Source: Report of the Dredging and Sluicing Inquiry Board, 1914, 13.

as probably typical of the entire fleet. With respect to sluicing

operations, the Board concluded that the efforts at impounding tailings

from such works and reducing the quantity of material in escaping sluice

water insisted upon by the Sludge Abatement Board had enjoyed at least

some measure of success. The adoption of impounding methods had also
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halted practically all the discharge of tailings from quartz mines.

The Board of Inquiry thus recommended, inter alia:

1) That under no circumstances should the beds or banks of any river or

'principal' stream be dredged or sluiced, and that no mining lease

boundary should approach nearer to the bank of a stream than one

~arn.

2) That no dams be constructed by lessees of dredging or sluicing areas

on streams for flotation or other purposes when working in 'principal'

waterways lest they be destroyed by floods and so release impounded

silt.

3) That no settling or precipitation dams be constructed across rivers

or creeks or near the banks thereof, that all such works be constructed

above flood level and to designs approved.

4) That in any lease for dredging or sluicing purposes it should be

stipulated that the maximum quantity of material in the effluent from

anyone dredge or sluicing plant should not exceed 100 grains per

gallon. The existing allowance of 800 grains was described as an

excessive maximum. Measurements of waste discharge for the period

1909-1912 indicated that the majority of mining plants

clearly fell within the range of 0-200 grains per gallon, much less

than the allowable maximum but sufficient to be the cause of growing

problems.

5) That section 10(a) of The Mines Act/1904 which provided that effluent

water should not contain any poisonous matter which exceeded in

quantity 50 grains per gallon or any noxious matter in such quantity

likely to be injurious to the public health be modified as to

eliminate entirely the quantitative restriction.

6) That the miner's right system, by which claims were limited to 5 acres,

be brought under the control of the Mines Department and the Sludge

Abatement Board with respect to the disposal of material and water
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in the same manner as dredging and sluicing areas.

7) That the authority of the Sludge Abatement Board be enlarged so as to

empower it to prescribe conditions to meet individual cases in which

leases might be granted, and to take direct measures for the

enforcement of all covenanted conditions, including suspension of

operations for non-observance.

It should be noted that the recommendations of a rate of discharge of

100 grains per gallon and a complete prohipition on the discharge of

poisonous matter were not included in The Mines Act, 1915 (Statutes of

Victoria, 'No .2698, 3654).

The establishment of the Sludge Abatement Board in Victoria in 1905

and the regulations devised to control the disch?rge of mining debris were

thus, essentially parallel to the California Debris Commission and its

powers. In both cases statutory authorities were established with powers

to measure and survey the rate of discharge and to implement, supervise

and enforce the relevant law and regulations. Mining, particularly in

California, was permitted only to the extent that the interests and properties

of other resource users were protected while the mining industry itself was

made largely liable for the costs of control.

The-approach adop~ed in New Zealand was markedly different, the

Legislature devising a policy which allowed the miners to discharge at will.

NEW ZEALAND: LEGISLATING FOR SOLUTIONS

In the light of the rulings in Borton v Howe and Glassford v Reid

(reviewed pp. 457-472) pressure mounted rapidly for legislation to remedy what

were widely regarded in the mining community as glaring defects in the law.

Indeed as early as 1871 in response to the incipient conflict on the

Maerewhenua goldfield, the Otago Mining Commission recommended to Government

that miners be given the right "to use, to a reasonable extent, unoccupied

Waste Lands of the Crown for the discharge of the debris arising from
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sluicing operations, and a provision for exonerating them from necessarily

fouling streams and rivers, in following that mode of mining" (AJHR G18,

1871, 4). That was a recommendation roundly criticised by some sections of

Otago's press on the grounds that its implementation would mean the setting

aside of common law rights by legislative enactment. Practical suggestions

rather than the exoneration of miners was required,insisted the Evening

Star, the same journal noting that miners displayed a "want of scientific

knowledge and carelessness of every interest but their own" (Evening Star

5 July 1871). The Gold Mining Bill of 1873 nevertheless included a clause

empowering the Government to set apart Crown lands for the deposit of tailings,

water and mining debris. The Bill was dropped, however, while miner anxiety

over the issue continued to grow with the spread of settlement throughout

the goldfields (AJHR A8, 1874). Provisions similar to that included in

the proposed 1873 measure were included in other mining legislation discussed

during 1874 but were rejected despite claims that their enactment was

essential if mining were not to be impeded by freeholders and settlers

(NZPD 16, 1874, 187).

The miners, however, continued to press for the enactment of remedial

legislation. In a petition organised by the Otago Central Mining

Association in 1875 it was argued that gold mining could not

be carried on without the pollution of rivers and streams;
that gold mining has been a powerful instrument in the
general advancement of the Colony; that much depends upon,
and may be achieved through, its extension and development;
that scientific research and practical experience are alike
proving the older and heavier drifts - once considered the
bottom, on which the payable drift rested - are richly
auriferous; and that, by the employment of capital and
skill, an enormous development might be accomplished
(Dunstan Times 30 July 1875).

a) The Gold Fields Act Amendment Act, 1875 (No.1)

Asked in July 1874 whether it would introduce a measure to resolve the

difficulty illustrated by the Maerewhenua conflict, the Government merely

indicated that a search had not revealed any papers on the issue of



riparian rights (NZPD 16, 1874, 37). Shepherd, the member for Dunstan,

responded by presenting his own measure to the House of Representatives

in July 1874, a measure which, the Dunstan Times remarked caustically, was

designed to prevent "some squatters (who) wanted to dip a few sheep" from

enf.o r clng a halt to mining operations (Dunstan Times 14 August 1874). In

moving the Bill's second reading, Shepherd contended that of the estimated

£1.6 million invested in the gold mining industry, the "profitable

employment" of 75 per cent thereof depended upon ground sluicing which in

turn depended upon the right of miners to turn mining debris and tail-water

into the streams and rivers. The Bill was designed to render such discharge

and the resultant pollution legal, clause 2 providing that the Governor

might declare certain rivers and streams open for the discharge of tail-water

and the deposition of mining debris. There was no provision at all for the

payment of compensation to riparian proprietors. Vogel (Prime Minister)

voiced some objections to the Bill, primarily that it dealt 'with an issue

then before the courts, but he did concede that the state of law had

created potential difficulties of considerable magnitude for the'mining

industry while allowing to pass unchallenged Shepherd's invitation to

explain why "a few squatters in the Province of Otago should have the power

to thwart an industry which was doing so much for the Colony" (NZPD 16,

1874, 447).

The Bill received a second reading and was referred to the Goldfield's

Committee which in turn recommended its passage without amendment. It is

of interest to note that the Committee also unanimously passed a

resolution to the effect

That, with reference to Clause 2 of the Gold Fields Act 1866
Amendment Bill No.2, this Committee is of opinion that it is
urgently necessary that some legislation should take place,
with the view of disposing of the difficulty at present
existing with regard to the using of the waters of rivers and
streams for mining operations, and is further of opinion that
the clause as printed, leaving a discretionary power to the
Governor, will meet the case. And, recognizing the necessity
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of immediately dealing with the matter, the Committee
recommend that the provision proposed by the Bill be
made law during the present Session of Parliament
(JHR 1874, 82).

Despite such a recommendation, the Gov~rnment by 25 votes to 9 had that

clause amended to include the words "Provided that, before making such

proclamation, the Governor shall be satisfied that there are no

private rights which will be prejudiced by his making such proclamation".

The proviso, designed not so much to protect riparian proprietors as to

preclude the claims for compensation which otherwise would have arisen,

clearly impaired the Bill and invited the accusation that the Government

did not understand the issue (NZPD 16, 1874, 560). Shepherd's own

subsequent amendment, "Provided further, that nothing herein contained

shall be construed as restraining or prejudicing any rights belonging to

holders of miners' rights or mining leases, under 'The Gold Mining 'Act,

1866' or amending Acts", was rejected by 19 votes to 16. The Bill was

read a third time and referred to the Legislative Council.

The measure evoked considerable opposition in the Legislative Council,

partly on the grounds that the laws of England with respect to water rights

should be maintained "in preference to this most crude provision",(NZPD 16,

1874, 988), partly because there remained insufficient time during the

remainder of the Session to examine the Bill thoroughly"and finally

because the matter was sub judice. Leave to withdraw the measure was

denied and the motion for the second reading neg3tived. In any case,

Campbell's announced intention of inserting a clause providing additional

protection to riparian right holders and to protect town water supplies

would have rendered it practically ineffective (NZPD 16, 1874, 987-988).

Shepherd reintroduced his Bill, "An Act to Amend 'The Gold Fields

Act, 1866' ", in July 1875. The ruling of the Court of Appeal in Borton V

Howe in the meantime had simplified the issue, in Shepherd's mind at

least, to a question of whether mining was to be permitted in the colony or
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not. The Government offered no objection to the Bill, and indeed intended

to bring in its own measure to enable it to proceed with the working of

the large water supply and sludge channel works being constructed as part

of the public works programme sanctioned by The ImnUgration and Public

Works Act, 1870, and succeeding Acts. In the Government's view, Shepherd's

Bill would facilitate the use of a multitude of privately owned smaller

races.

Despite some doubts over its effectiveness and the provisions for

compensation, the measure received a second reading and was referred to the

Goldfields Committee (NZPD 17, 1875, 89-91). As reported from that body

the Bill was enlarged considerably to include sections providing for

payment of compensation to all persons whose ~ights would be affected by

any proclamation, the manner in which compensation was to be determined,

the source of compensation funds, payment of compensation to miners upon

the withdrawal of any watercourse from the operation of the measure, and

finally that subsequent to the passage of the Act

no person, in respect of land thereafter purchased from the
Crown, shall be deemed to have any right or title to the
flow of any watercourse which shall have been at any time
proclaimed under .•• this Act, and which shall run through
in or upon such lands,which would interfere with or
prejudice the right of any holder of a miner's right
mining lease to discharge into such watercourse any
tailings, mining debris, or waste water .•.. (JHR 1875, 77).

The amendments were designed to secure the Bill's passage through the

Legislative Council (NZPD 17, 1875, 590-591).

As then referred to the Legislative Council the measure contained some

important concessions with respect to the rights of riparian proprietors.

The Bill required that the Governor in Council had to be assured that

proclamation was necessary, that 90 days elapse from the date of

publication in the New Zealand Gazette before any proclamation could take

effect, and empowered the Governor in Council to make and issue
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regulations governing the mode and times at which tailings, mining debris

or waste waters might be discharged or allowed to flow into any watercourse

and to impose restrictions on the exercise of any privileges conferred by

the Act.

Despite such provisions, and those relating to compensation, the Bill

did not enjoy quite the same reception in the Legislative Council as it had

in the lower chamber. A number of councillors expressed regret that the

measure had not been drawn up by the Government "in the interests of the

Colony at large" rather than "by a gentleman, who, however respectable and

however deserving of confidence, yet at' the same time represented more

immediately and directly those who had a direct interest in the measure

itself" (NZPD 18, 1875, 108). Considerable dissatisfaction was expressed

over the provisions relating to compensation, especially those which

required that any claim for compensation had to be lodged within six months

of the date of publication of a procl'amation. With the problems being

experienced in California clearly in view, it was pointed out that the

consequences of mining operations might not become apparent for many

months or years. It was suggested, too, that since a proclamation could

be issued without notice, in effect arbitration was being rendered

compulsory, that compensation should not be a matter for arbitration

in any case but awarded on the same basis in the case of lands taken for

the punposes of public works, and that the basis on which compensation

was payable required clear definition in order to preclude claims for

sums impossible to meet.

The system of arbitration proposed, by which the contending parties

were to appoint arbitrators,incurred criticism for the opportunities it

allegedly presented for abuse as did the proposal that compensation

should be paid out of the land revenue of the Province concerned.

Rather, it was suggested, compensation should be a charge upon the gold

revenue and thereby give"the miners and persons immediately concerned
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in those districts a stronger interest in the protection of "the local

welfare than if the whole revenue of the colony were chargeable with

those claims of compensation", one result of the proposed abolition of

Provincial Councils and Governments (NZPD 18, 1875, 108). Some councillors

maintained that no compensation could be made sufficient for injury

sustained by stream pollution or diversion.

There were other objections raised, that pollution as a result of

mining operations would have deleterious effects upon salmon and trout

and thus jeopardise efforts being made to introduce them into New Zealand

waters, that it would mean the possible loss of streams for irrigation

purposes, and that it would endanger other industries such as flax milling,

wool scouring and fellmongering. Perhaps more pervasive and fundamental

than all these objections, and again with the Californian difficulties

clearly in mind, was the view that while mining merited some protection,

yet the industry meant inevitably the destruction of land and the

transformation of an arable country into a desert. The welfare and

prosperity of the colony could be better advanced "by protecting and
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conserving the rights of more permanent interests than by unduly

stimulating an interest that was ephemeral in its character...."(NZPD 18,

1875, 109). The pollution of watercourses, it was suggested, would check

not only certain types of manufacturing but also land settlement.

Nevertheless, it was conceded that the conflict of interests should be

resolved in as equitable a manner as possible, although some councillors

felt that before legislation was passed affecting particular cases the

whole subject of water rights should be investigated by a Commission to

provide the basis for a more general measure. An effort to have the Bill

rejected was defeated by 16 votes to 11 while the Gold Fields Select

Committee also recommended that, with certain alterations, the Bill should

pass (JLC 1875, 37). Further amendments were made during the measure's
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Committee stages, particularly to the clauses relating to compensation.

The Legislative Council's debate on the Bill incurred considerable

criticism, the view being expressed by some sections of the goldfields

press that it had demonstrated the persistence with which a certain

section of that chamber objected to anything which might tend to render

the country useful for purposes other than the grazing of sheep. The

Mount Ida Chronicle described the debate as disgraceful, as one which

indicated that the Legislative Council recognised only property in land,

that it preferred to protect even" suppositious 11 freehold rights of the

future to the detriment of all other rights of ownership in actual

existence. Throughout the whole debate, remarked the journal,

there is not a single recognition of the property of miners;the only property considered from first to last is that held,or might be held, by landowners. A more disgraceful, or moreutterly selfish debate, was never recorded. We fail to finda single hint of the fact that for years Goldfields Acts havebeen in force sanctioned by the same Legislative Councilwhich have brought in hundreds of thousands of pounds to the
public treasury in payment partly for rights sold, on the
strength of which immense sums of money have been investedby ... miners. Because the Goldfields Bill ... proposed togive an honest effect to those approved acts, on payment offair compensation for damages, therefore the miners and
their works are .•. to be held up to be a curse to the
country ~ a curse only to be put up with because likely soonto perish (Mount Ida Chronicle 24 September 1875).

The Legislative Council proposed to amend clause six of the Bill by

making compensation payable, in event of t~e proclamation of any watercourse,

out of the goldfields revenue of the province or district concerned rather

than out of the land revenue. The Council also proposed to delete clause

seven providing for the payment of compensation to miners upon the

withdrawal of a watercourse from the operation of the measure. But it was

the amendment to clause six which the House of Representatives would not

accept - nor the Council's view that if compensation were paid out of

colonial funds "it would be almost a matter of indifference to the gold

miners whether they obtained gold or not". However much the Council might

feel that the payment of compensation out of the goldfields revenue of the



district concerned would ensure that any damage to property wrought by

river pollution would be justified or warranted by the amount of gold

won (NZPD 19, 1875, 176), the House of Representatives viewed the

amendment simply as constituting an interference with its privileges by

in effect appropriating revenues. In recognition of that objection the

Legislative Council resolved

That without desiring to interfere with the public
revenues, the Council feels strongly the necessity
of making compensation payable, and the charges and
expenses to be incurred under section 6 of the Gold
Fields Act Amendment Bill, (No.l) chargeable
on the Gold Fields Revenue of the province in which
the operation,causing the pollution of any watercourse,
shall be carried Dn (JLC 1875, 76).

Since the House appears to have approved in principle the change

effected by the Legislative Council, the solution adopted was for the

Government to lay aside the original measure and introduce a replacement

Bill containing the suggested amendment. The Bill thereupon was approved

by both Chambers.

The Gold Fields Act Amendment Act, 1875, (No.1), as thus passed, met

with a mixed reception from mining interests and the goldfields press.

The Mount Ida Chronicle describ~d the measure as a monstrosity, partly on

the grounds that it provided for the withdrawal of any river from the

operation of the Act without notice and without compensation and therefore

to the potential injury of the miners (Mount Ida Chronicle 10 December

1875). In fact the Act did not provide for any such withdrawal, an

omission not rectified until an amendment was passed expressly for the

purpose in 1953. The Tuapeka Times expressed some regret that the legal

issues involved had not been settled before legislation had been enacted,

the journal observing that Borton v Howe had not decided finally any of the

points in contention while in Glassford v Reid Mr Justice Johnston had

ruled that miners making authorised use of tail-races to discharge debris

and waste water were not responsible for the consequences. In the event
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that that ruling should be upheld, the Act in effect restrict~d the rights

of miners since it could be viewed as constituting a judicial decision by

the Legislature that miners had no right to discharge tailings into the

country's watercourses (Tuapeka Times 25 September 1875).

The Act was criticised, too, on the grounds that it did not relieve

expressly miners in all cases from liability for damages arising from

mining operations, that it did not preclude further litigation along the

lines of Glassford v Reid in which damages of 150 were awarded for the

deposition of tailings and a mere Is for injury to the riparian right.

Since the Act provided for the award of compensation only for injury to

the riparian rig~t, not surprisingly it was regarded as ineffective and

unlikely to "disarm the miners' jealousy of settlement on Goldfields

(Mount Ida Chronicle 3 September 1875). Section seven similarly was

"

regarded as ineffective, on the grounds, first, that it provided against

future riparian rights only in the case of lands purchased from the Crown

rather than in respect of all lands owned or occupied and, second, that

in any case that limitation applied only to proclaimed watercourses whereas

all watercourses should have been included (Tuapeka Times 25 September 1875).

Despite such limitations the Act at least offered some settlement of

the question, particularly since those streams which could be proclaimed

were not confined to those within the limits of proclaimed goldfields.

The appropriate course for miners to adopt, it was suggested, was to seek

to have all watercourses throughout the country proclaimed. Shepherd

himself similarly sought to have the Act implemented as soon as possible

(NZPD 19, 1875, 558-9). But rather than proceeding to implement the measure

the Government consulted the Superintendents of the Provinces which included

within their boundaries proclaimed goldfields, all of whom except the

Superintendent of Westland and the Superintendent of Otago (the latter

voicing no opinion at all), opposed such a step. The Government consequently
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unwise step (NZPD 20,1876,327).

In any event, miner dissatisfaction over the measure soon manifested

itself in a petition seeking repeal of the Act and its substitution by one

which would "afford relief to the miners by securing them in all the

rights and privileges which they have fairly and legitimately acquired

under and by virtue of the various Goldfields Acts of New Zealand".

The Gold Fields Select Committee which considered the petition recommended

that the Act, "being entirely inadequate to afford the relief asked for",

be repealed and a measure enacted "to secure the gold miners generally

unmolested occupancy of the rights conferred by the Acts in for~e

regulating the grant, transfer, or management of water rights on the gold

fields" (JHR 1876, 151). On the grounds, then, that the Act had failed

to provide for those whom it had been intended, that it allowed for heavy

claims for compensation by landowners, but that conversely it did not

allow for the award of compensation to miners unable to exercise their

properly acquired rights in the event of streams not being proclaimed, the

Government determined upon its repeal. As had been suggested at the time

of its passage the Act in effect restricted the freedom of miners to

discharge tailings and waste water into watercourses while the provision

for the award of compensation rendered the State liable in the event of

proclamation to heavy claims for damages. But while the House of

Representatives passed a repealing measure, it was rejected by the

Legislative Council. Accordingly The Goldfields Act Amendment Act, 1875,

(No.1) , remained law.

b) other Legislative Measures

In 1874 the Otago Mining Conference had suggested that in all future

sales or leases of waste lands the riparian rights should be reserved to

the Crown (AJHR A8,.1874, 2). That suggestion reflected the growing
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concern among miners over the extent to which their rights in respect of

claims, water races or tail races might be affected by a subsequent grant

in soil and/or water. The cases of Borton v Howe and Guffie v Christian,

both being cases in which the validity of mining titles was contested on

behalf of titles in land and water previously acquired, had demonstrated

to the miners' satisfaction that the Courts favoured the prior locator.

Subsequent locators appeared to have been granted a reversionary licence

or second right in the same privilege rather than the privilege itself

which the Crown had already parted with in an indirect manner to another.

The prior claims of the first locator, whether miner, miller, or farmer,

were conceded, albeit somewhat reluctantly in respect of millers and

farmers, if only because the whole of mining law rested on the principle

of Qui prior est in tempore, potior est in jure.

To the miners, however, Glassford v Reid had confirmed their fear that

landowners, even as second or subsequent locators, could institute a

succe~sful action against a prior locator, in this case miners, although

it was acknowledged that the case also concerned the question of damage

to freehold lands. Nevertheless, the case induced a growing apprehension

that the mining industry could be strangled by the settlement of goldfields,

by the annihilation of all previously and subsequently acquired mining

rights. The three cases had demonstrated to the miners the need for

reserving all riparian rights in future sales of land in mining districts

(M:Junt Ida Chronicle 6 December 1877).

The Mining Conference's suggestion was taken up by de Lautour in 1875

when he moved in the Otago Provincial Council "That in all future sales of

land, the banks of rivers and streams be reserved from sale, or if sold,

that the purchasers have only limited privileges, and no right to object to

the streams or rivers being fouled by necessary mining operations". The

motion was amended to read "That in all future sales of land, the banks of

rivers be reserved from sale," and affirmed (V s P, OPC, S34, 1875, 71-72).



The same recommendation was made by the Gold Fields Committ~of the House

of Representatives in 1877 when it emphasised, in its view, the necessity

where land was alienated upon goldfields of reserving to the Crown all

. riparian rights, "so that no settler may have any ground in law for action

against his neighbour, except for actual damage to the holding" (AJHR 11,

1877, 7). That recommendation was in fact embodied in section 154 of The

Land Act, 1877, which gave the Governor power to set aside Crown lands in

any mining district and to op~n such for settlement purposes upon the

stipulation that

Before any such Crown land i~ offered for sale or selection
the Board shall determine whether any watercourse running
through or bounding the same will, in their opinion, be
thereafter probably required for the purpose of discharging
therein tailings, mining debris, or waste water; and, if
in the opinion of the said Board such watercourse will be
so required, the same shall be duly notified accordingly,
and a right shall be reserved to the Governor .•. to issue
to holders of miners' rights or mining leases licenses to
use such watercourse for any such purpose, without liability
to pay compensation therefor (New Zealand statutes 1877,
189).

That provision was expected to preclude any conflict between water rights

attached to land and rights granted over the same waters by mining statutes

to others (AJHR 11, 1878, 4-5).

Further, section 92 of The Mines Act, 1877 provided for the setting

apart of Crown lands for the discharge thereon of tailings and mining

debris (Statutes of New Zealand 1877, 294). Extensive settlement throughout

the goldfields in 1877 and 1878 and the pending subdivision of the pastoral

runs in 1882 prompted miners' associations to insist upon the declaration of

both tailrace and tailings reserves for both existing and likely future

gold mining sites. Both section 154 of The Land Act, 1877 and section 92

of The Mines Act, 1877, however, were prospective in application. With

respect to difficulties between miners and farmers over the deposition of

tailings, the fouling of water and the destruction of land arising out of

past settlement policies and pr0cesses they were to prove of limited

assistance only.

S26
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FURTHER AMENDMENTS TO THE LAW

The passage of The Gold Fields Act Amendment Act, 1875 (No.1) marked

only the beginning of a protracted debate over the most effective means of

resolving the conflict over riparian rights. The course proposed by that

Act involved the payment of substantial compensation and hence was unlikely

to be freely adopted by a Government already facing heavy financial

commitments as a result of its borrowing for the immigration and public

works construction programme. The goldfields press insisted that the

Legislature had the power to abrogate, without paying compensation, private

or common law rights, and that mining legislation had conferred special

rights which transcended common iaw rights. The Mount Ida Chronicle thus

observed that

No one can doubt that the intention of the Legislature in
framing the Goldfields Act was to give a practical right
to miners for the license fees for which they were to pay 
notwithstanding the palpable fact that their operations wouldprove detrimental to the common law rights of a few others.What is now desired is not a trampling afresh upon common
law rights, but simply a carrying out of the intention whichthe Legislature originally contemplated
(Mount Ida Chronicle 16 July 1875)

There was clearly a parallel in The Timber Floating Act, 1873, a

measure which was held to constitute an interference with, and an absolute

cancellation without compensation, of the vested riparian rights of freehold

proprietors. That Act had been passed in response to approaches by timber

mill proprietors anxious to thwart any efforts by riparian proprietors to

prevent the use of streams for the transportation of logs,as in fact had

already happened. The Act provided for the issue of licences authorising

the holders thereof to use particular streams for floating or rafting logs,

lumber, timber, firewood, posts, rails, or other wood, flax, gum or other

substances and materials

Provided that in so doing he or they shall do permit or
suffer, or cause to be done permitted or suffered as
little injury spoil or damage as possible to the lands
on the banks or along the course of any such river
stream or tidal creek; and that the owner of the timber
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or other substances or materials rafted or otherwise
floated •.. shall be liable to pay to the owners and
occupiers of any such lands compensation in damage for
any actual injury spoil or damage which shall be done
permitted or suffered in the exercise of the power
granted in this Act .••• ( Statutes of New Zealand 1873, 150).

The Timber Floating Act, 1873 was thus held to constitute ample

precedent for the passage of a measure if not to resume rights already

granted then at least to reserve such rights in future sales of land,

although, of course, it was argued that the mining industry was

sufficiently important to justify resumption (Mount Ida Chronicle 1 December

1877). Furthermore, section 3 of The Canterbury Water Supply Act, 1874

which empowered 'the Superintendent, inter alia, "To dam divert convey away

and impound any part of the'water of any river, not exceeding one-half"

(Statutes of New Zealand 1874, 148), was also held up as a clear abrogation

of riparian rights sufficient to justify a similar measure for the benefit of

the mining industry.

Given the assumed powers of the Legislature and those apparent

precedents it was not surprising that Macandrew's suggestion that the

solution to the dispute over riparian rights would have to be judicial rather

than legislative was ridiculed. The proximate origins of the dispute were

seen as lying in inadequate legislation and the ruling in Borton v Howe

which had made-it clear that mining rights, certificates and licences were

"worthless as against the imaginary and indefinable riparian rights of the-

landowners on rivers and streams affected in the sl~ghtest degree by mining

operations" (Mount Ida Chronicle 2 July 1875). The Gold Fields Act

Amendment Act, 1875 (No.l) was rendered inoperative chiefly by the provisions

relating to compensation but also partly because it was regarded as limiting

the right of miners to discharge mining debris into watercourses. The

progress of closer farm settlement required a resolution of the conflict,

the more especially so since rivers which ran through agricultural lands

were often in their higher reaches used for mining purposes. The Maerewhenua
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dispute was merely part of a potentially much larger conflict - the

Taieri farmers, for example, were continuing to insist that the periodic

inundations of the Plain were caused 'in no slight degree' by the hydraulic

sluicing at Mount Ida, Hamiltons, and elsewhere within the catchment of the

. Taieri River.

The Californian dispute was familiar enough to both the press and the

mining industry for some concern to be expressed that a similar course of

events could unfold in Otago. The Evening star discussed Atkinsonv

Sacramenta and Canadian Branch Company in which the complainant sued for

damages inflicted upon his land by the deposition thereon of mud and gravel

washed down from the defendant's hydraulic mine. The judge instructed the

jury to find for the plaintiff if they were satisfied that his lands were

damaged directly by the deposit arising from the defendant's sluicing

operations, notwithstanding the mine had been worked in accordance with

mining law and custom. The plaintiff was awarded $4,000 and ~lthough an

appeal had been lodged the case was regarded nevertheless as one which

pointed to a possible course of events in Otago (Evening Star 22 March 1877).

The alternative to abrogating the common law rights of riparian owners

was to amend the provisions relating to compensation. The Gold Fields

Committee of 1881 discussed The Gold Fields Act Amendment Act l875-(No.l)

and concluded that it provided neither solution to nor remedy for the

problem presented by the Maerewhenua dispute. That assessment was based

on three major grounds:

1) that 180 days had to elapse before a river could be proclaimed after

notice of an application to do so had been published;

2) that any persons whose rights might be injuriously affected by such

proclamation were entitled to compensation to be ascertained and

settled by arbitration; and



3) that the Act did not define what constituted an injury to rights

upon which compensation could be assessed and left "the widest scope

for the claim of merely theoretical damages to property, which are

sure to be valued as against the Crown up to the highest possible

poIn t ". (AJHR 13, 1881, 4).

The Committee recommended that all riparian rights affecting rivers

in proclaimed goldfields should be resumed wherever they were required for

public purposes. Compensation, it su~gested, should be allowed on two

conditions only:

1) that damage should be computed upon the actual injury proved that the

land would sustain if deprived of water in its natural state, and for

any damage the owner of the land might be proved to be likely to

sustain if his homestead were deprived of water irt its natural state;

and

~ that the increase in value of the landowner's property as a result of

public works or by the development of mines in the neighbourhood should

be deducted from the amount of damage assessed, and the excess of the

value of such damage over the increase in value, if any, should be

payable by way of compensation (AJHR 13, 1881, 4).

_- The Gold Fields Committee I s suggestions were regarded, at least by the

Otago Daily Times, as practical and reasonable, the journal observing that

If unlimited damages were allowed to be granted by
arbitration, there is no saying what sum might not be
accorded to the fortunate owners of a few thousand acres
of land along the banks of any river as a condition
precedent to the existence of the mining industry higher
up the stream .... The law as it stands is entirely
unsatisfactory, and the amendment proposed gives a
fair prospect of the settlement of a much-vexed question
(Otago Daily Times 29 August 1881).

Five months later, in January 1882, presumably after having studied the

implications of suggestion (~), the journal denounced the Committee's

recommendations as sweeping and having "that flavour of communism and
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confiscation about them which appears to commend itself so much to New

Zealand Liberals who have graduated in the GREY School" (Otago Daily

Times 7 January 1882).

The journal was, however, somewhat more sympathetic to the further

suggestion made by the Gold Fields Committee that in respect of lands

within the goldfields not then alienated from the Crown, legislative

provision should be made so that all future sales should be made subject

to the condition that no riparian rights should be capable of being

enforced by purchasers against miners. That recommendation proposed

widening the provision of section 154 of The Land Act, 1877 arid 'of

section 7 of The Gold Fields Act Amendment Act,1875 (No.l). The latter

provided that no person who purchased or acquired Crown lands would be

deemed to have any right or title to the flow of any watercourse

which shall have been at any time proclaimed under section
two of this Act, running through in or upon such lands
which would interfere with or prejudice the right of any
holder of a miner's right or mining lease to discharge into
such watercourse any tailings mining debris or waste water
produced or used in or upon any claim ••.. (statutes of New
Zealand 1875, 270).

The Gold Fields Committee suggested that this provision should be generally

applicable instead of applying only to watercourses proclaimed under the

Act.

The Committee also recommended that a right to resumption upon six

month's notice should be reserved by the State upon payment of the actual

value of the land resumed or destroyed provided such land was required for

mining purposes. It was that limitation of compensation which provoked

considerable criticism. As the Otago Daily Times pointed out, the taking

away of the river frontages of a freehold would affect the value of the

whole if not in fact render it valueless. An alternative was not to sell

any land within the goldfields which was on the banks of or contiguous to

watercourses, but that left unsolved the difficulty that some watercourses
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arising within proclaimed goldfields then flowed through lands not so

included, but equ~lly affected by the diversion and pollution of water

for and by mining purposes and operations (Otago Daily Times 7 January

1882),

Efforts to modify the compensation sections of The Gold Fields Act

Amendment Act l 1875 (No.l) were given added urgency by the decision of the

Court of Appeal in Costello v O'Donnell in which it was held that persons

lawfully engaged in mining had no right to foul the water or raise the

bed of a stream to the injury of the riparian proprietors (New Zealand

Law Reports 1, 1883, 105-114). The Court, of course, followed Borton v Howe l

while also ruling that all the miners who had sluiced tailings into two

streams, the waters of which mingled at a point above the plaintiff's land,

were joint wrong-doers and properly made defendants to one suit.

The defence offered by the miners was a general denial and a justification

on the ground that as miners holding miners' rights and a certificate for a

tail race they were authorised to do the acts which were the subject of

complaint. They thus sought an overturning of the original Supreme Court

decision in which Costello had been awarded 110 15s damages for the fouling

of the water and 150 for the deposition of tailings whereby the bed of the

watercourse had been raised, the water diverted, the banks destroyed, part

of the land eroded, and the remainder rendered liable to injury by flood.

One further important point was the contention offered in support of an

application for a new trial that the judge wrongly directed the jury to

assess damages arising subsequently to the 17 May 1881, the date of the

issue of the writ, as the effect of acts done before that day.

The Court of Appeal noted

that at the trial the only question raised was, whether
damages were recoverable in the action, once for all in
respect of tailings discharged into the stream and Gorge
prior to the commencement of the action, or, whether the
right of action arose from time to time as damage actually
accrued (New Zealand Law Reports 1, 1883, 105).
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The Supreme Court had decided in favour of the plaintiff's right to recover

prospective damage, while the Court of Appeal also ruled that it was "a

proper direction in such an action to direct the jury to assess damage

arising subsequent to the commencement of the action, as the effect of acts

done before that time" (New Zealand Law Reports 1, 1883, 105). The

implications for legislation which did carefully define the liability of

the State in respect of compensation payable to riparian proprietors upon

the proclamation of watercourses as sludge channels were clear. The prospect

of unlimited liability thus directed attention towards first, more

clearly limiting the acquisition of new riparian rights and, second~

defining as precisely and limiting as closely as possible the l~ability of

the State.

a) Limiting the Acquisition of Riparian Rights

In May 1882, Seddon (MHR Kumara) asked the Government whether it intended

to deal with the interrelated questions of the pollution of streams in the

vicinity of gold workings, the deposition of sludge and tailings on Crown

land and in watercourses, the sale of land within proclaimed goldfields, and

riparian rights. Rolleston, as Minister of Lands and Mines, indicated that

in his view, section 154 of The Land Act, 1877 would prevent the

acquisition of riparian rights. In addition, he noted, strict instructions

had been issued that lands on the banks of streams likely to be affected by

gold mining were not to be alienated (NZPD 44, 1883, 152-3), an instruction

arising from an earlier suggestion made by the 1881 Gold Fields Select

Committee (AJHR 13, 1881, 1).

Rolleston's assertion notwithstanding, the Government found it necessary

to continue to deal with the issue through its waste lands legislation,

the leasing proposals in particular being designed to "favour the occupation

of land and not to interfere with mining operations" (NZPD 41, 1882, 161).

Thus section 39 of The Land Act 1877 Amendment Act, 1882 which introduced the



perpetual lease tenure, provided that

When any lands leased have a frontage upon any stream
of water, the (perpetual) lessee shall have no claim
or right of action against the Crown or any other person
whomsoever for damage caused by the fouling, pollution,
or diversion of the waters of such stream by any tenants
or licensees of the Crown or the Board, or of any public
authority in the prosecution of gold mining
(Statutes of New Zealand 1882, 623).

The Land Act, 1885 which introduced the small grazing run tenure, contained

the same provision with a proviso to the effect that

in' case of such fouling, pollution, or diversion, there
shall be available, or rendered available by such person
or local authority, a supply of clean water sufficient
for domestic purposes or other industrial necessity of
the leasehold
(Statutes of New Zealand 1885, 298-299).

The Mining Act, 1886 empowered the Governor to declare any unalienated

Crown lands within a mining district to be open for sale 'or lease provided

that "all lands within sixty-six feet from the bank and along the entire

course of all streams ... shall be excluded from any such sale •... "

(Statutes of New Zealand 1886, 504). Section 157 of the same Act provided

that no person who had acquired land since 21 October 1875 (the date of

passage of The Gold Fields Act Amendment Act, 1875, (No.1) or was to

acquire or purchase any Crown lands was to have any right or title to the

flow of any watercourse proclaimed to be a sludge channel "which would

interfere with or prejudice the right of any holder of a miner's right or

mining lease to discharge into such watercourse any tailings, mining debris,

or waste water produced or used in or upon any claim •... " (Statutes of New

Zealand 1886, 533). Those who had purchased land since 21 October 1875 were

deemed to have done so in full knowledge of the liability of any associated

watercourse being proclaimed and therefore not to be entitled to compensation.

Section 3 of The Mining Act Amendment Act (No.2), 1887 broadened that

provision by enacting that persons purchasing, leasing, occupying or otherwise

acquiring any Crown lands within a mining district after 23 December 1887
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(the date of the Act's passage) were not to have any right or title to any

watercourse and not to have right of compensation upon proclamation

(Statutes of New Zealand 1887, 64). Whereas under section 157 of The Mining

Act, 1886 riparian proprietors could institute proceedings against miners

in respect of watercourses which had not been proclaimed, section 3 of The

Mining Act Amendment Act (No.2), 1887 prevented completely from 23 December

1887 the acquisition of riparian rights within mining districts. It should

also be noted that section 2 of The Mining Act 1886 Amendment Act (No.2)

1887 empowered the Governor to take land for the deposit of tailings or

for the construction of sludge or tailings channels, a provision taken from

The Resumption of Land for Mining Purposes Act, 1882.

It is of interest to note that an alternative to limiting the

acquisition of riparian rights was proposed but not seriously considered,

namely, that a measure be enacted by Parliament "declaratory of the property

of the State in running water; and providing that ..• (it) shall not be

withdrawn from its natural channel otherwise than temporarily, and by way of

a lease from the Crown, revocable if other interests should become injuriously

affected" (NZPD 59, 1887, 941). Menzies (MCL Otago), who made the suggestion,

made it clear that it was his wish to see the "settlement of the country ...

which would raise the country to £ermanent prosperity", an observation

which prompted Bonar (MLC Westland) into insisting that mining was not a

transient industry whose rights "should be sacrificed to another industry

which could not exist without having this mining industry alongside of it"

(NZPD 59, 1887, 942).

b) Limiting Compensation

Although subject to considerable criticism, the provisions of The Gold

Fields Act Amendment Act, 1875 (No.l) relating to compensation were

incorporated unaltered into The Mining Act, 1886 (sections 154-157) except
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that the compensation payable could be determined under Part III of The

Public Works Act, 1882 failing agreement by arbitration. The right to

compensation, however, was regarded by the otago Daily Times at least, as

"absolute", and one which had been established "without reference to rights

acquired by prescription, which then, in many cases, _must have accrued".

The journal went on to suggest that such a right had "proved an injury to

mining" and would cost the country substantial sums (Otago Daily Times

10 November 1892). The course of legislation since the passage of The Gold

Fields Act Amendment Act, 1875 (No.l) had thus been to confirm riparian

proprietors in their rights, by implication render illegal any discharge

of debris into unproclaimed watercourses, confer upon landowners an

absolute right to compensation and to provide a basis for the disruption of

the mining industry through the reluctance or inability of the State to meet

demands for that compensation.

It was the proclamation in 1888 of the Arahura and Tatamakau Rivers

on the West Coast as sludge channels which confirmed the unlimited liability

of the State for damage to land and property arising out of mining operations.

Proclamation of those two rivers had then made it possible for claims for

past dama~e inflicted by miners, that is drumage preceding proclamation, to be

lodged against the Government. That discovery resulted in the prompt

introduction into the House of Representatives in 1888 of an amending measure

intended to ensure that any proclamation should not create claims for

compensation which did not already exist. The measure also proposed to

dispense with arbitrators with respect to the settlement of claims for

compensation, a provision inserted in response to what were clearly

regarded as having been excessive awards. Claims of less than ~100 were to

be settled by a magistrate and larg~r claims by a judge of the Supreme

Court (NZPD 60, 1888, 255).
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The Bill provoked considerable controversy, and indeed one of its

most determined and persistent critics was Seddon to whose electorate,

Kumara, the measure had an immediate relevance and application, Seddon's

objections, which arose out of the Arahura controversy, were, first, that

the measure was retrospective and would therefore deprive settlers of
rights held under existing law; second, that it dispensed with arbitration

while preserving that right to those whose land was taken for other public

purposes; and, third, that it was designed primarily to benefit the

Humphrey's Gully Gold-mining Company at the expense of some 200 settlers

on the Arahura Native Reserve (NZPD 60, 1888, 256-259). Those objections

were sufficient to persuade the Government to clarify the provisions of

the measure so that while they provided that the Colony would not be liable

for damages inflicted before a Proclamation was issued, those" whose property

had been injured retained the civil right to sue those who had inflicted

the damage (NZPD 61, 1888, 585-586).

Efforts made during the Bill's committee stages, however, to reinstate

the Compensation Court as the means of settling the compensation payable

were unsuccessful, as, too, was an attempt to insert the right of appeal

where a claimant regarded the award made as inadequate (JHR 1888, 173-5).

The Bill received a third reading despite some belated opposition by Maori

members of the House of Representatives to its provisions (NZPD 62, 1888,

16).

The Bill received a thorough and critical examination in the Legislative

Council, objections being voiced on the grounds

1) that it advanced and protected the interests of "one particular class",

namely, miners;

2) that the proviso in clause six meant that only one person could have a

claim for compensation for damage occasioned by mining although that

person might have a lesser estate or interest in the land than the

owner;
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3) that any compensation to be granted was not to exceed 50 per cent of

the value of the land damaged, despite the fact that that damage might

amount to the complete destr~ction of the land;

4) that claims had to be made within six months of the proclamation whereas

the damage might not become evident for some considerable time, the

provision thereby debarring persons from the right to compensation; and

5) that it precluded future claims for damage despite the possibility of

future damage (NZPD 62, 1888, 103-104).

Bonar (Westland) endeavoured to satisfy the objections raised by pointing

out that section 155 of The Mining Act, 1886, provided that persons having a

greater or lesser interest in the lands affected could claim compensation,

that the reason for not providing for future damage lay in "the susceptibility

of the rivers concerned to flooding with damage being caused by flooding

rather than by tailings, and that the 50 per cent limitation recognised the

fact that those concerned retained their land (NZPD 62, 1888, 104). The Bill

was read a second time, but on the motion for committal opposition to clause

9, which provided for the Public Trustee to arrange with the Government for

the amount of compensation payable in respect of Maori lands,prompted some

further debate (NZPD 62, 1888, 239-240).

The Legislative Council then effected some substantial amendments in the

Bill to allow persons having a greater or lesser interest in the lands

damaged the right to compensation, to delete the 50 per cent limitation, and

to add a new clause to the effect that "This Act shall be read and construed

as part of I The Mining Act, 1886.' and to have been in operation on and

after the first day of August, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight;

but nothing herein contained shall apply to or affect any proceedings then

pending in any Court of law" (JLC 1888, 131-132). There were still some

members within the Council who objected to the measure even as amended,

arguing that it had been devised solely to suit the interests of one particular



mining company, that it permitted the destruction of land without fair

compensation, and that any such measure should be based on the principle

contained in The Timber Floating Act l 1873, so that gold mine proprietors

would be required to enter into a bond, with proper securities, providing

for the payment of compensation for all damage inflicted. The existing

Bill, it was suggested moreover, meant that a private company would benefit

by Government paying compensation. The Bill did receive a third reading

(NZPD 63, 1888, 1-4 and JLC 1888, 146-7).

The Government found the Legislative Council's amendments unacceptable,

G.F. Richardson (MHR Mataura) claiming that, whereas the Bill had provided

that claims for damage were to be final and conclusive rather than capable

of resubmission as damage might recur, the Council 1.s amendments had

rendered it no improvement upon the original Act (NZPD 63, 1888, 24-25).

During a debate on the motion 'That the amendments be disagreed with',

Seddon again attacked the measure, asserting that it had been introduced

at the urgings of the Humphreys Gully Gold-mining Company, intent upon

having the river ~roclaimed whilst denying compensation to settlers, and

the Westland County Council an absolute majority of the members of which

were also shareholders in the company. The Bill as passed by the House of

Representatives would have removed the legal remedies of those who had had

their actions before the Supreme Court six months prior to the introduction

of the Bill, and indeed Seddon suggested that the measure had been drafted

and promoted whilst these lawsuits were pending in an endeavour to influence

the Court. In such case the House was bound to accept the saving clause

added by the Legislative Council. With respect to clause six, Seddon

approved of the proviso

that nothing herein contained shall bar the right to
compensation under the provisions of the said Act and
this Act of any person being ~owner of, or having any
lesser estate or interest in, any such land other
than the person whose claim has been agreed upon or
ascertained ... and all persons claiming from, through,
or under him (statutes of New Zealand 1888 1 120).
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a proviso which ensured that'all interested parties had the right to

compensation where their property had been damaged. That amendment did not,

in his view, violate the principle laid down in the Bill, namely that once

compensation had been assessed and paid no further claim should arise.

Seddon also defended the deletion of the 50 per cent limitation, urging

that where land was wholly damaged the O\Viler should receive the full rather

than merely half the value (NZPD 63, 1888, 51-58).

Seddon's defence of the amendments made by the Council was, however,

of no avail, the House accepting the view that as amended the Bill would

allow property owners to receive full value for their land for damage

inflicted and do so repeatedly whilst retaining their land. The Bill,

it was urged, would permit excessive, unjustifiable and repeated claims

for compensation and would not therefore provide an acceptable basis for a

resolution of the conflict between miners and settlers. The House, by

33 to 25, rejected the Council's amendments (NZPD 63, 1888, 60). A

committee appointed to prepare reasons for disagreeing with the amendments

reported that their effect would be to

1) defeat the finality aimed at in respect of the compensation payable to

property owners;

2) permit claims to be made by a person who may have derived his estate

through another person who, before disposing of such estate, had

received full compensation for all past and prospective damage;

3) render local bodies liable for claims in addition to the amount assessed

by the property-tax valuation at the time of issue or taking-effect of

any Proclamation (JHR 1888, 284-285 and NZPD 63, 1888, 78-79).

While the House accepted those reasons the Legislative Council remained

determined to insist upon its amendments being incorporated into the Bill.

The grounds for that insistence were summarised as follows:
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Assuming the purpose of the Bill to be •.• to determine
finally differences between settlers and miners in certain
districts t the provision for preventing surprise to any
person whose interests are or may hereafter be damaged
should be very full; and the power and duty of the
Compensation Courts to deal upon every first claim with
respect to all the interests and all prospective as well
as actual damage should be expressed in the Bill not only
permissively, but in the way of instruction to such Court.

The assessment of compensation for probable future damage
is an invidious duty, and Compensation Courts will naturally
hesitate to avoid speculative damages.

The English custom in mining districts which it is desired
to Jollow is not easily applicable. When buildings or
agricultural land in Staffordshire or Durham sink in
consequence of underground mining the eventual mischief is
comparatively easy to estimate. But the action of a mountain
river used as a sludge-channel and subject to a variable and
very rainy climate is hardly possible to be calculated, and
may range from trifling littoral damage to the entire
destruction of the alluvial flats through which it runs.

The Committee cannot agree with the suggestion that the
property-tax valuation should be the sole test of value.
This valuation is made at the interval of three years:
pending the new valuation a tenant may have made large
improvements; it does not appear equitable that he should be
deprived of his right to full compensation merely on the
ground that the property-tax valuation had been made before
the improvements were commenced or completed.

As to the proviso in Clause 6, the Committee submits that
an absolute necessity exists for such proviso (although t

perhaps, in a modified form). The Committee wish to make
their meaning clear. The Native Reserve at Ahaura is vested
in the Public Trustee on behalf of the Natives, and is let
by him for various terms to a number of tenants. Supposing
a partial damage to take place, an existing tenant would
probably make his claim for damage, and, upon receiving
compensation, would probably, with or without consent of
the Public Trustee, abandon his tenancy. The Public Trustee,
in order to raise a revenue t would again relet the land t and
it is possible that his second tenant might in his turn sustain
damage. It is manifestly inequitable that he should be debarred
from claiming compensation from the fact of his predecessor
(through whom he does not claim) having had his claim
satisified (JLC 1888, 179-180).

A Free Conference between the House of Representatives and the Legislative

Council finally produced an agreement on the measure, the Council being

satisfied that the amended Bill would protect the interests of settlers

(NZPD 63, 1888, 421), the otago Wi tness observing that the House of

Representatives "in all essential matters carried their point" (Otago Witness
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26 October 1888)~

The Mining Act 1886 Amendment Act, 1888, amended the parent Act under

which it had been found possible to lodge claims against Government upon

the issue of a proclamation for past damage done by miners. Section 5 of

the Act thus provided that

Every such claim shall include the claimant's full demand
in respect of injury or damage to any land through; in, or
past which any watercourse may flow occurri~g after the
date of the gazetting of such Proclamation, and which may
be likely to occur prospectively after it takes effect ..•.
Provided that nothing herein contained shall bar the right
to compensation •.• of any person being owner of, or having
any lesser estate or interest in. any such land other than
the person whose claim has been agreed upon or ascertained
.•• and all persons claiming from, through. or under him
(Statutes of New Zealand 1888, 120).

Payment of compensation, by section. six, was held to debar the person making

such claim and those claiming from, through, or under him, from all further

claims in respect of any injury or damage "past, present, or future, or

arising in any manner from the operation of such Proclamation •••. " The

compensation payable was not to exceed the value of the land concerned

according to the valuation made under The Property Assessment Act, 1885,

"at the date when the Proclamation first declaring the watercourse has been

gazetted " Where claims were not settled by agreement between the

Minister and the claimant the amount was to be determined under Part III of

The Public Works Act, 1882, in which latter case claims for less than 1250

were to be settled by a magistrate and if in excess of £250 by a Judge of the

Supreme Court. All former provisions with respect to arbitration were repealed

(Statutes of New Zealand 1888, 119-122).

The provisions of The Mining Act, 1886 as amended by the enactments of

1887 and 1888 were incorporated into The Mining Act, 1891 (Sections 150-156),

although section 152 provided that "any watercourse or part of any watercourse"

could be proclaimed, a modification designed to enable the proclamation of

only such section of a watercourse as was necessary for the discharge of



tailings and thereby to reduce the amount of compensation otherwise

payable (AJHR 82, C2, 1891, 14). Those provisions were amended slightly by

The Mining Act Amendment Act, 1892. Subsection 3 of section 153 of the

1891 Act was repealed, the new provision providing that compensation payable

was not to exceed the value of such land according to the valuation under

The Property Assessment Act, 1885, or the improved value of that land as

assessed under The Land and Income Assessment Act, 1891. The amendment

also provided that where the Minister of Mines and a claimant could not agree

over the amount of compensation the land involved could be taken compulsorily

as for a public work, the amount payable to be the valuation together with

the value of the injury to the residue of the lands not so taken (Statutes

of New Zealand 1892, 313-314). There were further minor amendments made,

section 8(1)b of The Mining Act Amendment Act (No.2), 1893, providing that

claims for compensation had to be forwarded within 50 days of publication

in the New Zealand Gazette of intention to proclaim a watercourse (Statutes

of New Zealand 1893,232). Section nine of the 1893 measure constituted a

more important amendment, providing that where lands affected by a

proclamation were resumed compulsorily such lands could be disposed of under

The Land Act, 1892. The section enacted further that should the disposal of

such land not reach the amount paid for compensation the local authority

concerned or involved was to "pay one moiety of any loss sustained", such

money to be deducted from any revenue accruing to the authority, although

Government, on the recommendation of the Minister of Mines, might pay the

whole of any loss out of the Consolidated Fund. Section 10 of the Act

limited the amount which could be expended in anyone financial year on

such purchases to 110,000 (Statutes of New Zealand 1893, 233).

The Mining Act, 1898 drew together, as a consolidating measure, the

various enactments relating to discharge and deposition of mining debris.

Section 50 provided that all lands alienated within mining districts
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subsequent to 29 September 1873, the date of passage of The Resumption

of Lands for Mining Purposes Act, 1873, were liable to be resumed for

mining purposes without the consent of the owner. Land alienated prior

to that date could be resumed only with the owner's consent. The term

'mining purposes' was defined so as to include the deposit or discharge

of tailings, debris, refuse, and waste water produced from or consequent

on any mining operation. Any land, of course, could be taken for the

construction of sludge - or tailings - channels. Section 114 recognised

three classes of land titles with respect to riparian rights:

1) lands alienated on or after October 21, 1875, the date of passage of

The Gold Fields Act Amendment Act 1875 (No.1), and in respect of which

no person was'

deemed to have any right or title to the flow of any
watercourse constituted and set apart ... by
Proclamation ... which would interfere with or
prejudice the right of the holder of any mining
privilege to discharge into such watercourse any
tailings, mining debris, or waste water produced
or used in or upon such mining privilege
(Statutes of New Zealand 1898, 188).

2) lands alienated after December 23, 1887, the date of passage of The Mining

Act 1886 Amendment Act (No.2) 1887, in which case alienation was

deemed to be and to have been made subject to the
full and free :r'ight of any person, lawfully engaged
in mining operations .•. to discharge {nto any
watercourse existing on or running through or past
such land, whilst and whenever such land is situate
in a (mining) district, any tailings, mining debris,
or waste water produced by or resulting from such
mining operations (statutes of New Zealand 1898 ,
188).

3) lands alienated after the coming into operation of The Mining Act, 1898

(l February 1899) in which case alientation was "subject to the

reservation in favour of Her Majesty of all riparian rights in respect

of such land whilst and whenever such land is situate in a (mining)
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With respect to compensation, section 112 of The Mining Act, 1898

provided that every owner of any estate or interest in land affected was

enti tled to "full compensation from Her Majesty"; section 113 that the

total amount payable as compensation was not to exceed the improved value

of the claimant's estate or interest in the land, that the whole or any

portion of such estate or interest could be taken compulsorily, that such

lands taken could be disposed of under The Lands Act, 1892 ,paid for out of

the Land for Settlements Account and disposed of under The Land for

Settlements Act, 1894, the amount available for such purchases being limited

to bO,OOO in anyone -f LnancLal, year; section 113(5) that where the land

disposed of or paid for did not realise the full amount of compensation

payable the deficiency was to be met either wholly out of the Consolidated

Fund or in equal portions out of that fund and the goldfields revenue 'of

the district wherein the land was situated; and section 116 that the

payment of compensation absolutely barred the claimant, and all other persons

deriving title through him to the land to which the claim related,

from all further or other claims or remedies of any kind
whatsoever for any damage or injury, past, present, or
future,arising in any manner to such land, or to any
riparian or other right in respect thereof, by reason of
the operation of such Proclamation or of any subsequent
Proclamation relating to the same watercourse
(Statutes of New Zealand 1898, 188).

The major criticism of those provislons was the limit of t:10,000 placed on

the sum available f>or the purchase of land. It was suggested that Government

simply repurchase all lands likely to be affected and lease them so as to

render the proposal financially self-supporting. Cadman (Minister of Mines)

rejected such a suggestion on the grounds that;£l million would not suffice

to resume all the lands along the banks of rivers in Otago and Southland.

Government policy remained the proclamation of rivers (NZPD 107, 1899,

102-3). It followed that miners who discharged tailings and debris in

watercourses which had not been proclaimed sludge channels did so either by

the forbearance of the riparian proprietors or at their own risk. The
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disputes that arose between miners and farmers during the period of

Otago's second major dredging boom, 1899-1902, were therefore inevitable.

c) Limiting Compensation: Borton v Minister of Mines, 1892

The significance of the limitations placed upon the right of riparian

proprietors to claim compensation in the event of proclamation for the

willingness of Government to consider that course of action was well

illustrated by the final resolution of the Maerewhenua dispute. The

ruling of the Supreme Court in 1890 in Borton v Howe (see above pp. 472-476)

prompted local miners into demanding again that the Government act to

resolve the conflict. The miners' real concern was that the ruling of

the Supreme Court in Borton's favour would encourage other freeholders to

follow his example. Their fears were confirmed when James McQuade, a miner

of L~vingstone, in October 1890 received a letter from a solicitor acting

upon behalf of a number of farmers and landowners in the Awamoko district.

The purpose of the letter was

to give notice that by reason of your running sludge and
refuse from your mining operations into the Awamoko Creek,
you have been for a long time past, and still are,
polluting the waters of the creek, and at some points,
through the accumulation of silt, causing their diversion
on to adjoining lands, to the great detriment of my clients.
For damage already done and loss sustained, they will hold
you responsible, and unless you cease from causing the
grievance complained of, they will apply to the Supreme
Court for an injunction against you and for damages
(Mount Ida Chronicle~ 6 November 1890),

Borton's action in instituting legal proceedings and the possibility of

further litigation thus served to reopen the old arguments - that the

Government having declared the district a goldfield and having granted

mining privileges should assume responsibility for the consequences of

mining actions sanctioned by law and that in any case mining had not

resulted in the silting up of the river to such an extent as to pose the

great danger to property being asserted so freely. The effect of any

injunction, it was claimed, would be to close the Maerewhenua and Awamoko
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Rivers and thus constitute the "prelude to much suffering among those

dependent on mining for a living" (Otago Witness 9 October 1890). In the

face of the ruling of the Supreme Court in Borton v Howe and the granting

of an injunction, the threat of further proceedings, and the demands of

miners, the Government decided to proclaim the Maerewhenua River as a

sludge channel. The appropriate application was made in September 1890,

and was widely welcomed as promising a speedy solution to a protracted

dispute. In response to that application, the landowners affected drew up

their compensation demands.

In 1891 A. and R. McMaster commissioned G.M. Barr, a surveyor, to

assess·damage to the Maerewhenua Estate, both past and especially

prospective damage arising from the proclamation of the Maerewhenua River

as a sludge channel. Barr's report considered damage under three heads:

1) Past damage, being the destruction of 43 acres since the original survey

of the estate in April 1866, the result of mining debris accelerating

natural erosion and indicative of the likely effects of proclamation.

2) Probable future damage, arising from an increased suspectibility to

flooding as tailings accumulated in the river channel and from

impeded drainage, the result being not only destruction but the severance

of some areas from the estate. The likely damage as assessed at£919 8 Od

or an average of some £3 per acre for 306 acres.

3) Deprivation of pure water. A scanty and unreliable rainfall in the

district meant that the estate ana its tenants were dependent on the

river for much of their water supply. Pollution of the river would

necessitate purification, the cost of a settling basin, filters, and

distribution races being estimated at a minimum of £6,564. The

total area affected under this head was given as 2,100 acres and thus

a depreciation of £32 Od per acre.
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Barr's report ·was used by Borton in preparing his claim for

compensation of )}0,460 for fouling of the water, raising of the bed of

the river, deposition of debris, destruction of land, increased risk of

flooding deterring leasing by tenants for cropping purposes, expense of

maintaining banks to prevent inundation, rendering house and outbuildings

uninhabitable, and obstructing the percolation of water to supply pure

water in wells and "the rise and percolation of water to the "roots of grass

crops and trees". That claim was revised following the destructive flood

in February 1892, so that loss of riparian rights was then claimed for in

respect of 1,000 acres, destruction in respect of 1,500 acres, and general

loss of value in respect of 8,897 acres (Report in Supreme Court, Dunedin,

Civil Action Case File No. 1820).

The Mines Department made its own estimate of the area of land likely

to be affected by proclamation as 1,294 acres with a property tax

valuation of £18,984 10s. Resumption of the land would have meant the

payment of compensation amounting to the full tax valuation and hence the

Government was advised to offer compensation for actual damage, the owners

to retain their property. In that case the compensation was estimated to

amount to 16,250 (Inspecting Engineer to Minister of Mines, 30 January

1891 in MD 1894/1124). Other major claimants included R. Campbell and Sons

who sought [3,000 - )2,800 for the fouling of the water and Jf200 for the

silting up of the river bed - a sum described as being "for more than the

damage can possibly be •••• " (Inspecting Engineer to Under-Secretary for

Mines, 26 November 1891 in MD 1894/1124).

Settlement of Borton's claim was complicated by the flood in February

1892 which inflicted considerable damage upon his property, the havoc at

the homestead and elsewhere being termed "indescribable" with up to two

feet of silt in the house forcing its abandonment (Smith, Chapman, Sinclair

and White to Crown Solicitor 13 February 1892 in MD 1894/1124). Haggitt,
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Crown Solicitor in Dunedin, was eager to accept a suggestion that

Government appoint someone to inspect the damage since Borton had

indicated that he intended to proceed against the Minster of Mines and

the inspection would offer an opportunity to check upon the evidence

which "the other side will produce, and the means of drawing deductions

from the results of the flood". The flood, however, was seen as a

fortunate circumstance for the Crown, Haggitt expressing the view that

the abandonment of the homestead and the destruction of land could not

by any possibility, have been brought about in consequence
of the Proclamation ••• and, it seems to me, must be
accounted for by the larger accumulation of tailings, which
took place over a long series of years, by reasons of mining
operations carried on with the consent of the freeholder,
being brought down by the recent flood. The mining
operations, since the date on which the Proclamation came
into force, can hardly have been of sufficient magnitude
to occasion any appreciable alteration in the then
existing state of things
(Crown Solicitor, Dunedin to Commissioner of Crown Lands,
Otago,15 July 1892, MD 1894/1124).

While Seddon (Minister of Mines) might prefer to settle with Borton "than

fatten the Lawyers" (Minister of Mines to Inspecting Engineer, Mines

Department 19 March 1892, National Archives MD 1894/1124), Borton took his

claim to the Compensation Court, the Government's offer of 13,000 having

been rejected. The claim was heard by Mr Justice Williams in Dunedin in

March and April 1892, Stout and Haggitt appearing on behalf of the

Minister and F.R. Chapman for Borton. In rejecting Borton's claim the

Crown argued that through its tenants it had acquired a prescriptive right

to foul the stream, a claim rejected by the Court. Borton's case rested

on the assertion that the Crown, by virtue of the proclamation, became

responsible not only for injury caused by foul water, tailings and mining

debris discharged after the proclamation, but also for all injury that

might be caused in the future by the accumulation in the bed of the river

at the date of "proclamation of tailings and debris which had been

discharged into the river from the time mining operations commenced in the
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district until such date. It was contended that if tailings had been

discharged in the past into the river and raised its bed, and if at any

time after a flood caused injury to the claimant's land which would not

have occurred had the bed been not so raised, the claimant could recover

in an action against the persons who had discharged the tailings. It was

contended further that the effect of the proclamation was to prevent

Borton from bringing any such action and that the Crown, by the proclamation,

must be responsible for any damages the claimant would be entitled to

recover if he had been able to bring such actions.

Those contentions were rejected by the Court on the grounds that

discharge of tailwater, sludge and mining debris before a watercourse had

been proclaimed a sludge channel for that purpose was unlawful and thus a

ground for giving damages. By section 154 of The Mining Act, 1886,

however, a watercourse could be proclaimed,thereby rendering such discharge

lawful from the date on which the proclamation took effect, in the case of

the Maerewhenua River, 24 June 1891. From that date it was lawful to

discharge into that river and its tributaries, tailings, mining debris,

and waste water and thus proclamation prevented any course of action

arising. It followed that a landowner could not recover from the Crown

compensation for injuries which tpe Crown had not authorised by proclamation.

The question thus became that of the present value of the prospective damage

which may have been expected to accrue to Borton by the unrestricted use of

the river for mining purposes from 24 June 1891 to an indefinite period in

the future. In estimating the damage the Crown was held not to be

responsible for the state of the river bed on 24 June 1891, a ruling which

therefore disposed of the claim for compensation on account of the flood

of February 1892. "I am quite satisfied", observed Mr Justice Williams,

that the destruction of the homestead and the injury to
the property by the flood of February 1892, was not in
any sense caused, nor was the injury appreciably
aggravated, by mining refuse that was discharged into
the river after the coming into effect of the
Proclamation on the 24 June, 1891
(New Zealand Law Reports, 12, 1894, 221).
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The state of the river bed before proclamation was such that the

destruction caused by the flood was inevitable irrespective of future

mining so that neither the injury nor the expense and consequential loss

upon the removal of the homestead could be attributed to the proclamation.

Borton's claim thus resolved itself into two heads, first, the loss

of the flow of pure water past 11,000 acres, and, second, the present value

of the prospective injury to 1,500 acres likely to be covered by debris from a

continuance of mining operations. With respect to the loss of flow of pure

water it had been suggested that the land had depreciated to the extent of

£1 per acre. While ruling that Borton was entitled to some compensation,

in view of the fact that he had allowed polluted water to flow from 1877 to

1890, Mr Justice Williams expressed doubts that "the actual capitalised.

value ·to the claimant would be as great as his valuers suggest .... " (New

Zealand Law Reports 12, 1894, 223). With respect to the compensation to be

paid for land liable to be affected, two considerations were noted~ first,

that a considerable amount of injury had been inflicted by the flood in

consequence of which the value of the land had already to some extent

deteriorated but for which the Crown was not responsible; and, second,

that the flood had made it clear that all the flat land would be exposed to

injury if not actual destruction by floods even if mining were to cease

altogether. The question was what was the probable additional depreciation

that would arise through the continuance of mining. Mr Justice Williams

was satisfied that sluicing would aggravate a tendency of the beds of

shingle rivers to rise from natural causes and thereby increase and

accelerate the damage to Borton's land. Compensation payable in respect to

all matters claimed was assessed at [3,000 (New Zealand Law Reports 12,

1894, 217-226).

Proclamation of the Maerewhenua River thus cost the Crown a total

of £5,686 19 5d , but was said to have removed "a. great obstacle to

enterprise", to have "relieved the minds of the claim-holders as to the



permanency of their holdings", and which would lead to additional water

being brought on to the field (AJHR C3A, 1892, 33). However, by 1896 it was

acknowledged that proclamation had not resulted in any expansion of mining,

that the real limitation was that of an inadequate water supply, and that to

supply the field was not possible "except at such an expense that the

undertaking would not be justifiable" (AJHR C3, 1896, 132).

The case brought by Borton thus decided that where, under section 154

of The Mining Act, 1886 the Governor proclaimed a river to be a sludge

channel, the Crown was liable only for injury caused by the foul water,

tailings, and mining debris suffered to flow into the river from the time

the proclamation took effect. The Otago Witness, in reviewing the overall

significance of the case, took the view that the result constituted "a

notable instance of the results of departmental incap~city", and one which

"ought to awaken the Legislature to the necessity of devising some method of

reconciling mining and agricultural interests where they are conflicting".

The case had highlighted the growing debate and conflict over the use of

streams and rivers throughout Otago and Southland as sludge channels. Miners

were complaining, increasingly, of restrictions being imposed on their

activities by the advance of settlement, the farmers responding by

complaining i~ an equally vigorous fashion that miners were being permitted

to destroy land, pollute rivers and render riparian rights of little value.

"It is fortunate for the colony," commented the Otago Witness, "that most

of the land utilised for mining is useless for any other purpose, or is

near rivers of sufficient force to carry the debris away to the sea". (Otago

Witness 18 August 1892).

Nevertheless, the Maerewhenua disput~ and the further objections of

riparian proprietors along the Pomohaka River to applications for dredging

claims had indicated the need for some kind of comprehensive approach to

and solution of the problem. One possible approach involved the appointment
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of Commissioners to ascertain the requirements of landowners, and to

determine the basis on which riparian rights should be relinquished

either by way of monetary compensation or by the provision of clean water.

With respect to the payment of compensation and on the basis that "an

industry which cannot stand without perpetual appeals to the pockets of

the taxpayer may fairly be regarded as one not worth supporting", it was

suggested that miners should bear at least part of the expense of

extinguishment (Otago Witness 3 October 1889).

THE GOLD DREDGING INDUSTRY AND RIPARIAN DISPUTES

Predictions that further conflicts would arise over riparian rights

and the discharge of mining debris, particularly upon the growth of the

dredging industry after 1895, were amply fulfilled by a series of conflicts

which led to the appointment of a Rivers Commission in 1900. The first

such dispute involved the Fraser River which, while it predated the expansion

of the dredging industry, is of considerable interest for the way in which

its settlement pointed to the criteria both Government and the Commission

would apply in resolving later disputes.

a) The Fraser River Dispute 1892 .

The dispute involving the Fraser River arose out of a threat by Fraser

and Laidlaw, the lessees of Earnscleugh Station and owners of a preemptive

right abutting the river, to seek an injunction to restrain a group of

miners discharging debris into the river. The miners sought proclamation

of the river, particularly after a flood destroyed some of the land

concerned (John McKersie, Bannockburn to Minister of Mines, 16 March 1892

in MD 93/1273). The local Warden, however, made it clear that proclamation

would produce claillms for compensation totalling an estimated [2,000 (Warden,

Clyde to Under Secretary for Mines, 1 June 1892 in MD 93/1273). The miners'

response was to claim a prescriptive right to discharge, an opinion they

appear to have taken from Stout's claim made before the Compensation Court
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in Borton v Minister of Mines (J. McKersie, Bannockburn to Minister of

Mines, 31 August 1892 and Under Secretary for Mines to J. McKersie,

10 September 1892 in MD 93/1273).

That was an opinion not accepted by the Courts, however, and hence the

miners turned to Fergus (MHR Wakatipu) for assistance, while James Horn,

who described himself as the 'Hon. Sec. of the Fraser River Hydraulic

Sluicing Party', approached Seddon (Minister of Mines). In a telegram to

Seddon, Horn suggested that "In this opposition stronghold your party daily

gaining ground- do not kill the cause by refusing proclamation .•.• " In a

subsequent letter, Horn noted that the miners who probably support in the

forthcoming elections the candidate who would "support the present Ministry"

while the runholders would "to a man support the opposition". He went on to

claim that any injunction would close to mining a river running back into

the heart of the Old Man Ridge, a river-together with all its tributaries 

which carried gold sufficient to support hundreds of miners as the ground

in "the older and better getatable districts" was worked out (J. Horn to

Minister of Mines, 20 September 1892 in MD 93/1273). For its part, the

Fraser River Hydraulic Sluicing Party claimed to have invested 11,400 in

races, dams, and plant to work a lease now subject to forfeiture as a

result of the threatened injunction (J. Horn to Minister of Mines, 5 April

1893 in'MD 93/1273). Despite those pleas and claims ~he Government declinep

to act partly because there appeared to be only one company working the

river, partly because it was by no means certain that the ground was "payably

auriferous", and partly in view of the likely substantial claims for

compensation (Under Secretary for Mines to J. Horn, 18 April 1893 in MD 93/

1273). That such claims would be lodged was made clear by a petition signed

by farmers and other miners, including water race proprietors, who claimed that

proclamation would result in the destruction of water races and render

unemployed a large number of miners. Moreover, it "would cause a larger



area of valuable arable land that in due course would be sought for

settlement to be covered with silt and tailings and accordingly rendered

valueless". Finally, the petitioners claimed, the area of auriferous

ground in the upper reaches of the Fraser River was extremely limited so

that "the benefit to be had by its being worked would be in no way

commensurate with the injury that would be inflicted •••• " (in MD 93/1273).

That was a view supported by the Inspector of Mines (Southern District)

who insisted,despite the angry retorts from the Party, that it had cost ~714

to produce gold to the value of 1170. The Party pointed out that it would

scarcely have invested the sums that it had unless they had been confident

of success. Such appeals notwithstanding the Government declined to act.

The report of the Rivers Commission in 1900 noted, however, that the

Government had purchased Fraser and Laidlaw's preemptive right, while of

the two small sections of freehold land below that right one had been sold

for dredging purposes and the other likely to be disposed of also for mining.

The Commission, on the basis that little or no compensation would be payable,

recommended that the river be proclaimed (AJHR S2, H21~ 1901, 4) That

recommendation was accepted and compensation amounting to a mere £90 was paid.

The Fraser River dispute served to increase miner pressure upon

Government to have all rivers likely to be required for mining purposes

proclaimed. The Mount Ida Miners' Association, for example, suggested that

all streams and rivers should be proclaimed for "if the miners stood by

quietly and submitted to being shunted off by their most determined enemies 

the landholders - they would find themselves in the near future in the same

position as the Californians ..•• " (Mount Ida Chronicle 31 July 1890). That

suggestion was supported by the Mount Benger, Waipori and Maerewhenua Miners'

Associations (Mount Ida Chronicle 12 February 1891, 5 and 12 March 1891). It

was the growth of the dredging industry with its greatly increased potential

for polluting the waters of rivers and streams and inflicting damage to land
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that gave rise to a series of disputes - the most important of which

involved the Waikaka River - and led directly to the appointment in 1900

of the Rivers Commission. Those disputes involved rivers in Southland,

rivers which were slower flowing, more susceptible to silting, and

traversing districts comprising rich and freehold agricultural lands.

b) The Waikaka River Dispute 1897-1899

The first efforts, initiated by the owner of a dredge operating near

Waikakatownship, to have the Waikaka River proclaimed were made in 1897

(AJHR S2, 14, 1897, 3). According to a report by the Inspector of Mines

(Southern Office) the dredge was working in a paddock so that no tailings

were deposited in the river, while the discolouration of the water was to

be minimised by the advance stripping of the soil and subsoil and its

redeposition on the tailings. Sluicing operations were held to contribute

more to discolouration of the Waikaka River than dredging. Farmers, with

h . f h " h Id . f . Itt e exceptlon 0 t ose w 0 wou selze any prospect or ,compensatlon ,

were not expected to object , although it was suggested that claim holders

be advised to obtain the agreement of all riparian proprietors "to

indemnify the Government against any claims through the Waikaka being

proclaimed a tailings channel". The major objector was expected to be

R. and F. Wallis, owners of a substantial fellmongery employing some 50

people and using the waters of the river. Proclamation would result in

damage to the works, but the solution was simply either to draw the water

from a point higher up the river and, if necessary, pass it through filters

and settling ponds or to draw it from a tributary of the Waikaka (Inspector

of Mines, Southern District to Under Secretary for Mines, 27 September

1897 in MD 1906/717). Those observations were supported apparently by the

miners themselves. Indeed, it was suggested that the dredging companies

were willing to compensate the farmers "to a higher value than they can ever

obtain by agriculture." The wealth of the alluvial flats , insisted a
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correspondent of the otago Witness, would be brought into circulation,

and lion suitable dredging land'we are willing to allow the farmer one

fourth of the profits, which will not only pay for the land surface value,

but in a few years make an independent and wealthy man of one who may have

strived and struggled for years to work out a dead horse". The writer

went on to insist that the dredging industry would produce "more from

suitable land than generations of farmers could ever hope to do". Given

the prospects of the field, local mining interests suggested that the

Waikaka River, and the Waimumu, Titipua and Charlton Creeks should be

proclaimed (Otago Witness 3 February 1898).

The report furnished by the Inspector of Mines was sufficient to prompt

Government into assessing the amount of compensation riparian proprietors

might claim. The observations of the Inspector that "those farmers who own

land abutting on the Waikaka would, for the most part only be too glad to

see the Mining industry go on successfully", that they were not dependent

upon the river for stock water, that "in the case of floods, any sediment

deposited on their lands acts as a valuable fertilising top-dressing", and

that some at least recognised that proclamation "would increase the value of

their properties by making them available for mining", all seemed to promise

"reasonable" compensation claims being lodged (Inspector of Mines, Southern

District to Minister of Mines, 11 December 1897 and Under Secretary for Mines

to Inspector of Mines, Southern District, 1 November 1897 in MD 1906/717).

The major difficulty lay with the fellmongery, :,the owners of which were

already threatening to apply for an injunction to restrain dredging, a

threat which led to miners presenting a petition to the Minister of Mines

expressing their dismay and pleading for proclamation.

The Inspector of Mines made a second and detailed report in December

1897 in which proclamation was recommended of the Waikaka River from the

township to its junction with the Mataura, and of the Little Waikaka River
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from the Greenvale district to its confluence with the main stream.

It was conceded that Waikaka Valley lands were subject to inundation,

although so long as any sediment deposit was "earthy" it would be of value

as a fertiliser. But, as the report made clear, many of the settlers feared

that proclamation would result in a "mining boom" and the discharge of

large quantities of "clayey materials" although they were also aware that

proclamation would increase the value of their lands and enable them to

"treat with the dredging companies". The strength of the anxieties over

the consequences of proclamation was displayed in a suggestion that one or

two dredges be required to commence operations at the mouth of the river

so as to enlarge its channel and increase the volume of water it was capable

of carrying. At the same time its course could be straightened and the

tailings used to form banks. The Inspector was sufficiently persuaded of

the merits of that proposal to seek the permission of the Mines Department

to engage two or three experienced miners to prospect the entire course of

the stream as a preliminary to further consideration. In general, it

appeared from the report that most farmers would not oppose proclamation,

provided "heavy tailings" were not discharged into the river, and so long

as "some reasonable safeguard was reserved in case of probable damage, and

the values placed on the lands subject to flood are reasonable agricultural

values for the particular portions of land affected". It was recommended,

therefore, that the discharge of "heavy tailings" into the river be

prohibited, and finally that the settlers' anxieties over the fate of the

fellmongery be allayed (Inspector of Mines, Southern District, to Minister

of Mines, 31 December 1897, in MD 1906/717).

It soon became apparent, however, that the opposition was stronger

than the Inspector had supposed, although he was inclined to attribute it

to the activities of "some opponent· of the gold mining industry" (Inspector

of Mines, Southern District to Minister of Mines, 8 January 1898 in MD 1906/

717). The reference appears to have been to the Wallis Brothers who in May
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1898 lodged their own protest with the Minister of Mines by claiming that

proclamation would enforce closure of their works, unemployment for some

50 employees, financial loss to local tradespeople, and the loss to

farmers of a ready cash market for their wool, skins, tallow and old sheep.

An alternative supply of water at a reasonable cost, they argued, was not

available (R. & F. Wallis to Minister of Mines, 2 May 1898 in MD 1906/717).

The farmers, too, began to lodge their protests,arguing that proclamation

would result in silting up of the river, flooding, destruction of low lying

lands, drains being rendered useless, water fouled, and depreciation in

property values. Moreover, the farmers were suspicious of miner anxiety

to have the river proclaimed immediately, interpreting the pressure as the

result of a desire to begin sluicing operations and the resultant discharge

of 'heavy tailings'. Further, they insisted that agriculture 'constituted

a permanent productive use of the land outweighing any investment in mining

plant and wages and that the auriferous value of the lands concerned was at

the very least not proven. They thus supported unanimously a notion "That the

owners of land on the banks of the Waikaka stream express their strong

disappoval .of a proposal to declare the Waikaka stream a sludge channel

(Southern Standard (Gore) 3 May 1898 and otago witness 12 May 1898) .

The scene was thus set for what the Mataura Ensign described as "an

abundant harvest of bickerings and dispute between the mining and farming

interests •.•• " The objections to proclamation were regarded as being

reasonable while the dred,ging industry, it was s~ggested, however important

to the district concerned, could not be justly placed in the balance of

"

consideration with farming' Mining was both transitory and destructive,

farming permanent and careful of its land resource. Nevertheless, in the

journal's view, the question was not so much one of the relative merit of

the two industries but "whether an extensive mining industry can exist in

the heart of one of the finest tracts of agricultural country in the province",
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a question to which it preferred not to proffer an answer. It simply

expressed the belief that nothing would

be done to jeopardise ••• (farmers') interests or their
prospects of future prosperity in the slightest degree,
but that the Minister in his wisdom will be guided in all
things by considerations of the greatest good to the
greatest number, and will not sanction anything that will
curtail or restrict the enjoyment of those of Nature's
gifts which have served in the valley of the Waikaka to
build up a community of thriving, prosperous settlers,
even though such sacrifice should be the direct means of
increasing the immediate revenue of that portion of the
district two-fold (Mataura Ensign 5 May 1898).

Despite a petition signed by 33 landowners opposing proclamation,

the Inspector of Mines continued to suggest to the Mines Department that

in fact farmers would offer little opposition, that few of the farmers had

ever seen a dredge and that they were simply "frightened af the sound of

the term 'sludge channel''' . .Any change of view on their part could be

attributed still to the activities of "some other party .... " (Inspector of

Mines, Southern District to Minister of Mines, 28 May 1898 in MD 1906/717).

The reference, of course, was again to R. & F. Wallis who once more wr o t e

to the Minister of Mines in March 1899 claiming that dredging on ~he river

was making it difficult to continue operating their fellmongery and indicating

that they would "take the necessary legal steps to vindicate our right"

-
unless Government undertook to provide water from an alternative source

(R. & F. Wallis to Minister of Mines, 10 March 1899 in MD 1906/717). The

Minister's response indicated that given the likely compensation claims the

Government had decided against proclamation (Under Secretary for Mines

to R. & F. Wallis, 21 March 1899 in MD 1906/717).

Government's unwillingness to act simply provoked further demands for

proclamation, the first response being a petition from one James Paterson,

the owner of 800 acres in the Waikaka Valley and land he was "desirous of

mining ... for Gold by means of dredging and sluicing". Paterson claimed

that nearly all the owners of land abutting both the Waikaka and Little Waikaka
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Rivers were arranging to have their lands mined and would not oppose

therefore proclamation. With respect to the main objector, R. & F. Wallis,

he suggested that their land fell within the terms of section 114(1) of

The Mining Act, 1898~ That section provided that in the case of land

,alienated on or at any time after the 21 October 1875

no person shall be deemed to have any right or title to
the flow of any watercourse constituted and set apart
: .• by Proclamation .•• which would interfere with or
prejudice the right of the holder of any mining privilege
to discharge into such watercourse any tailings, mining
debris, or waste wa~er produced or used in or upon such
mining privilege (statutes of New Ze~land 1898, 188).

While that suggestion aroused some interest in the Mines Department it

became -clear that the Government had decided not to act in the expectation

that all or most lands fronting the two rivers would be sold to dredging

companies and/or that the dredging companies themselves would come to some

arrangement with R. & F. Wallis (Memorandum, Under Secretary for Mines

to Minister of Mines, 21 July 1899 in MD 1906/717). But in fact in that

same month, July 1899, another petition signed by 32 riparian proprietors

and reiterating their opposition to proclamation was forwarded to the

Minister of Mines, while R. & F. Wallis in September 1899 secured an

injunction to restrain mining companies from polluting the Waikaka River.

Section 114(1) of The Mining Act, 1898 was thus scrutinised carefully

as a means of reducing the likely claims for compensation. Government was

advised that those persons who had acquired their land subsequent

to 21 October 1875 had no claim to compensation upon proclamation. That

advice together with a petition from riparian proprietors supporting and

undertaking not to claim compensation in the event of proclamation and

another from dredge owners and Ilother persons directly interested in Gold

mining in the Waikaka Valley" persuaded Government to reconsider its stance.

The latter petition had argued that lithe value of the dredging interests

at stake •.• (were) far in excess of that of the interests of the few



Riparians (sic) on the stream", and that any compensation payable "would

be quite unimportant compared with the benefits derived from the

encouragement such a proclamation would give to dredging". It also

became clear that some at least of those opposing proclamation either did

not own land abutting the rivers or had given options over their lands for

mining purposes for prices ranging from [10 to 125 per acre. In such

cases, the owners were in a position to gain both from sale of their land

to dredging companies and from compensation upon proclamation (Duncan &

MacGregor, Solicitors, Dunedin to Minister of Mines, 28 August 1899 in

MD 1906/717). MacGregor did not disclose, of course, his own interest in

the Waikaka Freehold Syndicate, a group which undertook to secure options

over land for sale as dredging properties. Other members of the Syndicate

included Robert Lee, a mine owner of Anderson's Bay; James Paterson, a

farmer of Waikaka and keen supporter of proclamation; William Brown, a

dentist of Dunedin; Samuel Barr Paterson, a mine owner of Gore; William

Thomas Talboys, a draper of Dunedin and involved in many dredging ventures

throughout Otago; Duncan MacGregor, an inspector of asylums of Wellington;

and Gresley Lukin, a journalist also of Wellington.

Notice of intention to proclaim the Waikaka River was published in

1899 (New Zealand Gazette No 75, 7 September 1899, 1742). The Government's

change of mind surprised and annoyed R. & F. Wallis who had been negotiating

with the mining companies for an alternative supply of water. The notice

meant that the miners could afford to ignore their claims (R. & F. Wallis

to Minister of Mines, 26 March 1899 in MD 1906/717). But, of course, it
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was welcomed by the miners and by some journals, the Otago witness commenting

that

there is far too much money invested in the district now,
and also, that the future before the dredging industry is
looked upon as so assured, for the question to be settled
in any other way than by legalising the use of the river
as a channel for the deposition of sludge, if time and use
have not already done so (Otago Witness 26 October 1899).



The miners eVidently shared that view. arguing that the expansion of the

dredging industry necessitated some comprehensive settlement of the

riparian rights issue. that with respect to the Waikaka River the injunction

granted by the Supreme Court was deterring investment an~ actual dredging

operations. while in addition to the 30 dredging claims taken out on the

Waikaka a further 40 existed on the Waimumu and Mataura Rivers the owners

of which were awaiting formal proclamation before proceeding further.

Proclamation was sought of the entire Mataura Valley (Mataura Ensign

7 November 1899).

Seddon (Prime Minister). upon whom the miners had pressed their claims

for proclamation,made it clear that Government policy was to encourage and

facilitate mining wherever gold existed in payable quantities. But he was

also acutely aware. first, that the Waikaka dispute was in all probability

only one of many likely to arise in both Otago and Southland as a result of

the rapid expansion of the dredging industry and was anxious therefore not

to act in such a fashion as to set ultimately expensive precedents, and

second. that of the £200.000 claimed by the miners to be invested in the

industry on the Waikaka much represented speculative ventures which would

never commence operations while much of the ground taken up was of dubious

auriferous worth. Moreover, he pointed out. the suggestion that the lands

concerned be resumed and relet at a price to return the monies expended

by way of compensation held good only where the land was not low lying and

subject to inundation and silting. Much of the land concerned was. of

course, of that very character, in large part the reason for the strength

of the farmers' objections (Otago Witness 9 November 1899).

Seddon did propose, however, the appointment of a Commission to

formulate the basis for a comprehensive rather than a piecemeal solution

of the difficulty. "They must first have". he is reported to have said.

"a complete report as to the number of settlers and the extent of their
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interests compared with the number and interests of those connected with

the dredging industry, and ••. decide which was the paramount industry".

Such a report would have to include an estimate of the value of the land

for mining as against its value for settlement and an estimate of the

costs of compensation. It was at least clear that the mining industry could

not expect to use as of right the watercourses of the colony for the

discharge of mining debris and indeed Seddon made it clear that the industry

would not be encouraged or assisted at the expense of the settlers and the

farming industry (Bruce Herald 6 February 1900). Seddon's views were

echoed by the otherwise resolute advocate and defender of the mining

industry, the Minister of Mines, James McGowan. The interests of farmers,

he reminded miners, could not be sacrificed. Government, he declared,

would endeavour to ensure that the two industries could coexist although it

recog~ised that that was not always possible. For that reason a Commission

had been appointed "to arrive at a conclusion most equitable to both farmers

and miners, and to see that the wealth production of the country should be

considered without inflicting upon any portion of the community any undue

hardship" (Dunstan Times 27 April 1900).

Seddon's exposition of Government policy over the declaration of sludge

channels was accorded gener~l approval, especially Seddon's own apparent

determination, whatever his sympathies for the miners might have been, to

do justice to the interests of both contending parties. The appointment of

a Commission with three members,Qne representing each major interest and the

third being the Commissioner of Crown Lands, to report on the extent to

which each industry would be affected by proclamation or otherwise, was

expected to establish a basis for a comprehensive settlement of the issue.

Seddon had suggested that where proclamation was recommended the Government

could either compensate landowners for the loss of their riparian rights or

resume the lands affected at a price to be fixed by arbitration. In the
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former case it was envisaged that the local bodies which benefited from

the mining revenue and possible mining investors would assume

responsibility for at least a portion of the compensation payments. In

the latter case, Seddon observed, the expenditure upon resumption would

in all likelihood be returned by the rentals obtained from re-leasing the

land and by the additional revenue which would be derived both directly

and indirectly from the dredging industry. The Otago Witness foresaw "a

very fair settlement of the difficulty" in Seddon's remarks (Otago Witness

8 February 1900).

THE RIVERS COMMISSION 1900-1901

The Commission promised by Seddon was appointed in April 1900 to

""inquire into certain matters relating to watercourses" with a view to

resolving the conflict between the mining and farming industries. Initially

its investigations were confined to Otago and Southland, its instructions

being

to inquire into any matter or thing arlslng out of or
connected with constituting and setting apart
watercourses into which tailings and waste water
produced by or resulting from mining operations may
be discharged; also as to the resulting benefit to
mining and other industries, and the resulting injury
to the agricultural and other industries, that would
be effected (sic) if such watercourses were proclaimed
channels into which the said tailings and waste water
from mining operations may be discharged; also the
sum that will probably be required to settle claims
for compensation or to take the land compulsorily • . . .
(AJHR SI, H21, 1900, 1).

The Commission's recommendations are summarised in Table VII: 2.

Proclamation was recommended in the case of watercourseS where mining was

established and/or likely to expand, where the potential injury to other

industry was minimal, where landholders were engaged in the industry or

had signed over dredging rights, where miners and farmers had agreed upon

some means to allow mining to proceed, and finally where the compensation
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TABLE VII: 2

WATERCOURSES PROCLAIMED AS SLUDGE CHANNELS:
OTAGO AND SOUTHLAND, 1900-1907
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Watercourse

Waiau River

Kenny's Creek

Ourawera Creek

Waikaka River

Gold Creek

Charleton Creek

Waimumu Creek

Waikaia River

Titipua and Hedgehope
Streams

EruLdburn

Kakanui River

Taieri River

Kyeburn

Hogburn

Gimmerburn

Fraser River

Tuapeka River

Cardrona River.

Pomohaka River

Arrow River

Shotover River

Nevis River

Bucklerburn

Dart River

Rees River

Clutha River

Kawarau River

Dunstan River

Manuherikia River

Shag River

Waipori River

Tokomairiro River

Maerewhenua River

Recommendation by
Rivers Commission

Recommended

Not Recommended

Recommended

Recommended

Not Recommended

Not Recommended

Not Recommended

Recommended

Not Recommended

Not Recommended

Not Recommended

Not Recommended

Recommended

Recommended

Not Recommended

Recommended

Recommended

Recommended

Not Recommended

Recommended

Recommended

Recommended

Recommended

Recommended

Not Recommended

Not Recommended

Not Recommended

Not Recommended

Not Recommended

Not Recommended

Recommended

Not Recommended

Government
Response

Proclaimed

Proclaimed

Proclaimed

Proclaimed

Proclaimed

Proclaimed

Proclaimed

Proclaimed

Proclaimed

Compensation
Awarded:!

4102. 6. 8.

1185. O. O.

103.17. 6.

1125.10. O.

80. O. o.
30. O. o.

80. 0.·0.

4505.14. o.

5686.19. 5.

Sources: AJHR H21, 1900 and 1901; and C14A, 1907.
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auriferous character of the district concerned had not been 'determined,

and where the compensation payments were likely to be large. The,

Commission's report was not expected to give anything like general

satisfaction and indeed some of its recommmendations had been made in

what was described as a "haphazard fashion". It was suggested, for

example, that the Clutha and its tributaries should be proclaimed since

the sifting up in the lower reaches had assumed such proportions that it

was "a question whether the landowners will be content much longer to allow

the evil to go on". Since mining in its watershed was likely to continue

indefinitely it was felt that some arrangement would have to be arrived at.

Indeed, the Otago Witness expressed the view that "In their recommendations

the Commissioners appear to have been mainly guided by the amount of

compensation at issue, rather than by the value of the respective interests

involved" (Otago Witness 25 September 1901). Some insight into the workings

of the Commission and the manner in which a recommendation was reached is

provided by its deliberations over the Awamoko Stream and the Waikaka and

Waikaia Rivers.

a) The Awamoko stream

Proclamation of the Awamoko Stream, which, together with the Maerewhenua

River constituted the major outlet for debris from the Maerewhenua goldfield,

had been sought by the local Miners' Association since 1897. A report,

prepared by the Chief Surveyor (Otago) in August 1897, estimated the area of

auriferous country from the source to the mouth of the Awamoko Stream at

5,000 acres, noted that water being used at Livingstone could be diverted

to the Awamoko ground, but observed that prospecting had been

inadequate to prove whether the ground is likely to be
payable to the extent anticipated, and to warrant the
outlay of a large sum of money to extinguish riparian
rights, and compensate for waste of land on the banks
of the Awamoko Stream throughout its course to its
confluence with the Waitaki River (in MD 1905/1005).

The report noted further that above and through the Tokarahi Estate, 11,052

acres of which had been purchased in 1897 by the Government under The Land
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for Settlements Act, 1894, compensation to extinguish riparian rights was

not required as no private properties were bounded directly or intersected

by the stream. Below Tokarahi Estate, however, a considerable number of

private properties would be affected with respect to both water rights and

damage to land. The report concluded that the resulting claims in the

event of proclamation would in some cases be heavy although those for the

loss of riparian rights could be settled by providing an alternative supply

of water. The question which remained was the value of the auriferous land,

a value which required to be proved by extensive and systematic prospecting.

If the field were found to be sufficiently rich to support 50 families for

a substantial period of time "the matter would be of sufficient importance

to warrant further enquiry" (in MD 1905/1005).

On the basis of that report the Under-Secretary for Lands described the

proposal to proclaim the Awamoko Stream as

a very objectionable one, as it may materially affect the
letting value of the Tokarahi Estate, for which a
considerable sum of money (£77,361) was paid not very
long ago, and which has all been settled upon by farmers.
The water in the Awamoko Stream is necessary for the
working of a great part of the property, and if polluted
by tailings might probably make the lands abutting ••.
untenable (Under-Secretary for Lands to Minister of Lands,
6 September 1897, in MD 1905/1005);

The watercourse was not proclaimed, the Government observing that "It was no

use buying land for settlement purposes and then nullifying the purchase by

an action like that desired by the pet~tioners" (NZPD 101, 1898, 233).

With the recovery of gold at Livingstone being rendered expensive by

the increasing depth of the ground overlying the auriferous wash, the miners

determined to continue to seek proclamation. Two further petitions in 1899

were presented to the House of Representatives, while the Oamaru Mining

Association suggested that there were "exceptional circumstances, in

connection with the Awamoko River, all pointing in the direction of its being

declared a sludge channel". Proclamation, the Association urged, would allow
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the dredging industry to flourish, which in turn would mean large

revenues for Government. Alternatively, the mining industry would be

"to a very large extent stifled", both dredging and sluicing, the latter

being impeded by the unavailability of the Awamoko Stream as an outlet

(in MD 1905/1005).

Those petitions and representations led to the preparation of a

further report on the possible proclamation of the Awamoko Stream. That

report noted:

1) That the Awamoko Stream flats were used largely for grazing purposes

although "since the idea of dredging them has been brought to the front,

some of the settlers have commenced to break them up with the plough,

presumably with the object of getting more compensation".

2) While the district was not rich in gold itiwas sufficiently auriferous

to warrant dredging, the wash in fact being "ideal stuff for dredging

by comparatively inexpensive dredges".

3) That sluicing at Livingstone would soon be compelled to stop unless

the Awamoko Stream were made available as a mining debris outlet.

4) Settlers on the Tokorahi Estate and elsewhere were not dependent on

the Awamoko for stock water which could be obtained simply by sinking

holes.

5) Proclamation would not result in any actual damage to settlers on the

Estate since the land of value was from 100 to 800 feet above the

stream while no damage beyond the discolouration of water would be

"likely to result anywhere lower down provided that gold mining

operations were confined to dredging only, as the small quantity of

water carried by the stream for three-fourths of the year would

preclude more than a limited number of dredges being employed"

(Report prepared by Inspecting Engineer, 13 November 1899 in MD 1905/1005).

To reconcile the opposing interests of the two industries, the report

suggested that two dams be erected so that the intervening stretch of water



could form a settling pond for any silty material which might escape from'

the upper dam, while other sites were available where, if necessary, smaller

dams could be erected to restrain the progress of solid matter. The effect

of such dams would be to cause tailings to spread out above the upper dam

to cover a small area of land of little value, on the Tokorahi Estate. Some

such scheme, towards the costs of which the miners were evidently prepared

to contribute, was necessary if sluicing debris were to be discharged

without restrictions into the Awamoko. Should such dams not be erected,

the report concluded, the Awamoko Stream should- be proclaimed for 'dredging

purposes only' (Report 'prepared by Inspecting Engineer, 13 November 1899

in MD 1905/1005).
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Government made it clear, however, that the possible proclamation of the

Awamoko Stream raised a much larger issue, Cadman (Minister of Mines) ,

indicating that the proclamation of rivers throughout Otago and Southland

might well mean an end to the purchase of land for settlement in the two

land districts (NZPD 109, 1899, 567). The issue was considered by the

Rivers Commission. The farmers who objected to the proposed proclamation

argued that proclamation would deprive them of their main and in some

cases sole supply of domestic and stock water, that it would result in

the deposition of tailings on low lying areas, depreciate farm values and

indeed render some properties untenable. For its part, the Commission was

anxious to determine whether the sinking of wells and the use of windmills

would provide the water required; whether the water in wells would be

affected, as farmers averred and miners piscounted, by the silting up of

the Awamoko; and the nature of the tenancy of the reserve along the stream,

the settlers on the Tokarahi Estate arguing that while they had only a

yearly lease of such land they needed to retain those leases indefinitely

as a means of supplying their properties with water. With respect to

mining, the Commission sought to determine the area of auriferous ground

proclamation would open up, the auriferous value of the land, the



availability of water and the number of miners to whom employment might,

be made available (MD N6/5/26).

In its report, the Rivers Commission noted that as a result of the

action of freeholders along the Awamoko, the stream had not been used for

some ten years as an outlet for mining debris, and that some settlers on

both the Tokarahi and Maerewhenua Estates, being dependent at least

partially on the stream for domestic and stock water, continued to insist

that proclamation would result in the raising of the river-bed and the

deposition of tailings on the low-lying lands. The Commission also noted

that the miners were insisting that without the proclamation of the Awamoko,

many of the miners would be compelled to leave "as the locality at present

being worked remuneratively would shortly be exhausted". While the

Commission conceded that it had insufficient information with which to arrive

at the precise amount of compensation involved, yet it suggested that the

total would not exceed £2,000. It was recommended, therefore, that notice

be given of intention to ,proclaim the Awamoko, although the Commission

expressed the view that "owing;to insufficiency of water the goldfields in

the watershed of the Awamoko could not support more than a very limited

population, the colony would be warranted in paying a small amount only by

way of compensation should proclamation be proceeded with" (Rivers

Commission, Final Report in MD N6/26/21, 10-11).
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Notice of intention to proclaim the Awamoko Stream (New Zealand Gazette

No.38, 18 April 1901, 895) in fact elicited claims for compensation amounting

to some }66,459. Objections were lodged by the Waitaki County Council on

the grounds that it would be difficult or impossible to maintain roads along

the stream and fords; by the Taieri and Peninsula Dairy Factory Company

Limited, which operated a creamery on the banks of the stream, and its

31 suppliers; and by the Maori owners of the Punamaru Native Reserve on

the grounds that the reserve would be rendered valueless even though it
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yielded a mere 3s 6d per acre rental per year.' "We are almost landless",

they commented, "and at present the few shillings each of us recieve (sic)
from this land is quite inadequate to maintain us and our families"

(Hemi Paiki and others, Waihao to Native Minister, 29 May 1901, MD 1905/1005),

Given the magnitude of the claims for compensation the Government made it

clear that the stream would not be proclaimed (NZPD 117, 1901, 93). In

both the recommendation by the Commission and the refusal of the Government

to act, the preoccupation with the immediate,monetary costs was apparent

together with the reluctance of the latter to do anything which might

depreciate the value of estates purchased for subdivision and settlement.

The longer term effects, of proclamation on river management and flood

control were discounted.

b) The Waikaka River

The same preoccupation was apparent in the Commission's decision over the

Waikaka River in which its chief objective had been to reduce the sums

claimed by eliminating those sought by landowners who had sold dredging

rights ,over their properties. In its report on the Waikaka, the Commission

noted that 13 dredging claims had been taken up on freehold land and on a

lease-in-perpetuity in the river valley and along tributary streams and a

further 12 on the Waikaka.Mining Reserve. Five dredges were at work in

June 1900 and six were under construction. While noting that landowners

insisted that pro~lamation would result in more frequent flooding and

the deposition of silt on pastures and crops, the Commission also observed

that 18 of the landowners affected had sold their low lands for mining

either in fee-simple or by way of dredging rights, others had given options

over their lands while still others would do so upon receipt of compensation

in the event of proclamation. Proclamation, it was suggested, would open

up a large field for dredging while advance stripping techniques would

leave the land "in as good condition for agricultural purposes as it is at
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present, and would improve the land in swampy flats which at present is

valueless for agricultural purposes" (AJHR H21, 1900, 2).

In fact some of the landowners had been able to extract substantial

sums for their lands or for dredging rights from the mining companies.

T.A., J.T. and Eliza P. Fleming, upon the sale of the exclusive right to

dredge sections 17 and 29, Block III and section 3, Block XIII, Chatton

Survey District, to William Wood on behalf of the proposed Gleniti Gold

Dredging Company, were to receive 115 for every acre dredged or broken

into and 25 per cent of the net profits or 25 per cent of the nominal

capital of the company in fully paid up shares. James and William Paterson,

farmers of Waikaka Valley and active in securing land for sale to and

promoting the formation of dredging companies, sold the mining rights over

240 acres for [20 per acre to be paid "by instalments of two hundred pounds

a year in respect of each dredge started", the first instalment to be paid

before the first dredge commenced operations. In addition they were to

receive 1200 fully paid up shares of £1 each in the capital of the company

to be formed and 10 per cent of all the gold obtained. The same William

Paterson acquired from Robert Sheddon, a farmer of Waikaka Valley, 62 acres

for [1,365, of which £682 10s was to be satisfied by way of fully paid up

shares in a company to be formed, Paterson disposing of the land for £125

cash and 11,500 in fully paid up shares to Robert Lee on behalf of what

became the Sheddon's Waikaka Freehold Gold Dredging Company Limited (Defunct

Companies Files 517 and 2568, Hocken Library).

It should be noted, too, that R.F. Wallis, one of the owners of the

fellmongery so opposed to proclamation, was also involved in the dredging

industry. Thus Wallis, by an agreement dated 15 May 1899, agreed to sell

to E.R. Smith, a sharebroker of Dunedin, the option to purchase the right

to work by dredge or otherwise mine over land formerly part of the Edendale

Estate. Wallis had secured the option from the owner, J.E. Humphries, in

April 1899. The company to be formed, and which was to be the Waimumu
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Queen Gold Dredging Company, purchased the right for £2,300 by way of

1,800 fully paid up shares and [500 in cash. There is no record as to

how those proceeds were to be divided between Wallis and Humphries.

Wallis, however, held 970 shares in the company in December 1900, but

only 100 in December 1901 and 50 in December 1902, while acting as a.

director from 1901 to 1906 (Defunct Company File 423, Hocken Library).

Publication of the notice of intention to proclaim had resulted in

compensation claims being lodged for ;(48,561. Some of the claims were

regarded as preposterous and viewed as efforts by owners to derive a double

advantage of compensation for the loss of riparian rights and full benefit

from the enhanced value of their land for mining purposes. Excessive

claims, of course, raised the possibility of resumption at valuation for

property tax purposes, but in fact the ~ivers Commission simply recommended

that where owners had given dredging options over their land such owners

were not to be compensated. Seven such owners, claiming a total of }3,153,

were refused compensation, as were a further 23 largely on the grounds that

their lands would not be affected by the proclamation. The actual sum paid

out in compensation amounted to [4,102 6s 8d.

The sum of 1750 was offered to R. & F. Wallis, an offer they regarded

as totally inadequate. They petitioned Parliament in 1900 seeking a sum

sufficient to enable them to secure an alternative source of clean water.

But it was pointed out again that the land on which the fellmongery was

sited had been acquired after 21 October 1875, so that they were not

entitled legally to any compensation. The sum offered was in recognition

of the fact that the deposition of silt in theifellmongery pits might cause

some damage (Under-Secretary for Mines to Goldfields and Mines Committee,

21 August 1900 in MD 1906/717). The Goldfields and Mines Committee recommended

that the 1750 be paid ,'''in full satisfaction" of the Wallis' claim. That

sum appears to have been accepted and used to construct a protective wall

(MD 1913 / 1951) •



Claims lodged by landowners affected by the proposed proclamation of

the Waikaia River were also reduced from£35,013 17s to a mere ~1,125 10s.

Publication of a notice of intention to proclaim had elicited claims for

very substantial sums. The National Mortgage Agency Company Limited, for

example, sought £5,000 for a) horses, cattle, sheep or other stock

injured, destroyed or lost; b) fencing destroyed, damaged or carried away;

c) pasturage, crops, or produce of the land destroyed, damaged or carried

away; d) land damaged or destroyed; and c) spoilation of the river for

stock watering purposes. The General Manager of the company described

the sum sought as purely 'nominal' and noted that "it is quite impossible

to estimate what the damage may be as by filling up of the ~ed of the

"(;Jaikaia River from tailings etc. a great portion of the lands we now occupy

may be carried away by flood and our sheep, pasturage and crops may be

destroyed" (General Manager,National Mortgage Agency Company Limited,to

Under-Secretary for Mines, 7 June 1899 in MD 1905/1202). Duncan Gillanders

claimed 11,672 for destruction of and damage to land, and B.E.H. Tripp and
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J.M.H. Tripp, of South Canterbury,claimed £5,000 (Table VII: 3). The Tripps

concluded their claim by noting that "We would prefer the Proclamation be'

not made". Finally the Otago School Connnissioners, one of the chief

landowners in the district, claimed 17,398 17s_6d for land which would be

damaged or injuriously affected .•. and depreciated in
value by the abraison (sic) of the banks of the Waikaia
River, the deposit of silt and gravel, the destruction
of low lying land by the River changing its course •••
and the probable depreciation in value of the adjacent
parts •.. through the low or flat land being deteriorated
(Otago School Connnissioners to'Minister of Mines, 13 July 1899
in MD 1905/1202).
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TABLE VII: 3

TRIPP BROTHERS' COMPENSATION CLAIM 1899

Head of Claim Amount Sought:'£

Pollution of stock water 200

Pollution of water for sporting and
picturesqueness 100

Danger to life in river bottom not being visible 200

Tendency to scour from silt deposit 4S0

Tendency to flood freehold 4S0

Tendency to flood and scour from greater amount
of water 4S0

Greater danger to stock from erratic floods ISO

Spoiling of pastures from deposit of clay 1000

Injury to freehold from greater stqcking by
s t ock : removed f r om lands liable to flooding SOO

Injury to whole station through endangering of
winter country . 1000

Expense and annoyance through extra attention and
damage by continued stock shifting

S76

Extra rates for damages to roads, bridges and
fords

General Damages

Total

200

100

SOOO

Source MD 1905/1202

ALTERNATIVES TO PROCLAMATION

Although the Rivers Commis~ion had largely confined itself to

recommending or not recommending proclamation in terms of the compensation

payable, efforts were made to resolve the disputes between miners and

farmers by other means,partly to reduce the costs of proclamation and

partly to promote land drainage and river management and thereby reconcile

opposing interests.



a) The Charlton and Waimumu Disputes

The Rivers Commission reported on both the Charlton and Waimumu Creeks.

With respect to the former; it noted that five dredging claims had been

taken up in the Charlton Creek Valley, the one dredge actually at work

being permitted by the riparian owners - upon receipt of 120 each - to

allow muddy water to flow down the creek. Several of the landowners had

either disposed of or given options over their lands for dredging but

those who had not were objecting to dredging on the grounds that their

farms would be partially covered with silt from each flood, a claim which

the Commission noted "there is good reason to believe •.•. " The Commission

acknowledged, therefore, that to prevent such deposition it would be

necessary to construct a storm-channel to carry off the flood waters, a

channel which in its view should be constructed "by mutual arrangement

between the landowners and miners, the majority of whom seem willing to

contribute towards the cost of construction ••.• " The Commission thus

recommended that as a number of the landowners were likely to dispose of

their land for dredging purposes the Charlton Creek be not proclaimed

"believing that a satisfactory arrangement will be arrived at between the

parties interested" (AJHR H21, 1900, 3).

In the valley of the Waim~u Creek, 13 dredging claims had been taken

up on freehold lands above the head of a stormwater channel constructed

to convey some of the floodwaters in a more direct line to the Mataura

River but which was unable to handle all water in time of large floods.

Three dredges were operating, one having won 1100 02 of gold for 53

week's work from ten acres of ground. The Commission noted that the

existing storm channel would have to be enlarged if dredging were to be

carried on in order to protect agricultural lands below the claims for

damage by the deposition of silt. Some landowners had disposed of their

holdings for dredging and hence the Commission expressed the view "that a

satisfactory arrangement will be come to between the landowners whose lands
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are affected by heavy floods and those interested in mining operations

to construct a new channel, or enlarge the present one, to carry off

the whole of the muddy water, as each party will be greatly benefited

thereby". The Waimumu Creek was not recommended for proclamation

(AJHR H2l, 1900, 3).

In the case of both creeks, however, difficulties soon arose. With

respect to the Cha~lton Creek, the farmers concerned insisted that the

dredging companies should maintain the stormwater channel and provide

both wells and bridges over the watercourse. The companies were

reluctant to accede to those demands partly because the possible

liability was indefinite and partly because they could see no reason why

the Government should not deal with the Charltmn Creek as they had dealt

with the Waikaka'River. It was pointed out that eight dredges would

soon be operating with some 160,000 being expended annually in wages

alone. McGowan (Minister of Mines), however, expressed the view that

"the companies had possibly brought the condition of things on themselves

by waiting so long" and that the recommendations of the Rivers Commission

had not been carried out. "Both parties", he suggested, "had been

waiting until one side was prepared to do something, and now the dredges

were constructed and nothing was done". With respect to the Waimumu Creek,

one of the companies had already been served with a writ to prevent it

from carrying on operations and hence in order to protect an investment

of some 160,000 in the industry proclamation was sought (otago Witness

3 April 1901).

That company was the Waimumu Queen Gold Dredging Company Limited,

against which, in March 1901, J.R. and E.D. MacKenzie, owners of land

fronting the Waimumu Stream filed an action for having allegedly ignored

requests to cease polluting the stream and depositing tailings and debris

in its bed. The plaintiffs sought damages of }100 and an injunction. The
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company, of course, rejected the allegations and claims while insisting

that the Mackenzies by their own acts had "acquiesced and assisted in

the pollution of the waters". The company in fact named J.R. Mackenzie

as a promoter of and a shareholder in a number of companies working the

Waimumu Stream, companies which had been discharging debris into and

polluting the water of the stream prior to the defendant company having

commenced operations. Mackenzie did in fact have shares in the Waimumu

Extended Gold Dredging Company Limited and the Waimumu Gold

Dredging Company (Defunct Company Files 342 and 401, Hocken Library).

His activities as a promoter remain undetermined. The defendant company

went on to note in its statement qf defence that it had previously

secured from Mackenzie's predecessor in title, in an agreement dated

9 December 1897, his and the permission of 12 other riparian proprietors

on the stream to dredge its bed and banks and foul the water "in

consideration of the Waimumu Queen Gold Dredging Company expending large

sums of money in the neighbourhood in prospecting and mining operations".

The Mackenzies,it was claimed, had purchased the land "for the purpose of

carrying on mining operations thereon, and of using the waters of the

said stream for such purpose". That agreement and allegation notwithstanding,

the Supreme Court found in the plaintiff's favour, damages of 40s being

awarded and an injunction issued. The latter, however, was to lie until

7 February 1902 to enable Government to consider proclaiming the Waimumu

a sludge channel. A notice of intention to proclaim was published in May

1901 (New Zealand Gazette No 48, 16 May 1901, 1061).

But the disputes with respect to both streams remained unresolved by

September 1901 when a meeting in Gore attended by over 100 persons,

principally shareholders in the Waimumu dredging companies, was held at

the suggestion of the Mataura Borough Council to discuss the issue. The

question, according to the Borough's mayor, "was of such serious moment that



all interests should amalgamate and endeavour 'to place the industry on a

safe footing". The trouble, ,he continued, between the farmers, whose lands

adjoined the Waimumu Creek, and the dredging companies was approaching a

crisis. Litigation was already proceeding, "and if the Government did not

at once do something the dredges would have inevitably to'close down,

meaning ruin to many and stagnation to the town for many years to come"

(Otago Witness 2 October 1901). A preliminary notice, published in May 1901,

of intention to proclaim the Waimumu Creek had elicited claims for

compensation amounting to some 123,000, Government's response being entirely

predictable. A more satisfactory alternative, in the Council's view, was

the construction, at a cost of an estimated 1800, of a channel through the

lower portions of the flat to receive all the polluted water from the dredges

and to drain the land in the vicinity. Upon the construction of such a

channel it was believed that the claims for compensation would be withdrawn.

The meeting resolved to urge the Minister of Mines to promote an inquiry into

the question of water pollution, as between the dredgeowners and landowners

of the Mataura district adjoining the Waimumu Stream, "and also to make

full investigation into the suggestion made by the Mataura Borough Council

as to making a flood channel through the swamps on Messrs Mackenzie and

McIlwraith's properties" (Otago Witness 2 October 1901).

That meeting was paralleled by a deputation whfch waited upon the

Minister of Mines in Wellington to seek immediate State intervention. The

deputation reminded the Minister that the six companies which had claims

on the Charlton Creek had had writs served upon them by settlers claiming

interference with their riparian rights. The companies acknowledged that

with respect to the pollution of the creek they would have no defence in

Court, a situation which jeopardised the nominal capital of £42,250

represented by the six companies involved, namely the Charlton Creek,

Central Charlton, Lady Charlton, Charlton Valley, Royal Charlton and
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MacCharlton Gold Dredging Companies. The Central Charlton Gold Dredging

Company Limited had been informed by solicitors acting for the farmers

that a channel to carry off flood waters would cost }300 and the provision

of alternative fresh water supplies to the farmers affected t1,100, a

total cost of [1,400 compared with the ~6,000 claimed originally for the

loss of riparian rights. On that basis, the companies sought Government

assistance claiming that they could 'not effect any settlement with the

landowners without legislation.

Similar representations were made with respect to the Waimumu Creek.

of the 12 companies involved, the 11 public had a total nominal capital of

£67,000. The companies suggested that the farmers' claims for compensation

were-grossly inflated and that it would be impossible for the companies

themselves "to get 12 farmers to make up their minds to an equitable private

agreement". The remedy, they asserted, was the proclamation of the creek.

An action had already been brought against the Waimumu Queen Gold Dredging

Company, the Treasure Gold Dredging Company had been threatened and had

closed down "because there was no use their contesting the matter", while

several other companies were withholding dividend payments in anticipation,

presumably, of the need to contest actions and possibly in an effort to

persuade shar~holders to support efforts to have the creek proclaimed

(otago Witness 2 October 1901).
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It was clear, however, that Government preferred the less expensive

alternative to proclamation, the construction of sludge channels, and in fact

was prepared to subsidise the costs of construction by up to 50 per cent.

There were a number of difficulties, however, including the fact that

subsequent owners of the land involved could not be held to any agreement

respecting such channels undertaken by their predecessors in title and who

could, therefore, institute actions against the companies irrespective of

that agreement. Moreover, the construction of such channels and the diversion



of water from the natural beds of the streams in itself would constitute

an injury to riparian proprietors. Legislation would thus be required, it

was suggested, to provide the machinery by which such channels would be

constructed. McGowan, nevertheless, remained reluctant to act against

the recommendations of the Rivers Commission despite a suggestion that

legislation would have been required in any case to enable the Commission's

scheme to be implemented. He reiterated his view that the difficulty had

arisen primarily because the dredgeowners had allowed the matter to drift,

the companies in response pointing out that even had the Commission's

recommendations been acted upon they would still have been subject to

actions for breach of riparian rights. The companies were also anxious that

in any legislation provision be made to ensure that companies subsequently
)commencing operations on the field be liable for a proportionate share of

the costs of channel construction (otago Witness 2 October 1901).

With respect to the Charlton and Waimumu Creeks, then, it was clear

that the situation had altered since the report of the Rivers Commission.

For some time prior to the Commission's investigations the farmers

concerned had allowed the dredging industry to proceed under a tentative

agreement only to claim substantial compensation upon the appointment of the

Commission. Given that the recommendations regarding proclamation wer~ based

largely on the amount of compensation involved, the dredging companies with

some justice could suggest that the Government had acted inconsistently, on

the one hand proclaiming at some cost the Waikaka River and on the other

declining to do so in the case of the Charlton and Waimumu Creeks where the

mining interests were large and the riparian rights involved comparatively
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minor. In the face of excessive claims by the farmers,a total nominal

investment of 1110,000 in the two fields was being jeopardised when in fact

none of the famrers involved was without alternative water supplies,while

the threat of flooding could be obviated by the construction of a sludge



channel. For want of a comparatively small expenditure the industry

faced the prospect of a complete halt to all mining operations in a

district which was regarded as possessing considerable potential as a

dredging centre (Otago witness 16 October 1901).

In fact the Government agreed subsequently to contribute to the

cost of co~structing a channel up the Charlton Creek from its cONfluence

with the Mataura River. A Deed was drawn up and made on 24 February

1902 between the Minister of Mines, the landowners and the dredging

companies. The Deed noted that since the dredging companies

by reason of their mlnlng operations .•. discharge
debris in the .•. Creek and otherwise affect the •.•
creek and the water and channel thereof whereof damage
is or may be caused to the ••• lands and the riparian
or other rights of the landowners ••• are or may be
infringed or otherwise injuriously affected and the
danger of floods is or may be increased to the injury
and inconvenience of the landowners ••• it is expedient
to establish ... a scheme whereby the mining industry
may be developed and assisted by enabling the Companies
to carry on mining operations without interruption from
the landowners or others and at the same time the
landowners and their lands may be protected from
material damage or injury in ~onsequence of such
operations and the danger of floods may be lessened
or removed •.•. (in MD 1917/234).

The Deed thus provided for the establishment of a Board comprising two

persons elected by the landowners, two by the companies, and one by the

Minister o£ Mines, and for the Minister to apply for a licence for a

main -tail-race to be held by "some fit person" subject to the direction

anc control of the Board. The Board was to undertake the construction

of the channel and its maintenance, the estimated costs of construction

not to exceed 11,000 and to be financed in the first instance out of funds

appropriated by Parliament. The companies were to refunm one half of that

cost by paying £10 per month each "until the Minister is satisfied that

the total payments made are or will be equal to a full moiety or half part
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of the total cost of construction " The companies were also made

liable to the Board for the total cost of maintenance. For their part the



landowners agreed not to claim any compensation for any injury or damage

which might arise as a result of the proclamation of the Charlton Creek

as a sludge channel (Copy of Deed in MD 1917/234). The channel was

widely regarded as offering a reasonable solution to the riparian rights

difficulty and one which "would virtually remove the obstacle to the

development of the mining industry in the Charlton district which the

formulation of heavy demands for compensation by the farmers had created"

(Otago witness 20 November 1901). Of course, the scheme had the merit, too,

of not requiring any special legislation. The cost of construction, it

might be noted, amounted to 1833 17s 7d.

By 1917 the Charlton Main Tail Race was in a state of considerable

disrepair. Weed growth and falls of earth combined with the fact that the

channel in its lower sections had little fall had rendered it unable to

carry a large volume of water. Only one dredge continued to operate in

the Charlton Valley, That dredge, however, was not utilising the channel

while it was also clear that cleaning would not improve its capacity to

carry flood waters. The Inspector of Mines (Southern District) thus

recommended that the Southland County Council should take over responsibility

for the channel, proclaim a special drainage area, and strike a rate to

provide funds for improvement and maintenance (Inspector of Mines to Mining

Registrar, Gore, 16 April 1917, in MD 1917/234). That suggestion was discussed

at the triennial meeting of dredgeqwners and landowners in May 1917 but while

those present were unable to agree on a course of action, the Charlton Main

Tail Race Board meeting in June of that year decided that farmers should

be wholly responsible for the costs of maintenance. The one remaining

dredge was old and working a claim practically exhausted. Imposition of a

levy to raise funds for maintenance was expected to result in a complete

cessation of dredging operations (Charlton Main Tail Race Board to Minister

of Mines, 27 June 1917 in MD 1917/234), The Board's suggestion was finally

accepted by the Mi~ister of Mines, and the channel was vested in the
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Southland County Council by section 63 of The Reserves and other Lands

Disposal and Public Bodies Empowering Act, 1918 (Statutes of New Zealand

1918, 192).

A similar scheme was devised for the cutting of a main tail race from

the Waimumu Creek to its confluence with the Mataura River. The race was

to provide an outlet for mining debris, help prevent floods and improve

the draining of adjoining lands. On 13 May 1902 an agreement to implement

the scheme, was executed by the Minister of Mines, the dredging companies,

landowners and the Mataura Borough Council. The agreement noted that by

discharging such debris into the Waimumu Creek, the dredging companies

were causing damage to adjoining lands, infringing the riparian or other

rights of landowners and increasing the danger of floods to the injury and

inconvenience of the landowners and the inhabitants of Mataura. The

agreement went on to recite that it was therefore expedient to establish

a scheme whereby the mining industry could be developed and assisted by

enabling the companies to carry on mining operations without interruption

from the landowners and their lands protected from damage as a result of

mining, the danger of floods lessened or eliminated, and the lands improved

by drainage. The Mataura Borough Council was to construct and maintain the

race for the benefit of the mining companies, the cost to be met by the

Crown and refunded by the companies, the latter also to pay the Council for

the maintenance of the race. The landowners undertook to accept the

agreement as a covenant running with the land in the event of the creek

being proclaimed and that they would not claim any compensation in that

event while withdrawing those claims already lodged. On 7 August 1902 a

tailrace licence was granted to the Mataura Borough Council and on

5 September 1902 the Waimumu Creek was proclaimed a sludge channel. The

tailrace in fact proved to be the Waimumu Creek straightened and banked,

with a part being entirely unaltered, so that the' scheme was regarded

generally as a means whereby the Government secured proclamation without
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having to meet compensation claims.

Disputes soon arose as to who had the right to discharge mining

debris into the tail -race, particularly as companies who had not been

parties to the .original agreement and, therefore, had not contributed to

the cost of construction began discharging debris- into the Waimumu Creek

and thus into the -tail ..race. In 1905, the Mataura Borough Council sought

a prohibiting injunction against Charles and Edward Marshall, the Council

arguing in effect that despite proclamation only those dredging companies

listed in the tail race licence had the right to discharge debris into the

creek, or those authorised by the Warden upon terms as to payment,

contribution for maintenance and ownership of gold. The Supreme Court

ruled the proclamation meant that the Wawmumu Creek could be used for the

purposes defined by that proclamation, that is, the discharge of debris,

and hence the injunction was not granted. Moreover, the Court ruled that

the Mataura Borough Council had no power to enter into obligations for the

construction and maintenance of a tail race in a district in which it had

no jurisdiction or interests, and that section 106 of The Mining Act, 1898

did not authorise a municipal corporation to ho~d a tail race licence

unless it were the local authority exercising jurisdiction in the district

(Gazette Law Reports, Digest of Cases, 1~8, 1896-1908, Column 353).

Government's response was to introduce a measure which became The

Waimumu Stream Drainage Act, 1906, to provide for the appointment of a Board

of Trustees and the constitution of the Waimumu Stream Drainage District.

The chairman of the Board was to be appointed by the Governor and the

remaining four elected, two by electors on a 11 miners , list ll and two by

those on an "ordinary list Yl
• Those on the former were to include the

occupiers "of any rateable property within the district in respect of any

interest therein created for the purpose of mining as defined in 'The

Mining Act, 1905', either by any mining privilege under the Mining Acts for
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the time being in force or by agreement or license from the owner in

fee-simple of any such lands ••.• " (Statutes of New Zealand 1906, 244).

Those on the latter were to include all other occupiers of rateable

property in the drainage district. The Board was to have the powers of

both a county council and a drainage board and in particular to have the

care, control, and management of the Waimumu Stream and tail race and all

watercourses and drains entering into or from the stream within its

district. The Act also provided that all the liabilities and engagements of

the Mataura Borough Council in respect of the tail ·race were to become those

of the Board (statutes of New Zealand 1906, 242-248).

b) other Solutions

Various other solutions to the conflict between landowners and miners were

explored and occasionally adopted. Thus, in order to avoid litigation,

landowners frequently appealed to the Waste Lands Board (iOtago) for a

reduction in value and, therefore, in the rent of lands affected by mining

debris (see, for example, Mount Ida Chronicle 21 December 1889, and 26 and 28

June 1890) or for an exchange of land (Mount Ida Chronicle 31 December 1891

and 14 February 1892). Such solutions were occasionally adopted in respect

of land held under various leasehold tenures. Where the land was freehold

it could be resumed upon payment of compensation as provided for by section 2

of The Mining Act Amendment Act (No.2) 1887 and used for the deposition of

tailings. Reservation of mining outlets where land subdivision and disposal

were proposed was a further means of precluding conflict. Further, many

mining concerns themselves took the precaution of acquiring tailings sites

in order to prevent disputes and claims for damages (see, for example,

Application File 35/1902, Warden's Court, Alexandra). Of course, it was not

always possible to identify where mining might take place and outlets

therefore required. Mining associations, too, had to depend largely upon

their own members for advice as to where conflict might erupt but a
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changing and limited membership often meant that they failed to act.

One other alternative was for either landowners and/or miners to appeal

to Government to undertake the construction of sludge channels. Government,

however, was reluctant to respond to such requests partly on the grounds of

cost, partly because any construction was regarded ap constituting a State

subsidy to private enterpx:ise, and partly because it was anxious not to

accept ~ by implication - any responsibility for the discharge of tailings

or consequential liability for any damage to lands. Even where Government

did undertake the construction of sludge channels, invariably in connection

with State-financed water storage and supply schemes, it disclaimed all

responsibility for the manner in which they were used or for their

maintenance. Thus in 1896 a group of Kyeburn farmers,upon complaining to

the Minister of Mines about the damage being inflicted on their lands by

the tailings being discharged into the Mount Ida Sludge Channel, was

rebuffed with the assertion that Government could not accept any responsibility

and that "the owners of property in the vicinity must look to the persons

who use the channel to keep it clear" (Under-Secretary for Mines,in MD

N21/6/35). Efforts to follow that advice were frustrated by~the fact that

the miners constituted a body whose members were constantly changing and

who, of cou~se, would never concede responsibility in any case. Landowners

throughout Central Otago involved in disputes of this kind encountered

severe difficulties in endeavouring to locate, negotiate with and agree to

any arrangements with miners who were constantly on th8 move and who

tended to eschew membership of any formal organisation which might be pressed

to accept some sort of responsibility, however limited, for the industry's

actions.

An important case which highlighted the difficulties confronting miners

and, particularly, farmers and their general inability to resolve their

conflicts privately was Naylor v Undaunted Gold Mining and Water Race Company



Limited (1889). Naylor owned a property of 894 acres on the Matakanui

Flat below the mining claims at Matakanui. In his statement of claim

Naylor, who was seeking an injunction and £300 in damages, alleged that the

defendants had discharged large quantities of tailings and debris into

Spottis Creek. The creek subsequently had overflowed on to Naylor's land

deposited tailings and sludge, washed away the soil, destroyed crops,

damaged drains, silted up the creek and rendered the water foul and

noxious and unfit for stock use (DunstanTimes 5 July 1889. See also

Supreme Court (Dunedin) Civil Action Case File No 1598).

Before instituting legal proceedings Naylor had endeavoured to extract

compensation from the company, the manager, however, disclaiming all
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knowledge of any "dirty water enterfering (sic) or doing any damage "

The manager, John Coffey, went on to insist that a recent flood had been the

immediate cause of any damage together with large quantities of water being

discharged into both the Spottis and Thomson's Creeks by some 50 or 60

Chinese miners. Coffey did indicate, however, that the Homestead Channel

Committee wh.Lch was responsible for ensuring that tailings were confined to

the sludge channels and water courses, would restore the channel "in the

way that it will not do any of the farms damage for the future unless when

providence will send floods that no human being can controll (sic)." A

postcript noted that "its what you must expect every year endependant to

mining or water races in heavy floods the same as other places in New

Zealand. People has to put up with heavy losses by floods all over the

Island (sic)"(J.Coffey, Manager, Undaunted Gold Mining and Water Race

Company Limited to B. Naylor, 6 October 1888 in Supreme Court (Dunedin)

Civil Case Action File No 1598).

Naylor's response was to refer the matter to his solicitor, detailing

the damage suffered and ascribing it to the state of the sludge channel

and to Thomson's Creek being required to "carry not only its usual supply of



of water and any natural surplus caused by rains, but also all the water

which is usually diverted and permitted to flow down the Sludge Channel".

The miners, he insisted, had failed to keep the channel in a proper state

of repair, had turned the water out of it into Thomson's Creek, and had

discharged tailings where they could be washed down upon the settlers.

Nevertheless, his solicitor informed the company, he had

no desire to act otherwise than in the most friendly spirit
with the Miners, realizing that they are workers as he is
himself. He is anxious if possible to avoid all hostilities
and come to a'reasonable settlement~' and he is even more
anxious to receive some security and protection from
similar loss in the future than now to receive compensation
for past injury (R. Gilkison, Clyde to J. Coffey, 20 October
1888 in Supreme Court (Dunedin) Civil Case Action File No 1598).

The matter was discussed by the Homestead Channel Committee at its

annual meeting in November 1888. It did not, however, inform Gilkison of

the !esults of its deliberations, while in January 1889 a flood caused

further damage which, Naylor insisted, could be shown to have been caused

wholly by the illegal acts of the Undaunted Co. and of
the Matakanui party in permitting all their tailings,
including water diverted originally not from Thomson's
Creek but from other watersheds to flow ... into
Thomson's Creek.

Unless steps were taken to prevent further damage and compensation of

1400 paid, the Company was informed, the matter would be referred to .the

Supreme Court (R. Gilkison to J. Coffey, 5 January 1889 in Supreme Court

(Dunedin) Civil Case Action File No 1598).

In its statement of defence, the Undaunted Gold Mining and Water Race

Company rejected the allegations and denied that "any illegal or wrongful

act or omission of theirs caused the damage or injury". Debris from its

claim, it was insisted, was discharged on to a piece of land formerly a

preemptive right on run 223 purchased and set apart by the Government in

1883 as a tailings reserve and thence into a tail race known as the

Homestead Channel. The immediate cause of the damage was given as a flood

and the alteration of the channel's course "by persons other than the
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defendants". Indeed, the company went on to claim that Naylor himself

had brought about the damage by "his own negligence in interfering with

and diverting the natural channel" of the creek thereby impeding the flow

of water and tailings. Despite such protestations, damages of [50 were

awarded although an injunction was not granted on the grounds that

subsequent actions by the defendants had rendered the prospect of further

injury remote (Dunstan Times 6 September 1889).

In general, miners, with both vigour and persistence, refused to

admit responsibility and liability for any damage inflicted upon the

property of others as a result of their mining operations. They resolutely

opposed any grant of compensation or other solution which in their view

implicitly ascribed the injury to their actions. Thus when Alexander Pearson

in 1893 applied to the Waste Lands Board for compensation for the loss of

60 acres of his farm at Swinburn, the resuit he alleged of the deposition

of silt from local mining operations, the Mount Ida Miners' Association,

was quick to dismiss the complaint as groundless. The Association's real

concern was that should Pearson be awarded any compensation all the settlers

on or about the Kyebuvn and Taieri Rivers would lodge similar claims with

predictable consequences for their industry (Mount Ida Chronicle 2 March

1893). The Board declined to compensate P~arson, the matter being taken up

by a joint committee established by the Mount Ida Miners' Association and

the Maniototo Farmers' Club. Disagreements over the extent of the damage

and indeed whether it had ever been caused by the accumulation of mining

debris meant that the committee never reported. The Waste Lands Board did

later relieve Pearson of 18 acres of damaged land and reduced his rent

accordingly, an action regarded somewhat ruefully by at least some sections

of the Farmers' Club which would have preferred to have seen the matter

through to the end "especially as the question was one which would have to

be fought out some time" (Mount Ida Chronicle 10 January 1895). The Miners'
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Association refrained from commenting other than to observe that Pearson

had been treated generously (Mount Ida Chronicle 7 March 1895).

TOWARDS A CHANGE IN POLICY

Although proclamation of watercourses as sludge channels remained the

policy of successive Governments during the period 1890-1910 there was a

growing realisation that the untrammelled private exploitation of public

resources which that policy represented involved substantial social costs

in the form of river embankment, repairs of roads and bridges, and drainage

of land and river management. Since those costs had to be met out of rates

and taxes it was inevitable that efforts should be made to impose

restrictions on the right to discharge mining debris.

a) The Taieri and Clutha Rivers

The apparent accelerating siltation of both the Clutha and Taieri Rivers

imparted some urgency to those efforts. The latter gave especial cause for

concern, the river being expected to overflow its costly artificial banks

as readily as the Waipori River overflowed its natural banks. Mining

operations were identified as the prime cause, the otago witness (23 June

1899) observing that "as fast as the embankments can be raised the river

bed is also rising from the deposition of the mining debris sent into it

from the gold workings in or near its upper reaches". In places water

depth had been reduced by 11 feet, while the Waipori River was similarly

silted and large areas of Waipori Lake, once a waterway for boats, was

green with marsh vegetation. Both rivers, it was feared, were unable to

carry flood waters of any magnitude so that valuable farm lands were exposed

to the danger of frequent and destructive inundation.

In a similar fashion the silting up of the Clutha River about its lower

reaches occasioned further concern during the 1890s. In 1891 the Clutha River

Board resolved



That the attention of the Government be called to the
fact that a number of the mining companies are discharging
their tailings into the Clutha River in a wholesale manner,
with the result that the bed of the river is being silted
up, to the great danger of the serious damage to the
adjacent low-lying lands in the event of a heavy flood, and
entailing considerable expense to the board in order to
keep the channel open for navigation; That the Government
be respectfully asked to take the matter into consideration
with a view of some other mode being devised, if possible,
of disposing of the tailings referred to, than by
discharging them into the r~ver (MD 96/1537).

That resolution prompted Government to call for a report, the

Inspector of Mines investigating the degree of silting up below Balclutha

and the damage to the banks of the river. The major contributors of debris

to the Clutha River were identified as the Tuapeka River and the claims

at Island Block, Gow referring to one company's "apparent reckless

disregard of 'the injury being done to others in and out of the river in
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the immediate vicinity of the claim ". .. , although other companies were

stacking tailings on mined land or intended doing so once a sufficient

area was available. The Clutha River Board made it clear to Gow that it

desired to see restraints imposed upon the discharge of debris into the

river, while of course the dredging companies working the riverbed were

also beginning to protest at the depth of tailings covering the auriferous

wash. The dredges themselves, observed Gow, were not contributing to the

quantity of tailings ~ (MD 96/1537. Report dated 10 September 1891).

The Inch Clutha River and Road Board also drew Government's attention

to the great accumulation of tailings forming gravel banks in the river at

the head of Inch Clutha "thereby causing the river water to be forced

against the Inch Clutha side of the river greatly damaging the land and

destroying the flood bank which has been erected by the Board at great

expense for the protection of the whole of Inch CLutha" (Inch Clutha

River and Road Board to J.W. Thomson, MHR, Bruce, 10 September 1891 in

MD 1896/1537). For its part, the Clutha River Board informed the owners of

one dredge operating near Clydevale Ferry that it would not permit any



dredging on the river for some miles above Tuapeka Mouth on the grounds

that the channel might thereby be injured for the purposes of navigation.

The threat of legal proceedings persuaded the owners to petition the

Minister of Mines,pointing out that the Board had control of the river

from Coal Creek to the sea, that they had placed a dredge on the river

between Clydevale Ferry and Tuapeka Mouth, and that their claim was only

a short distance below the boundary of the Otago Mining district while

immediately above them "some scores of steam and other dredges are

working also large Sluicing Claims, daily discharging vast quantities of

Tailings Silt etc. into the Clutha River all of which tailings etc. have

to pass down the River towards the sea". The solution, as they saw it,

was to proclaim that portion of the Clutha River beyond the boundaries of

the mining district to be a sludge channel (W. Sutherland, D. McIntosh,

and R. Gunn, Lawrence, to Minister of Mines, 21 June 1892 in MD 96/1537).

The matter was referred again to the Inspector of Mines, for

investigation and report. Gow shared the Clutha River Board's view that

dredging below Tuapeka Mouth would pose serious obstacles to the

navigation of the River. Some 4,000 acres in the Rankleburn district,

he noted, had been taken up in small sections, the settlers concerned relying

on the river steamer, while the amount of gold in the navigable parts of the

river would not compensate for the damage mining would inflict. In the

light of that report the Clutha River was not proclaimed nor were the

boundaries of the Otago mining district extended so as to include that

portion of the river required for mining purposes (MD 96/1537. Report

dated 26 July 1892). In fact, claim holders were asked to refrain from

running tailings into the river (H. Gordon to Minister of Mines, 1 August

1892, in MD 96/1537).

The Clutha River Board continued to oppose applications for dredging

claims in the lower navigable reaches of the river. Of course, it was
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argued that the nature of the river channel and the velocity of the

current rendered the river much less liable to silting, and that

dredging did not result in the discharge of new or additional debris into

the river but rather the displacement of existing material, a process

being carried out constantly by the river itself in any case. "So far

as the Molyneux River is concerned, therefore," observed the Otago Witness

(l June 1889), "the"dredging interest ought to be paramount, and certainly

should not be subordinated to the riparian interests of landowners who

suffer no inconvenience from the prosecution of this form of mining".

An application for a special dredging claim of 80 acres on the Clutha

River below the Rankleburn Punt in 1899 was opposed, nevertheless, by the

Clutha River Board. The Warden concerned sought the advice of an engineer

and on the basis of that advice decided, first, that the real practical

limit to navigation was Tuapeka Mouth; second, that there was no likelihood

of any gre2t expansion of traffic above Tuapeka Mouth as a result of land

development, the land suitable for agriculture being limited; third, that

navigation below the claim would not be affected materially; and, fourth,

that the development of dredging on the Clutha River above Rankleburn would

mean an increase in river traffic for the transport of coal and thus in

revenue to the board while providing both employment and market

opportunities to settlers. Thus, he concluded, "in the interests of the

gold-dredging industry, in the interests of the land settlers, and in the

interests of navigation, this claim ought to be granted". Furthermore, he

suggested, maintenance of navigation to Tuapeka Mouth was assured since the

bulk of the "ordinary dredged material" did not move very far. The

application was granted (otago Witness 18 May 1899). In anticipation of

further similar objections to applications for dredging claims and of

possible efforts by settlers to restrain the discharge of debris into the

river, the Central Otago Dredge-owners' Association in 1899 endeavoured to

persuade Seddon to have the Clutha River proclaimed a sludge channel
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(Dunstan Times 10 March 1899). The magnitude of the compensation involved

deterred Government from any such action.

The difficulties which mining created for the navigation of the Clutha

River paled into insignificance, however, against the silting up of

Inch Clutha,a problem of growing magnitude by the first decade of the new

century. In July 1905, AlIen (MHR Bruce) informed the Minister of Mines

that asa result of mining operations the bed of the Clutha River about

Inch Clutha had risen some three feet or more in places resulting in the

erosion of land, the blocking of drainage channels and increased risk of

flooding. What was required, he suggested~ was provision in the estimates

for 1905 for funds for protective works. McGowan (Minister of Mines)

indicated that the Government disclaimed all responsibility and suggested

rather that

If the settlers consider their lands are being damaged
by reason of mining operations carried on many miles
above Inch-Clutha, it is open for them to apply for an
injunction to restrain mining, when the relative
position of the settlers and the miners would be defined ....
(NZPD 134, 1905, 240).

Not content to allow the matter to rest, AlIen a few weeks later suggested

that the Inch Clutha situation raised "a point of great importance, as to

the effect of mining upon agricultural lands" (NZPD 135, 1905, 156).

In 1905 petitions were presented to the House of Representative~

asking that the Government act so as to prevent the South Molyneux,

Inch Clutha, Matau and Kaitangata districts being flooded through the

silting up of the river by mining debris, "the ratepayers having taxed

themselves to the utmost to save their properties from destruction".

The Goldfields and Mines Committee, to whom the petitions were referred,

recommended that the sum of 1300 be placed upon the supplementary

estimates to carry out the most urgent portion of the work required and

that an engineer be requested to investigate the whole matter (AJHR 14,

1905~ 4). In the short debate which the Committee's report prompted, AlIen
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made it clear that without some Government action the settlers intended

seeking an injunction to halt all mining on the Clutha River. McGowan, in

response, suggested that nearly all rivers in New Zealand were silting up,

"not altogether from mining, but from the effects of settlement", that

flooding was a risk farmers in low-lying districts would have to tolerate

in return for the fertile land which they occupied, that the Government

would not assist these people whose duty it was to protect themselves, and

that "The whole of the gold obtained would not pay for the compensation that

would be claimed by property-owners if the river were proclaimed a sludge

channel" (NZPD 135, 1905, 815). McGowan' s response earned him considerable

ridicule, the Bruce Herald commenting that

The Minister of Mines, as is usual with him, failed to grasp
the gravity of the situation, and made a number of inane
remarks, in which he charged the settlers with trying to cast
their burdens upon the Government. He, with equal want of
acumen, declared that New Zealand rivers were slowly silting
up, not necessarily through mining operations, but by the
opening up and settlement of the country~ Now, how in the
name of common sense can such remarks apply to the silting
up of the Molyneux at Inch Clutha? ..•• Flippant remarks,
such as those of the Minister of Mines, only show that he
fails altogether to appreciate the gravity of the question
to the settlers of Inch Clutha. The settlers there have a
substantial and just grievance against the Government
(Bruce Herald 23 October 1905).

Little action seems to have resulted, however, for in 1908 AlIen was

again drawing Gqvernment's attention to the fact that the bed of the

Clutha River had risen some five to seven feet about Inch Clutha during

the previous 12 to 15 years. The effect had been to destroy drainage

outlets, a problem which the settlers themselves had been unable to

rectify. McGowan repeated some of his earlier arguments but did suggest

that if the settlers presented a good case "the Government would give the

claims fair and reasonable consideration" (NZPD 143, 1908, 809). In fact,

by 1908 Government's attention was firmly focussed on the dispute involving

the Waihou and Ohinemuri Rivers the resolution of which oonstituted a

tentative step towards regulation and control as the means of resolving
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the conflict between miners and farmers.

b) The Waihou and Ohinemuri Rivers

The problems being experienced in respect of the Taieri and Clutha

Rivers as a result, allegedly, of mining operations in their catchments ,in

fact were not as immediate as those which had arisen from the use of the

Ohinemuri and Waihou Rivers as sludge channels. Those two rivers, together

with certain of their tributaries, had been proclaimed in 1895, an action

followed subsequently by claims that landowners in the vicinity had been

injuriously affected and navigation of the rivers impeded. In 1907 the

Goldfields and Mines Committee considered a number of. petitions, five of

which asked that steps "be taken to put a stop to the silting of the

Ohinemuri and Waihou Rivers now taking place through the inflow of tailings

and other mining ~ebris from the claims of certain mining companies", and

14 of which argued that the cause of the floods of January 1907, the

immediate grounds for complaint, was not the deposition of tailings since,

"as the past history of the district proves, the natural conditions are

such that the said lands must have been flooded in any case •..• " The latter

group of petitions, arguing that a reversal of the proclamation would prove

to be "a very serious blow" to the industry,sought an assurance that no

steps would be taken to prevent the mining companies discharging tailings

and debris into the two rivers. The Committee simply reported that the

expenditure on any scheme devised for dealing with the problem should be on

a contributory basis, the local bodies affected providing their quota towards

the cost (AJHR 14, 1907, 4).

That report gave rise to a short debate in which it was alleged that

the extent of the damage caused had been exaggerated, that in fact the

cause of the floods was the heavy rainfalls which had been experienced, that

the miners were simply exercising their legal right to discharge as
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depasturing stock. The area of land destroyed completely, that is,

covered by more than three inches of tailings and silt, was estimated at

371 acres and that 'seriously' and 'temporarily affected' at 7,507 acres.

Navigation of the Lower Waihou and Ohinemuri Rivers was also described as

having been affected seriously by the deposition of mining debris.

Proclamation of the rivers as sludge channels, by legalising unrestricted

discharge, had had severe environmental consequences and resulted in

sig~ificant private and social costs.

The recommendations of the Commission are of some considerable interest

since they proposed or implied a modification of the policy in respect of

proclamation for while recommending that willows be cleared, the rivers

dredged and ,straightened, and that stop banks be constructed, it also

suggested that certain restrictions be placed upon the otherwise unfettered

use of the rivers as sludge channels. The Commission, in fact, gave serious

consideration to alternative schemes for the disposal of mining debris -

discharge direct into the sea, discharge into the sea by way of pumping or

transportation by railway, settling basins, stope filling, and stacking,

all of which were rejected on the groUlids either of "practical difftculties"

or of the expense involved. The Commission noted that it had

reluctantly ~rrived at the conclusion that the adoption
of anyone or more of the schemes suggested would not be
in the interests of the Dominion, as involving such an
increased cost in the production of gold as might, and
probably would, react in the direction of preventing the
mining of low-grade ores, which at present are capable
of being worked at a small profit, but only in conjunction
with ore of a higher grade (AJHR 83, C14, 1910, xviii).

The Commission thus recommended that the mining industry be permitted

to continue discharging tailings into the rivers but under amended

conditions to be embodied in a new proclamation. Those conditions were

1) that it be illegal to discharge any mining debris other than slimes,

the rivers once cleared of willows, dredged and straightened being able

to carry such out to sea.
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2) that mining debris or mullock be stacked or where stacking was

impossible to be discharged into the Ohinemuri River only under a

special permit to be issued by the District Inspector of Mines "whose

duty it would be, before issuing such a permit, to satisfy himself

that the material cannot be otherwise economically disposed of u

(AJHR 83, C14, 1910, xx) ,

3) that future mines wishing to discharge debris obtain special permission,

such to be given after careful investigation and on special conditions,

especially as to fine grinding.

The Commission also noted that the problem of debris accumulation in the

rivers was the result of erosion consequent upon the clearance of the bush.

It therefore recommended that unstable land be replanted and that mines be

required to reafforest those'lands th~y cleared.

Those recommendations constituted a recognition of at least some of

the environmental costs and consequences of the unrestrained discharge of

mining debris into watercourses, a desire to impose some social control on

the private use of public resources, and an affirmation of the notion that

those responsible for the damage should contribute to the costs of its

remedy. The Commission thus recommended the establishment of a new river

board and district, the annual revenue of the board to derive from the

district's gold duty (3/6), from the mines and extraction companies

discharging tailings (1/6) with the contribution by each concern to be

directly proportional to the quantity of debris discharged, from rates to

be levied in the new river district (1/6), and the remainder from the

Dominion.

Those recommendations notwithstanding, it should be noted that the

Commission was anxious not to impose such restrictions that mining operations

were rendered impracticable or uneconomic. It must be recognised that the

terms of reference required the Commission to suggest those remedial measures



which could be adopted "without injury to any other persons, corporations

or interests". The main objective of the recommendations was thus to

effect a reconciliation of opposing interests with the least cost,

restrictions and disruption, rather than to suggest that the environmental

and economic consequences of mining were such that the long~term cost .

and the alternative uses to which both rivers and riverine lands could be

put justified the imposition of severe restrictions even at the risk of

enforcing the closure of the mines. That the Commission interpreted its

task as being essentially political in nature, that is, to reconcile

opposing interests rather than to establish the guidelines for efficient

resource use and management, was made clear in its comments with respect to

the fishing industry. While noting that the industry had not been affected

seriously and regretting that there should be a risk of further damage to

the 'Thames fishing industry by the carrying~down of fine slimes into the

Hauraki Gulf, the Commission declared that it was

satisfied that this cannot be avoided, and that the local
fishing industry must, if trouble arises, give way to the
general benefit to the Dominion caused by the continuance
of the mines. They are of opinion that any further change
in the fishing-fields will be very gradual, and that the
fishermen will in a similar gradual manner adapt themselves
to the new conditions •..• The Commissioners therefore
recommend that there should be no compensation provided now
or in the future to the Thames fishermen (AJHR 83, C14, 1910, xxix).

The outcome of the Commission's report was The Waihou and Ohinemuri

Rivers Improvement Act, 1910. The Act constituted a Waihou and Ohinemuri

River District and empowered the Minister of Public Works to authorise

the construction of works and "to do all other things that may be required"

to remedy or prevent the silting up of the rivers by mining or draining

operations, prevent or mitigate flooding, and improve the rivers for the

purposes of navigation. Compensation was to be paid to the owners of

damaged lands according to the degree of injury and taking into account

"the benefit which the remaining lands of the d~er, lessee, or occupier

will probab],y derive by the stop-banks and other works constructed or to
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be constructed ...• " (Statutes of New Zealand 1910,634). The Act also

provided for the constitution of a Waihou and Ohinemuri River Board to

assume the powers of the Minister and to carry out the purposes of the

Act. The Board was to receive ~150,000 from the State, interest, sinking

fund, administration and maintenance charges to be financed by the local

gold duty (50 per cent or up to [5,000 per annum), mines and miners (16.6

per cent or up to 11,667 per annum), landowners within the river district

(16.6 per cent or up to 11,667 per annum) and the Consolidated Fund (16.6

per cent or up to 11,667 per annum) The Act made no reference to the

Commission's other recommendations with respect to limiting the right to

discharge, nor was the original proclamation revoked.

c) The Rivers Commission 1919-1920

~he official recognition by the Waihou and Ohinemuri Rivers Commission

that there were alternatives to unrestrained debris discharge and that such

discharge involved environmental and social costs came too late to affect

the manner in which the rivers of Otago and Southland had been used by the

mining industry. The problems posed by debris-dumping, however, did not

cease with the decline in mining activity upon the collapse of the gold

dredging boom in 1900. Indeed, such was the severity of the difficulties

being experienced in some districts that in 1919 a further Rivers Commission

was appointed to investigate and report the terms of reference requiring it

1) To inquire into the cause or causes of the silting-up of the channel,
flooding of the adjacent lands by the said river, the erosion of its
banks, and the damage to the surrounding country;

2) To ascertain the nature and extent of the damage done to the lands
adjacent to the said river, and what area of land is affected by such
floods or erosion, or both, and whether it is practicable at
reasonable expense to prevent such flooding or erosion, or both,
either wholly or partially;

3) To ascertain the best method of providing for the control of the said
river and its tributaries so as' to safeguard the lands affected, and
to provide for the effective control and improvement of the said
river and its banks;
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4) To ascertain the nature and extent of any drainage-works that maybe required, and the best method of carrying out such works
(AJHR D6, 1920, 1-2).

The Commission was also required to furnish estimates of the costs of any

remedial works recommended, to advise upon the areas which should be

constituted districts for the levying of rates to finance those works,

to suggest any necessary legislation, and to consider the establishment of

river control authorities (AJHR D6, 1920, 1-2).

The Commission issued a number of reports dealing separately with a

number of rivers, those in Otago ·and Southland including the Maerewhenua,

Clutha and Taieri Rivers. With respect to the Maerewhenua River, the

Commission attributed much of the accumulation of silt and debris to mining,

but noted that an' immediate suspension of the industry "would not mitigate

the trouble for very many years to come". The Commission went on to observe

that the amount of gold being won was insufficient "to justify our

recommending any contribution towards the cost of remedial measures being

demanded from this source", but that the Government having proclaimed the

river as a sludge channel "cannot escape liability to provide a substantial

sum towards the cost of the works recommended •.•• " (AJHR D6, 1920, 2).

The result of proclamation had been damage to Oamaru's water supply, country

roads, railway lines and embankments, bridges, and, some 2,000 acres of land.

The cost of remedial works was estimated at £18,000, the Commission

recommending that the Government contribute 20 per cent, the Waitaki County

Council 12 per cent, the Oamaru Borough Council 18 per cent, the Railways

Department 40 per cent, and the owners of lands affected 10 per cent.

While the Commission's terms of reference confined its investigations

to the Clutha River below Balclutha, it found it necessary to examine the

entire watershed "to enable reliable evidence to be obtained as to the extent

of the;mining operations in the Clutha basin, which it was contended were

the primary cause of the shoal Lng'V'Ln the river's lower reaches (AJHR D6B,
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1920, 3). The Commission concluded in fact that agricultural and pastoral'

operations, burrowing by rabbits, and burning-off had accelerated the rate

of "natural denudation" as much as had mining, "and therefore the settlers

and miners are equally responsible for the shoaling that has taken place in

the vicinity of Balclutha •••• " (AJHR D6B, 1920, 5). Mining operations were

estimated to have resulted in the displacement of 300 million cubic yards of

material. Of that quarlity, some two thirds had not reached the main river,

while of the remaining one third 60 million cubic yards were lying in the

bed of the river with the residue of 40 million cubic yards per annum being

swept out to see at an average rate of 670,000 cubic yards per annum. Given

the large quantities of debris being and to be swept into the Clutha River

directly and from its tributa'lies the Commission noted that "the stopping or

not of the mining now going on is scarcely worthy of consideration", while

the amount of gold being won was again considered to be insufficient to

warrant the mining industry being required to contribute to the costs of the

remedial measures. As in the case of the Maerewhenua River, however, the

Commission observed that the Government, "having been responsible for the

Proclamation authorizing the deposit of mining-tailin~s into the various

tributaries, cannot escape liability to contribute in a greater or less

degree .••• " (AJHR D6B, 1920, 7). The damage inflicted as a result of the

deposition of silt and mining debris was described as being of "a manifold

nature", including the erosion of banks, damage to land and crops, houses,

roads and railways. The cost of the remedial works was estimated at 1165,000

(AJHR D6B, 1920, 15).

With respect to the Taieri River, the Commission attributed the

silting-up and that of the Waipori River to the results of mining

operations aggravated by willow growth in the river channels and by

agricultural and pastoral pursuits in the catchment areas. The condition

of the Waipori River and Lake Waipori was ascribed almost solely to debris

dumping by the mining industry, the Commission noting that despite

proclamation not all landowners affected had been compensated and that the
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monies received by others had been quite inadequate (AJHR D6D, 1920,

5-6). The damage inflicted by the rivers included the erosion or

deposition of silt on farmland, destruction of crops and pastures, and

injury to roads, bridges and railways. The total area affected amounted

to 30,000 acres and the approximate cost of the necessary remedial works

£80,000 (AJHR D6D, 1920, 8, 13).

CONCLUSIONS

The major objective of nineteenth and early twentieth century New Zealand

mining legislation was to promote and encourage rather than to regulate,

direct or restrict the mining industry. The Cou~ts interpreted the legislation

as conferring priority upon the needs and requirements of the industry within

mining districts while the miners were inclined to view the legislative will

as amounting to a doctrine of unlimited general licence. The unrestrained

discharge of mining debris and waste water was regarded as an integral element

of the legal right to mine, as an inevitable accompaniment of mining operations,

sanctioned by the Legislature when it constituted and authorised the granting

of mining rights. But mining law was confined in its application to formally

proclaimed mining districts beyond the boundaries of which the Courts were

bound - with respect to water and watercourses - to uphold the precepts of

common law. Conflict between miners and riparian proprietors was inevitable.

In California and Victoria the response of the respective Legislatures

to the same conflicts and problems posed by the unrestrained discharge of

mining debris into natural watercourses was to require the impounding of

tailings. Further, the Victorian Legislature enacted legislation and

regulations to measure, define and control debris and effluent discharge

in order to protect water quality, watercourses, riparian lands and public

and private property and investment. The response in each case was based on

a clear recognition of the ecological consequences of debris discharge and of

the social and private costs of the uncontrolled private use of public resources.



In New Zealand, in response to the Court's interpretation of riparian

law and the relative rights of miners and landowners, the Legislature

authorised unrestrained dumping, albeit upon the payment of compensation by

the State to extinguish riparian rights. That authorisation, although its

exercise was at the discretion of the Government, essentially reaffirmed the

promotional - permissive character of New Zealand's mining legislation. No

conditions were attached to the right to discharge debris directly into

proclaimed watercourses. That response paid scant regard to either the

ecological consequences or the social costs which the policy entailed and,

moreover, was recognised to entail. It was a policy devised to allow mining

to continue with as few restrictions as possible.

The consequences of a policy of proclamation and unrestrained discharge,

however, soon became apparent, most notably in the first instance in the case

of the Waihou and Ohinemuri Rivers. The report of the Commission appointed to

investigate the state of the rivers acknowledged both the consequences and

their costs while its recommendations constituted an initial, tentative

step towards the control of the mining industry's use of New Zealand's

watercourses. The Rivers Commission of 1919-1920 identified in detail the

consequences and costs of the policy,its findings and recommendations gained

legislative expression in section 48 of The Finance Act, 1921-1922. That

section provided that the exercise of the right to discharge tailings, debris

or waste water into watercourses or to carry on mining operations in or on

their banks was to "be subject to such conditions and restrictions as may be

set out in the Proclamation" (statutes of New Zealand 1921-22,646-647).

By that date, of course, there was little mining activity in either Otago or

Southland which would be affected by that enactment.
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The dispute 'over riparian rights and the manner of its resolution

demonstrated the permissive character of New Zealand's mining law. The

instrumentalist character of mining legislation embodied a commitment by

the State to promote economic growth through the unfettered exploitation of

natural resources. These policies were subjected to little criticism, at

least until the turn of the century. By 1900, however, the growing social

and environmental costs of those policies and the realisation that the

colony's resources were not inexhaustible had begun to compel a closer

scrutiny of the policies. The debate and controversy over the mining of

agricultural land thus reflected a growing conviction, among some sections

of the community, that it was the responsibility of the State not only to

promote economic development but also to ensure wise rather than improvident

or reckless use of natural resources and to improve the public estate for the

gene'ral good. The controversy over the mining of agricultural land was in

fact part of a larger debate, involving the interplay between private

forces seeking to have maintained a policy allowing the unrestrained use of

public resources for private gain and public forces endeavouring to

persuade the Legislature to establish social controls over resource use

and to secure the careful management of the 'national property' •

RESOURCE EXPLOITATION: INITIAL MISGIVINGS

The rapidity and extent of landscape change not only in New Zealand

but elsewhere in the regions of recent settlement, particularly the United

States of America, gave rise to a growing disquiet in the latter decades

of the nineteenth century over the consequences of such transformation.

Marsh's seminal work, Man and Nature, published in 1864, had demonstrated

the devastating impact which man had already exercised on the natural

world. Nature was presented as a fragile balance of interrelationships

between plants and animals within an easily-modified landscape. The

domestication of plants and animals, diversion of streams and the clearance



of forests were all followed by consequences affecting a wider sphere of

the natural environment. In particular, Marsh emphasised the role of

forests in soil and water conservation and warned of the ecological

effects of deforestation while inveighing generally against exploitative,

environmental attitudes and the destruction of supposedly 'abundant'

resources. In New Zealand, his observations and warnings were taken up

by W.T.L. Tra~ers (lawyer, politician and naturalist) who in 1869 and

1870 delivered a series of lectures at the Colonial Museum in Wellington

entitled On the Changes Effected in the Natural Features of a New Country

by the Introduction of Civilized Races. With respect to the effect of

European colonisation upon the indigenous flora and fauna, Travers

prefaced his remarks by quoting at length from Marsh as to the general

effects of human action in altering the surface of the earth. In his

lectures Travers emphasised and elaborated upon several themes - the
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inability of indigenous fauna and flora to compete with introduced species;

the rapidity and extent of the landscape transformation being wrought; the

character of the change as described in terms of the concepts of natural

regulation, natural equilibrium and check and countercheck; the rapid

destruction of natural resources such as forests and flax; and the

protracted character of the restoration process. Finally, he referred at

length to

our positive duty, imposed upon as a sacred trust, not
merely to abstain from wanton destruction of the natural
resources of this country, and from undue interference
with those operations which in the past have tended so
much to fit it for the abode of mankind, but also, on
all cases in which, through recklessness or carelessness,
or accident, anything has been done tending to injure
them, that we should endeavour to effect all the
reparation in our power Whilst, therefore, we are

devising great political plans for the extended peopling
of these Islands, let us not forget how much it is our
duty to preserve them from those destructive processes
which even civilised man, in ignorance or wantonness,
unhestitatingly applies in his attempts to bring new
countries under the dominance of his wants
(Travers 1870, 329)
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Travers' lectures were not the only expression of concern over the

impact which colonisation was having upon the New Zealand landscape and

its fauna and flora. Disquiet over exploitative farming practices and

resultant soil exhaustion was reflected in efforts to promote agricultural

education and the adoption of improved farming practices. Such concern was

reflected, too, in the passage of Acts of Parliament intended to regulate

such activities as fishing in order to conserve the resource and to protect

. . f . I (1)certaln specles 0 anlma s. In addition, there was a much more

extensive series of measures which extended social or community control

over land use and which thereby constituted a growing challenge to the

view that the purpose of statutory law was to advance or support private

enterprise by allowing the unfettered use of natural resources for private

gain. Most prominent among measures of this character were those dealing

with river control and flood protection. (2) While passed in response to

the exigencies and problems encountered in the settlement and development

of a new land, those measures nevertheless represented an important extension

of social control over private lands. Pests of various descriptions

elicited a similar legislative response, the measures enacted intended to

compel general participation in schemes designed to protect and conserve

certain resources.

Such concern and legislation notwithstanding, proposals to protect,

conserve or regulate the use of natural resources evoked strong opposition

from those whose interests were more directly affected or involved.

Legislation to protect fauna and flora or which extended the power of the

State over private enterprise while at the same time supporting

(1) See. for example, The Oyster Fisheries Act, 1866; The Salmon
and Trout Act, 1867; The Fish Protection. Act, 1877; The Seal
Fisheries Protection Act, 1878; The Protection of Certain
Animals Act, 1865; and The Protection of Animals Act, 1867.

(2) See, for example, The Hawke's Bay and Marlborough Rivers Act,
1868; The Canterbury Rivers Act, 1870; The Wellington Rivers
Act, 1876; and The Inch Clutha Act, 1878.
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that activity occasioned comparatively little dissent. Proposals with

respect to forest, watercourses or land, conversely, were the subject of

intense debate, partly for the reasons noted above and partly because they

raised wider issues dealing with the relationship between the State and

the individual in respect of economic activity and the private use of

natural resources.

As early as 1871 it had been argued that the responsibility of

Government was not simply to promote development but to ensure the wise

use of resources and the improvement of the public estate for the general

good, and to restrict improvident and reckless use of natural resources.

Indeed, the Evening Star wondered whether the alienation of land from the

Crown was the wisest and most equitable mode of dealing with it when

urrres.t r a Ined use, waste and destruction seemed to' follow inevitably (Evening

Star 22 July 1871). The same journal in 1874 described forest clearance in

Otago as a "wanton waste of this most important element of Provincial

wealth", and went on to query the proposition that "private interest •••

(was) quite sufficient to secure economical use of material". Forest

clearance, it was suggested, was "a standing refutation of such a theory.

Individual immediate interest overmastered all sense of social responsibility,

if it ever existed" (Evening star 11 March 1874). Conservation of the

province's forest implied not their preservation for aesthetic or ethical

reasons nor indeed controlled clearance for ecological reasons, but rather

the careful, rational use of what were considered to constitute 'national

property' so as to augment the colony's prosperity, provide resources for

other industries, and yield revenues for reinvestment in roads, bridges

and railways. Controls were thus sought to restrain profligate use and

wanton waste.



The debate over Vogel's 'New Zealand's Forests Bill', in 1874, as

Wynn (1977, 131) has observed, revealed not only a limited sympathy for

restraint and resource conservation but also an antipathy towards any

measure which would frustrate individual initiative and emasculate private

enterprise. The Bill, which proposed that each province set aside a mere

3 per cent of its land as state forests, was described by its opponents as

an infringement of the rights of individuals, government having, it was

suggested, "altogether too great a desire to become paternal" (NZPD 16,

1874, 356). The wisdom of Government, it was claimed, was not superior to

the self-interest of the people, and that self-interest would determine

whether and when conservation measures were necessary. Settler self-interest

was held to be the guardian of wider community interests, the success of the

pastoral and agricultural industries being lauded as an example of the

achievements of which unfettered individual initiative and endeavour was

capable. Moreover, the debate on the Bill suggested that few recognised,

or were prepared to recognise, the ecological consequences of the

environmental changes being wrought by the advance of settlement, the

deleterious effects already evident in North America being regarded as

irrelevant.
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In any case, New Zealand clearly was regarded as a land of almost

limitless natural resources. While the object of colonisation was the

exploitation of those resources for individual material gain and improvement,

conservation was seen as impeding 'progress'. Forest clearance was thus a

constructive rather than a destructive process, one which yielded an

immediate revenue, and rendered the land available for the higher and more

profitable use of farming. "In short, critics of the bill echoed the tenets

of classic liberalism, placing individual freedoms, personal gain and

immediate rewards before the common weal and future returns" (Wynn 1977,

134).



Exploitation of natural resources, even if destructive, was viewed

in fact as part of the normal settlement and developmental process, while,

in any case, Nature and permanent settlement would restore any injuries

inflicted by man. Most pioneer settlers in frontier societies depended

for their livelihood upon the use of natural resources and thus believed
I'

that the economic health of their district or region depended upon greater

not less exploitation. Any effort made to regulate resource use evoked

suspicion and opposition, so that for conservation proposals to gain

force and credibility the myth of inexhaustible resources had to be

exposed and the results of uncontrolled exploitation visible and ¥idespread.

It was not until towards the end of the nineteenth century that it became

clear that, for the South Island at least, the frontier was virtually

closed, that it was no longer an uninhabited wilderness, that the pattern

of settlement had been established, and that the resources were indeed

limited.

By the end of the nineteenth century it was also becoming clear that

unfettered private resource use and an emphasis upon short-term economic

gain could lead to significant social costs. In 1890 W.N. Blair (1968,

176 and 179) for example, noted that bush clearance, cultivation and

mining, through "disturbing the natural equilibrium; letting loose certain

forces that are held in check by cert~in other forces, which human agencies

can destroy or weaken", could result in erosion, the drying up of springs

and larger and more frequent floods, miners in particular constituting "a
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supplement to the natural denudation that is constantly taking place

Blair concluded his observations by noting that "the 'herioc work of

colonisation' involves the physical moulding of the country, as well as

"

the building up of a nation, in its political and intellectual sense". He

ended on an optimistic note by suggesting

that evil effects now existing will be neutralised or modified
by the further prosecution of settlement - the disease will
work its own cure. New pI'anta t Lons will take the place of



native trees, ruthlessly destroyed, so that springs will
reappear and floods decrease. Rivers will be freed from
diggers' debris and kept within bounds, and the natural
forces at work on sea and shore will be better understood;
so that instead of being engines of destruction, they will
become useful agents in the material advancement of the
State (Blair 1968, 181).

A small but growing body of opinion did not share Blair's optimism

but considered that piivate action should be so reg~lated as to minimise

social costs. Such opinion recognised that environmental changes were

interrelated, that private actions had social consequences, that private

benefit and public benefit or advancement or enrichment were not necessarily

synonymous, and that some uses of the colony's resources were more

productive or of a 'higher character' than others. By the turn of the

century, therefore, there was a growing acceptance of the notion that the

community had both th~ right and the responsibility to regulate private

economic activity, to evolve policies and measures not only supportive

but also regulatory of private enterprise and indeed to control such

activity according to certain socially desirable goals and objectives.

The controversy over the mining of agricultural land was one which involved

a quite clearly defined conflict between an industry which insisted upon

what it considered to be its right to the unfettered private use of land

and water and those who argued that wider community interests demanded

at the least stringent control of that use of the two resources regarded as

fundamental to the country's permanent prosperity. It posed, therefore, an

important challenge to the basis of all mining legislation and the

industry itself, that land and water constituted 'common property

resources' physically and legally accessible to all potential users.

MINING LAW, RESOURCE USE AND INITIAL ATTEMPTS AT CONTROL

Although mining, or at least surface mining, involved the destruction

of the surface of the land, so long as it remained a significant employer
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of labour and contributor to overseas exchange earnings, the industry was

able to resist any efforts made to effect a closer control or regulation

of its activities. The purpose of mining law, the industry insisted, was

to allow and promote the exploration and development of the colony's mineral

resources, to permit the unfettered use of such public resources of land and

water, and to regulate relationships among those engaged in the industry.

Mining legislation thus permitted the unrestrained private use of public

resources subject to very few restrictions or conditions at least with

respect to the preservation of the surface of the land, the deposition of

mining debris, and the pollution of water. Mining was regarded generally as

a constructive activity, one in which the miner compelled the, earth to

yield its treasures for the benefit of the community and one which both

constituted and promoted 'progress'.

Throughout the nineteenth century, nevertheless, there was some

discussion of the desirability of restricting the mining of certain lands or

of requiring their restoration. In April 1870 the Evening Star declared

that the community as a whole had an interest in the preservation of soil

for agricultural purposes and that Government, as conservator of the public

estate, while considering assisting the mining industry by supplying water

for sluicing purposes, should also devise some means whereby soil once mined

of its gold could be made available for settlement and agriculture. An

unwillingness to accept some kind of management, the fear of restraints on

private actions and individual freedoms, had led to waste. Miners, commented

the journal

have hitherto been allowed to make use of our rivers as
tail-races; they have been, and are now engaged in sluicing
away thousands of acres of fine rich soil, which is washed
down by our rivers, converting them into muddy streams,
unfit for the habitation of fish; and through the raising
of their beds, rendering wide tracts of country liable to
destructive floods. We need not say that ,under our present
system, wherever the sluicer comes, all chance of utilising
the spot he leaves ceases after he has done with it - he
leaves a bare and useless rock.
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Some form of management and the use of sluice-gates to control silt

discharge would suffice, it was suggested, to "guard the Province against

the evils of wasting the soil, and to secure to it the benefit of its

retention" (Evening Star 20 April 1871).

Those comments barely rated a mention among the goldfields press. It

was Macandrew in his address opening Session 33 of the Otago Provincial

Council in 1874 who took the matter up, commenting that "The question which

it behoves us seriously to consider, is - how is the gold to be extracted

without destroying forever the surface of the soil, and without the footstep

of the alluvial miner leaving desolation behind it?" (V & P., ope, S.33,

1874, 4). The solution in Macandrew's view was to permit miners to acquire

the freehold of the lands to be mined, a practice which would provide them

with "a strong inducement to preserve and replace the surface soil". He

went on to observe that all he desired was "to attach the mining population

to the soil, to give them an interest in preserving it, so that it may

produce to themselves and those who succeed them golden grains in all

time coming, after the precious metal shall have been extracted" (V & P.,

oPC, S.33, 1874, 4). Such a system would also have had the merit of

dispensing with miners' rights and the gold duty, the continued imposition

of the latter being a most contentious issue among miners.

Macandrew's remarks opened up the whole question of the mode of

disposal of Crown lands. In May 1874, McLean (Oamaru Town) moved that

this Council is of opinion that the auriferous, as well
as the non-auriferous, lands in this Province should be
alienated from the Crown, in such manner and on such terms
and conditions as will enable persons of all classes (if so
disposed) to acquire the freehold of portions. thereof
(V s P., OPC, S.33, 1874, 74-75).

In the lengthy debate which ensued McLean argued that agricultural

production, for the year ending 31 March 1874 ,had amounted to [1,707,487,

pastoral production [1,703,147, while gold mining had yielded a mere ;[605,645.

His speech was described by the Mount Ida Chronicle as "so carefully



prepared - from a semi-capitalist, semi~pastoral-tenantpoint of view",

and indeed his motion was opposed strongly by Clarke (The Lakes) who

argued that the area of land destroyed by mining was infinitesimal and

by Stout (Caversham) who claimed that such sales would cripple the mining

industry by preventing prospecting (Mount Ida Chronicle 5 June 1874). By

and large, however, the original issue was lost sight of during the debate,

and both McLean's motion and several amendments were rejected including

(by 17 to 14) that proposed by J.C. Brown (Tuapeka) which envisaged the

leasing rather than the sale of lands and the imposition of a land and

income tax to provide Government with revenue (v & P., OPC, S.33, 1874,

74-75). In any case the proposal was rejected by the goldfields press on

the grounds that alienation would preclude new discoveries,. enable

freehold proprietors to demand large sums for the right to mine, and impede

the construction of races, dams, tailraces and sludge channels thereby

ensuring ultimately the destruction of the mining industry (Tuapeka Times

1 and 15 April 1874).
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Macandrew's proposal was by no means a new one. It had been the

subject of considerable discussion for some years in the United States of

America. In 1864 a Bill had been introduced into Congress to allow the

sale of mineral lands in small tracts by public auction, the upset p!ice

to be determined according to the size, locality and mineral value of the

land. The measure was designed primarily for revenue purposes although it

was also regarded as a means of promoting and encouraging permanent

settlement rather than the transient community of the miners. The advocates

of such a measure insisted that the granting of title in fee-simple to

mineral lands would give security to mining titles and thus encourage

investment and production. The increased production of gold, in turn, would

raise the value of land and thereby a proportionate reduction in the nation's

debt. In the discussions over the measure in 1869, the purpose of the



legislation was described as being to extend the principles of the

pre-emption law~ so far as possible consistent with the mining laws, for

the purpose of giving the people upon the worked-out mines in California

and in the Territories an opportunity of buying mineral lands which they
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needed more for agricultural than mineral purposes. Those lands were

exhausted for mineral purposes, and the Bill was intended to allow people

to obtain titles to the lands. By The Placer Act, 1870, patents for placer

claims for up to 160 acres could be issued, at a cost of $2.50 per acre.

In New Zealand, John Cargill vented the idea of the sale of auriferous

lands during the 1871 General Assembly elections. The proposal then had

been rejected as being of benefit solely to the speculator and of depriving

those of limited means of the chance of establishing themselves (Dunstan

Times 15 September 1871). That such a system of disposing of auriferous

lands as a means of preserving their agricultural value was necessary at

all was questioned. The argument was propounded that nature would, within

a few years, restore the land unaided. In any case, it was claimed, mining

would have improved it by exposing to the ,atmosphere the unproductive

subsoil and by mingling "the subjacent gravel and sand with the stiff clay,

and thus preparing the element of greater fertility when the lapse of time

and atmospheric influences shall have fully operated upon the mixture"

(Tuapeka Times 16 May 1874). Even in their existing state~ it was suggested,

mined areas could be planted in trees in which case "the irregularities

left by the miners' heaps would be rather an advantage than the contrary",

although precisely how this was to be was not specified. The argument was

clear, however, that mining far from creating waste and destroying lands

of agricultural value, could foster an industry likely to be of

considerable importance in Otago. The sale of auriferous lands would not

in any case encourage their restoration since the cost thereof~ estimated

at ;(45 to £50 per acre, would far exceed their value. t~s long
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t.he r e f ore?", commented the Tuapeka Times, "as persons requiring arable

land can obtain it at any smaller price per acre, it is not at all likely

that they will be induced to spend such an amount of extra labour in

conserving auriferous lands for future use in cultivation" (Tuapeka Times

16 May 1874).

The issue was taken up again in 1876 by the New Zealand Times.

Observing that the decline in gold production in New Zealand was much

faster than in Victoria, the journal suggested that the industry would

benefit not only from the abolition of the gold duty and a host of other

monetary impositions but also from the granting of mining freeholds within

the goldfields based upon the highly successful precedent adopted in the

United States of America (New Zealand Times 5 February 1876) .

.
Those comments earned a sharp retort from the goldfields press of Otago,

the Mount Ida Chronicle dismissing the whole argument as nonsense. The view

that und~r such a system mini~g and farming could be carried on simultaneously

on the same ground was based, of course, on the Victorian experience where

deep sinking rather than ground sluicing was the predominant method of

mining (Mount Ida Chronicle 4 March 1876. See also Dunstan Times 6

August 1875). The sale of lands within the goldfields, it was asserted,

would turn all miners into abject serfs working at~the whim and fancy of

their landlords, would multiply private rights and restrict mining through

conflicts over the disposal of tailings and sludge, while landowners could

well find it more profitable to devote their lands to agricultural or

pastoral production and thereby reduce even further the miners' field of

operations. The result of such a policy would be to destroy the

independence of the miner and lock up thousands of acres of auri~erous

land from exploitation .. Such mining as would be carried on would be

concentrated in the hands of the few able to proceed without encroaching

upon their neighbours' rights rather than by individual miners unable to



pay sufficient rent to induce freeholders to permit mining (Mount Ida

Chronicle 17 March 1876).

The New Zealand Times was prompted into rejecting the contention

that the sale of auriferous lands would result in the creation of

monopolies but restated its view that such sale

in small blocks, as defined by the American statute,
is consistent with sound policy, and would prevent
anything like locking up proved ground against
miners. This policy has been carried out toa
ruinous extreme in New South Wales; but in the
United States absolute security of title is
combined with the utmost freedom of selection
for mining ventures (New Zealand Times 28 March 1876).

The journal insisted that the sale of proved auriferous land had stimulated

rather th~n diminished the production of gold, the security of title having

encouraged large-scale investment, while the conflicts over the deposition

of ~ailings and sludge had "not been at all serious". Moreover, such a

policy would effect a rapid occupation of "the solitary wastes of Otago

now closed against settlement in deference to the wish of goldfields'

demagogues •... " (New Zealand Times 28 March 1876). The journal was

correct in its assessment that miner opposition to the sale of auriferous

lands had less to do with the restoration or conservation of land than with

the anxiety that settlement would preclude mining (Mount Ida Chronicle

14 July 1876 and Dunstan Times 7 April 1876). The debate had turned into a

discussion of the wisdom of promoting settlement at all on the goldfields

rather than of means whereby which good land might be restored after

mining or its mining prevented completely.

Prospects for mining freeholds were accordingly abandoned and the

question of conserving the soil appears to have earned little more than

passing connnent (AJHR C2, 1889, 126). The rapid expansion of the dredging

industry, however, especially after 1895, and the development of hydraulic

elevating once again focussed attention on the issue. By the 1880s, the

richer surface deposits of alluvial gold throughout Central Otago had been
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largely exhausted. Continued gold production depended increasingly upon

a capacity to remove overburden cheaply, to work ground to a considerable

depth, and to treat large quantities of relatively poor ground efficiently

and cheaply. The individual miner and mining partnership thus gave way to

the private and public company to allow the industry to attract and secure

the capital required for investment in plan and machinery which the new

technologies of hydraulic elevating and dredging necessitated. That capital

was furnished in part by the industry itself, in part by overseas - mainly

English - investors, but mostly by the Dunedin capital market.

The introduction of the hydraulic elevator following its first use

at Gabriel's Gully in 1881 was described by Salmon (1963, 226) as being

as important to the slui·cing industry as was the cyanide process to quartz

mining. Hydraulic elevating had two important consequences. First, it

enabled the working of low flats where the lack of fall for tailings

otherwise rendered ordinary sluicing impossible so that it was predicted

quite confidently that it was only "a question of time when almost every

flat containing drift-gravel alongside the Molyneux River will be taken up

and worked on a wholesale system that will most probably make them

remunerative investments" (AJHR C2, 1889 , 70. See also C2, Session 11,

1891, 6). Indeed, it"was with some regret that Seddon observed that it was

only after the introduction of the hydraulic elevator

that it dawned on men that the Clutha Valley could be
worked on a similar system; but, unfortunately, before
this time came, a large extent of highly auriferous
land in this valley had been disposed of by the Crown
to private individuals for a mere trifle in comparison
to its intrinsic value (AJHR C2, Session 11, 1891, 6).

Second, hydraulic elevating enabled a much larger quantity of material to

be treated in a given time thereby reducing labour costs and enabling much

poorer ground to be worked. Values as low as 1.75 grains of gold per

cubic yard, or 3s5d., were evidently acceptable. Hence in 1896 the Mines

Statement could suggest tha1t alluvial mining was "only in its infancy"
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(AJHR C2, 1896, 10).

The dredge, as it evolved during the late nineteenth century, provided

a means not only of mining otherwise inaccessible areas but also of

treating huge quantities of wash cheaply and relatively efficiently.

Throughout its development, efforts were concentrated upn equipping the

dredge with a source of motive power independent of the river current and

with the means of working in deep water and of mining deep ground. The

steam powered dredge, equipped with a bucket system for mining and a tailings

elevator for the disposal of the treated debris, represented the culmination

of those efforts. The success enjoyed by a number of such dredges on the

Clutha River during the 1890s led to the great dredging boom of 1899-1900.

By July 1900 over 300 public companies with a nominal capital which

exce~ded 12.5 million had been registered, while practically every stream,

river and alluvial flat thrqughout the gold mining districts had been

pegged off as dredging claims. The capacity of the dredge appeared to be

practically unlimited and indeed it seemed as if vast areas were to be

turned over in the search for gold. The Alexandra Herald, for example,

endeavoured to calculate the 'probable' value of the gold contained in the

Dunstan-Earnscleugh Flat, its estimate being 115,316,224, a large

proportion of which could be reclaimed quite readily or so it was suggested

(in Otago Daily Times 9 October 1899). Some of the schemes proposed were of

considerable magnitude, one venture envisaging the acquisition of 400 acres

near Lake Waihola and the placement thereon of 30 dredges, the whole

proposal to be offered to the British investor for ~200,000 (Otago Witness

18 May 1899). A subcommittee of the mining section of the Dunedin Chamber of

Commerce in 1899 enthused over "the enormous area of auriferous gravels"

which could be worked by dredging, indeed some tens of thousands of acres,

and commented that
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The development of the dredging industry has provided
a means by which low-class gravels, yielding one grain
to the cubic yard, can be worked to cover expenses;
whilst the gravels in most districts have prospects of
two to five grains and upwards, and consequently can
be worked to a profit. That being so, the method of
working those gravels by dredging has practically
brought these areas into the mining market, and •.•
the amount of land hitherto taken up ••• is trivial
in comparison with the known auriferous lands to be
dealt with (Otago Witness 7 September 1899. See also AJHR
C2, 1898, 6 and C3, 1898, 126).

And indeed by the end of March 1899, registered licences for sluicing

claims covered 5,449 acres and dredging claims a further 9,339 acres

in Otago and Southland (AJHR C3, 1899, 123-126 and 135-138).

It was perhaps small wonder then that the expansion of hydraulic.

elevating and dredging occasioned fears for the' preservation of the

province IS agricultural lands. Official sources sought to assuage. fears

that' a wholesale destruction of agricultural land was imminent and indeed

the claim was made that dredges working in excavated paddocks inflicted

little damage to the land and caused only minimal pollution and siltation

of streams (AJHR C3, 1898, 126). For its part the Otago Witness suggested

that "The notion of getting up a cry of alarm about the substitution of

gold mining for agriculture where gold is abundant in the soil seems almost

grotesque". The dredging industry would permit the extensive exploitation

of Otagols mineral wealth by re~ucing mining costs, would revivify

industry and commerce, and would render Vogel!s scheme of "turning the

Molyneux" an anachronis:n 100 years before the time fixed for its

achievement. In any case, the journal claimed, there was "about as much

chance of the dredges supplanting New Zealand agriculture in any appreciable

way as there is of the proverbial fly affecting the revolutions of the

mill wheel" (Otago Witness 11 May 1899). Further assurance appeared

promised by the development of an appliance to be fitted to dredges which

would permit the advance stripping of the surface soil and clay subsoil,

an applicance which would not only obviate the destruction of good land
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but enable the saving of much fine gold otherwise lost as a result of the

wash being mixed with soil and clay in the sluice-boxes (AJHR C3, 1900,

41-(2).

AUSTRALIAN APPROACHES TO LAND PRESERVATION AND RESTORATION

Whatever assurances were being offered in New Zealand with respect to

the preservation and restoration of agricultural land, some Victorians

visiting New Zealand expressed doubts that dredging was of greater benefit

to the State than the permanent conservation of the soil. A representative

of the Melbourne Argus who toured the country in 1899 to inspect the

damage to agricultural land upon dredging suggested that

The surface value of the land for dredging is a certain
fixed sum, and after all the gold has been taken out it
is rendered worthless for agriculture; while the value
to the State of agricultural land is practically
inexhaustible (otago witness 18 May 1899).

The approach of the Victorian Legislature to the preservation of

agricultural land was part of the larger effort to deal with the deposition

of mining debris and the pollution of watercourses. Thus mining leases

issued after 1906 included covenants intended to secure watercourses and

adjacent lands from pollution and injury and to require advance stripping

and land restoration. The latter covenants required the lessee

where the soil and other earthy overburden are not less than
2 feet deep (to) .advance strip such material to any depth
that may be found down to 7 feet below the surface, and
from the face convey same either in a dry or moist state,
but not in solution or suspension in water, and distribute
evenly with a flat grade on top of the cogrse and fine
materials dumped from the boxes, and, unless otherwise
directed, sow the newly-formed surface with approved grass
seeds until they take root.

where the soil and other earthy overburden are 2 feet deep
or less (to) distribute and spread by means of silt
distributors and brush or other dams the greatest
possible quantity of fine materials from the excavations
on the surface of the tailings dump with a flat grade, and,
unless otherwise directed, sow it with approved grass seeds
until they take root (Report of the Dredging and Sluicing Inquiry
Board, 1914, 6).
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Furthermore, in 1909, the Victorian Government instructed the Department of

Mines not to issue mining leases over either Crown or freehold land the

value of which exceeded 13 per acre. The Sludge Abatement Board was also

empowered to recommend that leases over fertile alluvial flats be

withheld pending the adoption of some system of resoiling.

As the dredging industry developed in Victoria, however, it became

clear that in many instances the covenants either were not being observed

or had proved to be ineffective, a situation which led to the

appointment of a Dredging and Sluicing Inquiry Board in 1913. Among other

things, the Board was required to investigate the extent of the impact of

the mining industry upon the State's agricultural land, to recommend those

measures necessary to regulate dredging and sluicing so as to prevent

injury to such land, and to report as to

the advisableness or otherwise in the public and private
interests of permitting, limiting, or extending areas to
be worked by such mining, having respect to the various
classes of land to be mined, (and) to the character,
effect, development of and improvements in such
operations •..• (Report of the Dredging and Sluicing
Inquiry Board, 1914, 3).

In its report, the Board acknowledged the argument advanced in

support of the dredging industry, that it retrieved large quantities of

otherwise dormant and unproductive gold to become an asset which in the

course of exchange and trade added to the national wealth and prosperity.

The Board conceded that neither the State nor the individual had suffered

asa result of dredging since the former received rental for the land

granted for mining and the latter compensation almost invariably in excess

of its current value for agricultural purposes. But in neither case, the

Board suggested, had consideration been given to the agricultural and

pastoral potential of the land to be dredged. Moreover, mining by its

very nature was an ephemeral industry the demise of which could well result

in condtions less prosperous than those prior to dredging as a consequence
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and livelihood for all time.

With respect to the covenants requiring advance stripping and

resoiling included in mining leases issued since 1906, the Board concluded

that they had not always been enforced or that they had been observed in

a manner that was crude and ineffective. Even in those instances in which

the land had been treated in compliance with the covenants, the result was

often a surface still unfit for cultivation. The Board attached little

significance to the existing resoiling requirements and indeed argued "that

neither these nor any other forms of restoration work so far devised, ordered

and applied are of practical and permanent avail in returning these lands to

their pristine productiveness" (Report of the Dredging and Sluicing Inquiry

Board, 1914, 13). The sole remedy, the Board insisted,was to devise some

means, whereby agricultural land could be withdrawn from all dredging leases.

In urging that the mining of land suitable for agriculture be

discontinued, the Board recommended that the Ministerial order of 1909,

by which land with a value exceeding 13 per acre was exempted from mining,

be given force of law by enactment. The Board also recommended~

1) that where possible valuable lands held within existing leases be

retrieved;

2) that an agricultural valuer be appointed to ascertain the value of

any land applied for whether it comprised virgin ground or old

workings;

3) that with respect to all mining leases, the lessees be required to

remove the overburden and deposit it 'dry' on properly levelled and

prepared sufaces of shingle and silt, such requirements to apply

irrespective of the depth of the overburden; and

4) that the Sludge Abatement Board be empowered to prescribe and enforce

the necessary conditions.
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The Board completed its report by noting that dredging constituted a form

of "industrial vandalism" by which "the natural beauties of some districts

in which the whole community should have rights have for the present, and

probably permanently, been destroyed" (Report of the Dredging and

Sluicing Inquiry Board, 1914, 18).

The approach of the New Zealand legislature to the controversy over

the mining of agricultural land was in marked contrast to that adopted in

Victoria.

THE CONTROVERSY IN NEW ZEALAND

In New Zealand the controversy over the uncontrolled mining of

agricultural land surfaced in 1900 when the Rivers Commission recommended

that regulations be drawn up to render it compulsory for the holders of

dredging claims to maintain watercourses clear of dredged material and

"that where there is good soil on the surface of alluvial flats, such

soil be taken off before commencing to dredge the auriferous gravel-drift

and deposited on the top of the dredged material" (AJHR H21, 1900, 5). The

recommendations went unheeded. In 1903 Mackenzie (MHR Waikouaiti) in a

letter to Seddon argued that the mining of such land was but part of a

larger destruction being wrought in New Zealand, of native fauna and

'indigenous forests, and claimed that "the serious loss tor all time of

valuable land requires some restrictive legislative enactment, combined

with reasonable compensation to those concerned in the undertaking". Land,

he suggested, should be classified in terms of its agricultural value, and

that of high value conserved irrespective of whether the gold yielded by

such land might not be exceeded in value by 100 years of primary use

(Dunstan Times 28 April 1903 and Otago Witness 1 July 1903). Support from

some sections of the press was soon forthcoming, the Evening Star, for

example, suggesting that the settlement of Central Otago was being
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"materially impeded •.• owing to the liability under the existing laws of

choicest locations being occupied for mining purposes, and turned into

desolate wastes", while also declaring that "the game is not worth the

candle if the precious metal is to be obtained at the sacrifice of the

staple productive resources of the country" (Evening Star 17 April 1903).

The only provisions in The Mining Act, 1898 relating to the

prevention of injury to the surface of land over which a mining licence

had been granted were those of section 89. That section empowered the

Warden to impose upon a licence for a claim of any description "such

conditions as he thinks fit in order to prevent injury to the surface of

the land, •.. or to anything thereon", where the land concerned was in a

borough, where buildings were erected or likely to be erected, or where the

land was used or likely to be used for a yard, garden, orchard, cultivated

field, water race, dam, reservoir, burial-ground, or reserve (Statutes of

New Zealand 1B98, 176). In addition, by sections 10 and 20 of The Mining

Act, 1898, the Government retained the power to abolish any mining

district and to exempt any Crown lands for mining or any specified mining

purpose (Statutes of New Zealand 1898, 149 and 151). To some it appeared

that such powers could be used to prevent the dredging of land of high

. agricultural value and indeed to confine the industry to the beds of the

rivers (Evening Star 17 April 1903).

Seddon's response to Mackenzie's letter and to the suggestions that

use be made of existing provisions of mining law was to declare that most

of the land concerned was freehold and that the owners had the "perfect

right to do as they like with their land and to attempt to prevent them

selling for mining purposes would bring a hornets' nest about our ears".

Time, he concluded, would have to resolve the issue (otago Witness

17 June 1903). That response was to become the stock reply to demands for

the imposition of protective conditions and requirements. Clearly, however,
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Government was reluctant to offend or interfere with influential vested

interests or to entertain the prospect of the substantial compensa~ion

inevitably payable upon the resumption of the lands involved. Resumption

was widely regarded as practically the sole effective means of preserving

high value agricultural lands.

Of course, Seddon's response earned considerable praise from both the

dredging industry and at least some sections of the press. The Taieri

Advocate described his answer as "characteristic of his natural robust

common sense .... " (Taieri Advocate 5 August 1903). That journal went on

to argue that the dredging of land yielding in excess of 20 ounces of gold

per week meant the enrichment of the community even if the land were destroyed.

In any case, dredging, it was suggested, frequently improved land, turning

swampy, cold and sour· areas into highly productive land especially suitable

for the establishment of plantations and forests, an important consideration

in the light of the rapid exhaustion of and destruction of indigenous forests.

Indeed, the destruction of agricultural land was rated a question of lesser

importance by some than allegations that farmers, having been compensated for

the loss of riparian rights and prospective damage, had sold their land

subsequently for dredging purposes at prices two to three times in excess

of its agricultural value. Efforts, it was suggested, should be directed at

securing a refund of the compensation monies (Taieri Advocate 5 August 1903,

otago Witness 29 March 1905).

Despite the obvious reluctance of Government to intervene and the

eloquent defence of their interests offered by some sections of the press,

the Otago and Southland Gold Mining Union of Employers felt sufficiently

concerned over the controversy to send in 1905 a deputation to wait upon

the Minister of Mines. The industry was keen to impress upon the

Minister its view that land not rich in gold would not be dredged, that

the total area likely to be destroyed would never constitute more than a



small if not insignificant proportion of the country's agricultural

lands, and that dredging would improve river flow and confer some

protection against floods (Mataura Ensign 28 March 1905). It was

argued, too, that the capital created by the mining industry would be

available for improving large areas of land not auriferous, an analogy

being drawn with the flooding of land to create reservoirs for

irrigation purposes. And finally, fn what was a familiar argument in

practically every controversy involving the industry, it was held that

mining had been responsible for the opening up, settlement and

development of Otago's interior. Proposals for the conservation of

soil thus tended to be labelled 11 retrogressive" and their propounders

as opponents of progress and development (Otago Witness 1 July 1903).

At the same time the industry took care to point to efforts being

made to restore land, particularly by several mining companies in

Southland where auriferous gravels often underlay land of high

agricultural value. Two main system~ were developed, the first being

that adopted by the M cGeorge Brothers of Waikaka by which the finer

material was separated from the coarser and conveyed by a long shoot to

a point considerably behind that at which the coarse tailings were being

deposited. The ground so reformed was claimed to be suitable for

afforestation. The other system, Knewstubb's, was designed to strip off

the surface soil overlying the gravel wash in advance of the actual

dredgings and to deposit it on the tailings well behind the dredge. The

replacement of top soil was effected by a combined sluice-box and soil

shoots, the latter conveying the soil a much greater distance than the

tailings. Dredging operations were conducted alternatively in the soil

and the gravel,stripping being carried on without lifting the auriferous

gravel and effected across the entire width of the paddock-face and as
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being dropped back and the gravel-wash dredged separately. The

deposition or placement of the soil and coarser tailings was controlled

by doors in the sluice-box. The system had the advantage of allowing

the treatment of the wash without the clay and soil and thus a greater

saving of gold. Given an estimated loss of 1 grain per cubic year or

an average weekly loss of 135, advance stripping would appear to have

been of direct benefit to the dredging companies (AJHR C3, 1905, 16).

In fact few dredges appear to have been fitted with these appliances.

Dredge owners expressed little confidence in their effectiveness as either

savers of gold or high quality soil. Thus, of 25 dredges operating in the

Waikaka Valley at the end of March 1905, only that owned by Messrs McGeorge

Brothers was equipped with an appliance intended to separate the topsoil

and redeposit it on the dredged material (AJHR C3, 1905, 106). Efforts to

persuade Government to make their use mandatory were unsuccessful. While

the Land Commission of 1905 suggested that "the use of some such means

should be insisted upon " (AJHR C4, 1905, xix), the Minister of Mines

continued to invoke the thoroughly familiar argument that since most of

the land being mined was privately owned the Government could not control

the uses to which it was put (NZPD 134, 1905, 615-616). The same

response was offered with respect to the other solution advocated by

resource conservationists, namely the enactment of legislation to empower

the State to resume agricultural lands threatened by dredging (NZPD 133,

1905, 58). Such legislation would have thus adopted the principle implicit,

it was argued, in the various Lands for Settlements Acts and would have

recognised that which held that the owners of land in fee-simple possessed

only the usufruet of the soil rather than its absolute ownership (Otago

Wi tness 17 June 1903).
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The dredging industry, however, possessed a doughty advocate in

James McGowan. It should be noted, nevertheless, that the Minister of

Mines was opposed Ilin principle tf to the destruction of good agricultural

land, although he clearly believed that the area destroyed constituted

no more than a minute proportion of the country's total land resource.

But while he considered that estimates of the area affected were inflated

(otago Daily Times 21 and 22 March 1905) he did support and encourage

efforts to restore dredged land and did acknowledge that some measure might

become necessary to prevent wasteful destruction. That apparent expression

of sympathy for the views of the resource conservationists occasioned

some alarm among dredging interests. Those interests were quick to express

the fear that no measure, however carefully devised and worded, could take

account of the particular circumstances in the various dredging localities

and therefore might make "further pursuit at a profit impossible".

Emphasising again its economic importance, the industry suggested that

"whatever is done to meet the wishes of those, who (from sentiment largely)

view the turning over of farming land by dredges with apprehension, should be

most carefully considered ll (Mataura Ensign 28 March 1905). The industry's

views appear to have swayed Government for no regulations or legislation were

introduced while ~cNab (Minister of Lands) confessed that no satisfactory

solution had been devised and indeed that any attempt to limit dredging or

sluicing "would ... be disastrous to the industry" (NZPD 137, 1906, 806-807).

That confession of inability to deal with the issue did not deter those

opposed to the industry's apparent indifference to the agricultural value of

the lands upon which it operated or to the longer-term social costs involved

in their continued destruction. Mining was tending to be regarded even by

some sections of the goldfields press as IImerely a ruinous and wasteful

system of gambling ll whereas the land, it was suggested, should be reserved

"for the sake of future farmers (and) refused to the enterprising company-
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promoter" (Tuapeka Times 29 September 1906). Such assessments of the

mining industry were based upon the collapse of the mining share market

boom in April 1900 and the subsequent commercial debacle as scores of the

dredging companies formed and registered were quickly liquidated. That

high mortality rate and the short lifespan of so many of the companies

reflected the operation of a number of factors, among which were worthless

claims, uhdercapitalisation, weak share lists, inability to raise finance,

fraud, incompetent management, and, particularly, the speculative character

of the industry's rapid rise to prominence.

An essential element of that speculative expansion had been the

highly,.even wildly optimistic assessment of the auriferous nature of

claims, one consequence of which was the dredging of much land otherwise

suitable for agricultural purposes for an insignificant return. Pre-testing

of claims was a much neglected precaution, apart, that is, from that carried

out by the claim-vendors and company promoters and their assessment often

proved to be less than unbiassed. Arguments of that character surfaced in

three petitions presented to the House of Representatives in 1906. The

366 signatories, residents of the Lawrence, Evans Flat, Beaumont, Raes

Junction, Island Block, Millers Flat and, Teviot districts, sought the

enactment of legislation to prevent the continuing destruction of some

700 acres,of what was described as "first-class agricultural land" by the

Island Block Sluicing Company and the Golden Run Dredging Company. The

p8titioners claimed that two acres were being destroyed each month, the

land being left "absolutely barren and useless for all time", that the

results obtained by the companies concerned were insufficient to justify

or warrant the destruction of such land in a district where level land

suitable for agriculture or fruit growing was so limited, that the land

divided into fruit farms would support many more families than the labour

employed ·by the companies, and finally that continued mining would "curtail
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the development of one of the most important and stable Industries of the

Country"(MD N12/123). In effect, the speculative character of much of the

industry's development and operation and the limited increase achieved in

gold production were being held to constitute a sufficient demonstration

of the need to preserve the basis of the country's more enduring prosperity,

its agricultural land.

The presentation of those petitions provoked considerable dispute,

Mackenzie (MHR Waikouaiti) endeavouring, unsuccessfully, to have the House

agree to enact legislation which would have enabled the Government to

acquire the land on Island Block "and any other similarly valuable

agricultural land that may be threatened by destruction by mining", (NZPD

138, 1906, 340). Disagreement arose, too, over the appropriate committee

to which the petitions should be sent for consideration. Mackenzie claimed

that the Mines Committee was simply not interested in preventing the

destruction of land by mining, while to others the proposal to refer them

to the Lands Committee was interpreted "as an attack upon the mining

industry". Upon division they were in fact referred to the Lands Committee

(NZPD 138, 1906, 339-341). That Committee soon discovered that it could

expect little assistance from the Mines Department. A request for information

elicited the response that the Department possessed nQ details relative to

the petitions and that a report "could not possibly be received in t'Lme to

be considered by the Committee during the current session" (Under-Secretary

for Mines to Clerk, Lands Committee 24 October 1906 in MD N12/123).

The Lands Committee did recommend, however, that the petitions be

referred to Government for "favourable and immediate consideration ll (AJHR

15, 1906, 4), That recommendation, together with suggestions that advance

stripping and subsequent restoration of the soil be made mandatory (NZPD

140 1907 267-268 and MD N12/123) were responsible for the introduction of a"
"

clause in 'The Mining Act 1908 Amendment Bill' to the effect that



Wardens shall have power when granting any license,
either in respect of Crown or private lands, to impose
such conditions, terms or reservations as shall tend
to obViate the destruction of the surface of pastoral
or agricultural land the su~ject of the license.

It was a modest concession particularly since it was to have been

prospective in its application and not applicable to existing licences.

Nevertheless, even that limited provision was regarded by the Otago and

Southland Gold Mining Employers' Union as "far too drastic" (Alexandra

Herald 9 December 1908). In the event the Bill was not passed but the

clause reappeared in 'The Mining Act 1908 Amendment Bill, 1909: the

Minister of Mines then conceding that since advance stripping and

restoration could be carried out in many instances at little expense and

as the clause was "very elastic", no great hardship would ensue (NZPD

148, 1909, 1503). But again.the Bill was dropped, primarily on account of

mining opposition to the clause. Allegations, however, that orchards in

Central Otago were being sluiced away, and claims by the Minister of

Agriculture that "a serious state of things" existed with respect to the

mining of agricultural land resulted in a hasty reconsideration (Minister

of Agriculture to Minister of Mines 22 June 1910, in MD N12/123). The

resignation of McGowan as Minister of Mines, a staunch advocate and

defender of mining interests, in January 1909, was seen, too, as promising

some relaxation in the Department of Mines' previously obstinate stance

(Evening Star 11 March 1909).

a) Noble v Lane, 1910

The orchards which were the subject of the Minister of Agriculture's

concern were those involved in a protracted dispute between Josiah Pierce

Lane, a cordial manufacturer of Dunedin, and William Noble, a fruit grower

of Alexandra. In June 1899, the Golden Beach Hydraulic and Elevating

Company Limited secured a special dredging claim over 100 acres of Crown

lands but which included 20 acres used "uninterruptedlytl for many years by
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Noble. The licence was endorsed with the condition that those 20 acres

were not to be mined or in any way interfered with until compensation for

the full surface value and all improvements had been paid. Lane acquired

the licence by mortgage and transfer by way of sale and surrendered it in

order to apply for a new licence over 74 acres of the original licence area.

Objections by Noble and George Asquith, a miner, resulted in the new licence

being granted subject to the conditions that

1) the land occupied by Noble was not to be mined until compensation had

been paid for the surface value and improvements;

2) the race owned by Asquith and used for irrigation purpose was not to

be interfered with except with Asquith's permission and subject to any

conditions which as owner he might impose; and

3) the land owned by Asquith was not to be mined without the consent of

the Warden and then only after payment of compensation

(Application File 14/1906, Warden's Court, Alexandra).

The 20 acres held by Noble included two one-acre residence areas granted in

1868 and 1871, a further one-acre residence area purchased from its original

holder, and 17 acres of unalienated Crown lands previously occupied by

others without title but the interest in which Noble had purchased many

years previously.

In July 1910, Lane again applied to surrender his licence, this time

in exchange for a new licence over a smaller area. The application was

opposed by Mrs Ellen Russell and William Noble, the former on the

grounds, inter alia, that she was in possession of part of the land applied

for and upon which she had made her home. Noble objected on the grounds,

first, that the applicant was the holder of a special dredging claim which

included land occupied by him; second, that the licence had been granted

subject to certain conditions providing for compensation to be paid in the

event of mining; third, that the applicant had mined on the land concerned
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without paying that compensation; and, fourth, that he had "been in

possession of part of the land applied for for over 41 years and ••• (had)

made his home on it". Noble's objections were supported by a petition with

156 signatures including those of the mayor and councillors of Alexandra.

The petition noted that Noble had secured the land byflbuying out" other

settlers although they had had no title to the land, that he had occupied

it for many years and transformed it into "the best and most flourishing

orchards in Central Otago". The petitioners went on to allege that Lane

was seeking a new licence to empower him to "dredge away the orchards

without paying compensation". They objected to any dredging of the land

in any case, noting that in 1909 "one of the best orchards in this district"

was destroyed by a company which subsequently went into liquidation without

paying compensation to the ownercan a'lL, If the land were to be destroyed,

the petition concluded, "it is only right that the destroyer should pay

for it even if the occupier has no title from the Crown" (In Application

File 59/1910, Warden's Court, Alexandra).

That petition was referred back to the Warden at Alexandra, the Under

Secretary for Mines noting that McKenzie (Minister of Mines) would "be glad,

if, when dealing with the application ••. you will give the representations

contained ..• (therein) your best consideration". He went on to suggest

that advantage be taken of section 101 of The Mining Act, 1908 to insert

such conditions in the licence as were deemed advisable (Under-Secretary for

Mines to Warden, Alexandra, 5 September, 1910 in Application File 59/1910,

Warden's Court, Alexandra). But on the occasion of this application Lane

chose to challenge the validity of the conditions endorsed on the original

licence on the grounds, first, that occupation without title was not lawful

occupation, second, that as Crown land the area was open for application

and for mining without payment of compensation, and, third, that Noble had

not acquired a title by way of prescription.
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The Warden, aware that other occupiers of unalienated Crown lands

might find themselves in a similar position to that of Noble, referred the

matter to the Supreme Court. The Court's ruling was sought on four

specific issues:

1) Did occupation without licence of unalienated Crown lands in a mining

district entitle the occupier to receive from the grantee of a mining

privilege over such land compensation for the value of the land or

associated improvements?

2) Did Noble by his exclusive use and occupation of the land acquire such

a right of compensation?

3) Were the conditions imposed upon the original licences valid? and

4) If the conditions were valid was Noble entitled to compensation for

improvements made to the land after the grant of the licence in 189,9?

Mr Justice Williams, in his ruling, noted that where the title of the

Crown was admitted there were no rights as against the Crown but that the

occupier was entitled to possession as against anyone else. The basic

question, therefore, was whether the Crown was under any obligation by

virtue of the Mining Acts to make a grant to the applicant which would

interfere with the possession of the occupier. While the land was

certainly open to application, the Hinister of Mines could refuse to grant

the application. The power of refusal carried with it an implied power to

impose conditions. Indeed, the Judge observed, Lane's predecessors in title

had agreed to accept the grants subject to the conditions. Lane as applicant

was judged, therefore, to be ruled by the conditions so that any licence

issued in substitution of an existing licence had to carry with it the

original conditions. In brief, Mr Justice Williams ruled that both Noble

and Mrs Russell had the right to compensation by virtue of the original

conditions and in terms of those conditions, that the conditions were valid,

and that the occupiers were entitled to compensation for the improvements

in existence at the time their possession was or would be disturbed



(Application File 59/1910, Warden's Court, Alexandra and Supreme Court

(Dunedin) Civil Case Action File No M1/245). The ruling settled one

other issue as well, that occupiers of unalienated Crown lands in mining

districts generally were not entitled to receive compensation either for

improvements or for the value of the land.

That ruling was promptly followed by a plaint lodged by Noble seeking

the sum of t125 from Lane. The statement of claim alleged that in May 1910

Lane marked off four acres of the land occupied by Noble and over which a

special dredging licence had been granted, the amount of compensation

payable being set by the assessors and umpire at £125. Lane proceeded to

dredge the land but declined to pay the sum awarded or any part thereof,

the result being Noble's claim of wrongful entry and wrongful acts whereby

he had "suffered damage to the extent of [125". The claim appears to have

been withdrawn. However, section 17 of The Reserves and Other Lands

Disposal and Public Bodies Empowering Act, 1911, which took effect from

28 October 1911, validated the conditions imposed upon the original special

dredging claim licence except as they related to payment of compensation to

Noble for the surface value of the land. Noble was to receive, therefore,

compensation for his improvements but not for the land which he had

occupied without title (Statutes of New Zealand 1911, 163-164).

The dispute between Lane and Noble continued, Lane in November 1911,

lodging another application for a special dredging claim of 49 acres, being

section 62, Block I, Fraser Survey District. Noble and Mrs Russell

objected once more on the same grounds, the former insisting that the land

concerned was "the most valuable fruit growing land in Central Otago and

should not be destroyed by mining". The Warden before whom the application

was heard commented at length upon the dil~mma confronting him:

The applicant is deserving of commendation and encouragement
for the enterprise he had displayed in his gold mining
operations and the employment he has given to many men -
and if this ... (land?) and four times as much could be
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be given him without injury to others I should try to
give it. On the other hand the settlers whose numbers
are not now inconsiderable and who have done so much
and are doing so much to turn a waste into a fertile
and populous district which would last for all time and
not be a mere passing gleam of prosperity deserve equal
encouragement (Application File 74/1911, Warden's Court,
Alexandra).

The application was granted subject to the observance of certain

conditions with respect to compensation: first, that Lane deposit fl00 as

security for the payment of such compensation as might be awarded; and,

second, the referral of the matter to two arbitrators to assess the value

of the improvements defined to include: "a) Cultivation of the land, b) Fruit

and other trees and growing crops, c) Ditches, fences and buildings - whether

the same are now existing or have been destroyed by the mining operations of

Josiah Pierce Lane since the 14th day of May 1910". The arbitrators in

fact were unable to agree upon the amount of the award and it was left to

the Warden as umpire to order the payment of [675 compensation, £15 15s

arbitration fees, and £7 7s costs (Application File 74/1911, Warden's

Court, Alexandra). It is of interest to note that having secured his mining

privilege over the land, Lane then leased it to a dredge hand for five years

at a rate of 12 10s per acre per annum on terms which allowed him to dredge

it as required without paying any compensation for any improvements which the

lessee may have effected (See Plaint 10/1913, Warden's Court, Alexandra).

The case of Noble v Lane demonstrated quite clearly the absence of

effective statutory limitations upon the right of miners to apply for and

expect to receive licences to sluice or dredge. While Noble may have been

particularly vulnerable since he occupied a considerable area without

title,the case gave added impetus to the necessity for designing some such

controls as would tend to prevent such obvious destruction.
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THE ENACTMENT OF STATUTORY CONTROLS

a) The Mining Amendment Act, 1910

The first attempt at statutory control thus appeared in section 10 of

The Mining Amendment Act, 1910, the same provision as had been included

in the proposed measures of 1908 and 1909. While welcomed as constituting

an acknowledgement that the State could impose conditions with respect to

the use of private lands (A1exandra Herald 24 August 1910) the empowering

section was also criticised as being discretionary in character, prospective

in application, and as placing an excessive responsibility on the Wardens.

Continuing efforts were thus made to strengthen the provisions of the

section. The Alexandra Borough Council in 1912 sponsored a remit at the

Municipal Association Conference which sought the amendment of The Mining

Act, 1908 "to provide protection from the destroying effects of dredging

and other forms of mining of all lands suitable for irrigation" (in MD N12/123).

The Council prepared the amendment it thought necessary, one which would

have required the submission of all applications for land suitable for

fruit growing or agriculture to the Minister of Lands for approval or

rejection. The Council also suggested that with respect to mining licences

already granted over lands used as gardens, orchards, or cultivated fields,

"with or without title", the Wardens be empowered to cancel in whole or part.

In the clear expectation that those suggested amendments would be

rejected as too ~rastic, particularly that with a retrospective

application, the Council proposed that section 101(1) of The Mining Act, 1908

be amended by substituting the word must for the word may. That section

provided that a Warden when granting a mining privilege or during its

currency could impose upon the licensee "such conditions as he thinks fit

in order to prevent injury to the surface of the land comprised in the

mining priVilege, or to anything thereon ...• " The land to which the

section referred included that within a borough, that on which buildings were



or were likely to be erected, and that used or likely to be used as a

yard, garden, orchard, cultivated field, water race, dam, burial ground,

or reserve (Statutes of New Zealand 1908, 171).

The Council proved to be right in its expectation that its suggested

amendments would be rejected, the Mines Department firmly opposing any

reduction of its powers or jurisdiction. The Minister of Mines (W. Fraser)

continued to oppose any suggestions that mandatory requirements regarding

the restoration of mined land be imposed and that those seeking land to

occupy and improve should not have to apply to the Wardens' Courts.

"Mining was an established industry", observed Fraser, while "The conditions

asked for, if granted, would interfere with the mining industry . • . • (and)

mining would be stopped in many cases". Discretion in the imposition of

conditions and the granting of both mining and land applications was best

left to the Wardens (in MD N12/123). In response, the Evening Star, long a

campaigner over the issue, called for 'drastic' legislation to prevent any

further irreparable destruction. That mining should be protected the

journal described as a notion acceptable perhaps as "a formal principle of

administration". In fact, however, mining was not only languishing but

was "an effete industry" (Evening Star 24 January 1913).

The continued criticism over the destruction of land by mining did,

however, persuade Government to consider making advance stripping mandatory,

at least in respect of Crown lands (Prime Minister of Minister of Mines

9 June 1914, in MD N12/123). Consideration was given, too, to requiring

the planting of trees on tailings sites a condition of both dredging and

sluicing licences, and, more generally, to making the exercise by Wardens

of section 10 of The Mining Amendment Act, 1910 compulsory. But both the

Mines Department and at least some members of Government continued to insist

that since much of the land concerned was private the State

could not intervene. That argument was advanced v,egularly despite the
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ruling in Aitken' v Swindley to the effect that a Crown grant of land did

not of itself convey to the grantee the royal rentals in the land or

prevent the Crown from working or authorising others to work them (AJHR

C2, 1914, 63). A suggestion that soil restoration be a mandatory

condition of any mining licence was also discussed but opposed on the

grounds that it would constitute "a serious hindrance to the dredging

industry" since in many areas the soils were too poor to justify

restoration. The alternative was advanced that wherever there was, in the

opinion of the Warden or mining officers, a necessity for conditions to be

inserted in a mining licence to prevent the destruction of agricultural

land, such conditions should be imposed (NZPD 170, 1914, 285-292). The

debate had progressed at least to the stage that while opposition remained

to a general compulsory requirement regarding restoration, on the grounds

that' it was neither necessary nor desirable, there was a recognition of the

need to protect agricultural land, although that 'protection' was seen as

constituting restoration rather than complete exemption from mining.

b) The Mining Amendment Act, 1919

The issue was considered by the National Efficiency Board in 1917. The

Board was established in 1916 under the terms of section three of The War

Regulations Amendment Act, 1916 to undertake~inquiries "With a view to

enable the Government to make provision for the organization and development

of industries, for the enforcement of public and private economy, and

generally for increasing national efficiency", and to assess the need for

any relevant legislation. In particular, the Commission was directed, inter

alia, "To inquire as to what restrictions, modifications, or extensions

should be adopted in or in connection with any such industry ••. so as to

secure greater economy and efficiency therein" (AJHR H43, 1917, 17). In a

report to the Board, the Under-Secretary for Mines, while maintaining that

the scale of destruction had been exaggerated, conceded that the issue

was one of some importance. In both Otago and Southland, he noted,
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considerable areas of agricultural land, largely freehold, had been

destroyed at Island Block, Glenore, Alexandra, Waikaka, Waikaia, and in

the Gore district. It was also clear that little had been done to prevent

such destruction or to restore land once dredged, one of the fe~ exceptions

being the efforts of the McGeorge Brothers in the Waikaka Valley. On

Crown lands no efforts had been made to restore land, the consequence

being the destruction of extensive areas of first class lands at Miller's

Flat, Lowburn and Galloway (Inspector of Mines, Southern District, to

Under-Secretary for Mines 16 October 1917, in MD N12/123).

It was clear that the mining law had been administered on the

supposition that anyone complying with the prescribed procedure and provided.

there was no legal impediment should be granted the privilege sought. In

what for the Mines Department amounted to a significant shift in stance,

the Under-Secretary suggested that there be added to existing mining law a

specific declaration that the public interest be taken into account before

a mining licence was granted (Under-Secretary for Mines to Chairman,

National Efficiency Board 10 October 1917, in MD N12/123). Further, he

suggested that the exercise of section 10 of The Mining Amendment Act, 1910

should be made mandatory rather than discretionary, and that where the

mining of agricultural land was permitted the full value of the land

destroyed should be paid by those concerned to the Government or to the

owner (Under-Secretary for Mines to Chairman, National Efficiency Board

16 October 1917, in MD N12/123).

The outcome of the discussions between the Mines Department and the

National Efficiency Board was section 12 of The Mining Amendment Act, 1919.

Section 12 (1) required the Warden to whom an application for a mining

privilege - for dredging purposes only - had been made to submit the

application to the local Commissioner of Crown Lands for his assessment of

the agricultural and pastoral value of the land involved. Where the land
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was' considered suitable for such purposes, section 12(2) required the

Warden to impose such terms, conditions and reservations considered

necessary "to prevent, so far as practicable, the destruction of the

surface of the land or the rendering of it unfit for pastoral or

agricultural purposes" (Statutes of New Zealand 1919,113). The section

remained prospective in application, however, while mining companies which

owned the land being mined were not required by mining law to apply for and

hold mining licences. Section 12 of The Mining Amendment Act, 1919 could

clearly be and was in practice readily circumvented.

MINING LAND AND IRRIGATION: POST-1920

Despite its limitations section 12 of the 1919 measure was included

unaltered as section 218 in The Mining Act, 1926. It was then the

Department of Public Works which began to institute pressures for change,

not so much to protect agricultural lands in general as to protect lands

within State-financed irrigation schemes. The Department's concern arose

out of the manner in which irrigation schemes were financed. The system

of financing involved estimating the cost of irrigating a defined area and

arriving at an annual charge per acre of irrigable land to cover interest,

amortisation and maintenance charges. Occupiers of land within a

designated scheme area were given the opportun.ity of entering into irrigation

contracts with the State, the contracts being registered against the titles

of the land as primary liens to pay the annual charges. Upon at least 50

per cent of the occupiers entering into such contracts the area was

proclaimed an Irrigation District and construction of the storage and

distribution works undertaken. Occupiers within an Irrigation District

not willing to enter into the required contracts stood to have their lands

resumed compulsorily by the Government for subdivision into irrigation

farms and disposal to new settlers under a renewable leasehold tenure

with an obligation to pay the irrigation charge. Financing was thus upon
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a per acre of irrigable land to be served basis, and the Public Works

Department was anxious to maintain the territorial integrity of the

schemes or, at the very least, to secure adequate compensation for

the monies invested by the State.

The Department's initial concern related to the granting of

prospecting licences. While The Mining Act, 1926 provided some protection

for the Department's interests by enabling it to lodge objections - and it

did succeed in having some prospecting licence applications amended so as

to exclude land designated for inclusion in an irrigation district -

there was no provision by which objections could be lodged to the

conversion of a prospecting licence into a claim licence. Moreover,

although the Act provided for the payment for compensation to lessees of

Crown 'land, the Crown itself was not entitled to claim for its interest

in the improved value of the land or for any investment in irrigation

works. The Department, therefore, suggested either that the grantees of

mining claims be required to pay for the potential irrigation value of

the land together with any money spent or likely to be spent on irrigation

works thereby to deter the prospecting of other than land of high

auriferous potential (District Engineer, Dunedin to Permanent Head, Public

Works Department, Wellington 15 July 1926, in PW 20/61), or that a

condition be attached to prospecting licences to the effect that "The

Crown shall be paid the value of its investment per acre for every acre of

irrigable land (within an irrigation scheme) granted as a claim license in

substitution for this prospecting license" (Resident Engineer, Alexandra to

District Engineer, Dunedin 27 July 1933, PW!45, and District Engineer,

Dunedin to Permanent Head, Public Works Department, Wellington 29 July 1933,

in PW 20/61). Section 169(y) (iii) of The Mining Act, 1926 had already

empowered the Minister of Mines to impose any condition thought necessary,

including a requirement that a grantee reimburse the Crown for expenditure

upon irrigation.
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For its part the Mines Department agreed that some protection was

necessary for capital expenditure upon irrigation works, "provided that

the proposed charge is a reasonable one" (Engineer-in-Chief, Wellington

to District Engineer, Dunedin 20 November 1933, in PW 20/61), that is,

a charge which did not exceed ~'the difference between the marketable value

of the land before and after mining" (Under-Secretary for Mines to Minister

of Mines 1 June 1934 in NIO/1/23): The Public Works Department recommended

the imposition of an average charge of £22 per acre for land within

irrigation districts destroyed by mining (Engineer-in-Chief, Wellington to

Under-Secretary for Mines 8 February 1934 in NIO/l/23). That charge was

declared to be quite unacceptable to the Mines Department. With respect

to a claim within the Lauder and Omakau Irrigation Scheme, the grantee

was required to reimburse the Crown at the rate of [4 3s4d per, acre for

any 'land "rendered unfit for agricultural or pastoral purposes" (Under-

Secretary for Mines to Engineer-in-Chief, Wellington 16 August 1934,inNIO/1/23).

That practice of requiring reimbursement appears not to have been continued,

however, while an undertaking by the Mines Department to ensure that copies

of all applications for mining privileges were referred to the Public Works

Department for scrutiny was not observed. The latter department thus had

to lodge objections to each and every application in which its interests

were involved in order to have its claims for compensation heard. That

essentially defensive' response was in turn 'regarded as unacceptable. In

any case,the imposition of any condition requiring payment of compensation

could be effected only in respect of Crown lands, whereas much of the land

serviced or to be serviced by State-financed irrigation schemes was

freehold, the owners of which were free to dispose of at will.

a) The Mining Amendment Act, 1934

The difficulties confronting the Public Works Department were aggravated

by a resurgence of interest in mining during the 1930s and by complementary



efforts on the part of Government to promote the industry. Thus The Mining

Amendment Act, 1934 was intended to encourage exploration, prospecting,and

investment. But while the measure in draft form was welcomed by the mining

industry, it created considerable apprehension among farming and land and

irrigation development interests which insisted that its provisions relating

to the protection of agricultural land and the award of compensation for

lands resumed for mining purposes were inadequate. Indeed those interests

suggested that the Bill indicated a clear preference on the part of

Government for 'problematical mining' over permanent land settlement and

its willingness to amend the law so as to allow the practical sequestration

of private rights and property. The Cromwell Development Company went

further to suggest that enactment of the Bill would permit the abrogation

of all contracts based upon The Mining Act, 1926, deter further investment

in land and irrigation development, render the sale of lands so improved

impossible, and allow the destruction of the rights of landowners for a

modicum of compensation. Several submissions urged that agricultural land,

whether Crown or freehold, be reserved fr<!>mminingunless prelrirrilinary and

thorough prospecting confirmed the presence of gold in quantities sufficient

to justify the destruction of the land. The Cromwell Development Company

sought to have all lands suitable for cultivation and irrigation and

those being irrigated exempted from the operation of mining law and the

passage of an Irrigation Act to control all such lands and irrigation

within what were otherwise mining districts (Le 1/1934/4).

The concerns being thus expressed by the Cromwell Development Company

were also shared by the Public Works Department, particularly since the Bill

proposed the repeal of section 169 (y) (iii) of The Mining Act, 1926.

Further, the Bill contained a clause, intended to form a subsection to

section 218 of the parent Act, to the effect that no terms, conditions or

reservations entered upon any mining licence to protect agricultural land

"shall be of such a nature that the cost of complying with them is likely to
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be greater than the improved value of the land affected for agricultural

or pastoral purposes at the date on which the application for the mining

privilege was filed in the Warden's Court" (statutes of New Zealand 1934-1935,

220). That clause was included in deference to the wishes of mining

interests on the grounds that compensation to the owners or the Crown or

the cost of acquisition involved substantial sums quite apart from the

additional costs involved in restoration. Since, however, there was

little if any land in Central Otago of a value that would even approach

the cost of its restoration after mining the effect of that clause would

have been to nullify section 218 of The Mining Act, 1926. In fact The

Mining Amendment Act, 1934 repealed section 169(y,) (iii) and included that

clause amending section 218, so that the cost of complying with any terms

or conditions could not be greater than the ~mproved value of the land

affected for agricultural or pastoral purposes at the date of the

application.

The only concessions made specifically in respect of the protection of

agricultural land included an extension of section 218 of the parent Act

to embrace applications for sluicing as well as for dredging purposes, and

revised compensation provisions so that any compensation awarded for lands

resumed for mining had to take into account the effect of the reduction

in land area upon the holding as a whole and upon the value of hill

country where the flat lands resumed were essential to its working.

Furthermore,seation 23 did endeavour to meet the wishes of the Department of

Public Works by providing that any person "who by reason of his mining

operations causes damage to any land vested in the Crown shall be liable to

pay compensation for such damage to the Crown in respect of its interest

in such land" (Statutes of New Zealand, 1934-1935, 220). In recommending

the inclusion of the clauses relating to compensation, the Goldfields and

Mines Committee expressed the view that they would confer sufficient
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protection upon agricultural lands and in respect of the State's interest

in irrigation by deterring 'unjustifiable' mining. The Committee was not

prepared to recommend that owners in fee-simple be prohibited from selling

their lands for mining purposes •. It was that unwillingness to recommend

the abolition of a right conferred by all previous mining legislation and

the restriction of the provisions of section 23 to land vested in the Crown

which left the Department of Public Works dissatisfied.

b) Mining Applications 1919-1941

After the passage of The Mining Amendment Act, 1919, applications for

dredging licences and, after the passage of The Mining Amendment Act, 1934,

for both dredging and sluicinglicences were referred to both the

Inspector of Mines (Southern District) and the Commissioner of Crown Lands

(Otago). The former usually raised no objections to the granting of such

applications 'provided mining operations are carried on continuously with

reasonable diligence and skill .... ' The Department of Lands and Survey

prepared a report on each application on the basis of the following criteria:

1) the class and quality of the land involved;

2) the suitability of the land for pastoral and/or agricultural purposes;

3) the unimproved value of the land;

4) the value of improvements;

5) whether the holding of which the land involved formed part would be

affected detrimentally by any reduction in area and the extent thereof;

6) whether the land affected was flat and its use necessary for the proper

working of hill lands forming part of the same holding and thus whether

the hill lands would be affected;

7) whether any part of a river-bank reserve was affected;

8) whether the land concerned was available for mining;

9) whether any grant would be detrimental to any existing rights held either

by the Department or by its tenants; and

10) whether any damage as a result of mining operations had already accrued.



On the basis of such reports, the Commissioner of Crown Lands would decide

whether or not the Department of Lands and Survey would lodge objections

to any application for dredging or sluicing claims. Despite a considerable

revival of mining activity during the 1930s, however, the Department did

not find it necessary to lodge objections to more than a few such

applications. One notable exception, however, involved applications lodged

"by the Clutha River Gold Dredging Company Limited. Registered in London in

1934 with a nominal capital of 1225,000, the company had constructed a

dredge costing in excess of 1100,000 to operate in the Alexandra, Earnscleugh

and Clyde Flat areas of Central Otago. Those applications involved land

situated within the Earnscleugh Irrigation District and thus evoked the

opposition of the Department of Public Works.

c) Protection, Compensation and Proposed Amendments to the Law

The possibility of mining rights being granted over lands within State

financed irrigation schemes raised further issues and it was realised that

under neither The Mining Act, ,1926 nor The Mining Amendment Act, 1934 was

the State afforded adequate protection against or sufficient compensation

in the event of such mining. With respect to protection the Public Works

Department could attempt to utilise the provisions of section 218 of The

Mining Act, 1926 except that an applicant could meet them by citing section

. 22 (b ) of The Mining Amendment Act, 1934. Section 105 (Le) of the principal

Act appeared to provide protection in the case of land used or likely to

be used as a cultivated field except that subsection (Id) nullified its

potential usefulness of allowing mining with the consent of the Warden and

the landowner. A Warden would have found it difficult to withhold consent

if the owner and/or occupier consented and particularly where the mining

applicant was itself/himself the owner and occupier. Similarly, section

219 of the principal Act which related to Crown land and which provided that

any such land used as a yard, garden, orchard, and cultivated field was
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exempt from possession or interference by the holder of a mining privilege

without the express direction of the Warden could be met by the payment of

compensation (statutes of New Zealand 1926, 234). Mining applicants,

either by acquiring the freehold of the land they wished to mine or by

securing the agreement of the owner could proceed to mine of course without

having to secure a mining title at all, both courses of action being adopted

to prevent any possibility of restrictions or conditions being imposed or

claims for compensation. The practice of buying the land required for

mining purposes had resulted in the amendment in 1934 which effectively

nullified the protection provisions of section 218 of the parent Act. The

policy implicit in these provisions of mining legislation was clear,

namely, that within mining districts the mining industry and its needs

were still considered to be paramount.

While mining legislation offered few possibilities for securing the

protection of lands within irrigation districts from mining, its provisions

relating to compensation to the State were also inadequate. Where a mining

company applied for a claim over freehold or leasehold land previously

prospected under a prospecting licence the owner (including the Crown) and

occupier could claim compensation for all loss they might suffer as a

result of mining operations. In the Gase of an irrigation agreement,

however, while it constituted a charge on the land it was only intended to

secure the payment of charges during its currency. Its provisions could

thus be met by a mining company purchasing the land and paying for the

water for the balance of the term of the agreement. Section 118 of The

Mining Act f 1926 did provide that any persons whose interests might be

affected by the grant cif a mining privilege 'could object 'and establish his

case but it applied only to applications in respect of water. Section 221

of the Act, by limiting those who might claim compensation to the 'owner'

or 'occupier', thus implied that once their claims had been met no one
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remained whose interests might be affected by mining operations on the

ground concerned. The Department of Public Works, as a result, was not

entitled to compensation in respect of its potential loss.

Mining companies could thus acquire the freehold of the land they

sought and proceed to mine either without acquiring a mining title at all

or by making an application under section 58 of The Mining Act, 1926. In

neither case could the question of compensation arise, although by The

Public Works Act, 1928 (section 278) and The Finance Act (No.2) 1933

~ections 36, 38 and 40) irrigation charges had to be paid during the

currency of an irrigation agreement irrespective of the tenure under which

the land in question was held. Once the agreement expired the land was

unencumbered until its holder entered into a further agreement. If a

holder refused to enter into an agreement under section 277 of The Public

Works Act, 1928 the Crown could acquire the land provided that it could be

"usefully irrigated"(Statutes of New Zealand 1928, 355).

It was of little value to the Public Works Department since land

once mined could scarcely be described as 'usefully irrigable'. In any

case, the Crown could proceed only against those persons actually in

occupation of the land at the time the water was supplied. A mining

company, even during the currency of an irrigation agreement and once

having finished with any portion of the land involved, could transfer it

for a purely nominal sum to some person without the means to pay the

charges during the remaining term of the agreement, while the land itself

would be utterly valueless as security.

Finally where a mining company lodged an application for a claim, the

State could lodge objections under Section 169 (k) of The Mining Act, 1926

but not claim compensation. The Crown's interests in irrigation schemes

in'Central Otago could thus be protected either by exempting lands within

such schemes from mining or by providing for the payment of compensation to
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to the Crown for its interests in the land irrespective of the tenure

under which it was held. Section 8c of The Mining Act, 1926 provided

for the withdrawal of Crown lands from a mining district and hence was

of little value since most of the land within irrigation schemes was

either freehold or held under tenure which gave the occupiers the right

to the freehold. Attention was thus focussed on amending mining law to

require the payment of compensation to the Crown.

Considerable urgency was imparted to the enactment of some such

amendment by an application lodged in September 1937 by the Clutha River

Gold Dredging Company fora claim licence over 160 acres on the Earnscleugh

tailings and an area of potentially irrigable land within the Earnscleugh

Irrigation Scheme. Objections to the granting of the application were

lodged by the Crown on the grounds

1) That the Objector has established ..• an Irrigation Scheme
for the benefit of the lands on Earnscleugh Flat and for
such purposes expended large sums of public monies on the
construction of storage reservoirs intake works and
reticulation races.

2) That portions of the land now applied for lie within such
scheme and the Objector has entered into Agreements with
the occupiers of such lands for the supply of water to
them; and other parts of the land applied for can be
usefully irrigated by means of such works.

3) That if the License now applied for is granted and dredging
operations are carried out on the said lands they will be
rendered useless for agricultural or pastoral purposes and
the revenue anticipated therefrom will be lost.
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4) That the loss of such lands will tend
the working of the Irrigation Scheme
Warden's Court, Alexandra).

to render uneconomic
(Application File 19/1937,

It is of interest to note that the Public Works Department did not utilise

section 218 of The Mining Act, 1926, the company having made it clear that

it would insist that the land concerned was unimproved and not suitable for

agricultural or pastoral purposes and that the cost of restoring the land

after dredging would exceed the value of the land at the date of application.



That application by the Clutha River Gold Dredging Company and also

the granting of prospecting licences over lands within the Manuherikia

Irrigation Scheme prompted the Public Works Department into reviving a

suggestion made in 1933 that a condition be imposed on prospecting licences

requiring payment of the value of the Crown's investment per acre for every

acre of irrigable land within an irrigation scheme granted as a claim in

substitution for the licence. A clause to that effect was included in a

Public Works Amendment Bill in 1937 but the measure was rejected. The

Department pressed for its reconsideration and enactment before a final

decision was made on the application lodged by the Clutha River Gold

Dredging Company. Indeed, it even considered requesting an Order-in-Council,

a course of action rejected on the grounds that Government did not poss~ss

the authority to effect any radical alteration in substantive law other than

by an Act of Parliament. A deferment of the company's application, however,

gave the Department the opportunity to raise the issue again during 1938 and

to endeavour to secure the consent of the Mines Department to an amendment

not to The Mining Act, 1926 but to The Public Works Act, 1928.

The Public Works Department in fact suggested that the latter Act be

amended; "notwithstanding anything to the contrary in 'The Mining Act, 1926'

or in any mining privilege granted under that Act", so as to prohibit the

mining of any land within irrigation districts "or any other land that is

supplied or is capable of being supplied with water from any water-supply

or irrigation works constructed, maintained or controlled by the Minister"

except with the prior consent of the Minister of Public Works. Any mining

privilege granted was to be upon such terms and conditions considered

necessary to protect the Crown's interest, including payment for "estimated

loss to the Crown likely to arise out of the mining operations" (Engineer

in-Chief, Public Works Department to Under-Secretary for Mines, 27 May 1938

in MD N10j1j23).
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The Mines Department, not unexpectedly, voiced strong objections to

such proposals, arguing that since the mining industry predated the

development of irrigation schemes the needs of the industry should take

precedence and not be subject to the control of the Department of Public

Works. The Department was prepared to consider the question of

compensation although it expressed the view that "a fair assessment of the

estimated loss consequent upon mining would be extremely difficult if not

impossible" (Under-Secretary for Mines to Engineer-in-Chief, Public Works

Department 7 July 1938, in MD N10/1/23). The suggestion by Public Works

that before any mining licence was granted the applicants should demonstrate

that the likely returns would justify the destruction of irrigable land was

rejected as impractical. While the Public Works Department was willing to

reduce the scope of the proposed amendment so that it would include only

lands actually being supplied by State irrigation schemes, the ~1ines

Department was still not prepared to support it, not the least since it

would apply to mining privileges already granted.

Unable to ensure the protection of land within its schemes, the Public

Works Department then turned to the question of compensation. Section 23

of The Mining Amendment Act, 1934 which, as noted, had been intended to

cover the case of dredging or sluicing irrigated land, had proved

incomplete for the purposes of the Public Works Department since it

possessed no interest in the land involved in its schemes other than

irrigation agreements registered against the titles. The Department could

not claim compensation in respect of freehold lands subject to mining

without a specific statutory provision. While the Mines Department was

not prepared to entertain a prohibition of the mining of land within

irrigation districts it was prepared to consider the provision of

additional protection by an amendment not to The Public Works Act, 1928

but to The Mining Amendment Act, 1934 so as to extend the provisions of
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section 23 to all lands against the title of which an irrigation agreement

had been registered. The amendment suggested by the Public Works

Department was vigorously opposed on the grounds that it would severely

restrict if not completely curtail mining in Central Otago and thus deter

further, investment in the industry, particularly by English mining

interests (Under-Secretary for Mines to Minister of Mines 31 August 1938,'

in MD N10/1/23). That opposition ensured the rejection in 1938 of the

proposed amendment to The Public Works Act, 1928.

The amendment proposed in 1938 reappeared in The Public Works

Amendment Bill of 1939. The Mines Department, while remaining strongly

opposed to the change desired by the Public Works Department, indicated that

it would consent to The Mines Act, 1926 being amended to require consent of

the Minister of Mines to the granting of any mining licence over or in

respect of irrigation areas. That discretion would provide an opportunity

for the Public Works Department to comment upon the wisdom of granting the

licence and/or to suggest formally and specifically the conditions necessary

in the interests of 'irrigation. The Mines Department also suggested that a

survey be carried out to ascertain the position of freehold titles within

the irrigation districts in relation to the mining rights, if any,

conferred upon the freeholder. The need for any special legislation

could then be assessed (Under-Secretary for Mines to Minister of Mines

9 April 1940 in MD NIO/1/23).

The Public Works Department responded by suggesting the inclusion of

a clause in the Mines Act 1926 to the effect that

No person who is a party to an irrigation agreement or
contract ... shall either during the currency of such
agreement or contract or prior to the coming into
operation of a new agreement or contract do any act ••.
which would in any manner destroy or render less
valuable as a security for irrigation revenue any land
the subject of an irrigation agreement or contract.

The clause was intended to allow the Public Works Department to deal directly

with those who had entered into contracts with the Crown. The Mines
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Department remained opposed to that suggested amendment, even although it

would apply solely to private lands not open for prospecting or mining.

Where such lands were open, by section 93(b) of The Mining Act, 1926, the

Warden retained the power to grant mining privileges. The Statutes

Amendment Act, 1939 did require, however, the consent of the Minister of

Mines in respect of grants of particular classes of mining privileges or

of all classes over particular areas of land. The effect, nevertheless,

of the proposed amendment would have been of little practical value to the

Public Works Department.
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Rebuffed, the Public Works Department in 1941 reiterated its request

that that the critical clause be enacted, together with a further clause,

namely, that "Irrigation agreements shall be in perpetuity subject to

irrigation charges being revised every twenty one years". That additional

provision constituted the Department's response to the practice being

pursued by mining companies of buying farm lands, paying the irrigation

charges until the irrigation agreement expired and then dredging free of

any possible liability to recompense the State for its investment in the

irrigation scheme involved. The Mines Department remained opposed on the

grounds that dredging claims could not be granted without the consent

the Minister of Mines and that few private lands remained in Central Otago

which could be dredged without a mining licence. However, since the Mines

Department was also prepared to refer all applications for mining claims

to the Public Works Department, legislation was then considered to be

unnecessary. The latter Department, nevertheless, continued to press for

the exemption of irrigation lands from the provisions of The Mining Act, 1926,

the Mines Department's response being merely to suggest that where the State

had entered into irrigation agreements in respect of land subject to mining

and comprising part of a mining district it had "been careless in not making

provision for such a contingency at the outset" (Minister of Mines to

Minister of Public Works 10 October 1941, MD N10/1/23).



d) The Clutha River Gold Dredging Company's Application

The application lodged by the Clutha River Gold Dredging Company in

September 1937 was heard in September 1938. Upon the company deleting

the irrigable area from its application the Public Works Department

withdrew its objections until a subsequent effort to secure the land for

mining purposes revived the conflict. The rejection of all its efforts

to secure statutory protection induced the Public Works Department to

negotiate with the company in an attempt to secure a compensatory payment

of £28 per acre for every acre of irrigable land taken, that sum

representing the per acre value of the Crown's total investment in the

Earnscleugh Irrigation Scheme. That cost, together with those involved

in compensating the owners and occupiers of the land involved, clearly

rendered the area unattractive as a dredging proposition. Negotiations

continued over a period of years, the Public Works Department amending

its demands to payment of a sum sufficient to enable it to extend the

scheme elsewhere in the district to offset the loss involved in the

granting of land already within the scheme. One proposal, in fact,

envisaged the extension of the scheme to include 400 acres in the

Blackman's district, the same area on the Earnscleugh Flat over which the

company already held a prospecting licence. The cost of that extension

was estimated at £12,200 or £30 10s per acre, the company to have the

option of paying the per acre sum as it acquired irrigable land rather than

finding the lump sum.

Since the basis on which such claims could be made remained uncertain,

however, the Department of Public Works reduced the sum sought to t8,000,

the estimated cost of an extension of the Earnscleugh Scheme to Blackmans

based upon an old mining race. The company's response was to apply for

a dredging claim of 400 acres, including freehold property it had acquired,

200 acres freehold and 20 acres Crown land of that total being within the

Earnscleugh Scheme area.
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The Department again objected and argued that the Warden had a duty

to protect the public funds, in this instance the 17,000 invested in the

220 acres, and that if granted the C1utha River Gold Dredging Company's

application would be followed by others. The result, the Department

insisted, would be that the scheme with a capital cost of £80,000 would

end up irrigating only a few hundred acres. The Department was anxious to

establish a precedent either for the award of compensation or for the

exclusion of irrigation lands from mining. The mining company argued that

there was nothing in the Public Works Act or in the irrigation agreements

requiring the occupie~ of irrigated land to use the water for farming

purposes or even to require him to farm the land at all. The company also

argued, from Urquhart v Gray, that within mining districts mining was the

paramount industry and that it was therefore the duty of the Warden to

foster that industry and to grant the application.

The Warden was reluctant to make a decision in what appeared to

constitute a conflict between two departments of State and in fact suggested

that a case be stated for the opinion of the Supreme Court to guide the

Wardens. However, the Company then proceeded to delete the freehold area

from its application, only to resubmit a further application in 1940. On

that occasion the licence was withheld in an effort to compel the C1utha

River Gold Dredging Company to compensate the Department of Public Works,

monies which the Department itself could not recover. The company's

reluctance to accede to the demand for compensation was based partly on the

fact that the irrigation agreements covering the land in question had only

three years to run. The Department thus began to insist that since

irrigation works were permanent so, too, were the irrigation agreements and

hence sought the enactment of legislation to declare all such agreements to

be permanent. Suggested legislation of that character was described by the

Mines Department as striking "at the very root of all contractual relations
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between the State and its subjects" (Under-Secretary for Mines to Minister

of Mines 30 September 1912 in MD N10/1/23). With respect to the Clutha

River Gold Dredging Company, the Mines Department continued to insist that

it could not be called upon to pay more than the total sum required under

the existing irrigation agreements. The application appears again to have

lapsed.

e) The Mining Amendment Act r 1941

The conflict between the Public Works and Mines Departments over the

mining of lands within irrigation districts did not result in the enactmen.t

of legislation intended to protect the State's investment, but it did

prompt Government into a reconsideration of the more general issue of the

mining of agricultural lands. A survey of the impact of dredging was

carried out in 1941 by a committee of officers of the Lands, Forestry and

Mines Departments. Its conclusions were, first, that only from five to

ten per cent of the total area of land being currently dredged or likely

to be dredged was in any way suitable for agricultural or pastoral

purposes; second, that the productive value for farmrung purposes of that

area was estimated to be £2 per acre, whereas the productive value for

gold mining purposes was put at from ~OO to £1,200 per acre; and third,

that in most cases the stacker type of dredge had to be used which, together

with the fact that in its original state the land possessed only a very thin

layer of soil, made levelling and resoiling of the tailings uneconomical and

impracticable (AJHR 02, 1941, 3).

For those reasons the Government decided that "the national interests

(were) best served by permitting the land to be dredged for its gold

content". An area of 7,070 acres then held under 11 dredging-claim

licences was valued for farming purposes at ~16,800 whereas the value

of the gold recoverable by mining was estimated at [16,750,000 (AJHR 02,

1941,3). Nevertheless, a policy was adopted with respect to future
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operations, the elements of which were:

1) The dredging of land suitable for agricultural or pastoral purposes

was not to be permitted except with the prior approval of the

Minister of Lands;

2) Where, in the opinion of the Forestry Department, tree-planting could

be undertaken, with reasonable prospects of success, tree-planting

conditions were to be insisted upon;

3) Where levelling, resoiling and grassing were possible, appropriate

conditions were to be inserted into the licence; and

4) In other cases where resoiling and tree-planting were impracticable a

levy of £7 10s per acre of land was to be imposed on the holders of

the dredging claims - other than those operating in river-beds - such

moneys to be applied in improving other land in the vicinity of the

claims (AJHR C2, 1941, 3).

The mining industry was informed subsequently that Government had decided

to make resoiling of "good or potentially good farming land" dredged a

condition of all licences ,"even if compliance therewith would render

dredging operations uneconomical" (AJHR C2, 1942, 1).

The Mining Amendment Act, 1941 provided, by section 16, that in the

case of any licence to be issued for dredging purposes, whether over

Crown or private land, the grantee was required to pay the State at the

rate of 17 10s for every acre dredged. That payment was not required if

the grantee had restored the land "to the satisfaction of the Commissioner

of Crown Lands" or in the case of land deemed to be "totally unfit for

agricultural, pastoral, or afforestation purposes" or which would "not be

injuriously affected by dredging operations ••.• " (Statutes of New Zealand

1941, 176-177).

The policy announced in 1941 and as given legislative effect to in

The Mining Act Amendment Act, 1941 was implemented, and indeed the application



of stringent conditions in respect of arable land contributed towards

rendering new dredging operations unattractive (AJHR C2, 1949, 2).

Moreover, the Minister of Mines noted in 1948,

many considerations in the national interest, such as the
destruction of land of potential value for agricultural or
pastoral use, river contro~ soil erosion, and the
development of hydro-electric schemes, which were of
slight concern in the past must now restrict the field
available for mining (AJHR C2,.1948, 2).

Concern over river control and soil erosion at least was of longstanding

and indeed had found official expression in the report of the Rivers

Commission of 1919-1920. With respect to the mining of agricultural lands

and of lands within irrigation districts the conflict between the Mines and

Public Works Departments appears not "to have been resolved by The Mining

Act Amendment Act, 1941. In 1950 the Department of Public Works was again
\

discussing the issue, still with ~eference to Earnscleugh Flat, and

suggesting that the Minister of Public Works should have the power to approve

or refuse mining applications for land in existing or proposed irrigation

areas.

The provisions of The Mining Act, 1926 and The Mining Amendment Act,

1934 with respect to the mining of agricultural land in fact remained

unaltered until the passage of The Mining Amendment Act, 1953. Section 10

of that Act required the- submission of all applications for dredging and

sluicing claims in respect of both private and Crown lands to the local

Commissioner of Crown Lands for a report as to the suitability of the land

concerned for agricultural or pastoral purposes and to the Catchment

Board for its assessment as to whether any grant would conflict with the

purposes of The Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Act, 1941. Even if

neither the Commissioner of Crown Lands nor the Catchment Board opposed

any grant the Warden, in respect of any application approved, was empowered

to issue a licence subject to terms and conditions intended to prevent the

destruction of the land and conflict with the purposes of The Soil
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Conservation and Rivers Control Act, 1941. It must' be noted,nevertheless,

that those provisions were prospective rather than retrospective and thus

inapplicable to existing mining titles while they did not extend to and

include land owned in fee-simple without any reservation of the minerals

to the Crown.

CONCLUSIONS

The controversy over the mining of agricultural land comprised a

conflict between an industry which insisted that it required an unfettered

right to the use of land and water and those who argued that wider

community interests necessitated the imposition of controls over the

utilisation of the two resources regarded as fundamental, to New Zealand I s

permanent prosperity. Mining law, the industry insisted, should have only

two pbjectives, to provide for freedom of access to and use of land and

water and to regulate relationships among those engaged in mining. Those

proposing controls, conversely, challenged the implicit notion that the

untrammelled use of natural resources was in the community's best interests

and indeed suggested that such use encouraged waste and destruction and

entailed substantial social costs.

The expansion and operation of the gold mining industry over almost

a century thus elicited growing demands for the imposition of restrictions

not only to conserve lands of agricultural value but also to prevent the

siltation of rivers, flooding, damage to roads, bridges, railways, farms,

town water supplies, and wildlife habitats, and to both reduce prospective

and protect existing expenditure out of taxes and rates on river

embankments. The mining industry consiste?tly and vigorously denied any

responsibility for the consequences of its activities on the grounds largely

that those activities were authorised by the State. By its enterprise,

the industry insisted, large quantities of dormant and otherwise

unproductive gold were retrieved to become an asset which in the course
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of exchange and trade added to the national wealth and prosperity. In

any case, it was urged, owners of land were fully compensated, by sums

often considerably in advance of the land's value for agricultural

purposes, much was improved by dredging through better drainage, while

the industry offered important employment opportunities.

The course of the controyersy and the reluctance of Government to

enact effective controlling legislation revealed what Wynn (1977, 125) has

described as a very limited sympathy for restraint and resource

conservation in nineteenth - and at least early twentieth - century New

Zealand. Private interest and private gain, it was suggested, would ensure

that resources were exploited and used in the. most advan~ageous manner

possible and thereby confer a growing prosperity upon the wider community.

In ~act, individual freedom, personal gain and immediate rewards ranked

before the common weal and future returns. The gold rush immigrants

in particular, Wynn (1977, 134) observe9, were "seekers after material

gain .•. (who) aimed to improve their well-being by taking advantage of

colonial opportunities and colonial resources". Mining law provided the

basis for the free exercise of individual initiative, for the unfettered

private exploitation of public resources and engendered opposition to

any measure intended to govern and control that initiative and

exploitation.

The policy of mining legislation and the values upon which its

provisions were based thus rendered it difficult for Governments to enact

controls which could and would have been construed as constituting an

interference with the freedom of individuals and a threat to private

enterprise. That difficulty was not eased by the proponents of controls

even though they advocated not the preservation of resources but their

use for the greatest good for the greatest number for the longest term.

Such measures as were enacted, while apparently recognising the principle
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of the conservation argument, were qualified in such a way as to allow

mining interest to proceed with little concern that their plans would be

modified, impeded or prohibited. It was only towards the end of the

period under review that a significant strengthening of the provisions

relating to the protection of agricultural land occurred. But even that

strengthening owed more to a growing awareness of and concern over

soil erosion and ~iver control and of the social costs involved than to

efforts intended to control the mining of lands of agricultural value.
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CHAPTER IX

CONCLUSIONS
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This study, by making use of an extensive selection of administrative

and judicial records, has identified and evaluated some of the conflicts and

controversies generated by efforts to establish a new society and economy in

a 'region of recent settlement'. Those conflicts and controversies related

to the settlement of land and the exploitation of natural resources, the

dominant themes in the economic development of both Otago and New Zealand

during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Pastoralism,

agriculture and mining developed to constitute the basis of the economy.

The task of the government, correspondingly was seen as being to create the

institutional framework for rapid exploitation - which was equated with rapid

economic growth, individual advancement, and community betterment - and to

regulate the relationships both within and among the various groups of

resource users. The State was expected to exercise essentially a

promotional-regulatory function to be complemented, where necessary, by

research and investigatio~, some assistance to private enterprise, and only

limited public ownership and operation. The goals and aspirations of private

individuals and associations are shown to have been translated into public

policies, those policies providing for ease of access to and use of the

public resources of land, water, forests and minerals but tempered with

sanctions against monopoly and encouragement to those of limited:means.

The other;major contribution expected of government was the provision of

complementary investment in social overhead capital - roads, railways,

harbours, bridges, and water supply works - as a direct incentive to or

support for private enterprise.

The policy embodied in mining legislation reflected the community's

expectations of government's role in promoting economic growth. The major

objective of that legislation was thus to authorise and ensure ease of

access to and exploitation of the public - and subsequently private 

resources of land and water for the purposes of private gain. The remainder

of mining legislation dealt largely with the creation of rights, licences
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and leases, the conditions upon which the rights and leases were to be

held, the administration of justice, and the regulation of relationships

among those engaged in the industry. Mining legislation also provided

for the disposal of land to settlers but on terms which provided for entry

by miners, for its resumption where required for mining purposes, for entry

on to private lands to enable miners to mark out and construct water races,

sludge channels, dams and reservoirs, and for the formation of mining

companies to encourage investment in the industry and to limit the personal

liability of shareholders. It has been shown that there were virtually no

restraints placed upon the use of land and water, miners interpreting the

legislation as providing a general licence for their activities. Miners

constantly sought to secure the promotion and regulation of the industry

to ~heir own advantage, to maintain priority of right to land and to water,

and to acquire protection from claims for compensation from those injured

as a consequence of mining operations. So long as the industry retained the

promise of growth, offered substantial employment opportunities, and

remained an important source of revenue, the Legislature was willing to

accede to its demands for freedom from state interference and control and

for a special place at the head of the order for developmental priorities.

This thesis has further shown that the disposal of land posed a more

complex pr~blem for both the colonial and the provincial legislators.

Sensitive to the argument that the economic and social progress of the

community would best be encouraged by allowing the rapid conversion of the

public estate into private land, they were also aware that the disposal of

land constituted an opportunity to direct or at least to influence the

social, economic and political structure of the developing community. While

there was a significant body of opinion in favour of free selection, of

allowing the rate and form of land settlement to be determined by the

'gospel of trade', there was nevertheless a general consensus that universal

proprietorship should be the goal of land legislation. The notion of
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immigrants constituting 'waves' and forms of economic enterprise succeeding

each other in a regular, Darwinian, fashion informed many of the debates

and controversies over land tenure and settlement. The pastoralists thus

comprised the first wave whose primitive form of enterprise would soon give

way to that of a more highly involved social group, the farmers. Resistance

by the pastoralists to this concept of evolutionary progression engendered

conflict and their being labelled 'obstructionist', 'semi-civilised',

'arrogant', 'anachronistic', and 'a curse upon the land'. While the

pastoralists argued that their enterprise constituted the most productive

use of the land resource of Central Otago, the advocates of closer

settlement conversely insisted that it represented an unacceptable

aggrandisement, and a destructive and inefficient form of land use. Moreover,

they ,claimed, the region, although semi-arid and largely barren, was

capable of redemption through the application of water and the plough.

The argument presented goes on to show that the general acceptance of

universal proprietorship as the goal of land legislation meant that much of

the controversy and conflict over land disposal related to the pace at and

conditions upon which settlement should take place and over the extent to

which the interests of the pastoral lessees should be conserved given the

importance of wool exports to the provincial economy. Conflict and con~roversy

were thus inevitable as long as land settlement embodied not only the

aspirations of many settlers for economic independence, security and social

advancement but also the belief that universal proprietorship would ensure

the creation of a stable and prosperous community free of the inevitable

accompaniments of land monopoly, namely, tyranny, inequality, unemployment,

and poverty.

The policies of mining and land legislation possessed two major

objectives in common: the provision of easy access to the colony's resources

of land, water and minerals, and the promotion of economic growth by

allowing the rapid conversion of those public resources into private



property and private wealth. The efforts to promote a particular form of

land settlement were not regarded as being inconsistent with those policy

objectives. There was, however, the potential for considerable conflict

between the two policies. Within the goldfields the rapid expansion of

the mining industry created lucrative entrepreneurial opportunities in a

variety of other activities, particularly farming, to supply the local

market. The two industries, mining and orchardingjfarming, while requiring

the same resources of land and water, differed markedly with respect to the

conditions of access, tenure and use deemed necessary to meet their

respective needs and requirements. For the profitable prosecution of their

enterprise, miners insisted upon being able to exercise, untrammelled, the

rights created by minin& law, upon the necessity for the unfettered use of

lanq, water and watercourses, and upon the maintenance of the priority of

their claims and needs over those of other industries. At the same time,

settlers insisted upon ease of access to the same resources, upon security

of tenure as an essential precondition for investment, development, and

careful use, and upon the protection of property rights and interests.

Reconciliation of those conflicting needs and demands proved difficult.

Since pastoralism, mining and agriculture took place, initially at least,

on Crown lands, it has been shown that the Legislature was compelled to

develop policies to allocate the resources, to balance and reconcile

conflicting demands, and the competing ideals of private property rights

and the freedom of the mines, and to do so without hindering entrepreneurial

initiative, private enterprise, and economic growth.

It thus became the role of the Legislature in New Zealand rather than

of the Courts to balance and reconcile conflicting needs. Conversely, in

California, the Courts played a central role since the 1850 statute

conferring statehood prohibited the State from interfering with the

disposal of public lands, a task reserved to Congress. California, in

the absence of applicable Federal policy, endeavoured to allocate resources
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and balance competing claims indirectly through its legal system. Thus,

until 1865, the State's judiciary oversaw the distribution of federal

resources and formulated rules to promote the use of those resources

consistent with the protection of property interests (McCurdy 1976).

In New Zealand, mining and land settlement, the two major users of the

public domain, were governed by relevant legislation. The" role of the Courts

was to interpret the legislative intent or will, define where necessary the

meaning of and construction to be placed upon statute law, and to establish

the law with reference to the principles and maxims of common law where the

appropriate statute law was lacking or- inapplicable.

While the Courts in New Zealand thus upheld the priority accorded by

mining legislation to the claims of the mining industry within proclaimed

goldfields, this study suggests that they nevertheless declined to interpret

that legislation as conferring an unlimited general licence and insisted

that miners exercise their rights in such a way as not to injure the rights

and property of others. Beyond the boundaries of the proclaimed goldfields,

the Courts upheld the rights of property owners according to common law, so

that while the primacy of miners' rights on public lands withln the

goldfields was accorded a qualified validation, elsewhere other rights

where they had not been specifically abridged or abrogated.were held to

transcend those created by statute. The Courts, of course, were not

committed to foster the instrumentalist policies and legislation pursued

by the State but tended to uphold and defend property rights and interests.

In doing so the Courts exposed a conflict between those policies relating

to land and water and the rights and privileges created by statute law and

the much older body of common law relating to property and riparian rights.

As a result, both land and mining legislation were subjected to constant

amendment as the State sought to balance the rights of property with its

commitment to material progress through the rapid, private exploitation of

the public domain.



The conflicts among pastoralists, miners and farmers, and especially

between the two latter, and the decisions of the Courts were reflected in

the constant changes in and modifications made to the relevant governing

legislation. Conflicts between pastoralists and miners were comparatively

minor in character and were restricted largely to disputes over the grazing

of miners' stock on leasehold lands for which, after 1866, the tenants paid

substantial rentals. So long as the lands continued to be leased from the

Crown, however, they were open for prospecting and mining purposes. Any

conflict between the two groups tended to be transcended by their common

concern over the threats posed to their activities by the spread of

settlement, the freeholding of land, the claims of settlers to property

and water rights. With respect to the pastoralist and the settler, the

conflict is shown to have involved not a question of law but a matter of

policy. So long as the objective of land legislation was retained as

universal proprietorship and the lands utilised for pastoral purposes remained

leasehold, the dispute was over the pace of settlement and the most

effective means whereby the objective could be realised.

This study has also suggested that it was between the settler and the

miner that the greater conflict existed over competition for and use of

Central Otago~s resources of land and water. A variety of means was adopted

to reconcile and balance the competing demands. By confining settlement to

blocks resumed for that purpose from the runs the Government was able to

some extent to separate farming and mining. It was a means of control

complemented by the reservation of lands for mining purposes, the

construction of tailings and sludge channels, and for the deposition of

tailings, and by miners being authorised to enter private property to mark

out and construct water races, dams and reservoirs. Various forms of

leasehold tenure, with or without a delayed right of purchase, were devised

and successively applied, while miners were also eventually granted the right

to enter and prospect upon private property and seek its resumption for
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mining purposes by the State. A further important characteristic of the

tenures devised was the reservation of riparian rights, also achieved

through the reservation of riparian lands to .t.he Crown • The Legislature

thus endeavoured to devise policies and the Government to administer the

legislation to confirm the mining industry in its claim to an unfettered

right of access to and use of the land and water resources within mining

districts.

The Legislature's efforts to achieve a balance, to provide for the

protection of property rights, and to encourage land settlement and

development were embodied in the compensation payable by the miners and/or

by the State upon entry and resumption for mining purposes. Indeed, many

of the disputes over land settlement involved the grounds upon which

compensation was to be payable. The Legislature thus had to endeavour to

ensure that the compensation payable recognised the property interests and

investment involved without, on the one hand, deterring prospecting and

mining nor, on the other, inviting indiscriminate entry, resumption and

destruction of property. At the same time, the Legislature remained

concerned to ensure that the mining industry and its requirements, while

meriting priority, did not unduly impede land settlement. Hence land

tenures were devised and adopted to allow the. temporary use of areas

reserved for mining purposes, the tenures being strengthened as mining

activity declined, while perpetual prohibitions were placed upon the mining

of certain defined classes of property. A final important means whereby a

balance was sought was the empowering of wardens not only to consider

applications for both mining and property rights but also to exercise

considerable discretion in arriving at their decisions.

As a result of the policies devised and of the way in which they were

administered, mining appears not to have been impeded by the spread of

settlement or the alienation of land except in a comparatively few notable

instances. The claims and demands of the industry, however, played a
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a significant part in the policies respecting land settlement devised for

and applied within the'mining districts. Conversely, land settlement appears

not to have been deterred or significantly delayed by the rights and

privileges accord~d to the miners. Indeed, the tenures devised - agricultural

leases, deferred payments ,licences, perpetual leases, leases-in-perpetuity,

and occupation licences and leases - assisted settlement either by offering

a form of deferred payments and/or enabling settlers to devote their scarce

resources to land development.

Mining law, in respect of the use of water, by incorporating the

principles of prior appropriation, also aided land settlement and development

by permitting the diversion of water to non-ripa~ian land. The early

authorisation of such diversion obviated what would almost certainly

otherwise have been a protracted process of modification of the law and

allowed farming and orcharding to develop before the Legislature appreciated

fully the problems and difficulties of, settlement and development in a

region of low and uncertain rainfall. It is argued that the uncertainty

of the rainfall and scarcity of available water inevitably meant conflict

between miners and settlers over the allocation of the resource between the

competing industries. It was a conflict intensified by the general priority

accorded by both the Legislature and the Courts to the requirements of the

mining industry, and by, on the one hand, the SUitability of the doctrine

of prior appropriation for the needs of that industry but, on the other,

its inappropriateness as a legal basis for irrigation farming.

Whereas the states of the American west could replace prior

appropriation with a system of distributive administration such a radical

change was not possible in New Zealand without jeopardising one of the

major legal foundations of the mining industry or provoking its

determined opposition and massive claims for compensation. The mining

industry's needs, together with the substantial costs involved in the

construction of headworks and reticulation systems which rendered



irrigation development a task largely for the State, encouraged the

Legislature to amend the law and the Government to utilise its provisions

so as to extend the control of the State over the water resource. The

challenge confronting both the Legislature and the Government was to do so

without depriving the mining industry of its requirements or invalidating

its properly acquired property and water rights. It is shown that by means

of successive and cumulative amendments to mining law the control of the

State was extended by reducing and limiting the jurisdiction of the Wardens'

Courts and the discretion of the Wardens. In addition, amendments to

mining law made possible the private transfer of the resource from one

industry to the other, a process complemented by the State itself purchasing

important water rights required by i'th.e mining industry an~ incorporating

the~ into irrigation schemes. While allowing, therefore, the mining

industry to continue using water for so long as was required, the Legislature

reasserted the State's control over the resource so as to establish the

legal base for comprehensive water conservation and irrigation schemes

financed and administered by the State. Centralised control and

administration thus allowed the rational management and equitable

distribution of a scarce resource whether in support of the closer

settlement of Crown lands or as an aid to .private landowners. With respect

to rights and ease of access to and use of water and land, the Legislature

endeavoured, with considerable success, to achieve a policy balance which

not only protected properly acquired property rights and interests but

also left sufficient flexibility in the law to allow economic growth

through the exploitation of the colony's mineral resources and the

settlement of its lands. Further it is shown that as mining activity

declined the once markedly pro-mining bias of resource policy as it

related to mining districts was gradually softened as primary production

came to be seen as constituting the basis of the country's permanent

prosperity.
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Whereas the policies devised by the Legislature tended largely to

reconcile competing demands and ameliorate conflicts within the mining

districts, those adopted to resolve the disputes between miners within

and landowners and farmers beyond the goldfields boundaries were

considerably less imaginative in scope and less successful in application.

The conflict over riparian rights in fact constituted a challenge to the

policy implicit in mining legislation and to the State's commitment to

economic growth through the untrammelled private use of public resources.

The difficulty for the Legislature lay in the fact that the dispute

involved on the one hand an assertion of rights originating in common law

and on the other an insistence by the mining industry that the right to the

unfettered use of the colony's watercourses was essential for the successful

and,profitable prosecution of its 'activities. So long as the industry

provided an important source of revenue, export income, and employment and

could claim to be exercising properly acquired mining rights; the Legislature

felt obliged to respond to demands that the dispute be resolved in its favour.

Conversely, the Legislature was also compelled to recognise the legitimacy

of the riparian rights attached to land ownership however ~uch such rights

might be described as antiquated, an obstruction to development, and

irrelevant to the needs of a new community.

The examination of the original cases or sources showed that the response

of the Legislature was to endeavour to resolve the dispute by two main means,

the first involving the reservation of either riparian lands or riparian

rights to the Crown, and the second the extinguishment of existing rights

upon payment of compensation. While such a policy resolved the immediate

problem and allowed the State to maintain its commitment to the mining

industry it also ignored both the ecological consequences and social costs

which the unrestrained discharge of mining debris inevitably entailed. It

was only when the consequences of the policy of proclamation for private and

public property rights and investment became apparent that the Legislature
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initiated steps to regulate the mining industry's use of watercourses.

However belated those steps were the thesis demonstrates that they did
represent-the beginnings of a movement away from a mining policy almost

entirely promotional in character towards one which sought to control

mining activities in the interests of other industries and both private

and public property., That movement in policy also constituted a recognition

by the Legislature that it would have not only to balance competing demands

but also to allocate resources among the various industries.

The controversy over the mining of agricultural land, as in the case

of that involving riparian rights, similarly revealed the reluctance of

the Legislature to impose controls which might deter prospecting and

exploitation. It was also aware that any such controls could be construed

as an unnecessary impediment to the exercise of private enterprise, as an

interference with the rights of owners to dispose of their properties as

they pleased, and as constituting possibly the basis of claims for

compensation from the State for the invalidation of properly acquired mining

titles and rights. A reluctance to impose statutory advance stripping or

resoiling requirements can also be attributed to a belief in the cost to the

mining industry of the land sought as an effective and sufficient mechanism

to regulate the relationships between private owners and miners and to ensure

that the most productive use was made of the resource. The first tentative

steps towards control were intended to do little more than try to ensure

that a proper assessment of the auriferous value of the land had been made,

such assessment to constitute a further balancing mechanism. There was no

real strengthening of those controls until the mining of agricultural land

was seen to be interrelated with the larger issues of river control and

management, resource conservation and the prevention of soil erosion, the

use of rivers for other purposes including the generation of electricity,

and the State's own investment in irrigation schemes, and their management.



This assessment of policies and conflicts over resource use has been

based upon a comparative and critical use of a wide variety of primary

legislative, administrative and judicial records. It suggests that the

policies formulated by the Legislature were fragmented, partial, oriented

towards short-term goals, and largely comprised a response to limited

sectional pressures. They constituted politically acceptable solutions to

the conflicts as they arose rather than following a considered decision

making process based upon an awareness of policy choices and of the larger

dimensions and implications of those choices. Indeed the Legislature

largely failed to recognise and address itself to those choices or to the

longer-term social, resource, and economic costs of the policies adopted.

Insofar as such issues were considered at all the Legislature evinced a

faith in the supposedly self-regulating character of private interest, in

private profit and benefit as the most effective guardian of the public

interest.

It must be acknowledged, however, that the Legislature did respond to

the demands made of it. The character of its responses in terms of policies,

laws, and modes of conflict resolution, reflected the emergent colonial

society's expectations that policy and law should do no more than regulate

relationships among resource users, minimising conflict and creating the

maximum opportunities for the exploitation of natural resources and for

private gain. To criticise the Legislature for failing to discern and

promote longer-term considerations, to assume a planning responsibility, is

to fail to recognise not only the character of the information and

understanding at its disposal but also the historical context of its

deliberations and decisions.
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It must also be noted that this study has concentrated upon land, water,

and minerals and one major type of historic policy, legal and administrative

process, namely, resource allocation and use. As the consequences, both

economic and resource, of those policies adopted became apparent, the



Legislature, in response to growing societal demands, began to inject a

regulatory and managerial note into policies which had previously been

almost solely permissive or instrumental in their character and purpose.

That modification of resource policies implied an important change

emerging in the role of the State in economic development and in the

relationships among resource policy, law, economic growth, private enterprise

and the pursuit of private profit.

This study has served to demonstrate the importance not only of

the policy making, administrative, and legal process as integral elements

of economic, social, and landscape change but also of the inherited

institutions and attitudes~ the assumptions, values and expectations of
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the developing society. It suggests, therefore, that an understanding of

the relationship between man and his environment in the regions of recent

settlement requires an assessment of the changing relationships between man

and man in the new societies and recalls Harris' (1971, 163) observation

that "a geographer attempting to understand a particular landscape will

often find that the principal explanation for it rests with the society

and values of its inhabitants, and thus will be led far into matters of

obvious historical interest". That observation has a particular relevance

to the regions of recent settlement where the interaction of settlers of

diverse origins with new physical and resource environments, the need and

opportunity to create new political, social, economic and political orders

have encouraged historical geographers to focus upon the characteristics

and processes of change.

This study has attempted to break new ground in its approach, an

attempt made possible by the extensive resources of National Archives, Hocken

Library and the Department of Justice. It has endeavoured to assess the

changing character, significance, and interrelationships among the elements

of one fundamental set of the processes of change - those of policy making



law, and administration as they related to the allocation and use of the

resources of land, water and minerals. Earlier studies, with the partial

exception of those dealing with land, had tended to eschew discussion of

such complex interrelationships of the legislative, administrative and

legal orders with economic and landscape change. While this present study

may have carried historical geographers into somewhat unfamiliar fields it

is perhaps pertinent to recall Sauer's (1941, 4) observation that "when a

subject is ruled, not by inquisitiveness, but by definition of its

boundaries, it is likely to face extinction".
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